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Preface 

The McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Electrical and Computer Engineering provides a
compendium of more than 18,000 terms that are central to these fields as

well as related fields. In addition to computerscience,electronics, electricity,
and electrical engineering, coverage includes terminology in control systems,
engineering acoustics, systems engineering, and communications.

The definitions are drawn from the McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific and Technical
Terms, Sixth Edition (2003). Each oneis classified according to the field with
which it is primarily associated. The pronunciation of each term is provided
along with synonyms, acronyms, and abbreviations where appropriate. A guide
to the use of the Dictionary is included, explaining the alphabetical organization
of terms, the formatof the book, cross referencing, and how synonyms,variant
spellings, abbreviations, and similar information are handled. A pronunciation
key is also provided to assist the reader. An extensive appendix provides
conversion tables for commonly used scientific and technical units as well
as charts, a “family tree” of programming languages, andlistings of useful
mathematical, engineering, and scientific data, laws, and equations.

It is the editors’ hope that this dictionary will serve the needs of scientists,
engineers, specialists in information technology, students, teachers, librarians,
and writers for high-quality information, and thatit will contribute to scientific
literacy and communication

MarkD. Licker
Publisher  
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How to Use the Dictionary 

ALPHABETIZATION. The terms in the McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Electrical and
Computer Engineering are alphabetized on a letter-by-letter basis; word spacing,
hyphen, comma, and solidus in a term are ignored in the sequencing. For
example, an ordering of terms would be:

absolute-value computer airborne radar
absolute vector air capacitor
accuracy control system
ac/dc receiver

FORMAT. Thebasic formatfor a defining entry provides the term in boldface,
the field in small capitals, and the single definition in lightface:

term [FIELD] Definition.

A field may be followed by multiple definitions, each introduced by a boldface
number:

term [FIELD] 1. Definition, 2. Definition. 3. Definition,

A term mayhavedifinitions in two or morefields:

term [commun] Definition. {computsci] Definition

A simple cross-reference entry appears as:

term See another term.

A cross reference may also appear in combination with definitions:

term [commun] Definition. (computsci| See another term

CROSS REFERENCING.Across-reference entry directs the user to the
defining entry. For example, the user looking up “chroma band-pass amplifier”
finds:

chroma band-pass amplifier See burst amplifier

The user then turns to the “B" termsfor the definition, Cross references are also

made from variant spellings, acronyms, abbreviations, and symbols.

ACK See acknowledge character.
A-O-I gate See AND-OR-INVERTgate
bps See bit per second
chip See microchip.
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ALSO KNOWNAS..., etc. A definition may conclude with a mention of
a synonym of the term, a variant spelling, an abbreviation for the term, or
other such information, introduced by “Also known as ...,” “Also spelled ...,”
“Abbreviated ...," “Symbolized ...," “Derived from ....” When a term has more
than onedefinition, the positioning of any of these phrases conveys the extent
of applicability. For example:

term {comput sci] 1. Definition. Also known as synonym.2. Definition.
Symbolized T.

In the above arrangement, “Also known as ...” applies only to the first defi-
nition; “Symbolized ...” applies only to the second definition.

term [comMuN] 1. Definition. 2. Definition. [comput sci] Definition.
Also known as synonym.

In the above arrangement, “Also known as ...” applies only to the secondfield.

term [commun] Also known as synonym. 1. Definition. 2. Definition.
[compuTscl] Definition.

In the above arrangement, “Also known as...” applies only to both definitions
in thefirst field.

term Also known as synonym. [commun] 1. Definition. 2. Definition.
[comput sci] Definition.

In the above arrangement, “Also known as...” applies to all definitions in both
fields.

viii
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Fields and Their Scope 

[COMMUN] Communications—Thescience and technology by which information
is collected from an originating source; converted into a form suitable for
transmission, transmitted over a pathway such as a satellite channel, under-
water acoustic channel, telephone cable, or fiber-optic link; and reconverted
into a form suitable for interpretation by a receiver.

[COMPUTscl] Computer sclence—Thestudy of computing, including computer
hardware, software, programming, networking, database systems, information
technology, interactive systems, and security.

|CONT Sys] control systems—The study of those systems in which one or more
outputs are forced to change in a desired manneras time progresses.

[ELEC] electricity—The science of physical phenomena involving electric
charges and their effects when at rest and when in motion.

[ELECTROMAG] electromagnetism—The branch of physics dealing with the
observations and lawsrelating electricity to magnetism, and with magnetism
produced by an electric current.

[ELECTR] electronics—The technological area involving the manipulation
of voltages and electric currents through the use of various devices for the
purpose of performing some useful action with the currents and voltages;
this field is generally divided into analog electronics, in which the signals to
be manipulated take the form of continuous currents or voltages, and digital
electronics, in which signals are represented bya finite set of states.

[ENG] engineering—The science by which the properties of matter and the
sources of powerin nature are madeuseful to humansin structures, machines,
and products.

[ENG ACOUS| engineering acoustics—Thefield of acoustics that deals with the
production, detection, and control of soundbyelectrical devices, including the
study, design, and construction of such things as microphones, loudspeakers,
sound recorders and reproducers, and public address sytems.

[GEOPHYS] geophysics—The branch of geology in which the principles and
practices of physics are used to study the earth and its environment, that is,
earth, air, and (by extension) space.
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F

[MATER] materials—A multidisciplinary field concerned with the properties
and usesof materials in terms of composition, structure, and processing.

|MaTH| mathematics—The deductive study of shape, quantity, and
dependence; the two main areas are applied mathematics and pure
mathematics, the former arising from the study of physical phenomena, the
latter involving the intrinsic study of mathematical structures.

|NAV| navigation—The science or art of directing the movement of a craft,
such as a ship, small marine craft, underwater vehicle, land vehicle, aircraft,
missile, or spacecraft, from one place to anotherwith the assistance of onboard
equipment, objects, or devices, or of systems external to the craft.

{optics] optics—The study of phenomena associated with the generation,
transmission, and detection of electromagnetic radiation in the spectral range
extending from the long-wave edge of the x-ray region to the short-wave edge
of the radio region; and thescience oflight.

[PHYS] physics—The science concerned with those aspects of nature which
can be understoodin terms of elementary principles and laws.

|souip staTe| solid-state physics—The branch of physics centering on the
physical properties of solid materials;it is usually concerned with the properties
of crystalline materials only, but it is sometimes extended to include the
properties of glasses or polymers.

[stat] statistics—The science dealing with the collection, analysis, inter-
pretation, and presentation of masses of numericaldata.

|sYS ENG] systems engineering—The branch of engineering dealing with the
design of a complex interconnection of many elements(a system) to maximize
an agreed-upon measure of system performance.

12
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 Pronunciation Key

Vowels

—™OmDO@Oow
orcoo7!
—<<-©oo2

as in bat, that
as in bait, crate
as in bother, father
as in bet, net
as in beet, treat
as in bit, skit

as in bite, light
as in boat, note

as in bought, taut
as in book, pull
as in boot, pool
as in but, sofa

as in crowd, power
as in boil, spoil
as in formula, spectacular
as in fuel, mule

Semivowels/Semiconsonants
Ww

y
as in wind, twin

as in yet, onion

Stress (Accent)
precedessyllable with primary
stress

precedessyllable with secondary
stress

precedessyllable with variable
or indeterminate primary/
secondary stress

13

Consonants

b as in bib, dribble

ch as in charge, stretch
as in dog, bad
as in fix, safe

as in good, signal
as in hand, behind

as in joint, digit
as in cast, brick

as in Bach (usedrarely)
as in loud,bell
as in mild, summer
as in new, dent
indicates nasalization of

preceding vowel
yn asinring, single
p asin pier,slip
r
s

ISBp3TiWwx~—a4™oO
as in red, scar

as in sign, post
as in sugar, shoe

t asin timid, cat
as in thin, breath
as in then, breathe

v asin veil, weave
Z asin zoo, cruise

as in beige, treasure

Syllabication
Indicates syllable boundary
whenfollowing syllableis
unstressed

Xl
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a See ampere.
A See ampere
aQ See abohm
(aQ)-1 See abmho
A+ Sve A positive
aA See abampere
aA/cm? Sve abampere per square centimeter
AANDNOTB gate SeeANDNOTgate. {'aannét

'bé ,gat }
abampere [ELec] The unit of electric current

in the electromagnetic centimeter-gram-second
system; | abampere equals 10 amperes in the
absolute meter-kilogram-second-ampere sys-
tem Abbreviated aA. Also known asBi; biot.
{ ab'am-pér}

abampere per square centimeter {ELEc] The unit
of current density in the electromagnetic
centimeter-gram-second system. Abbreviated
aA/em?. {ab'am-pérpar 'skwer 'sen-ta,méd-ar}

A battery |ELEcTR| The battery that supplies
power forfilaments or heaters of electron tubes
in battery-operated equipment. {'a ,bat-a-ré }

abbreviated dialing |cOoMMUN] A feature which
requires less than the usual numberofdialing
operations to connect two or more subscribers
{ o'bré-vé.ad-ad'd7-lin }

ABC See automatic brightness control
abcoulomb [ELEC] The unit of electric charge

in the electromagnetic centimeter-gram-second
system, equal to 10 coulombs. Abbreviated aC
{ ab'kii-lom ]

abcoulomb centimeter |ELEc] Inthe electromag-
netic centimeter-gram-second system of units,
the unit ofelectric dipole moment, Abbreviated
aCcm, { ab'kii-l6m 'sen-ta,méd-ar}

abcoulomb per cuble centimeter [ELEC] The
electromagnetic centimeter-gram-secondunit of
volume density of charge. Abbreviated aC/cm3
| ab'kis Gm par 'kyd-bik 'sen-ta,méd-ar }

abeoulomb per square centimeter |[cLec| The
electromagnetic centimeter-gram-second unit
of surface density of charge, elestric polariza-
tion, and displacement. Abbreviated aC/cm?
(ab'ki-l6m par skwer ‘sen-tayméd-ar|

abeam Sevonthe beam {a'bém |
abend=[comeur sci] An unplanned program ter-

mination that occurs when a computeris directed
to execute an Instruction or to process informa-
tion thatit cannot recognize. Also knownas blaw
up; bomb; crash. { 'ab-end }

abfarad |ELEc|A unit of capacitance in the
electromagnetic centimeter-gram-second sys-
tem equal to 10° farads. Abbreviated aF.
{ ab'far-ad }

abhenry (ELEc} A unit of inductancein the elec-
tromagnetic centimeter-gram-second system of
units which is equal to 10-9 henry. Abbreviated
aH. {ab'hen-ré}

able (compur sci| A name for the hexadecimal
digit whose decimal equivalent is 10. { 'a-bal }

abmho  [ELEc| A unit of conductancein the elec-
tromagnetic centimeter-gram-second system of
units equal to 10° mhias. Abbreviated (aQ)~!.
Also known as absiemens (aS). { 'ab,m6 }

Abneylevel Seeclinometer {'ab-né ‘lev-al }
abnormal glow discharge [ELEcTR| A discharge

of electricity in a gas tube at currents somewhat
higher than thoseof an ordinary glow discharge,
at which point the glow covers the entire cathode
and the voltage drop decreases with increasing
current. { ab'nér-mal ,gl6 ‘dis-charj}

abnormal propagation=(comMMUN| Phenomena of ;
unstable or changing atmospheric or janospheric
conditions acting upon transmitted radio waves,
preventing such waves from following their
normal path, thereby causing difficulties and
disruptions of communications. { ab'nor-mal
\prap-a'ga-shan]

abnormal statement (comput sci} An elementof
a FORTRAN V (UNIVAC) program which specifies
that certain function subroutines mustbe called
every time they are referred to. { ab'ndor-mal
‘stat-mant}

abohm [eLec| The unit ofelectrical resistance in
the centimeter-gram-second system; | abohm
equals 10-? ohm in the meter-kilogram-second
system, Abbreviated aQ. { a'bém}

abohm centimeter [ELEc| The centimeter-gram-
second unit of resistivity. Abbreviated aQ@cm
{ a'bom 'sen-ta,mé-dar}

abort [COMPUT sci] To terminate a procedure,
such as the running of acomputerprogram or the
printing ofadocument, while itis still in progress
{ o'bort }

abort branch§|conT sys| A branching instruction
in the program controlling a robot that causes a
test to be performed on whether the tool-center
point is properly positioned, and to reposition it
if it drifts out of the acceptable range
ibranch}

{ a'bort
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AB powerpack

AB power pack [ELEC] 1. Assembly in a single
unit of the A battery and B battery for a
battery-operated vacuum-tubecircuit. 2. Unit
that supplies the necessary A and Bdirect-current
voltages from an alternating-current source of
power { ajbé 'pau-ar ,pak }

abrupt Junction §(ELectR| A pn junction in which
the concentration of impurities changes sud-
denly from acceptors to donors. { a'brapt
‘onk- shan }

abs [comput sci] A special function occurring
in ALGOL, which yields the absolute value, or
modulus, ofits argument,

absiemens See abmho. { ab'sé-monz}
absolute address [compusci] The numerical

identification of each storage location which
is wired permanently into a computer by the
manufacturer, ('ab-sa,liit a'dres }

absolute addressing [comput sci| The identi-
fication of storage locations in a computer
program by their physical addresses, { ‘ab-so
ltt o'dres-in }

absolute category rating mean opinion score
[COMMUN | Methodology for subjectively testing
audio quality where participants are presented
with sound samples, one at a time, and are
asked to grade them on a 5-point scale, For the
NRSC FM IBOCtests, the MOS scale used was
5 = excellent, 4 = good, 3 = fair, 2 = poor, | =
bad. Abbreviated ACR-MOS. { jab-sa,lut kad-
2,g0ré rad-ig mén 'o-'pinsyan ,skGr}

absolute cellreference=[{compuT sci] A cell refer-
ence used in a formula in a spreadsheet program
that does not change whenthe formula is copied
ormoved. { {ab-sa,liit 'sel ,refrans }

absolute code=|compuT sci| A code used when
the addresses in a program are to be written
in machine language exactly as they will appear
whentheinstructions are executed by the control
circuits. { 'ab-sa,ltit'kdd }

absolute efficiency [ENG Acous| The ratio of the
poweroutput of an electroacoustic transducer,
underspecified conditions, to the power output
of an ideal electroacoustic transducer, { 'ab-sa
tit o'fish-on-sé}

absolute electrometer |ELEC] A very precise type
of attracted disk electrometer in which the at-
traction between two disks is balanced against
the force of gravity. { ‘ab-soliit 9o,lek'tram-
od-or}

absolute galn of an antenna=|ELECTROMAG] Gain
in a given direction when the reference antenna
is an isotropic antenna isolated in space, Also
known asisotropic gain of an antenna, ([‘ab-sa
slut gan ov on an'ten-a }

absolute index of refraction Svc index of refrac-
tion [ 'ab-sa,liit 'in,deks ov ri'frak-shon }

absolute Instructlon §|compuT sci] A computer
instruction in its final form, in which it can be
executed, { ‘ab-sa,fit in'strak-shon ]

absolute programming (comput sci] Program-
ming with the use of absolute code. ( ‘ab-so
iit 'prd-gram-in }

absolute refractive constant See index of refrac-
tion, { ‘ab-sa,lit ri'frak-tiv 'kan-stant }

16

absolute-vatue computer |compuT sci] A com-
puter that processes the values of the variables
ratherthantheirincrements {‘ab-sa,lit'val-yii
kam'pyiid:or|

absolute vector=|compuTscl] In computer graph-
ics, a vector whose end points are given in
absolute coordinates, { 'ab-sa,liit 'vek-tor]

absorbed charge [ELEc| Charge on a capacitor
which arises only gradually when the potential
difference across the capacitor is maintained,
due to gradual orientation of permanentdipolar
molecules—{ ab'sorbd ‘charj }

absorber |[ELECTR| A material or device that
takes up and dissipates radiated energy; may be
used to shield an object from the energy, pre-
vent reflection of the energy, determine the
nature of the radiation, or selectively transmit
one or more components of the radiation
{ ab'sor-bar}

absorber control See absorption control
{ ob'sor-bar kon'trél }

absorption [ELEC] The property of a dielectric in
a capacitor which causes a small charging current
to flow after the plates have been brought up
to the final potential, and a small discharging
current to flow after the plates have been short-
circuited, allowed to stand for a few minutes, and
short-circuited again Also known as dielectric
soak, [ELECTROMAG] Taking up of energy from
radiation by the medium through which the
radiation is passing, { ob'sorp-shan }

absorption circuit [ELEcTR| A series-resonant
circuit used to absorb power at an unwanted
signal frequency by providing a low impedance
to ground at this frequency [ ob'sorp-shon
'sar-kat |

absorption control See absorption modulation
{ ob'sorp-shon kon'trdl }

absorption current (ELEC| The componentof a
dielectric current that is proportional to the rate
of accumulation of electric charges within the
dielectric. { ob'sorp-shon 'kor-ont}

absorption fading |CoMMUN| Slowtype of fad-
ing, primarily caused by variations in the absorp-
tion rate along the radio path={ ab'sorp-shon
'fad-in }

absorption loss [COMMUN|That part of the
transmission loss due to the dissipation or con-
version of either sound energyor electromagnetic
energy into other forms of energy, either within
the medium or attendant upon a reflection
( ob'sorp-shon lds|

absorption meter [(ENG| Aninstrument designed
to measure the amount of light transmitted
through a transparent substance, using a pho-
tocell or other light detector { ob'sorp-shon
‘méd-or|

absorption modulation [ELECTR] A system of
amplitude modulation in which a variable-
impedance device is inserted in or coupled
to the output circuit of the transmitter. Also
known as absorption control; loss modulation
( ab'sorp-shon mdd-yii'la-shan }

absorption wavemeter [ELECTR] A frequency- or
wavelength-measuring instrument consisting of
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a calibrated tunable circuit and a resonance
indicator { ab'sorp-shon 'wav,méd-ar}

abstract automata theory [comput sci| The
mathematical theory which characterizes auto-
mata bythree sets: input signals, internal states,
and output signals; and two functions: input
functions and output functions  {'abz-trakt
o'tam-a-ta 'thé-o-ré }

abstract data type [comput sci| A mathematical
model which may be used to capture the essen-
tials of a problem domain in order to translate
it into a computer program; examples include
queues, lists, stacks, trees, graphs, and sets
Abbreviated ADT —_{ 'abz-trakt 'dad-a ,tip }

abvolt [ELEC| The unit of electromotive force
in the electromagnetic centimeter-gram-second
system; | abvolt equals 107" volt in the absolute
meter-kilogram-second system. Abbreviated aV
{'ab,valt }

abvolt per centimeter [ELEC] In the electromag-
netic centimeter-gram-second system of units,
the unit of electric field strength. Abbreviated
aV/em. _{ 'ab,vGlt par 'sen-ta,méd-ar}

abwatt [ELEC] The unit ofelectrical power in the
centimeter-gram-second system; | abwatt equals

| watt in the absolute meter-kilogram-second
system, { ‘ab,wat }

ac See alternating current
aC See abcoulomb
ACAS See airbornecollision avoidance system
accelerated graphics port (comput sci] A per-

sonal computer graphics bus that transfers data
atagreaterratethanaPClbus, { ak,sel-a,rad-ad
‘graf-iks ,port }

accelerated test |ELEc] A test of the serviceabil-
ity of an electric cable in use for some time
by applying twice the voltage normally carried,
{ ak'sel-ar,d-dad 'test}

accelerating electrode |ELEcTR| An_ electrode
used in cathode-ray tubes and other electron
tubes to increase the velocity of the electrons
that contribute the space current or form a beam
( ak'sel-ar,dd-in i'lek,trGd }

accelerating potential [ELecTR| The energy po-
tential in electron-beam equipmentthat imparts
additional speed and energy to the electrons
{ ak'sel-ar,ad-in pa'ten-shal}

acceleratingrelay |ELEc] Any relay that is used to
assist in starting a motoror increasing its speed.
{ ak'sel-a,radvin 'ré,la }

acceleration-error constant [(CONTSyYS| The ratio
of the acceleration of a controlled variable of a
servomechanism to the actuating error when the
actuating error is constant. ( ak,sel-a'ra-shan
‘er-or 'kdn-stont}

acceleration switch |[ELEc| A switch that opens or
closesin the presenceofacceleration that 0 exceeds
acertain value. { ak,sel-o'ra-shan ,swich |

acceleration time=|compuT sci] The time required
for a magnetic tape transport or any other
mechanical device to attain its operating speed
{ ak,sel-a'ra-shon ,tim }

acceleration tolerance [ENG] The degree to
which personnel or equipment withstandsaccel-
eration. { ak,sel-o'ré-shan 'tal-ar-ans}

access-control register

acceleration voltage [ELECTR] The voltage be-
tween a cathode and accelerating electrode of
an electron tube. { ak,sel-a'ra-shan 'vGl-taj }

accentuation [ELECTR] The enhancementofsig-
nal amplitudes in selected frequency bands
with respect to other signals. ( ak,sen-cha'wa-
shan }

accentuator [ELEcTR| A circuit that provides for
the first part of a process for increasing the
strength of certain audio frequencies with respect
to others, to help these frequencies override
noise or to reduce distortion. Also known as
accentuator circuit. { ak'sen-cha,wad-ar}

accentuatorcircult See accentuator. { ak'sen-
cha,wad-or 'sar-kat}

accept |CoMPUT Sci] A data transmission state-
ment which is used in FORTRAN when the
computeris in conversational mode, and which
enables the programmerto input, through the
teletypewriter, data the programmer wishes
stored in memory, { ak'sept }

acceptor [SOLID STATE] An impurity element that
increase the numberof holes in a semiconduc-
tor crystal such as germanium orsilicon; alu-
minum, gallium, and indium are examples. Also
known as acceptor impurity; acceptor material
{ ak'sep-tar}

acceptor clrcult [ELECTR| A series-resonant cir-
cuit that has a low impedanceat the frequency
to which it is tuned and a higher impedance
at all other frequencies, { ak'sep-tor ‘sar.
kat }

acceptor Impurlty See acceptor, { ak'sep-tar im
‘pylir-a-dé }

acceptor matertal See acceptor. { ak'sep-tar mo
'tir-é-al }

access |COMPUT SCi| The reading of data from
storage or the writing of data into storage. {'ak
ses }

access arm [COMPUT Scl| The mechanical device
which positions the read/write head on a mag-
netic storage unit, {'ak,ses ,4rm }

access code [COMMUN] 1. Numeric identification
for internetwork or facility switching, 2. The pre-
liminary digits that a user must dial! to be con-
nected through an automatic PBX to the serving
switching center. (COMPUT sci] A sequence of
characters which a user must enterintoa terminal
in order to use a computer system. {[ ‘ak,ses
ikd ]

access control |compuTsci| A restriction on the
operations that a user of a computer system
may perform onfiles and other resources of the
system. {'‘ak,ses kan,trdl}

access-controllist (comput sci] A columnof an
access matrix, containing the access rights of
various users of a computer system to a given
file or other resource of the system. _{ 'ak,ses
kon,trol list }

access-control mechanism See reference moni-
tor { jakses kon'trdl |me-ka-ni-zam }

access-control register |comPuT sci A storage
device which controls the word-by-word trans-
mission over a given channel. { ‘ak,ses kan'trdl
iTej-a-star}
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access-conirol words

access-control words [COMPUT scl] Permanently
wired instructions channeling transmitted
words into reserved locations. {ak,ses kon'tral
wwardz |

access gap See memorygap. ['ak,ses fap}
access line |COMMUN| Four-wire circuit between

a subscriber or a local PBX to the serving swit-
ching center. |‘ak.ses lin}

access management [compuT sci| The use of
techniques to allow various components of a
computer's operating system to be used only
by authorized personnel, { ‘akses ,man-ij-
mont}

access matrix [comput scl] A method of repre-
senting discretionary authorization information,
with rows representing subjects or users of the
system, columns corresponding to objects or
resources of the system, andcells (intersections
of rows and columns) composed of allowable
operations that a subject may apply to an object.
(‘ak,ses ,ma-triks }

access mechanism [comput sci] The mecha-
nism af positioning reading or writing heads onto
the required tracks of amagnetic disk. {'ak,ses
'mek-o,niz-om }

access method |COMMUN| The procedures re-
quired to obtain access to a communications
network, (COMPUT sci| A set of programming
routines whichlinks programs and the data that
these programstransfer into and out of memory
{ 'ak,ses ,meth-od }

access mode [comput sci}A programming
clause in COBOL which is required when using
a random-access device so that a specific record
maybe read outof or written into a mass storage
bin. {'ak,ses mGd }

access privileges [comput sci| The extent to
which a user of a computer in a network is
allowed to use and read, write to, and execute
files in other computers in the network. { ‘ak
(ses \privea-laj-os |

access protocol |coMMUN] A set of rules ob-
served by all nodes ina local-area network so
that one node can get the attention of another
and its data packet can be transferred, and so
that no two data packets can be simultaneously
transmitted over the same medium. { 'ak,ses
iprad:a,kol |

access provider Sce service provider { ‘ak,ses
prayvid-ar |

access time [CompuT sci] The time period re-
quired for reading out of or writing into the
computer memory. {‘ak-ses ,tim }

access type |Ccompur sci] One ofthe allowable
operations that aqiven userofa computer system
governed by access controls may perform on a
file or other resource of the system, suchas own,
read, write, orexecute. {'ak-ses tip }

aCem Sce abcoulomb centimeter
aC/cm? See abcoulomb per square centimeter
aC/cm® See abcoulomb per cubic centimeter
accommodation |coNT sys| Any alteration in a

robot’s motion in responseto the robot's envi-
ronment; it may be active or passive. { o,kam-
o'da-shon }
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accommodation time [ELECTR] The time from
the production of the first electron to the
production of a steadyelectric discharge in a gas.
{ a,kam-a'da-shon ,ttm }

accordion cable {eLEc| A flat, multiconductor
cable prefolded into a zigzag shape and used
to make connections to movable equipment
such as a chassis mounted on pulloutslides.
(a kord-én 'ka-bal }

accounting package [COMPUT scl] A set of spe-
clal routines that allow collection of information
about the usage level of various componentsof
a computer system by each production program
(o'kaunt-ig 'pak-ij }

accumulator |coMPUT SCl| A specific register, in
the arithmetic unit of a computer, in which the
result of an arithmetic or logical operation is
formed; here numbers are added or subtracted,
and certain operations such as sensing, shifting,
and complementing are performed, Also known
as accumulator register; counter [ELEC| See
storage battery. { o'kyii:myo,lad-or}

accumulator battery See storage battery
{ o'kyii-mya,lad-ar 'bad:-a-ré}

accumulator Jump instruction §{CompPuT scl] An
instruction which programs a computer to ignore
the previously established program sequence
depending on the status of the accumulator.
Also known as accumulator transfer instruction,
{ a'kyi-myo,ladar jamp in'strok-shon }

accumulator register Sec accumulator. { a'kyi-
myo, lad-ar 'rej-o-stor }

accumulator shift Instruction |compuT sci|A
computer instruction which causes the word ina
register to be displaced-a specified numberofbit
positions to the leftorright.  { o'kyi-mya,lad-ar
‘shift in'strak-shan }

accumulatortransfer Instruction See accumulator
jump instruction. ( a‘kyii:mya,lad-or 'trans-for
in'strak:shon }

accuracy control system |comMPuT scl] Any
method which attempts error detection and
control, such as random sampling and squaring,
{ 'ak-ya-ro-s@ kon'tral ,sis-tam )

ac/dc motor Sve universal motor { ,4-Sé,dé-sé
'mod-or}

ac/de recelver [ELECTR] A radio receiver de-
signed to operate from either an alternating-
or direct-current power line, Also known as
universal receiver. { ,4-$6,dé@-sé ri'sév-ar }

ACK See acknowledge character
acknowledge character (COMPUT sci] A signal

that a receiving station transmits in order to
indicate that a block of information has been
received andthatits validity has been checked
Also known as acknowledgement. Abbreviated
ACK,—( ak'na-lij 'kar-ok-tor}

acknowledgement Sve acknowledge character
{ ak'né-lij-mant )

aQtem See abohm centimeter
acorn tube [ELECTR] An ultra-high-frequency

electron tube resembling an acorn in shape and
size. ['a,korn tlib )

acoustic amplifier |ELectR| A device that ampli-
fies mechanical vibrations directly at audia and
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ultrasonic frequencies, Also known as acousto-
electric amplifier { o'ktis-tik 'am-plo,fi-ar }

acoustle array [ENG AcoUs] A sound-transmit-
ting or sound-receiving system whose elements
are arranged to give desired directional charac-
teristics. { a'kiis-tik a'ra )

acoustic bridge [ELEcTR| A device, based on the
principle of the electrical Wheatstone bridge,
used for analysis of deafness. { o'kiisstik 'brij

acoustic center {ENG ACOUS| The center of the
spherical sound wavesradiating outward from an
acoustic transducer. { a'kiis-tik 'sen-tor }

acoustic clarlfler {ENG Acous| System of cones
loosely attached to the baffle of a loudspeaker
and designedto vibrate and absorb energy during
sudden loud sounds to suppress these sounds
( a'kiis-tik 'klar-a,fi-ar }

acoustic convolver Sceconvolver, { a'kiis-tik kan
'valv-ar }

acoustic coupler {ENG aAcous}A device used
between the modem of a computer terminal and
a standard telephone line to permit transmission
of digital data in either direction without making
direct connections. { a'kits-tik 'kap-lar }

acoustic delay |ENG acous| A delay which is
deliberately introduced in sound reproduction by
having the sound travel a certain distance along
a pipe before conversion into electric signals.
{ o'kiis-tik di'ld }

acoustic delay Ilne [ELectR| A device in which
acoustic signals are propagated in a medium to
makeuse of the sonic propagation time to obtain
a time delay for the signals, Also known as sonic
delay line { a‘kiis-tik di'la lin)

acoustic detector |ELECTR] The stage in a re-
ceiver at which demodulation of a modulated
tadio waveinto its audio componenttakes place
{ o'kiis-tik di'tek-tar}

acoustic feedback [ENG Acous| The reverbera-
tion of sound waves from a loudspeaker to a
preceding part of an audio system, such as to
the microphone, in such a mannerasto rein-
force, and distort, the original input Also
known as acoustic regeneration. _{ a'kiis-tik 'féd
ibak }

acoustic filter Sec filter { a'kiis-tik 'fil-tar }
acoustle generator [ENG Acous| A transducer

which converts electrical, mechanical, or other
forms of energy into sound, { o'kiis-tik 'jen-a
ifad-ar}

acoustic hologram [ENG The phaseinterference
pattern, formed by acoustic beams, that is used
in acoustical holography; when light is made to
interact with this pattern, it forms an image of an
object placed in one of the beams. { a‘kiis-tik
‘hal-o,gram }

acoustic horn Seehorn. { a'kiistik horn }
acoustic Jamming [ENG AcouS| The deliberate

radiation or reradiation of mechanical or elec-
troacoustic signals with the objectives of oblit-
erating or obscuring signals which the enemy
is attempting to receive and of deterring enemy
weapons systems _{ a‘kiis-tik 'jam-ig }

acoustic labyrinth |ENG acous| Special baffle
arrangementused with a loudspeaker to prevent

acoustoelectric effect

cavity resonance andto reinforce bass response
{ a'ktis-tik lab-o,rinth }

acoustic line [ENG Acous| The acoustic equiva-
lent of an electrical transmission line, involving
baffles, labyrinths, or resonators placed at the
tear of a loudspeaker and arranged to help repro-
duce the very low audio frequencies, _{ a‘kiis:tik
‘lin |

acoustic radlator |ENG aAcous| A vibrating sur-
face that produces sound waves, such as a
loudspeaker cone or a headphone diaphragm
( a'klis-tik 'rad-6,ad-or}

acoustic radiometer |ENG] An instrument for
measuring sound intensity by determining the
unidirectional steady-state pressure caused by
the reflection or absorption of a sound waveat a
boundary. ( o'kiis-tik ,rad-a'd-mod-ar}

acoustic ratlo [ENG acous| The ratio of the in-
tensity of sound radiated directly from a source
to the intensity of sound reverberating from
the walls of an enclosure, at a given point in the
enclosure, { a’ktis-tik 'ra-shd |

acoustic recelver (ELECTR| The complete equip-
Ment required for receiving modulated ra-
dio waves and converting them into sound
{ o'kiis-tik ra'sév-ar}

acoustic reflex enclosure |ENG AcoUS| A loud-
speaker cabinet designed with a port to allow a
low-frequency contribution from the rearof the
speaker cone to be radiated forward. { a'ktis-tik
'ré,fleks in,kl6-zhar}

acoustic regeneration Sce acoustic feedback
{ a'ktis-tik ré,jen-o'rd-shan}

acoustic seal (ENG AcoUS] A joint between two
parts to provide acoustical coupling with low
losses of energy, such as between an earphone
andthe humanear { a'kiis-tik 'sél }

acoustic spectrometer [ENG Acous| An instru-
mentthat measuresthe intensities of the various
frequency componentsof a complex sound wave
Also known as audio spectrometer { a’kiis-tik
spek'tram-ad-ar}

acoustic transducer |ENG Acous| A device that
converts acoustic energy to electrical or mechan-
ical energy, such as a microphoneor phonograph
pickup. { a'kiis-tik tranz'dii-sar }

acoustic transformer {ENG Acous| A device, such
as a horn or megaphone, for increasing the effi-
ciency of sound radiation { o'kiis-tik tranz
‘for-mar}

acoustlc-wave amplifler [ELectR| Anamoplifier in
which the charge carriers in a semiconductor are
coupled to an acoustic wave that is propagated
in a piezoelectric material, to produce amplifica-
tion. { a'kiis-tik wav 'am-plo,ff-ar}

acoustoelectric amplifier Sev acoustic amplifier
{ aktis-to-ajlek-trik 'am-pla,fi-or }

acoustoelectric effect |ELEcTR| 1. The develop-
ment of a direct-current voltage in a semicon-
ductor or metal by an acoustic wave traveling
parallel to the surface of the material Also known
as electroacoustic effect. 2. The amplification
of a sound wave propagating in a piezoelectric
semiconductor subject to a steady electric field
that is strong enough that the resulting electron
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acoustoelectronics

drift velocity exceeds the speed ofsound. {9,kiis-
td-a'lek-trik i,fekt }

acoustoelectronics [ENG Acous| The branch of
electronics that involves use of acoustic waves
at microwave frequencies (above 500 megahertz),
traveling on or in piezoelectric or othersolid sub-
strates. Also knownas pretersonics. { ajkiis-td-
9,lekitran-iks }

acoustooptical cell [ELEC] An electric-to-optical
transducer in which an acoustic or ultrasonic
electric input signal modulates or otherwise
acts on a beam of light. { ajkiis-td/ap-te-kal
‘sel }

acoustooptic Interaction§optics] A way to in-
fluence the propagation characteristics of an
optical wave by applying a low-frequency
acoustical field to the medium through which
the wave passes. { ajkiis-td/dp-tik ,in-to'rak-
shan }

acoustooptic modulator [optics] A device uti-
lizing acoustooptic interaction ultrasonically to
vary the amplitude orthe phase ofa light beam.
Also known as Braggcell. { ajkiis-tdjap-tik ‘mad:
ya, lad-ar }

acoustooptics [optics] The science that deals
with interactions between acoustic waves and
light. { o{kiis-tolap-tiks }

acquire [ELECTR] 1. Of acquisition radars, the
process of detecting the presence and location
of a target in sufficient detail to permit identi-
fication. 2. Of tracking radars, the process of
positioning a radar beam so that a target is in
that beam to permit the effective employment
of weapons. Also known as target acquisition.
{ o'kwir}

acquisition [ELECTR] Also knownastarget acqui-
sition. 1. Of acquisition radars, the process of
detecting and locating a target so as to permit
reliable tracking and possible identification ofit
orotherdeterminations aboutit, 2.Ofprecision
tracking radars, the detecting and tracking of
a target designated to it by another radar or
other initial data source to support continued
intended action. [ENG| The processof pointing
anantennaora telescope so thatit is properly ori-
ented to allow gathering of tracking and telemetry
data from a satellite or space probe { ,ak-
wa'zish-an}

acqulsitlon and tracking radar [ENG] Aradarset
capable of locking onto a received signal and
tracking the object emitting the signal; the radar
may beairborneorontheground. { ,ak-wa'zish-
an an 'trak-in ,ra,dar }

acquisition tone§[comPuT sci] An audible tone
that verifies entry into a computer { ,ak-wa
'zish-an ,t6n }

ACR-MOS See absolute category rating mean
opinion score

ACSR See aluminum cable steel-reinforced.
actinodlelectric [ELEC] Of a substance, exhibit-

ing an increase in electrical conductivity when
electromagnetic radiation is incident upon it
{ ak-ta-né,di-a'lek-trik }

actinoelectriclty {ELEC] The electromotive force
produced in a substance by electromag-
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netic radiation incident upon it. { ,ak-te-nd-i
ilek'tris-a-dé }

actlonentries (COMPUT SC!| The lower right-hand
portion of a decision table, indicating which of
the various possible actions result from each
of the various possible conditions, { 'ak-shan
1en-tréz }

actlon perlod=|ELECTR| The period of time during
which data in a Williams tube storage device
can be read or new data can be written into this
storage {'ak-shon,pir-é-ad }

actlon porttlon=(comPuT sci| The lower portion of
a decision table, comprising the action stub and
action entries. {'ak-shen ,por-shan }

actlon stub [comput sci] The lower left-hand
portion of a decision table, consisting of a
single column listing the various possible actions
(transformations to be done on data and mat-
erjals), {'ak-shan ,steb }

activate [ELEC] To make a cell or battery opera-
tive by addition of a liquid [ELECTR] To treat
thefilament, cathode,or target of a vacuum tube
to increase electron emission. { ‘ak-ta,vat }

actlvated cathode [ELEcTR] A thermionic cath-
ode consisting of a tungsten filament to which
thorium has been added, and then brought to
the surface, by a process such as heating in the
absenceofan electric field in order to increase
thermionic emission. { 'ak-ta,vad-ad 'kath,6d }

activation [ELEC] The process of adding liquid
to a manufactured cell or battery to make it
operative. [ELECTR] The processoftreating the
cathode or target of an electron tube to in-
crease its emission. Also knownas sensitization
{ ,ak-ta'va-shan }

activation record={comput sci] A variable part of
a program module, such as data and control in-
formation, that may vary with different instances
of execution. { ,ak-ta'va-shon 'rek-ard }

actlve accommodation (cONT sys] The alter-
ation of preprogrammed robotic motions by the
integratedeffects of sensors, controllers, and the
roboticmotionitself {'ak-tiva,kam-a'da-shen }

actlve area=|ELECTR| The area of a metallic recti-
fier that acts as the rectifying junction and con-
ducts current in the forward direction, { 'ak-tiv
‘eré-9 ]

active array=|ELECTROMAG] A radar antenna com-
posed of manyradiating elements, each of which
contains an amplifier, generally solid state in
nature, for the final amplification of the signal
transmitted; when the elements are also phased
controlled for electronic beam steering, the term
active phased array is used. { Jak-tiv o'r }

actlve balance9(COMMUN| Summation ofall re-
turn currents, in telephone repeater operation,
at a terminal network balanced against the
impedanceofthe local circuit or drop. _{ 'ak-tiv
‘bal-ans }
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active cell |compuT sci] The cell that continues
the value being used or modified ina spreadsheet
program, and thatis highlighted bythe cell poin-
ter Also known as current cell, { Jak-tiv 'sel }

active communications satellite |ENG] Satel-
lite which receives, regenerates, and retrans-
mits signals between stations. ( '‘ak-tiv ka
smyi-na'ka-shonz 'sad-a, lit }

actlve component |ELEC| In the phasor repre-
sentation of quantities in an alternating-current
circuit, the component ofcurrent, voltage, or ap-
parent power which contributes power, namely,
the active current, active voltage, or active power
Also known as power component. [ELECTR] See
active element. { ‘ak-tiv kam'p6-nant}

actlve computer=|compuT sc!| When two or more
computers are installed, the one that is on-line
and processing data, { 'ak-tiv kam'pytid-ar}

active current [ELEC| The componentof an elec-
tric current in a branch of an alternating-current
circuit that is in phase with the voltage, Also
known as watt current. {‘ak-tiv ‘'ka-rant }

active detectlon system |ENG| A guidance sys-
tem which emits energy as a means of detec-
tion; for example, sonar and radar, { ‘ak-tiv
di'tek-shan ,sis-tom }

actlve device =|ELECTR| A component, such as an
electron tube or transistor, that is capable of
amplifying the current or voltage in a circuit
{ 'ak-tiv di’vis }

active electric network [ELEC] Electric network
containing one or more sources of energy
{ 'ak-tiv a'lek-trik 'net,wark }

active electronic countermeasures |ELECTR]
The major subdivision of electronic counter-
measures that concernselectronic jamming and
electronic deceptions. { ‘ak-tiv o,lek'tran-ik
‘kaUnt-or,mezh-orz }

active element {ELECTR] Any generatorofvoltage
or current in an impedance network. Also known
as active component. { ‘ak-tiv 'el-a-mant J

active file (comput sci| A collection of records
that is currently being used or is available for
use _{ 'ak-tiv'fil }

active filter [ELEcTR] A filter that uses an am-
plifier with conventional passivefilter elements
to provide a desired fixed or tunable pass or
tejection characteristic. { ‘ak-tiv 'fil-tar }

actlvejamming  Seejamming {‘ak-tiv'jam-in}
actlve leg |ELEcTR] An electrical element within

a transducer which changesits electrical char-
acteristics as a function of the application of a
stimulus. { 'ak-tiv ‘leg }

active logle [ELECTR| Logic that incorporates ac-
tive components which provide such functions as
level restoration, pulse shaping, pulse inversion,
and power gain. [ ‘ak-tiv ‘laj-ik ]
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active system

active masterflle=(comput sci] A relatively active
computer master file, as determined by usage
data. { 'ak-tiv'mas-tor 'fil }

actlve master Item |compuT sci} A relatively
active item in a computer masterfile, as deter-
mined by usage data. { 'ak-tiv'mas-tar 'T-tam }

active material (ELEc| 1. A fluorescent material
used in screens for cathode-ray tubes. 2. An
energy-storing material, such as lead oxide, used
in the plates of a storage battery. 3. A material,
such as the iron of a core or the copper of a
winding, that is involved in energy conversion
in a circuit. 4. In a battery, the chemically
teactive material in either of the electrodes

that participates in the charge and discharge
reactions. (ELEcTR| The material of the cathode
of an electron tube that emits electrons when

heated. {'ak-tiv ma'tir-é-al}
actlve-matrix liquid-crystal display [ELEC]

A liquid-crystal display that has an active
element, suchasa transistor or diode, on every
picture element. Abbreviated AMLCD. { |ak-tiv
Ima-triks lik-wid ‘kris-tal di,spla }

active power (ELEC/ The product of the voltage
across a branch of an alternating-currentcircuit
and the componentofthe electric current that is
in phase with the voltage{'ak-tiv ‘pau-ar }

actlve-RC filter |ELEC| An active filter whose
frequency-sensitive mechanism is the charging
of a capacitor (C) througha resistor (R), giving a
characteristic frequencyat which the impedances
of the resistor and the capacitor are equal
(lak-tiv |arjsé 'fil-tar }

active reglon§[ELECTR] The region in which am-
plifying, rectifying, light emitting, or other
dynamic action occurs in a semiconductor
device. { 'ak-tiv'ré-jan }

active-RLCfilter (ELEc| An integrated-circuit fil-
ter that uses both inductors (L), made as spirals
of metallization on the top layer, and amplifiers,
connected to simulate negative resistors (R),
that enhance the performance of the inductors
as well as capacitors (C).  { jak-tiv |drjel'sé fil-
tor}

active satellite (ENG| A satellite which transmits
asignal. { 'ak-tiv'sad-a,lit }

actlve sonar {ENG] A system consisting of one
or more transducers to send and receive sound,
equipment for the generation and detection
of the electrical impulses to and from the
transducer, and a display or recorder system for
the observation of the received signals. _{ 'ak-tiv
'sO,nar}

actlve system [ENG| In radio andradar, a system
that requires transmitting equipment, such as a
beacon or transponder. _{ 'ak-tiv 'sis-tam }
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active termination

active termination {comput sci| A meansof end-
ing a chain ofperipheral devices connected toa
small computer system interface (SCSI) port, sui-
table for longer chains, whereit can reduce elec-
trical interference, { lak-tiv ,tar-ma'na-shon }

active transducer [ELECTR] A transducer whose
output is dependent upon sources of power,
apart from that supplied by any of the actuating
signals, which power is controlled by one or more
of these signals. { 'ak-tiv tranz'diis-or)

active voltage [ELEC] In an alternating-current
circuit, the component of voltage which is in
phase with the current. { ‘ak-tiv ‘vol-tij }

active window=[compuTsci] In a windowing en-
vironment, the window in which the user is
currently working and which receives keyboard
input. { jak-tiv 'win,do }

activity {comput sci| The use or modification of
information contained ina file, { ,ak'tiv-od-é }

activity level [comput sci| 1. The value assumed
by a structural variable during the solution of
a programming problem 2. A measure of the
number of times that use or modification is
made of the information contained inafile
{ ,ak'tivead-é 'lev-al }

activity ratio |compuT sci| The ratio between
used or modified records and the total number
of records inafile.  { ,ak'tiv-od@ ,ra-shd }

activity sequence method |[cOMPUT sci] A
methodoforganizing recordsin a file so that the
records most frequently used are located where
they can be found most quickly.  ( ak'tiv-od-é
'sé@-kwons ,meth-ad }

actualargument=|compursci| The variable which
replaces a dummy argument when a procedure
or macroinstructionis called up. { 'ak-cho-wal
‘drgya-mont}

actual decimal point [comput sci] The period
appearing onaprinted report as opposedto the
virtual point defined only by the data structure
within the computer. { ‘ak:cho-wal 'des-mol
‘point }

actualInstruction Sve effective instruction. {'ak-
cho-woal in'strak:shon}

actual key=[compurT sci] A data item in COBOL
computer language which can be used as an
address, { 'ak-cha-wal 'ké }

actuating system [CONT sys] An electric, hy-
draulic, or other system that supplies and trans-
mits energy for the operation of other mecha-
nisms orsystems. {'ak-cha,wad-in ,sis-tom }

actuator [CONT sys|A mechanism to activate
process control equipmentby use of pneumatic,
hydraulic, or electronic signals. [ENG ACOUS|
An auxiliary external electrode used to apply a
known electrostatic force to the diaphragm of a
microphonefor calibration purposes. Also known
as electrostatic actuator { 'ak-cho,wad+ar}

acyclic feeding |compuT sci] A method em-
ployed by alphanumeric readers in which the
trailing edge or some other document charac-
teristic is used to activate the feeding of the
succeeding document, { a’sik-lik 'féd-in }

acyclic machine See homopolar generator
( a'sik-lik mo'shén }
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Ada [comput sci] A computer language that
was chosen by the United States Departmentof
Defense to support the development of embed-
ded systems, and uses the language Pascal
as a base to meetthereliablity and efficiency
requirements imposed by these systems
{ 'd-da }

adapter [comput sci] A device which converts
bits of information received serially into parallel
bit form for use in the inquiry buffer unit. [ENG]
A device used to make electrical or mechan-
ical connections between items not originally
intended for use together. ( o'dap+tar}

adapter transformer |ELEC) A transformer de-
signed to supply a single electric lamp, its
primary terminals are designedtofit into an or-
dinary lampholder,its secondary terminals into
a lampholder of a low-voltage lamp. _{ e'dap-tor
tranz,for-mar}

adaptive antenna=|ELECTROMAG] Anantennathat
adjusts its pattern automatically to be the inverse
to any nonuniform distribution in angle of of-
fending interference sources, tending to “whiten”
or make appear uniform the noise in angle
and minimizing the effects of strong jamming
{ o'dap-tiv an'ten-o}

adaptive branch=[conTsys] Abranchinstruction
in the computer program controlling a robot
that may lead the robot to execute a series of
instructions, depending on external conditions
{ a'dap-tiv ‘branch}

adaptive communications §=|CcOMMUN| Acommu-
nications system capable of automatic change to
meet changing inputs or changing characteris-
tics of the device or process being controlled
Also known as self-adjusting communications,
self-optimizing communications, { a'dap-tiv ko
imyii-ena'ka-shanz }

adaptive control §={conTsys| Acontrol method in
which one or more parameters are sensed and
used to vary the feedback control signals in order
to satisfy the performancecriteria { o'dap-tiv
kan'tral }

adaptive differential pulse-code modulation
[COMMUN | A method of compressing speech and
music signals in which the transmitted signals
represent differences between input signals and
predicted signals, and these predicted signals
are synthesized by predictors with response
functions representative of the short- and
long-term correlation inherent in the signal
Abbreviated ADPCM, { oidap-tiv dif-ajren-chol
‘pols cad ,maj-a,la-shan}

adaptive equalization |comMUN|A_signal-
processing technique designed to compensate
for impairmentsin received signals over a com-
munications channel resulting from imperfect
transmission characteristics. { o'dap-tiv ,e-kwa:
lo,za-shoan }

adaptivefilter [ELECTR] An electric filter whose
frequency responsevaries with time, as a function
of the input signal. { o,dapetiv ‘fil-tor }

adaptive robot jcont sys} A robot that can
alter its responses according to changesin the

( o'dap-tiv 'rd,bat }environment
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adaptive signal processing |ComMMUN| The de-
sign of adaptive systemsfor slgnal-processing
applications. (aldap-tiy jsig-nal 'pra-sa-sin }

adaptive structure jENG| A structure whose ge-
ometric and Inherent structural characteristics
can be changed beneficially in response to
external stimulation by either remote com-
mands or automatic means. | a,dap-tiv 'strak-cha

aden system (siS ENG] A system that can
change itself in response to changes in its
environment in such a way that its performance
improves through a continuing interaction with
its surroundings. { a'dap-tiv 'sis-tom }

adaptive system theory=|COMPUT scl| The branch
of automata theory dealing with adaptive. or
self-organizing, systems. { a'dap-tiv ‘sis-tom
ithe-a-ré :

adaptor /coMmPuTscl| A printed circuit beard that
is plugged intaan expansion slotinacomputerte
communicate with an external peripheral device
{ a'dap-tar| . /

Adcock antenna [ELECTROMAG] A pair ofvertical
antennas separated by a distance of one-half
wavelength or less and connected in phase
opposition to produce a radiation pattern having
the shape of a figure eight. { 'ad-kak ,an'ten-o }

Adcockdirection finder [Nav] A radio direction
finder utilizing one or more pairs of Adcock
antennas. { 'ad-kak do'rek-shan ,fin-dor}

ADCON See address constant. { ‘ad, kan }
adconductor cathode [ELEcTR}] A cathode in

which adsorbed alkali metal atoms provide
electron emission in a glow or arc discharge
{jad-konjdak-tar 'kath,Gd }

add Swadd operation. {ad}
adder jcompuT sct| A computer device that can

form the sum of two or more numbers or
quantities. [ELECTR] A circuit in which two or
more signals are combined to give an output-
signal amplitude that is proportional to the sum
of the input-signal amplitudes. Also known as
adder circuit {‘ad-ar}

adder circuit Seeadder | 'ad-or ,sar-kat}
add-in [comput scif An electronic component

that can be placed on a printed circuit board
already installed in a computer to enhance the
computer's capability. {'ad ,in}

adding cireult (ELEcTR| A circult that performs
the mathematical operatian of addition
{‘ad-in ‘sor-kotJ

adding machine [comput sci] A device which
performs the arithmetical operation of addition
and subtraction, | ‘ad-in ma,shén]

add-in program |compeur sci) A computer pro-
gram that enhances the capabilities of a particu-
larapplication, [‘ad,in prd-gram )

addition item=|compur sei| An item which is to
be filed in its proper place in a computer
{a'd|-shan ‘ida |

addition record |conpur sei] A new record in-
serted into an updated master file | aldi-shan
itek-ard |}

addition table [comput sci] The part of memory
that holds the table of numbers used in addition

addressfield

in a computer employing table look-up tech-
niques to carry out this operation { o'di-shon
ita-bal}

additive synthesis {—NG Acous] A method of
synthesizing complex tones by adding together
an appropriate number of simple sine waves
at harmonically related frequencies, { lad-o-div
‘sin-tho-sas}

additive white Gausslan noise (comMMUN] Noise
that contains equal energy per frequency across
the spectrum of the noise employed. Also known
as white noise, Abbreviated AWGN. —_{ 'ad-od-iv
wit igalesé-on 'ndiz }

add-on [computsci] A peripheral device, such as
a printer or disk drive, that is added to a basic
computer {'ad,on}

add-on memory [comput sci] Computer storage
that is added to the original main storage to
enhance the computer's processing capability
{'ad,on‘'mem-ré }

add operation§[compuTsci} An operation in com-
puter processing in which the sum of two or more
numbers is placed in a storage location previ-
ously occupied by one of the original numbers,
Also known as add. __{ ‘ad ,Ap-o,ra-shan }

address |compuT sci| The number or name that
uniquely identifies a register, memory location,
or storage device ina computer. { 'ad-res }

addressable |compur sci] Capable of being lo-
cated by a computer through an addressing
technique —_{ a'dres-a-bal}

addressable cursor [comput sci| A cursor that
can be moved by software or keyboard controls
to any point on the screen, { o'dres:a-bal
'kar-sar}

address book [compuTscij A feature in an e-mail
program for storing e-mail addresses. { 'ad:ras
ibuk }

address bus [comput sct{ An internal computer
communications channel that carries addresses
from the central processing unit to components
under the unit's control. _{ 'ad-res ,bas }

address computation (comput sci] The modi-
fication by a computer of an address within
an instruction, or of an instruction based on
results obtained so far. Also known as address
modification. { 'ad-res ,kam-pya'td-shan}

address constant |compuT sci} A value, or its
expression, used in the calculation of storage
addresses from relative addresses for camputers.
Abbreviated ADCON, Also known as base ad-
dress; presumptive address; reference address
{'ad-res ,kan-stant }

address conversion [computscl] The use of an as-
sembly program to translate symbolic or relative
computer addresses. {'ad-res kan,var-zhan}

address counter (comput sct| A counter which
increments an initial memory address as a block
of data is being transferred into the memory
locations indicated by the counter. { 'ad-res
ikauint-or}

addressfleld (comput sci] The portion of a com-
puter program instruction which specifies where
a particular pieceofinformation is located in the
computer memory _{ 'ad:res ,féld }
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address format

 addressformat [compursci| Adescription of the
number of addresses included in a computer

(‘ad-res format |

 

 
instruction . _ 7

address-free program=[COMPUT Sc il A carnputes
program in whichall acer are bepieseniay
as displacements from the axpacted contentsal

| ‘adres [[r& ‘ped-gram|a base register »
a spur sca] An addressingaddress generation§|c

 

technique which facilitates addressing Jarge
storages and implementing dynamic program
relocation; the elfective main storage address
is obtained by adding together the contents
of the base register of the index register and
of the displacement fleld. {'ad-res len-a'ra-
shan |

addressing [COMPUT sci| 1. The methodsoflo-
cating and gaining access to information in a
computer'sstorage 2. The methodsof selecting
a particular peripheral device from several that
are available at agiven time —_{ o'dres-in }

addressingmode=(compurTscl] The specific tech-
nique by means of which a memory reference
instruction will be spelled out if the computer
word is too small to contain the memory address,
{ a'dres-in ,mdd }

addressingsystem |compuTsci| Alabeling tech-
nique used to identify storage locations within a
computer system. { o'dres-in ,sis-tom }

address Interleaving (comput sci| The assign-
ment of consecutive addresses to physically
separate modules of a computer memory, mak-
ing possible the very-high-speed access of a
sequence of contiguously addressed words,
since all modules operate nearly simultaneously
{'ad-res ,in-tor'lév-ig }

addressiess Instruction format Sve zero-address
instruction format. { o'dres-las ,in'strak-shon
‘for-mat }

address modification See address computation
{'ad-res ,mad:a-fo'ka-shon |

address part [COMPUT sci| That part of a com-
puter instruction which contains the address
of the operand, of the result, or of the next
instruction. {'ad-res ,part }

address register |comruTsci| A register wherein
the address part of an instruction is stored by a
computer [ 'ad-res ,rej-arstar}

address resolution§[{compuT Sci] 1. The process
of obtaining the actual machine address needed
to perform an operation. 2. The process by
which the address used to identify a workstation
on a local-area network is translated to an
address that can be handled on the Internet
{ 'ad-res ,rez-a,lii-shon|

address sort routine |compuT sci] A debugging
routine which scans al} instructions of the
program being checked for a given address
{'ad-res 'sort ,rii'tén }

address space [COMPUT SCI] The numberof stor-
age locations available to a computer program
{ ‘ad-ros ,spas |

address track (compuTsci| Apath ona magnetic
tape, drum, or disk on which are recorded
addresses usedin theretrieval of data stored on

( ‘ad-res ,trak }other tracks,
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address translatlon [comput sci] The assign-
mentof actual locations in a computer memory
to virtual addresses in a computer program
('ad-res tranz'la-shon}

add-subtract tlme [comput sci| The time re-
quired to perform an addition or subtraction,
exclusive of the time required to obtain the
quantities from storage and put the sum or
difference back into storage. { ‘ad sab'trakt
itim }

add tlme [comput sci] The time required by a
computer to perform an addition, not including
the time needed to obtain the addends from
storage and put thesumbackintostorage {'ad
itime }

add-to-memory technique {CcoMPuUT scl| In direct-
Memory-access systems, a technique which adds
a data word to a memorylocation; permits linear
operations such as data averaging on process
data. { jad to |mem.ré 'tek-nék }

adequacy |ELEC} The existenceofsufficient facil-
ities within an electric power system to satisfy the
customer load requirement understatic system
conditions, {'ad-a-kwa-sé |

ADF See automatic direction finder
ad hoc Inquiry [computsci] A single requestfor

a piece of information, such as a report. { ‘ad
{hak in'kwt-ré }

A-display=[ELEcTR] A radar display in cartesian
coordinates; the targets appearas vertical deflec-
tion lines; their Y coordinates are proportional
to signal intensity; their X coordinates are
proportional to distance to targets. Also known
as A-indicator; A-scan; A-scope, { 'adi,spla |

adjacency=|computsci| A condition in character
recognition in which two consecutive graphic
characters are separated by tess than a specified
distance. {9'jAs-on-sé }

adjacent-channelInterference=|COMMUN| Interfer-
ence that is caused by a transmitter operating
in an adjacent channel, Also known as A-scan;
A-scope_{ a'jas-ant 'chan-ol in-tar'fir-ons }

adjacent-channelselectivity [ELECTR] The abil-
ity of a radio receiver to respond to the desired
signal and to reject signals in adjacent frequency
channels. { a'jas-ont 'chan-al sa, lek'tiv-ad-é)

adjustable resistor [ELEC] A resistor having one
or moresliding contacts whose position may be
changed. {o9'jos-ta-balri'zis-tar }

adjustable transformer Sec variable transformer
{ o'jas-to-bal tranz'for-mor}

adjusted decibel |ELecTR| A unit used to show
the relationship between the interfering effect
of a noise frequency, or band of noise fre-
quencies, and a reference noise powerlevel of
—85 dBm. Abbreviated dBa. Also known as
decibel adjusted —_{ o'jasstad 'des-a,bel}

admittance [ELEC] A measure of how readily
alternating current will flow in a circuit: the
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reciprocal of impedance, it is expressed in
siemens. { ad'mit-ans }

admittance matrix |ELEC] A matrix Y whoseel-
ements are the mutual admittances between
the various meshes of an electrical network,
it satisfies the matrix equation | = YV, where
| and V are column vectors whose elements
are the currents and voltages in the meshes
( od'mit-ans 'ma-triks }

ADP See automatic data processing
ADPCM See adaptive differential pulse-code

modulation
ADR studlo [ENG acous] A sound-recording stu-

dio used in motion-picture and television pro-
duction to allow an actor whodid notintelligibly
record his or her speech during the original
filming or video recording to do so by watching
himself or herself on the screen and repeating
the original speech with lip synchronism; it
is equipped with facilities for recreating the
acoustical liveness and background sound of
the environment of the original dialog. Derived
from -automatic dialog replacement studio. Also
known as postsynchronizing studio. { laldé'ar
stid-€-6 }

ADSEL See Mode S.
ADSL=See asymmetric digital subscriber line;

asynchronousdigital subscriberloop. {a-dé-es
‘el or'ad-sal }

ADT See abstract data type
advanced battery [ELEc| A large battery storage

system designed to harnesssolar or wind energy
or to store excesselectricity during low-demand
periods for use during higher-demand periods
( od'vanst 'bad-a-ré }

Advanced Research Projects Agency Network
(COMPUT Sci] The computer network developed
by the US. Department of Defense in 1969
from which the Internet originated. Abbreviated
ARPANET, _{ od,vanstri'sarch ,pra,jeks ,a-jon-sé
inet,wark}

advanced slgnal-processing system |CcomMPUT
sci] A portable data-processing system for mil-
itary use; its complete configuration may consist
of the analyzer unit, a postprocessing unit
(for data-processing and control tasks}, and an
advanced signal-processing display unit. Also
knownasProteus. _{ ad'vanst'sig-nal 'pras-as-in
ssis-tam }

AdvancedTelevision Technology Center [com-
MUN] A private, nonprofit corporation organized
by membersofthe television broadcasting and
consumerproductsindustries to test and recom-
mend technologies for the delivery and recaption
of new U.S. digital services, Abbreviated ATIC.
{ od'vanst 'tel-a,vizh-an tek'nal-a-j@ sen-tar}

aerlal See antenna. {'e-ré-al }
aerogenerator (ELEC| A generator that is driven

by the wind, designed to utilize wind power ona
commercial scale. { ,e-r6'jensa,rdd-ar}

aeronautical mobile satellite service [COMMUN]
A mobile satellite service in which the mobile
earth stations are located on boardaircraft. Ab-
breviated AMSS. _{ ,er-alnéd-a-kal ,m6-bal 'sad-
al,it sar-vas }
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aided-tracking mechanism

aeronautical moblie service (comMMUN| Amobile
service between aircraft stations and land sta-
tions, or between aircraft stations, in which sur-
vival craft stations may also participate _{ ,er-a
indd-a-kal |m6-bal 'sar-vas}

aerophare See radio beacon, {'e-ra'fer }
aerospace electronics (ELECTR| Thefield of elec-

tronics as applied to aircraft and spacecraft
{ (e-rdispas i,lek'tran-iks }aF Sce abfarad

AFC See automatic frequency control
affinity |compuT sci] A specific relationship be-

tween data processing elements that requires
one to be used with the other, where a choice
might otherwise exist, ( 9'fin-od-é }

a format |compuT sci] A nonexecutable state-
ment in FORTRAN which permits alphanumeric
characters to be transmitted in a manner similar
tonumeric data. {'a'for,mat]

AGC See automatic gain control
age coating [ELEC] The black deposit that is

formed on the inner surface of an electric lamp
by material evaporated from the filament. { aj
'kod-in }

agenda [COMPUTsci] 1. The sequence of control
statements required to carry out the solution of a
computer problem, 2. A collection of programs
used for manipulating a matrix in the solution of
a problem in linear programming, { a'jen-da}

aggregate datatype See scalardatatype. (‘ag-
ta-gat ‘da-da tip }

aggregate functlon [compuTsci| Acommandina
database management program that performs an
arithmetic operation on the valuesin a specified
column orfield in all the records in the database,
such as computing their sum or average or
counting the number of records that satisfy
particular criteria. { jag-ra-gat 'fank-shon }

aggressive device (COMPUT Sscl| A unit of a com-
puterthat can initiate a request for communica-
tion with another device. { a'gres-iv di'vis }

aging [ELEc| Allowing a permanent magnet, ca-
pacitor, meter, or other device to remain in
storage for a period of time, sometimes with
a voltage applied, until the characteristics of
the device become essentially constant. |ENG|
1. The changingof the characteristics of a device
due to its use, 2. Operation of a product before
shipment to stabilize characteristics or detect
early failures. { 'aj-in }

AGP See accelerated graphics port
agricultural robot={coNTSys] Arobot used to pick

and harvest farm products and fruits { lag-ra
tkal-cha-ral 'rd,bat}

aH See abhenry
Ah Sce ampere-hour
alded tracking |eNG| A system of radar-tracking

a target signal in bearing, elevation, or range,
or any combination of these variables, in which
the rate of motionof the tracking equipmentis
machine-controlled in collaboration with an op-
erator so as to minimize tracking error {| 'dd-ad
‘trak-in }

alded-tracking mechanism [ENG] A device con-
sisting of a motor and variable-speed drive
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aided-tracking ratio

which provides a means of setting a desired
tracking rate into a director or other fire-control
instrument, so that the process of tracking is
carried out automatically at the set rate until
it is changed manually. { 'dd-od 'trak-ipn smek-o
iniz-om }

alded-trackingratio |ENG| The ratio between the
constant velocity of the aided-tracking mech-
anism and the velocity of the moving target.
{ ‘ad-ad 'trak:in ,ra-sho |

Alin.2 See ampere per square inch
A-Indicator Sev A-display. (‘a ,in-do,kad-or}
alr battery ELEC] A connected group of two or

more air cells; also, a single aircell { ‘er 'bad-
ore }

alrblast clrcuit breaker [ELEC] An electric switch
which, on opening,utilizes a high-pressure gas
blast (air or sulfur hexafluoride) to break the arc
{ ‘er, blast 'sor-kat 'brak-or }

airborne collision avoidance system [NAV] A
navigation system for preventing collisions be-
tween aircraft that relies primarily on equipment
carried on the aircraft itself, but which may
make use of equipment already employed in
the ground-basedair-traffic control system. Ab-
breviated ACAS. _{ ‘er,born ko'lizh-an a'void-ons
isis‘tam |

alrborne collision warning system=|ENG| A system
such as a radar setor radio receiver carried by an
aircraft to warn of the danger of possible colli-
sion { 'er,born ka'lizh-on 'worn:in ,sis-tom |

airbornedetector [ENG] Adevice, transported by
an aircraft, whose function is to locate or iden-
tify an air or surface object. { 'er,born di ‘tek:
tor }

airborne electronic survey control |ENG] The
airborne portion of very accurate positioning
systemsused in controlling surveysfrom aircraft.
{ ‘er, born i,lek'tran-ik 'sor-va kan'trdl }

airborne Intercept radar {ENG| Airborne radar
used to track and “lock on” to anotheraircraft
to be intercepted or followed. { 'er,born ‘in-tor
sept radar }

airborne profile recorder |ENG| An electronic
instrument that emits a pulsed-typeradarsignal
from an aircraft to measure vertical distances
between the aircraft and the earth’s surface
Abbreviated APR. Also known as terrain profile
recorder (TPR), (‘er,born 'pr6,fil ri,kord-or }

airborne radar |ENG| Radar equipment carried
by aircraft to assist in navigation by pilotage,
to determine drift, and to locate weatherdistur-
bances; a very important use is locating other
aircraft either for avoidance orattack, {‘er,born
'ra,dar |

airborne self-protection jammer [ELECTR] An
electronic system carried by an aircraft to pre-
vent detection by enemy radar by emitting
signals that deceive the radar, causing confusion
and uncertainty. { ‘er,born jself-pra'tek-shon
dam-ar }

air-break switch Sevair switch
alr capacitor

{'erjbrak ,swich }
{ELEc| A capacitor having only air

as the dielectric material betweenits plates. Also
{ ‘er ka'pas-od-or}knownas air condenser.
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aircell [{GLEcTR| Acell in which depolarization at
the positive electrode is accomplished chemical-
ly byreduction of the oxygenintheair {'er,sel}

air check [ENG Acous] A recording made of a
live radio broadcast for filing purposes at the
broadcasting facility, {er chek }

alr condenser Sve air capacitor —_{ ‘er ,kon'dens
or |

air-control center [COMMUN|Anarea set aside in
a submarine for the controlofaircraft; it is the
equivalent of a combat information center on an
aircraft oraship, {er kan'trGl sent-or }

air-cooled condenser Sve air condenser
ikld kon'dens-or}

alr-corecoll=(ELEcTR| An inductor without a mag-
netic core. { ‘er ,kor ,koil }

aircraft antenna |ELECTR| An airborne device
used to detector radiate electromagnetic waves
{'er,kraft an'ten-o }

alrcraft detection [ENG| The sensing and discov-
ery of the presence ofaircraft; major techniques
include radar, acoustical, and optical methods
(‘er kraft di'tek-shon}

alr-depolarized battery=|ELEC] A primary battery
whichis kept depolarized by atmospheric oxygen
rather than chemical compounds. Also known as
metal-air battery —_{ ‘er d@'pGl-a,rizd 'bad-o-ré |

airgap [ELECTR] 1.A gap oran equivalent filler of
nonmagnetic material across the core of a choke,
transformer, or other magnetic device. 2. A
spark gap consisting of two electrodes separated
byair. 3.The space between thestator and rotor
ina motor or generator. {'er gap}

air-ground communication {COMMUN | Two-way
communication between aircraft and stations on
the ground. { jerigraund ka,myii-na'ka-shon|

air-insulated substation={ELEC] An electric power
substation that has the busbars and equipment
terminations generally open to air and utilizes
insulation properties of ambientair forinsulation
toground.{'er‘in-sa'lad-ad ‘sab,sta-shan}

air mileage Indicator |ENG| An instrument onan
airplane which continuously indicates mileage
through the air. { ter ,mi-lij ‘in-do'kad-ar}

air mileage unit [ENG] A device which derives
continuously and automatically the air distance
flown, and feeds this information into other units,

{ ‘er

such as an air mileage indicator. { ‘er ,mTlij
syuenat }

alrnavigation |NAv] The processof directing and
monitoring the progress of an aircraft between
selected geographic points or with respect to
some predetermined plan. Also knownas aviga-
tion { jer ,nav-a'gd-shon }

airport surface detection equipment [ENG|
Radar and other equipment specifically designed
to assist in the controlof aircraft and the many
other vehicles that must use taxiways and other
surface routes in the airport area, Also known
as surface movement radar [{ ‘er,port 'sar-fas
di'tek-shan i,kwip-mant}

alrportsurvelllance radar=[ENG} Radardesignedfor air surveillance and to assist in air traffic
managementin the areaofairports, designated
as ASR in the United States nomenclature;
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usually composedof be ith primary and secondary
radars, | 'er,port sor'va-lons racir | i

alr-route surveillance radar [FNG| Set nesigned for air survelllance along established air
routes to assist, throughnetted data operation,
in air traffic management, Oftenin ratherremote
jocations, suchradarsare designed for minimum
on-site operator and maintenance attention
AbbreviatedARSR, (yer rit sarva-lans Tahar)

alr-spaced coax |ELEctRoMAG| Coaxial cable in
which air is basically the dielectric material,
the conductor may be centered by means of
a spirally wound synthetic filament, beads, or
praided filaments, { ‘er spast 'kOvaks |

airspeed indicator |G] Adevice that camputes
and displays the speed of anaircraft relative to
the air mass in which thealreraft fs fying, [jer
yspad ,ineda,kad-or} / ;

alr surveillance=|ENG] Systematic observation of
the airspace by visual, electronic, or other
means, primarily for identifying all alrcraft in
that airspace, and determining their movements.
(‘er sor'va-lons }

alr surveillance radar jENG| Radar of moderate
range providing position of aircraft by azimuth
anel range data with@ut elevation data; used for
air-traffic control. { {er sariva-lans jra,dar}

alr survey Sevaerial survey, (jer jsar,va }
alr switch=[ELEC] A switch in which the breaking

of the electric circuit takes place in air Also
known as air-break switch. { ‘er ,swich}

alr terminal [ELEC] A structure, such as a tower,
that serves as a lightning arrester { ‘er ,tarm
an-al }

alr-trafflc control radar beacon system=[NAvV|
A system adopted by the Federal Aviation
Agency for use in controlling air traffic over the
United States; the aircraft carry identification
transponders designed to transmit an airplane
identity code, altitude, and additional message
when interrogated by an air-traffic controller's
equipment Abbreviated ATCRBS. { ‘er !traf-ik
kan'trdl jra,dar 'bé-kon ,sis-tam }

alr-varlable capacitor |ELEC| A device with one
rotating and one fixed set of metal plates
positioned in meshed fashion and separated by
air; capacitance is varied by rotating one set of
plates to vary the overlap with the fixed plates
{'er jver-é-o-bal ko'pas-ad-ar|

airwave {ELECTR} A radio wave used in radio and
television broaceasting. { 'er,wav }

alarm signal |&Lectr| The international radio-
telegraph alarm signal transmitted to actuate
automatic devicesthal sound analarm indicating
that a distress message {s about to be broadeast.
{ o'larm ,sig-nol }

alarm system |éNG| A system which operates a
warning device after the occurrence of a danger-
ousorundesirablecondition.  {a'lérm,sis-tam}

ALC Seautomatic level control.
alert box. [compusei A dialog box that warns

of an existing condition of the consequences
of a command that has been given, or explains
why a command cannot be executed { a'lart
ibaks |

 

 

alkaline cell

alerting signal |comMmuN] Specific signal that is
applied to subscriber access lines to indicate an
incoming call. { a'lart-in 'sig:nal }

Alexanderson antenna |ELECTROMAG] An an-
tenna, used at low or very low frequencies,
consisting of several base-loaded vertical
radiators connected togetherat the top and fed
at the bottom of one radiator—_{,al-ig'zan-dar-
son an,ten-a }

Alford loop |ELeCTROMAG] An antenna utilizing
multielements which usually are contained in
the same herlzontal plane and adjusted so
that the antenna has approximately equal and
in-phase currents uniformly distributed along
each of its peripheral elements and produces
a substantially circular radiation pattern in the
plane of polarization; it is known forits purity of
polarization. { 'ol-fard ,liip }

algebralc computation system=Sve symbolic
system.—{al-ja,bra-ik .kam-pya'ta-shon ,sis-tom }

algebralc manipulation language [comput scl|
A programming language used in the solution
of analytic problems by symbalic computation
{ 1al-jotbra-ik mo-ni-pya'la-shan lag-gwij }

Algol |computsci| An algorithmic and procedure-
otlented computer language used principally in
the programming of scientific problems. { ‘al
Bol)

algorithmic error=|compuT sci] An error in com-
puter processing resulting from imprecision in
the method used to carry out mathematical
computations, usually associated with either
rounding or truncation of numbers. { !al-go
trith-mik 'er-or }

algorithmic language |compuT sci] A language
in which a procedure or schenie of calculations
can be expressed accurately { }al-gajrith-mik
‘lan-ewij }

algorithm translation {comput sci] A step-by-
step computerized method of translating one
programming language Into another prograti-
ming language. [ 'al-ga,rith-om tranz'li-shan}

alias |compuT sci] 1. An alternative entry point
in a computer subroutine at which its execution
may begin, if so instructed by another routine
2, An alternative name for a file or device
{'a-léas |

altasing§|compuT sci] In computer gtaphics, the
jagged appearanceof diagonal lines on printouts
and on video monitors. { 'al-yas-in }

alignment [ELECTR] The process of adjusting
componentsof a system for proper interrelation-
ship, including the adjustmentof tunedcircuits
for proper frequency response and the time
synchronization of the componentsof a system
( a'lin-mant}

alignment wire=See ground wire _{ 9'lTn-mont
wir |

allve See energized, {a'liv)}
alkaline cell [ELEC] A primary cell that uses an

alkaline electrolyte, usually potassium hydrox-
ide, and delivers about 1.5 volts at much higher
current rates than the commoncarbon-zinccell
Also known as alkaline-manganese cell {'al-ka
lin ,sel }
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alkaline-manganesecell

alkaline-manganesecell See alkaline cell. { lal
-ka, lin |mag-ga,nés ,sel }

alkaline storage battery |ELEC| Astorage battery
in which the electrolyte consists of an alkaline
solution, usually potassium hydroxide. [{ ‘al-ka
lin 'stor-ij \bad-a-ré }

all-channel tuning |COMMUN|] The ability of a
television set to receive ultra-high-frequency
as well as very-high-frequency channels. { ‘dl
ichan-al 'tiin-in J

all-diffused monolithic integrated clrcult [ELECTR]
Microcircuit consisting of a silicon substrate into
which all of the circuit parts (both active and
passive elements)are fabricated bydiffusion and
related processes _{ [Ol dolfyiizd ,man-o'lith-ik
‘in-ta,grad-ad 'sar-kat}

all-digital AMIBOC=[commuN] The final mode of
the AM IBOC system approved by the Federal
Communications Commission for use in the
United States that increases data capacity by
increasing signal powerand adjusting the band-
width of the digital sidebands to minimize ad-
jacent channel interference; uses four frequency
partitions and no analog carrier In this mode,
the digital audio data rate can changefrom 40 to
60 kbits/s, and the corresponding ancillary data
rate will remain at 0.4 kbits/s. { 101 dij-ed-al 'a
iem 'T,bak}

all-digital FMIBOC=(COMMUN ] The third of three
modes in the FM IBOC system approved by the
Federal Communications Commissionfor use in
the United States that increases data capacity
by adding additional digital carriers; uses four
frequency partitions and no analogcarrier. In this
mode, the digital audio data rate can range from
64 to 96 kbits/s, and the correspondingancillary
data rate can range from 213 kbits/s for 64-kbits/s
audio to 18! kbits/s for 96-kbits/s audio. { [dl
dij-ad-al 'ef,em 'T,bak}

alligator cllp [ELEC] A long, narrow spring clip
with meshing jaws; used with test leads to make
temporary connections quickly Also known as
crocodile clip. 'al'a,gad-ar,klip }

allocate |compuT sci] To place a portion of a
computer memory or a peripheral unit under
control of a computer program, through the
action of an operator, program instruction, or
executive program={'a-l6,kat }

allotter (ComMUN] A telephone term referring to
a distributor, which allots an idle line-finderin
preparation for an additional call, { a'lad-or }

alloy Junction [ELECTR] A junction produced by
alloying one or more impurity metals to a
semiconductorto form ap orn region, depending
on the impurity used Also known as fused
junction. | ‘a,loi jonk-shan |

alloy-junction diode=|rucre| A junction diode
made byplacing a pill of dopedalloying material
on a semiconductor material and heating until

 

the molten alloy melts a portion of the semicon-
ductor, resulting in a pn junction when the dis-
solved semiconductorrecrystallizes, Also known
as fused-junction diode. { ‘a,loi |jank-shen ‘di
.od }

alloy-junction transistor [ELECTR] A junction
transistor made by placing pellets of a p-type
impurity such as Indium above and below an
n-type wafer of germanium, then heating until
the impurity alloys with the germanium to
give a pnp transistor. Also known as fused-
junction transistor, ( 'a,loi jJagk-shari trane'is-
tar }

all-pass network [ELECTR] A network designed
te Introduce a phase shift in a signal without
introducing an appreciable reduction in energy
of the signal at any frequency { iol ipas ‘net
iwark }

all-translatlonal system |CONT sys] A simple
robotic system in which there is no rotation
of the robot or its components during move-
ments of the robot’s body —_{ {01 ,tranz'la-shan-al
'sis-tam }

all-wave receiver [ELECTR] A radio receiver ca-
pable of being tuned from about 535 kilohertz
to at least 20 megahertz; some go above 100
megahertz and thus cover the FM band also
(lol lwav ri'sé-var}

aloha=[commun | Atadio-channel random-access
technique that depends on positive acknow!-
edgement of correct receipt for error control
(a'lé-a |

alpha |ELecrr| The ratio between the change
in collector current and the change in emitter
current of atransistor. { ‘al-fo}

alphabetic character [comput sci] A letter or
other symbol used to form: data, other than a
digit. [lal-fatbed-ik 'kar-il-tar}

alphabetic coding [comput sci] 1. Abbreviation
of words for computer input, 2. A system of
coding with a number system of base 26, the
letters of the alphabet being used instead of the
cardinal numbers_{tal-fajbed-ik 'kGd-in }

alphabetic string See character string { [al-fo
'bed-ik 'strin }

alpha cutoff frequency [ELECTR] The frequency
at the high end of a transistor’s range at
which current amplification drops 3 decibels
below its low-frequency value { ‘al-fa 'kad,of
ifr-kwan-sé |

alphageometric technique See alphamosaic tech-
nique, | falfa,j@-a'mestrik tek n@k )

alphameric characters Sev alphanumeric charac-
ters. { lal-fajmer-ik ‘karik-tarz }

alphamerle typebar [comput sci] A metal bar
containing the alphabet, the ten numerical char-
acters, and the ampersand, in use in electrome-
chanical accounting machines. { {al-fa;mer-ik
‘tipbar }

alphamosaic technique=|comput sci] In cor-
puter graphics, a technique for displaying very-
low-resolution images by constructing them
from a set of elementary graphics characters
Also known as alphageometric technique
( tal-fa-m6'za-ik ,tek,nék}
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alphanumeric characters§|CoMPuT a A Seeacters used by a camputer, inclu Ne Sues
numerals, punctuation marks, and such signs as
5, @,and#. Also known as alphamertecharacters
[lalfa-niafmentk ‘hartk-tare ] ; wy devies

alphanumeric display device [BLSCTR| evice
which visibly represents alphanumeric output Ine
formation from some signal source | jalfaend
tmer-tk dis'pla divvis | . sql

alphanumeric instruction |comput—sci| The
name given to instructions which can be read
equally well with alphabetic or humeric kinds
offieldsofdata,—[Jal-forntijmerikin strok-shon |

alphanumeric pager [COMMUN] A receiver in a
radio paging system that contains a device
which can display text or numeric messages.
(fal-fo-ndimer-ik 'pa-lar| -

alphanumeric reader |ELECTR] A device capable
of reading alphabetic. numeric, and special
characters and punctuation marks. { jal-fa-nti
Imer-ik réd-ar| ;

alpha test |coMpuT sci] A test of software carried
out at the user's location and using actual data.
| ‘al-fa test }

alpha test site [comput sci[ A place where a
complete computer system is tested with actual
data and transactions. { ‘al-fo ,test ,sit }

alternate-channel interference |COMMUN] Interfer-
ence that is caused in one communications
channel by a transmitter operating in the next
channel beyond an adjacent channel, Also known
as second-channel interference { {l-tar-nat
‘chan-ol in-tor'fir-ans }

alternate Index Ser secondary index. { 'ol-tar-
nat 'in,deks}

alternate key [comput sci] A key on a computer
keyboard that doesnotitself generate a character
but changes the nature of the character generated
by another key when depressed simultaneously
with it, similar to the control and shift keys.
Abbreviated ALT key —[ ‘ol-tar-nat ,ké }

alternate routing |COMMUN| The operation of a
switching center whenall circuits are found busy
in a programmed route to the destination, and
the call is offered to another programmed route
{'dltar-nat 'rit-in }

alternate track=|compurscl] The disk track usedif,
after a disk volume is initialized, a defective track
is sensed bythe system. _[ 'dl-tar-nat 'trak }

alternating current |ELec| Electric current that
reverses direction periodically, usually many
limes persecond Abbreviated ac. {lol-tor,ndd-
in thar-ant |

alternating-current—circuit theory [ELeC| The
mathematical description of conditions in an
electric circuit driven by an alternating souree
or sources, { jOl-tor,ndd-in tker-ont 'sorkot
ithé-9-7é }

alternating-current coupling [cLectR| A cous
pling which passes alternating-current signals
but blocks direct-current signals, [| !dltar
adn kor-ant ‘kapdlig |

allernating-current/direct-current [ELECTR] Per-
taining to electronic equipment capable of
Operation from either an altemating-current or

  

altitude hole

direct-current primary power source, { {ol-tar
inad-in |kar-ont dijrekl |kar-ont J

alternating-current dump=(ELEcTR| The removal
of all alternating-current power from a com-
puter intentionally, accidentally, or condition-
ally { {ol-tar,nad-in kor-ont ‘damp }

alternating-current erase=|ELECTR| The use of an
alternating current to energize a tape recorder
erase head in order to remove previously
recorded signals fram a tape. { {6l-tor,ndd-in
ikar-ant o'rds}

alternating-current erasing head ELECTR] In
magnetic recording, an erasing head which uses
alternating current to produce the magnetic field
necessary for erasing. { jOl-tor,nad-ig tkor-ont
a'ras-in ,hed }

alternating-current generator [ELEC] A machine,
usually rotary, which converts mechanical power
into alternating-current electric power, _{ {ol-tar
inad-in jkar-ont ‘jen-a,rad-ar}

alternating-current magnetic biasing |eLectr]
Biasing with alternating current, usually well
above the signal frequency range, in miag-
netic tape recording. [ jol-tor,nad-in {kor-ont
mag'nedik ‘bi-as:in |

alternating-current motor [ELEC] A machine that
converts alternating-current electrical energy
into mechanical energyby utilizing forces exerted
by magnetic fields produced by the current flow
through conductors. { Jolternddsin !kar-ont
‘mad-or}

alternating-current network [ELEc| An electrical
network that has elements with both resistance
and reactance { jOl-tar,nad-in ‘koront 'net
Wark }

alternating-current power supply [ELEC] A power
supply that provices one or more alternating-
current output voltages, such as an ac generator,
dynamotor, inverter, or transformer. { ‘ol-tar
inad-in |kor-ont 'patu-or sa,plT |

altemating-current resistance Sve high-frequency
fesistance—| }Ol-fornad-in {kor-ant ri'zis-tons }

alternating-current transmission=|i:\.ecTe| In tele-
vision, that form of transmission in which a fixed
setting of the controls makes any instantaneous
value of signal correspond to the same value of
brightness for only a short time (i0l-tar,ndd-in
tkar-ant tranz'mish-on }

alternating voltage ELEC] Periodic voltage, the
average value of which over a period is zero
(‘ol-tor-nad-in 'v6l-tij }

alternator |ELEC| A mechanical, electrical, or
electromechanical device which supplies alter-
nating current. { ‘dl-tar,ndd-or}

altitude delay [ELECTR] Synchronization delayin-
troduced between the time of transmission of
the radar pulse and the start of the trace on the
indicator to eliminate the altitudevheight hole on
the plan position indicator-type display. {‘al-ta
ittid di'la }

altitude hole (ELEcTR] The blank area in the cen-
ter of a plan position indicator-type radarscope
display caused by the time interval between
transmission of a pulse and the receipt of the
first ground return, { 'al-ta,tiid ,hal }
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altitude signal

altitude signal jececrr| The fadio signals re-
timed to an airborne electronics device by
the ground ar sea surface directly beneath the
alreralt, | ‘al-ta,tiid,sig-nal }

ALT key See alternate key. | 'dlt'ke |
ALU See arithmetical unit.
aluminum arrester See aluminum-cell arrester

( a'lim-a-nam o'res-tat|
aluminum cable steel-reinforced=|ELEC) A type

of power transmission line made of an alu-
minum conductor provided with a core of steel
Abbreviated ACSR.— [ o']Gm-anam 'ka-bal ‘stél
redan'larst |

aluminum-cell arrester [eLec| A lightning ar-
rester consisting of a number of electrolytic
celle Ih series formed from aluminum trays
containing electrolyte. Also known as aluminum
arrester; electrolytic arrester. | alum-o-nam
sel a'res-tar }

aluminum conductor [eLec| Any of several alu-
minum alloys employed for conducting electric
current; because its weight is one-half that of
copper for the same conductance, it is used In
high-voltage transmission lines (al liimeaenam
kon'dak-tar}

A/m? See ampere per square meter
AM See amplitude modulation
amateur bands |commuN| Bands of frequen-

cies assigned to licensed radio amateurs
| ‘a-machar ,banz|

amateurradio§jeLectr| Aradio used for two-way
radia cormmunications by private individuals as
leisure-time activity Also known as ham radio.
[‘ama-char'rad-@,}

ambiguity je.ectr| The condition in which @
synchro systemor servasystemseeks more than
one null position [ELECTROMAG] In radar, the
consequence of using a periodic waveform. in
estimating a targel’srangeand, incoherent radar,
its racial velocity by Dappler sensing; deliberate
change of periodicity is used tohelp resolve these
ambiguities. | ,am-ba'gyi-ad-e |

ambiquity error=|CcomPu' scl] An error In reading
a number represented ina digital displaythat can
occur when this representation is changing, for
example, the number 699 changing to 700 might
be read as 709 becauseof imprecise synehroniza-
tioninthechangingofdigits | ,am-ba'gyl-ad-e
eran |

ambiguous name=|compur scl| A name of a file
or-other item which is orily partially specified,
it is useful in conducting a search of all the
items to which it might apply. { am'big-ya-wos
"nam|

AMC Ser aulotnatic modulation control
Amdahl's law=[compurrsci| Alawstating that the

speed-up that can be achieved by distributing
a computer program over p processors carinot
exceed I/{{-+ | — fvpl|, where [is the fraction
of the wark of the program that rnust be done in
serial mode. (‘am dalz 16 }

amendment record Sve change record
mant \rek-ord }

American Standard Code for Information Inter-
change |cOMMUN] Coded character set to be

 

 

 

 

(a'mend-
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16

used for the general interchange of infor-
mation among information-processing systems,
communications systems, and associatedequip-
ment, the standard code, comprising charac-
ters 0 through 127, Includes control cades,
upper- and lower-case letters, numerals, pune-
tuation marks, and commonly used symbols;
an additional set is known as extended ASCII
Abbreviated ASCH. | a!mner-a-kan ‘standard 'kGel
for in-lar'ma-shan ‘intarchan) |

AM field signature [eLecre| The characteristic
pattern of an alternating magnetic field, as
displayed by detection and classification equip-
ment lalem 'fEld sig:na-char)

Amin See ampere-minute
AML See automatic modulation limiting,
AMLCD—See active-matrix liquid-crystal display
ammeter jena] An instrument for measuring the

magnitucle of electriccurrent flow, Also known as
electric current meter. [| 'ayméd-ar|

amorphous memory array=[COMPUT sci] An array
of memory switches made of amorphous mate-
rial={ o'mor-fos 'mem-ré 9,1}

amortlsseur winding See damper winding
(almard-ajsar 'wind-in |

amp Seamperage, ampere [amp |
ampacity [eLec| Current-carrying capacity inam-

peres; used as a rating for power cables
| am'pas-od-é|

amperage ELEC] The amountof electric current
inamperes. Abbreviated amp, { ‘am-prij }

ampere [ELEC| The unit of electric current in the
rationalized meter-kilogram-second system af
units: defined in terms of the force of attraction
between twa parallel current-carrying conduc-
tors. Abbreviated A,amp._{ ‘am, pir}

Ampére balance Sve current balance
jbal-ans]

ampere-hour |fLEC) A unit for the quantity of
electricity, obtained by integrating current flowin
amperes over the time in hours forits flow, used
as a measureof battery capacity. Abbreviated Ah;
amp-hr—[ ‘am pirtauear }

ampere-hour capacity=|ELEC| The charge, mea-
sured in. ampere-hours. that can be delivered
by a storage battery up to the limit to which
the battery may be safely discharged. { 'am,pir
lauvar ka'pas-ad-é }

ampere-hour meter [ENG] A device that med-
sures the tolal electric charge that passesa given
point during a given period of time { ‘am,pir
lad-ar ;méd-ar|

ampere-minute=eLec| A unit of electrical charge,
equal to the charge transported in | minute
by a current of | ampere, or to 60) caulombs.,
Abbreviated Amin. [fam,pirimin-at |

ampere per square inch=[ri.ec| A unit of current
density, equal to the uniform current densityof
a current of | ampere flowing through an area of

1 square inch. Abbreviated Ain’, { 'am,pir par
iskwer ‘inch|

ampere per square meter=|ELEC| The SI unit of
current density Abbreviated A/m*. (‘am pirpor
iskwer 'méd-or}

amp-hr See ampere-hour

{ ‘am,per

 

|
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amplitude-versus-frequency distortion

amplitude-versus-frequency distortion§|ELECTR]
The distortion caused by the nonuniform at-
tenuation or gain of the system. with respect to
frequency under spec ed terminal conditions
| ‘am-pla,tid jyarsas fré-kwan:sédi'storshan |

AM radio Sve amplitude-modulation radio, | 14
tem ‘tach iG|

AM signature (CoMMUN| A graphic representa-
tion of the significant identifying chatacteristics
of an amplitude-modulated signal ( {aj}em
'sig-no-char|

AMSS Sve aeronautical mobile satellite service
analog |ELECTR| 1. A physical variable which

remains similar to another variable insofar as
the proportional relationships are the same over
somespecified range, forexample, a temperature
may be represented by a voltage which is its
analog. 2, Pertaining to devices, data, circuits,
or systems that operate with variables which are
represented by continuously measured voltages
or other quantities { 'an-ol,4g }

analog adder={ELEcTR| A device with one output
voltage which is a weighted sum of two input
vollages, { ‘anol,éig tad-ar|

analog channel [ELECTR] A channel on which
the information transmitted can have any value
between the channel limits, such as a voice
channel. {‘anvol,dg 'chan-al }

analog communications |COMMUN] System of
telecommunications employing a nominally con-
tinuouselectric signa! that varies in frequency,
amplitude, or other characteristic, in some direct
correlation to nonelectrical information (sound,
light, and so on) impressed on a transducer
{'an-ol,ag ko, myt-no'ka-shonz J

analog comparator [ELECTR] 1. A comparator
that checks digital values to determine whether
they are within predetermined upper and lower
limits 2. A comparator that produces high ancl
low digital output signals when the sum of
two analog voltages is positive and negative,
respectively { ‘an-al,dg kam'par-od-or}

analog computer [commit sci] A computer is
which quantities are represented by physical
yarlables; problem parameters are translated
into equivalent mechanical or electrical circuits
as an analog for the physical phenomenonbeing
investigated. ['an-ol,ag kom'pytid-or}

analog data |compuTsci] Data represented in a
contititiaus form, as contrasted with digital data
having discrete values.{'an-ol,ag ‘dad-o |

analog-digital computer Sev hybrid computer
{'an-alag‘dij-o-tal kam, pylic-ar|

analog indicator=|FLECTR| A device in which the
result of a measurement is incicated by a pointer
deflection or other visual quantity. { ‘an-al,dg
‘in-da,kad-or}

analog monitor |ELecTR] A display unit that
accepts only analog signals, which must be
converted from digital signals by the computer's
video display board, [ ‘an-al-dg ,man-ad-or}

analog multiplexer [ELEcTR| A multiplexer that
provides switching of analog input signals toal-
low use of acommon analog-to-digital converter
(‘an-al,ag 'mol-to,plekssar|
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analog multiplier=[cLecrr| A device that accepts
two or more inputs in analog form and then
produces an output proportional to the product
of the input quantities { ‘an-ol,ag 'mol-to
iplt-or}

analog network ELECTR] A circuit designed so
that circuit variables such as voltages are pro-
portional to the values of variables in a system
under study, { 'an-al,dg 'net,wark}

analog output [CONTsys] Transducer output in
which the amplitude is continuausly propor-
tional to a function of the stimulus. { ‘an-al,ag
‘alityput |

analog recording |ELecTR| Any method of
recording in which some characteristic of the
recording signal, such as amplitudeor frequency,
is continuously varied in a manner analogous
to the time variations of the original signal
(‘an-al,ag ri'kord-in }

analog signal [ELECTR] A nominally continuous
electrical signal that varies in amplitude or
frequencyin responseto changesin sound, light,
heat, position, or pressure. { 'an-al,ag 'sig-nol }

analog simulation=[computsci] The represerita-
tionof physical systems and phenomenabyvari-
ables such as translation, rotation, resistance,
and voltage { ‘an-ol,dg ,sim-ya'la-shan}

analog switch |eLecrr| 1. A device that either
transmits an analog signal withaut distortion or
completely blocks it 2. Any solid-state device,
with or without a driver, capable of bilater-
ally switching voltages or current, { ‘an-ol,ég
wich |

analog-to-digital converter [ELECTR] A device
which translates continuous analogsignals into
proportional discrete digital signals. {;an-al,aig
to !dij-at-ol kon'vard-or}

analog-to-frequency converter=[ELECTR| A con-
verter in which an analog input in some form
other than frequency is converted to a pro-
portional change in frequency { tanval.ag to
‘fre-kwan-sé kan'vard-or}

analogvoltage |ELEcTR| Avoltage that varies ina
continuous fashion in accordance with the mag-
nitude of a measured variable, { ‘anal,dg
"wGltl] }

analysis by synthesls |coMMUN| A method of
determining the parametersof a speech coderin
which the consequence of choosing a particular
value of a coder parameter is evaluated by
locally decoding the signal and comparingit to
the original input signal. { ojnal-a-sis ,bi 'sin-
tha-sas }

analytical engine§|comput sci] An early-19th-
century form of mechanically operated digital
computer. { ,an-ol'id-a-kal 'en-jan }

analytical function generator |eLecTR| An ana-
log computer device in which the dependenceol
an output variable on one ormoreinput variables
is given byafunction that also appears ina physi-
callaw Also known as natural function generator,
natural law function generator. ( ,an-al'id-a-kal
‘fank-shon jen-a,rdd-ar}

analytic hierarchy [Mati] A systematic proce-
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problem which breaks down the presen Into
its smaller constituents andthen cal s for any
simple pairwise comparison judgments ie de-velop priorities ateachlevel, | ,an-al'id-(k'hivar

danse {compur scl] 1A routine lor the check-
ing of a program. 2. One of several types of
computers used to solve differential equations
{eNG] A multifunction test meter, measuring

volts, ohms, and er Also known as seter ‘an-o,liz-or

Sreounie sci] A tag that indicates either
the source or destination of a hyperlink, forexample, HTML anchorsare used to createlinks
within a document or to another document

{'ap-kar} /
anchored graphic |comPuT sci] A picture or

graph that remainsata fixed position on a page
of a document ratherthan being attached to the
text. { ap-kard 'graf-ik }

anchor frame [COMMUN] In MPEG-2, a video
frame that is used for prediction. I-frames and
P-frames are generally used as anchorframes,
but B-frames are never anchor frames. { 'an-korram)

AND cireult See AND gate | ‘and ,sar-kat J
Anderson bridge |eLecre| A six-branch modi-

lication of the Maxwell-Wien bridge, used to
measure sell-inductance in terms of capacitance
andresistance, bridge balance is independent of
frequency { ‘an-dar-san ,brij |

AND gate | 1A circuit which has. twe cor
more Input-sienal ports and which delivers an
output only IP and when every input signal port
is simultaneously energized Also known as AND
circuit, passive AND gate, | ‘and,gat |

ANDI/NOR gate [fL.ecTR| A single logic element
whose operation is equivalent te that af two
AND gates with outputs feeding into a NOR gate
(Jand inGr pat |

AND NOT gate |execrk| A coincidence circuit
that performs the logic operation AND NOT,
under which a result is true only Il statement A
is true andstatement Bis not Also known as/A
AND NOT Bate | land tnat eat |

AND-ORcircuit [eLecre| Gatingcircuit that pra-
duces a prescribed output condition when say.
éral possible combined inpul signals are applied:
exhibits the characteristics of the AND gate and
the OR gate. [landfar jsarkat |

AND-OR-INVERT gate |ELecrR| A logic circuit
with our inputs. a), as, by) and by, whose output
ls O only if either aj and dy of by ane by
are | Abbreviated A-O-l gate { ander in'vartgat }

angel echo jena] A radar echo from @ region
where there are no visible targets, may be caused
byinsects, birds, or refractive Index Variations in
the atmosphere | ‘an-jal ek-d |

angle diversity ICOMMUN| Diversity feception in
which beyond-the-horizon tropospheric seat-
ter signals are received at sllehtly different
angles, equivalent to paths through: different
scatter volumes in the troposphere. 'ap.gal
da'varécada |
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anode

angle jamming |flLecte| Electronic countermea-
sures used to introduce large errors in angle-
measuring radars, methods involve producing. a
false echo with pulse-to-pulse modulation that
is inverse to that otherwise produced by a radar
using conical scanning, or the generation of
multiple interfering signals that may confuse
monopulse radars | ‘angal jam-ig |

angle marker See azimuth marker { 'ay-galiMéarkear |
angle modulation [rLecte| The varlatian in the

angle of a sine-wave Carrier; particular forms are
phase modulation and frequency modulation.
Also known as sinusoidal angular mecdulation,
{'ap-gal maj-a'la-shan |

angle of deflection JELEcTR] The angle through
which the electron beam in a cathode-ray tube
ls diverted from a straight path={ ‘an-gal ay
di'flekshan|

angle of departure
{ ‘ay-gal av dilparchor|

angle of divergence {ELECTR} The angular spread
ofan electron beam inan oscilloscope {‘an-gal
av dalvarj-ans |

angle tracking noise [e).ecrr| Deviation of the
tracking axis or other angle estimate from the
true angle of a radar target: It results from
target reflective behavior and propagation path
characteristies (such as fluctuation, glint, and
scintillation) and also from the radar's own
receiver, mechanical or computational nalse.
\‘an-gal {trak-in néiz |

angular error of closure Sev error of closure.
[an-eya-lar 'er-ar ay ‘kleth-ar }

angular resolver=Sw fesolyer  [ ‘an-eya:larri'zcily-ar |
ANL See automatic noise limiter
annotation |compur sci| Any comment or note

included in a program or flow chartin orcler to
clarify some point at iesue [an-a'ta-shan }

annual service availability index ELEc| The
ratio af custamer-hours of service supplied by
an electrical utifity during one year to the
custamer-hours requested, expressed as a per-
centage. [lan-yawal |sar-vas a,val-a'bil-adea jinideks |

annular conductor JELEcC} A number of wires
stranded in three reversed cancentric layers
around a saturated hemp core | ‘an-ya-lar
kon'dak-tor }

annular transistor JELECTR] Mesa transistor in
which the semiconductor regions are arranged in
concentriccireles about the emitter {'ansyarlortran'zis-tar ]

annunciator jenal A signaling apparatus which
operates electromagnetically and serves to indi-
cate visually, or visually and audibly, whether a
current is flowing, has flowed, or has changed
direction of flow in ome or mare circuits
( o'non-sé-ad-ar }

anode |eiec| The terminal at which current en-
ters a primary cell or storage battery; it is
positive with respect to the device, and negative
with respect to the external circuit. [ELEcTR|
1. The collector of electrons in an electron tube

See angle of fadiation
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anode balancing coil

Also known asplate; positive electrode. 2. Ina
semiconductor dlade, the terminal toward which
forward current flows from the external circuit.
(‘a,néd }

anode balancing coil {ELEC] A set of mutually
coupled windings used to maintain approxi-
mately equal currents in anodes operating in
parallel from the same transformer terminal
{'a,ndd |bal-ans-ip ,kdil }

anode characteristic [ELECTR] Relationship of
anodecurrent to anode voltage in a vacuum tube
{ 'ainGd ,kar-ik-te'ris-tik }

anode clrcult |ELECTR| Complete external elec-
trical circuit connected between the anode and
the cathode of an electron tube Also known as
plate circuit. {'a,nGd ,ser-kat }

anode-circult detector [ELECcTR| Detector func-
tioning by virtue of a nonlinearity in its anode-
circuit characteristic. Also knownasplate-circuit
detector { 'a,ndd |sar-kat di,tek-ter}

anode current |[ELECTR| The electron current
flowing through an electron tube from the cath-
ode to the anode Also known asplate current
{ 'a,ndd ,kar-ant}

anode dark space |ELEcTR| A thin, dark region
next to the anode glow in a glow-discharge tube
{ 'a,ndd 'dark ,spas}

anode detector [ELECTR] Adetectorin which rec-
tification of radio-frequency signals takes place in
the anodecircuit of an electron tube. Also known
as plate detector { 'a,ndd di,tek-tar}

anodedissipation |ELEcTR| Power dissipated as
heatin the anodeof an electron tube because of

  

bombardmentby electrons and ions. ( 'a,ndd
dis-a'pa-shan}

anode drop See anodefall, {'aynGd ,drap }
anode efflclency |ELECTR} The ratio of the ac

load circuit power to the dc anode power inputfor
an electron tube. Also knownasplate efficiency
('a,nédi,fish-an-sé }

anodefall {ELECTR| 1. A very thin space-charge
tegion in front of an anode surface, characterized
by a steep potential gradient through the region
2. The voltage across this region. Also known as
anode drop. { ‘a\ndd ,fol }

anode glow [ELEcTR| A thin, luminous layer on
the surface of the anode in a glow-discharge tube
{'a,nGd ,gld }

anode Impedance [ELECTR] Total impedance
between anode and cathode exclusive of the
electron stream. Also known as plate impe-
dance; plate-load impedance. { ‘ayndd im
ipéd-ans}

anode Input power [ELECTR] Direct-current
powerdelivered to the plate (anode) of a vacuum
tube by the source of supply Also known as
plate input power ('a,ndd ‘in, put ,pau-ar}

anode modulation (ELEcTR| Modulation pro-
duced by introducing the modulating signal into
the anodecircuit of any tube in which the carrier
is present. Also known as plate modulation
{ 'ayndd ,maj-a'la-shan }

anode neutralization |ELEcTR| Method of neu-
tralizing an amplifier in which the necessary
180° phase shift is obtained by an inverting
network in the plate circuit, Also knownas plate
neutralization, ('a,ndd ,ni-tro-la'zd-shen}

anode pulse modulation=|ELEcTR] Modulation
produced in an amplifier or oscillator by appli-
cation of externally generated pulses to the plate
circuit. Also known as plate-pulse modulation
{'a,néd'pals ,m4j-a'la-shan }

anode rays |ELECTR] Positive ions coming from
the anode of an electron tube; generally due to
impurities in the metal of the ancde _{ 'a,ndd
faz }

anode resistance |ELECTR| The resistance value
obtained when a small change in the anode
voltage of an electron tube is divided by the
resulting small change in anode current. Also
knownasplate resistance. { 'a,ndd ri,zis-tons}

anode saturation |ELECTR| The condition in
which the anode current of an electron tube
cannot be further increased by increasing the
anode voltage; the electrons are then being
drawn to the anodeat the samerate as they are
emitted from the cathode. Also knownas current
saturation; plate saturation; saturation, voltage
saturation. {‘'a,ndd ,sach-a'ra-shan }

anode sheath [ELEcTR| The electron boundary
which exists in a gas-discharge tube between
the plasma and the anode when the current
demanded by the anodecircuit exceeds the
random electron current at the anode surface
{'a,nod ,shéth }

anodized dlelectric flim=(ELec| An insulating
film produced on a conducting surface by an-
odizing; used for producing thin-film capacitors,
trimming resistor values, and passivation in the
manufacture of integrated circuits. { ‘an-a,dizd
di-allek-trik ‘film }

anomalous Funkel effect [ELECTR] Currentfluc-
tuations in an electron tube resulting from
positive ions entering the space-charge region
in front of the cathode —_{ aindm-e-las ‘fan-kali
ifekt }

anomalousskin effect [ELEC] The skin effect at
very low temperatures and high frequencies at
which the thickness of the conducting skin layeris
less than the electron mean free path, so thatthe
classical theory of electrical conductivity breaks
down. _[ alndm-a-las 'skin i,fekt }

anomaly detectlon [compuT sci] The technology
that seeks to identify an attack on a computer
system by looking for behavior that is out of the
norm={ 9'ndm.a-lé di,tek-shan }

anonymous FTP [comput sci] A public FTP(file
transfer protocol) site at which users can
log in and download documents by entering
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“anonymous”as their user ID, and their e-mail
address as password. { a,ndn-a-masjefité'pé }

anotron§ |ELECTR] A cold-cathode glow-discharge
diode having a copper anode and a large cathode
of sodium or other material, { 'an-a,tran }

A-N radio range [NAv| A type of radio beacon
station whose signals provide definite track
guidancefor aircraft by establishing four radial
lines of position which can be identified by a
continuous-tone signal made upof keyed pulses
of equal amplitude representing the Morse code
lettersAandN, {|ajen 'rad-€,6 ,ranj }

answerback§|COMmPUTsci] The ability of a device
such as a computeror terminal to automatically
identify itself when it is contacted by another
communicating device. {'an-sar |bak }

answering cord |ELEC| Cord nearest the face of
the switchboard which is used for answering sub-
scribers’ calls and incoming trunks. {'an-sor-in
ikord }

answerlng Jack [ELEc| Jack on which a station
calls in and is answered by an operator
('an-sor-in jak }

answer lamp |eLec| Telephone—switchboard
lamp that lights when an answercordis plugged
into a line jack; the lamp goes out when the call
iscompleted. {'an-sar lamp }

answer-only modem |comMMUN| A modem that
can answer but not initiate a call { lan-sar
,on-lé 'mG,dem }

antenna=|ELECTROMAG| A device used for radiat-
ing or receiving radio waves. Also known asaerial:
radio antenna, (an'ten-a }

antenna amplifier (ELECTROMAG| One or more
stages of wide-band electronic amplification
placed within or physically close to a receiv-
ing antenna to improve signal-to-noise ratio
and mutually isolate various devices receiv-
ing their feed from the antenna, { an'ten-a
‘am:plo,f-ar}

antenna clrcult (ELECTR! A complete electric
circuit which includes an antenna  { an'ten-a
isar-kat }

antenna coll [ELECTROMAG| Coil through which
antenna current flows _{ an'ten-a ,koil }

antenna counterpolse See counterpoise { an'ten-o
‘kaunt-ar,poiz |

antenna coupler |ELECTROMAG] A radio-
frequency transformer, tuned line, or other
device used to transfer energy efficiently from
a transmitter to a transmission line or from
a transmission line to a receiver. { an'ten:s
ikap-lar}

antenna crosstalk=(ELECTROMAG| Theratio or the
logarithm of the ratio of the undesired power
received by one antenna from another to the
powertransmitted bythe other {an' ten:o'kras
itok|

antennadirectlve galn=[ELECTROMAG| The ratio
of the spatial power density on transmit,
or sensitivity on receive, experienced at a
distant point for using an idealized (lossless)
directive antenna, as in radar, to that density
of sensitivity experienced had an imaginary
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antenna powergain

isotropic antenna been used, { fan'ten-a
'da'rek-tiv ,gan }

antenna directivity diagram=[ELECTROMAG]
Curve representing, in polar or cartesian
coordinates, a quantity proportional to the
gain of an antenna in the various directions
in a particular plane or cone. { an'ten-o di-
Tek'tiv-od-é 'di-a,gram }

antenna effect |ELECTROMAG| A distortion of the
directional properties of a loop antenna caused
by an input to the direction-finding receiver
which is generated between the loop and ground,
in contrast to that which is generated between
the two terminals of the loop. Also known as
electrostatic error; vertical component effect
{ an'ten-o i'fekt }

antenna efficiency |ELECTROMAG| The ratio of the
amount of power radiated into space by an
antenna to the total energy received by the
antenna, { an'ten-a i,fish-an-sé }

antennafleld=|ELECTROMAG| A group of antennas
placed in a geometric configuration { an'ten-o
iféld }

antenna galn |ELECTROMAG| A measure of the
effectiveness of a directional antenna as com-
pared to a standard nondirectional antenna. Also
known as gain, { an'ten-a ,gan }

antenna loading [ELECTR| 1. The amountofin-
ductance or capacitance in series with an an-
tenna, which determines the antenna’s electrical
length. 2. The practice of loading an antennain
order toincreaseits electrical length. {an'ten-o
16d-i9 )

antenna matching |ELECTROMAG| Process of ad-
justing impedancesso that the impedanceof an
antenna equals the characteristic impedance of
its transmission line. { an'ten-a ,mach.in }

antenna palr |ELECTROMAG] Two antennas lo-
cated on a base line of accurately surveyed
length, sometimesarranged sothat the array may
be rotated around an axisat the center of the base
line; used to producedirectional patterns and in
direction finding, { an'ten-a ,per}

antenna pattern Seeradiation pattern. {an'ten-o
,pad-arn}

antennapolarization §=[ELECTROMAG| The orienta-
tion of the electric field lines in the electromag-
netic field radiated or received by the antenna
{ an'ten-9 ,p6-la-ra'za-shan|

antenna power (ELECTROMAG| Radio-frequency
power delivered to an antenna. { an'ten-a
ipatvar}

antenna power gain |ELECTROMAG] The ratio of
the spatial power density on transmit, or sen-
sitivity on receive, experienced ata distant point
for using an actual directive antenna, as in
tadar, to that density or sensitivity experienced
had an imaginary isotropic antenna been used.
Power gain will, then, be slightly less than
directive gain, differing by the insertion loss
of the actual antenna, and is the gain actually
measured in constructed antennas and used
in most calculations about radar performance
(an'ten-a 'pau-ar ,gan }  
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antenna resistance

antenna resistance |ELECTROMAG] The power
supplied to an entire antenna divided by the
squareof the effective antenna current measured
at the point where power is supplied to the
antenna. {an'ten-ari,zis-tons }

antenna scanner [ELECTROMAG| A microwave
feed horn which moves in such a wayas toitlu-
minate sequentially different reflecting elements
of an antennaarray and thus producethe desired
field pattern. { an'ten-o ,skan-ar)

antennatlit error=(ENG| Angular difference be-
tween the tilt angle of a radar antenna shown on
a mechanical indicator, and the electrical center
ofthe radarbeam. { an'ten-a'tilt ,er-ar}

antlallasIng technique=[compuTsci| In computer
graphics, a technique for smoothing the jagged
appearanceof diagonal lines on printouts and on
video monitors. { ,an-té'al-6-as-in ,tek,n&@k}

anticapacitance switch (ELEcTR| A switch de-
signed to have low capacitance between its
terminals when open { ,an-té-ka'pas-a-tans
iswich }

antlcathode [ELECTR] The anodeortarget of an
x-tay tube, on which the stream ofelectrons from
the cathodeis focused and from which x-rays are
emitted { |an-té'kath,6d}

anticipatory staging=|compuTsci] Moving blocks
of data from one storage device to anotherprior
to the actual request for them by the program
(‘an'tis-a-pa,toré 'staj-in }

antlclutter galn control |ELECcTR| Device which
automatically and smoothly increases the gain of
a radar receiver from a low level to the maximum,
within a specified period after each transmitter
pulse, so that short-range echoes producing
clutter are amplified less than long-range echoes
( ,an-té'klad-or ‘gan kan,tral }

anticolncldence cireult [ELECTR] Circuit that
produces a specified output pulse when one
(frequently predesignated) of two inputs receives
a pulse and the other receives no pulse within an
assigned time interval. { ,an-té,kG'in-sa-dons
isar-kat}

anticollisionradar=|ENG| Aradarset designed togive
warning of possible collisions during movements of
ships or aircraft. { ,an-té-ka'li-zhan ,ra,dar}

antlfading antenna |ELEcTR| An antenna de-
signed to confine radiation mainly to small
angles of elevation to minimize the fading of
tadiation directed at larger angles of elevation
(ian-té}fad-in an'ten-a }

antiglare shleld=[comput sci] A sheet of non-
teflective material placed over the screen of an
electronic display to reduce the amount oftight
reflected from the screen. {'an-té,gler 'shéld }

anti-g suit See gsuit. (jan-t@jé ,siit }
antihunt clreult |ELEcTR| A stabilizing circuit

used in a closed-loop feedback system to prevent
self-oscillations {'an-té,hant ,sar-kat }

anti-Intrusion technology |comPuT sci] One of
the different ways in which an attack on a
computer system can be detected and countered,
including prevention, deterrence, detection,
deflection, and diminution, { ,an-t@,in'trii-zhan
itekinal-a-jé }
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antljamming=[ELEcTR| Any system or technique
used to counteract the jamming of communi-
cations or of radar operation; part of electronic
protection, { ,an-té'jam-in }

antlmagnetlc [ENG] Constructed so as to avoid
the influence of magnetic fields, usually by the
use of nonmagnetic materials and by magnetic
shielding. { ,an-té,mag'ned-ik }

antinolse microphone [ENG  Acous| Micro-
phone with characteristics which discriminate
against acoustic noise { jan-t@ndiz 'mi-kra
ifSn }

antireflectlon coating [ENG] The application of
a thin film of dielectric material to a surface
to reduce its reflection and to increase its
transmission of light or other electromagnetic
radiation ( ,an-t@-ri'flek-shan ,kGd-in }

antiresonance See parallel! resonance
té'res-an-ans }

antlresonantcircuit Sce parallel resonant circuit,
( ,an-té'rez-on-ant 'sar-kat }

antl-sidetone circuit [ELEc| Telephone circuit
which prevents sound, introduced in the local
transmitter, from being reproducedin the local
receiver { jan-t@sid,t6n ,sar-kat]

antistatle mat [comput sci] A floor mat placed
in front of a device such as a tape drive that
is sensitive to discharges of static electricity
to safeguard against loss of data from such
discharges during human handling of the device
{ 1an-t@stad-ik 'mat }

anti-transmlt-receive tube | ELEcTR] A switching
tube that prevents the received echo sig-
nal from being dissipated in the transmitter
{ian-té-tranzimit rijsév ,tiib |

antivirus software [comput sci| Software that is
designed to protect against computer viruses
(ian-té,vT-ras 'sof,wer}

A-O-I gate See AND-OR-INVERT gate
gat }

APC See automatic phase control
aperiodic antenna |ELECTROMAG] Antenna de-

signed to have constant impedance over a wide
range of frequencies because of the suppres-
sion of reflections within the antenna system;
includes terminated wave and rhombic antennas
{ ja,pir-6ad-ik an'ten-o |

aperiodic waves |ELEC| The transient current
wave in a series circuit with resistance R, in-
ductance L, and capacitance C when R?C = 4L
{ tapir-6tad-ik 'wavz }

aperture [ELECTR] An opening through which
electrons, light, radio waves, or other radiation
can pass, ('‘ap-o,char}

aperture antenna [ELECTROMAG] Antenna in
which the beam width is determined by the
dimensionsof a horn, tens, or reflector { ‘ap-a
icharan'ten:o }

aperture grill picture tube (ELEcTR| An in-line
gun-type picture tube in which the shadow mask
is perforated by long, vertical stripes and the
screen is coated with vertical phosphorstripes
{'ap-a,chor ,gril 'pik-char ,tb }

aperture mask—See shadow mask,
imask }

{ ,an-

{ 4,67

{ ‘ap-a,chor
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aperture plate |F cere] Asrnall part ofa pieceof

perforated ferromagnetic material that forms a
magnetic cell {apacheBe)

API See application programinter ace, i
APL jcomeurT sell An Interactive SOTpUIS atl

guage whose operators accep! and produce ar-
ave with harnopgenecus Clements of type number

 

rays
aracter

nnsnaton [eLkerR| A. technique for modily-
ing the response af a surface acoustic wave
filter by vanyine the overlap between adja-
cent electrodes of the interdigital transducer
| ,a-pacda'za-shan| sin,

Apositive (ELE Symbolized At 1. Positive ter-
minal of an A battery er positive polarity of
otter sources of filament voltage 2. Denoting
the terminal to which the positive side of the
filament voltage source should be connected
(18 pazrad-iv) sy -

Apowersupply SeAsupply | ‘a'pau-orsa,plT]
apparent power=|fLec| The product of the root»

meart-square voltage and the roat-mean-square
current delivered in an alternating-current circuit,
no account being taken of the phase differ-

 

ence between voltage and current. { a'pa-ront
‘pati-or} /

apparent source Sveffective center, {a'pa-rant
‘sors }

Applegate diagram [ELECTR] A graph of the elec-
tron paths in a two-cavityklystron tube, showing
howelectron bunching occurs('ap-al,gat 'di-a
ram }

applet |comMeuT sci] A small program, typically
written in Java. {‘ap-lat}

appliance |ENG| Apiece of equipment that draws
electric or other energy and produces a de-
sired work-saving or other result, such as an
electric heater, a radio, or an electronic range
{ a'pli-ons]

appliance panel [ENG] In electric systems, a
metal housing containing two or more devices
(such as fuses) for protection against excessive
current in circuits which supply portable electric
appliances { a'pli-ans ,pan-ol }

application |compur sci] A computer program
that performs a specific task, for example, a word
processor, a Web browser, or a spread sheet
{ ap-la’ka-shan |

application development language=jcoupirr sell
A very-high-level programming language that
generates coding in a conventional program-
ming language or provides the user of a data-
base management system with a program:
tning language that is easier to implement
than conventional progra mming languages
[ap-fo'ka-shandi'vel-apemant jlan-ewi] }

application development system |COMPUT sci]
Anintegrated group.of software products used
to assist In the efficient development ef eorm-
puter programs and systems. | ,ap-la‘kdshan
di'vel-ap-mant .sis-tam|

application generator [compur sci] A commer
tially prepared saflware package usedtocreate
applications programs or parts of such programs.
{.apla'kieshon jenajrad-ar |
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appliquécircuit

applicationpackage=(compursci| Acormbination
of required hardware, including remote inputs
and outputs. plus programming of the com-
puter memory to praduce the specified results.
{,ap-la'ka-shon ,pak-ij }

application processor [comput sci] A computer
that processes data. { ,ap-lo!ka-shan ‘pra\S@S-ar }

application program=jcompur sci| A program
written, to solve a specific problem, produce
a specific report, ur update a specific file
| ;ap-lo'ka-shan ,pré-eran |

application program Interface |comput sci] A
language that enables communication between
computer programs, in particular between appll-
cation programs and control programs. Abbreyi-
ated API, ( ,ap-lajka-shan {prd-gram‘in-tar (Ss }

application server |compur sci] A computer that
executes commands requested by a Web server
to fetch data from databases. Also knownas app
server. | ,ap-la'k4-shan ,ser-var|

application-specific integrated circuit [ELECTR]
An integrated circuit that is designed for a
particular application by integrating standarel
cells froma library, making possible short design
times and rapid production eyclés. Abbreviated
ASIC. { ,ap-lo,ka-shon  spilsif-ik ,int-igrad-od
‘sor-kat |

application study |compur sei) The detalled pro-
cess of determining a systemof set aif procedures
for using a computer for definite functions of
operations, and establishing specifications to be
used as a base for the selection of equipment
suitable to the specific needs { ap-la'ka-shan
istadké |

application system=|compuy sci] A group of re-
lated applications programs designedto perform
aspecificfunction.  [ ,ap-la'kd-shan ,sis-tam}

application window=|compu'tscij In a praphical
user interface, the chief windowof an application
program, with atitle bar, ameru bar, and a work
area | jap-la'ka-shon jwin,da |

applicative language comput sci] A progrim-
ming language in which functions are repeaterlly
applied to the results of other functions and,
in |ts pure form, there are no statements, only
expressions without side effects, {'ap-la,kad-ly
‘lan-ewil |

applied epistemology [comput sci] The use of
machines or other models to simulate processes
such as perception, recognition, learning, and
selective recall, or the application of principles
assumed to hold for human. categorization,
perception, storage, search, and so on, to the de-
sign of machines, machine programs, scanning,
storage, ard retrieval systems. { a'plid ilpis-ta
imal-aje |

appliqué circult [ELEC] Special circuit which is
provided to modify existing equipment to allow
for special usage: for example, some carrier
teleplione equipment designed for ringdewn
manual operation can be modified through the
use of an appliqué circuit to allow fer use
between points having dial equipment {iap-lo
tka jsar-kot }
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approachvector

approach vector |cont sys| A vector that de-
scribes the orientatlan of a robot gripper and
points in the direction from which the gripper
approaches a workpiece. { o'proch ,vek-tor}

app server See application server (‘ap ,Sar-var }
APT See Automatic Programming Tool
APT system See automatic picture-transmission

system. { ,4,@'té ,sis-tom J
aquadag=[ELECTR| Graphite coating on the inside

of certain cathode-ray tubes for collecting sec-
ondary electrons emitted by the face of the tube
{ 'ak-wa,dae}

arbiter |compuT sci] A Computer unit that de+
termines the priority sequence In which two or
more processor inputs are connected to a single
functional unit such as a multiplier or memory
{ ‘arbod-or }

arbitrary function generator See general-purpose
funetion generator. { ‘dr-ba,trer-é 'fopk-shon
jjen-a,racl-or}

arbitration (comput sci] The set of rules in a
computer's operating systemfor allocating the
resources of the computer, such as its peripheral
devices or memory, to more than one program or
user { ,ar-ba'tra-shon}

are See electric arc. ( ark}
arcback | ELECTR| The flow of a principal electron

stream in the reverse direction ina mercury-vapor
rectifier tube because of formation of a cathode
spot on an anode; this results in failure of the
rectifying action. Also known as backfire. { ‘ark
ibak}

arc chute [ELEC] A collectionof insulating barri-
ers in a circuit breaker for confining the arc and
preventing it fromcausingdamage. (‘ark,shiit)

arc converter [ELECTR] A form ofoscillator using
an electric arc as the generator ofalternating or
pulsating current. { ‘ark kan,vor-dar}

are discharge {ELEC| A direct-current electrical
current between electrodes in a gas or vapor,
having high current density and relatively low
voltage drop. (‘ark 'dis,charj }

Archie [comput sci] A system of file servers
that searches for specific files that are publicly
available in File Transfer Protocol archives on the
Internet (‘dr-ché }

archival storage |comPuT sci] Storage of infre-
quently used or backup information that cannot
be readily or immediately accessed by a com-
puter system={ 'ar,kiv-al 'stor-ij }

archiving (comput sci] The storage of files in
auxiliary storage media for very long periods,in
the event it is necessary to regeneratethefile due
to subsequenterrors introduced._[‘ar,kiv-in J

arcing contacts |ELEC| Special contacts on
which the arc is drawn after the main contacts
of a switch or circuit breaker have opened
{{ark-ip (kan,taks }

arcing ring [ELEC] A metal ring attached to an
insulator to protect it from damage by a power
arc, {‘ark-in ,rip }

arcing time [ELEC] 1. Interval between the part-
ing, in a switch orcircuit breaker, of the arcing
contacts and the extension of the arc. 2. Time
elapsing, in a fuse, from the severanceofthe fuse

link to the final interruption of the circuit under
a specified condition. {'ark-in ,tim }

are lamp [ELEC] An electric lamp in which the
light is produced by an are made when current
flows through ionized gas between two elec-
trodes. Also known as electric-are lamp: { ‘ark
lamp }

are-over [ELEC] An unwanted arc resulting [rom
the epening of a switch or the breakedown. of
insulation. { ‘ark ,G-var }

arc resistance |ELEC| 1. A measureof the dura-
bility of an insulating or dielectric material
against the formation of conductive paths along
the surface byaredischarges. 2. The ratio of the
voltage that gives rise to an arc discharge to the
currentintheare. ‘ark ri,zis-tans)

arc-suppression coil [ELEC] A grounding reac-
tor, used in alternating-current power transmis-
sion systems, which is designed to limit the
current flowing to ground at the location ofa fault
almost to zero by setting up a reactive current
to ground that balances the capacitive current
to ground flowing from the lines Also known as
Petersen coil { \&rk so'presh-an {koil ]

are-through [ELecTR| Of a gas tube, a loss of
control resulting in the flow of a principal
electron stream in the normal direction during a
scheduled nonconducting period, { 'ark ,thrii }

area |COMPUT Scl| A section of a computer mem-
ory assigned by a computer program or by
the hardware to hold data of a particular type
('er-€-0 |

area code [commuN|A three-digit prefix used
in dialing long-distance telephonecalls in the
United States and Canada__{ 'er-€-0 ,kGd }

area effect [ELECTR] In general, the condition of
the dielectric strength ofa liquid or vacuum sepa-
rating two electrodesbeing higherfor electrodes
of smaller area, {'er-é-a i'fekt }

areal density (COMPUT Scij The amount of data
that can be stored on a unit area of the surface of
a hard disk, floppy disk, or other storage device
{ ,er-é-al 'den-sad-é }

areasearch |compuTsci| Acomputersearchthat
examines only those records which satisfy some
broad criteria. { 'er-€-0 ,sarch }

Areglster See arithmeticregister {'a ,rej-o-stor}
argument=|coMPUT sci] A value applied to a pro-

cedure, subroutine, or macroinstruction which
is required in order to evaluate any of these
( 'dr-gya:mant}

argument separator |compur sci] A comma or
other punctuation mark that separates succes-
sive arguments in a command or statement
in a computer program. { ‘ar-gyU-:mant ,sep-o
\rad-or }

arithmetic address=(ComPUT Sci] An address ina
computer program that results from performing
an arithmetic operation on another address
{ lavrithimed-ik o'dres}

arithmetical element See arithmetical unit
{ ta-rith{med-a-kal 'el:armont}

arlthmeticalinstruction |compPuTscl| An instruc-
tion in a computer program that directs the
computer to perform an arithmetical operation
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jaddition, subtraction, multiplication, or divi-
sion) upon specified items of data: [| faerith
'mec-o-kal Jin'strak-shan | wi

arithmetical operation [compur sci] A digital
computer Operation in which numerical quan-
tities are added, subtracted. multiplied. di-
vided, orcompared.—[Ja-rithimed-a-kal ,ap-a'ra-
shan |

arithmetical unit |compur sci) The section of the
computer which carries out all arithmetic and
logic operations Also known as. arithmetical
element; arithmetic-logic unit (ALU); arithmetic
section, logic-arithmetic unit; logic section
(ja-rith{med-a-kal 'yi-nat}

arithmetic check ={compPuT Sci] The verification of
an arithmetical operation or series of operations
by another such process; for example, the mul-
tiplication of 73 by 21 to check the result of
multiplying 2! by 73. (a'rith-maytik chek}

arithmetic clreultry§|compur sci] The section of
the computer circuitry whichcarries out the arith-
metic operations —_{ ja-rithimed.-ik 'sor-ka-tré }

arithmetic coding [comMUN] A method of data
compression in which a long character string is
represented by a single number whose value is
obtained by repeatedly partitioning the range of
possible values in proportion to the probabilities
of the characters. { ta-rith;med-ik 'céd-in }

arithmetic-logic unit See arithmetical unit
{ olrith-ma,tik 'laj-ik ,yd-nat }

arithmetic processor See numeric processor
extension. { o'rith-ma,tik ,pras,es-or}

arithmetic register |Comput Sci] A specific mem-
ory location reserved for intermediate results of
arithmetic operations, Also known as A register
{ la-rithimed.ik 'rej-a-star}

arithmetle scan |COMPUT Sc!| The procedure for
examining arithmetic expressions and determin-
ing the order of execution of operators, in the
process of compilation into machine-executable
code of a program written in a higher-level
language=(ia-rithimed-ik ,skan }

arithmetic sectlon See arithmetical unit. {a-rith
imed-ik ,sek-shan }

arithmetic shift [comput sci| A shift of the digits
of a number, expressed in a positional notation
system, in the register without changing the sign
ofthe number={ ja-rith;med-ik 'shift }

arlthmetlc symmetry |ELEcTR] Property of a
band-pass or band-rejection filter whose graph
of amplitude versus frequency is symmetrical
around a center frequency; thatis, the left-hand
side af the responseis a mirror image of the right-
hand side.{ja-rithtmed-ik 'sim-a-tré }

arm=[CONT sys| A robot componentconsisting of
an interconnected setof links and poweredjoints
that move and support the wrist socket and end
effector |ELEc| See branch {ENG ACouSs| See
tonearm {arm}

armature contact See movable contact. {'dr-mo
ichar 'kan,takt}

armature resistance [ELEC] The ohmic resis-
tance in the main current-carrying windings of
an electric generator or motor. { ‘ar-ma,char
ri'zis-tons}
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artificial atom

armor |ELEC] Metal sheath enclosing a cable,
primarily for mechanical protection —_{ 'ar-mar}

armored cable [ELEC] An electrical cable pro-
vided with a sheath of metal primarily for
mechanical protection _{ 'ar-mord ‘ka-bal |

arm solutlon |cONT sys| The computation per-
formed by a robot controller to calculate the
foint positions required to achieve desired tool
positions. { ‘arm sa,lii-shan }

Armstrong oscllilator (ELECTR Inductive feed-
back oscillator that consists of a tuned-grid
circuit and an untuned-tickler coil in the plate
circuit; control of feedback is accomplished by
varying the coupling betweenthe tickler and the
gridcircuit. { 'arm,stron ‘ds-a,lad-ar}

ARPA Seeautomatedradarplottingaid {'dr-po}
ARQ See automatic repeat request
atray (CcomPuTsci| A collection of data items with

each identified by a subscript or key and arranged
in such a way that a computer can examine the
collection and retrieve data from these items
associated with a particular subscript or key
{ELECTR| A group of components such as anten-
nas, reflectors, or directors arranged to provide
a desired variation of radiation transmission or
reception with direction {a'rd}

array element [computsci] A single data item in
anarray. {9'rd, ela-mant}

array processor [COMPUT sci] A multiprocessor
composedof a setofidentical central processing
units acting synchronously under the control of
acommon unit. { a'rd 'pras,es-or }

array radar |ENG| A radar incorporating a multi-
plicity of phased antenna elements, { a'ra 'ra
idar }

array sonar [ENG| A sonar system incorporating
a phasedarray of radiating and receiving trans-
ducers. {9'rd's6,nar)

arrester See lightning arrester { a'res-tar }
ARSR_ See air-route surveillance radar
articulation §=|cOMMUN| The percentage of speech

units understood correctly by a listener in a
communications system; it generally applies to
unrelated words,as in code messages, in distinc-
tion to intelligibility, (CONT sys] The manner
and actionsof joining componentsof a robot with
connecting parts orlinks that allow motion. {ar
itik-ya'la-shan }

articulation equivalent |comMUN| Of a complete
telephone connection, a measure of the articu-
lation of speech reproduced overit, expressed
numerically in terms of the trunk loss of a working
reference system when the latter is adjusted
to give equal articulation. { ar,tik-ya'la-shon
i'kwiv-a-lont }

artifact [COMMUN| Any component of a signal
that is extraneousto the variable represented by
the signal. { 'ard-a,fakt }

artlficlalantenna=Seedummyantenna. {!ard-o
ifish-al an'ten:s }

artificial atom [ELECTR] A structure, typically
50-100 nanometers in diameter, that is fabri-
cated in a semiconductor crystal and holds a
small number ofelectrons which are trapped ina
bowllike potential well { ,drd-a,fish-al 'ad-am }
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artificial crystal

artificial crystal See superlattice { |ard-ajfish-al
‘krist-al }

artificlal delay Ilne See delay line. _{ {ard-aifish-al
di'la tin }

artificial ear [ENG acous] A device designed
to duplicate the frequency response, acoustic
impedance, threshold sensitivity, and relative
perception of loudness, consisting of a special
microphone enclosed in a box with properties
similar to those of the human ear { (ard-a
tfish-al ‘ir }

artificial ground=[ELEC] Acommoncorrection for
a radio-frequencyelectrical or electronic circuit
that is not directly connected to the earth.
{ lArd-alfish-al 'graund }

artificial Intelligence |compuT sci] The property
of a machine capable of reason by whichit can
learn functions normally associated with human
intelligence. { {ard-aifish-al in'tel-a-jans }

artlficlal lonizatlon [commun] Introduction of
an artificial reflecting or scattering layer into
the atmosphere to permit beyond-the-horizon
communications. ( !drd-alfish-al \La-na'za-
shen}

artlflclal language [comput sci] A computerlan-
guage that is specifically designed to facilitate
communication in a particularfield, but is not
yet natural to that field; opposite of a natural
language, which evolves through long usage
{ {dird-olfish-al 'lan-gwij }

artificial Ime [ELEC| Circuit made up of lumped
constants, which is used to simulate various
characteristics of a transmission line { \ard-a
\fish-al ‘lin }

artificial IIneduct |ELEC| Balancing network sim-
ulating the impedanceofthe real line and distant
terminal apparatus, which is employed in a
duplex circuit to make the receiving device un-
responsive to outgoing signal currents. {{ard-a
\fish-al ‘lin ,dakt }

artlflclal load [ELEC] Dissipative but essentially
nonradiating device having the impedance char-
acteristics of an antenna, transmission line, or
otherpracticalutilization circuit. {{ard-aifish-al
‘lod }

artificially layered structure See superlattice
{}Ard-alfish-al-é jla-ard 'strak-char}

artiflclal radio aurora [COMMUN] Modification of
the ionosphere by high-power high-frequency
radio transmitters to improvescatter and auroral
long-distance communication Also known as
radio aurora, { lard-alfish-al 'rad-&,6 a'ror-o }

artificlal reality See virtual reality { ,ard-a'fish-al
ré'al-ad-é }

artificlal volee={ENGACOUS| 1.Small loudspeaker
mounted in a shaped baffle which is propor-
tioned to simulate the acoustical constants of
the human head; used for calibrating and testing
close-talking microphones, 2. Synthetic speech
produced by a multiple tone generator; used to
produceavoice reply in somereal-time computer
applications

aS See abmho
A-scan See A-display

{ [ard-ajfish-al 'vois }

{ ‘a skan }

 

ascending sort {COMPUT Scl| The arrangementof
records or other data into a sequence running
from the lowestto the highestin a specified field.
{ a'send.in ‘sort ]

ASCII See American Standard Codefor Information
Interchange. {'as,ké}

ASCII file [comput sci| A data ortext file that
contains only codes that constitute the 128-
character ASCII set. { fas, ké {fT }

ASCII protocol |comMUN] A protocol for the
simplest modeof transmitting ASCII data, with
little or no error checking. { |as,ké {prdd-a,kol}

ASCII sort order [compuT sci] A sort order de-
termined by the numbering of characters in
the American Standard Code for Information
Interchange, { jas, ké ‘sort ,ord-ar}

A-scope See A-display. { ‘a skop }
asdic [ELECTR] British term for sonar and un-

derwater listening devices, Derived from Anti-
Submarine Detection Investigation Committee
( 'az,dik }

ASIC See application-specific integrated circuit.
{ 'A sik or jalesti'sé }

ASK See amplitude shift keying
aspect ratlo (coMPUT sci] In computer graphics,

the ratio between the width and height of an
image [ENG] The ratio of frame width to frame
height in television; in the United States and
Britain it is 4:3 for standardtelevision and 16:9 for
high-definition television. { 'aspekt ,ré-sh6}

assembler [comput sci| A program designed
to convert symbolic instruction into a form
suitable for execution on a computer. Also
known as assembly program; assembly routine
{ a'sem-blar}

assembler directive [computsci] A statementin
an assembly-language program that gives in-
structions to the assembler and does not gener-
ate machine language. { o'sem-blor di rek-tiv |

assembler language See assembly language
{ a'sem-blar lan-gwij }

assembler program§|comPuTsci] Aprogram that
is written in assembly language. { o'sem-blar
iprd-gram }

assembly [comput sci] The automatic trans-
lation into machine language of a com-
puter program written in symbolic language
{ a'sem-blé }

assembly language [compuT sci] A symbolic,
nonbinary format for instructions (human-
readable version of machine language) that
allows mnemonic namesto be usedfor instruc-
tions and data; for example, the instruction to
add the number39321 to the contents of register
DI inthe central processing unit might be written
as ADD#39321, DI in assembly language, as
opposed to a string of 0’s and I's in machine
language. { e'sem-blé lan-gwij }

assembly list [computscl] Aprintedlist which is
the by-productof an assembly procedure;it lists
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in logical instruction sequence all details of a rou-
tine, showing the coced and symbolic notation
next to the actual notations established by the
assembly procedure; this listing is highly useful
inthe debugging ofaroutine,  {a'sem-blé list |

assembly program Ser assembler | a'sem-blé
‘pro-geam } ;

assembly robot) |compur sci| A robot that posi-
tions, mates, fits, and assembles components or
parts andadjusts the finished product to function
asintended, ( a'senv-blé ,raj,bat |

assembly routine See assembler
ru'tGn }

assembly system |COMPU'Y sci] An dutornatic
programming soltware system with a program-
ming language and machine-language programs
that aid the programmer by performing differ-
ent functions such as checkout and updating.
{o'sem-blé ,sis-tom }

assembly unit [comput sci| 1. A device which
performs the function of assaciating and joining
several parts or piecing together a program
2. A portion of a program which is capable
of being assembled into a larger program
{a'sem-blé ,vli-nat}

assign |coMPuT sci| A control statementin FOR-
TRAN which assigns a computed value ij to a
variable &, the latter representing the number
of the statement to which control is then
transferred [ o'sIn }

assignment problem {computsci] A special case
of the transportation problem in a linear pro-
gram, in which the number of sources (as-
signees) equals the number of designations
(assignments) and each supply and each demand
equals | [ o'sin-mont 'prab-lam |

assignment statement |compuT sci] Astatement
in a computer program that assigns a value toa
variable { o'sIn-mant ,stat-mont}

assisted panel |comput sci] In an interactive
system, a screen that explains a question the
computer has asked, the available options,
the expected format, and so forth { o'sis-tod
‘pan-al}

associated document [comput sci| A file that
is linked to the application program in which
it was created, so that the application can be
started by choosing sucha file. {9,s6-s@,4d-ad
‘dak-ya-mont}

association trail |compuT sci| A linkage between
two or more documentsor items of information,
discerned during the process of their examina-
tion and recorded with the aid of an information
retrieval system. —_{ a,$0-sé'a-shon,tral)

associative dimensioning system [COMPUT SCI|
A system for making automatic changes in
the dimensions of workpieces manufactured by
machine tools, { o'sd-sé,ad-iv di'men-shon-in
'sis-tom }

associative key |compPuT Sci] In a computer sys-
tem with an associative memory, a field used
to reference items through comparing the value
of the field with corresponding fields in each
memory cell and retrieving the contents of
matching cells. { o'sG-sé,ad-iv 'ké)

{ a'sem-blé
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asymmetricalcell

associative memory [(comPuTsci| Adata-storage
device in which a location is identified by its
informational content rather than by names,
addresses, or relative positions, and from which
the data may be retrieved Also known as
associative storage { 0's6-s@,4d-iv 'mem-ré }

associative processor |compPuT sci] A digital
computer that consists of a content-addressable
memory and means for searching rapidly chang-
ing random digital data stored within, at speeds
up to 1000 times faster than conventional digital
computers. { 9's0-sé,ad-iv 'pras,es-ar}

assoclatlve storage Sve associative memory
{ o's6-sé,ad-iv ‘stor-ij }

assoclator [comPuT sci] A device for bringing
like entities into conjunction or juxtaposition
( 0's6-s@,ad-ar}

assumed decimal point |computsci| For a dec-
imal numberstored in a computer or appearing
on a printout, a position in the numberat which
place values change from positive to negative
powersof 10, but to which no locationis assigned
or at which no printed character appears, as
opposedto an actual decimal point. Also known
as virtual decimal point, { o'siimd 'des-mal
point |

astable clrcult (ELecTR| A circuit that alternates
automatically and continuously between two un-
stable states at a frequency dependent oncircuit
constants; for example, a blocking oscillator
('a'sta-bal 'sar-kat }

astable multivibrator [ELECTR] A multivibratorin
which each active device alternately conducts
and is cut off for intervals of time determined
by circuit constants, without use of external trig-
gers Also knownas free-running multivibrator
{ d'sta-bal ,malt-i'vi,brad-ar }

astatic wattmeter |ENG} An electrodynamic
wattmeter designed to be insensitive to uniform
external magnetic fields. { a'stad-ik 'wat,méd-ar}

Astatlon§|NAv| In loran, the designation applied
to one transmitting station of a pair, the signal
of which always occursless than half a repetition
period after the preceding signal and more than
half a repetition period before the succeeding
signal of the other station, designated aBstation
( ‘a tsta-shan }

astigmatism |ELEcTR] In an electron-beam tube,
a focus defect in which electrons in different
axial planes come to focusat different points
{ a'stig:ma,tiz-am }

Aston dark space [ELEcTR| A dark region in a
glow-discharge tube which extends for a few
millimeters from the cathode up to the cathode
glow. { 'as-ton jdark ,spas }

astrionles [ELECTR] The science of adapting elec-
tronics to aerospaceflight. { ,as-tré'dn-iks }

A supply [ELECTR] Battery, transformer filament
winding, or other voltage source that supplies
power for heating filaments of vacuum tubes
Also known as A power supply (‘4 sa,pIT}

asymmetrical cell [ELEcTR] A cell, such as a
photoelectric cell, in which the impedanceto the
flow of current in one direction is greater than in
the other direction, { |4-sa}me-tri-kal 'sel }
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asymmetrical conductivity

asymmetrical conductivity—|i Lec| Avarlation in
the canductivity ef a canductor over lis cross
section that is net symmetric about the con-
ductors central axis ( fa-saime-tri-kal kan
dak'tivad-é |

asymmetrical deflection [ELECTR] Atype of elec-
trostatic deflection in which onedeflectorplateis
maintained ata fixed potential and the deflecting
voltage is supplied to the other plate. { |a-so
'me-tri-kal di'flek-shon }

asymmetrical modem=[coMMUN| A modem that
simultaneously transmits and receives data, but
at different speeds. { ,a-sijme-tra-kal'm6,dem |

asymmetrical-sideband transmission Sve
vestigial-sideband transmission._( |a-sa;me-tri-
kal 'sid,band ,tranz'mish-an}

asymmetric digital subscriber IIne=|cOMMUN|
A broadband communication technology de-
signed for use on conventional telephonelines,
which reserves more bandwidth for receiving
data than for sending data. Abbreviated ADSL
{ \a-so'me-trik |dij-o-dal ,sab'skri-bar ,lin }

asynchronous |comMPUT sci| Operating at a
speed determined bythecircuit functions rather
than by timing signals. { a'sin-kro-nas}

asynchronous communicatlons |COMMUN| The
transmission and recognition of a single char-
acter at a time { 4'sin-kra-nas ka,myii-ne’ka-
shanz}

asynchronous communications adaptor
{COMPUT scl] A device connected to a computer
to allow it to carry out asynchronous commu-
nications over a telephone line _{ a'sin-kra:nos
ka,myU-na'ka-shanz a,dap-tar|

asynchronous computer [comput sci| A com-
puter in which the performanceof any operation
starts as a result of a signal that the previous
operation has been completed, rather than on
a signal from a master clock, { a'sin-kra-nos
kom'pyiid-ar|

asynchronous control [cont sys| A method of
control in which the time allotted for performing
an operation depends on the time actually
required for the operation, rather than on a
predetermined fraction of a fixed machine cycle
{ a'sin-kra-nos kan'trat }

asynchronous data [comPuT scl] Information
which is sampled at irregular intervals with
respect to another operation { a'sin-kra-nas
'dad-a }

asynchronous device |CcONT sys] A device in
which the speed of operationis not related to any
frequency in the system to whichit is connected
{ a'sin-kra-nos di'vis }

asynchronousdigital subscriber loop Sve asym-
metric digital subscriber line { a'sip-kra-nas
‘dij-ad-al sab'skrib-or ,liip }

asynchronous Input/output. [comput sci] The
ability to receive input data while simultane-
ously outputting data. { a'sin-kraynos 'in,put
‘aut,put }

asynchronous Inputs [ELECTR] The terminals in
a flip-flop circuit which affect the output state
of the flip-flop independently of the clock
{ a'sig-kro-nas ‘inputs }

A1

asynchronous logle=|[ELEcTR] A logic network in
which the speed of operation depends only on
the signal propagation through the network
{ a'sin-kra-nas ‘laj-ik }

asynchronous machine |ELEc| An ac machine
whosespeedis not proportional to the frequency
of the powerline { &'sin-krasnos ma'shén }

asynchronous operation=[ELECTR] An operation
that is started by a completion signal from a pre-
vious operation, proceedsat the maximum speed
of the circuits until finished, and then gener-
ates its own completion signal. { a'sin-kra-nas
(ap-o'ra-shon}

asynchronous tie |ELEc| An installation at
which power is transmitted between two
alternating-current power systems, operating at
the same nominal frequency but with different
frequency controls, by a direct-current link
{ a'sin-kro-nos'tT }

asynchronous tlme-division multiplexing (com-
MUN] A data-transmission technique in which
several users utilize a single channel by meansof
a system which assigns time slots only to active
channels. { a'sin-kra-nos 'tim da'vi-zhan 'malt-i
ipleks:in }

asynchronous transfermode [COMMUN] Ahigh-
speed packet-switching technology based on
cell-oriented switching and multiplexing that
uses 53-byte packets to transfer different types
of information, such as voice, video, and data,
over the same communications networkat differ-
ent speeds. Abbreviated ATM —_{ ,a;sig-kra-nas
‘tranz-far ymGd }

asynchronous’ transmission§|CcOMMUN| Data
transmission in which each character contains its
ownstart and stop pulses and there is no contro!
over the time between characters. ( a'sin-kro-
nas ,tranz'mish-an ]

asynchronous working=|compuT sci} The mode
of operation of a computerin which an operation
is performed only at the end of the preceding
operation. { 'sin-kra:nos 'wark-in }

asyndetic§[(compuTsci| 1.Omitting conjunctions
or connectives. 2. Pertaining to a catalog with-
out cross references. _{ {as-anjded-ik }

ATCRBS=See _air-traffic contro! radar beacon
system

ATDM See asynchronous time-division multiplex-
ing

ATM See asynchronous transfer mode; automatic
teller machine

atmospherlc attenuatton=|GEOPHYSs| The loss of
radar or radio signals sent through earth's (or
other} atmosphere due to the thermal agitation
of various gas molecules as the electromagnetic
wave passes through; oxygen and water vapor are
the two most sensitive gases in the microwave
region, with severity generally, but very lin-
early, increasing with frequency —_{ ;at-majsfir-ik
a,ten-yo'wa-shon }

atmospherlc nolse =| ELECTR] Noise heard during
radio reception due to atmospheric interference
{ jat-mazisfir-ik 'noiz }

atmospherle radio wave [(ELECTROMAG] Radio
wave that is propagated by reflection in the
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network in sphere; may incluce either the ionospheric=attenuation [ELEC] The exponential decreaseds only on atmasp! he trope pheriewave, orboth,  [tatma with distance in the amplitude of an electrical
e network wave ort} ‘ 5.0 WAV| signal traveling along a very long uniform

isfir-ik eau sel A primitive data element in a transmission line, due to conductor and
¢ machine atom ete “[tad-am J dielectric losses. _{ a,ten-ya'wa-shan }
> frequency data aeiout swfallout. [| a'tamik ‘folaut| attenuation constant [PHys| A rating for a line or
'shén } atomic S  vatlon [campur sti] An operation that medium through which a plane wave is being
| operation sowie eeebroken up into smaller parts that could transmitted, equal to the relative rate of decrease
from a pre- canformed by different processors, (a'tamlk of an amplitude ofa field component, voltage,
num speed pe per shart } or current in the direction of propagation, in
yen gener- dpa Te [RLECTR| the first trace ofan osctlloscope, nepers per unitlength. { 9,ten-yo'wa-shon ,kdn
sig-kro-nas A traeas the upper trace of a loranindicator, |‘ stont}

such \ attenuation distortion (cOMMUN] 1. In a circuit
lation at atube See anti-transmit-receive tube, { 'a'té or system, departure from uniform amplification
veen two A gr tb ] or attenuation overthe frequency range required
derating at ' shed processing [COMPUT Sci] A method of fortransmission. 2.The effect of such departure
1 different Oe processing In which several relatively in- ona transmitted signal. { a,ten-ya'wa-shon dis
‘rent link expensive computers dedicated to specific tasks itor-shan }

are connected tagether to provide a greater attenuation equalizer [ELEcTRI Corrective net-
ng |com- processing capability, | a'tacht 'prdsyes-in | work which is designed to make the absolute

in which attached processor [COMPUT Sci] A computer value of the transfer impedance, with respect to
#means of that is electronically connected to ancl oper- two chosenpairs of terminals, substantially con-
y to active ates under the contral of another computer stant for all frequencies within a desired range.
yon 'molt-i | altacht 'prisves-ar} Also known as attenuation factor. { 9,ten-ya

attaching gas ecTR| A gas in which electron 'wa-shani '@-kwa,|Tz-ar}
N}| Ahigh- attachment takes place. { o'tach-in ,gas } attenuatlon network [ELECTR] Arrangement of
based on attachment {COMPUT sci] An additional file sent circuit elements, usually impedance elements,
xing that with an e-mail message, _{ o'tach«mont} inserted in circuitry to introduce a known loss
rent types attachment coefficlent [ELECTR] The probability or to reduce the impedancelevel without reflec-
and data, that an electron drifting through a gas underthe tions { a,ten-ya'wa-shan 'net,work }
kat differ- influence of a uniform electric field will undergo attenuator [ELECTR] An adjustable or fixed trans-
ip-kro-nos electron attachment in a unit distance of drift ducer for reducing the amplitude of a wave

{ o'tach-mont ,k6-a,fish-ant J without introducing appreciable distortion
1UN | Data attachment plug (ELEc| A device having an at- { a'ten-yo,wad-ar}
ontains its tached flexible cord containing conductors, and _attracted-disk electrometer [ELEC] A type of
10 control capable of being inserted in a receptacle so as to electrometerin which the attraction between two
a'sin-kra- form an electrical connection between the con- oppositely charged disks is measured, _{ altrak:

ductors in the cord and conductors permanently tod {disk i,lek'tram-ad-ar}
‘he mode connected to the receptacle, [ o'tach-mont attractlon gripper [cont sys] A robot component
peration iplog } that uses adhesion, suction, or magnetic forces
oreceding attachment unit Interface |commUN| A 15-pin to grasp a workpiece, { a'trak-shan ,grip-or }

connector on an Ethernet card for connecting a_attribute |coMmPuT sci] 1. A data item containing
junctions network cable Abbreviated AUL  { oltach:mant information about a variable. 2. A character-
log with- iyii-nat 'in-tor,fas } istic of computer-generated characters, such as

attack director §|compuT scif An electromechan- underline, boldface, or reverse image. { 'a-tro
’ beacon ical analog computer which is designed for ibyiit }

surface antisubmarine use and which computes audible feedback {COMPUT scl] A feature of a
iultiplex- continuous solution of several lines of submarine computer keyboard that generates sound each

attack, it is part of several antisubmarine fire time a key is depressed sufficiently to gen-
utomatic control systems, _{ a'tak di'rek-tar } erate a character on the screen. { ,6d-a-bal 'féd

ATTC Sev Advanced Television Technology Center ibak |
e loss of altendant’s switchboard |coMMUN] Switchboard audio adapter See sound board. { ,dd-é-6
irth’s (or «af Ore or more positions in a central-office lo- a'dap-tar}
agitation cation which permits the central-office operator audio ampllfler=See audio-frequency amplifier
nagnetic to receive, transmit, or cut in on a call to or { 'Od+8-G'am-plo,fi-or}
‘aporare from oneof the lines which the office services audlo-frequency amplifier |ELEcTR| An electron-
icrowave { a'ten-dans 'swich,bord} ic circuit for amplification of signals within,
very lin- attended time [comput sci] The time in which a and in some cases above, the audible range of
naisfir-ik computer is either switched on and capable of frequencies in equipment used to record and

hormal operation (including time during which reproduce sound. Also knawn as audio amplifier
d during it is temporarily idle but still watched aver { 'od-é-6 |fré-kwon-sé jam-pla,ff-or}
rference by computer personnel) or out of service for audio-frequency meter (ENG| One of a number

maintenance work, { a'terd-adftim } of types of frequency meters usable in the audio
3] Radio attenuate [ENG acous] To weaken a signal by range; for example, a resonant-reed frequency
1 in the reducingits level. [ olten-ya,wat } meter [ 'Od-6-6 ;fré-kwan-sé ,m&d-ar}
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audio-frequencyoscillator

audio-frequency oscillator [ELECTR] An oscilla-
tor circuit using an electron tube, transistor, or
other nonrotating device to produce an audio-
frequency alternating current. Also known as
audio oscillator [ 'dd-€-6 }fré-kwanss@ “iso
ilad-ar}

audio-frequency peak limiter [ELEC] A circuit
used in an audio-frequency system to cut off
signal peaks that exceed a predetermined value
Also known as audio peak limiter { 'dd-@-d
ifré-kwon-sé 'pék ,lim-ad-ar }

audio-frequency shift modulation |commuN |
System of facsimile transmission over radio, in
which the frequency shift required is applied
through a change in audio signal, rather than
shifting the radio transmitter frequency; the
radio signal is modulated by the shifting audio
signal, usually at 1500 to 2300 hertz, [{ 'dd-€-6
ifré-kwan-s@ shift maj-o'la-shon }

audio-frequency transformer {ELEC| An iron-
core transformer that is used for coupling audio-
frequency circuits. Also known as audio trans-
former—{ 'Od-&-6 |fré-kwan-sé tranz'for-mar}

audio oscillator Ser audio-frequency oscillator
{ 'Od-&+6 '4s-0-ldd-ar}

audio patch bay |ENG acous| Specific patch
panels provided to terminate all audio circuits
and equipment used in a channel and technical
contro]facility; this equipment can also be found
in transmitting and receiving stations {'dd-é-6
pach ,ba }

audlo peak IImiter See audio-frequency peak
limiter { '6d-@-6 'p&k ,lim-o-dor}

audio response=|COMMUN| A form of computer
output in which prerecorded spoken syllables,
words, or messages are selected and put together
by a compuléras the appropriate verbal response
to a keyboarded inquiry on a time-shared on-line
information system —_( 'Od-&-6 ri'spans|

audlo response unit [CoMMUN| A system that
provides voice response to an inquiry; the
inquiry is typically made using the dual-tone
multifrequency (DTMF)dial on a telephoneset
{ 'od-8-6 ri'spiins ,yi-not }

audio spectrometer See acoustic spectrometer
{ 'od-@-6 spek'tram-ad-ar |

audio system Sev sound-reproducing system
{ 'Od*@-6 ,sis-tom }

audio taper [ENG acous} A special type of po-
tentiometer used in a volume-control apparatus
to compensate for the nonlinearity of human
hearing and give the impression of a linear
increase in audibility as volumeis raised, Also
known as linear taper —_[ 'dd-6-6 ,ta-par}

audio transformer See auilio-frequency trans-
former {'eh@6 tranz'formear}

audiovisual {COMMUN} Pertainiig to methods of
education and training that make use of both
hearing and sight. { {od-€-Glvizh-a-wal}

audiphone {ENG Acous] A device that enables
persons with certain types of deafness to hear,
consisting of a plate or diaphragm that is placed
against the teeth and transmits sound vibrations
tothe innerear  { ‘od:a,fon }
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audit |compuT sci] The operations developed to
corroborate the evidence as regards authenticity
and validity of the data that are introduced
into the data-processing problem or system
{ 'dd-at ]

audit total [comput scl] A count or sum of a
known quantity, calculated in order to verify data
{ 'dd-ot ,tad-al }

audit trail |comput sci] A system that provides a
means for tracing items of data from process-
ing step to step, particularly from a machine-
produced report or other machine output back
to the original source data { 'dd-at ,tral }

augmented operation code=[comput sct| An op-
eration code which is further defined by infor-
mation from another portion of an instruction
{ 'og-men-tod p-a'ra-shon ,kdd }

AUI See attachment unit interface
aurallzation See virtual acoustics. { ,Or-al-a'za.

shan }
aural radio range=|ELEcTR] A radio-range station

providing lines of position by virtue of aural
identification or comparison of signals at the
output of a receiver (‘Oral 'rad-8,6 ,ranj }

aural transmitter [COMMUN] Radio equipment
used for transmitting aural (sound) signals
from a television broadcast station { ‘oral
itranz'mid-ar}

aurora See corona discharge. [ o'rdr-o)
aurora gating=|ELECTR] Operator-controlled gat-

ing to eliminate undesirable radar returns from
aurora. (9'ror-a j@ad-in }

auroral propagation §=[comMMUN| The propagation
of radio waves that are reflected from the
aurora in the presence of unusual solar activity
{ a'rarol ,prapia'wa-shon }

authentication {comMMuUN] Security measure de-
signed to protect a communications system
against fraudulent transmissions and estab-
lish the authenticity of a message { a,thent-
a'kashon}

authenticator |CcOMMUN] Letter, numeral, or
groups of letters or numerals attesting to the
authenticity of a message or transmission
{ o'thent-o,kad-ar]

authoring language |comPuT sci| A program-
ming language designed to be convenient for
authors of computer-based learning materials.
{ 'o-thor-in 'lan-ewij }

authorizatlon code=|compursci| A password or
identifying number that is used to gain access to
a computer system. { ,Oth-o-ra'za-shon ,kdd }

authorized carrler frequency [COMMUN] A spe-
cific carrier frequency authorized for use, from
which the actual carrier frequency is permitted to
deviate, solely because of frequencyinstability,
by an amount not to exceed the frequency
tolerance. | 'G-thayrizd 'kar-€-or fré-kwan-sé }

authorized library=jcomeur sci] A group of au-
thorized programs. { 'dstha,rized 'li,brer-é }

authorized program |compuT sci] A computer
program that can alter the fundamental opera-
tion or status of a computer system _[ ‘otha
iizd 'prd-gram }
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fcampurscl| 1. To select key words
ent, commonly by an automatic or

machine method, for the purpose of forming an
abstract of the document. 2. The material ab-
stracted [rom a document by machine methods.

‘ocd labstrakt |
aitendeptivity Jconwr sys} The ability of an ad-

vanced robot to sense the environment, accept
commands, and analyze and execute operations.
| jod--,a,dap'tivad-é|

autoalarm Se automatic alarm receiver

alpareie [COMMUN| The feature of a modem
that receives the telephone ring for an Incoming
call and accepts the call to establish a connec-
tlon, [{od-d'an-sar| :

auto bypass [compuSci] The abllity of a com-
puter network to bypass a terminal or other de-
vice ifit falls, allawing other devices connected to
the network to continue operation.—( |od-G 'bi
pas} . .

autocall [compur sci] The automatic placing of
a telephone call by a computer or a camputer-
controlled modem. Also known as automattlecall
origination—{'6d-6,kol}

autocode [coMmPuT sci] The process of using a
computer to convert automatically a symbolic
code into a machine code. Also known as
automatic code. { 'dd-6,kdd }

autocoder |compuT sci] A person or machine
producing or using autocode as a part or the
whole ofatask.  ( ‘od-6,k6d-ar}

autocorrelation |ELEcTR| A technique used to
detect cyclicactivityinacomplexsignal. {|od-6
jkéir-o'la-shon }

autocorrelator |ELECTR} A correlatorin which the
input signal is delayed and multiplied by the
undelayed signal, the product of which is then
smoothed in a low-pass filter to give an ap-
proximate computation of the autocorrelation
function, used to detect a nonperiodic signal
or a weak periodic signal hidden in noise
{ ,0d-o'kar-a,lad-or)

autodecrement addressing [comput sci| An ad-
dressing mode of computers in which the register
is first decremented and then used as a pointer
( ,Od:d'dek:ra-mont o'dres:in }

auto dial [COMMUN] The feature of a modem
that automatically opens a telephone line and
dials the telephone of a receiving computer to
establish a connection. { |od:6 ‘dil }

autodyne circuit [ELECTR] A circuit in which
the same tube elements serve as oscillator

ae detector simultaneously { 'od-6,din ,sar-at }
autodynereceptlon=|comMUN] System of hetero-

dyne reception throughthe use of adevice which
is both an oscillatorand a detector, {'dd-d,din
ri'sep-shon }

autolncrement addressing §|compurT sci] An ad-
dressing mode of minicomputers in which the
operandaddress is gotten [ram the specified reg-
ister which is then incremented,—{ d-d'ig-kro-
Mant a'cres-in }

auto-abstract
from a decurn

{ 'od-d-
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automatic-alarm-signal keying device

3]

autolndexing
6'in,deks-in |

automata theory=|MATH| Atheory concerned with
models used to simulate objects and pro-
cesses such as computers, digital circuits, ner-
vous systems, cellular growth and reproduction
( o'tamead-a 'thé-o-ré }

automated decision making [compur sci| The
use of computers to carry out tasks requiring
the generation or selection of options. { |ad-9
smadeod di'sizh-on ,mak-in }

automated guided vehicle system |conT sys]
A computer-controlled system that usespallets
and other interface equipment to transport
workpieces to numerically controlled machine
tools and other equipment in a flexible man-
ufacturing system, moving in a predetermined
pattern to ensure automatic, accurate, and rapid
work-machine contact. { 'Od-o,mad-ad !gid-ad
'vé-arkal ,sis-tam }

automatedidentification system=|comeuTsc!| In
a data processing system, the use of a technology
such as bar coding, image recognition, or voice
recognition instead of keyboarding for data entry
{ .od-a;mad-od T,den-to-fa'ka-shon ,sis:tam }

automated radar plottiIng aid |NAv!A marine
computer-based anticollision system that auto-
matically processes time coordinates of radar
echo signals into space coordinates in digital
form, determines consecutive coordinates and
motion parameters of targets, calculates the
predicted closest point of approach and time
to closest point of approach and presents them
in graphic or alphanumeric form on the radar
display, and switches on alarmsif there is a dan-
ger of collision. { '6d-0,mad-ad {rad,dair ‘plaid:
in ad }

automated tape Ilbrary (Comput sci] A computer
storage system consisting of several thousand
magnetic tapes and equipment under computer
control which automatically brings the tapes
from storage, mounts them on tape drives,
dismounts the tapes when the job is completed,
and returns them to storage. { 'Od:o,mad-ad
‘tap ili,brer-é }

automatic§|ENG| Havingaself-acting mechanism
that performs a required act at a predeter-
mined timeor in responseto certain conditions
{}Od-aimad-ik }

automatic abstracting [Comput sci] Techniques
whereby, on the basis ofstatistical properties, a
subsetof the sentences ina document is selected
as representative of the general content of that
document. ( ;0d-a;mad-ik 'ab,strakt-in }

automatic acceleration Sce dynamic resolution
( tod-o;mad:ik ik,sel-o'ra-shan}

automatic alarm receiver [ELECTR| A complete
receiving, selecting, and warning device capable
of being actuated automatically by intercepted
radio-frequency waves forming the international
automatic alarm signal Also known as au-
toalarm —_{ |Od-a{mad-ik a'larm ri,s@-var]

automatic-alarm-signal keying device |com-
MUN} A device capable of automatically keying

See automatic indexing. [ jod
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automatic back bias

the radiotelegraph transmitter on board a vessel
to transmit the international automatic-alarm
signal, or to respond to receipt of an interna-
tionally agreed-upondistress signal and wake up
the radio operator on ships not having a 24-hour
radiowatch={ {od-o!mad-iko'larm ,sig-nal 'ké-ig
di,vis }

automatic back blas [ELECTR] Radar technique
which consists of one or more automatic gain
control loopsto prevent overloading of a receiver
by large signals, whether jamming or actual radar
echoes. (1Od-o;mad-ik 'bak ,bT-as }

automatic background control See automatic
brightness control.  { liel-almad-ik 'bak,graund
kon,trél}

automatic bass compensation [ELECTR] A Cir-
cuit related to the volume control in some
radio receivers and audio amplifiers to make
bass notes sound properly balanced, in the
audio spectrum, at low volume-control settings.
( \od-almad-ik ‘bas kam-pon'sa-shan |

automatic blas |ELECTR| A method of obtaining
the correct bias for a vacuum tubeor transistor
through use ofa resistor, usually in the cathode
oremitter circuit, { }od-oimad-ik 'bT-9s }

automatic brightness control |ELEcTR| A cit-
cuit used in an analog television receiver to
keep the average brightness of the reproduced
image essentially constant Abbreviated ABC.
Also known as automatic background control
(\od-olmad-ik 'brit-nos kon, tral }

automatic calibration=|ENG| A process in which
an electronic device automatically performs the
recalibration of a measuring range of a weighing
instrument, for example an electronic balance,
(iod-a;mad.ik ,kal-o'bra-shan }

automatic calling unit jcompursci} Adevice that
enables a business machine or computer to
automatically dial calls over a communications
network. { ;Od-oimad:ik 'koL-in ,yii-nat}

automatic call originatlon Sce autocall
imad.-ik 'kol a,rij-a'na-shan }

automatic carriage {comPeuT sci] Any mecha-
nism designed to feed continuous paper or
plastic forms througha printing or writing device,
often using sprockets to engage holes in the
paper={ ,6d-a:mad:ik 'kar-ij }

automatic C blas Svv self-bias
ibT-as }

automatic character recognitlon [COMPUT SCI]
The technology ofusing special machine systems
to identify human-readable symbols, most often
alphanumeric, and then to utilize this data
{1od-aimad.ik 'kar-ik-tar ,rek-ig'nish-an }

automatic check [(compuT§ sci} An_—error-
detecting procedure performed by a computer
as an integral part of the normal operation of a
device, with no human attention required unless
an error is actually detected. { j6d-a;mad-ik
‘chek ]

automatic check-out system {CONT Sys| A sys-
tem utilizing test equipment capable of auto-
matically and simultaneously providing actions
and information which wil! ultimately result in
the efficient operation of tested equipmentwhile

{ lod-a

{{Od-a}mad.-ik'sé

keeping time to a minimum. { jdd-o;mad-ik
‘chek,alt ,sis-tom }

automatic chromacontrol See automatic color
control. { }6d-o;mad-ik 'krom:o kan, tral}

automatic chrominance control=See automatic
color control. { {6dsolmad-ik 'kr6m-a-nans kon
tral}

automatle code See autocode
‘kod }

automatic coding §|compuTsci| Any techniquein
which a computeris used to help bridge the gap
between someintellectual and manual form of
describing the steps to be followed in solving a
given problem, and some final coding of the same
problem for a given computer { |Od-amad-ik
'kod-in )

automatic color control=|ELEcTR| A circuit used
in an analog color television receiver to keep
color intensity levels essentially constant despite
variations in the strength of the received color
signal; control is usually achieved by varying
the gain of the chrominance band-pass ampli-
fier. Also known as automatic chroma control;
automatic chrominance control —_{ ;od-ajmad-ik
'kol-ar kon, tralJ

automatic computer [comput sci] A computer
which can carry out a special set of operations
without human intervention { ,Od-ajmad-ik
kom'pytid-ar }

automatic connectlon§[ELECTR| Ability of elec-
tronic switching equipment to make a connec-
tion between users without human intervention
{ od-o}mad-ik ko'nek-shan}

automatic contrast control [ELECTR] A circuit
that varies the gain of the radio-frequency and
video intermediate-frequency amplifiers in such
a way that the contrast of the television picture is
maintained at a constant average level. ({0d-9
tmad-ik 'kan,trast kon,trol }

automatic control |coNT sys] Control in which
regulating and switching operations are per-
formed automatically in response to predeter-
mined conditions. Also known as automatic
regulation. { ;od-a;mad-ik kan,trdl |

automatic-contro! block diagram [CONT sys|
A diagrammatic representation of the mathe-
matical relationships defining the flow of infor-
mation and energy through the automatic con-
trol system, in which the components of the
control system are represented as functional
blocks in series and parallel arrangements ac-
cording to their position in the actual control

{ [od-aimadiik

system, { |dd-ojmad-ik kon'trdl ‘blak ,di-o
gram }

automatic-control error coeffilclent=|CONT sys]
Three numerical quantities that are used as
a measure of the steady-state errors of an
automatic control system when the system is
subjected to constant, ramp, or parabolic inputs
{ }od-almad-ik kon'trl 'er-or ,k-o'fish-ont}

automatic-control frequency response |CONT
sys| The steady-state output of an automatic
contro! system for sinusoidal inputs of vary-
ing frequency { |Od-a;mad-ik 'fré-kwon-s@ ri
spans}
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ontroller |coNT Svs] An instrument
nyously measures the value of a

ntity or condition and then aute-

matically acts on the SOSKITCna tocorrectanydeviation from a desired preset value
Also known as automatic regulator; controller
(jod-aimad:tk kanitrél-or ) sONMEvET I

automatic-controlservo valve eax rsvs| eechanically oF electrically actuate servo. valve
controlling thedirection and volume of fluid flow
ina hydraulic automatic contra system.=[Idd-a
tmad-ik kan'trdl 'sar-v6 vay|

automatic-contral stability [con Tr sys] The prop-
erty of an automatic control system whose per-
formance is such that the amplitude cf translent
escillations decreases with time and the system
reaches a steady state. [ Jc-a}mact-ik kan'tral
sto, bil-a-dé }

automatic control system=|CONT sys] A control
systemhaving one or more automatic controllers
connected in closed loops with one or more
processes. Also known, as regulating system.
{ }od-ajmad-ik kon'tral ,sis-tam |

automatic cutout [£LeEc] A device, usually aper-
ated bycentrifugal force or by an electromagnet,
that automatically shorts part of a circuit at a
particular time —_{ ;od-a;mad-ik 'kad,aut }

automatic data processing [ENG] The machine
performance,with little or no human assistance,
of anyof a variety of tasks involving informational
data, examples include automatic and respon-
sive reading, computation, writing, speaking,
directing artillery, and the running of an entire
factory Abbreviated ADP. { |4d-a}mad-ik !dad-a
‘pras,as-in }

automatic degausser [ELECTR] An arrangement
of degaussing coils mounted around a color
television picture tube, combined with a circuit
that energizes these coils only while the set
is warming up; demagnetizes any parts of the
receiver that have been affected by the magnetic
field of the earth ar of any nearby devices.
{1od-ajmad:ik dé'gatis-ar}

automatic detectlon [ELECTR] A computer-based
process In radar wherin the receiver's output
video is examined, compared to appropriate
thresholds and contacts (detections) reported,
aueinents or replaces the similar role played by
the human operator viewing an analog display
of the video in more elementary radar ( lod-a
imad-ik cli'tek-shon|

automatic dialer |eLecrr| A device in which a
telephone number up to some maximum number
of digits can be stared in a memory and then
activated, directly into the line, by the caller's
pressinga button—({dd-atmadik ‘dil-ar |

automatic dictionary |compur scij Any. table
within a computer memory which establishes a
One-to-one correspondence between twosets of
characters. [ loc-ajmadik ‘dik-sha,neré |

automatic direction finder [ELEcTR|.A direction
finder that without manual manipulation Indi-
cates the cirection of arrival of a tadio signal
Abbreviated ADF. Also knownas tadio compass.
1Od-ajmad-lk di'rek-shan ,find-ar}
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automatic intercept

automatic error correctlon |COMMUN| A tech-
nique, usually requiring the use of special cades
or automatic retransmission, which detects and
corrects errors occurring in transmission; the
degree of correction depends upon coding and
equipment configuration —{ iGcl-altnad-ik ‘er-or
ka'rek-shan|

automatic exchange |ELEcrr] A telephone, tele-
typewriter, or data-transmission exchange in
which communication between subscribers is
effected, without the intervention of an operater,
by devices set in operation by the originating
subscriber's instrument (for example, the dial n
a telephone) Also known as automatic switeh-
ing system; machine switching system {jod-9
imad-ik iks'chanj }

automatic fine-tuning control [eLectR] A circuit
used in a color television receiver to maintain the
correct oscillator frequency in the tuner for best
reception by compensatingfor drift and incorrect
tuning. { jéd-almad-tk Fin "tiineig karte}

automatic frequency control |eLecte| Abbrevi-
ated AFC. 1. A circult used to maintain the
frequencyof an oscillator within specified limits,
as ina transmitter 2, A circuit used to keep a
superheterodyne receiver tuned accurately to a
given frequency bycontrollingits local oscillator,
as in an FM receiver 3..A circuit used in
radar superheterodynerecelvers to vary the lacal
oscillator [frequency so as to compensate for
changes in the frequency of the received echo
signal. 4. A circuit used in television receivers
to make the frequency of a sweep oscillator
correspond to the frequency of the synchronizing
pulses in the received signal. [ jad-a}mad-ik
‘fré-kwan-sé kan,tral }

automatic gaincontral [eLecte| Acortrol circuit
that automatically changes the gain (amplifica-
tion) of a receiver or other piece of equipment
so that the desired output signal remains essen-
tially constant despite variations in Input signal
strength, Abbraviated AGC. { lod-almaddk 'gan
kan, teal }

automatic grid blas Seeself-bias.  { }od-a!mad-ik
‘grid ,bi-as }

automatic head parking |coMpilr sci] A feature
that moves the read/write head of a hard disk
overthe landing zone whenever power is shut off
to ensure against a head crash, { \od-almad-ik
‘hed ,park-in }

automatic indexing [compursci| Selection of key
words from a decument by computer for use
as index entries. Alsa known as autoindexing
[CONT sys] The procedure for determining the
ofentation and position of a workpiece with
respect to. an autematically controlled machine,
such as a robot manipulator, that is to per
form an operation on it. | lod-almaddk ‘in
ideks-in }

automatic intercept |commun| Telephone ser-
vice that automatically records messagesa caller
may leave when the called partyis away from his
telephone This may be an answering machine or
a function provided by an automatic exchange
(\od-aimad-ik'in-tarjsept }
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automatic interrupt

automatic interrupt {COMPUT sci] Interruption of
acomputer program brought about by a hardware
device or executive program acting as a result of
some event which has occurred independently of
the interrupted program. {[ jOd-a;mad:ik 'in-to
oapt }

automatic level compensation |COMMUN| Sys-
tem which automatically compensatesfor ampli-
tudevariationsinacircuit, {{Od-a}mad:ik lev-al
ikém-pen'sa-shan }

automatic level control |[ELEcTR| A circuit that
keeps the output of a radio transmitter, tape
recorder, or other device essentially constant,
even in the presence of large changesin the input
amplitude. Abbreviated ALC. [ {od-oi;mad-ik
Nev-al kon tral }

automatic light control [ELEcTR| Automatic ad-
justment of illumination reaching a film, tele-
vision camera, or other imaging device as a
function of scene brightness. { ;od-ojmad-ik ‘lit
kan, trol }

automatic mathematical translator [COMPUT SCI]
An automatic-programming computer capable
of receiving a mathematical equation from a
remote input and returning an immediate so-
lution. ( !éd-o}mad-ik ,math-o'mad-a-kal 'tranz
lad-or |

automatic message accounting=|COMMUN] Sys-
tem wherebytoll calls are automatically recorded
andtimed. ( {6d-a}mad-ik 'mes-ij o,kaunt-ig }

automatic message-switching center [COMMUN|
A center in which messages are automati-
cally routed according to information in them
{ !od-ojmad-ik 'mes:ij :swich-in ,sen-tor}

automatic modulation control [ELECTR] A trans-
mitter circuit that reduces the gain for excessively
strong audio input signals without affecting
the strength of normal signals, thereby permit-
ting higher average modulation without over-
modulation, Abbreviated AMC, [ jod-a;mad-ik
maj-a'la-shon kan, trl }

automatic modulation limiting §|COMMUN}] A cir-
cuit that prevents overmodulation in some
citizen-band radio transmitters by reducing the
gain of one or more audio amplifier stages when
the voice signal becomes stronger. Abbreviated
AML. [{6d-o{mad-ik maj-a'la-shan ,lim-ad-in }

automatic noise limiter [ELECTR] A circuit that
clips impulse and static noise peaks, and sets
the level of limiting or clipping according to
the strength of the incoming signal, so that the
desired signal is not affected, Abbreviated ANL
{ }od-ajmad-ik 'noiz ,lim-adear}

automatic peak limiter Seelimiter —(,;0d-a;mad-ik
'pék lim-ad-arJ

automatic phase control [ELECTR] 1. A circuit
used in color television receivers to reinsert a
3.58-megahertz carrier signal with exactly the
correct phase and frequency by synchronizing it
with the transmitted color-burst signal. 2. An
automatic frequency-control circuit in which the
difference between two frequencysources is fed
to a phase detector that produces the required
control signal. Abbreviated APC, {|od-a;mad-ik
‘faz kan,tral}
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automatic picture control §{ELECTR] A multiple-
contact switch used in some color television
receivers to disconnect one or more of the regular
controls and make connectionsto corresponding
preset controls. { {6d-ajmad-ik 'pik-chor kon
tral}

automatic picture-transmission system [ELECTR|
A system in which a meteorological satellite
continuously scans and transmits a view of
a transverse swath directly beneath it; trans-
missions can be recorded by simple ground
equipment to reconstruct an image of the
cloud patterns within a thousand kilometers of
the ground station. Abbreviated APT system
( od-aimad:ik 'pikechor tranz'mish-an ,sis:tam }

automatic programming {compur sci| The pre-
paration of machine-language instructions by
useofacomputer {}0d-a;mad.-ik'prd,gram-in }

Automatic Programming Tool [comput sci] A
computer language used to program numeri-
cally controlled machine tools, Abbreviated APT
(lod-almad-ik ‘prd,gram-in tu }

automatic regulation Sve automatic control
{ od-oimad:ik ,reg-yo'la-shan}

automatic regulator Sere automatic controller
(1od-almad:ik 'reg-yo,lad-ar }

automatic relay |COMMUN| Means of selective
switching which causes automatic equipment to
record and retransmit communications, { |od-o
imad-ik 'ré,la }

automatic repeat request {COMPUT sci] A Te-
quest from a receiving device to retransmit the
most recent block of data Abbreviated ARQ
{ \od-ajmad.ik ri'p&t ri,kkwest }

automatic routine=[|compur sci| A routine that is
executed independently of manual operations,
but only if certain conditions occur within a
program or record, or during someother process
{10d-9;mad.ik rii'tén }

automatic scanning recelver |ELECTR| A re-
ceiver which can automatically and continuously
sweep across a preselected frequency, either to
stop when a signal is found or to plotsignal
occupancy within the frequency spectrum being
swept. [ |Od-a;mad-ik 'skansig riis@-var|

automatic sensitivity control {ELECTR| Circuit
used for automatically maintaining receiver sen-
sitivity at a predetermined level; it is similar
to automatic gain contro!, but it affects the
receiver constantly rather than during the brief
interval selected by the range gate | jod-0
'mad-ik sen:sa'tiv-od-é kan, tral }

automatic sequences [coMmpuT Sci| The charac-
teristic of a computer that can perform successive
operations without human intervention —_{}od-9
imad.ik 'sé-kwan:sas]

automatic short-circulter |ELEC| Device de-
signed to automatically short-circuit the commu-
tator bars in some formsof single-phase commu-
tator motors. { !od-olmad.-ik ,short 'sor-kod-ar|

automatic shutdown=|compur sci] A procedure
whereby a network or computer system stops
work in an orderly fashion with as little data loss
and other damageas possible when the system's
software determines that it has encountered

kd
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unacceptable conditions, { jod-o;madik 'shot
dadn |

automatic speedsensing §[compurTsci| The capa-
bility of a modem to automatically determine the
maximum rate of data transfer over a connection.
( {od-amad-ik ‘sped sen-sip |

automatic stop [COMPUT sci] An automatic halt-
ing of a computer processing operation as the
result of an ertor detected by built-in checking
devices. { t0d-a;mad-ik 'stap }

automatic switchboard (cOMMUN] Telephone
switchboard in which the connections are made
by using remotely controlled switches. { jod-a
'mad-ik 'swich, bord }

automatic switching system See automatic
exchange, { 10d:a;mad-ik 'swich-in ,sis-tom }

automatic teller machine=|computsci| A banking
terminal that is activated by inserting a magnetic
card containing the user’s account number, and
that accepts deposits, dispenses cash, provides
information about current balances, and may
perform other services such as making payments
and transfers and providing account statements.
Abbreviated ATM. { jOd-ojmad-ik 'tel-ar ma
shén }

automatic threshold variation [ELECTR] Constant
false-alarm rate scheme that is an open-loop
of automatic gain contro! in which the decision
threshold is varied continuously in proportion
to the incoming intermediate frequency and
video noise level. [( iOd-a;mad-ik 'thresh,hdld
wver-é'a-shon}

automatic time switch [ENG] Combination of a
switch with an electric or spring-woundclock,
arranged to turn an apparatus on andoffat pre-
determined times. ( }6d-9}mad.-ik ,tim ,swich]

automatic tint control [ELECTR] A circuit used in
color television receivers to maintain correct
flesh tones by correcting phase errors before the
chromasignal is demodulated, { jOd-a;mad-ik
‘tint kan, tral}

automatic tracklng [ELECTR] A computer-based
process in radar wherein successive contacts
(detections) are associated and tracks of targets
are estimated and updated with further observa-
tions. [NAV] 1. Tracking in which a servomech-
anism autpmatically follows some characteristic
of the signal; specifically, a process by which
tracking or data-acquisition systems are enabled
to keep their antennas continuously directed
at a moving target without manual operation
2. An instrument which displays the actual
course made good through the useofnavigation
derived from several sources. { {6d-oimad-ik
‘trak-in }

automatic track shift |ENGAcous| Asystem used
with multiple-track magnetic tape recorders to
index the tape head, after one track is played, to
the correct position for the start of the next track
{ jodsajmad-ik 'trak shift }

automatic transfer equipment [ELEC] Equipment
which automatically transfers a load so that a
source of power may be selected from one of
several incoming lines { }d-a}mad-ik ‘tranz,for
ikwip-mont ]
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autonomousvehicle

automatic tuning system |conrT sys] An elec-
trical, mechanical, or electromechanical system
that tunes a radio receiver or transmitter auto-
matically to a predetermined frequency when a
button or lever is pressed, a knob turned, or
a telephone-type dial operated, { !od-ajmad-ik
'tlin-in ,sis-tom }

automatic video noise leveling (ELECTR| Con-
stant false-alarm rate schemein which the video
noise level at the output of the receiver is
sampled at the end of each range sweep and
the receiver gain is readjusted accordingly to
maintain a constant video noise level at the
output, { ;od-ajmad-ik jvid-6-0 'ndiz ,tev-al-ig }

automatic voltage regulator Sve voltage regulator.
( 1od-ajmad.ik 'vol-tij ,reg-ya,lad-or }

automatic volume compressor Sce volume com-
pressor. { ;od-a;mad:ik 'val-yam kam,pres-ar}

automatic volume contro} [ELECTR] An auto-
matic gain control that keeps the output volume
of a radio receiver essentially constant despite
variations in input-signal strength during fading
or when tuning from station to station Abbrevi-
ated AVC. { }od-a;mad-ik 'val-yam kan,trél}

automatic volume expander  Sce volume ex-
pander. { {Od-a;mad-ik 'val-yam ik,spand-ar}

automation |ENG| 1. The use of technology to
ease human laboror extend the mental or physi-
cal capabilities of humans. 2.The mechanisms,
machines, and systems that save or eliminate
labor, or imitate actions typically associated with
human beings. { ,Od-a'ma-shan}

automaton [comput sci] A robot which functions
without step-by-step guidance by a human oper-
ator. { 6'tém-a,tan }

automechanism [CONT sys} A machine or other
device that operates automatically or under
control of a servomechanism, ([( !6d:d'meko
sniz-am }

automonitor |comPpuT sci] A computer program
used in debugging which instructs a computer
to make a record of its own operations. {|od-6
iman-ad-ar}

automotive alternator [ELEC] An ac generator
used in an automotive vehicle to provide current
for the vehicle’s electrical systems. { jod-a
imdd.iv 'dl-ta,nad-ar }

automotive voltage regulator |ELEC| A device in
the automotive electrical system to prevent gen-
eratoror alternator overvoltage, _{ |od-a'mGd-iv
‘vol-tij reg-ya,lad-ar]

autonomous channel operation (COMPUT Sct|
The rapid transfer of data between computer
peripherals and the main store in which an
entire block of data is transferred, word by
word; the cycles of storage time for the word
transfer are stolen from those available to the
central processing unit. { o'tdén-a-moas ichan-al
(\apa'ra-shan }

autonomous robot [ENG] A robot that not only
can maintain its own stability as it moves, but
also can plan its movements, { d|tdn-a:mas 'rG
ibat}

autonomous vehicle |ENG]A vehicle that is
able to plan its path and to execute its plan
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autopatch

without human intervention
a-kal }

autopatch [ELECTR] A device for connecting ra-
dio transceivers to telephone lines by remote
control, generally through the use of repeaters
('od-6,pach ]

autoplotter |compuT sci] A machine which auto-
matically draws a graph frominputdata. {'dd-6
iplad-or}

autopolarlty ELECTR] Automatic interchanging
of connectionsto a digital meter when polarity is
wrong; a minus sign appears ahead of the value
on the digital display if the reading is negative.
{ ,0d-G-pa'laérradré }

autostabillty [con't sys| The ability of a device
(such as a servamechanism) to hold a steady
position, either by virtue of its shape and
proportions, or by control by a servomechanism.
({od-&-sta'bil-ad-é }

autostarter [ELEC] 1. Automatic starting and
switchover generating system consisting of a
standby generator coupled to the station load
through an automatic power transfer control
unit, 2. See autotransformer starter, { 'dd-6
istadrd-or}

autostart routine [comput scl| A set of instruc-
tions that is permanently stored in a computer
memory and activated when the camputer is
turned on, to perform diagnostic tests and then
load the operating system, {‘od-6,start r,tén J

autotest program=|COMPUT ScI] A computer pro-
gram within the operating system that aids in

{ Oltan-a-mas 'vé-

testing and debugging programs { 'dd-0,test
‘prG-gram }

autotrace (CompuT sci| A routine that locates
outlines of raster graphics images and transforms
them into vector graphics, usually at higher
resolution —_{ '6d+6, tras }

autotransformer [ELEC] A power transformer
having one continuous winding that is tapped;
part of the winding serves as the primary and
all of it serves as the secondary, orvice versa,
small autotransformers are used to start motors
{ 10d-6-tranzifor-mor}

autotransformer starter |ELEC| Motor starter
having an autotransformerto furnish a reduced
voltage for starting; includes the necessary
switching mechanism. Also known asautostarter
{10d-6-tranzifor-mor ,stard-ar }

auxillary channel [COMMUN] A secondary path
for low-speed communication that uses the
same circuit as a higher-speed stream of data
{ og'zil-ya-ré ‘chan-al }

auxillary contacts (ELEC| Contacts, in a switch-
ing device, in addition to the main circuit
contacts, which function with the movement of
the latter { og'zil-ya-ré 'kan,taks}

auxillary equipment See off-line equipment
{ Og'zil-ya-ré o'kwip-mant}

auxiliary instruction buffer=|CcOmMPUT Sci] A sec-
tion of storage in the instruction unit, 16 bytes
in length, used to hold prefetched instructions
( og'zil-yo-ré in'strak-shon ,bof-or}

auxillary memory [(coMpPuTsci] 1. A high-speed
memory that is in a large main frame or
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supercomputer, is not directly addressable by
the central processing unit, and is connected to
the main memory by a high-speed data channel
2. Seeauxiliary storage, { Ogizil-ya-ré'mem-ré }

auxiliary operation§[ComPUT sci} An operation
performed by equipment not under continuous
control of the central processing unit of a
computer { dg'zilkya-ré ,ap-e'ra-shon}

auxilary processor [COMPUTSCI| Any equipment
which performs an auxiliary operation in a
computer { og'zil-yarré 'prds,es-ar}

auxillary relay |ELEC} Relay that operatesin re-
sponseto the opening or closingofits operating
circuit to assist another relay or device in
performing a function, { og'zil-ya-ré 'ré,1a }

auxillary routine |comMpuT sci| A routine de-
signed to assist in the operation of the computer
and in debugging other routines. { og'zil-ya-ré
rii'tén }

auxiliary storage |CoMPUT sci| Storage device in
addition to the main storage of a computer:
for example, magnetic tape, magnetic or optical
disk, or magnetic drum. Also known asauxiliary
Memory ( og'zil-ya-ré 'stor-ij }

auxiliary switeh [ELEC] A switch actuated by
the main device (such as a circuit breaker)
for signaling, interlocking, or other purposes
{ og'zil-ya-ré 'swich }

aV Sec abvolt
avallabillty §|compur scl| Of data, data channels,

and input-output devices in computers, the con-
dition of being ready for use and not immediately
committed to other tasks. { a,val-a'bil-a-dé }

available Ine {ELECTR| Portion of the length of
the scanning line which can be used specifi-
cally for picture signals in a facsimile system
{ a'val-a-bal ‘lin |

available power=[ELECTR| The power which a lin-
ear source of energy is capable of delivering into
its conjugate impedance. { o'val-a-bal 'pau-ar}

avallable-power gain [ELECTR| Ratio, in an elec-
tronic transducer, of the available power from
the output terminals of the transducer, under
specified input termination conditions, to the
available power from the driving generator
{ a'val-o-bal 'pau-or gan }

avallable space list [comput sci| A pool of in-
active memory cells, available for use in a list-
processing system, to which cells containing
items deleted from datalists are added, and from
which cells needed for newly inserted data items
are removed, { a’val-a-bal 'spas list }

available time See up time, { a'val-o-bal ‘tim }
avalanche [ELECTR] 1. The cumulative process

in which an electron or other charged particle
accelerated by a strong electric field collides with
and ionizes gas molecules, thereby releasing new
electrons which in turn have more collisions,
so that the discharge is thus self-maintained.
Also known as avalanche effect; cascade; cumu-
lative ionization; electron avalanche; Townsend
avalanche; Townsendionization. 2, Cumulative
multiplication of carriers in a semiconductor as
a result of avalanche breakdown. Also known as
avalanche effect. { 'av-a,lanch }
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avalanche breakdown=|eLecrr| Nondestructive
breakdewn in a semiconductor diode when the
electric field across the barrier region is strong
enough so that current carriers collide with
valence electrons to produce lonization and
cumulative multiplication of carriers. (‘ava
jlanch ‘brdk,daun |

avalanche diode [ELECTR A semiconductor
breakdown diode, usually made of silicon, in
which avalanche breakdown occtirs across the
entire pe junction and voltage drop is then
essentially constant and independentof current;
the two most important types are IMPATT and
TRAPATT diodes—{ ‘'av-a,laneh ‘di,dd }

avalanche effect See avalanche, { ‘av-a,lanch ikt
ene impedance |ELEcTR| The complex

ratlo of the reverse voltage of a device that
undergoes avalanche breakdown to the reverse
current, ( ‘av-a,lanch im'péd-ans}

avalanche-Induced migratlon [ELEcTR| A tech-
nique of forming interconnections in a field-
programmable logic array by applying appropri-
ate voltages for shorting selected base-emitter
junctions. { 'av-a,lanch injdtisd ,mi'gra-shan }

avalanche noise |ELECTR] 1. A junction phe-
nomenon in a semiconductor in which carriers in
a high-voltage gradient developsufficient energy
to dislodge additional carriers through physical
impact, this agitation creates ragged current
flows which are indicated by noise. 2.The noise
produced when a junction diode is operated at
the onset of avalanche breakdown. {'av-a,lanch
inoiz }

avalanche oscillator |&LEcTR] An oscillator that
uses an avalanche diode as a negative resistance
to achieve one-step conversion from direct-
current to microwave outputs in the gigahertz
range. {'av-o,lanch |as+a,lad-ar}

avalanche photodiode |ELEcTR| A photodiode
operated in the avalanche breakdown region
to achieve internal photocurrent multiplication,
thereby providing rapid light-controlled switch-
ing operation, { 'av-a,lanch ,f6d-6'd7,6d}

avalanche transistor (ELECTR] A transistor that
utilizes avalanche breakdown to produce chain
generation of charge-carrying hole-electron
pairs, {‘av-a,lanch tran'zis-tor}

avalanche voltage [ELECTR| The reverse voltage
required to cause avalanche breakdown in a put
semiconductor junction, _{ ‘av-a,lanch ,val-tij }

avatar) |COMPUT Scl| A virtual representation of a
person or a person's interactions with others
in a virtual environment, conveying a sense of
someone's presence (knownas telepresence) by
providing the location (position and orientation)
and identity; examples include the graphical
human figure model, the talking head, and the
real-time reproduction of a three-dimesional
human image. | 'av-a,tar }

AVC Ser dutumatic volume control
aV/cm Sve abvolt per centimeter
average acoustic output (ENG Acous] Vibratory

energy output of a transducer measured by a
radiation pressure balance; expressed in terms
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azel display

of watts per unit area of the transducer face
{ ‘av-rij a'ki-stik ‘aut,put }

average-caiculating operation [comput sci| A
commonortypical calculating operation longer
than an addition and shorter than a multiplica-
tion; often taken as the mean of nine additions
and one multiplication, ( ‘av-rij tkal-kya,ldd-in
\ap-o,ra-shon}

average-edge lIlne |compuT sci] The imaginary
line which traces or smooths the shape of any
written or printed character to be recognized by
a computer through optical, magnetic, or other
Means, { ‘avrij tej lin }

average effectiveness level Sve effectiveness
level. { ‘av-rij i'fek-tiv-nas lev-ol }

average Information content |COMMUN| The av-
erage of the information content per symbol
emitted from a source. { 'av-rij ,in-far'ma-shon
ikan-tent}

average noise flgure |ELECTR| Ratio in a trans-
ducer of total output noise power to the portion
thereof attributable to thermal noise in the
input termination, the total noise being summed
over frequencies from zero to infinity, and the
noise temperatureof the input termination being
standard (290K). { 'av-rij 'noiz ,fig-yar }

average power output=[ELECTR} Radio-frequency
power, in an audio-modulation transmitter, de-
livered to the transmitter output terminals, aver-
aged over a modulation cycle. { ‘av-rij 'pau-or
‘autput J

averaging |CoNT sys| The reduction of noise
received by a robot sensor by screening it over
aperiod oftime. { ‘av: rij-in }

avigation See air navigation. { ,a-va'ga-shon }
avionics (ENG| The design and productionofair-

borne electrical and electronic devices: term is
derived from aviation electronics. { ,a-vé'an-iks }

AWGN See additive white Gaussian noise
axlal lead=[ELEC] A wire lead extending from the

end along the axis of a resistor, capacitor, or other
component, { 'ak-sé-al 'léd }

axlal ratto  |ELECTR| The ratio of the majoraxis to
the minor axis of the polarization ellipse of a
waveguide. Also known as ellipticity. {'ak-sé-ol
'ra-sho }

Ayrton-Jones balance |ELEC| A type of balance
with which force between current-carrying con-
ductors is measured; uses single-layer solenoids
as the fixed and movable coils. { jer-tan |j6nz
'bal-ans}

Ayrton-Perry winding |ELEC| Winding of two
wires in parallel but opposite directions to give
better cancellation of magnetic fields than is
obtained with a single winding. { ter-tan {per-é
iwind-in }

Ayrton shunt [ELEC] A shunt used to increase
the range of a galvanometer without changing
the damping. Also known as universal shunt.
{'er-tan ,shant}

azei display [ELECTR| Modified type of plan posi-
tion indicator presentation showing two separate
tadar displays on one cathode-ray screen; one
display presents bearing information and the
other showselevation _{ 'az-el dis, pla }
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azimuth

azimuth |ELEcTR] Horizontal direction on the
earth's surface, as represented by a radar plan
position Indicator, ('azaemath)

azimuth alignment jeENG Acous| The condition
whereby the center lines of the playback- and
recording-head gaps are exactly perpendicular
to the magnetic tape andparallel! to each other.
| ‘azamath a'lin-mant|

azimuth blanking ZCTR| Blanking (disabling)
either the radar receiver or transmitter or both
in selected azimuth regions, to reduce interfer-
ence or lessen radiation hazards. { 'az-a-moth
iblank-in }

azimuth error [ENG| Anerrorin the indicated az-
imuth of atarget detected by radar. { 'az-a-math
ser-or }

azimuth gain reductlon=|ELEcTR| Technique
which allows control of the radar receiver
system throughout any two azimuth sectors
| 'az-o-math 'adn ridak-shan)

azimuth gating [ELEcTR| The practice of selec-
tively brightening and enhancing the galn-
desired sectors of a radar plan position Indicator
display, usually by applying a step waveform
to the automatic gain control circuit, or simllar

ration. by sectors in more automated
systems, | 'az-o-moth ,gad-in }

azimuth Indicator |ENG| An approach-radar scope
which displays azimuth information, { 'az-0
moth ,in-do,kad-or}
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azimuth marker [ELECTR] On a radar plan po-
sition indicator, a bright rotatable radia! line
used for bearing determination, Also known as
angle marker; bearing marker, { ‘az-armath
imar-kor}

azimuth resolution [ELECTROMAG| Angle or dis-
tance by which two targets must be separated in
azimuth to be distinguished by a radar set, when
the targets are at the same range. { 'az o-moth
irez-o'lii-shan}

azimuth-stabillzed plan position indicator
{eENG] A north-upward plan position inclicater
(PPI), a radarscape, which is stabilized by a
gyracompass so that either true or magnetic
northis always at the top of the scope regardless
of vehicle orientation,—['az-a-math {sta-ba,lTzd
‘plan pa'zish-on 'in-da,kad-ar}

azimuth versus amplitude {eLectr| Electronic
protection technique using a plan position
indicater to display strobes due to jamming
sources, particularly useful in making passive
fixes when two or more radar sites operate
together, [‘azeamath varsas ‘am-pla,tiid |

Azusa {ENG] A continuous-wave, high-accuracy,
phase-comparison, single-station tracking sys-
tern operating at C-band and giving two di-
rection cosines and slant range which can be
used to determine space position and velocity
of a vehicle (usually a rocket or a missile)
( o'ziis-a |
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R lk from a
b MMUN| 1. Aggregate crossta f
aeaber ol channels) 2.Unwanted disturb-

ours Ina carrler or other multiple-channel
a hicti result from the agpregate crosstalk
ar ital interference from other channels.
{‘bab-al -Paessetiind approach beacon system). [ babe|

‘baby spot [ELec| A small spotlight, usually
~ equipped with a hood, used (as In the theater) to

Eentrate light on an area oran object a small
distance from the spollight | }ba-bé ‘spat |

back bias [ELecTr| 1. Degenerative or regenera-
~ tive-voltage whichIs fed back to circuits before

its originating point; usually applied toa control
anode of a tube or other device. 2. Voltage ap-
plied to a grid ofa tube (or tubes) or electrode of
another clevice to reduce a condition which has
“been upset by some external cause. { ‘bakbias

Peiene {comput sci] The portion of a commu-
~ nication network that handlesthe largest volume

oftraffic, usually employing a high-speed, high-
capucity medium designed to transm it data-over
long distances, [ ‘bak,bart |

‘back contact |ELEC| Normally closed stationary
contact on'a relaythat is-opened when the relay
iserergized | ‘bak {kiin,takt J

back diode |eLecTe| A special type of tunnel
diode operated at low levels of reverse bias at
which the device has negative resistance. {'bak
scliiGel )

back echo (ELECTROMAG| An echo signal pro-
duced on a radar screen by one of the minor
back lobes of a search radar beam. { ‘bak
ecko |

back-echo reflection |e.ectr| A radar echo pre-
duced by radiation reflected to the target bya
latge. fixed obstruction; that is, the ray path is
from the antenna to obstruction to target and
back similarly, giving a false indication of target
pesitlon; dn indirect-path echo [| ‘bak jeko
Hi'flekeshan|

back-emission electron radiography {ELEcTR| A
technique tisecl in microradiographyto visualize,
among other things, the presence of material
of different atomic numbers in the surface of
the specimen being observed: the polished
side of the specimen is facing and in close
contact with the emulsion side of a fine-grain
photographic plate;a light-tight cover holds the 

specimen and plate in place to be subjected
to hardened x-rays. { ‘bak i'mish-on i‘lek,tran
\rad-é'dg-ra-fé }

back-end system (comPuT sci] A computerthat
operates on data which have been previously
processed by another computer system. { 'bak
iend ,sis-tam }

backfire See arcback. { ‘bak,fir }
backfire antenna [ELECTROMAG] An antenna

which exhibits significant gain in a direction
180° from its principal lobe. { 'bak,fir an'ten-a }

backflow preventer See vacuum breaker. { 'bak
\f16 pri'ven-tar}

background (cOMMUN| 1. Picture white of the
facsimile copy being scanned when the picture
is black and white only. 2. Undesired printing
in the recorded facsimile copy of the picture
being transmitted, resulting in shading of the
background area. 3. Noise heard during radio
reception caused by atmospheric interference or
the operation of the receiver at such high gain
that inherent circuit noises becomenoticeable.
{ 'bak,gradind }

background discrimination [ENG] The ability of
a measuring instrument, circuit, or other device
to distinguish signal from background noise.
( 'bak,graund dis,krim-a'nd-shan }

background Ink {comput sci] In optical cha-
tacter recognition, a highly reflective ink used
to print the parts of a documentthat are to be
ignored by the scanner. { ‘bak,gratind ,ink }

background nolse |ENG}The undesired sig-
nals that are always present in an electronic or
other system, independent of whether or not
the desired signal is present. { 'bak,graund
indiz }

background processing |COMPUTSci] 1. The ex-
ecution of lower-priority programs when higher-
priority programs are not being handled by a
data-processing system. 2. Computer process-
ing thatis not interactive orvisible on the display
screen. { 'bak,grauind 'pra-ses-in }

background program [comput sci] A computer
program that has lowpriority in a multiprogram-
ming system. { 'bak,graund 'prd-gram }

background reflectance |compuT sci| The re-
flectance, relative to a standard, of the surface
on which a printed or handwritten character has
beeninscribed in optical character recognition.
{ 'bak,gratindri'flek-tans}
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background returns

background returns {ENG| 1. Signals on a radar
screen from objects which are of no interest
2. Seeclutter. {'bak,gratind ri'tarnz |

backhaul [COMMUN] Point-to-point satellite trans-
missionofvideo from a remotesite to a network
distribution center in real time, { 'bak,hol }

backing |ELEcTR| Flexible material, usually cellu-
lose acetate or polyester, used on magnetic tape
as the carrier for the oxide coating. { 'bak-in |

backing storage |coOMPUT Ssci| A computerstor-
age device whose capacity is larger, but whose
access time is slower, than that of the computer's
main storage or immediate access storage; usu-
ally slower than main storage Also known as bulk
storage. { ‘bakin .storij }

backlash [ELEcTR] A small reverse current in a
tectifier tube caused by the motion of positive
ions produced in the gas by the impact of
thermoelectrons, {'bak,lash }

backlit display |ELEcTR] An electronic display
that incorporates a light source in back of a
liquid-crystal or other electronic display to in-
crease readability, especially in daylight, { jbak
lit di'spla }

back lobe |ELECTROMAG| The three-dimensional
portion of the racliation pattern ofa directional
antenna that is directed away from the intended
direction, {'bak ,l6b )

backout [COMPUT SCi| To remove a change that
was previously made in a computer program.
( 'bak,aut}

backplane={ELEcTR| A wiring board, usually con-
structed as a printed circuit, used in computers
to provide the required connections between
logi¢, memory, input/output madules, and other
printed circuit boards which plug Into it at right
angles. {'bak,plan }

backplate lamp holder [ENG] A lamp holder,
integrally mounted on a plate, which is designed
for screwing to a flat surface. { 'bak ,plat ‘lamp
ihGl-dar}

back porch ELEcTR| The period of time in a
television circuit immediately following a syn-
chronizing pulse during which the signal is held
at the instantaneous amplitude corresponding
to a black area in the received picture. { ‘bak
porch }

back radiation Sev backscattering. {'bak ,rad-8'a-
shan }

back resistance (ELECTR| The resistance be-
tween the contacts opposing the inverse current
of a metallic rectifier—{ 'bak ri'sis-tans }

backscatter gage |ENG| Aradar instrument used
to measure the radiation scattered at 180° to the
direction of the incident wave. { 'bak jskad:ar
aj }

backscattering |COMMUN| Propagation ofextra-
neous signals by F- or E-region reflection in
addition to the desired ionospheric scatter mode;
the undesired signal enters the antenna through
the back lobes, [ELECTROMAG| 1. Radar echoes
from a target, 2. Undesired radiation of energy
to the rear by a directional antenna. 3. Also
known as back radiation; backward scattering
( 'bakiskad:o-rin }

40

back solution [CONTSys] The calculation of the
tool-coordinated positions that correspond
to specified robotic joint positions. { 'bak so
ili-shan |

backspace [compuT sci|To move a recording
meditim one unit in the reverse or background
direction. { 'bak,spas]

back-surface field |ELEcTR| A pt layer that is
added to a silicon solar cell to reduce electron-
hole recombination at the cell's back surface
and thereby increasethe cell's efficiency. {'bak
isor-fas ,féld ]

backtalk |ComPUT scl| Passage of information
from a standby computerto the active computer
{bak tok }

backtracking=|comPuT sci] A method! of solving
problems automatically by a systematic search
af the possible solutions; the invalid solutions
are eliminated and are net retried [ ‘bak
itrak-in }

backup |compur sci] 1. Logical or physical facil-
ities to aid the process of restarting a computer
system and recovering the information in it
following a failure, 2. The pravision of such
facilities. { 'bak,ap }

backup arrangement
\o'ranjemont}

backup relay [&LEc| A relay designed to protect
a power system in case a primary relay fails to
operate as desired. { 'bak,ap 'ré-1a }

backup system [sys ENG] A system, normally
redundantbut kept available to replace a system
which may failin operation. [ 'bak,ap ,sis‘tom }

Backus-Naur form [(computsci] A metalanguage
that specifies which sequences of symbols con-
stitute a syntactically valid program language
Abbreviated BNF. { {bak:as inadr ,form }

backward-acting regulator |ELECTR| Transmis-
sion regulator in which the adjustment made
by the regulator affects the quantity which
caused the adjustment. { 'bak-ward ‘ak-tin
‘regoya,lad-ar|

backward chaining |compuT Scl| In artificial in-
telligence, a method of reasoning which starts
with the problem to be solved and repeatedly
breaks this goal into subgoals that are more
readily solvable with the relevant data and
the system's rules of inference. | jbak-ward
‘chan-in }

backward compatibility See downward compati-
bility. { tbak-ward kam,pad-a'bil-ad-é |

backward diode |eLEcTR|A semiconductor
diode similar to a tunnel diode except thatit has
no forward tunnel current, used as a low-voltage
rectifier. { ‘bak-ward 'di,6d }

backward error analysis [comput sci] A form of
error analysis which seeks to replaceall errors
madein the course of solving a problem by an
equivalent perturbationof the original problem
{ 'bak-ward'er-ar o,nal-a-sas }

backward read=|compur Sci] The transfer of data

See cascade. { ‘bak,op

from a magnetic tape to computer storage when
{'bak-word 'réd }

{ 'bak-
the tape is running in reverse

backward scattering See backscattering
ward iskad-o-rin }
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backward search |compuT sci| A. search of a
document or database that starts al the cursor's
location andmoves backwards toward the begin-
ning of the documentor database | |bakeward
‘sarch| / .

packward wave JELECTROMAG| An electromag-
netic wave traveling opposite to the direction af
motion of some other physical quantity in an
electronic device such asa traveling-wave tube
or mismatched transmission line { 'bak-ward
wav }

backward-wave magnetron |ELECTR| A mag-
netron in which the electron beam travels in
a direction opposite to the flow of the radio-
frequency energy { ‘'bak-ward ,wav 'mag-no
tran }

backward-wave oscillator |ELECTR| An elec-
tronic device which amplifies microwave sig-
nals simultaneously over a wide band of
frequencies and in which the traveling wave
producedis reflected backward so as to sustain
the wave oscillations. Abbreviated BWO. Also
known as carcinotron. { 'bak-word ,wav 'as-o
slad-or }

backward-wave tube |ELECTR]A type of mi-
crowave traveling-wave electron tube in which
electromagnetic energy on a slow-wave cir-
cuit flows opposite in direction to the travel
of electrons in a beam. ( 'bak-ward ,way
tlib }

bad branch=[computscl} An error in which execu-
tion of acomputer program jumpsto an incorrect
instruction, usually as a result of errors in the
program. { |bad 'branch }

bad page break=|compuT Sci] A soft page break at
an inappropriate location in a document, such as
one thatsplits a table or leaves a single line of
text at the top or bottom of a page. —_{ [bad 'paj
ibrak}

bad sector (COMpuT sci| An area of disk storage
that does not record data reliably and therefore
isnot used, { ,bad 'sek-tar}

bad track [comput sci A disk track that contains
abad sector { ,bad 'trak }

bad track table={compur sci] A listing of the bad
sectors on a disk, which is packaged with or
attached toa disk, { |bad 'trak ,ta-bal }

baffle ELEC] Device for deflecting oil or gas ina
circuit breaker (ELEcTR| An auxiliary member
in a gas tube used, for example, to control
the flow of mercury particles or deionize the
mercury following conduction ENG] A plate
that regulates the flow ofa fluid, as in a steam
boiler flue or a gasoline muffler JENG Acous] A
cabinet or partition used with a loudspeaker
to reduce interaction between sound waves
produced simultaneously by the two surfaces of
the diaphragm {'baf-al }

balanced line

balance ELEC] Thestate of an electrical network
whenit is adjusted so that voltage in one branch
induces or causes no current in another branch
[ENG] An instrument for measuring mass or
weight. { 'bal-ans }

balance coll [ELEC] An iron-core solenoid with
adjustable taps near the center; used to convert
a two-wire circuit to a three-wire circuit, the
taps furnishing a neutral terminal for the latter
('balons ,koil }

balance control |ELEcTR] A control used in a
stereo sound system to vary the volume of one
loudspeaker system relative to the other while
maintaining their combined volume essentially
constant.  { 'bal-ans kan‘tral }

balanced amplifier |eLectR| An electronic am-
plifier in which there are two identical signal
branches connected so as to operate with the
inputs in phase opposition and with the output
connectionsin phase, each balanced to ground
{ 'bal-anst 'am-pla,fi-ar }

balanced armature unit |G ACcous| Driving unit
used in magnetic loudspeakers, consisting of
an iron armature pivoted between the polesof
a permanent magnet and surrounded bycoils
carrying the audio-frequency current, variations
in audio-frequency current cause corresponding
changesin armature magnetism andcorrespond-
ing movements of the armature with respect to
the poles of the permanent magnet. _{ 'bal-anst
‘arm-a-chor \yi-nat )

balanced bridge [ELEC] Wheatstone bridge cir-
cuit which, when in a quiescent state, has an
output voltage of zero.{'bal-anst 'brij }

balanced circult |ELEc| 1. A circuit whose two
sides are electrically alike and symmetrical with
Tespect to a common relerence point, usually
ground, 2. An electric circuit that has been
adjusted to neutralize the mutual induction of
an adjacentcircuit. { 'bal-anst ‘sar-kat }

balanced converter Sve balun. { ‘bal-anst kan
'vard-ar |

balanced currents [ELEC] Currents flowing in the
two conductors of a balancedline which,at every
point along the line, are equal in magnitude and
opposite in direction, Also known as push-pull
currents, _{ ‘bal-anst 'kar-ans }

balanced detector |ELEcTR] A detector used in
frequency-modulation receivers: in one form the
audio outputis the rectified difference between
voltages produced across two resonant circuits,
one being tuned slightly above the carrier
frequency and oneslightly below. { 'bal-anst
di'tek-tar }

balanced Input=[eLectr] Asymmetrical inputcir-
cuit having equal impedance fram both input
terminals to reference{'bal-anst fin, put }

balancedline [ELEc| Atransmission line consist-
ing of two conductors capable of being operated
so that the voltages of the two condiictors at
any transverse plane are equal in magnitucle
and opposite in polarity with respect to ground,
(‘bal-anst lin }
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balanced load

balanced load ELEC) A load that presents the
same impedance,with tespect to ground, at both
ends or terminals. (‘bal-anst 'lée )

balanced merge [compur sci] A merge Or sort
operation in which the data Involved are divided
equally between the avallable storage devices
{‘bal-anst 'tmar] }

balanced methad=|ENG| Method of measurement
in which the reading is taken at zero; it may bea
visual or audible reading, and in the latter case
the null is the no-sound setting { ‘bal-onst
imeth-ad}

balanced modulator [ELECTR] A modulator in
whieh the carrier and modulating signal are intro
duced in such away that the output contains the
twosidebands without the carrier. { 'bal-anst
‘maja, lad-ar |

balanced network elec) Hybrid network in
which the impedanees of the opposite branches
areequal.  ['bal-anst jnet,wark }

balanced oscillator |eLectr| Any oscillator in
which, at the oscillatorfrequency, the impedance
centers of the tank circults are at ground po-
tential, and the voltages between either end
ated their centers are equal in magnitude and
oppesite inphase. 'bal-anst. 's-a,lad-ar }

balanced output |evecre| A three-conductor
output (as from an amplifier) in which the signal
voltage alternates above and below a third,
neutral wire. [ ‘bal-onst atit,put|

balanced ring modulator [eLectr| A modulator
that uses tubes or diodes to suppress the cartier
signal while providing double-sideband output
('bal-onst{rij »maj-o,!ad-or}

balanced set [ELECTR| Two of more compo-
nents, such as tubes or transistars, connected
in parallel or push-pull configuration, that have
been chosen on the basis of identical. or
nearly identical, gain and load characteristics.
{'bal-anst ,set }

balanced transmission line [ELEC] Transmis-
sion line having equal concluctur resistances per
unit length and equal impedances Irom each
conductor to earth and tootherelectrical circuits:
|'bal-onst tranz'mish-an lin }

balanced-tree=|compur scl] A system of indexes
that keeps track of stored data, and in which data
keys are stored in a hierarchythat is continually
modified in order to minimize access times
Abbreviated B-tree [{ ‘bal-onst'tré }

balanced voltages (ELec| Voltages that are
equal in magnitude anc opposite in polarity
with respect to ground. Also known as push-pull
voltages. {| ‘bal-anst ,yal-tlj-az |

balanced wire cireult [ELEC] Circuit wherein the
two sides are electrically alike and symmetrical
with respect to ground and other conductors
{‘bal-anat |wir sar-kal |

balance error=|coMeu't sci] An errorvoltage that
arises at the output of analog adders in an analog
computer andIs ditectly proportional to thedrift
error. {‘balans ,er-ar }

balance method See null method
imeth-ad }

{ 'bal-ons
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balancer [ELEC] A mechanism for equalizing the
loads on the outerlines of a three-wire system
forelectric power distribution, consisting of two
similar shunt or compound machines which are
coupled together with the armatures connected
in series across the outer lines. _{ 'bal-an-sar)

balancer set [ELEC} Two coupled direct-current
generators or motors that are used 1 equalize
the valtage on eachside of a three-wire system,
{ 'bal-an-sor set }

balance-to-unbalance transformer {ELEC] Device
for matching a pair of lines, balanced with
respect to earth, to a pair of lines not balanced
with respect to earth. { 'bal-ans {i jan, bal-ans
tranz'for-mar}

balaneing |compurTsci] The distribution of work-
load among computing resources to optimize
performance. | ‘bal-ans-in }

balancing capacitor |LecTR| A variable capac-
itor usecl to improve the accuracy of a radio
direction finder. Also known as compensating
capacitor { ‘bal-ans-in ka'pas-ad-ar |

balancing unit |ELEc] 1. Anternna-matching de-
vice used to permit efficient coupling of a
transmitter or receiver having an unbalanced
output cirewit to an antenna having a balanced
transmission line. 2. Device for converting bal-
anced to unbalanced transmission Sines, and
vice versa, by placing suitable discontinuities at
the junction between the lines instead of using
lumped components, | ‘bal-ans-in,yi-nat

ballast LEC) A circuit element that serves to
limit an electric current or to provide a starting
voltage, as in certain types of lamps, such asin
fluorescent ceiling fixtures. { 'bal-ast }

ballast factor [ELEC] The ratio of the luminous
output of a lamp when operated on a ballast to
its JumInaus output when operated under stan-
dardized rating conditions. { 'bal-ast ,fak-tor}

ballast lamp [ELEC] A light-producing electrical
resistance device which maintains nearly con-
stant current by increasing in resistance as the
current increases. { ‘bal-ast lamp }

ballast reactor [ELEC] A coil wound on an iron
core and connectedin series with a fluorescent
lamp to compensate for the negative-resistance
characteristics of the lamp by providing an
increased voltage drop asthe current throughthe
lamp is increased. _{ 'bal-ast ré'ak-tor}

ballast resistor [ELEC| A resistor that increases
in resistance as current through it increases,
and decreases in resistance as current de-
creases. Also knownas barretter (British usage)
[ ‘bal-ost ri'sis-tar |

ballasttube [Lec] A ballast resister mountedin
an evacuated glass or metal envelope, like thal of
a vacuum tube, to reduce radiation of heat from
the resistance element and thereby |mprove the
yoltage-regulating action.—| 'bal-ast ,tib |

ball bonding=[fa] The making ofelectrical cor
nections in which aflame Is usedl to cut a wire, the
molten end of which solidifies as a ball. whichIs
pressed against the bonding pad on at integrated
circuit. { ‘bol ,band-in }
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ballistic galvanometer |ELEC| A galyanometer
having a long period of swing so that the
deflection may measure the electric charge in a
current pulse or the time integral of a voltage
pulse { ballis-tik galva'ndm-adbar|

ballistic magnetometer ena) A magnetometer
designedto employthe transient voltage induced
ina coil when either the magnetized sample or
coilare moved relative toeach other. { ba'lis-tik
smag-na'tatt-ad-ar}

ballistle tracking See dynamic resolution. { ba
lis-tik 'trak-in }

ballistic transport §(ELECTR| The passage ofelec-
trons through a semiconductor whoselengthis
less than the mean free path ofelectronsin the
semiconductor, so that most of the electrons
pass through the semiconductor withoutscatter-
ing. ( ba'lis-ttk ‘tranz,port}

ballistic vehicle |eNG| A nonlifting vehicle; a
vehicle that follows a ballistic trajectory
{ ba'lis-tik 'vé-a-kal }

balun [ELEC] A device used for matching an
unbalanced coaxial transmission line or system
toa balanced two-wire line or system, Also known
as balanced converter; bazooka; line-balance
converter {'ba,lon }

banana jack [ELEC|A jack that fits a banana
plug; generally designed for panel mounting,
{ bo'nan-o jak }

banana plug [ELEC] A plug having a spring-metal
tip shaped like a banana and used on test
leads or as terminals for plug-in components.
{ ba'nan-a,plog}

band |COMMUN| Arangeof electromagnetic-wave
frequencies between definite limits, such as that
assigned to a particular type of radio service,
[COMPUT scl] A setof circular or cyclic recording
tracks on a storage device such as a magnetic
drum, disk, or tape loop. { band)

bandage [ELEc} Rubber ribbon about 4 inches
(10 centimeters) wide for temporarily protecting
a telephone or coaxial splice from moisture
{ ban-dij }

band-ellmination filter See band-stop filter
{ band i,lim-a'na-shan ‘fil-tor}

band-pass {ELECTR| A range, in hertz or kilohertz,
expressing the clifference between the limiting
frequencies at which a desired fraction (usually
half power) of the maximum output is obtained
(band ,pas }

band-pass ampllfler (ELEcTR} An amplifier de-
signed to pass a definite band of frequencies
with essentially uniform response. _{ ‘hand ,pas
iam-pla,fi-ar}

band-passfilter [ELECTR] An electric filter which
transmits more or less uniformly in a certain
band, outside of which the frequency compo-
nents are attenuated. | 'banel ;pas ,fil-tar }

band-pass response |ELEcTR| Response charac-
teristics in which a definite -band of frequencies
is transmitted uniformly Also known as flat-top
response, ( 'band pas ri'spiins |

band-pass system [ENG Acous| A loudspeaker
system, often usec! for subwoofers, in which the
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bang-bang robot

speaker is mounted inside an enclosure ona shelf
that divides the enclosure into two parts, and
oneor both parts are coupled to the autside by
a vent; the freqiiency response of the system is
that of a fourth-order band-passfilter (one vent)
or an asymmetrical sixth-order band-passfilter
(two vents). { 'band,pas,sis-tam ]

band printer {compur scifA line printer that
uses a band of type characters as its printing
mechanism. { 'batid {print-ar }

band-rejectionfilter See band-stopfilter
ri'jekshon ,fil-tar }

band selector [ELEcTR] A switch that selects any
of the bands in which a receiver, signal generator,
or transmitter is designed to operate and usually
has two or more sections to make the required
changes In all tuning citcuits simultaneously
Also known as bane! switeh. | ‘band sa'lek- tar)

band spreading [commun| Method of double-
sideband transmission in which the frequency
band of the madulating wave is shifted upward in
frequency so that the sidebands produced by
modulation are separated in frequencyfrom the
carrier by an amountat least equal to the band-
width of the original modulating wave, and
second-order distortion products may befil-
tered from the demodulator output. { 'band
ispred-in }

band-spread tuning control |eLecrr] A tuning
control provided on some shertwave receivers
to spread the stations in a single band of
frequencies over an entire tuning dial. { 'band
ispred 'tiin-ip kan'trdl }

band-stopfliter=|ELEcTR] An electric filter which
transmits moreor less uniformly at all frequen-
cies of interest except for a band within which
frequency components are largely attenuated
Also known as band-elimination filter, band-
rejection filter {'band ,stap ,fil-tar }

band swlich See band selector. (‘hand jswich }
bandwidth [coMMUN] 1. The difference between

the frequency limits of a band containing the
useful frequency components of a signal 2A
measure of the amountof data that can travel
a communications path in a given time, usually
expressed as thousandsofbits pers#cond (kbps)
ar millions of bits per second (Mbps) —_{ ‘bane
width }

bang-bang circult [ELECTR] An operational am-
plifier with double feedback limiters that drive
a high-speed relay (!-2 milliseconds) in an
analog computer; involved in signal-controlled
programming. {ban ;ban ,sor-kat}

bang-bang control [comput sci| Control of pro-
gramming in an analog computer through a bang-
bang circuit. |CONT sys] A type of automatic
control system in which the applied contral sig-
nals assumeeither their maximum or minimum
values. { jbay {ban kan'trdl}

bang-bang-off control See bang-zero-bang con-
trol. (tba {ban 'of kan,trdl }

bang-bang robot [cont sys} A simple robot that
can make only two types of motions. {!ban bay
'rd, bat }

{'band
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bang-zero-bang control

bang-zero-bang control [conT sys| A lype al
control in which the control values are at their
maximum, zero, OF minimum. Also known as
bang-hang-oll control, 'bay vzird ‘bag kan
tral |

bank fELec| 1. A number of similar electrical
devices, such as resistors. connected together
for use as a single device. 2. An assemblage
of fixed contacts over which one or more wipers
or brushes move inorder to establish electrical
connections In automatic switching. | bank |

bank-and-wiper switeh=|ELEC| Switch in which
electrotnagnetic ratchets or other mechanisms
are used, first, to move the wipers to 4 desired
group of terminals. and second, ta move the
wipers over the terminals of the group to
the desited bank contacts. | ibank an 'wipar
swich|

banked winding jeuectk| A radio-frequency coil
winding which proceeds from one end of the
coll to the other without return by having, side.
by side, many flat spirals formed by winding
single turns one over the other, thereby reducing
the distributed capacitance olthe coil, | 'bankt
‘wind -ity |

bank select |compur sct| To activate and deacti-
vate blocks of memory or other internal system
components. using electronic control signals.
Also known as bank switch, {bank sijlekt |

bank selected memory |comPuy Scl| Auxillary
blocks of memory ina microcomputer that can be
ewitched in to replace someof all of the internal
memory by software-controlled switches located
outside the micropracessor—| ‘bank sijlek-tad
‘membre |

bank switch See bankselect—| ‘bank swich |
bantam tube [ELecre| Vacuum tube having a

standard octal base, but a considerably smaller
glass tube than a standard glass tube. | ‘han:
tam {tub |

bar code jcomrur sci| The representation of
alphanumeric characters by series of adjacent
stripes of various widths, for example, the uni-
versal product code, | "bar kad |

‘bar-code reader Sev bar-code scanner ('bar kad
‘recor|

bar-code scanner=[Comput scl] An optical scan-
ning device that reads texts which have been
converted Into a special bar code. Also knewn
as bar-code reader. [ ‘bar jkGd ‘skan-ar|

bare board jELects| A. printed circult board
with conductors but ne electronic components
{ ber bord )

bare disk jeLecre| A foppy-disk drive without
electronic control circuits. [ther ‘disk |

bar generator [ELECTR] Generator of pulses or
repeating waveforms that are equally separated
in time; these pulses are synchronized by the
synchronizing pulses of 4 television system, so
that they can produce a stationary bar pattern on
atelevision screen.—| ‘bar Henaracd-er|

BARITT diode—Serbarrier injection transit-time
diode (‘bar-ot }di,6d |

barium fuel cell [elec] A fuel cell in which
barium is used with either oxygen or chlorine to
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convert chemical energy into electrical energy,
| 'bar-&am‘fyiil sel]

Barkhausen criterion jELEcrR| A criterion used
to determine the stability of an oscillatsar circuit
which states that, ifthe circult is seen as a loap
consisting of an amplifier with gain Aandalinear
circuit whose gain Aim) depends on frequency
io, then the loop will oscillate with a perfect sine
wave at_some frequency ay if at that frequency
Afi(jeig) = 1 exactly, that Is, if the magnitude of
ABljay| is exactly | andIts phase is 0” or 360°
| barkhauz-an kritir-é-on }

Barkhausen interference {COMMUN| Interfer-
ence caused by Barkhausen osrillations
{barkhatiean intartit-ans |

Barkhausen-Kurz oscillator=|si.lcrk| An oscil-
later of the retarding-field type in which the
frequency of oscillation depends solely on the
transit time of electronyoscillatingabout a highly
positive grid, before reaching the less positive
anode Also known as Barkhausen oscillator,
positive-arid oselllater, | "bark hauzart karts
‘asva,lacd-ar |

Barkhausen oscillation=[(1.£°78| Undesired as-
cillation in the horizontal output tube of a
television receiver, causing one or more ragged
dark vertical lines on the left side of the picture.
| barkhauz-an jis-a'la-shan|

Barkhausen oscillator Sr Barkhausen-Kure oscil-
lator, [ 'bark,hauz-oan 'hs.a,laid-ar|

barometric fuse=|eNc| fuse that functions asa
result of change In the pressure exerted by the
surrounding alr | bara'met-rik 'tytiz |

bar pattern |ELecTR| Pattern of repeating lines or
bars on atelevision screen. (‘bar padarn|

bar printer [comput sci] An impact printer in
which the character heads are mounted on type
bars. [bar ,print-or |

barrage jamming [COMMUN] The simultaneous
jammingolanu mberol radio frequencies oreven
multiple radar bands of frequencies, { ba'razh
amity

barrel printer [COMPUT sel) A-computer printer
in which the entire set of characters is placed
around a tapidly rotating cylinder at each
print position: computer-controlled print ham
mers opposite each print position strike the
paper and ptess It against an inked ribbon
between the paper and the eylinder when
the appropriate character reaches a position
apposite the print hammer | ‘banal ,pritt:
tar]

barretter [evec| Bolometer thal consists ofa fine
wire or metal film having a positive temperature
coefficient of resistivity, 80 that resistance in-
creases with temperature, used for making power
measurements in microwave devices. Soe ballast
resistor, [ba'red-ar)

barrier capacitance {eLectR| The capacitance
that exists between the p-type and n-type
comiconductor materials in a semiconductor
ya junction that ts reverse-blased so that it
does nat. conduct, Also known as depletion-layer
capacitance; junction capacitance. ‘bar-éar
ka,pas-ad-ans |
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parrier-grid storage tube Ser radechon.
‘bar-é-ar arid 'stord| bib|

barrier injection transit-time diode [ELECTR] A
microwave diode in which the carriers that
traverse the drift region are generated by minority
carrier injection from a forward-biased junction
instead of being extracted from the plasma of
an avalanche region. Abbreviated BARITT diode
{ bar-@-0r in'jek-shan 'trans-at ,tim 'di,Gd }

barrier layer See depletion layer { 'baré-or
ld-or } - ,parrier-layer cell See photovoltaic cell, { "bar:

@or ,la-or ,sel }
barrier-layer photocell=See photovoltaic cell

{ 'bar-é-ar Ja-ar 'fod-6,sel }
barrier-layer rectiflcation See depletion-layer

rectification. [{ ‘bar@or ,ld-or ,rek-to-fo'ka-

shan} .
barrlerstrip [ELECTR] A device for connecting two

cables without using plugs in which bare wires
from one cable are connected to lugs of screws
on one side of thestrip and wires from the other
cable are attached at corresponding points on
the opposite side{'bar-€or ,strip }

barrier voltage [ELECTR] The voltage necessary to
cause electrical conduction in a junction of two
dissimilar materials, such as px junction diode
{ 'bar-&-or ,vGl-tif }

bar winding [€LEc| An armature winding made
up of a series of metallic bars connected at their
ends _{ ‘bar ,wind.-in }

base [COMPUT SCi| Sve root [ELECTR] 1, The
region that lies between an emitter and a
collector of a transistor and into which minority
carriers are injected. 2. The part of an electron
tube that has the pins, leads, or other terminals
to which external connections are madeeither
directly or through a socket. 3. The plastic,
ceramic, or other insulating board that supports
a printed wiring pattern { bas }

base address See address constant { bas
a'dres }

baseband |comMMUN] The band of frequencies
oecupied by all transmitted signals used to
modulate the radio wave { 'bas,band }

baseband frequency response |CoMMUN| Fre-
quency response characteristics of the frequency
band oecupled by all of the signals used to
modulate a transmitted carrier | ‘bas,band
‘fré-kwan-s® ri'spans|

baseband system=[comMUN]| A communications
system in which informationis transmitted over a
single unmodulated band offrequencies {'bas
iband ,sis-tam }

base bias jeiecre| The direct voltage that’ is
applied to the majority-carrier contact (base) of
atransistor  |'bas ,bi-as.}

base-displacement |compur sci} in mathine-
langudve programming, a technique th which
addresses are specified relative to a base address
where the beginning af the program |s stored
| ‘bas cis,plis-mant }

base electrode |evecre| An ohmic or majority
Carrier contact to the base région of a transistor
(‘bas ilekerdd |

BASIC

base font |compursci] The font used in a docu-
mentif none other is specified. { 'bas [int }

base Insulator (ELEC| Heavy-duty insulator used
to support the weight of an antenna mast and
insulate the mast from the ground or some other
suflace. | 'bas'in-sa,lad-ar|

base language comput sci] The component of
an extensible language which provides a com-
plete but mininval setof pritnitive facilities, such
as elementary data types, and simple operations
and contral constructs. | 'bas "lay-ewi] J

base line |eLectre] The line traced on amplitude-
modulated indicators which corresponds to the
power level of the weakest echo detected by the
radar, it is retraced with every pulse transmitted
by the radar but appears as a nearly continuous
display on the scope. Abbreviated BL. | ‘bas
din]

baseline |ENG| The geographic line between
transmitter and receiver locations in bistatic
radar, or between pairs of radars or radio re-
ceivers in a network, usedin calculations relative
to the data. Abbreviated BL. | ‘bas ,lin }

base-line break |eLicte| Technique in radar
which uses the characteristic break in the base
line on an A-scape display due to a pulse signal
ol significant strength in noise jamming. { ‘bas
lin jbrak |

base-line check See ground check. { 'bas [Tn
chek }

baseload |&LEC] Minimum load of a power gen-
erator oveta given period of time. { 'bas,lad }

base-loaded antenna=|@LecTrRoMAG| Vertical an-
tera having an impedance in series at the
base for loading the antennato secure a desired
electrical length, { 'bas ,lGd-ad an'ten-a }

base modulation [ELecrr| Amplitude modula-
tien produced by applying the modulating volt-
age to the base of a transistor amplifier. _{ 'bas
imaj-o'la-shan |

base pin Sv pin. {'bas ,pin }
base rate ‘area |COMMUN] Area within which ser-

vice is given without mileage charges _{ 'bas ,rat
1er-@-a }

base register Sve index register { 'bas iTe]-o-stor}

base-spreading resistance [ELECTR] Resistance
which is found in the base of any transistor and
acts in series with It, generally afew ohms in
value ("bas ispred-in ri'zis-tane }

base station [comMUN| 1. A land statlan, in
the land mobile service, carrying ona service
with land mobile stations {a base station may
secondarily communicate with other base sta
tions incident to communications with land
mobile stations), 2. A station in a land mobile
system which remains in a fixed location and
communicates with the mobile stations, { 'bas
ista-shon }

base system |compur se] A computer syste
containing only program modules that carry out
basicfunctions. ("bas ,sis-tam |

BASIC |compur sei] A procedure-level computer
language designed to be easily learned and
used by nonprolessionals, and well suited for
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basic batch

an interactive, conversational modeof operation
Derived from Beginners All-purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code —{ 'ba-sik }

basic batch=[compuTsci| The least complex level
of computer processing, in which application
systems are normally made up of small programs
that are run through the computer one at a
time and that can process transactions only from
sequential files { 'ba-sik ‘bach }

basic disk operating system (comput sci] The
part of a computer's operating system that
handles the transfer of data between programs
and disk units and the control of files. Abbrevi-
ated BDOS. {'ba-sik idisk ,ap-a'rad:in 'sis-tom }

basicinput/output system=|compuTsci| The part
of a computer's operating system that handles
communications between a program and ex-
ternal devices such as printers and electronic
displays. Abbreviated BIOS. { 'ba-sik ‘in,put
‘autput ,sis-tom }

basic instruction=(comput sci| An instruction in
a computer program which is systematically
changed by the program to obtain the in-
structions which are actually carried out Also
known as presumptive instruction, unmodified
instruction. { 'ba-sik in'strak-shan }

basic linkage {comput sci| Computer coding
that provides a standard means of connecting
a given routine or program with other routines
and that can be used repeatedly according to the
same rules. { 'ba-sik Nin-kij }

basic processing unit§(CcOoMMUN| Principal con-
troller and data processor within the communi-
cations system, { 'bavsik 'prds,es-in ,yii-nat }

basic Q SeenonloadedQ. { 'ba-sik ‘kyii }
basic software [comput sci| Software require-

mentsthat are taken into accountin the design
of the data-processing hardware and usually are
provided by the original equipment manufac-
turer. { 'ba-sik 'soft,wer }

baslc_ telecommunications access method
|compuT sci] A method of controlling data
transmission between a computer's main
sterage and its terminals and of jrividing
applications programs with the capability of
communicating with printers, terminals, and
other devices. Abbreviated BTAM  [ 'ba-sik
itel-o-ka,myi-noika-shanz 'ak,ses ,meth:ad }

basic variables=|compuTsci| The mvariables ina
basic feasible solution for a linear programming
model{'ba-sik 'ver-€-o-balz}

basket coll See basket winding. _[ 'bas-kat ,koil }
basket winding=[ELEcTR] A crisscross coil wind-

ing in which successive turnsare far apart except
at points of crossing, giving low distributed ca-
pacitance. Also known asbasketcoil,['bas-kat
iwind:in ]

bass boost jeELecTR| A circuit that emphasizes
the lower audio frequencies, generally by atten-
uating higher audio frequencies, { |bas {bist }

bass compensation§|ELectR] A circuit that em-
phasizes the low-frequency responseof an audio
amplifier at low volume levels to offset the
lower sensitivity of the human ear to weak low
frequencies. {'bas ,kém-pan'sa-shon}

a

bass contro! [ELECTR] A manual tone control
that attenuates higher audio frequencies in an
audio amplifier and thereby emphasizes bass
frequencies, { ‘bas kan'trdl }

bass reflex baffle [ENG Acous] A loudspeaker
baffle having an opening of such size that bass
frequencies from the rear of the loudspeaker
emerge to reinforce those radiated directly for-
ward. { {bas 'ré,fleks ,baf-al }

bassresponse (ELECTR| Ameasure of the output
of an electronic device or system as a function
of an input of low audio frequencies. { 'basri
ispans}

bass trap) [ENG Acous] Any device used in a
sound-recording studio to absorb sound at
frequencies less than about 100 hertz, { 'bas
itrap }

bassy |ENG AcOUS| Pertaining to sound re-
production that overemphasizes low-frequency
notes, { 'bas-é}

batch [comput sci| A set of items, records, or
documents to be processed as a single unit
{ bach }

batch-and-forward system=|computsci| A data-
processing system in which data are collected
for a time and then transmitted as a unit to a
computer, {'bach on 'for-ward ,sis-tam }

batching [comput sci] Grouping records for the
purpose of processing them in a computer
( ‘bach-in }

batch Job [comput sci] One of a group of jobs
that are executed together by batch-processing
techniques. {'bach ,jab }

batch-orlented applications [comMUN| Applica-
tions of data communications that involve
the transfer of thousands or even millions
of bytes of data and are usually point-to-
point and computer-to-computer.  {'bach ,or-é
rented ,ap-la'ka-shanz}

batch processing=|compuT sci| A technique that
uses a single program loading to process many
individual jobs, tasks, or requests for service
{'bach ,pras-es-in }

batch stream [comput sci] A group of batch
processing programs that are scheduled to run
onacomputer  { ‘bach ,strém }

batch system=[comput sci] A computer system
that uses batch processing. { ‘bach ,sis:tom }

batch total [comput sci] The total for a specified
constituent quantity in a batch; used to verify
the accuracy of operations onthebatch. {'bach
itddral }

bat-handle switch [ELEC] A toggle switch having
an actuating lever shaped like a baseball bat
{'bat ,hand-al ,swich }

bathtub capacitor [ELEC] A capacitor enclosed
in a metal housing having broadly rounded
corners like those on a bathtub, { 'bath,tob
ka'pas-ad-ar}

battery [ELEC] A direct-current voltage source
made up of one or more units that convert
chemical, thermal, nuclear, or solar energy into
electrical energy, { 'bad-o-ré

battery charger [eLec|A rectifier unit used
to change alternating to direct power for

fe
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a storage battery Also known as
Wharge ‘bacla-ré \char-jar |

ceoe jeLec| A terminal al! a connecting
wire having spring jaws that can be quickly
snapped on 4 terminal ofa device, such asa
battery. to whicha temporary wire connection is
desired [tbad-ot®KI)

battery eliminator [eLectn| 4 device which sup-
plies electron Lubes wilh voltage from electric
powersupply mains, |'bad-a-réa'lim-a,nad-ar}

battery, overvoltage,ringing, supervision, coding,
hybrid and test access=Ser BORSCHT

‘had-av® (G-varlvaldl] 'inely \sil-par'vizh-an
‘kodin 'hi-brid an ‘test akses |

patlery separator [ELEC] An insulating plate in-
serted betweenthe positive and negative plates
of a battery to prevent them from touching
{ 'bad-a-1é wsep-o,rad-ar|

baud |CcoMMUN| A unit of telegraph signaling
speed equal to the number of code elements
{pulses and spaces) per second or twice the
numberof pulses persecond. | bad )

Baudot code [commun] A teleprinter code that
uses a combination of five or six marking and
spacing intervals of equal duration for each
character. no longer in extensive use sinceit has
been replace by ASCII code —_{ bo'd6 kad }

bay |compur sci] See drive bay, |ELECTROMAG|
One segment of an antenna array={ ba }

Bayard-Alpertionization gage [ELECTR] Atype of
ionization vacuum gage using a tube with an
electrode structure designed to minimize x-ray-
induced electron emission from the ion collector
{ |ba-ard jal,part Ton-o'za-shon ,gaj }

bayonet base [EI.ec| A tube base or lamp base
having two projecting pins on opposite sides
of a smooth cylindrical surface to engage in
correspondingslots in a bayonet socket and hold
the basefirmly in the socket. { iba-a'net ,bas |

bayonet Neil-Concelman connector Sve BNC con-
nector —{ ,ba-a'net 'nél 'kéins:al-mon ka,nek-tor}

bazooka Swbalun { ba‘zti-ko}
B battery |eLecrr| The battery that furnishes

required direct-current voltages to the plate and
sereen-grid electrodes of the electron tubes in a
battery-operated circuit. { 'bé ,bad-o-ré}

BBD Svebucket brigade device
Bbox Svcindex register, { 'bé ,baks}
BBS Svebulletin board system
BCAS Sve beacon collision avoidance system
BCD system Sve binary coded decimal system

[ tb@}s@'dé ,sis-tam }
B-display | ELEcre| The presentation of radar out-

put data in rectangular coordinates in which
range and azimuth are plotted on the coordinate
axes. Also knownas B-indicator, B-scan; B-scape:
fanpe-bearing display | 'bé dis'pla }

BDOS Sebasic disk operating system. ['bé,dbs |
beacon |eLeerp| Araciotransmitterandantenna

Used to indicate its location or that af the

charging

 

 

  

 

beam-deflection tube

vehicle carrying it; a beacon that responds to
an interrogation, as in secondary radar, is more
properly called a transponder.{'bé-kon J

beacon collision avaidance system [NAv| An
airborne collision avoidance system that makes
use of the air-traffic control radio beacon sys-
tem (ATCRBS) transponders. Abbreviated BCAS
{'bé-kon ka'lizh-an a'void-ons ,sis-tom |

beacon delay [ELECTR] The amount of trans-
ponding delay within a beacon, that is, the time
between the arrival of a signal and the response
ofthe beacon. { 'b@-kon di'la }

beacon presentatlon=|ELEcTR| The radar display
resulting fram receipt of signals from a beacen
('bé-kan ,pré-zon'ta-shon ]

beacon skipping |ELEcTR] A condition where
transponder return pulses from a beacon are
missing at the interrogating radar { 'b@kan
iskip-in }

beaconstealing |ELEcTR| Loss of beacon track-
ing by one radar due to stronger signals
from other beacons, transponders,or interfering
radars, {'bé-kan ,stél-in }

beacon tracking |ENG| The tracking of a moving
object by means of signals emitted from a
transmitter or transponderwithin or attached to
the object. { 'bé-kon ,trak-in }

beacon-tracking radar |NAv] Radar equipment
used in air-traffic control facilities for beacon
tracking.  {'békan ,trak-in !rd,dar}

bead |comput sci] A small subroutine.  |ELEC-
TROMAG] A glass, ceramic, or plastic insulator
through which passes the inner conductor of a
coaxial transmission line and by meansof which
the inner conductor is supported in a position
coaxial with the outer conductor { béd }

beaded transmission line |ELECTROMAG| Line
using beads to support the inner conduc-
tor in coaxial transmission lines { 'béd-ad
tranz'mish-on ,lin }

bead thermistor |cLec| A thermistor made by
applying the semiconducting material to two wire
leads as a viscous droplet, which cements the
leads upon firing{'béd thor'mis-tar]

beam angle Serbeam width { 'bém ,an-gal }
beam antenna [ELECTROMAG] An antenna that

concentratesits radiation into a narrow beam in
a definite direction. { 'bém an'ten-a }

beam approach beacon system Swblind ap-
proach beacon system —_{ 'bém 9'prGch 'bé-kon
isis-tam }

beam blank See blank {'bém blank }
beam box See wall box, { 'b@m ,baks)
beam coupling |ELEcTR| The productionofan al-

ternating current in a circuit connected between
two electrodes that are close to, or in the path
of, a density-modulated electron beam. {'b&m
skap-lig }

beam current |£LectR| The electric current deter-
mined by the number and velocity of electrons in
an electron beam. {'bém ,kar-ont }

beam-deflection tube |ELEcrR| An clectron-
beam tube in which the current to ar output
electrode Is controlled by transversely moving
the electron beam. { 'bém di'flekeshan ,tiib}
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beam efficiency

beam efflclency [ELECTROMAG| The fraction of
the total radiated energy from an antenna con-
tainedinasinglebeam. { 'bém i,fish-on-sé }

beam-forming electrode=([ELectR| Electron-
beamfocusing elements in power tetrodes and
cathode-ray tubes | ‘bem ,form-ig |'lek,trdd |

beamguide |ELEcTROMAG| A set of elements ar-
ranged and spaced so as to form and conduct
a beam of electromagnetic radiation. { 'bém

 

pid }
beam holding |ELECTR| Use of a diffused beam

of electrans to regenerate the charges stored on
thescreen ofacathode-raystoragetube. {'bém
holdin |

beam-indexing tube [eLecre| A single-beam
color television picture tube in which the color
phosphorstrips are arranged in groups of red.
green, and blue. [ {bem 'indek-sin tub |

beam lead=[eects] A flat thick-film lead, some-
timesof gold, deposited ona semiconductorchip
chetnically or by evaporation, as a connecting
lead for a semiconductor device or integrated
circuit. {'bém ,léd}

beam lobe switching [ELECTR] Method of de-
termining the direction of a remote object by
comparison of the signals corresponding to two
ormore successive beam angles, differingslightly
from the direction of the object. { ‘bém ,l6b
iswich-in }

beam magnet See convergence magnet.
imag-net}

beam parametric amplifier elect) Paramet-
ric amplifier that uses a modulated electron

{ 'bém

bearn to provide a variable reactance. ( 'bém
ipar-a'me-trik 'am-plo,fi-ar}

beam pattern See directivity pattern. { 'bém
wpad-arn |

beam powertube=|ELEcTR| Avacuum tube, most
often an amplifier, used in radar and other
microwave transmitters In which the electrans
travel from the cathodein a well-focused beam,
to interact with the electromagnetic signal being
amplified, {"bém |pai-ar ,tlib }

beam recording [fLEctR| A method of using
an electron beam to write data generated by a
computer directly on microfilm { ‘bem
ri'kord-in }

beam splitting [ELEcTR| Process for increasing
atigle accuracy in locating targets by radar by
noting the azimuths at which one radar scan first
discloses a target and-at which the echoes cease,
revealing the azimuth center, or by similarly
intended algorithms in mare automated systems
{'bém ,splid-in }

beamspread ENG] The angleof divergence from
the central axis of an electromagnetic or acoustic
beam asit travels through a material { 'bém
ispred |

beam steering [ELECTR] Changing the direction
of the major lobe of a radiation pattern, usually
byswiltchingantennaelements—(‘bé@m ,stir-in }

beam switching |eLecte| Method of obtaining
more accurately the bearing or elevation of an
object by comparing the signals received when
the beam is in directions differing slightly in

bearing or elevation; when these signals are
equal, the object lies midway between the beam
axes. Also known as lobe switching. { ‘bém
swich-in }

beam-switching tube [ELECTR] An electron tube
which has a series of electrodes arranged around
a central cathode and in which an electron
beam is switched from one electrode to another
Also known as cyclophon. { 'bém ,swich.in
itib

beam tetrode See beam power tube. { 'bém 'te
itrdd }

beam width |ELECTROMAG| The angle, measured
in a horizontal plane, between the directions at
whichthe intensity of an electromagnetic beam,
such as a radar or radio beam,is one-half its
maximum value Also known as beam angle
{ ‘bem ,width }

bearing cursor [ENG] Of a radar set, the radial
line inseribecl on a transparent disk which can
be rotated manually about an axis coincident
with the center of the plan position indicator.
used for bearing determination Also known as
mechanical bearing cursor. { 'ber-in ,kar-sar}

bearing loss [ELEC] |.oss of power in a machine
caused by friction between the shaft and the
bearing. ['ber-in ,los }

bearing marker=See azimuth marker —_{ 'ber-in
imark-ar}

bearing resolutlon [ELECTR] Minimum angular
separation Ina harizontal plane between two tar-
gets at the same range that will allow an operator
to obtain data an elther target, | "ber-in jrez-o
ili-shan }

beat frequency {ELEcTe| The frequency of a sig.
nal equal to the difference in frequencies of
twosignals which produce the signal when they
are combined in a nonlinear circuit ( 'bét
ifré-kwan-sé }

beat-frequencyosclilator=|eLEcTR| An oscillator
in which a desired signal frequency, such as
an audio frequency, is obtained as the beat
frequency produced by combining two different
signal frequencies, such as two different radio
frequencies. Abbreviated BFO. Also known as
heterodyne oscillator, [ 'b&t ,fré-kwan-sé@ 'as-a
\lad-ar}

beating-In [ELECTR] Interconnecting two trans-
mitter oscillators and adjusting one until no
beat frequency is heard in a connected receiver;
the oscillators are then at the same frequency.
{ 'béd-in jin }

beat note [ELECTR] The beat frequency whose
signal is produced by two signals having waves
that are sinusoidal. ["bét ,ndt }

beat reception Ser heterodyne reception
ti'sep-shan|

beat-time programming |compur sci] A type of
programming which requires that data be made
available to the computer during some ongoing:
process prior toa particular point in time (bet
‘tim 'prd,gram-in |

beat tone [ENG Acous| Musical tone due [0
beats, produced by the heterodyning of two high-
frequency wave trains { 'bét ton }

{ bat
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ii [ELECTROMAG| Fan-shaped radar beam,
wide in the horizontal plane and narrowin the
yertical plane, whichis swept up and down for
height finding. | 'be-vartal )

peck effect [Elec] An increase in the light th-
tensity of an arc lamp whose carbon anode has
been treated with rare-earth salts whena certain
current isexceeded, (‘bek i'fekt)

pecquerel effect |ELEC| The phenomenon of a
current flowing between two unequally Ilumi-
nated electrodes of a certain type when they
are immersed invanelectrolyte,—| }bek-ajrel or
be'krel i'fekt } ;

bedspring array See billboard array
a'ra | ‘iw

beetle Seerammer—['béd-al |
BEGIN |comruT sei] An enclosing statement of

ALGOLused to indicate the beginning ofa block;
any variable in a block enclosed by BEGIN and
END is normally local to this block. { bi'gin }

peginning-of-information marker=|comput sci]
Asection ol magnetic tape coveredwith reflective
material that indicates the beginning of the
area on which information is to be recorded
{ bi'gin-in ov in-far'ma-shan ,mae-kor}

B eliminator [ELECTR] Power pack that changes
the alternating-current powerline voltage to the
direct-current source required byplantcircuits of
yacuum tubes or semiconductor devices. { 'bé
i'lim-o,nad-or}

bell character |[compuT sci] A control character
that activates a bell, alarm, or other audio device
to get someone's attention. _{ ‘bel ,kar-ik-tar }

bells and whisties {computsct| Special hardware
features that are likely to attract attention but
may not be important or even practical. { 'belz
on ‘wis-olz }

bell transformer |ELEC| An iron-core, step-down
transformer with a voltage step-down ratio of
approximately 6 to | or 12 to |, used in low-
current power supplies and frequently in circuits
for doorbells, alarm bells, and buzzers. { 'bel
tranz,for-mar }

bell wire |eLEC] A copper wire, usually solid
rather than stranded,and soft-drawn rather than
hard-drawn, used in low-current, low-voltage
applications, { 'bel ,wir}

belt printer |compur sci A type of impact printer
similar to a chainprinter in which the characters
are carried on a moving belt rather than a chain
(‘belt ,print-or }

benchmark problem=jcomeur sci| A problem to
be tun on computers to evaluate their perfor-
Mances relative to one anather—{ 'bench,mirk
Prab-lam. |

benchmarktest |COMPLT sci] A lest of computer
software or hardware that is generally run on
a number of products to compare their perfor-
mance. | 'bench,mark test }

bender element evecte| A combination of two
thin strips of different piezoelectric materials

nded together so. that when a voltage is
applied, one strip incteases in lenath and the
other becomes shorter, causing the combination
tobend, | 'bemdar'el.amant }

{'bed, sprig

bias cell

bent-pipe system=|comMUN| A transponcer on
board a communications satellite that performs
no signal processing other than heteradyning
(frequuency-changing) the uplink frequeney bands
tothoseofthedownlinks. (,bent'pip,sis-tam|

bergy-bit Ser growler | 'bara-@ ,bit |
beta [ELEcTR] The current gain of a transistor that

is connected as a grounded-emitter amplifier,
expressed as the ratio of change in collector
current to resulting change in base current, the
collector voltage being constant, ( 'bad-a |

beta circuit [F1.6c) The part of an amplifier circuit
that is responsible for the feedback. { 'bad-a
iear-kat |

beta-cutoff frequency [ELECTR] The frequencyat
which the current amplification of an amplifier
transistor drops to 3 decibels belowits value at
I kilohertz,  ('bacl-a'kod, OF fré-kwan-sé }

beta rule See reduction rule. { 'bad-o riil }
beta software [comput sci| An application or

program thatis in development and undergoing
testing. Also known as beta version; betaware
{ ,bad-a 'sof,wer}

betatest |compursci] The first test of a computer
system outside the laboratory, in its actual
working environment. { 'bacl-a test }

beta test site |COMPUTsci] An organization or com-
pany that tests a software or hardware product
under actual working conditions and reports (he
resultstothe vendor | 'bad-a ltest ,sit |

beta version Sebeta software, | 'bad-a var
zhan |

betaware Sve betasoftware  { 'bad-a,wer}
Beverage antenna Sve wave antenna, { 'bev-rij

an'ten-a |
beyond-the-horizon communication—See scat-

ter propagation. [ bo'yand tha ho'riz-on ko
imytirna'ka-shon |

Bezier curve (compur sci] A curve in a drawing
program that is defined mathematically, and
whose shape can be altered by dragging elther of
its two interior determining points with a mouse
({baz-yd ‘karv }

BFL See buffered FET logic
BFO Sce beat-frequency oscillator
B-frames Seebitlirectional pictures. {'bé ,framz}
B-H meter (ENG| A device used to measure the

intrinsic hysteresis loop of a sample of magnetic
material. ( {béjach ,m@dar}

BI Sce abampere
bias |ELEc| 1. A direct-current voltage used on

signaling or telegraph relays or electromagnets
to secure desired time spacing of transitions
from marking to spacing. 2. The restraint of a
telay armature by spring tension to secure a
desired time spacing of transitions from marking
to Spacing. 3. The effect on teleprinter signals
praduced by the electrical characteristics of the
line and equipment. 4, The force applied to a
relay to hold it in a given position. |etecrr]
1. Adirect-current voltage applied to a transistor
control electrode to establish the desired oper-
ating point 2. Seegridbias. {'bi-as }

blas cell (ELEcTR| A small dry cell used singly or
in series to provide the required negative bias for
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bias current

the grid circuit of an electron tube Also known
as grid-bias cell, | 'bi-as ,sel |

bias current [eLecte| 1. An alternating electric
current above about 40,000 herte added to the
audio current being recorded on magnetic tape to
reduce distortion, 2. An electric current flowing
through the base-emitter junction ofa transistor
and adjusted to set the operating point of the
transistor {| ‘bi-as ,kar-ant |

bias distortion [eLecTe| Distortion resulting
from the operation on a nonlinear portion of the
characteristic curve of a vacuum tube or othet
device, due to improper biasing. | ‘bias dis
'torshan |

biased automatic gain control See delayed
automatic gain control. { 'bi-ast od-o'madsik
‘gan kan tral |

bias meter |CoMMUN | A meter used in teletype-
writer work for measuring signal bias directly in
percent, a positive reading indicates a marking
signal bias, a negative reading. a-spacing signal
bias {'bi-as ,méd-ar)

bias oscillator |eLectk| An oscillator used ina
magnetic recorder to generate the alternating-
current sigtial that is added to the audio current
being recorded on magnetic tape to reduce
distortion. { 'bhas \as-a,lacl-ar |

bias register |coMPUT Scll A computer clevice
that stores a humberLhat is added to the memory
address each time the computer memory is
referenced by the program, thus offsetting the
program addresses by a fixed amount, ( ‘bi-as
jtej-a-star |

bias resistor |ELECTR| A resistor used in the
cathode or prid circuit ef an electron tube to
provide a voltage drop that serves as the bias.
| 'bi-as ri'sis-tor]

bias voltage=[ELECTR| A voltage applied or devel-
oped between two electrodes asa bias. | 'bi-as
vol-tif |

blas winding [eLec| A control winding that car-
ties a steady direct current which serves to estab-
lish desired operating conditions ina inagnetic
amplifier or other magnetic device | ‘bias
winedin }

BICMOStechnology |ELECTR| An integratedcir-
cuit technologythat combines bipolartransistors
and CMOS devices an the same chip. | ibi's®
mas tek,ndil-o-jé }

biconditlonal gate Sre equivalence gate { dT
kan'dish-on-al ‘gat, |

blconical antenna {ELECTROMAG| An antenna
consisting of two metal cones having a common
axis with their vertices coinciding or adjacent
and with coaxial-cable or waveguide [eed to the
vertices. { bi'kan-a-kal ani'ten-a )

bidirectional=|iG| Being directionally respon-
sive to inputs in opposite directions.  { \bT-
da'tek-shan-al }

bidirectional antenna=|["LecTROMAG| An antenna
that radiates or receives most of its energy
in only two directions { ibi-da'rek-shar-al
an'ten:a |

bidirectional clamping circuit [ELECTR] Aclamp-
ing circuit that functions at the prescribed time
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irrespective of the polarity of the signal source at
the time the pulses used to actuate the clamip-
ing action are applied | \beda'rek-shan-ol
‘Klarm-pin sar-kat, |

bidirectional clipping circuit [eLecrr| An elec-
tronic clteuit that prevents transmission of the
partion of an electrical signal that exceeds a
prescribed maximum or minimum voltage value
( br-da'rek-shan-al ‘klip-in sorkat |

bidirectional counter=Srv forward-backward
counter | .bi-da'rek-shan-al 'kaun-tor|

bidirectional data bus |compur sci] A chan-
nel over which data can be transmitted in
either direction within a computer system
{ brda'rek-shan-al ‘data bas|

bidirectional microphone=[ENG Acous) A micta-
phone that responds equally well to sounds
reaching it fram the front and rear, corre.
sponding to sound incidences of D and 180°
{ br-do'rek-shan-al 'mi-kea,fon )

bidirectional parallel port |compur stil A paral-
Jel port that can transfer datain both directions,
and at speeds much greater than-a standard par-
allel port. [,bi-da,rek-shon-al ipara,lel "part |

bidirectional pictures [commun|in MPEG-2,
pictures that use bath future and past pictures
as a reference. This technique 1s termed bidirec-
tional prediction, bidirectional pictures provide
the most compression and do nol propagate
coding errors as they are never used as a
raference, Also known as B-frames; B-pictures
| bi-da'rek-shan-al ‘pikecharz |

bidirectional printer [comput sci] A printer in
which printing cart be done in both a left-to-right
andatight-te-leftdirection | ibi-da'rek-shan-al
‘print-ar |

bidirectional pulse-amplitude modulation Sw
double-polarity pulse-amplitude modulation
| ,bi-da'rek-shan-al {pals lam-playtid rmaj-a'la-
shan }

bidirectional transducer=[eLecTr| transducer
capable of measuring. in both positive and
negative directions from a reference posi-

 

tion Also known as. bilateral transducer
| bt-da'rek-shan-al trang'cll-sor }

bidirectional transistor [ELECTR] A transistor
that provides switching action in either di-
rection of signal flow through a circuit,
widely used in telephone switching cifcuits.
| .bi-do'rek-shan-al tran'zis-Lar }

bidirectional triode thyristor jrLecte| A gate
controlled semiconductor switch designed for
alternating-current power control, | wbieda'rek-
sharval ‘triad thi'ris-tar |

bifilar electrometer jeNG| An electrostatic volt
meter in which two conducting quartz fibers,
stretched by a small weight or spring, are sep-
arated by their attraction in opposite directions
toward (wo plate electrodes camying the voltage
tobe measured. [ bi'fi-lar -lek'tram-ac-ar|

bifilar resistor {piec} A resistor wound with a
wire doubled back on Itself to reduce the
inductance. | bi'fi-lar rl'zis-tar}

bifilartranstormer |ELec| Atransformerin which
wires for the two windings are wound side by
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tranz'for-mor }

bifilar winding |ELEc] A winding consisting of
two insulated wires, side by side, with currents
traveling through them in opposite directions
{ bi'fi-lor 'win-din }

bifurcated contact (ELEC) A contact having a
forked shape such thatit can slide over and inter-
lock with an identical mating contact. { 'bi-far
kad-od 'kan,takt}

bigit See bit. {'bij-ot }
bigLEO system [COMMUN] Asystem ofrelatively

large satellites in low earth orbit (LEQ) to pravide
global mobile handheld telephony and other
services. { big 'lé-6 ,sis-tam }

big M method |compur sci| A technique for
solving linear programming problems in which
artificial variables are assigned cost coefficients
which are a very large number M, say, M = 102°
{ big ‘em ,meth:ad }

bilateral [ELECTR] Having a voltage current char-
acteristic curve that is symmetrical with respect
tothe origin. { bi'lad-a-ral }

bilateral ampllfler |ELECcTR| An amplifier capable
of receiving as well as transmitting signals; used
primarily in transceivers. { bi'lad-a-ral 'am-plo
ifi-ar }

bilateral antenna=[ELECTROMAG| An antenna hav-
ing maximum responsein exactly opposite direc-
tions, 180° apart, such as a loop. —{ bi'lad-a-ral
an'ten-o }

bilateral clrcuit [ELEC] Circuit wherein equip-
ment at opposite ends is managed, operated, and
maintained by different services { bi'lad-9-ral
'sar-kat }

bilateral network |ELEc| A network or circuit in
which the magnitude of the current remains
the same when the voltage polarity is reversed
{ bi'lad-o-ral 'net,wark }

bilateral transducer Sce bidirectional transducer
{ bi'lad-o-rol tranz'du-sar}

billboard array |ELECTROMAG] A broadside an-
tenna array consisting of stacked dipoles spaced
one-fourth to three-fourths wavelength apart in
front of a large sheet-metal reflector. Also known
as bedspring array; mattress array _{ 'bil,bord
a'ra }

bimagcore Secbistablemagneticcore. {'bi,mag
shear]

bimorph cell [ELEcTR| Two piezoelectric plates
cemented together in such a way that an applied
vollage causes one to expand andthe other to
contract so that the cell bends in proportion to
the applied voltage; conversely, applied pressure
generates double the voltage ola single cell; used
in phonograph pickups and microphones. {'br
mort {sel |

bin |compur scl| A mapneti¢-tape memory in
which a number of tapes are stared in a single
housing. {bin }

binary jcompuT sci] Possessing a property for
which there exists twochoices or conditions, one
choice excluding the other. ( ‘binwré ]

binary arithmetic operation jcompur scl] An
arithmetical operation in which the eperands

binary field

are in the form of binary numbers. Also known
as binary operation, { 'bin-a-ré ,ar-ith'med-ik
dp-o'ra-shen|

binary cell {comput sci| An elementary unit of
computer storage that can have oneor the other
of two stable states and can thus store one bitof
information. {'bin-a-ré {sel }

binary chain) |compur sci] A series of binary ¢lr-
cuit elements so arranged that each can change
the state of the one following it. { 'bin-a-ré
ichan )

binary chop Seelinarysearch. {'bin-a-ré ‘chap}
binary code=[compur sci] A code in which each

allowable position has one of two possible
states, commonly 0 and 1; the binary number
system is one of many binary codes. {'bin-a-ré
kod }

binary coded character (comput sci] One el-
ement of a notation system representing al-
phanumeric characters such as decimal digits,
alphabetic letters, and punetuation marks by
a predetermined configuration of consecutive
binary digits. ( 'bin-a-ré ,kOd-ad 'kar-ik-tar}

binary coded decimal system [comput sci] A
system of number representation in which each
digit of a decimal number is represented by
a binary number Abbreviated BCD system.
{ 'bTh-o-ré ,kGdl-od 'des-mal ,sis-tam }

binary coded declmal-to-decimal converter
[COMPUT sct| A computer circuit which selects
one of ten outputs corresponding to a four-bit
binary coded decimal input, placing it in the
0 state and the other nine outputs in the |
state { 'bin-a-ré ,kod-od 'des-mal ta 'des-mal
kan'vard-ar}

binary coded octal system=[compur sci] Octal
numbering system in which each octal digit is
tepresented by a three-place binary number
{‘bin-a-ré ,kGd-ad 'dk-tal ,sis-tem }

binary component [ELEcTR| An electronic com-
ponent that can be in either of two conditions
at any given time. Also knownasbinary device
{ 'bin-o-ré kam'p6-nent}

binary conversion |compuT sci| Converting a
number wrilten in binary notation to a number
system with another base, such as decimal, octal,
or hexadecimal. { 'bin-o-ré kan'var-zhan}

binary counter See binary scaler. ( ‘bin-o-ré
‘kauntrar |

binary decision={comput sci] A decision between
only two alternatives, ( ‘bin-a-ré di'sizh-an }

binary device See binary component. { 'bin-a-ré
di'vis }

binary digit See bit. {'bin-ar@ ‘dij-at |
binary dump=jcompursc!| The operationof copy-

ing the contents ofa computer memoryin binary
formontoanexternalstoragedevice—{'bin-a-ré
idamp |

binary encoder |ELecTR] An encoder that
changes angular, linear, or other forms of
input data into binary coded output characters,
{ 'bin-a-ré en'kd-ar}

binary field (comput sci] A field that contains
data in the form of binary numbers. _{ 'bin-a-ré
'féld }
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binaryfile

binary file [compuscl] A computer program In
machine language that can be directly executed
by the camputer ( ‘btrea-ré Til}

binary incremental representation \compuT Sel]
Atype oli neremental representation inwhich the
value of change in a variable is represented by
one binary digit which Is set equal to | if there
is an increase in the variable and to 0 if there
isa decrease, | 'bin-are ‘in-kra'rnen-tal reper
wen'ta-shan |

binary large object Jcomput sei] In a database
management system, 4 file-storage system used
most often for multimedia files (large files)
Abbreviated BLOB. | ibin-a-re ar] ‘ab jekt |

binary loader=|CoMPuT sci] A.computer program
which transfers ta) main memory an exact
image of the binary pattern of a program
held ina storage ot input device | ‘bina
\ad-ar |

binarylogle [ELECTR] An assembly ofdigital logic
elements which operate with two distinct states.
('bimare tal-tk |

binary operation Ser binary arithmetic operation
[‘binaré dp-a'ra-shon|

binary phase-shift keying Jconmun | Keying of
binary data or Morse “ode dots and dashes by
+-90)° phase deviation of the carrier. Abbreviated
BPSK. ('bin-aré "faz shift *ké-in }

binary point [COMPUT si] The character, or the
location of an implied symbol, that separates
the integral part of a numerical expression from
its fractional part in binary notation [bina
‘point|

binary sealer [ELECTR] A sealer that, produces
one output pulse for every twa input pulses. Also
known as binary counter, scale-of-two circuit
| ‘bin-a-ré jska-lar |

binary search jcomPur Scll A. dichotomizing
searely in which the set of Items to be searched
is divided at each Step into two equal, of
nearly equal, parts. Also known as binary chop.
| bin-a-ré 'sareh |

binary signal [e.kcrr} A Voltage orcurrent which
carries information by varying between two
possible values, corresponding to 0 and | in the
binary system { ‘pin-a-ré 'sig-nol

binary system=enol Any system containing TWO
principal components {'binva-re 'sis-tam |

binary word=[compu Sci| A group of bits which
occupies one storage address and is treated by
the computer a5 a unit | 'bin-a-ré ward |

B-indicator Ser B-display | |be ‘ineda,kad-aor|
binding post ["lec| 4 mariually turned screw

terminal used for making electrical connections.
| bin-din post |

binding time [comer set) 1. The instant when a
symbolic expression ina computer program ts
reduced to a form whichis directly interpretable
by the hardware 2,"The instant when a variable
is assigned its data type, such as integerorstring.
{'bin-din tim }

binistor {ELecTR| A silicon mpi tetrode that
serves as a bistable negative-resistance device
{ bi'nis-tor }
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binode=[ececre| An electron tube with two ane

odes and one cathode used as a full-wave
rectifier. Also known as double diode (‘bi
nod|

binomial array antenna JELECTROMAG| Direc-
tional antenna array for reducing minor lobes
and providing maximum response in two
opposite directions. | prnd-mé-al a'r an'tena|

biochemical fuel cell [ELEC] An electrochemical
power generator in which the fuel source is
bioorganle matter, air is the oxidant at the
cathode, and microorganisms catalyze the oxl-
dation of the bloorganic matter at the anode,
( bi-é'kerm-o-kal 'fyl sel)

blochip  jELEcTR| An experimental type of in-
tegrated clreuil whose basic components are
organic molecules. | ‘brdichip )

bioinformatics=|COMPUT sci] The use of com-
puters to study biological systems. | jb7-6,In-
for'mad-iks ]

bioinstrumentation [ena] The use of instru-
ments attached to animals and humans to record
biological parameters such as breathing rate,
pulse rate. body temperature, OF oxygen in the
blood. | \bi-Ginestraeman'ta-shan |

biomedical engineering [ENG| The application
of engineering technology to the solution of med-
ical problems; examples are the development ol
prostheses such as artificial valves for the heart,
various types of sensors for the blind, and au-
tomated artificial limbs. | ibi-d'med-a-kal jen
ja'nir-iy

biometric device=|COMPuT sei] A device that
identifies persons seeking access toa compuling
system by determining their physical charac-
teristics through fingerprints, voice recognition,
retina patterns, pictures, weight, or other means
{ bi-dime-trik dilvis |

bionics  [ENG) The study of systems, particularly
electronic systems, which function after the
manner of living systems. | bi'an-iks|

BIOS Sve basic input/output system,
biot Seeabampere.—{'bi-at }
biotechnical robot jconT sve] A robot that re-

quires the presence of a human operator in order
to funetion (brajtek-na-kal ‘ra bat |

blotelemetry [ena] The use of telemetry tech-
niques, especially radio waves, to study behavior
and physiologyofliving things,  { {bhG-ta'lem-
a-tré |

bipolar amplifier feLectR| An amplifier capable
of supplying a pair of output signals correspond-
ingto the positive or negative polarity ofthe input
signal, | brpd-loram-pla,fi-ar |

bipolar circuit {FLEcte| A logic circuit in which
zeros and ones are treated in a symmetric or
bipolar manner, rather than by the presence cf
absence of a signal, for example, a balanced
arrangement Ina square-loop-fernite magnetic
circuit | bi’ pd-lar‘sar-kat |

bipolar electrode=[ELEC| Electrode, without tet
allie connection with the current supply, one face
of which acts as anode surface and the opposite
face asa cathode surface when an electric current
is passed through a cell, | brpGlar Pek wrod|
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BeNd tory data In which 0 bits have

zero voltage and each | bit has a polarityop-
posite that ofthe preceding | bit. ( brpa-lar
‘format. } a

bipolar intearated circuit ; | ELECTR| An integrated
circuit In which the principal element isthe
bipolar junction transistor. [| br'pd-lar ‘into
sqnad-ad ‘sar-kat | |

bipolar junction transistor |ELectR| A bipolar
transistor that is composed entirely of one type
of serniconduetor, silicon. Abbreviated BI’ Also
known as silicon homojunction, | {bipal-ar
jjankeshan trari'zis-tar |

bipolar magnetic driving unit [ENG Acous| Head-
phone of joudspeaker unit having two magnetic
poles acting directly ona Hexible ron diaphragm
| bipa-lar mag'ned-ik ‘drivin vyi-nat |

bipolar memory [COMPUT Sci] A computer mem-
ory employing integratecl-citcuit bipolar junction
transistorsasbistablememorycells. | by'pG-lar
‘mem-ré } :

bipolar power supply [ELEC| A high-precision,
ropulated, direct-current power supply that can
be set to provide any desired voltage between
positive and negative design limits, with a
smooth transition from one polarity to the other.
{ bi'pa-lar ‘pau-ar sa'plt }

bipolar signal. [commun] A signal in which dif-
ferent lagical states are represented by electri-
cal voltages of opposite polarity { bi'p6-lor
‘sig-nal } ;

bipolar spin device Sve magnetic switch. { {bI
ipo-lar ‘spin di,vis }

bipolar spin switch See magnetic switch.  ( {bi
ipo-lar ‘spin swich }

bipolartransistor [ELECTR] A transistor that uses
both positive and negative charge carriers.
( bi'p6-lor tranz'is-tor}

bipolar video See coherent video, { bi'pd-lar
‘vid-€-6 |

bipotential electrostatic lens [ELECTR] An elec-
tron lens in which image and object space are
field-free, but at different potentials, examples
are the lenses formed between apertures of
cylinders at different potentials. Also known as
immersion electrostaticlens —_{ {bY-pa'ten-chal i
ilek-tra'stad-ik '‘lenz}

biquartic filter |ELEcTR] An activefilter that uses
operational amplifiers in combination with re-
sistors and capacitors to provide infinite values
of Q and simple adjustments for band-pass and
center frequency —_{ ;bT;|kword.ik 'fil-tor }

birefringence |oprics| 1. Splitting of alight beam
into two components, which travel at different
velocities, bya material, 2.Fora light beam that
has been split into twocompanents bya material,
the difference in the indices of refraction of the
components within the material. Also known as
double refraction —{ ,bi-ri'frinsjons}

biseult Ser preform. { 'bis-kat }
bistable circuit ELECTR] Acircult with two stable

states such that the transition betweenthe states
cannot be accomplished by self-triggering.  ({bi
istd-bal ,sar-kat }

bit depth

bistable magnetic core§[ELEcTR| Amagneticcore
that can be in either of two possible states of
magnetization, Also known as bimag core. { jbT
ista-bal mag'nedsik 'kdr |

bistable multivibrator |ELecTR| A multivibrator
in which either of the two active devices mayre-
main conducting, with the other nonconducting,
until the application of an external pulse Also
known as Eccles-Jordan circuit; Eccles-lordan
multivibrator; flip-flop circuit; trigger circuit
(ibijsta-bal mal-ti'vi,brad-or|

bistable optical device§|optics| A device which
can bein either of two stable states of optical
transmission for a single value of the input light
intensity. { {bijsta-bal 'ap:taskal di'vis}

bistable unit [ENG] A physical element that can
be made to assumeeitherof twostablestates; a
binary cell isan example —_{ jbijsta-bal 'yii-nat }

bistatlc radar=|ENG| Radar in which the transmit-
ter and receiver are not located in the same place:
the line between their positions is called the
baseline. { 'bi,stad-ik 'ra,dar }

blsynchronous transmission |COMMUN] A set
of procedures for handling synchronous trans-
mission of data and, in particular, for han-
dling a block of data, called a message for-
mat, that is transmitted in a single operation
{ bi'sin-kra-nas tranz'mish-on]

bit [comput sci| 1. A unit of information content
equal to one binary decision or the designation
of one of two possible and equally likely values
or states of anything used to store or convey
information, 2. Adimensionlessunit of storage
capacity specifying that the capacity of a storage
device is expressed by the logarithm to the base
2 of the numberof possible states of the device
{ bit}

bit block transfer {comput scif in computer
graphics, a hardware function that moves a
rectangular block of bits from the main memory
tothe display memory at high speed, Abbreviated
bitblt,  { ;bit ,blak 'tranz-far }

bitbit See bit block transfer
bit buffer unit=[coMMUN] A unit that terminates

bit-serial communicationslines coming from and
goingtotechnical control. { {bit 'bof-ar ,yil-nat}

bit cone See rollercone bit. { 'bit ,k6n J
bit count appendage [comput sci| One of the

two-byte elements replacing the parity bit
stripped off each byte transferred from main
storage to disk volume (the other element is the
cyclic check), these two elements are appended
to the block during the write operation, on
a subsequent read operation these elements
are calculated and compared to the appended
elements for accuracy { ‘bit ,kaunt open:
dij }

bit density [comput sct| Numberof bits which
can be placed, per unit length, area, or volume,
on a storage medium; for example,bits per inch
of magnetic tape. Also knownas record density
{ 'bit 'den-sad-é }

bitdepth [(compurscl| Ina digital file, the number
of colors for an image; calculated as 2 to the
power ofthe bit depth; for example, a bit depth of
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bit flipping

8 supports up to 256 colors, anda bit depth of 24
supports upto lé million colors, | "bit depth)

bit flipping See bit manipulation—| ‘bit llip-in |
bit location |CoMPUT Scl| Storage position on

a record capable of storing one bit. | ‘bit
\a'ka-shan}

bit manipulation |compur scl] Changing bits
fram one state to the other, usually to influence
the operation of a Computer program Also known
as bit flipping, { ‘bit ma,nip-ya'lé,shan |

bit-mapped font [compur sci| A font that is
specified by a complete set of dot patterns lor
each character and symbol—| {bit ,mapt ‘fant |

bit-mapped graphics Ser raster graphics. | {bit
ymapt ‘grafiks |

bit mapping [comput scl| The assignment of
each location In a computer's storage to a
physical lo¢ation on an electronicdisplay.  {‘bit
'map-in |

bit-orlented protocol §|coMMmuN| A communica-
tions protocol In which individual bits within
a byte are used as control codes. { ‘bit are
vent-ad 'prdd-a,kal]

bit pattern [compur sci) A combination of binary
digits arranged Inasequence. { ‘bit ipad-arn |

bit per second=[commun | A unit specifying the
instantaneous speed at whichacevice orchannel
transmits data. Abbreviated bps | ‘bit por
'sekeand |

bit position=|cOMPUT scl) The position of a binary
digit inaword, generally numbered from the least
significant bit. | ‘bit pa’zish-an |

bit rate |cOMMUN| Quantity, per unll tine, of
binary digits (or pulses representing them)
which will pass a given palnt ena communl-
cations line or channel in a continuous stream
[ "bit ,rat )

bit serial Jcommun| Sequential transmission of
character-forming bits { {bit 'sir--al }

bit-sliced microprocessor |compuT Sci] A mi-
ecroprocessor in which the major logle of the
central processor is partitioned into a set of
large-scale-integration. circuits, as opposed to
being placed on a single chip, | 'bit ,sltst mT
kro'pras-os-ar|

blt stream |COMPUT Sci| 1. A consecutive line of
bits transmitted over a circuit in a transmission
method in which character separation is accam-
plished by the terminal equipment. 2.4 binary
signal without regard to grouping by character
| ‘bit .str@m |

bit-stream generator [COMMUN] An algorithmic
procedure for producing an unending sequence
of binarydigits to implement a stream,—{ ‘bit
istrém ‘jen-a,rac-ar }

bitstring §|coMPuTSs¢!}| Aset of consecutive binary
digits representing data in coded form, in which
the signilieance af each bit Is determined by its
position ih the sequence and its relation to theotherbits. {bit striy |

bit stuffing [commun | The insertion of extra bits
inatransmitted message in order to fill a frame
ty a fixed size or to break up a pattern of bits
that could be mistaken for control codes. ("bit
sstof-in |
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bit synchronization§|CoMMUN Element of a
message header used to synclironize all of
the bits and characters that follow. [ ‘bit
isin-kra-na'za-shan |

bit test {compur sci| A check by a computer
programto cletermine the status of a particular
bit, {'bit test)

bitzone jcompur sci} 1, One of the two lelt-most
bits ina cornmonly usedsystem in which six bits
are usedfor each character, related to overpunch.
2. Any bit in a group ol bit positions that are used
toindicate a specific class of items; for example,
numbers, letters, special signs, and commands
{ bit zon }

BJT See bipolar junction transistor
BL See baseline
black See black signal. {blak }
black-and-white television See monochrome tele-

vision, | iblak an {wit ‘telvavizhean |
black box [ENG| Any component, usually elec-

tronic and having known input and output,
that can be readily inserted into or removed
from a specific place in a larger system without
knowledge of the component's detailed internal
structure. | 'blak ,baks )

blacker-than-black level jcommur] In television,
a level of greater instantaneous amplitude than
the black level, used for synchronization and
contral signals. ['blakear than ‘blak lev-al |

black hole See stale link. | {blak "hol |
black level [guectr| The level of the television

picture signal corresponding to the maximum
limit of black peaks, { ‘blak vlev-ol|

blackout Sze radio blackout, {| 'blakaut |
black peak=jcommun| A peak excursian of the

television picture signal in the black direction
| ‘blak ,pé@k }

black scope [LectCathade-ray tube operal-
ing at the threshold of luminescence when no
video signals are being applied—| ‘blak 'skOp }

black signal commun| Signal at any point ina
facsimile system produced by the scanning of a
maximum density area olthe subject copy Also
known as black: picture black. | 'blak wsig-nal|

black-surface fleld  |euecte| A layer of p> mate-
rial which is applied to the back surface of a
solarcell to reduce hole-electron recombinations
there and thereby increase the cell's efficiency
(‘blak sarlas féld |

black transmission |comMus| The amplitude-
modulated transmission of facsimile signals in
which the maximum signal amplitude corre-
sponds ta the greatest copy density or darkest
shade, | ‘blak tranz'mish-an}

blade jeLec| Aflat moving conductor ina switch:
| blac|

blank  [Electe| To cut olf the electron beam ofa
television picture tube or cameratube during the
process ofretrace by applying a rectangular pulse
voltage tothe grid or cathode during eachretrace
interval. Also known as beamblank—[ blank}

blank cell |comput sci] A cell of a spreadsheet
that contains no text or numeric values, and for
which no formatting Is specified other than the
global formats of the spreadsheet (‘blank sel]
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-ompur set} A character, either

blank OneLa asa blank, used to denote
printedof APF amone, printed chatacters, Also
. blank ace character ‘blank 'kar-ikstar)
knewa NC| Interference due to a

blanketing smitter whose signals are so strong
neath Bene je other signals over a wide band
that they overriae one m0ffrequencies, ['blag-kad-ig } “5¥ sevhlank medium | ‘blank farm |

blank form ee re} The act, Useful In adapting a
Blane tis environinent, of disabling selected
eechabes specified times or ol deleting certain
San from further treatment —[ ‘blagk-in |

blanking circuit |! eeTR| A circuit preventing the
transmission ol brightness variations during
the horizontal and vertical retrace intervals in
ielevision scanning.—{ 'blatyk-in ,sar-kat|

blanking level {eLEcrR| The level that separates
pictureinformation fromsynchronizinginforma,
tion in a composite television picture signal,
coincides with the level of the base of the
synchronizing pulses Also known-as pedestal;

destal level ('blank-in lev-al }
blanking pulse [i-Lecte| A control pulse used to

switch off a part of a television or radar set
electronically fora predetermined length of tine.
{'blank-in jpals | / /

blanking signal |eLecrR} The signal rendering
the return trace invisible on the picture tube of a
television receiver. { 'blank-in ,sig-nal}

blanking time=|ELEcrR| The length of time that
the electron beam of a cathadle-ray tube is shut
off, {'blagk-ig |tim }

blank medium [COMPUT scif An empty position
on the medium concerned, such as a column
without holes on a punchtape, used to indicate
a blank character, Also known as blank form
{tblank ‘mGd-é-om }

blank tape |compur sci] A portion of a paper tape
having sprocket holes only, to indicate a blank
characler | (blank ‘tap }

blank tape halting problem [compuT sci] The
problem of finding an algorithm that, for any
Turing machine, decides whether the machine
eventually stops if it started on an empty tape;
it has been proved that no such algorithm exists
{iblank ‘tap 'hol-tig ,prab-lom }

blast (COMPUT Sct] To release internal or external
memoryareas fromthe control of a computer pro-
gram in the course of dynamic storageallocation,
making these areas available for reallocation to
other programs. { blast }

blast freezer |ENG| An upright freezer in which
very cold air circulated by blowers is used for
rapid freezing of food. { ‘blast ,fré-zor }

bleed [comput sci} In optical character recogni-
tion, the flow of ink in printed characters beyand
the limits specified for their recognition by a
character reader —[ bl@dJ

bleeder jevecre| A high resistance connected
across the de output of a high-voltage power
supply which serves to discharge the filter
capacitors after the power supply has been
turned off, and to provide a stabilizing load
[‘hléd-ar}

  

 

blind joint

bleeder current (ELEC| Current drawn continu-
ously from a voltage source to lessen the effect of
load changesor to provide a voltage drop across
aresistor { 'bléd-or ,kor-ant}

bleeder resistor |ELEC| A resistor connected
across a power pack or other voltage source
to improve voltage regulation by drawing a
fixed current value continuously; also used to
dissipate the charge remaining in filter capaci-
tors when equipment is turned off. [ 'bl&d-or
ri'zis-tor }

blended data [ENG] O point that is the combina-
tion of scan data and track data to form a vector
{ iblen-dad 'dad-a }

blend to analog |COMMUN| The point at which
the block error rate of an AM/FM IBOC receiver
falls below some predefined threshold and the
digital audio is faded out while simultaneously
the analog audio is faded in, preventing the
teceived audio from simply muting when the
digital signal is lost. The receiver audio will also
blend to digital upon reacquisition of the digital
signal. { {blend ta 'an-al,dg }

blend to mono=[comMUN| The process of pro-
gressively attenuating the left-right compo-
nent of a stereo decoded signal as the received
radio frequency signal decreases, with the net
result of lowering the audible noise. { ‘blend
ta'man-d }

BLER Sveblock error rate
blind approach beacon system [Nav] A pulse-

type, ground-based navigation beacon used for
runway approach at airports, which sends out
signals that produce range and runwayposition
information on the L-scan cathode-ray indicator
of an aircraft making an instrument approach
Also known as beam approach beacon system
(British usage) Abbreviated babs. { ‘blind
a'proch 'bé:kan ,sis-tam |

blind controller system [CONT sys} A process
control arrangement that separates the in-plant
measuring points (for example, pressure, tem-
perature, and flow rate) and control points (for
example, a valve actuator) from the recorder or
indicator at the central control panel. { ‘blind
kan'trol-ar ,sis-tom }

blind drilling |ENG] Drilling in which the drilling
fluid is not returned to the surface  { 'blind
‘dril-in }

blind flange [enc] A flange used to close the end
ofapipe, {blind 'flanj |

blind hole (ENG| A hole which does not pass
completely through a workpiece, |ENG] A type
of borehole that does not have the drilling mud
or other circulating medium carry the cuttings to
the surface { |blind 'hal }

blinding [ENG| 1. A thin layer of lean concrete,
fine gravel, or sand that is applied to a surface
to smooth over voids in order to provide a
cleaner,drier, or more durable finish, 2. A layer
of small rock chips applied overthe surface of a
freshly tarred road 3. See blanking.  { 'blin
din }

blind joint [ENG A joint whichis notvisible from
anyangle, {blind ‘joint }
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blind spot

blind spot [ENG] An area ona filter screen where
no filtering occurs. Also known as deadarea,
('blind ,spat )

blind zone |cOMMUN| Area from which echoes
cannot be received; generally, an area shielded
from the transmitter by some natural obstruction
and therefore from which there can be no return
{'blind 26n |

Bline Sve index register ['bé lin |
blinking {commun Method of providing infor-

mation in pulse systems by modifying the
signal at its source so that signal presenta-
tion on the display scope alternately appears
and disappears: in loran, this indicates that a
station is malfunctioning. |ELEcTR| Electranic-
attack technique employed by two aircraft sep-
arated by a short distance and not resolved in
azimuth soas to appearasone target toa tracking
radar: the two-aircralt alternately spot-jam, caus-
ing the radar system to oscillate from one place
to another, greatly degrading the fire-control
accuracy | Nav Regular shifting right and left
or alternate appearance and disappearance of a
loran signal to indicate that the signals of a pair
of stations are out af synchronization,  { 'blin:
kip }

blip {ELECTR} The display of a received pulse on
the screen of a cathode-ray tube. Also known as
pip, (blip)

blip-scan ratio [ei.rcrR| The ratio of the number
of times a target is detected (a contact generated,
ora display clearly evident) to the number af
times of opportunities to do so provided by
the radar routine; provides a rough estimate of
the probability of detection occurring during the
detection process. | ‘blip ,skan 'ra-sha |

bloatware Seefatware { ‘bl6t,wer}
BLOB See binary large object, { blab or jbéjel

{o'bé }
block=|GOMMUN] An 8-by-8 array of pel values

or discrete cosine transfarm coefficients repre-
senting luminance or ¢hrominance information
jcompur sci] A group of information units (such
as records, words, characters, or digits) that are
transported or considered as a single unit by
virtue of their being stored in successive storage
locations; for example, a group of logical records
constituting a physical record. { blak}

block body [compurscl] A list of statements that
follows the block head in a computer program
with block structure. { ‘blak ,bad-é }

block chaining See chained block encryption
{ ‘blak jchan-in }

block check character |COMMUN| A character
that is added to a block of data to check its
accuracy, and consists of parity bits each of which
is set by observing a specified set of bits in the
block, ("blak chek jkar-ik-tar |

block cipher=jcommun| Acipherthat transforms
a string of input bits offixed lengthinto a string
of output bits of fixed length —[ 'bl&k si-for |

block code |comMUN| An errer-correcting code
generated by an encoder that producesa [ixed-
jength code word with each Incoming fixed-
length message block. [ ‘blak kod |
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block data [compur sci| A statement in FOR-
TRAN which declaresthat the program following
is a data specification subprogram. { ‘blak
idacl-a }

block diagram |ENG]A diagram in which the
essential units of any system are drawn in the
form of rectangles or blocks andtheir relation to
each otheris indicated by appropriate connecting
lines. (‘bI&k ,di-a,gram }

blocked F-format data set See FB data set. { 'blakt
lef'for, mat ‘daca set |

blocked Impedance |ELec| The Impedance at
the Input of a transducer when the impedance of
the output system is made infinite, as-by blocking
or clamping the mechanical system, [ ‘blakt
im'péd-ans |

blocked impurity band detector |ELECTR| A de-
tector of long-wavelength infrared radiation con-
sisting of a heavily doped extrinsic photoconduc-
tor on which an undoped intrinsic layer is grown
epitaxially to prevent dark current from flowing in
the impurity band. ( 'blakt im'pyur-ad-é jband
dijtek-tar |

blocked process [comPuT sci] A program that
Is running on a computer but Is temporarily
prevented from making progress becatise it
requires some resource (such as a printer or
user input) that is not immediately available
{ jblakt 'pra.ses }

blocked resistance [ENG ACOUS| Resistance of
an audio-frequency transducer when its moving
elements are blocked so they cannot move,
represents the resistance due only to electrical
losses, | ‘blakt ri'zis-tans |

block encryption |comMun| The use of a block
cipher. usually employing the data encryption
standard (DES), in which each 64-bit block of data
isenciphered or deciphered separately. and every
bit in a given output block depends on every bit
in its respective input block andon every bit in
the key, but on no other bits. Also known as elec-
tronic codebook mode (ECB) | "blak en'krip:
shen }

block error rate |commuN| A ratio of the num-
ber of data blocks received with at least one
uncorrectable bit to the total numberof blocks
received. Abbreviated BLER. { ‘blak 'er-ar rat }

blockette [compuT sci] A subdivision of a group
of consecutive machine words transferred as a
unit, particularly with reference to input and
output, { bla’ket }

block head={comput sci] A list of declarations at
the beginning of a computer program with block
structure. | "blak fhed |

block Identifler jcompur sci] A means of iden-
tifying an area of storage In FORTRAN so that
thls area may be shared by a program and its
subprograms. (‘blk 'den-ta,{T-ar|

block ignore character=|compur sci] A character
associated with a block which indicates the
presence of errors in the block. { ‘blak ig'nor
ikar-ik-tar}

blocking [compur sci] Combining two or mare
computer records into one block. [ELECTR]
1. Applying a high negative bias to the arid of
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an electron tube to reduce its anode current to
vero. 2. Overloadinga receiver by an unwanted
signal so that the automatic gain contra) reduces
the response toa desired signal. 3. Distortion
occurring Ifa resistance-capacitance-coupled
electron tube amplilier stage when grid current
flows Inthe following tube. | 'blak-iy }

blocking capacitor Se coupling capacitor
(iblak-in ko'pas-ad-ar} -

blocking factor |COMPLT sci] The largest possible
number of records of a given size that can
be contained within a single black [ 'blak-in
fak-tor } / a

blocking layer Sve depletion layer, { 'blak-inaa

Rectei oscillator [ELECTR| A relaxation oscilla-
tar that generates a short-time-duration pulse by
using a single transistor or electron tube and
associated circuitry. Also known as squegger;
squegging oscillator. { 'blak-in) 'Ss-o,lad-ar}

blocking oscillator driver (ELECTR) Circuit which
develaps a squate pulse used to drive the
modulator tubes, and which usually contains a
line-controtled blocking oscillator that shapes
the pulse into the square wave. { 'blak-in ‘ds-o
jlad-or 'drT-vor }

block Input |COMPUT scI| 1. A block of computer
words considered as a unit and intended or
destined to be transferred from an internal
storage medium to an external destination
2. See output area. { 'blak'in,put }

block length [comput sci] The total number of
records, words, or characters contained in one
block { ‘blak legkth }

block loading [comput sci] A program loading
technique in which the control sections of a
program or program segment are loaded into
contiguous positions in main memory { ‘blak
ilddrin }

block mark [COMPUT Sci] A special character that
indicates the end ofa block. { 'blak ,mark }

block move Sev cut and paste. { !blak 'miiv }
block multipfexor channel=|comPurTsci] A trans-

mission channel in a computer system that
can simultaneously transmit blocks of data
from several high-speed input/output devices
by interleaving the data, { 'blak {malt-i,plek-sar
ichanval }

block operation§[comput sci| An editing or for-
matting procedure that is carried out on a
selected block of text in a word-processing
document. _{ 'bl&k ,4p-alra-shon }

block parity [comMMUN| An error-checking tech-
nique involving the comparison of a transmitted
block check character with one calculated by the
receiving device { 'blak 'par-od-€ }

block protectlon §|compuT sci] An instruction in
a word-processing or page-layout program that
prevents a soft page break from being inserted in
a specified block of text, ensuring against a bad
page break. { ‘blak pra,tek-shan |

block protector |cLec| Rectangular piece of car-
bon, bakelite with a metal insert, or porcelain
with a carbon insert which. in combination with

bobbing

each other, make one element of a protector; they
form a gap which will break down and provide a
path to ground for excessive voltages. { 'bl&k
pro'tek-tar}

block signal system [CONT sys] An automatic
railroad traffic control system in which the track
is sectionalized into electrical circuits to detect
the presence of trains, engines, orcars. (‘blak
‘sig-nal ,sis-tam }

block standby [comput sci] Locations always set
aside in storage for communication with buffers
in order to make more efficient use of such
buffers. { 'blak ,stand,bi }

block structure |compuT sci] In computer pro-
gramming, a conceptual tool used to group
sequencesof statements into single compound
statements and to allow the programmerexplicit
control over the scope of the program variables
{ ‘blak ,strak-char}

block transfer [comput sci] The movement of
data in blocks instead of by individual records
{ 'blak itrans-far |

blooming [ELECTR| 1. Defocusing of television
picture areas where excessive brightness results
in enlargement of spot size and halation of
the fluorescent screen 2, An increase in radar
display spot size due to a particularly strong
signal exciting the phosphorus material. 3. The
wide spatial dispersion of chaff after being
dispensed in small bundles. _{ 'bliim-in }

blow [compuT Sci] To write data or code into
a programmable read-only memory chip by
melting the fuse links corresponding tobits that
aretobezero. { blo}

blow-liftIng gripper |CcONT sys| A robot compo-
nent that uses compressed air to lift objects
{'bIG ttift-in ,grip-ar }

blown-fuse indicator |ELEc] A neon warning
light connected across a fuse so thatit lights
when the fuse is blown. { {bl6n jfyiz 'in-do
ikad:-or}

blowout {ELEC| The melting of an electric fuse
because of excessive current. { 'blG,aut }

blowup Seeabend. {'blS,op}
blue glow [ELEcTR|A glow normally seen in

electron tubes containing mercury vapor, due
to ionization of the mercury molecules, [{ 'blii
Bld}

Bluetooth [commun] A technical specification
for the wireless connection over short distances
of digital devices, such as cellular telephones,
portable computers, and computer peripheral
equipment, utilizing the unlicensed 2.4-GHz
radio frequency spectrum, { ‘blii,tiith }

BNC connector |ELEC| A small device for con-
necting coaxial cables, used frequently in low-
power, radio-frequency and test applications
Abbreviation for bayonet Neil-Concelman con-
nector. (,bé,en'sé ka,nek-tar |

BNF Sce Backus-Naur form
Board of Trade unit Sev kilowatt-hour —_{ {bord

av ‘trad ,yi-nat }
bobbing |ELEcTR| Fluctuation of the strength of

a radar echoand its display, due to alternate
constructive and destructive interference of the
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bobtail curtain antenna

received signal as in a multipath propagation
situation {'b&b:in }

bobtail curtainantenna=|ELECTROMAG| A bidirec-
tional, vertically polarized, phased-array antenna
that has twohorizontal sections, each 0.5 electri-
cal wavelength long, that connect three vertical
sections, each 0.25 electrical wavelength long
( ‘bab, tal 'kart-an an,ten-o |

Bode diagram jELectR| A diagram in which the
phase shift or the gain of an amplifier, a
servamechanism, or other device is plotted
against frequency to show frequency response;
logarithmic scales are customarily usedfor gain
and frequency —_[ ‘bod ,d7-0,gram }

body capacitance [eLEc| Capacitance existing
between the human hand or bodyand a circuit.
{ 'béad-é ko'pas-a-tons }

body rotation=|conTsys] An axis of motion of a
pick-and-place robot. _{ 'bad-e r6,ta-shan}

Boersch effect |ELEcTR| The deviation of the
energy distribution of electrons emitted from a
cathode from a Maxwellian distribution, due to
broadeningof the distribution by a space-charge
region in front of the cathode. _{ 'bersh i,fekt }

boller plate [comput sci] A commonly used ex-
pression or phrase that is stored in memory and
can be copied into a word-processing document
as needed { 'boil-ar ,plat }

bolograph [ENG] Any graphical record made by
a bolometer; in particular, a graph formed by
directing a pencil of light reflected from the
galvanometer of the bolometer at a moving
photographic film. { 'bdl-a,graf}

bolometer [ENG] An instrument that measures
the energy of electromagnetic radiation in certain
wavelength regions by utilizing the change in
resistance of a thin conductor caused by the
heating effect of the radiation. Also known as
thermal detector, { ba'ldm-ad-ar }

bomb Sev abend. {bam}
bombardment |ELEcTR| The use of induction

heating to heat electrodes of electron
tubes to drive out gases during evacuation
{ bam'bard-mont }

bond |ELec| The connection made by bonding
electrically {band }

bonded NR dlode=|ELEcTR| Annt junction semi-
conductor device in which the negative resis-
tance arises from a combination of avalanche
breakdown and conductivity modulation which
is due to the current flow through the junction
{ tban-dad ,entar 'di,Gd|

bondedstrain gage [ENG] Astrain gage in which
the resistance element is a fine wire, usually in
zigzag form, embeddedin an insulating backing
material, such as impregnated paperorplastic,
which is cemented to the pressure-sensing ele-
ment. { |bAn-dad 'strdn ,vaj |

bonded transducer |ENG) A transducer which
employs a bonded strain gage for sensing pres-
sure { |ban-dod tranz'dii-sar}

bonding |ELEC| The use of low-resistance ma-
terial to connect electrically a chassis, metal
shield cans, cable shielding braid, and other
supposedly equipotential points to eliminate
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undesirable electrical interaction resulting from
high-impedance paths between them  |ENG|
1. The fastening together of two componentsof
a device by means of adhesives, as in anchoring
the copperfoil of printed wiring to an insulating
baseboard. 2. Seecladding, {'ban-din }

bonding pad [{ELEcTR| A metallized area on the
surface of a semiconductor device, to which
connections can be made. { 'ban-din ,pad }

bonding wire [ELEC] Wire used to connect metal
objects so they have the same potential (usually
ground potential) {'ban-din wir}

bond strength |ENG| The amount of adhesion
between bonded surfaces measured in terms of
the stress required to separate a layer of material
from the base to which it is bonded. { 'band
istreykth }

Béning effect [ELEC] The displacementof asso-
ciated ions that have been bound to capturing
ions in fine channels in a dielectric medium when
an electric field is applied. { 'ban-in i,fekt }

Book A See DVD-read-only.  { {bk '3 }
Book B See DVD-video. { |buk 'bé }
book capacitor (ELEc} A trimmer capacitor con-

sisting of two plates which are hinged at one
end; capacitanceis varied by changing the angle
between them. { 'buk ka'pas-ad-ar}

Book D See DVD-write once. { jbuk'dé}
Book E See DVD-rewritable.  [ |buk '@}
bookkeeping operation (comput sci] A com-

puter operation which does not directly con-
tribute to the result, that is, arithmetical, logical,
and transfer operations used in modifying the
addresssection ofother instructions in counting
cycles and in rearranging data Also known
as red-tape operation { ‘buk,kép-in dp-a'ra-
shan }

bookmark=|compuTsci| 1. Any methodofhalting
the processing of a transaction and holding it, as
far as it has been completed, until processing
resumes, 2. A codethatis inserted at a partic-
ular place in a documentor that is associated
with a particular document so that the user can
easily return to the specified insertion point or
document. 3.A Web pagelocation (URL) which
is saved by a user for quick reference [ ‘buk
imark}

Boolean [comput sci] A scalar declaration in
ALGOL defining variables similar to FORTRAN‘s
logical variables={'bii-lé-an }

Boolean algebra [MATH] An algebraic system
with two binary operations and one unary op-
eration important in representing a two-valued
logic, { 'bii-lé-an 'al-ja-bra }

Boolean calculus=|MATH] Boolean algebra mod-
ified to include the element of time. _[{ 'bii-lé-an
‘kal-kya-las}

Boolean data type See logical datatype.{'bii-/é-
on ‘dad-oa,tip }

Boolean determinant=[MATH] A function defined
on Boolean matrices which depends on the
elements of the matrix in a manner analogous
to the manner in which an ordinary determinant
depends on the elements of an ordinary matrix,
with the operation of multiplication replaced
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intersection and the operation of adcitlon
Oe eced by union. [tbil-é-on di'tor-manant}

Boolean function |MATHP A: functlon fix... 22)
assembled by the application of the operations
AND, OR, NOT on the variables «, 4... 2 and
elements whose common domainis a Boolean
algebra | ‘pll@an ‘fagk-shan }

Boolean matrix jMaTH| A fectangular array of
elements each ol which is a member of a Boolean
algebra | !bil-G-on 'ma.triks |

Boolean operation fable (MATH) A table which
indicates, [ora particular operation on a Boolean
algebra. the values that result for all possible
combination of values of the operands; used par-
ticularly with Boolean algebras of two elements
which maybe interpreted as “true” and “false "
{ biil-G-an Ap-o'ra-shan ,ta-bol }

Boolean operator=[MATH] A logic operatorthat is
one of the operators AND, OR, or NOT, or can
be expressed as a combination of these three
operators. { |bUl-é-on ‘ap-o,rdd-ar}

Booleanring (MATH| Acommutative ring with the
propertythat for every elementa of thering, a x
aanda+a=0, itcan be shownto be equivalent
toa Boolean algebra. { |bUl-é-on 'rin }

Boolean search [comput sci] A search for se-
lected information, that is, information satisfying
conditions that can be expressed by AND, OR,
and NOTfunctions, { 'bii-1é-an'sarch }

boost [ELECTR] To augment in relative intensity,
as to boostthe bass responsein an audio system
{ bust }

boost charge [ELEC] Partial charge of a storage
battery, usually at a high current rate for a short
period. { ‘bist ,chéirj }

booster |ELEc| A small generator inserted in
series or parallel with a larger generator to
maintain normal voltage output under heavy
loads. [ELECTR] 1. A separate radio-frequency
amplifier connected between an antenna and
a television receiver to amplify weak signals
2. A radio-frequency amplifier that amplifies and
tebroadcasts a received television or communi-
cation radiocarrier frequencyfor reception by the
general public | 'biis-tor }

booster battery {£LEcrR| A battery which in-
creases the sensitivity of a crystal detector by
Maintaining a certain voltage across it and
thereby adjusting conditions to increase the
response toa giveninput. { 'biis-tar ,bad:arré |

booster voltage |ELecrr] The additional voltage
supplied by the damper circuit to the horizontal
output, horizontal oscillator, and vertical output
circuits of a television receiver to give greater
sawtooth sweep output. { 'blis-tar ,vdl-tij }

boot [comput sct| To load the operating sys-
tem into a computer after it has been swi-

boot virus

tched on; usually applied to small computers
( bit}

boot button See bootstrap button, { 'biit ,bat-an }
boot record (comput scij A special area of a

floppy diskette or hard drive which is used by
the computer during system startup. { ‘biit
irek-ord |

bootstrap |COMPUT sci| The procedures for mak-
ing a computer or a program function through
its own actions. |ENG]A technique or device
designed to bring itself into a desired state by
meansof its own action, { 'biit,strap }

bootstrap button |comput scl The first button
pressed when a computer is turned on, causing
the operating system to be loaded into memory
Also known as bootbutton, initial program load
button, IPL button. { 'biit,strap ,bot-an }

bootstrap circuit [ELECTR A single-stage ampli-
fier in which the output load is connected
between the negative end of the anode supply
and the cathode, while signal voltage is applied
between grid and cathode; a change in grid
voltage changes the input signal voltage with
respect to ground by an amount equal to the
output signal voltage. { 'bit,strap ,sarekat}

bootstrap driver (ELEcTR| Electronic circuit used
to produce a square pulse to drive the modulator
tube; the duration of the square pulse is de-
termined by a pulse-forming line. { ‘biit strap
idriv-ar J

bootstrap instructor technique |comPuUT sci] A
technique permitting a system to bring itself into
an operational state by meansofits own action
Also known as bootstrap technique ([ ‘bit
istrap in'strak-tor tek'nék |

bootstrap Integrator jeLectR| A bootstrap saw-
tooth generatorin which an integrating amplifier
is used in the circuit. Also known as Miller
generator { 'biit,strap ‘in-ta,erad-or }

bootstrap loader=|comput sci] A very short pro-
gram loading routine, used for loading other
loaders in a computer; often implemented in a
read-only memory _{ 'biit,strap 'lGd-ar}

bootstrap memory [comput sci] A device that
providesfor the automatic input of new programs
without erasing the basic instructions in the
computer _{ ‘bilt,strap 'mem-ré }

bootstrapping={ELECTR| A technique for lifting a
generator circuit above ground by a voltage
value derived from its own outputsignal. —[ ‘but
istrap-in }

bootstrap program See loading program.  { 'biit
strap ,pro-grom }

bootstrap sawtooth generator [ELECTR] A circuit
capable of generating a highly linear positive
sawtooth waveform throughthe use ofbootstrap-
ping. { |bUt,strap jso,tith 'jen-a,rad-or}

bootstrap technique Sev bootstrap instructor
technique, { ‘btit,strap tek'nék}

boot virus§|compurT sci| A virus that infects the
boot records on floppy diskettes and hard drives
and is designedto self-replicate from one disk to
another. { 'biit ,vi-ras }
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nard effect |eLecte| The sttong ion-

alr and other gases by ultraviolet
wavelengths in the range |20-(50

Branley-Le!
ization of ¢ '
radiation with Wwameters[|‘branlé'len-ard |,fekt }
RO“oe dibeeeey tube | 'bratin tab}

Braun rd [ELECTR Aprinted circuit board de-
cone that the user can mount and wire

Secaiet circuitry Is desired. ['bred, bard }
DTarding jeLeeTR| Assembling. an elect-

ae circuit In the most convenient manner,
Sihut regard for final locations of components,
* rove the feasibility of the circuit and to facill-
ae changes when necessary, [ 'brecl bard-in }

breadboard model [iNa| Uncased assemblyof
an instrument of other plece of equipment, such
as a radio set, having Its parts laid out onaflat
surface andcc mninected together to permit a checkordemonstration of itsaperation, { 'bred, bard

ee aapr sei| 1. To interrupt processing by
a computer, usually by depressing a key 2A
place in a file of records where one ormore of
the values In the records change, { brak | :

break-before-make contact [ELEC] Oneof a pair
of contacts that interrupt one circuit beforeestablishing another { |brak ba,for }mak 'kan
ake

bear 1ntact [ELEC] The contact of a switching
device which opetis a:circuit upon the operation
ofthe device { 'brak ,kiin,takt }

breakdown [ELEC] A large, usually abrupt rise in
electriccurrent in the presence of a small increase
in voltage; can occur in a confined gas between
two electrodes, a gas tube, the atmosphere (as
lightning). an electrical insulator, and a reverse-
biased semiconductor diode. Also known as
electrical breakdown —_{ 'brak,daun }

breakdown dlode [ELEC] A semiconductor diode
in which the reverse-voltage breakdown mecha-
nism is based either on the Zenereffect or the
avalanche effect,  [ ‘brak,datinidijdd]

breakdown impedance [tLecte| Of a semicon-
ductor. the small-signal impedance at a specified
direct current in the breakdown region. [ ‘brak
datin Im'péd-ans}

breakdown potential Sev breakdown voltage
| brak,datin pa'ten-shal |

breakdown region [ELECTR| Of a semiconductor
diode, the entire region of the volt-ampere
characteristic beyond the initiation of breakdown
for Intreasing magnitude of bias. { 'brak dadnre-jan |

breakdown torque=elec} The maximum torque
that 4 metor can develop at its rated applied
voltage and frequency without an abrupt drep in
speed | 'brdkdatin ,tairk }

breakdown voltage |ELEC| 1. The voltage mea-
sured ata specified current in the electrical
breakdownregion ofasemiconductor diode Also
knownas Zener voltage. 2, The voltage at which
an electrical breakdown occurs in a dielectric
3. The voltage at which an electrical breakdown
curs in a gas, Also known as breakdown
Potential, sparking potential, sparking voltage
V'brakdatn wobtij |
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breakpoint symbol

breaker-and-a-half (Lec| A substation switch«
ing arrangement that involves two buses be-
tween which three breaker bays are installed.
{ {bra-kar an a ‘haf }

breaker-and-a-third |ELEC] A substation switch-
ing arrangement having four breakers and three
connections per bay—['bra-kar ana 'thard |

breaker points [£1.e¢] Low-voltage contacts used
to interrupt the current in the primary circuit of
a gasoline engine's ignition system, | ‘bra-karipoints }

break frequency [consys] The frequency at
which a graph of the logarithm of the amplitude
of the frequencyresponse versus the logarithm
of the frequency has an abrupt change in slope
Also known as corner frequency; knee frequency
| 'brdk .fré-kwan-sé |

break-in device |rvecre| A device in a tadio-
telegraph communication system allowing an
operator to receive signals in Intervals be-
tween his own transmission signals, | "brak,indi'vis )

break-in operation [COMMUN | A method of radio
communication in which it is possible for the
receiving operator to interrupt or break into the
transmission. [‘braikin p-a,ra-shan|

break key [comput ser] A key on a computer
keyboard whase dePression causes processing to
be interrupted | 'brak .ké |

breakout [ec] A jointat which oneormore con-
ductors are brought out from a multiconductor
cable | 'bra,kaut|

breakout box |iecTR| A device connected to
a multiconductor cable that provides terminal
connections to test the signals in a transmission.
{'brakatit  baks }

breakoutput [compuscif An ALGOL procedure
which causes all bytes in a device bulfer to be
sent to the device rather than wait until the buffer
istull, | {brajkatit,put |

breakover |eLectr|In a silicon contratled
rectifier or related device, a transition into
forward conduction caused by the application
of an excessively high anode voltage, | ‘brakO-Var |

breakover voltage {ELEcTR| The positive anode
voltage at which a silicon eontrolled rectifier
switches Into the conductive state with gate
circuitopen | 'brajkd-vor vdltij |

break period [commun | Of a rotary dial tele-
phone, the time interval during which the circuit
contacts areopen, | 'brak ,pir-é-od |

breakpoint |compuy sei] A point in @ program
where an Instruction, instruction dijit, or other
condition enables a programmer to Interrupt the
run by external interventlan or by a moniter
routine, ('brdk, paint }

breakpoint switch=|compursci| A manually oper-
ated switch which contrals conditional operation
at breakpoints, used primarily in debugging.
('brak,paint jswich |

breakpoint symbol |compursei| A symbol which
may be optionally included in an instruction, as
an indication, tag, or flag, to designate it as a
breakpoint. | "brdk,péint jsim-bal|
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breakthrough

breakthrough (comput scij An interruption in
the intended character stroke in optical character
recognition, | ‘brakjthril]

Bregister Ser index register {'b& rej-a-star}
bridge jcommun| A device that joins two net

works of the same type. [ELEe| 1. An electrica
instrument having four or more branches, by
means of which one or more of the electrica
constants of an unknown component may be
measured, 2.Anelectrical shunt path. —{ brij }

bridge clreuit |eLec| An electrical network cor
sisting basically of four impedances connected
in series to forma rectangle, with one pair o
diagonally opposite corners connected to an
input device and the other pair to an outpu
device. ( ‘brij »sar-kot }

bridged tap [ELEC] Portion of a cable pair con-
nected toa circuit which is not a part of the usefu
path,  [ {brijel ‘tap }

bridged-T network {eLec] A T network with a
fourth brarich connected between an input and
an output terminal and aeross two branches 0
the network. { Ibrijd (té 'net,work |

bridge hybrid Sce hybrid junction.
brad |

bridge limiter [eLecrn| A device employed In
analog computers to keep the value ofa variable
within specified limits:—[Ibrij lim-ad-ar)

bridge magnetic amplifier [rLecrk| A mainetic
amplifier in which each of the gate windings
is connected in series with an arm of a bridge
rectifier: the rectifiers provide self-saturation and
direct-current output, —({brij mag'ned-ik'am-pla
ifi-ar|

bridge oscillator |ELEcTR| An oscillator using a
balanced bridgecircuit as the feedback network.
{ ‘rij as-a'lad-ar }

bridge rectifier |ELECTR| A full-wave rectifier with
four elements connected as a bridge circuit with
direct voltage obtainedfromone palr of opposite
junctions when alternating voltage Is applied to
the other pair | {brij ,rek-ta,fi-ar }

bridgeware=|comPuy sci] Software or hardware
that translates programs or converts data from
one format to another—{‘brij,wer }

bridging [ELec| 1,Connestingone electriccircult
in parallel with another 2. The action of a
selector switch whose movable contact is wide
enough to touch two adjacent contacts so that
the circuit is not broken cluring contact transfer.
|MATH| The operation of carrying in addition or
multiplication={ ‘brij-in |

bridging amplifier [eLecTs| Amplifier with an
input Impedatice sufficiently high se that Its
input may be bridged across a circuit without
substantially affecting the signal Jevel of the
circuit across which it is bridged. { 'brijrin
,am-plo,fi-ar }

bridging connection§[eLecTR| Parallel connec-
tion by means.of which someof the signal energy
ina citeuit may be withdrawn frequently, with
imperceptible effect on the normal operation of
the circuit { 'brij-in ko,nek-shon }

bridging contacts [ELEC] A contact form
in which the moving contact touches two

 
(‘bri ‘hi:

 

  

 

stationary contacts simultaneously during
transfer. | 'brij-iny ,kéin,taks )

bridgingloss=[eLectR) Loss resulting {rom bridg-
ing an impedance across a transmission system,
quantitatively, the ratio of the signal power
delivered to that part of the system follow-
ing the bridging point, and measured before
the bridging. to the signal power delivered
to the same part after the bridging—{ ‘brij-ip
ilds }

brightness control =| ELECTR] A control that varies
the luminance of the fluorescent screen of a
cathode-ray tube, for a given input signal, by
changing the grid bias of the tube and herice the
beam current, Also known as brilliance control,
intensity control. | 'brit-nas kan'trol}

brilliance jeLecre| 1. The degree of brightness
and clarity of the display of a cathode-ray
tube. 2. The degree ta which the higher audio
frequenciesof an input soundare reproducedby
asound system. —{ 'bril-yans)

brilliance control See brightness control
yans kan'tral )

broaching bit See reaming bit. { 'brdch-in bit }
broadband [commun] A band with a wide range

of frequencies. | "brad band }
broadband amplifier |eLecte| An amplifier hav-

ing essentiallyflat response over a wide range of
frequencies. { ‘brodjhand jam-pla,fi-ar}

broadband antenna {ELECTROMAG] An antenna
that functions satisfactorily over a wide range
of frequencies, such as for all 12 very-high-
frequency television channels. { ‘brod band
an'ten:a|

broadband channel [comMuUN| A data transmis-
sion channel that can handle frequencies higher
than the normal voice-gradeline limit of 3 to 4
kilohertz; It can carry manyvoice or data channels
simultaneously or can be used for high-speed
single-channel data transmission (‘brod, band
ichan-al}

broadband klystron§|ELecTR] Klystron having
three or more resonant cavities that are exter-
nally loaded and stagger-tuned to broaden the
bandwidth=[ 'brod,band ikli,stran }

broadband path |comMUN|A path having a
bandwidth of 20 kilohertz or greater. [ 'brod
(band ,path }

broadcast [COMMUN] A television, radio, or data
transmission intended for public reception
{"brod,kast |

broadcast band=|cOMMUN] The bandof frequen-
cies extending from 535 to 1605 kilohertz, cor-
respondingto assigned radio carrier frequencies
that increase in multiples of 10 kHz between 540
and 1600 kHz for the United States, Also known
as standard broadcast band { ‘brod,kast
iband }

broadcast message [COMMUN] A message that
is sent to all users of a computer network when
theylogontothe network. { ibrad,kast imes-ii |

broadcast station [COMMUN] A television or ra-

( 'bril-

dio station used for transmitting programsto the
general public, Also knownasstation
ikast ,sta-shan]

{ 'brod
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jitter [ELECTR| A transmitter

preedcae’ erie in a commercial amplitude-
Cestation, frequency-modulation, or tele-
ston broadcast channel [—‘brodikastane rita

Seeates [ELECTROMAS| An antenna array
whose direction olmaximunm radiation is perpen-
dicular to the line or plane ofthe array. {'bréed

eeriaing jeLecTR| Poor selectivity in a radio
receiver, causing reception of two or more
stations at a single setting of the tuning dial
[bred inuin-in | il

Brooks variable inductometer |E\.ec! An induc-
tometer providing 4 nearly linear scale and
consisting of two movable coils, side byside in
a plane, sandwiched between two palrs of fixed
coils. {ibriks 'verG-a-bal [nydak'tam-ad-ar|

brownout [ELEC] 1. A restriction of electrical
power usageduring a power shortage, espectally
for advertising and display purposes. 2. An
extinguishing of some of the lights-in a city as
a defensive medslre against enemy bormbard-
ment, { ‘braun,aut }

browse mode {comPuT scl] A modeof operation
in which data in a document or database
are conveniently displayed for rapid, on-screen
review, { ‘brauz ,m6d }

browser [comPuT sci] An interactive program
(client) that requests. retrieves, and displays
pages from the World Wide Web,—| 'brailz-ar}

brush [ELEC| A conductive metal or carbon block
used to make sliding electrical contact with a
moving part. (brash }

brush discharge [ELEC| A luminouselectric dis-
charge that starts from a conductor whenits
potential exceeds a certain value but remainstoo
low forthe formation ofan actual spark. {!brash
Idis,charj}

brush encoder [ELECTR] An encoder in which
brushes that make contact with conductive
segments on a rotating or linearly moving sur-
face convert positional information to digitally
encoded data. { ‘brash en'kGd-ar}

brush holder [ELec| A structure in which a brush
can slide in a direction perpendicular to the
moving surface of a motor, generator, or other
device. { ‘brash ,hdl-dar}

brush lag |ELEc| The distance that the brushes
on a motorare displacedin a direction opposite
to the motor's rotation in order to overcome the
effect of armature reaction. { 'brash ,lag }

brush lead |ELec] The distance that the brushes
on a generatorare displaced in the direction of
the motor’s rotation in order to overcome the
effect of armature reaction. { ‘brash ,léd }

brush rocker [=Lec| A yoke to which the brush
halders in an electrical machine are attached,
and which can be movedto adjust the positions
of the brushes, Also known as brush rockerring
| ‘brash jrskar }

brush rocker ring Sv brush rocker. { ‘brash
wa-kar rig}

brush-shifting motor |ENG|A category of
alternating-current motor in which the brush
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bubble sort

contacts shift to modify operating speed and
power factor. { ‘brash ,shif-tin »m6Gd-ar}

brute force attack |compPuT sci] An attempt to
gain unauthorized access to a computing system
by generating and tryingal! possible passwords
( Ibriit |fors o'tak }

brute-forcefilter (ELEC] Type of powerpackfilter
depending on large values of capacitance and
inductance to smoothoutpulsations rather than
on resonanteffects of tuned filters. { |briit ,fors
'fil-tar }

brute-force technique [comput sci] Any method
that relies chiefly on the advanced processing
capabilities of a large computer to accomplish
atask, { {briit ,fors tek'nék }

brutesupply [ELEC] Atype of power supply thatis
completely unregulated, employing no circuitry
to maintain output voltage constant with chang-
ing input line or load variations. { tbriit sa'plT)

B-scan See B-display {'bé ,skan}
B-scope See B-display. {'bé ,skdp }
b-spline [compuT sci] A curve that is generated

by a computer-graphics program, guided by a
mathematical formula which ensures that it
will be continuous with other such curves; it
is mathematically more complex but easier to
blend than a Bézier curve. { 'bé,splin }

B station |NAv| In loran, the designation applied
to one transmitting station ofa pair, the signal of
which always occurs more than half a repetition
period after the succeedingsignal and less than
half a repetition period before the preceding sig-
nal from the otherstation of the pair, designated
an Astation. {'bé ,sta-shan}

Bstore See index register, {'bé ,stor)
B supply |ELEcTR] Anode high voltage and

screen-grid powersource in vacuum tubecircuits
Also known as B power supply —_{ 'bé sa'plT}

B trace [ELECTR] In loran the second trace of an
oscilloscope which corresponds to the signal
from the B station. ( 'bé ,tras}

B-tree See balanced-tree. {'bé ,tré}
B+-tree [COMPUT sci] A version of the balanced-

tree that maintains a hierarchy of indexes while
linking the data sequentially. { |b@ |ples ,tré }

bubble [comput sci] A circle that represents data
ina data flow diagram. { 'bab-al }

bubble chart See data flow diagram. { 'bab-al
ichart }

bubble memory [comput sci] A computer mem-
ory in which the presence or absence of a
magnetic bubble in a localized region of a
thin magnetic film designates a | or 0; storage
capacity can be well over | megabit per cubic
inch. Also known as magnetic bubble memory
{ 'bab-al |mem-ré }

bubble sort [comput sci} A procedure forsorting
a set of items that begins by sequencingthefirst
and seconditems, then the second and third, and
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Buchholz protective device

soon, until the end of the set is reached, and then
tepeats this process until all items are correctly
sequenced. [ 'bab-al ,sért }

Buchholz protective device {ELEc| A protective
relay which is attached to an oil-fillecl tank
containing a transformer and which is activated
either by gas produced by faults or by oil surges
produced by explosive faults in the transformer
Also known as gas bubble protective device
(‘bikhls pra'tek-tiv di'vis|

bucket [comput sci| A name usually reserved for
a storage cetl in which data maybe accumulated.

{ ‘bakeat }
bucket brigade device [ELECTR] A semiconduc-

tor device in which majority carriers store charges
that represent information, and minority carriers
transfer charges from point to point in sequence.
Abbreviated BAD,  { 'bak-at briigad di'vis |

bucking transformer [ELEC] A transformer whose
voltage opposes that of a second transformer.
{ 'bakein trane’[or-mar}

bucking voltage [ELEC] A voltage having a polar-
ity opposite to that of another voltage against
which it acts. (‘bakin ,vdl-tij }

buffer [ELEc| An electric circuit or component
that prevents undesirable electrical interaction
between two circuits or components. [ELECTR]
1. An isolating circuit in an electronic com-
puter used to prevent the action ofa driven circuit
from affecting the corresponding driving
circuit. 2. Seebufferamplifier. {'bof-ar }

buffer ampllfler=[ELEcTR} An amplifier used after
an oscillator or othercritical stage to isolate it
from the effects of load impedance variations in
subsequent stages. Also knownas buffer; buffer
stage. { ibof-ar'am-pla,ff-ar}

buffer capacitor [ELECTR] A capacitor connected
across the secondary of a vibrator transformer
or between the anode and cathode of a cold-
cathoderectifier tube to suppress voltage surges
that might otherwise damageotherparts in the
circuit. { 'baf-ar ko'pas-ad-ar}

buffered computer |comPuT sci| A computer
having a temporary storage device to com-
pensate for differences in transmission speeds.
{ 'baf-ard kam'pytid-ar}

buffered device [comput sci| A piece of pe-
ripheral equipment, such as a printer, that is
equipped with a buffer storage so that it can
accept information more rapidly than it can
process it. {'baf-ard di'vis }

buffered FET logle | ELEcTR] A logic gate config-
uration used with gallium-arsenide field-effect
transistors operating in the depletion mode,in
which the level shifting required to make the
input and output voltage levels compatible is
achieved with Schottky barrier diodes. Abbrevi-
ated BFL. { 'bof-ard jef@ité 'laj-ik }

buffered /O channel [compPuT sci] A storage
device located between input/output (I/O) chan-
nels and main storage control to free the
channelsfor use by other operations. _{ 'baf-ard
6 ,chan-al}

buffered terminal [comput sci] A computerter-
minal which contains storage equipmentso that

Bie
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the rate at which it sendsor receives data overits
line does not need to agree exactly with the rate at
which the data are enteredorprinted, { 'bofard
‘tar-man-al}

buffer element [ELEC| A low-impedance invert-
ing driver circuit. { 'bof-ar ,el-o-mant }

buffer poollng (comput sci| A technique for re-
ceiving data in an input/output control system
in which a number of buffers are available to
the system; whena record is produced, a buffer
is taken from the pool, used to hold the data,
and returned to the poolafter data transmission
{'baf-or ,ptil-in }

buffer stage See buffer amplifier. { 'baf-or ,staj }
buffer storage [compuTsci] A synchronizing ele-

mentused between twodifferent formsof storage
in a computer; computation continues while
transfers take place between buffer storage and
the secondary orinternal storage. Also known as
buffer ( ‘baf-ar ,stor-ij }

buffer zone {comput sci] An area of main mem-
ory set aside for temporary storage { ‘baf-ar
,z6n }

bug |CoMPuTsci] A defect in a program code or
in designing a routine or acomputer [ELECTR|
1. A semiautomatic code-sending telegraph
key in which movement of a lever to one
side produces a series of correctly spaced dots
and movement to the other side produces a
single dash. 2. An electronic listening device,
generally concealed, used for commercialor mil-
itaryespionage. [ENG] Adefect or imperfection
present ina piece of equipment. { bag}

bulld=|ELEcTR] To increase in received signal
strength { bild}

bullding-out clrcult [ELEC] Short section of
transmission line, or a network which is shunted
across a transmission line, for the purpose
of impedance matching { {bil-din jaut ‘sar.
kat }

buliding-out network [ELEC] Network designed
to be connected to a based network so that
the combination wil! simulate the sending-end
impedance, neglecting dissipation, of a line
having a termination other than that for which
the basic network was designed. { jbil-din jaut
inet,wark}

bullding-out sectlon [ELEC] Short section of
transmissionline, either open or short-circuited
at the far end, shunted across anothertrans-
mission line for use on an impedance-matching
transformer. _{ jbil-din jaut ,sek-shan }

bullt-In antenna=|ELECTROMAG| An antenna that
is located inside the cabinet of a radio or
television receiver. { 'bilt,in an'ten-a }

bulit-In check [comput sci] A hardware device
which controls the accuracy of data either moved
or stored within the computer system —_{''bilt,in
‘chek }

bullt-In functlon [comput sci] A function that
is available through a simple reference and
specification of arguments in a given higher-
level programming language Also known as
built-in procedure; intrinsic procedure; standard
function. { 'bilt,in 'fegk-shon }
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avice§|compur sei| A trackball

builtinpointing© that is bullt Inte the case of
or Potable computer and used to move an on-
eereen pointer (ibilhin'point-ly divis}

built-in procedure=Se built-in function, | ‘biltin pra’seé|ar |
pb. gwenvelope { balb J} -_
pulk-acoustic-wave delay line |zLectR] A delay

Jing in which the delay is determined by the
distance traveled by a bulk acoustic wave be-
tween inputand output transducers mounted on
a piezoelectric block, | {balk a'kli-stik |wav di'la

wie lsiode jeLecrR| A) semicenductar micro-
wave diode that uses the bulk effect, such as
Gunn diodes and diodes operating In limited
space-charge-accumulation modes, | jbalk 'di

seenioa {eLects| An effect that occurs within
the entire bulk ofa semiconductor material rather
than ina localized region of [unetion —{ ‘balli‘fekt

nideeiit device [ELECTR] A semiconductor de-
vice that depencs ona bulk effect, as in Gunn and
avalanche devices, _{ ‘balk i'fekt di'vis}

bulk memory (comput sc] A high-capacity mem-
ory used in connection with a computer for
bulk storageof large quantities of data. {balk
‘mem-ré }

bulk photoconductor [ELECTR] A photeconduc-
tor having high power-handling capability and
other unique properties that depend on the semi-
conductor and doping materials used. { {balk
‘f6-dd-kanidak-tar}

bulk resistor [ELECTR] An integrated-circuit re-
sistor in which the n-type epitaxial layer of a
semiconducting substrate is used as a noncritical
high-value resistor; the spacing between the
attached terminals and the sheetresistivity of
the material together determine the resistance
value _{ 'balk ri'zis-tar }

bulk storage Seebackingstorage { |balk'stér-ij }
bultetiIn board [comput sci] A collection of in-

formation that is stored in a computer system
and can be accessed either by a specified group
of people or the general public, usually by
dialing a numberon the public telephone system
{‘bul-at-an ,bord }

bulletin board system (comput sci| A computer
system that enablesits users, usually members of
a particular interest group,to leave messages and
to share information and software, Abbreviated
BBS. { ‘biilet-an ,bérd ,sis-tam }

bump contact [ELECTR] A large-area contact used
for alloying directly to the substrate of a tran-
sistor for mountingor interconnecting purposes
{'bamp ,kan,takt }

bunched pair |cLec] Group of pairs tied to-
getheror otherwise associated for identification.
{{bancht 'per}

buncher Syrbuncherresohator { 'ban-char}
buncher resonator jELecre| The first or input

cavity resonator In a yelocity-modulated tube,
next to the cathode; here the faster electrons
catch up with the slower ones to produce bunches
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burst

of electrons. Also known as buncher; input
Tfesonator. ('ban-cher ,rez-on,4d-ar}

bunching [ELECTR] The flow of electrons from
cathode to anodeof a velocity-modulated tube
as a successionof electron groups rather than as
acontinuous stream. { 'ban-chin }

bunching voltage [ELECTR] Radio-frequency
voltage between the grids of the buncher
resonatorin a velocity-modulated tube such as
a klystron; generally, the term implies the peak
value of this oscillating voltage. { 'bon-chin
ivOl-ti] }

bundied program [comput sci] A computerpro-
gram written, maintained, and updated by the
computer manufacturer, and included in the
price of the hardware —_{ {band-ald 'pré-gram }

bundling [commun] The provision of a combina-
tion of services, such as cable television and
telephoneservice, over a single communications
system. [COMPUTSCI] The provision of hardware
and softwareas a single product or the combina-
tion of different software packagesfor sale as a
single unit. {'ban-dlin }

burden [ELEC] The amount of power drawn from
the circuit connecting the secondary terminalsof
an instrument transformer, usually expressed in
volt-amperes. { 'bard-an }

burglar alarm=[ENG| An alarm in which interrup-
tion of electric current to a relay, caused, for
example,by the breaking of a metallic tape placed
at an entrance to a building, deenergizes the
relay and causes the relay contacts to operate the
alarm indicator. Also known as intrusion alarm.
{ ‘bar-glar ajlarm }

burled set-point method [cont sys] A procedure
for guiding a robot manipulator along a template,
in which low-gain servomechanisms apply a
force along the edge of the template, while the
manipulator's tool is parallel to, and buried
below, the template surface { 'ber-éd 'set
ipoint ,meth-ad }

burn-In  |ELECTR| Operation of electronic compo-
nents beforetheyare applied in orderto stabilize
their characteristics and reveal defects. { ‘barn
in}

burnout [ELEc| Failure of a device due to exces-
sive heat produced by excessive current. {‘barn
vault }

burnthrough [ELECTR] 1. An electronic-protection
effort by a radar to overcome the obscuration
effect of jamming signals by using the highest
energy transmission and longest possible dwell
in the direction of the jamming or otherdirec-
tion of specific interest being affected. 2. See
jammerfinder, { 'barn,thrii }

burst [COMMUN] 1. A sudden increase in the
strength of a signal being received from be-
yond line-of-sight range 2. A group ofbits of
characters that are transmitted together as a
unit. 3. A group of errors that occur together
in a communication and alter its content,
4, Seecolorburst. |COMPUTSCI| 1.To separate a
continuousroll of paper into stacks of individual
sheets by means ofa burster. 2.The transfer ofa
collection of records in a storage device, leaving
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burst amplifier

an interval in which data for other requirements
can be obtained from or entered into the device
3. Asequenceofsignals regarded asa unit in data
transmission. { barst}

burst amplifier=|commun| An amplifier stage in
an analog color television receiver that is keyed
Into conduction and amplification by a horizontal
pulse at the instant of each arrival of the
color burst. Also known as chroma band-pass
amplifier, { 'barst am-pla,fi-or)

burster (comput sei] An offline device in a com-
putersystem used to separate the continuous roll
of paper produced as output from a printer into
individual sheets, generally along perforationsIn
the roll. ('barstar }

burst mode jcomryt sci] A method of transfer
ring data between a peripheral unit and a control
processing unit in @ computer system in which
the peripheral unit sends the central processor
asignal to receive data until the peripheral unit
signals that the transfer is completed. { 'barst
mad )

burst pedestal [commun | Rectangular pulselike
analog television signal which may be part of
the coler burst: the amplitude of the color
burst pedestal is measuredfrom the alternating-
current axis of the sine-wave portion to the
horizontal pedestal, | 'borst ,ped:a-stel }

burst separator jeuecrr| The circuit in a color
television receiver that separates the color burst
from the composite video signal. { ‘borst
sep-a'rad-ar |

bus |comeur sci] The circultry and. witing con-
necting the various components of a camputer
through which data are transmitted, for example,
in a personal computer the system bus Inter-
conneets the CPU, memory, and input/output
devices. ELEC] A set of two or more electric
conductors that serve as common connections
between load circuits and each of the polar-
itles (in direet-cutrent systems) or phases (in
alternating-current, systems) of the source of
electric power [ELECTR| One or more conduc-
tors in a computer along which information is
transmitted from any of several sources to any of
several destinations. {bos}

bus archltecture [comput sci] A structure for
handling data transmission in acomputer system
or network, in which components areall linked to
acommonbus, _{ 'bas 'ar-ka,tek-char|

busbar |ELec| A heavy, rigid metallic conductor,
usually untnsulated, used to carry a large current
ot ta make a common connection between.
several circuits. Also knownas bus. {'bas,bar}

bus cable |LEcTR| An electrical conductor that
can be attached to a bus to extendit outside the
computerhousingorjoin it to another bus within
the same computer. (‘bas ,ka-bal |

bus cycle [compuscl] A single transaction be-
tween the main memory and the CPU. { ‘bas
ist-kal}

bus duct {ELEc| An enclosed metalunit contain-
ing copperor aluminum busbarsfordistribution
of large amounts of power between components
of the distribution system. { 'bas,dakt }
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bus extender [ELECTR] A printed circuit board
that can be joined to a bus to increase its
capacity. { ‘bas ik,sten-der}

bushing See sleeve. { 'bush-in }
bus mouse [ComMPUTSCI] A mouse that is plugged

into a printed circuit board inserted into the
computer's bus. { 'bas mals }

bus network [COMMUN] A communications net-
work whose componentsare joined together by
asingle cable. { 'bas 'net,work }

bus reactor {ELEC| An ait-core inductor con-
nected between two busesortwosectionsof the
samebusin orderto limit the effects of voltage
transients on either bus, { ‘bas re'ak-torJ

busway  |ELEC| A prefabricated assemblyof stan-
dard lengths of busbars rigidly supported by
solid insulation and enclosed in a sheet-metal
housing. [ ‘'bas,wa }

busy test (commuN| A test, in telephony, made
to find out whether certain facilities which may
be desired, such as a subscriberline or trunk, are
available for use. { 'biz-é ,test }

busy tone [comMuUN| Interrupted low tone re-
turned to the subscriberas an indication that the
party's line is busy. { 'biz-€ ton }

Butler oscillator [ELEc| Oscillator in which a
piezoelectric crystal is connected between the
cathode of two tubes, one functioning as a
cathode follower, and the other as a grounded-
grid amplifier. { ‘bat-lar 'ds-a,lad-ar}

butt contact [ELEC] A hemispherically shaped
contact designed to mate against a similarly
shaped contact. | ‘bat kan takt )

butterfly capacitor [eLec| A variable capacitor
having stator and rotor plates shaped like but-
terfly wings, with the stator plates having an
outer ting to provide an inductance so that
both capacitance and inductance may be varied,
thereby giving a wide tuning range. { 'bacl-or,fli
ko! pas-ed-ar}

butterfly’ network [comput sci] A scheme that
connects the units of a multiprocessing sys-
tem and needs n stages to connect 2" pro-
cessors; at each stage a switch is thrown,
depending on a particular bit in the addresses
of the processors being connected. { baclar,fli
\net,wark}

Butterworth filter [ELECTR] An electric filter
whose pass band (graph of transmission versus
frequency) has a maximally flatshape. { ‘baci-ar
wwarth ‘fil-tor }

butt Joint [ELEC] A connection formed by placing
the ends of two conductors together and joining
them by welding, brazing, or soldering —_{ ‘bat
Aon}

button. (comput sci] A small circle or rectangle
on a graphical user interface, such that moving
the pointer to it and clicking the mouse initlates
same action {ELECTR| 1. A simall, found piece
of metal alloyed te the base waler of an alloy-
junction transistor Also known as dol, 2. The
container that holds the carbon granules of
a carbon microphone. Also known as carbon
button. {'bat-on }
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fact [evec| A curved, hooklike

tontoerused a feed-(hrough terminals af
oe to facilitate soldering oF unsoldering of
Nets { ‘haban, hk kan take |
lene CONT SYS| Seedither ELECTR) The condi-

yofa combinatorial circull. with feedback that
mndergoneatransition, causedby the inputs,

from an unstable state to anew state that is alsotale baz |
unstable hardkwares aselllalar

Bx cable [ELed| Insulated! wires in [exible metal
tubing used for bringing electric power to elec-
tronic equipment { Ibéleks jka-bal }

jcommun | The use of alternative sys-
Pe. such as satellite and microwave, to

transmit data anel volce signals, avoiding use
of the communication lines of the fecal tele-

hone company [ELEC] A shunt path around
some element oF elements of a circutt. | ‘bi

tlon ;
has under

spas | oo ;
bypass capacitor |ELEC| A capacitor connected

to provide. a jow-impedance path for radin-
frequencyoF aucia-lrequency currents around a
citcuiteloment Also known as bypass condenser
( 'bi,pas ko'pas-adar| / _

bypass condenser See bypass capacitor | 'bi
jpas kon'demsar | ; ;

bypassfilter feLecte| Filterwhich providesa low-
attenuation path around some other equipment,
such asa cartier lrequencyfilter used to bypass

byte-oriented protocol

a physical telephone repeater station. {'bi,pas
ifil-tar }

byte [CcompPuT sci] A sequenceof adjacent binary
digits operated upon as a unit in a computer and
usually shorter than a word, { bit }

byte addressable computer [compPuTsci] Acom-
puter in which each byte of memory can be
addressed independently of the others. { {bit
aidres-a-bal kam'pyiid-ar}

byte-aligned (comMmMuN]A bit in a coded bit
stream is byte-alignedif its position is a multiple
of 8 bits from thefirst bit in the stream, { ‘bit
a'lind }

bytecode [comput sci] Compiled Java programs
that can be transferred across a network and
executed by the Java virtual machine. { 'bit,kdd )

byte mode=|compuTsci] A methodof transferring
data between a peripheral unit and a central
processor in which one byte is transferred at a
time {bit ymdd}

byte multiplexor channel [comput sci| A trans-
mission channel in a computer system that
can transmit data simultaneously from several
devicesandonlyonebyteatatime. {'bit'malt-i
iplek-ser ,chan-al}

byte-orlented protocol (comput sci] A commu-
nications protocol in which full bytes are used
as control codes, Also known as character-
oriented protocol. { {bit ,or-8ent-ed 'prdd-
a,kol}
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c [comput eel] A programming language de-
signed to implement the \Inix operating system,
leLEc| Sev capacitance; capacitor, coulomb

Cee [compuT sci] An object-oriented language
that was created as an extension to the C
language [‘sé,plasiplas|

cable JELEC| Strands of insulated electrical con-
ductors laid together, usually around a central
core, anid surroundecl by a heavy insulation
| 'ka-bal |

cable-and-trunk schematic [FLec| A drawing
which shows, in block form, the interconnection
between all major electric circuits in an office
| ka-bal an ‘trank ska'mad-ik }

cable armor [ELEc| One or mare layers of extra-
strength material, such as steel wire ar tape, to
reinforce the usual lead wall in cable construc-
tion. {‘ka-bal ,ar-mar}

cable bridge [ELEC| A rubber tube that encloses
cables running over a floor or other surface,
{'ka-bal brij}

cable code See Morse cable code. {'ka-bal ,kdd }
cable complement {ELEC| Group of wire pairs in

a cable having some common distinguishing
characteristic. {'kad-bal ,kAm-ple-mant}

cable delay [compuT sci] The time required for
one bit of data to go through a cable, about
1.5 nanoseconds per foot of cable, { 'ka-bal
di'ld }

cable fill, |ELEC| Ratio of the numberofwire pairs
in use to the total numberofpairs in a cable
{ 'ka-bal , fil}

cable matcher See gender changer { 'ka-bal
imach-ar}

cablemessenger [ELEC] Stranded groupofwires
supported above the ground at intervals by poles
or other structures and employed to furnish,
within theseintervals, frequent points of support
for conductors or cables. { 'ka-bal ,mes-an-jar }

cable modem {eLec| A device that converts the
signals used in a computerto signals that can be
transmitted over cable television networks, and
vice versa. { |ka-bal !md,dem }

cable noise {ELecTR| Electrical noise that is
Picked up by the conductorsinacable. {'ka-bal
indiz }

cablerun |ELEC| Path occupied by a cable on ca-
ble racks or other support fram one termination
toanother { 'ka-bal ran J

cable running list |ELEc| Drawing showing the
code of cable, terminations, circuit names, and
numbering of cables appearing in an office
{ 'kd-bal jran-in list }

cable shield [ELEc| A metallic layer applied over
insulation covering a cable, composed of woven
or braided wires, foil wrap, or metal tube, which
acts to prevent electromagneticor electrostatic
interference from affecting conductors within.
{ 'ka-bal ,shéld }

cable television [COMMUN] A television program
distribution system in which signals from all local
stations and usually a number ofdistant stations
and program services are picked up by one or
more high-gain antennas amplified on individual
channels, thenfed directly to individual receivers
of subscribers by overhead or underground
coaxial cable. Also known as community antenna
television (CATV). { 'ka-bal 'tel-a,vizh-an }

cabletext [COMMUN] Any videotex service that
uses coaxial cable, { 'ka-bal,tekst }

cable trough [ELEC] An enclosed channel, usu-
ally beneath a floor, that provides a path for
cables. { 'ka-bal ,trdf }

cable vault [ELEC] Vault in which the outside
plant cables are spliced to the tipping cables
{ 'ka-bal ,volt }

cache [COMPUT sci] A small, fast storage buffer
integratedin the central processing unit of some
large computers. {kash }

CAD See computer-aided design { kad }
CADD See computer-aided design and drafting

{ kad }
caddy [compurscl] In certain types of disk drives,

a plastic tray in which a CD-ROMdiskis placed
before loading. { 'kad-é }

cadmium cell (ELEc|] A standard cell used as a
voltage reference; at 20°Cits voltage is 1.0186
volts. {'kad-mé-am ,sel }

cadmlum lamp [ELEC] A lamp containing cad-
mium vapor; wavelength (64384696 interna-
tional angstroms, or 643.84696 nanometers)
of light emitted is a standard of length
{'kad-mé-am ,lamp}

cadmlum-nickel storage cell See nickel-cadmium
battery. { {kad-mé-am jnik-al 'stor-ij ,sel }

cadmlum selenide cell {ELEcTR] A photoconduc-
tive cell that uses cadmium selenide as the
semiconductor material and has a fast response
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cadmiumsilver oxide cell

time andhigh sensitivity to longer wavelengths
of light. ['kad-mé-am 'sel-a,nid sel | :

cadmium silver oxide cell [ELEg|An alkaline-
electrolyte cell that may be used without rechare-
ing in primary batteries or that tnay be recharged
lor secondary-battery use. (‘kac-m@-am ‘sileyar
“dk sid ,sel |

cadmium sulfide cell |JELECTR| A photeconduy-
tive cell inwhich a small waferofcadmium sulfide
provides an extremely high clark-light resistance
ratio. | 'kad-mé-arm ‘sal, fiel sel )

cadmium telluride detector [ELECTR A phates
conductive cell capable af operating contin-
uously at ambient temperatures up to 70°F
(400°C), used in solat cells and infrared,
nuclear-radiation, and gamma-ray detectors.
| ‘had-méam'tel-yayrid di'tek-tar }

cadmium yellow Ser cadmium sulfide ( ‘kad.
mé-am 'yela |

cage antenna=|rLectronac| Broad-banddipole
antenha in which each pole consists ofa cage
of wires whose overall shape resembles that ofa
cylinder ora cone {kaj an'ten.a

CAI See computer-assisted instruction,
CAL |compur sei] A higher-level language, de-

veloped especially for time-sha ring purpeses, in
whieh a user at a remote console typewriter is
directly connected to the computer and can work
out problems on-line with considerable help
from the computer. Derivedfrom Conversational
Algebraic Language—| kal |

calculated address Swgenerated address, { 'kal-
kya, lad-ad ‘adres |

calculating machine Se calculator ( 'halkya
jlacd-in ma'shén |

calculator=|compur sei] A device that performs
logic and arithmetic digital operations based on
numerical data which are entered by pressing
numerical and contral keys. Also known as
calculating machine | ‘kal-kya,lad-ar }

calculus of enlargement Swcalculus of finite
differences. | ‘kal-kyaslos av in'lar|-mant|

calculus offinite differences IMATH] A method
of Interpolation that makes use of formal. rela-
tions between clifference operators which ure, in
turn, defined In terms of the values of a function
Ona set of equally spaced points. Alea knowh as
calculus of enlargement [ ‘kal-kys-las ay init'dil-ranssas }

calibration curve IENG) A: plot of calibration
data, giving the correct value for each indicated
reading of a meter er control dial. { ‘kal-a,bra-
shan ,karv}

calibration markers [inal On a radar display,
electronically generated marks which provide
numerical values for the navigational parame-
ters suchas bearing, distance, height, or time.
['kal-a,bra-shon jmar-korz |

call [Complr sei] 4. To transfer control to a
specitied closed subroutine. 2. A statement In
a computer program that references a closed
subroutine or program (kal |

call announcer [ELECTR] Device for receiving
pulses from an autoniatic telephone office and
audibly reproducing the corresponding number
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in words, so that it may be heard by 4. manual
operator—[ 'kol a'natin-sar

call by location=|compursci] A method of trans-
lerring arguments from a calling program to a
subprogram: in which the referencing program
provides to the subprogram the mernory location
at which the value of the argument can be found,
rather than the valueitself Also knownascall by
telerence. {'kdl bi \l6'ka-shan |

call by name=(comput sci) A method of trans-
ferring arguments from a calling program to a
Subprogram in which the actual expression |s
passed to the subprogram,—(‘kot bl ‘nam |

call by reference S$,call by location. [ ‘kal bT
'ref-rans |

callby value |comewr sci) A methodof transfer.
ing arguments from acalling program tea sub-
program in which the subprogram. is provided
with the values af the argument and on path
leads back to the referencing program. { ‘kel
bi 'val-yti |

call circuit (ELEC! Communications circuit be-
tween switching points used by traffic forces
for transmitting switching instructions. {| ‘kalSarkat |

called routine=|conmpur seiy A subroutine that is
accessed by a call or braneh instruction in a
computer program, | 'kéld ri,tén |

call forwarding feoMmun| A telephone service
that automatically transters incoming calls toa
designated number—| 'kal ‘forwardly |}

callin |compurss|| To transfer control afa digital
computer, temporarily, from a malinroutine te
a subroutine that is inserted in the sequence
of calculating operations, to fulfill an ancillary
purpose={ ‘kdl in |

call indicator Jeuecte| Device for recelving
pulses from: an automatic switching system and
displaying the corresponding called number
before an operator at a manual switchboard
| hol insda,kdd-ar )

calling device jELecra| Apparatus which gener-
ates signals, either dual-tane multifrequency
(OTMP) or the puise required for establishing
connections in ar automatic telephone switching
system, | ‘kobindi'vis)

calling program —|conpur Sl] A camputer pro-
gtam that initiates a call to another program
{'kol-lg \prG-gram J

calling routine=|compur Sl] A subroutine that
initiates @ call to another subroutine { "kél-tyriitén }

calling sequence {comput sci] A Specific set af
instructions taset up and calla givensubroutine,
make available thedata required byit, and tell the
computer where to return after the subroutine is
executed. | ‘kdl s@kwans|

call letters [commun| Identifying letters, some
times including numerals, assigned to radio
and television stations: by the Feceral Corn
munications Commission and other regulatory
authorities throughout the world Also known as
call sign, (‘kel dedarg |

call number=[compusclj in computer opera
tions, a set of characters identifying a subroutine,
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‘ing Information concerning parame-
inserted in the subroutine, or infor-

on to be used in generating the subroutine,
tion related to the operands. | 'kol

and contait
ters to be
mat
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nog tine {comMUN| The period of timeG iftin a handset to make a
snyoen’ the lifting of a handset to

tnephone call anc the start of voice or data
ie {'kOl 'secap tim }anamission ae

aii sign Sy callletiars | 'kol sin |
c up Icomeur sci| To retrieve cata from com-
omputer memory, especially for display and user

interaction—| "kel9.)
Calzecchi-Onestl effect [euec) A change in the

conductivity of a loesely aggregated metallic
nweer caused by an applied electric fleld.

| ,kalt'se-ke ,o'nes-té fekt | ns
CAM Se computer-aided manufacturing. | /s&{al We Ran

nee Teeeere| A one-piece hand-held
talevision camera with built-in. videocassette
recorder, mictophone. and battery pack
utilizing a charge-coupled device aray as its
light-sensitive element | kam card-ar |

camera Se television camera; [ kame|
cameracable |ELEc| Cable or group of wires that

carries the picture from the television camera to
the cantral oom.—| ‘kampra ka-bol |

camera chain [commuN| A television camera,
gesociated amptiliers. a manitor, and the cable
needed to bring the camera output signal to the
control room. {'kam-ra ‘chan }

camera tube [ELecrR] An electron-beam tube
used in a television camera to convert an opti-
cal image into a corresponding charge-density
electric image and to scan the resulting electric
image ina predetermined sequence ta provide an
equivalent electric signal, Also knownas plekup
tube: television camera tube. { 'kam-ra ,tlib }

Campbell bridge [ELEC] 1. A bridge designed for
comparison of mutual inductances. 2. A circuit
for measuring frequencies by adjusting a mutual
inductance, until the current across a detectoris
zero. {'kam-ol ,brij }

camp-on system |(coMMUN] Acircuit control fea-
ture whereby a user attempting to establish a
telephonecall and encountering a busy station
will hold the connection for a preset time, to the
exclusion of other callers, in case the original
conversation should terminate. { 'kamp jon
ssis-tom }

canceler [ELEcTR| A circuit used in providing
moving-target indication in radar, in which small
sets of successive pulses are compared such
that invariant returns, presumed indicative of
stationary objects, are cancelled and ignored;
a primitive form of Doppler processing. Usually
cited as a “two-pulse”or “threee-pulse canceler,”
lorexample. { 'kan-sal-ar }

Cancellation circuit jevecrn| A circuit used in
Providing moving-target Indication on a plan
hosition indicater scope; cancels constant-
amplitude fixed-targer pulses by subtraction
of successive pulse trains [| kan-sa'la-shan
ar-kat. |

capacitance-operated intrusion detector

canned cycle (compurscl| Anyset of operations,
either software or hardware, that is activated by
asingle command. { 'kand 'st-kal }

canned program |cOMmPUT Sci] A program which
has been written to solve a particular problem, is
available to users of a computer system, andis
usually fixed in form and capable of little or no
modification. {{kand 'prd-gram }

canonical form [cont sys| A specific type of
dynamical system representation in which the
associated matrices possessspecific row-column
structures. { ka'nan-a-kal ,form }

canonical schema [comput sci| A model that
represents the structure and interrelationships
of data within a database. { ka'ndn-a-kal
‘ské-ma]

capability (compuTsci} Apermission that is given
to a user of a computing system in advance to
access a particular object in the system in a
particular way, and that the user can later present
to a reference monitoras a prevalidatedticket to
gainaccess. { ,kap-o'bil-a-dé }

capability list [comPuT sci| A row of an access
matrix that contains the accessrights of a given
user to various files and other resources of a
computer system. _{ ,ka-pa'bil-ad-é , list }

capacitance [ELEC] The ratio ofthe charge onone
of the conductors of a capacitor (there being
an equal and opposite charge on the other
conductor) to the potential difference between
the conductors. Symbolized C. Formerly known
as capacity, { ka'pas-a-tans}

capacitancealtimeter [ENG] An absolute altime-
ter which determines heightof an aircraft above-
ground by measuring the variations in capaci-
tance between two conductors on the aircraft
when the ground is near enough to act as a third
conductor. { ka'pas-a-tens al'tim-ad-ar}

capacitance box [ELEC] An assembly of capac-
itors and switches which permits adjustment
of the capacitance existing at the terminals in
nominally uniform steps, from a minimum value
near zero to the maximum which exists when
all the capacitors are connected in parallel.
{ ka'pas-a-tans ,bdks |

capacitance bridge ELEC] A bridge for compar-
ing two capacitances, such as a Schering bridge
{ ka'pas-a-tans ,brij }

capacitance hat [ELECTROMAG| A network of
wires that is placed at the top of an antenna either
to increase its bandwidth or to lower its resonant
frequency _{ ka'pas-ad-ans,hat}

capacitance level Indleator [ENG] A Jevel indi-
cator in which the material being monitored
servesasthe dielectric of a capacitor formed by a
metal tank and an insulated electrode mounted
vertically in the tank, {( ka'pas-a-tans jlev-al
‘in-da,kad-ar}

capacitance meter [ENG] An instrument used to
measure capacitance values of capacitors or of
circuits containing capacitance, {ka'pas-a-tans
iméd-ar}

capacitance-operated Intrusion detector {ENG]
A boundary alarm system in which the approach
of an intruder to an antenna wire encircling the
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capacitancerelay

eot above ground changes
ce and sets off the
rad-acl In'tril-2han

protected area a lewf
the antenna-ground capacitan
alarm. {ka'pas-a-fans ;anp-9,

copuuee relay jisuerR| An electronic relay
that responds to a small change In capacitance,
such as that created bybringing a hand near a
pickup wire orplate.  { ko'pas-o-tans 'ré,1a }

capacitance standard See standard capacitor
{ ka'pas-a-tans ,stan-derd }

capacitive coupling [ELEC] Use of a capacitor
to transfer energy from one circuit to another
{ ka'pas-a-tons ,kop-lin }

capacitive diaphragm=(ELECTROMAG| A resonant
windowused ina waveguide to provide the equiv-
alent of capacitive reactance at the frequency
being transmitted —_{ ko'pas-ad-iv 'di-a,fram }

capacitive-dischargeignition=|ELEcTR| An auto-
Motive ignition system in which energyis stored
in a capacitor and discharged across the gap of a
spark plug through a step-up pulse transformer
and distributor each time a silicon controlled
rectifier is triggered, { kaipas-od-iv Idis,charj ig
inish-on }

capacitive-discharge pilot light [ELECTR] An
electronic ignition system, operating off an
alternating-current power line or battery power
supply, that produces a sparkfor lighting a gas
flame. | kajpas-acivjdis;charj 'pt-lot lit }

capacitive divider |ELEC| Twoor more capacitors
placedin series across a source, making available
a portion of the source voltage across each
capacitor; the valtage across each capacitorwill
be Inversely propartional to its capacitance.
{ kajpas-ad-iv dilyic-ar |

capacitive electrometer [ENG] An instrument
for measuring small voltages; the voltage is
applied to the plates of a capacitor when they
are close together, then the voltage source is
removed and the plates are separated, increasing
the potential difference between them to a
measurable value. Also known as condensing
electrometer{ka|pas-ad-iv ,i,lek'tram-ad-or}

capacitive feedback [ELECTR] Process of return-
ing part of the energy in the plate (or output)
circuit of a vacuum tube(or other device) to the
grid (or input) circuit by means of a capacitance
common to both circuits { kolpas-adviv 'féd
ibak }

capacitive loading=|ELECTROMAG| 1, Raising the
resonant frequencyof an antenna by connecting a
fixed capacitor or capacitors In series with it. 2.
Lowering the resonant frequency of an antenna
by installing a capacitance hat. { ko'pas-ad-iv
‘ldd-in }

capacitive post [ELECTROMAG| Metal post or
screw extending across a waveguide at right
angles to the E field, to provide capacitive susce-
ptancein parallel with the waveguide for tuning
or matching purposes. { ka|pas-ad-iv jpast}

capacitive pressure transducer |eENG| A mea-
surement device in which variations in pres-
sure upon a capacitive elament proportionately
change the element's capacitive rating and thus
the strength of the measured electric signal
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from the device. { kopas-ad-iv ‘presh-ar tranz
idii-sar }

capacitive reactance |ELECTROMAG] Reactance
due to the capacitance of a capacitor or circuit,
equal to the inverse of the product of the
capacitance and the angular frequency. [ ka
jpas-od-iv ré'ak-tans}

capacitive tuning [ELECTR] Tuning involving use
of a variable capacitor. { ka|pas-ad-iv 'tiin-in}

capacitive window [{eLeEcTRomMAG| Conducting
diaphragm extending into a waveguide from
one or both sidewalls, producing the effect of
a capacitive susceptance in parallel with the
waveguide, { kajpas-ad-iv 'win-d6 }

capacitor |ELEC| A device which consists essen-
tially of two conductors (such as parallel metal
plates) insulated from each other by a dielectric
and which introduces capacitanceinto a circuit,
stores electrical energy, blocks the flow of direct
current, and permits the flow of alternating
current to a degree dependent on the capac-
itor's capacitance and the current frequency
Symbollzed C. Also known as condenser; electric
condenser. { ka'pas-od-ar}

capacitor antenna [{ELECTROMAG] Antenna con-
sisting of two conductors or systems of conduc-
tors, the essential characteristic of which is its
capacitance. Also known as condenser antenna
{ ka'pas-odvar an'ten:a }

capacitor bank {ELEC} A number of capacitors
connected in series orin parallel. {ko'pas:ad-ar
ibank |

capacitor box |ELECTR| A box-shaped structure
in which a capacitor is submerged in a heat-
absorbing medium, usually water Also known as
condenser box, _{ ka'pas-ad-ar ,baks)

capacitor color code [ELEC] A method of mark-
ing the value on a capacitor by meansof dots
or bandsofcolors as specified in the Electronic
Industry Association color code, _{ ka'pas-od-ar
'kol-ar ,kdd }

capacitor-input filter [ELECTR] A power-supply
filter in which a shunt capacitor is the first
elementafter the rectifier { ka'pas-ad-or!in,put
ifil-tor }

capacitor loudspeaker Seve electrostatic loud-
speaker { ko'pas-ad-ar 'lalid,spék-ar}

capacitor microphone |ENG Acous] A micro-
phone consisting essentially of a flexible metal
diaphragm and a rigid metal plate that to-
gether form a two-plate air capacitor; sound
wavesset the diaphragm in vibration, producing
capacitance variations that are converted into
audio-frequency signals by a suitable amplifier
circuit. Also known as condenser microphone;
electrostatic microphone. { ka'pas-ad-ar 'mi-
kra,fon }

Capacitor motor |ELEC] A single-phase induc-
tion motor having a main winding connected
directly to a source of alternating-current power
and an auxiliary winding connected in series
with a capacitor to the source of ac power Sve
capacitor-start motor. { ka'pas-ad-ar ,mGd-ar}

capacitor-resistor unit See rescap. _( ko'pas-od-or
ri'zis-tar ,vilenat}
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* motor |ELEC| A capacitor motor
ca ent SFcanecltor isin the circuit only during
i ating period, the capacitor andits auxiliary
the sta are disconnected automatically by ‘a

itch orother device when the motor
determined speed. Also known as

apacitor motor | ka'pas-acl-ar jstart ,mGd-ar|
4 jtor start-run motor Sm permanent-

ori capacitor motor { ka'pas-actar [start fran

winding
centrifugal sw
reaches 4 pre

mod-ar } . = ‘
capacity See capacitance; storage capacity,

[katpas-ad'é ] . -
capacily cell [eLec} 1. Capacitance-type device

ysed io measure thedielectricconstants of gases,
liquids, oF solids, 2. Capacitance-type device
used to moniter certain composition changes in
flowing streams. [ko pas.ad-€ sel

eapacity-rate product |comMuUN| The product of
the capacity ofa data-storage device in gigabytes
and the data tate in megabits per second
{ katpasacdé at iprachakt | /

gapristor See rescap. { ka’ prisstar|
capstan [enol Ashaft which pulls magnetic tape

through @ machine at constant speed) | ‘kap:
star| \ .

capture effect |ELEcTR| The effect wherein a
strong frequency-modulation signal in an FM
receiver completely suppresses a weakersignal
on the same or nearly the same frequency
('kapechar I'fekt } 7

capture ratio [COMMUN | A measure of the ability
ol a frequency-modulation tuner to reject the
weaker of two stations that are on the same
frequency; the lower the ratio of desired to
undesired signals, the better the performanceof
thetuner {'kap-char ,ré-sho}

CAR See computer-assisted retrieval. { kar}
carbon are |ELEC| An electric arc between two

electrodes, at least one of which is madeof car-
bon, used in welding and high-intensity lamps,
such as in searchlights and photography lamps
{tkar-bon (ark }

carbon-arc lamp |ELEC| An arc lamp in which an
electric current flows between two electrodes of
pure carbon, with incandescence at one or both
electrodes and some light from the luminescence
ofthe arc, { tkar-ban (ark 'lamp }

carbon brush |ELEc| A rod made of carbon that
bears against a commutator, collector ring, orslip
ting to provide passage for the electric current
from a dynamothrough an outside circuit or for
an external current through a motor. —_{ tkar-ban
ibrash }

carbon button See button, { |kar-bon !batan }
carbon-film hygrometerelement [ELEC] Arelec-

trical hygrometer element constructedofa plas-
tic strip coated with a film of carbon black
dispersed in a hygroscopic binder; variations in
atthospheric maisture content vary the volume of
the binder ancthus change the resistance of the
carbon coating, { ‘kirban film hi'grimvad-ar
icl-amant |

carbon-film resistor [ELEC] A resistor made by
depositing a thin carbon film on a ceramic form.
{ 'kar-bon film ri'zis-tor}

cardioid microphone

carbon lamp [ELEC] An arc lamp with carbon
electrodes. {'kar-ban ,lamp }

carbon mlicrophone |ENG acous] A microphone
in whicha flexible diaphragm movesin response
to sound waves and applies a varying pressure to
a container filled with carbon granules, causing
the resistance of the microphone tovary corre-
spondingly.  { {kar-ban 'mi-kra,fon }

carbon pile |ELEc] A variable resistor consisting
of a stack of carbon disks mounted between a
fixed metal plate and a movable onethat serve as
the terminals of the resistor; the resistance value
is reduced by applying pressure to the movable
plate. { 'kar-ban ,pil }

carbon-plle pressure transducer [ENG| A mea-
surement device in which variations in pressure
upon a conductive carbon core proportionately
changethe core’s electrical resistance, and thus
the strength of the measuredelectric signal from
the device. { 'kar-ban ,pil 'presh-or tranz ,di-
sor }

carbonresistor |ELEcTR| A resistor consisting of
carbonparticles mixed with a binder, molded into
a cylindrical shape, and baked: terminal leads
are attached to opposite ends. Also known as
composition resistor, { 'karebanri'zis-tor }

carbon transducer |ENG| A transducer consist-
ing of carbon granules in contact with a fixed elec-
trode and a movable electrode, so that motion of
the movable electrode varies the resistance of the
granules. { 'kar-ban tranz'dii-sar}

carcinotron See backward-wave oscillator
{ 'kars-an-a,tran }

card |comPuT sci] See punch card. [ELECTR] A
printed circuit board or other arrangement of
miniaturized components that can be plugged
into a computer or peripheral device. { kard}

card cage [ELECTR] A rack built into a com-
puter to hold printed circuit boards and allow
them to be installed or removed easily, { 'kard
kaj }

card dialer [cOMMUN|A telephone in which a
numbercan be dialed automatically and almost
instantly by inserting a coded card for that
number in a slot on the dialer; now obsolete,
having been replaced by automatic dialers using
electronic memory{‘kard ,di-lar }

card-edge connector [ELEC] A connector that
mates with printed-wiring leads running to the
edge of a printed circuit board on one or
both sides, Also known as edgeboard connector
{ 'kaérd ej ka'nek-tar|

cardholder |eELectR| AU-shaped slot designed to
hold the edgeof a printedcircuit board securely
inacardcage { ‘kard ,hdl-dar}

cardinal point effect [ELECTR] The increased in-
tensity of a line or group of returns on the
Tadarscope occurring when the radar beam is
perpendicular to the rectangular surface of a
line or group of similarly aligned features in the
ground pattern. { 'kard-nal {point i'fekt }

cardioid microphone=|ENGACOouSs| Amicrophone
having a heart-shaped, or cardioid, response
pattern, so it has nearly uniform response for
a range of about !80° in one direction and
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cardioid pattern

minimum response in the opposite direction
{ 'kard-@,6id 'mi-kra,f6n }

cardloldpattern [ENG] Heart-shaped pattern ob-
tained as the response or radiation charac-
teristic of certain directional antennas, or as
the response characteristic of certain types of
microphones. {'kard-€,did ,pad-ern }

card key access {ENG| A physical security sys-
tem in which doors are unlocked by plac-
ing a badge that contains magnetically coded
information in proximity to a reading de-
vice; some systems also require the typing
of this infermation on a keyboard. { ‘kare ,ké
‘akises ]

card slot [ELECTR] A groove where a printed
circuit board fits into a card cage or backplane
(kard ,slit }

carriage return |coMPut sci] The operation that
causes the next character to be printed at the
extremeleft margin, and usually advancesto the
next line atthe sametime_{'kar-ijri'torn }

carrier [COMMUN] 1. The radio wave produced by
a transmitter whenthere is no modulatingsignal,
or any other wave, recurring series of pulses, or
direct current capable of being modulated. Also
knownascarrier wave; signal carrier 2. A wave
generated locally at a receiver that, when com-
bined with the sidebandsof a suppressed-carrier
transmission in a suitable detector, produ-
ces the modulating wave 3. See carrier system
(SOLID STATE| See charge carrier { 'kar-€-or }

carrler ampllfler [ELEcTR| A direct-current am-
plifier in which the dc input signal is filtered
by a low-passfilter, then used to modulate a
carrier so it can be amplified conventionally as
an alternating-current signal; the amplified dc
outputis obtainedby rectifying and filtering the
rectified carrier signal { 'kar-é-or ,am-pla,fi-or }

carrier amplitude regulation §|commuN| Change
in amplitude of the carrier wave in an
amplitude-modulated transmitter when modula-
tion is applied under conditions of symmetrical
modulation { 'kar-é-or ‘am-pla,tiid reg-ya'la-
shon }

carrier beat [COMMUN] An undesirable hetero-
dyne offacsimile signals, each synchronouswith
a different stable reference oscillator, causing a
pattern in received copy. { 'kar-é-ar ,bét }

carrler channel |CcOMMUN] The equipment and
lines that make up a complete carrier-current
circuit between two or more points. { ‘kar-@-or
ichan-al }

carrler chrominance signal See chrominancesig-
nal { 'kar-8-ar'krd-mo-nons ,sig-nal}

carrier current (COMMUN|A higher-frequencyal-
ternating current superimposed on ordinary
telephone, telegraph, and power-line frequen-
cies for communication and control purposes
('kar-é-ar ,kar-ant }

carrier detect (comput sci} A signal sent by a
modem to a computeror a terminal to indicate
that it is receiving a character. { ‘kar-é-ar di
itekt }

carrler frequency |COMMUN| The frequency gen-
erated by an unmodulated radio, radar, carrier

communication, or other transmitter, or the ay-
erage frequency of the emitted wave when mod-
ulated by a symmetrical signal. Also known as
center frequency; resting frequency. { ‘kar-€-or
ifré-kwan-sé}

carrler leak [COMMUN Carrier remaining after
carrier suppressionin a suppressed-carrier trans-
mission system. { ‘kar-€-ar 16k }

carrler level |cOMMUN| The strength or level of
an unmodulated carrier signal at a particular
point in a radio system, expressed in decibels
in relation to some reference level. { 'kar-&-o¢
ilev-al }

carrler line (ELEc] Any transmission line used
for multiple-channel carrier communication
{ 'kar-€-ar lin }

carrter loading |ELECTROMAG| The addition of
Jumped inductances to the cable section of a
transmission line specifically designedfor carrier
transmission; it serves to minimize impedance
mismatch between cable and open wire and
to reduce the cable attenuation { ‘kar-éar
il6d-in }

carrier nolse [COMMUN] Noise produced by un-
desired variation of a radio-frequency signal in
the absence of any intended modulation Also
knownasresidual modulation. {'kar-€-ar ,ndiz]

carrler power output rating |COMMUN] Power
available at the output terminals of a transmitter
when the output terminals are connected to the
normal-load circuit or to a circuit equivalent
thereto. (‘kar-€-or jpau-ar ‘alt,put ,rad-in }

carrler repeater [ELECTR] Equipment designed
to raise carrier signal levels to such a value
that they may traverse a succeeding line section
at such amplitude as to preserve an adequate
signal-to-noise ratio; while the heart of a repeater
is the amplifier, necessary adjuncts arefilters,
equalizers, level controls, and so on, depend-
ing upon the operating methods. { ‘kar-éar
ri'péd-ar}

carrler sense multiple access with collision
detectlon See CSMA/CD. _{ 'kar-é-ar {sens 'mal-
ta-pal 'ak,ses with ka'lizh-an di,tek-shan}

carrler shift [COMMUN| 1. Transmission of in-
formation by radio through shifting the carrier
frequencyin one direction for a mark signal and
in the opposite direction for a spacing signal.
2. Condition resulting from imperfect modulation
wherebythe positive and negative excursions of
the envelope pattern are unequal, thuseffecting
a change in the powerassociated with the carrier.
{ ‘kar@-ar shift |

carrier signaling [commun | Method by whlch
busy signals, ringing, or dial signaling relays
are operated by the transmission of a catrler-
frequency tone. | ‘kar-€-ar ,sig-nally )

carrler suppression=|coMMuN| 1. Suppression
of the carrier frequency after conventional mod
ulation at the transmitter, with reinsertional the
carrier at the receiving end before demodulation.
2. Suppression of the carrier when there is no
modulation signal to be transmitted; used on
ships to reduce interference between transimil-
ters. ('kar-€-or so'presh-an }
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carrier-to-noise ratio

T | deviation of a
commun | The tota

lied2ciated or phase-modulated waye
frecuer lowest instantaneous frequency te
terhighest instantaneous frequency ['kar-@-arthe s

jewin } tem |coMMUN| Asystempermitting a
catiant simultaneous, independent commu-
Sone aver the same circult. Also known asnica ita rgear sista|
carrier, pare ‘COMMUN Telegraphy in which

merequency carrier wave is modulated by
ce transmitting apparels forel isslon overSe ‘ber aor ta lee rele

wirereuaaTelephonyin which
carrier feefrequency carrier wave is modulated bya
aerequency signal for transmission over wite

{ 'karé-ar tallefane |ee tus at one enclminal |ELEcTR| Apparatus
Oecaret transmission system, whereby [he

e¢ofmodulation. demodulation, filter-
ication and associa functions are
effected, | 'kar-G-ar jtarm-an-a }

ipower pee of teitude of the carrier to that of the noise
Toecited band limiting andl before any
nonlinear process such as amplitude limiting ane
detection. [ IkarG-or fa inoiz rash }

carrier transferfilters jecectR| Filters arranged
aga cartier-frequency crossover or bridge be-
tween two transmission cireuits, | kar@ar
\rranz-far (fil-tarz | a

carrier transmission [COMMUN| Transmission
in which the transmitted electric wave Is a
wave resulting from the modulation of a single-
frequency wave by a modulating wave
| ‘kar@or tranz'mish-an |}

carrler wave Sercarrier | ‘kar-G-ar way}
carry [MATH] An arithmetic operation that occurs

In the course of addition when the sum of the
digits in a given position equals or exceeds the
base of the number system; a multiple m of
the base is subtracted from this sum so that the
remainder is less than the base, and the number
m is then added to the next-higher-orderdigit.
(‘kar-é }

carry-complete signal |CcoMPUTScI| A signal gen-
erated by a digital parallel adder, indicating
that all carries from an adding operation have
been generated and propagated, and that the
addition operation is completed —_{ !kar-é kam
iplét ,sig-nal

Garry flag (comput sci] A flip-flop circuit which
indicates overflow in arithmetic operations.
{'karé flag |

carrying capacity |#LEc| The maximum amount
tf current or power that can be safely handled
pe 4 pie or other component. { ‘kar-d-igpas-ad-&}

carry lookahead compur sei} A circuit which
allows low-order carries to ripple through all
the way to the highest-order bit to output a
completed sum, | 'karé ‘lukeajhed J

carty-save adder |conpuy sci| A device for the
tapi addition of {three operands; consists of a
Sequence of full adders, in which one of the
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cascade compensation

operandsis entered in the carry inputs, and the
carry outputs, instead of feeding the carry inputs
of the following full adders, form a second output
word whichis then addedto the ordinary output
in a two-operand adder to form the final sum.
( tkar-é {sav ‘ad-ar}

carry signal [comput sci] A signal produced in a
computer when the sum of two digits in the same
column equalsor exceeds the base of the number
system in use or when thedifference between two
digits is less than zero, { 'kar-é ,sig-nal }

carry tlme [comput sci| The time needed to
transferall carry digits to the next higher column
( 'kar-é ,tim }

Carteslan-coordinate robot (CONT sys| A robot
having orthogonal, sliding joints and supported
bya nonrotary base asthe axis. { kar'té-zhan k6
iord-an-at 'r6, bat}

cartridge |comPuT sci] A self-contained module
that contains disks, magnetic tape,or integrated
circuits for storing data. _{ 'kar-trij }

cartridgedisk (comPuTsc!| A type of disk storage
device consisting of a single disk encased in a
compact container which can be inserted in and
temoved from the disk drive unit; used exten-
sively with computer systems, _{ ‘kar-trij ,disk }

cartridge font [comput sci] A font fora computer
printer that is stored on a read-only memory chip
within a cartridge (a module that is inserted in a
slot in the printer), { 'kar-trij fant }

cartridge fuse [ELEC] A type of electric fuse in
whichthe fusible elementis connected between
metal ferrules at either end ofan insulating tube
{ 'kar-trij ,fytiz }

cartridge lamp [ELEc| A pilot or dial lamp that
has a tubular glass envelope with metal-ferrule
terminals at each end, { 'kar-trij lamp }

cartridge tape drive [comput sci] A tape drive
which will automatically thread the tape on the
takeup reels without human assistance. Formerly
known as hypertape drive. { 'kar-trij ,tap driv }

cascade |CcomPuTSsc!| Aseriesof actions that take
place in the course of data processing, each
triggered by the previous action in the series
[ELEC] An electric-power circuit arrangement in
which circuit breakers of reduced interrupting
tatings are used in the branches, the circuit break-
ers being assisted in their protection function
by other circuit breakers which operate almost
instantaneously. Also known as backup arrange-
ment. |ELECTR| See avalanche. { ka'skad ]

cascade ampilfler |ELEcTR| A vacuum-tube am-
plifier containing two or more stages arranged in
the conventional series manner. Also known as
multistage amplifier { ka'skad ,am-pla,fi-or}

cascade-amplifier klystron§|ELEcTR| A klystron
having three resonant cavities to provide in-
creased power amplification and output; the
extra resonator, located between the input and
output resonators, is excited by the bunched
beam emerging from the first resonator gap
and produces further bunching of the beam
{ ka'skad ,am-pla,ff-ar ‘kITstran ]

cascade compensation [coNT sys] Compensa-
tion in which the compensatoris placedin series
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cascade connection

with the forward transfer function. Also known
as series compensation, tandem compensation
{ ka'skad kdim-pan'sa-shan }

cascade connection [ELECTR] A series connec-
tion of amplifier stages, networks, or tuning
circuits in which the outputof one feeds the input
of the next. Also known as tandem connection
{ ka'skad ko'nek-shan }

cascade control [CONT sys] An automatic con-
trol system in which various control units are
linked in sequence, each control unit regulating
the operation of the next control unit in line.
{ ka'skad kan,trdl |

cascade converter |ELEC| Arotary converter that
is powered from the secondary of an induction
motor that is connected to the same shaft
{ ka'skad kan,vard-ar}

cascaded [ENG] Of a series of elements or de-
vices, arranged so that the output of one feeds
directly into the input of another, as a series of
dynodesora series ofairfoils. _{ ka'skad-ad }

cascaded carry (COMPUT sci] A Carry process in
which the addition of two numerals results in
a sum numeral and a carry numeral thatare in
turn added together, this process being repeated
until no new carries are generated. _{ ka'skad-ad
'kar-é J

cascaded feedback canceler [ELECTR| Sophis-
ticated moving-target-indicator canceler which
provides clutter and chaff rejection. Also known
as velocity shaped canceler { ka'skadd-od 'féd
ibak ,kaneslar }

cascade Image tube |ELEcTR| An image tube
having a numberofsectionsstacked together, the
output image of ane section serving as the input
for the next section; used for light detection at
very low levels. { ka'skad 'im-ij ,tiib }

cascade junction§|ELECTR] Two pn semiconduc-
tor junctions in tandem such that the condition
of the first governs that ofthe second. { ka'skad
‘jank-shon }

cascade limiter |ELecTR| A limiter circuit that
uses two vacuum tubes in series to give improved
limiter operation for both weak and strong
signals in a frequency-modulation recelyer, Also
known as double limiter { ka ‘skid ‘lim:
advar}

cascade mixing |ELEc| A mechanism for ion-
beam mixing ofa film anda substrate in which the
recoil ofan atom froma collision with an incident
ion initiates a series of secondary collisions
amongthe film and substrate atoms, leading
to transfer of atoms from the substrate into the
film as well as from the film into the substrate
{ ka'skad ,mik-sin }

cascade networks [ELEC| Two networks in tan-
dem such that the outputof the first feeds the
input of the second. | ka'skad 'net,warks]

cascade nolse [ELECTR] The noise in a commu-
nicatlons receiver after an input signal has been
subjected to two tandem stages of amplification
{ ka'skad 'noiz |

cascade transformer |eLEC| A source of high
voltage that is made up of a collection of
step-up transformers; secondary windingsare in
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series, and primary windings, except the first, are
supplied from a pair of taps on the secondary
winding of the preceding transformer. { ka'skad
tranz'for-mor}

cascading §|ELEC} An effect in which a failure of
an electrical power system causes this system
to draw excessive amounts of power from power
systems whichare interconnected withit, causing
them to fail, and these systems cause adjacent
systemsto fail in a similar manner. and so forth
{ ka'skad-in }

cascading menu [comput Sci| A menu that ap-
pears next to a pull-down menu as the result
of selecting a choice on the latter { ka,skad-in
'men-yui }

cascading windows [COMPUTSci] Two or more
windowsdisplayed so that they overlap but their
title bars are still visible, { ka,skad-in 'win,d6z|

cascode amplifier |cLEcTR] An amplifier con-
sisting of a grounded-emitter input stage that
drives a grounded-baseoutput stage: advantages
include high gain and low noise; widely used in
television tuners.  { 'ka,skGd'am-plo,fi-ar}

case [COMPUTSci] 1. In computers, a set of data
to be used bya particular program. 2.The metal
box that houses a computer's circuit boards, disk
drives, and power supply. Also known as system
unit { kas }

CASE See computer-aided software engineering
( kas ]

case-sensitive language [compuT sci] A pro-
gramming tanguage in which upper-caseletters
are distinguished from lower-case letters. { 'kas
sens-a-tiv ‘lag-ewij }

case structure=[COMPUT Sci] A group of program
statements in which a condition is tested and,
accordingto the results of the test, one ofat least
three specific groups of program statements is
executed, after which the program returns to the
original location —_{ ‘kas ,strak-char }

Cassegrain antenna=[ELECTROMAG| A microwave
antenna in which the feed radiator is mounted
at or near the surface of the main reflector
and aimed at a mirror at the focus; energy
from the feedfirst illuminates the mirror, then
spreads outwardto illuminate the main reflector
{ kas-gran an'ten-a }

cassette {ENG Acous| A small, compact con-
tainer that holds a magnetic tape and can be
readily inserted into a matching tape recorder
for recording or playback, the tape passes from
one hub within the container to the other hub
{ ka'set }

cassette cartridge system [compuT sciJ An in-
put system often used in computers; its low cost
and ease in mountingoften offsetits slow access
time. ( ka'set ,kar-trij sis-tam }

cassette memory (comput sci] A removable
magnetic tape cassette that stores computer
programs and data, { ka'set 'mem-ré}

catalog (computsci] 1. All the indexes to data
sets or files in a system, 2. The index to all
other indexes; the master index, 3. To add an
entry to an index or to build an entire new index.
4. A list of items in a data storage device, usually
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' ri arkind of information
arranged so ave sallyreadBe \
can be locales Slee eLectR| A logic circuit el-

catalog-order eadily obtainable froma manu-
ement shat can be combined with ether such
facturer, ane ‘provide a wide variety of logic
elements i ad-al.ag tor-dar dis )
circuits. | rrr ‘ Icompur sci] A situation. in

catastrophic© errors are detectedIna computer
which ang iis compilation of execution ls au-
programthat atecl. | ,had-alstraf-ik 'er-ar |tically terminate ‘ 2ale hic failure [ENG] 1. 4 sudden. fallure

catestrop wartifie: as appesed to degradation
Aire 2, A failure whose occurrence can pre-
iat . the satislactory performance of anentite
resemblyor system —( kac-a'stratk fal-yar|
fahet jelectr| Electrode in a velocity-

cal iujated vacuumtube on which the spaced
patron roups Induce a signal; the output of
the tube is taken from this element—['kach-ar |

catching diode ELECT®| Diode connected te act
ag a short circuit when its anode becomes
positive; the diode then prevents the voltage of
a-circult terminal from rising above the diode
cathode voltage | 'kach-ig cli,Gd |

categorization |compur scl| Process of sepa-
rating multiple addressed messages to form
individual messages for singular addresses,
{ kad-o-go-ro'za-shon } /

catena [COMPUT SCI] A series of data items that
appears ina chained list | ko'té-no } /catenate §|coMPUT Sci| To arrange a collection of
items in a chainedlist orcatena, { ‘kat-on,at }

cathode [ELEC] The terminal at which current
leaves a primary cell or storage battery; it is
negative with respect to the device, and positive
with respect Lo the external circuit. [ELECTR]
1. The primary sourceofelectrons in an electron
tube; in directly heated tubes the filament is
the cathode, and in indirectly heated tubes
a coated metal cathode surrounds a heater
Designated K Also known as negative electrode
2. The terminal of a semiconductor diode that
is negative with respect to the other terminal
whenthe diode is biased in the fonvard direction
{ ‘kath,Gd }

cathode bias |cLec}x| Bias obtained by placing
a resistor in the carrion cathode return circuit,
between cathode and grounel: flow of electrode
Currents throughthis resistor produces a voltage
dropthal serves to make the contrel grid negative
with respecttothe cathode | 'kath,Gd ,bi-as }

cathode-coupled amplifier jelecte|A cascade
amplifier in which the coupling between two
Stages is provided bya caimmeancathode resistor.
(ikath.od jkapeald "amepla,fear }

cathade coupling |eLecTR| Use af an input or
Output element in the cathode cireuit for

coupling energy lo another stage { 'kath,Gdhap-lin |}
cathode crater jevecre| A depression formed in

the surface of a cathode by sputtering. | "kath
Od kraclar |

cathode dark Space [eLectr| The relatively non-
luminousregion between the cathode glow and
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 cathode-ray oscilloscope

the negative flow in a glow-discharge vold-
cathode tube. Also known as Crookes dark space;
Hittorf dark space. | ‘kath dd ‘dirk spas ]

cathode disintegration |eiectr| The destruction
of the active area of a cathode by positive-ion
bombardment. | 'kath,Gd dis,int-algra-shan |

cathode drop=|éi.ectr| The voltage between the
are streamand the cathode ofa glow-discharge
tube, Also known as cathode fall. { 'kath,ad
drap J

cathode emission=|ELECcTR| A. process whereby
electronsare emitted fram the cathode structure
{ ‘kath,Gd i'mish-on }

cathodefall See cathode drop. { 'kath,dd ,fol }
cathode follower=[LectR} A vacuum-tubecircuit

in which the input signal is applied between
the control grid and ground, and the load is
connected between the cathodeand ground. Also
known as grounded-anode amplifier; grounded-
plate amplifier | ‘kath,Gd (fal-awwar|

cathode glow) |ELecrr| The luminous glow that
covers all or part of the cathode in a glow-
discharge cold-cathade tube. | 'kath,Gd ,elé |

cathode Interface capacitance |riecre| A ca-
pacitance which, when connectedin parallel with
an appropriate resistance, forms an impedance
approximately equal to the cathode interface
impedance Also known as layer capacitance
( {kath Sd {in-tar,fas ka'pas-ad-ans)

cathode interface impedance [ELECTR] The
impedance between the cathode base and
coating in an electron tube, due to a high-
resistivity layer or a poor mechanical bond, Also
known as layer impedance. { 'kath,Sd {instar
fas im'péd-ons }

cathode keying [Lecter] Transmitter keying by
means of a key in the cathode lead of the keyedl
vacuum-tube stage, opening the direct-current
circuits for the grid and anode simultaneously
{ 'kath,od ,ké-in }

cathode layers [ELECTR] One or morefaint layers
next to, and on the anodeside of, the Aston
dark space in a glow-discharge tube {'kath,6d
ld-orz }

cathode modulation |eLects| Amplitude modu-
lation accomplished by applying the modulating
voltage to the cathode circuit of an electron
tube in which the carrier is present. { 'kath,od
imaj-a'la-shon J

cathode ray [ELECTR] A stream ofelectrons. such
as that emitted by a heated filament in a tube,
or that emitted by the cathode of a gas-discharge
tube when the cathode is bombarded by positive
ions, | ‘kath,ad ira |

cathode-ray oscillograph [ELECTR] A cathode-
ray oscilloscope in whicha photographic or other
permanent record is produced by the electron
beam af the cathode-ray tube. { 'kath,od !rd
a'sil-a,graf }

cathode-ray oscilloscope=|ELEcTR| A test instru-
ment that uses a cathode-ray tube to make
visible on a fluorescent screen the instantaneous
values and waveforms ofelectrical quantities
that are rapidly varying as a function of time or
another quantity Abbreviated CRO. Also known
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cathode-ray storage tube

as oscilloscope; scope { ‘kathod 18 a'sil-a

itaiens storage tube |ELECTR| Astorage tube
in whichthe information is written by means ofa
cathode-ray beam,={ ‘kath Gel [ra 'ster-i| tb }

cathode-ray tube [ELECTR] An electron tube in
which a beam of electrons can be focused to a
small area and varied in position and intensity
ona surface Abbreviated CRT. Originally known
as Braun tube; also known as electron-ray tube
{ 'kath, Gd (ra ,tub }

cathode-ray tuning indicator [ELecrR| A small
cathode-ray tube having a fluorescent pattern
whosesize varies with the voltage applied to
the grid; used in radio receivers to indicate
accuracyof tuning and as a modulation indicator
in some tape recorders. Also knownaselectric
eye; electron-ray indicator; magic eye; tuning eye
{ ‘kath Gd {rd 'tin-in in-da'kad-or}

cathode-ray voltmeter [ELec| An instrument
consisting of a cathode-ray tube of known
sensitivity, whose deflection can be used to
measure voltages. { 'kath,Gd {ra 'v6lt,méd-or }

cathoderesistor [ELECTR| A resistor used in the
cathode circuit of a vacuum tube, having a
resistance value such that the voltage drop
acrossit due to tube current provides the correct
negative grid bias for the tube. ( 'kath,Gd
ri'zis-tor}

cathode spot [ELECTR] The smal] cathode area
tom which an arc appears to originate in a

discharge tube [ ‘kath,Gd ,spat)
cathode sputtering Sve sputtering. { ‘kath,Gd

'spod-a-rin |
cathodoluminescence {ELECTR] Luminescence

produced when high-velocity electrons bombard
a metal in vacuum, thus vaporizing small
amounts of the metal in an excited state, which
amounts emit radiation characteristic of the
metal Also known as electronoluminescence

tkath-o,d6,lum-o'nes-ans }
cathodophosphorescence |ELECTR] Phosphore-

scence produced when high-velocity electrons
bombard a metal in a vacuum ikath-a,d6
ifas-fo'res-ons}

CATT Sve controlled avalanche transit-time triode
kat }

CATV Svecable television
catwhisker [ELECTR] A sharply pointed, flexible

wire used to make contact with the surface of
a semiconductor crystal at a point that provides

 
rectification —_{ 'kat,wis-kor }

Cauerfilter See elliptic-integral filter { 'kau-or
fil-tar )

Cauer form§[ELEC| A continued fraction expan-
sion of the impedance used in the network
synthesis for a driving point function resulting
in a ladder network. { 'kau-ar form }

causal system [CONT sys] A system whose re-
sponse to an input does not depend on values
of the input at later times. Also known as nonan-
ticipatory system, physical system [ 'k6-zol
:sis-tom }

cautious control [cont sys] A control law for a
stochastic adaptive control system which hedges
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and uses lower gain when the estimates are
uncertain. {'ko-shas kan'trdl}

cavity See cavity resonator, { 'kav-od-é }
cavity coupling |ELECTROMAG] The extraction of

electromagnetic energy from a resonant cavity,
either waveguide or coaxial, using loops, probes,
orapertures. {'kav-ad-é ,kop-lin }

cavity fliter=(ELECTROMAG| A microwavefilter that
uses quarter-wavelength-coupled cavities in-
serted in waveguidesor coaxial tines to provide
band-pass or other response characteristics at
frequencies in the gigahertz range. { 'kav-od-é
ifil-tor

cavity frequency meter |ENG|A device that
employs a cavity resonator to measure mi-
crowave frequencies [ ‘kavad-é ‘'fré-kwon-sé
iméd-ar}

cavity Impedance [ELECTR] The impedance of
the cavity of a microwave tube which appears
across the gap between the cathode and the
anode _{ 'kav-od-é im'péd-ans }

cavity magnetron |ELECTR| A magnetron having
a numberofresonantcavities forming the anode;
used as a microwave oscillator. { 'kav-od-é
'mag-no,tran }

cavity oscillator |ELECTR| An ultra-high-frequency
oscillator whose frequency is controlled by a
cavity resonator { 'kav-od:é 'ds-0,lad-or}

cavity resonance |ELECTROMAG| The resonant
oscillation of the electromagnetic field in acavity
[ENG Acous| The natural resonantvibration of a
loudspeaker baffle; if in the audio range, it is
evident as unpleasant emphasis of soundsat that
frequency { 'kavead-€ 'rez-an-ons}

cavity resonator |ELECTROMAG] A space totally
enclosed by a metallic conductor and excited in
such a way that it becomes a source of elec-
tromagnetic oscillations. Also known as cavity;
microwave cavity; microwave resonance cavity;
Tesonant cavity; resonant chamber; resonant
element; rhumbatron, tuned cavity; waveguide
resonator { 'kav-od-é 'rez-an,ad-ar|

cavity tuning=|ELECTROMAG] Use of an adjustable
cavity resonator as a tuned circuit in an oscil-
lator or amplifier, with tuning usually ach-
ieved by moving a metal plunger in or out of
the cavity to change the volume, and hence the
resonant frequency of the cavity. { 'kav-ad-é
itun-in |

cavity-type diode amplifier See diode amplifier
{ 'kav-od-é ,tip 'di,6d ,am:pla,fl-ar }

CAW Sve channel address word
C band [commun] A band of radio frequencies

extending from 4 to 8 gigahertz. {'sé ,band }
C-bandfixed satellite service=|comMMUN| Satel-

lite communication at frequencies in and near
the C band, with the uplink frequency in a band
from 5.85 to 7.075 gigahertz and the downlink
frequency in bands from 3,4 to 4,2 gigahertz and
4.5 to 4.8 gigahertz. {'sé ,band ifikst |sad-a,lit
iSar-vas }

C-band waveguide [ELECTROMAG| A rectangular
waveguide, with dimensions 3.48 by 1.58 cen-
timeters, which is used to excite only the
dominant mode (TE9,) for wavelengths in the

200
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{ 's@ ,band ‘wav5 | centimeters

range 3.7-
pie “cj The battery that supplies theevec| The battery

Cc ey sf yoltage required by the contral-grid
sta es al electron tubes in battery-operated
rent Also known as grid battery, | 'sée :

oe oepti block chaining
chies 5 grid bias. ['se bias |

px Sic computerized branch exchange.
eg Dp Suv charge-coupled device
cc cae common-channel interoffice signaling,
aa 2 code |cOMMUN| A printing-telegraph

) which each character is represented by
gits. Also known as international

International Telegraphic
{ S8\s8,7,t8'10

code In
five binary dl
telegraph alphabet, ee
Consultative Committee co le2
kod | . oy

cctv Se closed-circull television
ecu S: communications cortral unit
ccw ehannel command word.
cD Sw campact disk. ;
cpD-4sound Si compatible discrete four-channel

cound—| s@iele Ter saund |
C-display |eLecth| A radar display format in

which targets appear as spots with azimuth angle
as the horizontal axis, and elevation angle as the
vertical Also known as C-indicator; C-scan; C-
scope. {'sédi'spla}

CDM See code-division multiplex
CDMA See code-division multiple access
CD-R |comMUN] A compact-disk format that al-

lows users to record audio or other digital data
in such a way that the recording is permanent
(nonerasable) and maybe read indefinitely. De-
rived from compact-disk recordable, Also known
as compact-disk write-once (CD-WO)

CD-ROM=See compact-disk read-only memory
{ |séidé ‘ram ]

CD-RW [COMMUN] A compact-disk format that
allows audio or other digital data to be writ-
ten, read, erased, and rewritten, Derived from
compact-disk rewritable. Also known as compact-
disk erasable

CDTV See conventional definition television
CD-WO See CD-R
cell (comput sci] 1. An elementary unit of data

storage 2.In a spreadsheet, the intersection of
a row and acolumn. {EeLEC] A single unit of a
battery {sel)

cell address [comput sci] A combination of a
letter and a number that specifies the column and
row in which a cell is located on a spreadsheet
{'sel adres|

Cellar See push-down storage. _{ 'sel-or }
cell pointer [comput sci] A rectangular highlight

that indicates the active cell in a spreadsheet
program. | ‘sel. point-ar}

cell protection |coneur sei} A format applied to
a cell or range af cells in a spreadsheet, or to the

"a 
 

 

centimetric waves

entire spreadsheet, that prevents the contents of
the cells in question from being altered_{'sel
pro,tek-shan}

cell reference [comput sci| The addressofa cell
that contains a value that is needed to solve
a formula in a spreadsheet program{'sel
iref-rans}

cell-type tube (ELECTR| Gas-filled radio-
frequency switching tube which operates in an
external resonant circuit; a tuning mechanism
may be incorporated in either the external
resonant circuit or the tube. { ‘sel ,tip ,tiib }

cellular automaton (comput sci] A theoretical
model of a parallel computer which is subject
to various restrictions to make practicable the
formal investigation of its computing powers
[MATH] A mathematical construction consisting
of a system of entities, called cells, whose
temporal evolution is governed by a collection
of rules, so that its behavior over time may
appear highly complex or chaotic, { 'sel-ya-lar
o'tdam:a-tan }

cellular chaln§|comput sci] A chain which is not
allowed to cross a cell boundary. { 'sel-ya-lar
‘chan }

cellular horn See multicellular horn { 'sel-ya-
lar ‘horn }

cellular mobile radio |coMMUN| A system that
serves portable and mobile radio receivers in
whichthe service area is subdivided into multiple
cells or zones, and unique radio channel fre-
quencies are assigned to each cell, { ‘sel-ya-lor
'm6-bal 'rad-8-6 }

cellular multitist (comput sci] A type of multi-
list organization composed of cellular chains
(‘sel-ya-lar 'mal-tilist }

cellular splitting {comput sci] A method of add-
ing recordstoa file in which the records are grou-
ped into cells and each cell is divided into two
when it becomesfull { ''sel-ya-lar 'splid-in }

CELP coder See code-excited linear predictive
coder. { |s@éjel'pé ,kGd-ar or 'selp ,kGd-ar}

center-coupled loop [ELECTR] Coupling loop in
the center of one of the resonant cavities of a
multicavity magnetron. {'sen-tar kup-ald 'Itip }

center frequency See carrier frequency _{ 'sen-
tar 'fré-kwon-sé }

centering control {ELEcTR| One of the two con-
trols used for positioning the image on the screen
of a cathode-ray tube; either the horizontal cen-
tering control or the vertical centering control
{ 'sen-ta-rin kan'trdl }

centerIIne Seestrokecenterline {'sen-tar lin}
center loading |ELECTROMAG] Alteration of the

resonant frequency of a transmitting antenna
by inserting an inductance or capacitance about
halfway between the feed point and the end of
the antenna. { 'sen-tar 'l6d-in }

center tap [ELEC] A terminal at the electrical
midpoint of a resistor, coil, or other device
Abbreviated CT. [ 'sen-tar ,tap }

centimetric waves [COMMUN] Microwaves hav-
ing wavelengths between | and 10 centimeters,
corresponding to frequencies between 3 and 30
gigahertz, ( {sent-ajme-trik 'wavz }
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central-battery system

central-battery system (COMMUN| A telephone
or telegraph system which obtainsall the energy
for signaling (and for speaking, in the case of
the telephone) from a single battery of secondary
cells located at the main exchange. { isen-tral
‘bad-a-ré ,sis-tam }

central control [sys ENG] Control exercised over
an extensive and complicated system from a
single center {'sen-tral kan'trdl

centralized configuration See star network.
('sen-tra,lizd kan, fig-yo'ra-shan }

centralized database9jcomrur sell A database
at a single physical location, usually employed
in conjunction with centralized datw processing
{ 'sen-tra,lizd 'dad-a ,bas}

centralized data processing {comput sci| The
processing of all the data concerned with a
given activity at one place, usually with fixed
equipment within one building. { 'sen-tro,!Tzd
‘dad-e 'pras,as-in }

central office (COMMUN| A switching unit, in-
stalled in a telephone system serving the general
public, having the necessary equipment and
operating arrangements for terminating and
interconnecting lines and trunks. Also known as
telephone central office. {'sen-tral 'd-fas }

central office IIne See subscriberline. { jsen-tral
10-fas ,lTn }

central processing unlt=|compur scl| The part of
acomputercontaining the circuits required to in-
terpret and execute the instructions. Abbreviated
CPU. {'sen-tral 'prés,as-ip ,yii-nat}

central-processing-unlt tlme |compuT sci| The
time actually required to processa set of instruc-
tions in the logic unit of acomputer _{ 'sen-tral
‘pras,es-ig ,yi-nat ,tim }

central terminal=(comput sci] A communication
device which queuestellers’ requests for pro-
cessing and which channels answers to the con-
soles originating the transactions. { 'sen-tral
‘tor-man-al }

centrifugal cutout |ELEC| Aswitch that is opened
by centrifugal force and is usually closed by a
spring when the centrifugal force is reduced
{ sen'trif-o-gol ‘kad aut }

centrold [NAv| In radar, the estimate of a con-
tact’s position as a single point, whereas the
echoes may have occupied adjacent beam po-
sitions and-or range cells on successive pulses;
the result of a centroiding algorithm in a radar
contact generator {'sen,trdid }

centrold of asymptotes |CoNT sys] The inter-
section of asymptotes in a root-locus diagram
{ 'sen,trdid av 'as-am,tdd-éz}

cepstrum vocoder [ENG ACcouS] A digital device
for reproducing speech in which samples of
the cepstrum of speech, together with pitch
information, are transmitted to the receiver, and
are then converted into an impulse response that
is convolved with an impulse train generated
from the pitch information { 'sep-tram 'v6
tkGd-ar }

ceramic amplifier [ELECTR] An amplifier that uti-
lizes the piezoelectric properties of semiconduc-
tors such assilicon { sa'ram-ik ‘am-pla,fT-ar }
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ceramic-based microcircult (ELECTR! A micro-

miniaturecircuit printed on a ceramic substrate,
{ so'ram-ik,bast 'mT-kr6,sar-kat }

ceramlc capacitor |ELEC| A capacitor whose di-
electric is a ceramic material such as steatite or
barium titanate, the composition of which can
be varied to give a wide range of temperature
coefficients. { sa'ram-ik ko'pas-ad-or}

ceramic cartridge [ENG Acous] A device con-
taining a piezoelectric ceramic element, used
in phonograph pickups and microphones
{ sa'ram-ik 'kar-trij }

ceramic earphones See crystal headphones
{ sa'ram-ik ‘ir,fonz }

ceramicfilter {ELEcTR| Atype of mechanical filter
that uses a series of resonant ceramic disks
to obtain a band-pass response { so'ram-ik
‘fil-tor }

ceramic microphone [ENG acous|A_micro-
phone using a ceramic cartridge. { sa'ram-ik
'mi-kra,fon }

ceramic pickup [ENG acous}A phonograph
pickup using a ceramic cartridge. { sa'ram-ik
‘pik-ap }

ceramic transducer See electrostriction trans-
ducer {sa'ram-ik tranz'dii-sar}

ceramic tube {ELEcTR| An electron tube having
a ceramic envelope capable of withstanding
operating temperatures over 500°C, as required
during reentry of guided missiles. { sa'ram-ik
‘tiib }

ceraunograph [ENG] An instrumentthat detects
tadio waves generated by lightning discharges
and records their occurrence { sa'ron-a,graf }

Cerenkov rebatron radiator [ELECTR] Device in
which a tightly bunched, velocity-modulated
electron beam is passed through a hole in
a dielectric; the reaction between the higher
velocity of the electrons passing through the hole
and the slowervelocity of the electromagnetic
energy passing throughthe dielectric results in
tadiation at some frequency higher than the
frequency of modulation of the electron beam
{ cho'ren-kaf{ré-ba, tran jrad-é,ad-ar}

cermet resistor |ELEC| A metal-glaze resistor,
consisting of a mixture of finely powdered
precious metals and insulating materials fired
onto a ceramic substrate. { 'sar,metri'zis-tor

certainty equivalence control [CONT Sys] An op-
timal control law fora stochastic adaptive control
system which is obtained by solving the control
problem in the case of known parameters and
substituting the known parameters with their
estimates. { 'sort-an-té i'kwiv-a-lans kan'tral}

certificate [COMMUN| A data record containing
an identification, a digital signature from a
third party who is believed to be trustworthy,
attesting to the authenticity of the identity,
and an encryption key which provides a basis
for two unknownentities to establish a shared
encryption. { sar'tif-i-kot }

ceslum-antlmonide photocathode [ELEcTR|
A photocathode obtained by exposing a thin
layer of antimony to cesium vapor at elevated
temperatures; has a maximum sensitivity in the
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e and ultraviolet regions of the spectrumblueeam ‘an-to-ma,nid Od-a'kath, dd )utter source§|LEcTR| A source

Oeve iors in which a beam of positive
on ions, accelerated through a potential dif-
ference on 20-30 kilovelts, sputters the cesium:
coated inner surface of a hallow cone labricated
from or containing the element whose negative
jon Is required, and an appreciable fraction
af the negative jons leaving the surface are
axtractedfrom the rear hole of the sputter cone
| se-raam bam 'spac-ar SOrs }

cesium-beam tube Se cesium electron tube
'se@ze-am jbam tii} ;

cesium electron tube [ELECTR] An electronic de-
vice used as an atomic clock, procucing elec-
fromagnetic energy thal is accurate and stable
in frequency Also knownas cesium beam tube

‘ogegaeam Mek, tran tub |
cesium hollow cathode |etecra| A cathode In

which cesiwin ls heated at the bottom of a
cylinder serving as the cathade of an electron
tube, to give current densities that can be as
high as 890 amperes per square centimeter
{'s@-2é-om[hill‘ka, thed|

cesium magnetometer |ENG| A magnetometer
that uses a cesium atomic-beam resonator as a
frequency standard in a circuit that detects very
small variations in magnetic fields, { 's@.z@-am
mag-no'ttim-ad-ar}

cesium phototube |ELECTR| A phototube having
a cesium-coated cathode; maximum sensitiv-
ity in the infrared portion of the spectrum
{'s@-z@am 'fod-5, tb }

cesium thermionic converter [ELECTR] A
thermionic diode in which cesium vapor is
stored between the plates to neutralize space
charge and to lower the work function of the
emitter {'sé-z€-om thor-mé'an-ik kan'vard-or)

cesium-vapor lamp [ELECTR] A lamp in which
light is produced by the passage of current
between twoelectrodes in ionized cesium vapor
{ 's@zéam va-par amp }

cesium-vapor Penning source |ELEcTR| A con-
ventional Penning source modified for negative-
ion generation through the introduction or a
third, sputter cathode, made from or containing
the element of interest, which is the source of
negative ions, and through the introduction of
cesium vapor into the arc chamber. { 's@-zé-am
iva-par 'pen-in .sors}

cesium-vapor rectifler |ELgcrR| A gas tube in
which cesium vapor serves as the conducting
gas and acondensed monatomic layer of cesium
sefves as the cathode coating. | ‘s&z@am
Wwiepar 'tek-ta, (har }

CFIA Swcomponent-failure-impactanalysis.
CGI Svcommon gateway interlace
CGI script jcompur Scl| A program, written ina

latiguagé such as Perl, that is used for creating
Interactive Web pages: lor example, it allows a
Web server to process a tequest from a user,
communicate with a database, and reply to the
user by creating a Web page. | seqje'y skript |

CGM Swcomputer graphics metafile,
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chaining search

chad {comput sci] The piece of material re-
moved when forming a hole or notch ina punched
tape or punched card. Also known as chip
( chad }

chaff |ELECTROMAG| Reflective particulate matter,
suchas tinystrips of coatedfilms or of metallic
foil. that can be dispensed by aircraft in the
airspace covered by an enemyradar, so as to
create such an echo density that echoes of
interest to that radar are obscured or the radar is
distracted by the chaffreturn { chaf}

chain |cOMMUN]| A network ofradio, television,
radar, navigation, or other similar stations con-
nected by telephone lines, coaxial cables, or
radio relaylinks soall can operate as a group for
broadcast purposes, communication purposes,
or determination of position [comput sci} 1.A
series of data or other items linked together in
some way 2. A sequence of binary digits used
to construct a code—ELECTR] A serles of ampli-
fiers in a transmitter, achieving a higher overall
gain than any one amplifier could reasonably
achieve. { chan |

chaincede=|compultsei) Abinary code consisting
of a cyclic sequence ol some ar all of the possible
binary words at a elven length such that each
word |s derived!from the previous one by moving
the binarydigits one position tothe left, dropping
the leading bit, ancl Inserting a new bit at the end,
in such a way that no word recurs before the cycle
is complete { ‘chan ,kad )

chain command=|compur sci| Any input/output
command in a sequence of input/output com-
mands such as WRITE, READ, SENSE. (‘chan
ka'mand )

chain data flag |compur sci] A value of | given
to a specific bit of a channel command word,
commonly used with scatter read or scatter write
operations. {'chan 'dad-o flag |

chained block encryption §[|CcomMMUN| The use of
a block cipher in which the bits of a given
output block depend not only on the bits in the
corresponding input block and in the key, but also
on any or all priar data bits, either inputted to or
produced during the enciphering or deciphering
process. Alsoknownasblockchaining. (!chand
‘blak in'krip-shan|

chalned Ist [comput sci] A collection of data
items arranged in a sequence so that each item
contains an address giving the location of the
next item in a computer storage device, Also
knownaslinked list. [{ }chAnd ‘list}

chained records |compur sct| A file of records
arranged according to the chaining method
{ichand 'rek-ardz}

chaining |compur sel|A method of staring
tecords which are not necessarily contiguaus, in
which the records are arranged in a sequence
and each record contains means to identify its
successor { 'chan-in }

chaining search (comput sci] A method of
searching fora data item in a chainedlist in which
an initial key is used to obtain the location of
either the item sought or another item in the list,
and the search then progresses through the chain
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chain pointer

until the required item is obtained or the chain
is completed, {'chan-in ,sarch }

chain polnter=(compurtsci| The part ofa data item
in achainedlist that gives the address ofthe next
dataitem {'chan 'pdint-ar}

chaln printer [comput sci| A high-speed printer
in which the typeslugsare carried by the links of
arevolving chain { 'chan ,print-ar}

chaln printing [compur sci] The printing of a
group of linked files by placing commandsat
the end of each file that direct the program
to continue printing the next one, { {chan
‘print-in }

chain radar beacon |cOMMUN] A beacon with
a fast recovery time to permit simultaneous
interrogation and tracking of the beacon by a
numberof radars. { chan 'ra,dar ,bé-kan}

chain radar system |ENG| A number of radar
stations located at various sites on a missile
range to enable complete radar coverage during
a missile flight; the stations are linked by data
and communicationlines for target acquisition,
target positioning, or data-recording purposes.
{ichan 'ra,dar ,sis-tam }

challenge (COMMUN] To causean interrogator to
transmit a signal which puts a transponderinto
operation. { 'chal-anj }

challenger See interrogator _{ 'chal-an-jar}
challenge-response |compuT sci] A method of

identifying and authenticating persons seeking
access to a computing system; each useris
issued a device resembling a pocket calculator
and is given a different problem to solve (the
challenge), to which the calculator provides
part of the answer, each time the person seeks
authentication _{ 'chal-anj ri'spans}

challenging signal See interrogation. {| ‘chal:
an-jin ,sig-nal }

chance-constralned programming=[computsci]
Type of nonlinear programming wherein the
deterministic constraints are replaced by their
probabilistic counterparts. { |chans kan'strand
‘prd,gram:in }

changed memory routine=|compursci| A selec-
tive memory dump routine in which only those
words that have been changed in the course
of running a program are printed. { ichanjd
'mem-ré rii,tén }

change dump [comput sci] A type of dump
in which only those locations in a computer
memory whose contents have changed since
some previous event are copied. { 'chanj
,damp}

changefile |compursci] A transactionfile thatis
used to update a masterfile. { 'chanj ,fil }

change of control |compuT sci{ 1. A break in
a series of records at which processing of the
records may be interrupted and somepredeter-
mined action taken. 2. Seejump. { 'chanj av
kan'tral }

changeover switch |ELEC| A means of moving a
circuit from one set of connections to another
{ 'chan,j6-var ,swich }

change record [comput sci] A record that is
used to alter information in a corresponding
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master record Also known as amendmentrecord;
transaction record. { 'chanj ,rek-ard }

change tape§|compuT sci] A paper tape or mag-
netic tape carrying information that is to be used
to update filed information; the latter is often on
a master tape Also known as transaction tape
{'chanj ,tap }

channel [COMMUN] 1. A band ofradio frequen-
cies allocated for a particular purpose; a standard
broadcasting channel is 10 kilohertz wide, an
FM channel is 200 kHz wide, and a television
channel 6 megahertz wide. 2. A path through
which electrical transmission of information
takes place. [comput sci] A path along which
digital or other information may flow in a
computer. |ELECTR| 1.A path fora signal, as an
audio amplifier may have several input channels
2. The main current path between the source
and drain electrodesin a field-effect transistor
or other semiconductor device. _{ 'chan-al }

channel adapter (comput sci| Equipment that
allows devices operating at different rates of
speed to be connected anddata to betransferred
at the slower data rate. { 'chan-al a,dap-tar }

channel address word=|compur sci] A four-byte
code containing the protection key and the main
storage address of the first channel command
word at the start of an input/output operation
Abbreviated CAW. _{ 'chan-al 'ad,res ,ward }

channel-attached device |compuT sci] Equip-
ment that is directly connected to a computer
byachannel { 'chan-al ajtachtdi,vts }

channelbank=[ELECcTR| Part of a carrier-multiplex
terminal that performs the first step of mod-
ulation of the transmitting voice frequencies
into a higher-frequency band, and the final step
in the demodulation of the received higher-
frequency bandinto the received voice frequen-
cies. {‘chan-al ,bank }

channel capacity |commMUuN| The maximum
number of bits or other information elements
that can be handled in a particular channel per
unit time. { 'chan-al ka'pas-ad-é }

channel command [comput sci] The step, equiv-
alent to a program instruction, requiredtotell
an input/output channel what operationis to be
performed, and where the data are or should be
located _{ 'chan-al ka'mand }

channel command word [comput sci] A code
specifying an operation, one or more flags, a
count, and a storage location. Abbreviated CCW
{ 'chan-al ka'mand ,ward }

channel conflguratlon [comput sci] The types,
number, and logical relationships of devices con-
nected to a given computer channel _{ 'chan-al
kan, fig-ya,ra-shan}

channel control command [computsci| An or-
der to a control unit to perform a non-
data input/output operation. { 'chan-al kan'trél
ka'mand}

channel design=|compuT sci] The type of chan-
nel, characterized by the tasks it can perform,
available toa computer, {‘chan-al di'zin }

channel director [comput sci{A unit in
some very large computers that controls the
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gnctioning of several channels. { ‘chan-al di[

crek-tar |
channel effect [ELECTR] A leakage current flowing

aver a surface path between the collector and
arnitter in some types of transistors—{ ‘chan-ol

ee electron multiplier JELECTRE A single-
yrticle detectar which consists of a hollow glass

orceramie tube with a semiconducting Inner sur
face; It responds to cine or more primary particle
impact eventsal [ts entrance by producing, ina
cascade multiplication process,a charge pulse of
typically 104-108 electrons—[\chan-al ijlek tran
‘mal-ta,pli-ar } :

channel-end condition§[comput sel] A signal
indicating that the use of an input/output
channel is no longer required, | 'charval ,end
kan'dish-an |

channel FET microphone=[inc Acous] A micro-
phone in which a membrane is used as the
gate to a field-effect transistor(FET) located just
below it, and motionof the membrane modulates
the current between the source and drain of
the transistor { [chan-al ffet 'mi-kra,fon or
laliejee

channeling [COMMUN] A type of multljalex trans-
missien in which the separation between com-
munication channels is accomplished through
the use of carriers or subcarriers. ( ‘chan.
ali

eeenian |COMMUN | The division of a sin-
gle wide-band (high-capacity) communications
channel into manyrelatively narrow-band (lower-
capacity) channels, { ,chan-al-a'za-shon}

channelizing |COMMUN| The process of subdivid-
ing a wide-band transmission facility so as to
handle a numberofdifferent circuits requiring
comparatively narrow bandwidths. [ 'chan-ol
zip }

channel mask [COMPUT Sci| A portion of a pro-
gram slatus word indicating which channels may
interrupt the task by their completion signals,
{'‘chan-ol mask}

channel miles |cCOMMUN| The summation, in
miles, of the electrical path of individual chan-
nels between two points; these points may be
connected by wire or radio, or a combination of
both—{ 'chan-al ,milz ]

channelplate muitipller See microchannel plate
{‘chan-al [plat 'mal-ta,pli-ar}

channel program=|comelit sci] The set of steps,
called channel commands, by means of which an
input/output channelis controlled. { 'chan-al
ipro-gram }

channel read-backward command [COMPUT SCI]
A commandto transfer data from tape clevice to
main storage while the tape ls moving backward,
{'chart-al 'réd [bak-ward kaymaned |

channel read command |compur sci| A com-
mand to transfer data [rom an input/output de-
viceto main storage | lehan-al'réd ka'mand }

channel reliability |comMun | The percent of time
a channel was available for use in a specific
direction during a specified period of time
['char-al rijIta'bilade|
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character boundary

channelselector |ELEC] A control used to tune
in the desired channel in a radio or television
receiver { 'chanvol si'lekstar }

channel sense command [comput sci] A com-
mand commonly used to denote an unusual
condition existing in an input/output device and
requesting more information { 'chansal 'sens
ka'mand]

channel shifter |ELEcTR| Radiotelephone carrier
circuit that shifts one or two voice-frequency
channels from normal channels to higher voice-
frequency channels to reduce crosstalk between
channels; the channels are shifted back by a
similar circuit at the receiving end. { 'chan-al
ishif-tor }

channel skip |computT sci] A contro! character
that causesa printer to skip down to a specified
line on a page or to the top of the next page.
{'chan-ol ,skip }

channel spacing |comMmuN| The differencein fre-
quency between successive radio or television
channels. { 'chan-al ,spas-in }

channelstatus table {computsci] A table that is
set up by an executive program to showthe status
of the various channels that connect the central
processing unit with peripheral units, enabling
the program to control input/output operations
{ jchan-al 'stad:as ,ta-bal)

channel status word |compuT sci| A storage
register containing the status information of
the input/output operation which caused an
interrupt. Abbreviated CSW _{ Ichan-al 'stad-as
sword|

channel synchronizer [ELECTR] An electronic de-
vice providing the proper interface between
the central processing unit and the peripheral
devices, { 'chan-al 'sin-kra,niz-arJ

channel-to-channel adapter (comput sci] A de-
vice which provides two computer systems with
interchannel communications, { !chan-ol to
jchanval o'dap-tor}

channel write command [comput sci] A com-
mand which transfers data from main storage
to an input/output device { jchan-al ‘writ
ka'mand |

character [comput sci| 1. An elementary mark
used to represent data, usually in the form of
a graphic spatial arrangement of connected or
adjacent strokes, such as a letter or a digit
2. A small collection of adjacent bits used to
represent a piece of data, addressed and handled
as a unit, often correspondingto a digit or letter
{ 'kar-ik-tor}

character-addressable computer |comPuT Scl|
A computer that processes data as single
characters, and is therefore able to handle
words of varyinglength —_{ 'kar-ik-tor a}dres-a-bal
kom'pytid-ar }

character adjustment {comput sci] An address
modification affecting a specific numberof char-
acters of the address part of the instruction
{ 'kar-ik-tor a'jas-mant }

character boundary |comeur sct| In character
recognition, a real or imaginary rectangle which
serves as the delimiter between consecutive
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charactercell

characters or successive lines on a source doc-
ument.  { 'kar-iketar ,baun-dré }

character cell [comput sci] A matrix of dots that
is used to form a single character on a printer or
display screen, { 'kar-iketor sel }

charactercode |CcoMMUN| A bit pattern assigned
to a particular character in a coded characterset.
{ ‘kar-ik-tar .kGd }

character data type} |compurT sci| A scalar data
type which provides ar internal representation
of printable characters, | 'kar-ik-Lar'dad-a tip|

character density [compu sci] The number of
characters recorded! per unit of length or area
Also known.as recorddensity. | 'kar-ik-tar den-
sad-é |

character display terminal |compur sci] A con-
sale that can display only alphanumeric charac-
ters, and cannot showarbitrary lines or curves
\'kariktor-di'spla tarm-a-nal|

character emitter [compur sei[ in character
recopnitian, an electromechanical device which
conveys a specimen character in the form of
atime pulse er group of pulses. [ ‘karik-tar
i'mid-ar|

characterfill [comput sci] Tofill one or more lo-
cations ina computer storage device by repeated
insertion of somé particular character, usually
blanks or zeros. { ‘kar-ik-tor ,fil J

character generator {compuT sci] A hard-wired
subroutine which will display alphanumeric
characters on a screen _{ ‘kar-ik-tor ,jen-o,rad-
ar}

character graphics=|compuT scl] A collection of
special symbols that can be strung together like
letters of the alphabet to generate graphics.
(‘kar-ik-tar ,grafiks ]

characteristic |eLectr| Agraph showing howthe
vallage or current between two terminals of
an electronic device varies with the voltage or
current between two other terminals.  { jkar-iks
ta'ris-tik ]

characteristic frequency |COMMUN| Frequency
which can beeasily identified and measured ina
givenemission.  { ,kar-ik-ta‘ris-tik 'fré-kwan-sé}

characteristic Impedance=[|coNmun] The impe-
dance that, when connected to the output
terminals of a transmission line of any length,
makesthe line appear to be infinitely long, for
there are then no standing waves on the line,
and the ratio of voltage to current is the same
for each point on the line Also known as surge
impedance —_{ ,kar-ik-ta'ris-tik im'péd-ans}

characteristic overflow |CcomPuT sci] An error
condition encountered when the characteris-
tic of a floating point number exceeds the
limit imposed by the hardware manufacturer
{ |kar-ik-to'ris-tik 'G-var,fl6 J

characteristic underflow {comput sci] An error
condition encountered when the characteristic
of a floating point number is smaller than
the smallest limit imposed by the hardware
manufacturer { ,kar-ik-ta'ris-tik ‘on-dar,fld }

character mode [comput sci| A mode of com-
puter operation in which only text is displayed,
{'kar-ik-tor ;m6d |
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character-oriented computer [comput sci] A
computer in which the locations of individual
characters, rather than words, can be addressed.
| karik-tar jor-@,en-tad kam,pytid-ar|

character-oriented protocol Ser byte-orlented
protecal—(‘kar-iketor,oré,ent-ad‘prod-a,kal|

character outline=|comruT sci] The graphic pat-
tern formed by the stroke edges of a printed or
handwritten character in character recognition
(‘karik-tar‘aut,!in }

character reader [comput scilIn character
recognition, any device capable of locating,
identifying, and translating into machine code
the handwritten or printed data appearing on a
source document. _{ 'kar-ik-tar ,réd-or}

characterrecognition |compyrsel| The technol-
ogy of using a machine to sense and encode
into a machine language the characters which
are originally written or printed by human beings
(‘karik-tar rek-ig'nish-an}

character set |communN|A set of unique repre-
sentations called characters, for example, the 26
letters of the English alphabet, the Boolean 0
and 1, the set of signals in Morse code, and
the 128 characters of the USASCII—{ 'kar-ik-tor
set |

character skew=(compPuT scij In character recog-
nition, an improper appearance of a character
to be recognized, in which it appears in a tilted
condition with respect to a real or imaginary
horizontal base line { 'kar-ik-tar ,skyti |

character string |compuiT sci] A sequence of
characters in a computer memory or other
storage device. Also known as alphabetic string
('kar-ik-tar 'strin )

character string constant=[comput sci] An arbl-
trary combination of letters, digits, and other
symbols which, in the processing of nonnumeric
data involving character strings, performs a
function analogousto that of a numeric constant
in the processing of numeric data. _{ 'kar-ik-tor
istriny |kan-stont }

character stroke See stroke _{ 'kar-ik-tar ,strdk }
character style=(CoMpuT scl| In character recog-

nition, a distinctive construction that is common
to all members of a particular character set.
{ 'kar-ik-tor stil }

character terminal [comput sci] A screen that
cat display only text. {'kar-ik-tor ,tar-marnal }

character-wrltIng tube |eLecR| A cathode-ray
tube that forms alphanumeric and symbolic
characters on its screen for viewing or recording
purposes, [‘kar-ik-tar ridin tub)

charge ELEC] 1. A basic property of elementary
particles of matter; the charge of an object may
be a positive or negative numberor zero; only
integral multiples of the proton charge occur,
and the charge of a body ts the algebraic sum
of the charges of its constituents; the value of
the charge may be inferred from the Coulomb
force between charged objects. Also known as
electric charge, quantity of electricity, 2. To
convert electrical energy to chemical energy ina
secondary battery 3. To feed electrical energy
to a capacitor or other device that can store
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sen once as carrier {| 'char] kardar|
Also re tor JELEC] The structure within a

charge collec at provides. a path for the» electrode that provides a path
Sea cane to or from the active material
he known as current collector, | 'char) ka

chargeconservationi conservation of chargetehd (kaln-sar'va sha

oeled device ECT Ksae
tor dewice wherein minority charge Is storec aa spatlally defined depletion region (potentia

ell) al the sufface of a semiconductor and Is
moved about the surface by transferring this
charge to. similar adjacent wells, Abbreviatec
cep. | 'chit} {kap-ald di'vis |

charge-coupled imagesensor ELECTR] A device
in which charges are introduced when light
from a scene is focused on the surface of the
device, Image points are accessed sequentially
to produce a televiston-type output signal. Also
known as solid-state image sensor { 'char|
'kap-old 'im-ij sen-sor}

charge-coupled memory {COMPUT sci] A com-
puter memorythat usesa large numberofcharge-
coupled devices for data storage and retrieval,
{'charj {kop-old 'mem-ré }

charge coupling |COMPUT Sci] Transfer of all
electric charges within a semiconductorstorage
element to a similar, nearby clement by means
of voltage manipulations—[ ‘char ,kap-lin |

charge density§[ELEc| The charge per unit atea
onasurfaceorperunitvolumeinspace.  { ‘charjiden-sad-é }

charge-exchange source |ELECTR| A source of
negative jons, generally negative helium tons: in
which positive fons generated in @ duoplasma-
tron are directed through a donor canal, usually
containing lithium vapor, where they. pick up
sequentiallytwoelectrons to form negative ions
[ 'chdr) ikschanj sors |

charge-injection device [eLectR| A—charge-
transfer device used as an image sensor in which
the Image points are accessed by reference
to thelr horizontal and vertical coordinates:
Abbreviated CID. ('charj in,jekeshan di'vis |

charge-massratlo |FLec| The ratio ofthe electric
charge of a parti¢le to its mass { :char) mas‘sho |

charge quantization JELEC) The principle that
the electric charge of an object must equal an
integral multiple of a universal basic charge
(char) |kwansta'za-shan |

charger Sv battery charger ["char-jar |
charger-eliminator JELeC| A battery charger with

a low-noise, low-impedance outpul which can
alther charge a storage battery or supply a de
load directly, withouta storage batteryin parallel
{'charjora'lim-a,nad-ar |

charge-storage transistor JELECTR| A transistor
In Which the collector-base junction will charge
when forward bias is applied with the base at
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 check character

a high level and the collector at a low level
( 'charj stor-ij tranz'is-tar |

charge-slorage tube JELECTR| A storage tube in
which information Is retained on a surface in the
formof electric charges {char stdr-ij tub }

charge-storage varactor |ELECTR| Avaractor that
Uses semiconductortechniques to achieve power
outputs above 50 watts at ultra-high and mi-
crowave Irequencies | ‘chai Stdr-l| vo'rak-tar|

charge-transfer device [eLecte| A semiconduc-
tor device that depends upon movements af
stored charges between predetermined loca-
Hons, as in charge-coupled and charge-dinjectian
devices. | 'chérj ,tranz-far di'vis |

charging current [ELEC] The current that flows
into @ capacitor when a voltage is first applied
{'char-jin karant |

chassis |ENa| 1.Aframeon which the bodyof an
alltomobile or airplane is mounted. 2. A frame
for mounting the working parts of a radio or other
electronic device, | 'chas-é }

chassis ground JELEC| A connection made to
the metal chassis on which the components of
4 cifcull are mounted, to serve as a common
retum path to the power source. | ‘chas-éradned|

chat mode [comput sei) 4 communications
option that allows two or more computers to con-
duct a conversation by typing in turn | ‘ehatmad |

chatroom |compurscr] AWebsite Orserverspace
on the Internet where live keyboard conversa-
tions (usually organized around a specific topic)
with other people oceur (‘chat jriim |

chatter |ELec] Prolonged undesirable opening
and closing of electric contacts, as on a relay
Also known as contact chatter [ENG Acous|
Vibration of a cisk-recorder cutting stylus in a
direction other than that in which it is driven
{'chad-ar }

chattering [consys] A mode of operation af a
telay-type control system in which the relay swit-
ches back and forth infinitely fast { 'chad-arig |

Chebyshev filter frLecre| A filter in which the
transmission frequency curve has an equal-
ripple shape, with very small peaks and valleys.
| ‘cheb-a-shaf fil-tar|

Chebyshev filter {euecre| A filter in which the
transmission frequency curve has an equalripple
shape, with very small peaks and valleys.
('cheb-a-shaf filtar |

check |compuT sti] A test which is necessary to
detect a mistake in Computer programming ora
computer maltunetion {chek}

check bit jcompuT sci) A binary
| 'chek bir )

check box |comu'rsei] Ina @rapliical user inter
face. a-smnall box on which an x or check mark
appears when the option indicated next to the
box is turned on, and disappears when the option
isturned off, [ ‘chek ,buks |

check character |cowpur sci] A reclundant char-
acter used ta perform a check (‘chek karik-tar |

check cligit
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check digit

check digit {comput sci] A redundantdigit used
to perform a check. { 'chek ,dij-at]

check Indicator (comput sci] A console device,
usually a light, informing the operator that an
error has occurred. { ‘chek ,in-da,kad-ar}

check Indicator Instructlon=[comPuT scl] Acom-
puter instruction which directs that a signal
device is turned on to call the operator's attention
to the fact that there is some discrepancy in
the instruction nowinuse  {'chek ,in-da,kad-ar
in'stroak-shon}

checking program=[compuTsci| A computerpro-
gram which detects and determinesthe nature of
errors in other programs, particularly those that
involve incorrect coding or punching of wrong
characters Also known as checking routine
{'chek-ig ,prd-gram }

checking routine See checking program
in rli'tén }

check number

( 'chek-

[COMPUT scl| A number denoting
a specific type of hardware malfunction {'chek
inom-bar}

checkout [compuT sci] A collection of routines
that are built into a compiler to test and debug
programs. {'‘chek,aut}

checkout compller [comput sci] A special com-
piler designed specifically to test and debug
programs by using checkout routines, { 'chek
jaut kam,pr-lar}

checkpoint [compusci] That place in a routine
at which the entire state of the computer
(memory, registers, and so on) is written out on
auxiliary storage from which it may be read back
into the computer if the program is to be restarted
later [{NAV| Geographical location on land or
water above which the position of an aircraft in
flight may be determined by observation or by
electronic means. _{ 'chek,pdint }

checkpolnt/restart (COMPUT SscI| The procedures
for resuming a processing run after it has
been halted either accidentally or deliberately
{ 'chek,point 'ré,start }

check problem See check routine
lam }

check protect symbol [computsci| A character,
usually an asterisk, that is printed in place of
leading zeros in a number, such as a dollar
amount onacheck, { 'chek pra'tekt ,sim-bal}

check register |compuT sci] A register in which
transferred data are temporarily stored so that
they may be compared with a second transfer
of the same data, to verify the accuracy of the
transfer. (‘chek ,rej-a-star}

check routine=|comPuT sci] A routine or problem
designed primarily to indicate whether a fault
exists in a computer, without giving detailed
information on the location of the fault. Also
known as check problem; test program, test
routine. { 'chek rii'tén }

check row |compuT scl] A row (or one of two
or more rows) on a paper tape which contains
the cumulated sum of existing rows, column by

{ 'chek ,prab-
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column, resulting in either | or 0 by column, thus
verifying that all rows have been properly read
('chek ,16 }

check sum=[compuT sci] A sum of digits or
numbers used in a summation check. { 'chek
som }

check symbol [comput sci] One or more digits
generated by performing an arithmetic check or
summation check on a data item which are then
attached to the item and copied along with it
through various stages of processing, allowing
the check to be repeated to verify the accuracy of
the copying processes _{ 'chek ,sim-bal }

check word=[comput sci] A computer word, con-
taining data from a block of records, thatis joined
to the block and serves as a check symbol during
transfers of the block between different locations,
{ 'chek ,ward }

cheese antenna=|ELECTROMAG| An antenna hav-
ing a parabolic reflector between two metal
plates, dimensioned to permit propagation of
more than one modein the desired direction of
polarization. { 'chéz an'ten-a }

chemlcal fltm dielectric [ELEC] An extremely
thin layer of material on one or both electrodes
of an electrolytic capacitor, which conducts
electricity in only one direction and thereby con-
stitutes the insulating elementof the capacitor
{ 'kem-i-kal ,film ,dt-a'lek-trik }

chemlcally sensitive field-effect transistor
{ELectR| A field-effect transistor in which
the ordinary gate electrode is replaced by a
chemically sensitive membrane so that the gain
of the transistor depends on the concentration
of chemical substances. {'kem-ik-l@ |sen-sad-iv
'féld ijfekt tran,zis-tar}

child=[comput sci] 1. An element that follows a
given elementin a data structure. 2, In object-
oriented programming, a subclass. {child}

Chlild-Langmulr equatlon See Child’s law
Child-Langmuir-Schottky equation See Child's

law. { {chtld |lay-myiir ‘shat,ké i'kwa-zhan }
child process [|COMPUTSCI| One of the subsidiary

processesthat branchesoutfrom the root taskin
the fork-join model of programming on parallel
machines ('child ,pras-es }

Child's law [ELEcTR] A law stating that the cur-
rent in a thermionic diode varies directly with
the three-halves power of anode voltage and
inversely with the square of the distance be-
tween the electrodes, provided the operating
conditions are such that the current is lim-
ited only by the space charge. Also known
as Child-Langmuir equation; Child-Langmuir-
Schottky equation; Langmuir-Child equation
{ 'childz ,l6 }

chimney |ELEcTR] A pipelike enclosure that is
placed over a heat sink to improve natural upward
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hip. ern q processed semiconductor die that
shaped an on a substrate to form a transistor,
jg MOUNLE other semiconductor device, 2. An
diode a microcircuit performing 4 significant
Bol functions ancl const ituting a subsys-
ee Isc) known as mierochip. [chip]tert sLecTR| A single-layer or multi-chip capacitor constructed in chip
layer th metallized terminations to facilitate
ect Boned on fivbrid Integrated circuits,vy) ka'pareacl-ar
{chipa ; art ha { ‘chip jkeird ]

me eircult coy large-scale integrated circuit
i [chip sek) 1)Athick-fllin resistor con
chip resistor ELECTR) AT nick es |

ctucted in chip form, with metallized termi-
nations to facilitate direct bonding on. hybrid
integrated cire (‘chip rt sere| 3

chipset |conru' AA number of integrate
circults, packagedas one un it, which performone
ar more related functions (‘chipset|

Chirelx antenna [ELECTROMAG] A. phased array
composed of twoor more coplanar square loops,
connected in series Also known as Chineix-
Mesny antenna—( ki'raks an tena |

‘Chirelx-Mesny antenna See Chirelx antenna.
{ bilraks ,riezne antena} ;

chirp [COMMUN] 1. An undesirable variation in
the frequency of a continuous-wave carrier when
It is keyed 2 The sound heard in a code
receiver when the transmitted carrier frequency
ié Increased linearly for the duration of a pulse
code. { charp}

chirp modulation |comMMUN| A modulation of the
carrier frequency from a lover to a higher fre-
quency, nr vice versa, olten linearly, used in radar
pulse compression—| [charp maj-a'lé-shan|

chirp radar enc) Radar in which a swept-
frequency signal |s transmitted, received froma
target, then compressedin time to give a narrow
pulse called the chirp signal { 'chorp ,ra,dar )

chiselbond [ENG] Athermocompression bondin
which a contact wire is attached to a contact pad
on a semiconductor chip by applying pressure
with a chisel-shaped tool _{ 'chiz-al ,band }

choke [ELEC] An inductance usedinacircuit to
present a high impedanceto frequencies above
a specified frequency range without appreciably
limiting the flow of direct current. Also known
as chokecoil  |ELECTROMAG] A efoove ar other
discontinuity ina waveguide surlace so shaped
and dimensioned as to impede the passage of

erat waves within a limited frequency rangechoak |

choke coil Sr choke | ‘chk ,koil |
choke coupling jELecrramac) Coupliie between

two parts of a waveguide system that are not
Nn direct mechanical contact with each other

{chk kap-lin |
chokefilter Seechoke input filter. ('ch&k fil-tar|
choke flange |ELECTROMAG| A waveguide flange

having in its mating surface a slot (choke) so
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chrominancecarrier

shaped and dimensionedastorestrict leakage
of microwave energy within a limited frequency
range, { 'chdk ,flanj )

chokeinputfilter (ELEC| A power-supplyfilter in
which the first filter element is a series choke
Also known as choke filter. { !chok ‘in,put
ifil-tar }

chokeJoint |ELEcTROMAG| A connection between
two waveguides that uses two mating choke
flanges to provideeffective electrical continuity
without metallic continuity at the inner walls of
the waveguide. { 'chdk ,jdint }

choke plston [ELECTROMAG| A piston in which
there is no metallic contact with the walls of the
waveguide at the edges of the reflecting surface;
the short circuit for high-frequency currents is
achieved by a choke system Also known as
noncontacting piston; noncontacting plunger
{ 'chok ,pis-ton }

chopper ampllfler |ELEcTR| A carrier amplifier in
whichthe direct-current input is filtered by a low-
pass filter, then converted into a square-wave
alternating-current signal by either one or two
choppers. { 'chdp-or 'am-pla,fi-ar }

chopper-stabltlzed amplifler [ELectR| A direct-
current amplifier in which a direct-coupled am-
plifier is in parallel with a chopper amplifier
{ ichdp-ar{sta-ba,lizd 'am-pla,fi-ar]

choppertransistor [ELECTR] A bipolar or field-
effect transistor operated as a repetitive “on/off”
switch to produce square-wave modulation of an
input signal ( 'chdp-ar tran'zis-tor }

chopping [ELECTR] The removal, by electronic
means, of one or both extremities of a wave at
a predetermined level. ('chdp-in }

chroma band-passampllfler See burst amplifier
( 'krd-ma 'band ,pas 'am-pla,fi-ar }

chromacontrol [ELECTR] The control that adjusts
the amplitude of the carrier chrominancesignal
fed to the chrominance demodulators in an
analogcolor television receiver, so as to change
the saturation or vividness of the hues in the
color picture. Also knownas color control: color-
saturation control, { 'kré-ma kan'tral }

chroma osclllator [ELECcTR| A crystal oscillator
used in analog color television receivers to
generate a 3.579545-megahertz signal for com-
parison with the incoming 3 579545-megahertz
chrominance subcarrier signal being transmit-
ted. Also knownas chrominance-subcarrieroscil-
lator; color oscillator; color-subcarrier oscillator
( 'krd-ma 'ds-a,lad-or}

chromatic aberratlon§|ELecTR| An electron-gun
defect causing enlargement and blurring of the
spot on the screen of a cathode-ray tube, be-
cause electrons leave the cathodewith different
initial velocities and are deflected differently
by the electron lenses and deflection coils
{ krd'mad-ik ab-a'ra-shon}

chromatron§ |ELEcTR| A single-gun color picture
tube having color phosphors deposited on the
screen in strips instead of dots. Also known as
Lawrence tube. { ‘krG-ma'tran }

chrominancecarrier See chrominance subcarrier
{'krd-ma-nans,kar-é-or }
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chrominance-carrier reference

chrominance-carrler reference |COMMUN| A
continuoussignal having the same frequency as
the chrominance subcarrier in a color television
system andhavingfixed phase with respect to the
color burst; this signal is the reference with which
the phase of a chrominancesignal is compared
for the purpose of modulation or demodu-
lation. Also known as chrominance-subcarrier
reference; color-carrier reference; color-
subcarrier reference { 'krd-ma-nons {kar-é-ar
ief-rans}

chrominance channel [COMMUN | Any path that
is intended to carry the chrominancesignal in an
analog color television system. _{ 'krd-ma-nans
ichan-al}

chrominance demodulator [ELECTR] A demodu-
lator used in an analog color television receiver
for deriving the | and Q components of the
chrominancesignal from the chrominancesignal
and the chrominance-subcarrier frequency Also
known as chrominance-subcarrier demodulator
{ 'kr6-ma-nans dé'maj-a,lad-ar}

chrominance frequency |COMMUN] The_fre-
quency of the chrominance subcarrier, equal
to 3579545 megahertz, { 'krd-ma-nons_fré-
kwan-sé }

chrominance galn control [ELECTR] Variable re-
sistors in red, green, and blue matrix channels
that individually adjust primary signal tevels in
ancolortelevision receiver {'krd-ma-nons ‘gan
kan'trdl }

chrominance modulator [ELEcTR| A modulator
used in an analog color television trans-
mitter to generate the chrominance signal
from the video-frequency chrominance compo-
nents and the chrominance subcarrier Also
known as chrominance-subcarrier modulator
{ 'kr6-ma-nens 'maj-o,lad-ar }

chrominance signal |{comMMUN| One of the two
components, called the | signal and Q signal,
that add together to produce the total chromi-
nance signal in an analog color television sys-
tem. Also knownascarrier chrominance signal
{'krd-moa-nans ,sig-nal}

chrominance subcarrier {coMMUN| The
3.579545-megahertz carrier whose modulation
sidebands are added to the monochromesignal
to convey color information in an analog color
television receiver Also known as chrominance
carrier; color carrier; color subcarrier; subcarrier
('krd-ma-nans sab'kar-é-ar}

chrominance-subcarrier demodulator See chromi-
Nance demodulator { 'krd-ma-nans sab'kar-é-
ar dé'maj-a,lad-ar}

chrominance-subcarrler modulator See chro-
minance modulator, { 'kr6-ma-nans sab'kar-é-
ar 'maj-a,lad-ar}

chrominance-subcarrler oscillator See chroma osc-
ilator { 'krG-ma-nans sab'kar-é-ar 'ds-a,lad-ar}

chrominance-subcarrier reference See chromi-
nance-carrier reference. { ‘krd-ma-nens sab
'kar-é-ar 'ref-rans}
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chrominancevideo signal [ELECTR] Voltage out-
put from the red, green, or blue section of
a color television camera or receiver matrix
{ 'krd-ma-nans 'vid-é-6 ,sig-nal}

chromium dloxide tape [ELECTR] A magnetic
recording tape developed primarily to improve
quality andbrilliance of reproduction when used
in cassettes operated at 1% inches per second
(4.76 centimeters per second); requires special
tecorders that provide high bias. { 'krd6-mé-om
di'ak,std 'tap }

chromlum-gold metalllzing |ELECTR| A metal
film used on a silicon or silicon oxide surface
in semiconductor devices because it is not
susceptible to purple plague deterioration; a
layer of chromium is appliedfirst for adherence
to silicon, thenalayer of chromium-gold mixture,
and finally a layer of gold to which bonding
contacts can be applied { jkr6-mé-om |géld
‘med-al-iz-in }

chronistor |ELEcTR| A subminiature elapsed-
time indicator that uses electroplating principles
to totalize operating time of equipment up to
several thousand hours _( kra‘nis-tar |

chronometric encoder [ELECTR] An encoderthat
uses an electronic counter to time or count
electrical events and deliver in digital form
a number equivalent to the input magnitude
{ 'kraén-o,me-trik en'kGd-ar}

chronopher [ELECTR] Instrument for emitting
standard time signal impulses from a standard
clock or timing device —{ 'kran-o-for }

chronotron=[ELEcTR| Adevice that measures mil-
limicrosecond time intervals between pulses ona
transmission line to determine the time between
the events which initiated the pulses —_{ ‘kran-o
straén }

chute blades |[compuT sci| Thin metal bands
which form channels to the various pockets of
asorter {'shiit ,bladz }

C3l See command, control, communications, and
intelligence. ('sé'thré'T}

CID See charge-injection device
CIM See computer input from microfilm; computer-

integrated manufacturing
cinching [comput scl] Creases produced in mag-

netic tape when the supply reel is wound at low
tension and suddenly stopped during playback
{'sin-chin }

C-Indicator See C-display.  ('sé ,in-da,kad-or}
clpher |cOMMUN] Atransposition or substitution

code fortransmittingsecret messages. {'si-far}
clpher block chaining [coMMUN] A technique

for block chaining in which each block of ci-
phertext is produced by adding, through the
EXCLUSIVE OR operation, the previous block
of ciphertext to the current block of plaintext
Abbreviated CBC _{ ‘si-far ,blak ,chdn-in }

clpher feedback |COMMUN| An implementation
of ciphertext autokey cipherin which the Jeftmost
n bits of the data encryption standard (DES) out-
put are added by the EXCLUSIVE OR operation to
N bits of plaintext to produceNbits of ciphertext
(where N is the numberofbits enciphered at one
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ase N bits of ciphertext are fed back

|gorithimn by first shilting the current DES
its to the left, and then appending the

bits of ciphertext to the fight-hand side of the
Mi sd input to produce a new DES Input used
tne next iteratlon al the algorithm—[ isi-far‘a ‘x
fad, bak |

Saher machine
cal apparatys

‘sitar F ieoNtMut| A message which has-been
clphertex by a cipher so that it can be readtransformed by Cr he secrets of the cipher

only by these privy to the secre : pher.
aoanek cipher |COMMUN| A stream

ciphertext au iy Gr We Mie. ehiesipher in which the eryptograp ic bil stream
Sealed ala giver! time is determined by the
eohertext generated at earlier times.  ( ‘si-far
tekst 'Od-6,ke sifar |} /

ciphony |CoMMuUN | Atechnique by which security
(6 accomplished by converting speech into a
series of on-off pulses and mixing these with the
pulses supplied by a key generator, ta recover
the original speech, the Identical key must
be subtractecl and the resultant on-off pulses
reconyerted inte the original speech pattem;
unauthorized listeners are unable to reconstruct
the plain text unless they have an identical
key generator and the daily key setting { 'si-
foné] 7

clphony equipment [ELECTR] Any equipment at-
tached to a radio transmitter, radio recelver, or
telephone for scrambling or unscrambling voice
messages. (‘si-la-néikwip-mant}

circle dlagram |ELEC] A diagram which gives a
graphical solution of equatians for a transmis-
sion line, giving the input impedance of the line
as a function of Joad impedance and electrical
length of the line, { sar-kal }di-a,gram }

clrcle-dot mode [ELECTR] Mode of cathode-ray
storage ofbinary digits in which one kind ofdigit
is represented by a small circle of excitation of
the screen, and the other kind by a similar circle
with aconcentric dot, { \sar-kal jdat ,mdd }

clrcult |ELEC| See electric circuit |ELECTRO-
MAG| A complete wire, radio, or carrier commu-
nications channel_{ 'sar-kat }

clreult analyzer See volt-ohm-milliammeter
(‘sar-kat ,an-a,liz-ar }

clrcult board See printed circuit board. { 'ser-
kat ,bord }

clrcult breaker [ELEC] An electromagnetic device
that opens a circuit automatically when the cur-
rent exceeds a predetermined value { 'sor-kat
ibrak-ar }

circult capacity §|coMMUN| Numberof communi-
cations channels which can be handled by a given
circuit at the same time. { 'sar-kat ka'pas-ad-é }

clreult conditioning ELECTR] Test, analysis, en-
gineering, and installation actions to upgrade a
communications circuit to meet an operational
requirement, includes the reduction of noise,
the equalization of phase and level stability
and frequency response, and the correction of
Impedance discontinuities, but does not in-

time). andth
jntothea
input N b

{COMMUN| Mechanical orelectri-
for enciphering and deciphering.

circuit switching

clude normal maintenance andrepair activities
('sar-kat kan'dish-a-nin }

clrcult design |ELEc| The art of specifying the
components and interconnectionsof an electri-
cal network. ('sar-kat da'zin }

clrcult dlagram [ELEC] A drawing, using stan-
dardized symbols,of the arrangementandinter-
connections of the conductors and components
of an electrical or electronic device or installa-
tion. Also known as schematic circuit diagram;
wiring diagram. _{ 'sar-kat ,di-9,gram }

circuit efflciency |ELEcTR| Of an electron tube,
the power delivered to a load at the output
terminals of the output circuit at a desired
frequency divided by the powerdelivered by the
electron stream to the output circuit at that
frequency. ('sar-kati'fish-an-sé }

clrcult etement Sce component.{'sar-kat jel-a-
mant }

clrcult grade [{comMMuUN| A circuit rating defining
the ability to carry information; grades include
telegraph, voice, and broad-band { 'sar-kat
grad }

circult Interrupter [ELEC] A device in a circuit
breaker to remove energy from an arc in order
to extinguish it. ('sar-kat ,in-ta,rap-tar}

cireuitloading [ELECc| Power drawn fromacircuit
by an electric measuring instrument, which may
alter appreciably the quantity being measured
{ 'sar-kat ,l6d-in }

circult nolse [comMMUN| In telephone practice,
the noise which is brought to the receiver elec-
trically from a telephone system, excluding noise
picked up acoustically by telephone transmitters
{ 'sor-kat ,noiz }

clrcult noise level |CcoMMUN| Ratio of the circuit
noise at that point to some arbitrary amount
of circuit noise chosen as a reference; usually
expressed in decibels above reference noise,
signifying the reading of a circuit noise meter,
or in adjusted decibels, signifying circuit noise
meter reading adjusted to represent interfering
effect under specified conditions, { 'sar-kat
indiz ,lev-al }

circuit protectlon (ELEcTR| Provision for auto-
matically preventing excess or dangerous tem-
peratures in a conductor and limiting the amount
of energy liberated when an electrical failure
occurs { 'sar-kat pra'tek-shan ]

circult reliability §|comMMUN| The percentof time a
circuit was available to the user during a specified
period of time —_{ 'sar-kat ri,|T-o'bil-ad-é }

circuitron§ |ELECTR| Combination of active and
passive components mountedin a single enve-
lope like that used for tubes, to serve as one
or more complete operating stages. { 'sar-kya
itran }

clreultry [ELEC] The complete combination of
circuits used in an electrical or electronic system
or piece of equipment. _{ ‘sar-ka-tré }

clrcult shift See cyclic shift. {'sar-kat ,shift )
clrcult switching |comMuUN]| 1. The method of

providing communication service through a
switching facility, either from local users or
from other switching facilities 2. A method of
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circuit testing

transmitting messages through a corntrtunica-
tions network in which a path from the sender
to the receiver offixed bandwidth or speed is set
up for the entire duration of a communication or
call. {'sar-ket swich-in }

clrcult testing (ELEC| The testing of electric cir-
cuits to determine and locate an open cir-
cuit, or a short circuit or Jeakage [{ ‘sar-kat
jLesetity

clreult theory |ELEC| The mathematical analysis
ol canditions and relationships in an electric
circuit. Also known as electric circuit theory
{ 'sar-kal. thé-a-ré }

circular antenna {ELEcTROMAG] A folded dipole
that is bentintoacircle, so the transmission line
and the abutting folded ends are at opposite ends
ofadiameter. {'sar-kya-lar an'ten-o }

circular arc See arc. { 'sar-kya-lor ‘ark }
clreular buffering=[comrur sci] A technique for

receiving data in an input-output control system
which uses a single buller that appears to be
organized in a circle, with data wrapping around
it {'sar-kya-lar 'bef-o-rin }

circular current |ELEc| An electric current mov-
inginacircular path. { 'sor-kya-lar'kar-ont }

clrcular file {comput sci) An organizedcollection
of records, generally with a high turnover, in
which new recards are inserted by replacing the
oldest records _{ 'sor-kya-lar ‘fil }

clrcutar horn |ELECTROMAG| A circular-waveguide
section that flares outward into the shape of a
horn, to serve as a feed for a microwavereflector
orlens  { 'sar-kya-lar ‘horn }

clreular polarizad loop vee  [ELECTROMAG| Air-
borne communications antenna with an om-
nidirectional radiation pattern to provide op-
timum near-horizon communications coverage
('sarkyaar 'pd-lajrizd ‘luip we |

cireular polling=[commun] A form of polling in
which each terminal is interrogated exactly once
in every pass, regardless of its level of activity
( 'sar-kya-lar 'pdl-in }

clrcular reference [|compurT sci| A situation cre-
ated by a programming error in which two or
more entities each refer to the otherso that the
execution of the programis carried on endlessly
with no resolution _{ 'sar-kya-lar'ref-rons}

clrcular scanning [ENG] Radar scanning in which
the direction of maximum radiation describes a
right circular cone. { 'sar-kya-lar 'skan-in}

circular shift See cyclic shift. { 'sar-kya-ler'shift }
circular sweep generatlon [ELECTR] The use of

electronic circuits to provide voltage or current
which causes an electron beam in a device such
as a cathode-ray tube to move in a circular
deflection path at constant speed _—_{'sar-kya-lor
'swép ,|en-a,ra-shan}

clrcular walt See mutual deadlock
‘wat }

clrcular waveguide
whose cross-sectional area is circular
kya-lor 'waveid }

circulating memory {ELEcTR| A digital computer
device that uses a delayline to store information
in the form of a pattern of pulses in a train;

{ 'sar-kya-lar

[ELECTROMAG] A waveguide
{ 'sar.
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the output pulses are detected electrically, am-
plified, reshaped, and reinserted in the delay
line at the beginning. Also known as delay-line
memory;delay-line storage; circulating storage
{'sar-kya,léeLin 'mem-ré |

circulating register={computsci] A shift register
in which data move out of one end and reenter
the other end, as in a closed loop. { 'sar-kya
lad-in 'rej-a-star }

circulating storage See circulating memory
{ ‘sar-kya,lad-in 'star-ij }

circulator |ELECTRaMAG| A waveguide compo-
nent having a numberof terminals so arranged
that energy entering one terminal is transmitted
to the next adjacent terminal in a particular
direction, Also known as microwave circulator
{ wsar-kya-'lad-or }

CISC See complex instruction set computer. {sisk}
citizens’ band=|commun| A frequency band al-

located for citizens’ radio service (462.550-
467.425, 72-76, or 26.965-27.405 megahertz)
{ 'sit-o-zanz ,band |

cltlzens' radlo service [COMMUN] A radio com-
munication service intended for private or
personal radio communication, including ra-
dio signaling and control of objects by radio.
(''sit-a-zong 'ad+é-6 jsar-vas}

cladding [commun | Aplasticorglass sheath that
is fused ta. and surrounds the core of an optical
fiber [ENG] Process of covering one material
with another and bonding them together under
high pressure and temperature Also known as
bonding. { 'klad-in }

clamp See clamping cireult, ({ Klamp}
clamper Ser direct-current restorer, (‘klamp-or}
clamping |&Lectr| The introduction of a refer-

ence level that has same desired relation to a
pulsed wavelorm, as at the negative or positive
peaks, Also known as direct-current reinsertlon,
direct-current restaration. | ‘klamp-in }

clamping circult (eLectR| A circull that reestab-
lishes the direct-current level of a waveform; used
in the dc-restorer stage of an analog television
receiver to restore the dc component to the
video signal after its loss in capacitance-coupled
allernating-current amplifiers, to reestablish the
average light value of the reproduced Image. Also
known as clamp={ ‘klamp-in ,sar-kat }

clamping diode=[iLiscre| A diode used to clamp
a voltage at some point Inacircuit, (‘klamp-in
idi,Gd |

clamping gripper |conT sys] A robot element
that uses two-link movements, parallel-jaw
movements, and combination movements to
grasp and handle objects. (‘klamp:in 'grip-or}

clamp-on=|coMMUN| A method of holding a call
for a line that Is in use and of signaling when it
becomesfree, [('klamp .6n}

clamp-on ammeter See snap-on ammeter
{ 'klamp,on 'a,méd-ar}

clapper [ELEC] A hinged or pivoted relay arma-
ture. | ‘kKlap-ar}

Clapp oscillator
pitts oscillator, having low drift.
\lad-ar}

[ELECTR] A series-tuned Col-
{ thlap jas-o
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Lec] An early form of standard cell,clark cell i volts at [5°C, nowlargelyreplaced!
navine weston standard cell as a voltage stan-
a (‘klairk set | -
det sci In object-oriented program-

class Enlaines of the structure and oper-
ming.# | aa object A new class is defined by
coerte? it differs [rom an existing class. The
sat specllic) class is sald to inherit from
ney ginal (yenera!) class and is referred to. asa
ea af the original class. The original class
Aelerred to as the superclass of the new class,
[hae amplifier {enecrR) 1. An arnplifler in

nents the erid bias andalternating gridvoltages
a euch that anode current in a specific tube
rhea at all times. 2. A transistor amplifier In
which eachtransistorIs in its active region for
the entire sienal cycle [ ,klas ‘a ‘am-pla,fi-ar |

class AB amplifier |ELecTe| 1.An amplifier in
which the arid bias ane alternating qrid voltages
area such that anode current in @ specific tube
flows for appreciably more than half but less than
the entire electriccycle 2, Atransistoramplifier
whose operation is class A for stall signals and
class B for large signals, | ,blas [albé ‘am-pla

Weea modulator [ELeCTR| A class A amplifier
used to supply the necessary signal power to
modulate a cartier, { ,klas ' 'maj-a,lad-ar}

class A push-pull sound track=[ENG ACcaUS] Twa
single photographic sound tracks side by side,
the transmissinn of one being 180° out of phase
with the transmission of the other; both positive
and negative halves of the sound wavearelinearly
recorded on each of the two tracks. ( ,klas ‘3
'ptish {pul 'sauin jtrak}

class B amplifier [ELecTR] 1. An amplifier in
which the grid bias is approximately equal
to the cutoff value, so that anode current is
approximately zero when no exciting grid voltage
is applied, and flows for approximately half of
each cycle when an alternating grid voltage is
applied. 2. A transistor amplifier in which each
transistor is in its active region for approxi-
mately half the signal cycle. ( ,klas 'bé 'am-plo
ifl-or}

class B auxillary power |ELEc| Standby power
plant to cover extended outages(days) of primary
power [ ,klas 'bé og'zil-ya-ré 'paur }

class B modulator |ELECTR| A class B amplifier
used to supply the necessary signal power to
modulate a carrier; usually connected in push-
pull { ,klas 'bé 'maj-9,lad-ar}

class B push-pull sound track=jena acaus| Two
photographic sound tracks side by side, one
of which carries the positive half af the signal
only, and the other the negative half; during the
inoperative hall-cycle, each track transmits little
ornelight | jklas'b& tptish Ipdl'salin teak }

class C amplifier jevecre| 1. An amplifier in
which the bias on the control element is appre-
ciably greater than the cutoff valve, so that the
Output current in each device is zero when no
alternating control signal is applied, and flows
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class P problems

clean and certify

for appreciably less than half of each cycle when
an alternating control signal is applied, 2. A
transistor amplifier in which each transistor is
in its active regionfor significantly less than half
the signal cycle. { ,klas 's@ 'am-pla,fi-ar}

class C auxillary power |ELEc| Quickstart (10-60
seconds) powerunit to cover short-term outages
(hours) of primary power, _{ ,klas 'sé og'zil-ya-ré
‘pat-ar}

class Dampllifler |ELEcTR] A power amplifier that
employs a pair of transistors that are connected
in push-pull and driven to act as a switch, and
a series-tuned outputfilter, which allows only
the fundamental-frequency component of the
Tesultant square wave to reach the load. { ,klas
'dé'am-pla,fi-ar }

class D auxillary power [ELEC| Uninterruptible
(no-break) power unit using stored energy to pro-
vide continuous power within specified voltage
and frequencytolerances, {,klas'dé@ og'zil-ya-ré
‘pat-ar}

class Eamopllfier |ELEcTR| A power amplifier that
employs a single transistor driven to act as a
switch, and an outputfilter selected to bring the
drain voltage to zero at the instant the transistor
is switched on, { ,klas '@'am-pla,fi-ar}

class F ampilfler (ELEcTR} A power amplifier that
employs a single transistor and a multiple-
resonance output circuit, { ,klas ‘ef 'am-ple
ifi-or }

class NP problems [comput sci] Problems that
cannotnecessarily be solved in polynomial time
on a sequential computer but can be solved in
polynomial time ona nondeterministic computer
which, roughly speaking, guesses in turn each
of 2N possible values of some N-bit quantity
( 'klas jen{pé ,prab-lamz}

{ComPuTScl| Problems that can
be solved in polynomial time on a conventional
sequential computer, { 'klas 'pé ,praéb-lamz}

class $ modulator [ELEcTR| A modulator that
is based on pulse-width modulation with a
switching frequency several times the highest
output frequency, and in which the pulse-width
modulated signal is boosted to the desired power
level by switching amplifiers, after which the
desired audio output is obtained by a low-pass
filter { |klas 'es 'maj-9,lad-ar}

clause (COMPUT scl] A part of a statement in
the COBOL language which may describe the
structure of an elementary item, give initial
values to items in independent and group work
areas, or redefine data previously defined by
another clause { kloz}

Clauslus-Mosottlequatlon [ELEC] An expression
for the polarizability y of an individual molecule
in a medium which has the relative dielectric
constant € and has N moleculesper unit volume:
y = (3/4 N) [(€ — 1)/(e + 2)] (Gaussian units)
{ ikloz-é-as mo'zad-é i'kwa-zhan }

clean and certify (comPuT sci] To prepare a
magnetic tape for a computer system by running
it through a machinethatcleansit, writes a data
test pattern onit, andchecksitforerrors. {'klén
an 'sard-a,fT }
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clean compile

cleancomplie |compuTsci| Conversion of a com-
puter program from source to object language
with no detection of significant errors by the
compiler; logic errors not identified by the
compiler may exist. {'klén kam'pil }

clean track [ENG ACOuS| Asoundtrack having no
leakage from other tracks. { }klén jtrak }

cleanup |ELECTR] Gradual disappearance of
gases from an electron tube during operation,
due to absorption by getter material or the tube
structure. ('klé,nap }

clear [COMPUT SCI] 1. To restore a storage device,
memory device, or binary stage to a preseribed
state, usually that denoting zero, Also known as
reset. 2.A function key on calculators, to delete
an entire problem orjust the last keyboard entry
{ klir}

clear area [COMPUT sci] In optical character
recognition, any area designatedto bekept free
of printing or any other extraneous markings
{ 'klir ,er-€-9 }

clearband [comput scl| In character recognition,
a continuous horizontal strip of blank paper
which must be obtained between consecutive
code lines onasourcedocument.  {'klir band}

clear channel [COMMUN] A standard broadcast
channel in which the dominant station or sta-
tions renderservice over wideareas; stations are
cleared of objectionableinterference within their
primary service areas and overall or a substantial
portion of their secondary service areas._{|klir
‘chan-al}

cleartext |commuN] Text or language which con-
veys an intelligible meaning in the language
in which it is written with no hidden meaning
{ 'klir tekst }

clear-volce override |cOMMUN| The ability of a
speech scrambler to receive a clear message
even when the scrambler is set for scrambler
operation. { tklir jvOis 'S-ve,rid }

click [commuN| A short-durationelectric distur-
bance, such as that sometimes produced by a
code-sending key or a switch. [COMPUT SCI] To
select an object when the pointer is touching it
by pressing and quickly releasing a button on a
mouse. |ENG Acous| A perforation in a sound
track which produces a clicking sound when
passed overthe projector sound head _{ klik}

click filter [ELECTR] A capacitor connected across
a switch, relay, or key to lengthen the decay time
from the closed to the open condition when the
device is opened orclosed —_{ ‘klik ,fil-tar }

click track [ENG AcouS| A soundtrack containing
a series of clicks, which may be spaced regularly
(uniform click track) or irregularly (variable click
track), { ‘klik ,trak }

cllent [comput sci] A hardwareor software entity
that requests shared services from a server
{'klT-ant }

cllent-based application=[comput sci] An appli-
cation that runs on a work station or personal
computer in a network and is not available to
others in the network { ‘kli-ant ,bast ,ap-lo
ika:shan}

cllent-server system [COMPUT Sci] A computing
system composedof two logical parts: a server,
which provides information or services, and a
client, which requests them. On a network,for
example, users can access server resources from
their personal computers using client software,
{ ikli-ant 'sor-var ,sis-tam }

clip art {comput sci] A collection of graphic
images that are stored on a computerdisk for
use in desktop publishing, word processing, and
presentation graphics programs. { ‘klip ,art )

clipboard (comput sci] An area in memory or
a file where cut or copied material is held
temporarily before being inserted elsewhere in
the same document or in another document,
( ‘klip, bord }

cliplead {ELEc| Ashort pieceofflexible wire with
an alligator clip or similar temporary connector
atone orbothends. {’klip ,léd}

clipper See limiter { 'klip-ar }
Clipper Chip |compuT sci] A chip proposed by

the United States government to be used in
all devices that might use encryption, such
as computers and communications devices,for
which the government would have at least some
access or control over the decryption key for
purposesof surveillance. { 'klip-ar chip }

clipper diode {ELEcTR| A bidirectional break-
down diode that clips signal voltage peaks of
either polarity when they exceed a predetermined
amplitude, {'klip-ar ,di,dd }

cllpper-Ilmlter={ELECTR| A device whose output is
a function of the instantaneous input amplitude
for a rangeofvalues lying between two predeter-
mined limits but is approximately constant, at
another level, for input values above the range
{}klip-ar jlim-ad-ar}

clipping |cOMMUN| The perceptible mutilation of
signals or speech syllables during transmission,
often due to limiting. [Comput sci| See scissor-
ing. |ELECTR] See limiting. { 'klip-in }

clipping clrcult See limiter. {'klip-ip ,sar-kat}
clipping level [ELECTR] The level at which a

clipping circuit is adjusted; for example, the
magnitude of the clipped wave shape.{'klip-in
ilev-al }

CLIST [computscl] A file containing a series of
commandsthatare processed in the order given
whenthefile is entered. Acronym for command
list. {'s@,list }

clobber [comPuT sci|To write new data and
thereby erase good data inafile, or to otherwise

clock [ELECTR] A source of accurately timed
pulses, used for synchronization in a digital
computer or as a time base in a transmission
system. (klak}

clock control system |cONT sys] A system in
which a timing device is used to generate the
control function. Also known as time-controlled
system { ‘klk kon'trdl sis-tarm J

clock-doubled (computsci] Describing a micro-
processorthat operates at twice the clock speed
of the bus or motherboard to whichit is attached
{ 'klak |dab-ald )
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jenecte| A flip-lop circuit that
apecilic times by adding clock

flip-flop
reset als 5 by:

ne inpul so that the-circuit is triggered
jeger ane clock pulses are present

clocked
psel a

Tb thr
onlyneously. ("Rak ip flip)5

evectr| Alogic circuit in which the
clockedee iuire controlled by repetitive pulses

switche {telat sik
stocktequency ieLECT | Thy=riestes fisaitency. periodic pulses that schedule the opera

of the pe ‘ital computer Also known as clockof a digita Bee hee ,
ton sock ( Rlak |fré-kwan-sé |
motor ser timing motor (kkk méd-or}

ae oscillator [eLecTR| An oscillator that
Beots an electronic clock. [{ 'KIdk ‘As-a
Leinte jcompur sci] Electronic pulses
or are emitted periodically, usually by a

crystal device, to synchronize the operation of
circuits in a computer Also known as clock
signals. (‘hak ppab-saz |

glock rate Sev clock frequency
glock signals Sr¢ clock pulses. ak al
clock speed Seclock frequency | klak ispéd|
clock time nternal cycle time | "klak tim |
clock track [COMPUT Sci] A track ona magnetic

recording medium that generates clock pulses for
the synchronization of reacand write operations,
("klk trak | / /

clock-tripled §[caMpur sci| Describing a micro-
processor that operates at three times the clock
speed of the bus or motherboard to which it is
attached=| "kak {trip-alel |

clone |computsci] A hardware or software prod-
uct that closely resembles another product
created bya different manufacturer or developer,
in operation, appearance, or both, { kldn }

close [CcoMPUTSCI| To makea file unavailable toa
computer program which previously had access
toit {klds]

close coupling |ELEC| 1. The coupling obtained
when the primary and secondary windings of a
tadio-frequencyor intermediate-frequency trans-
former are close together 2. A degree of cou-
pling that is greater than critical coupling. Also
known as tight coupling. { {klGs 'kap-lin }

closed architecture (comput scl] A computerar-
chitecture whose detailed, technical specifica-
tions are available only to those authorized by
the manufacturer.  ( {klGzdl ‘ark-a,tekechar}

closed-box system=[E1.ecTR| A loudspeaker sys-
tem in which the woolar is mounted ina sealed
box. { ,klOzd 'baks ,sis:tam |

closed-bussystem=|compuTsci| Acomputerthat
lacks receptacles for expansion .boards and is
difficult to upgrade, | {klGd ‘bas ,sis-tam |

closed-caption television |comMun| A method
of captioning or subtitling television programs
by coding captions as a vertical-interval data
signal in an analog television system or in the
transport ef a digital television system that is
decodedat the receiver and superimpased onthe
normal television picture, | tkléad ikap-shon
‘telavigh-ar|
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("Kak rat |
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closed subroutine

closed clrcult§|comMMUN| Program sourcethatis
not broadcast for general consumption butis fed
to remote monitoring units. { {klGzd 'sor-kat }

closed-circuit communications system [com-
MUN] A communications systems which is en-
tirely self-contained, and does not exchange
intelligence with other facilities and systems.
{ {kl6zd {sar-kat ko,myti-na'ka-shonz ,sis-tom }

closed-clrcult signaling §(comMmuN|Signaling in
which current flows in the idle condition, and a
signal is initiated by increasing or decreasing the
current, { {kldzd jsar-kat ‘sig-na-lin )

closed-circult telegraph system |comMuN] Tele-
graph system in which, when no station is
transmitting, the circuit is closed and current
flows throughthe circuit. { !kl6zd |sar-kat 'tel-o
igraf ,sis-tom }

closed-circuit television (COMMUN| Any applica-
tion of television that does not involve broad-
casting for public viewing; the programs can be
seen only on specified receivers connected to
the television camera by circuits, which include
microwaverelays and coaxial cables. Abbreviated
CCTV, ( ikl6zd {sar-kat 'tel-a,vizh-an }

closed-collarmature [ELEC] The configuration of
an armature in which the connection ofall
the coils forms a closed circuit { 'klGzd ‘koil
‘ar-ma-char}

closed-cycle fuel cell [{&LEc| A fuel cell in which
the reactants are regenerated by an auxiliary
process, such as electrolysis, { !kl6zd jsi-kal
'fyiil ,sel }

closed file [comput sci] A file that cannot be
accessed for reading or writing —_{ {kldzd ‘fil }

closedloop§|compuTsci} Aloop whose execution
continues indefinitely in the absence of any
external intervention. |CONT sys| A family of
automatic control units linked together with a
process to form an endless chain; the effects of
control action are constantly measured so thatif
the controlled quantity departs from the norm,
the control units act to bring it back. { |ktdzd
‘lip }

closed-loop control system Sve feedback control
system, —{ {kl6zd ;ldp kan'tral ,sis-tam }

closed-loop telemetry system [ENG] 1. A
telemetry system which is also used as the
display portion of a remote-control system. 2.A
system used to check out test vehicle or telemetry
performance without radiation of  radio-
frequency energy { {klézd lip ta'lem-o-tré
isis-tam |

closed-loop voltage galn [ELEcTR| The voltage
gain of an amplifier with feedback. !klazd ‘lip
'vOl-tit gan |

closed shop [comput sci A data-processing
center so organized that only professional pro-
grammers and operators have access to the
center to meet the needs of users, { {klézd
‘shap |

closed subroutine |compuT sct| A subroutine
that can be stored outside the main routine and
can be connectedtoit by linkages at one or more

{ikl6zd 'sob-rii,tén }locations
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closefile

closeflle |comPUT sci] A procedure call in time
sharing which enables an ALGOL program to
close a file no longer required, —{ 'ki6z, fil }

close-out flle [comput sci] A file created at the
end of a processing cycle, usually encompassing
a specified period of time. | ‘kldz aut fil]

clase routine=|comPuy sci] A computer program
that changes the state of a file from open to
closed. {'klGe rii'tén |

close-talking microphone [ENG Acous] A micro-
phone designed for use close to the mouth, so
noise from more distant points is suppressed.
Also known as noise-canceling microphone.
(‘kl6s ,tok-ig ‘mike, fan |

cloud pulse eLectr| The output resulting [rom
space charge effects produced by turning the
electron beam onor off in a charge-storage tube.
| 'klatied pals |

cloverleaf antenna [{ELECTROMAG| Antenna hav-
ing radiating units shaped like a four-leaf clover
{'k]6-var,léf an 'ten-a }

cluster |COMPUT sci| 1. In a clustered file, one
of the classes into which records with similar
sets of content identifiers are grouped. 2. A
grouping of hardware devices in a distributed
processing system. 3. A group of disk sectors
that Is treated as a single entity by the operating
system.—{ 'klos-tar }

cluster controller=|compur sci| A control unit ta
which several petiphetal devices are assigned.
[ 'klas-tar kanytrGl-ar|

clustered flle {compuTsci] Acollection of records
organized so that items which exhibit similar sets
of content identifiers are automatically grouped
intocommon classes ('klas-tord 'fil}

clustering algorithm=|compur sci) 4 computer
program that attempts to detect and locate
the presence of groups of vectors, in a high-
dimensional multivariate space, that share
same property of similarity. { {klas-to-rin tal-ga
iith-am }

clutter |ELECTROMAG] Unwanted echoes on a
fadar screen, such as those caused by the
ground,sea, rain, stationaryobjects, chaff, enemy
jamming transmissions, and grass. Also knownas
background returns: radarclutter | 'klad-ar}

clutter gating§|£Lecre! A technique which pra-
vides switching between moving-target-indicator
and normal videos; this results in normal video
being displayed in regions with no clutter and
moving-target-indicater video being switched in
onlylorthe clutterareas. | 'klod-ar ead-in |

clutter suppression [eLectr| Technique of te-
ducing, by various means integral to the radar
system, the effects of echoes from scatterers such
as taln and Surface features among the received
signals. | ‘Klad-arsa,presh-an}

CMI Secomputer-managed instruction.
CMLSee current-modelogic,
CMOS device [eLectr| A clevice formed by the

combination of a PMOS (p-type-channel metal
oxide semiconductor device) with an NMOS
(#-type-channel metal oxide semiconductor de-
vice). Derivecl from complementary metal oxide
semiconductor device. { 'se,mésdi'vis}
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CMRR See common-moderejectionratio.
CNC See computer numerical control
C network=|eLecte| Network composed of three

impedance branches In series, the free ends
being connected to ane pair of terminals, and
the junction points being connected to another
palrofterminals.  ['sé ,net,wark |

coast [ENG] A memory feature on a radar which,
when activated, causes the range and angle
systems to. continue to move in the same
direction and at the same speed as that required
to trackan original target. ( kast }

coastal refraction |FLECTROMAG|.An apparent
change in the direction of travel of a radio wave
when itcrosses a shoreline obliquely Also known
as land effect, ['kds-tal ri'frakeshan ]

coated cathode |eLecrr| A cathode that has
been coated with compounds to increase elec.
tron emission. {'kGd-ad 'kath,6d }

coated filament [ELEcTr| Avacuum-tube filament
coated with metal oxides to provide incteages|
electronemission {‘kGd-od “fil-asmant ]

Coax Sr coaxial cable. [ ‘kayaks |
coaxlal antenna |ELECTROMAG] An antenna con-

sisting of a quarter-wave extension of the inner
conductor of a coaxial line and a. radiating
sleeve that is in effect formed by folding back
the outer conductor of the coaxial line for a
length of approximately a quarter wavelength
( ko'ak-s@-al an'ten-a |

coaxlal attenuator=|ELEcTROMaG| An attenuator
that has. a coaxial construction and terminations
suitable [or tise with coaxial cable —_{ kd'ak-s@-al
a'ten-ya,wacl-ar}

coaxial bolometer [ELECTR] A bolometer in
which the desired square-law detection char-
acteristic is provided by a fine Wollaston wire
element that has been thoroughly cleaned before
being axiallylocated and soldered in position in
its cylinder—[| ka‘ak-sé-al ba!|dm-ad-ar|

coaxial cable {ELeCTROMAG] A transmission line
in which one conductor is centered inside and
insulated from an outer metal tube that serves
as the second conductor. Also known as coax;
coaxial line; coaxial transmissionline; concentric
cable; concentric line; concentric transmission
line ( k6'ak-s@-al 'ka-bal }

coaxlal capacitor See cylindrical capacitor
{ k6'ak-sé-al ka'pas-ad-ar}

coaxial cavity [ELECTROMAG| A cylindrical res-
onating cavity having a central conductorin con-
tact with its pistons or otherreflecting devices
{ k6'ak-sé-al 'kav-ad-é }

coaxial cavitymagnetron§ | ELECTR| Amagnetron
whichachieves mode separation,high efficiency,
stability, and ease of mechanical tuning by
coupling a coaxial high O cavity toa normal set of
quarter-wavelength vanecavities. { kG'ak-s@-ol
ikav-od-& 'mag-na,tran }

coaxial connector {ELECTROMAG| An electric
connector between a coaxial cable and an equip-
Ment circuit, so constructed as to maintain the
conductor configuration, through the separable
connection, and the characteristic impedance ol
the coaxial cable. [ kd'ak-sé-al ka'nek-tat |
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nder magnetron [ELECTH| A magne-
coaxialey the cathode and annde consist of
ons cylinders. { kG'ak-sé-al ,sil-an-dar'mag-coaAte

ode jeectr| A diode having the sameco ia and terminations as a coaxial
Sele Seeneniies designed to be inserted In
capecable. { kd'ak-sé-al 'di,0d |
: oA filter JELECTROMAG| A section of coaxial

coaxla’ aying reentrant elements that provide the
Weetance and capacitance of a [ilter section,
i potakesé-al ‘fibtar| ‘ .
axial hybrid|[FLECTSOMAG] A hybrid [unction

pe coaxial transmission lines [ ko'ak-sé-al ‘hi
dente lsotator [eLECTROMAG| An isolator used

in-a coaxial cable to provide a higher loss for
energy flowin one direction than inthe opposite
direction; all types use a permanent magnetic
fleld in combination with ferrite and dielectric

| kd'ak-sé-al ‘T-sa\lad-ar }materials e - as
[ kG'ak-sé-al "lin }coaxialline Se coaxial cable

‘ceaxialline resonator |ELECTROMAG| A reso-
nator consisting ofa lengthof coaxial line short-
circuited at one or both ends. | ké'ak-sé-al lin
‘rez-an,ad-or}

coaxtal speaker [ENG ACOUS| A loudspeaker sys-
tem comprising two, or less commonly three,
speaker units mounted on substantially the
same axis in an integrated mechanical assembly,
with an acoustic-radiation-controlling structure
| ki'ak-sé-al 'spek-ar }

coaxial stub [ELECTROMAG] A length of nondis-
sipative cylindrical waveguide or coaxial cable
branched from the side of a waveguide to pro-
duce some desired changein its characteristics
{ kd'ak-sé-al ‘stab }

coaxial switch |ELEC] A switch that changes
connections between coaxial cables going
to antennas, transmitters, receivers, or other
high-frequency devices without introducing
impedance mismatch, _{ kd'ak-sé-al 'swich }

coaxial transistor [ELECTR] A point-contact tran-
sistor in which the emitter and collector are point
electrodes making pressure contactat the centers
of opposite sides of a thin disk of semicon-
ductor material serving as base. { kG'ak-sé-al
tran‘zis-tor }

coaxlal transmission line=See coaxial cable
{ ko'ak-sé-al tranz'mish-an ,lin }

coaxial wavemeter [ENG] A device for measuring
frequencies above about 100 megahertz, consist-
ing of a rigid metal cylinder that has an inner
conductoralongits central axis, anda sliding disk
that shorts the inner conducter and the cylineler
(kG'ak-sé-al 'wayméd-ar|

COBOL [compursci) A business data-processing
language that can be given to a computer as
4 series of English statements describing a
complete business operation, Derived from

co business-oriented language { ‘kd«Oy

Cochannet cells |coMMUN| Twocells ina cellular
mobile raclio system that use the same frequency.
{tkd,chan-al'selz }
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code-division multiplex

cochannel Interference |comMMUN| Interference
caused on one communication channel by a
transmitter operating in the same channel
{ 'kd,chan-al ,in-tar'fir-ans}

cochannelInterference reduction factor [com-
MUN] The ratio of the minimum separation be-
tween twocochannelcells without interference to
the radius of a cell. { !k6,chan-al ,in-tar,fir-ons
ri'dak-shan ,fak-tor }

codan |ELEcTR| A device that silences a receiver
except when a modulated carriersignal is being
Teceived. { 'k6,dan }

Coddington shape factor
{ 'kdd-in-tan 'shap ,fak-tor }

code |(COMMUN] 1.Asystem of symbols and rules
for expressing information, such as the Morse
code, 2. Electronic Industries Association color
code, and the binary and other machine lan-
guages used in digital computers, { kGd }

code book {comMMuN] A bookcontaining a large
numberof plaintext words, phrases, and sen-

See shape factor

tences and their codetext equivalents. { 'kéd
buk }

1

codec [ELECTR] A device that converts analog
signals to digital form for transmission and con-
verts signals traveling in the opposite direction
from digital to analog form Derived from coder-
decoder. { 'kd,dek }

code-check [compPuT sci] To remove mistakes
from a coded routine or program —_{ 'kdd ,chek }

code checking tlme [comput sci] Time spent
checking out a problem on the computer,
making sure that the problem is set up correctly
and that the code is correct. { 'kdd ,chek-in
itim }

code converter (COMPUT sci] A converter that
changes coded information to a different code
system, ( 'k6d kan'vard-ar}

coded character set [CompPUT Sci| A set of char-
acters together with the code assigned to each
character for computer use, { 'kGd-ad 'kar-ik-tor
iset J

coded decimal See decimal-codeddigit. {'kGd-ad
‘des-mal}

coded interrogator |commMuUN| An_ interrogator
whose outputsignal forms the code required to
trigger a specific radio or radar beacon; part of
an address-selective system. { 'kGd-ad in'ter-a
wad-or}

code-division multiple access [COMMUN] The
transmission of messages from a large numberof
transmitters over a single channel by assigning
each transmitter a pseudorandom noise code
(typically more than 2000 symbols long for
each bit of information) so that the codes are
mathematically independent of each other. Ab-
breviated CDMA. { 'kéd dalvizh-an 'mal-ta-pal
‘ak,ses }

code-division multiplex §|COMMUN] Multiplex in
which two or more communication links occupy
the entire transmission channel simultaneously,
with code signal structures designed so a given
receiver responds only to its own signals and
treats the other signals as noise Abbreviated
CDM. { ‘kod da'vizh-an 'malt-i,pleks }
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coded passivereflector antenna

coded passive reflector antenna {ELECTROMAG|
An object intended to reflect Hertelan waves and
having variable reflecting properties according
to a predetermined code for the purpose of
producing an indication on a radar receiver
{ kGd-od 'pas-ly ri'fleletaranjten-a }

coded program [comer Scil A program ex-
pressed In the required code for a computer
(‘kad-ad "pré-gram |

coded stop=|comrur sci] Astop instruction built
intra computer routine—| 'kGd-ad'stdp |

code element [ComMuN| One of the separate el-
ements or events constituting a coded message,
such as the presence orabsence of a pulse,dat,
dash, orspace —{ ‘kel ,el-aemnant }

code error [compur sci] A surplus or lack of a
bit or bits in a machine Instruction, | "kod
verear |

code-excited linear predictive coder=|coMMUN|
A speech coder that uses both short-term ard
long-term predictors, vector quantizatian tech
niques, and an analysis-by-synthesis approach
to search for the best combination of coder
parameters. Abbreviated CELP coder | {kad
itsid-ad Hlin-é-ar projdik-tiv 'kGd-ar|

code extension§[compur sal] A method of In-
creasing the number of characters that can be
represented by a code by combining characters
into groups. | ‘kad \k.ster-chan|

code group |comMun| A combination of letters
or numerals or both, assigned to represent one
or more words of plain text Ina coced message,
(‘kad erilp }

code line |compur sci] In character recognition,
the area reserved forthe inseription of the printed
or handwritten characters to be recognized.
('kGd tin}

code practice oscillator |FLECTR| An oscillator
lised with a key and either headphones or 4
loudspeaker ta practlee sending and receiving
Morse code ‘kad Iprak-tas ‘as-a,lad-ar|

coder [comMUN| A device that generates a code
byproducing pulses having varying lengths or
spacings. as required for radia beacons and
interregators. Also known as moder) pulse coder,
pulse-duration coder [comPuT sci] A person
who translates a sequence of computer instruc-
tions into codes acceptable to the machine,
{'kGd-ar |

coder-decoder Sercodec | |kOd-ar dé@tkad-ar |
code reader [compyr sci] A scanning device

used for automated identification of a two-
dimensional pattern, one part afterthe other, and
peneration of either analog or digital slenals that
correspond to the pattern. Also known as code
scanner, [ ‘kod ,red-ar |

code ringing=jcomMunN| In telephone switching,
party-line ringing wherein the number or duta-
tion of rings indicates which station is being
callecl (‘kod  riq-in |

code scanner Srecode reader | 'hOd ,skansar |
code sensitivity [commun sci] Property of hard-

ware or software that can handle only data
presented in a particular code, | ‘kGd ,sen-sa
itiveadé |
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code signal |cOmMMUN| A Sequence of discrete
conditions or events corresponding to a coded
message, | ‘kd ,sig-nol)

codetext |coMMUN| A message which has been
transformed by a code into a form whichcan be
read only by those privy tothe secretsalthe code,
|'"kGd, tekst |

code translation [commun | Conversion of a di-
rectory code or number into a predetermined
code for controlling the selection of an outgoing
trunkorline | ‘kGd tranz,la-shon |

code transparency [compur sci] Property of
hardware or software that can handle data
regardless of what form itis in ( ‘kod trang
sparan-sé |

coding |compuT sci) 1, The process of converting
a program design Into an accurate, detailed
representation of that program in some suitable
language 2, A list. incomputer code, of the suc-
cessive operations required to carry outa given
routine orsolveagiven problem=('kod-in |

coding disk jcomMuN| Disk with small presjec-
tions for operating contacts to give a certain pre-
determined code to a lransmission. | 'kéd-in
idlisk |

coding form See coding sheet | 'KGd-in form )
coding line Ser instruction word {"kOd+in Tn
coding sheet |compuT sci| A sheet of paper

printed with a form on which one can conve-
niently write a coded program Also known as
coding form={ 'kGcl-ig- ShEt}

codistor jeLectk| A multijunetion semiconduc-
tor device which provides noise rejection and
voltage regulation functions | kG'dis-tar}

coefficient of capacitance [eiec| One of the
coefficients which appearsin the linear equations
alvying the charges on a set of conductors in terms
af the potentials of the conductors; a coefficient
is equal to the ratio of the charge on a given
conductor to the potential of the same conductor
when the potentials of all the cther conductars
are, | {kG-a'fish-ant av ka'pas-s:tans|

coefficient of induction ELEC) One of the coef.
ficients which appears in the linear equations
giving the charges on aset of conductors in terms
of the potentials of the conductors: a coefficient
is ecpual to the ratio of the charge on a given
conductor to the potential on another conductor.
when the potentials of all the other conductors
equal)—( {kG-a'fish-ont av in'dak-shon }

coefficient of potential [ELEc| One ol the coel-
ficlents which appears in the linear equations
eiving the potentials of a set of conductors
in terms of the charges on the conductors.
| {ké-o'lish-ant av pa'ten-chal}

coercion |compur sci) A method employed by
many programming languages to automatl
cally convert one type of data to another
| kOlarshan |

cog |eLec| A fluctuation in the torque delivered
by a motor whenit runs at low speed, due to
electromechanical effects. Also known as torque
ripple { kag )

COGO [compur sci| A higher-level computer
language orented toward civil engineering.
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("X58|i80 jeLectR| The video detector out-
hee nal ina coherent moving-target indicator
Be eatem { kathird ‘viel-@6 |
radar 7reLecth| Referting to radar signals and

zener racessingandrelated equipment wherein
signa P “given to both the amplitude and
ReeoF the signal, many valuable pro-
os in radar operation are coherent in nature
poae system) |NAv| Transponder

oe in which the interrogating carrier is
ae smitted at a definite multiple frequency
for,comparison | k@hir-ont ‘karéar sis.
ta

nee detector [ELECTR A ctacter uses i
coherent radar pivityan output-signa amp tude
that depends on the phase of the echo signal
(rather than only Tis amplitude) relative to
the phase of that which was transmitted, as
requiredfor sensing the radial velocity oftargets

‘Also known as phase detector. [ ko'hirantwek-tar

tikes i |ELecTR] A radar echo whose
hase and amplitude at a given range remain

relatively constant—| ko'hiront'ek-d)
coherentintegration |eLectr| Aradarsignal pro-

cessing technique in which the phase relation.
ships among successive pulses being echoed
froma target are interpreted, usually to estimate
or to separate signals based on the appar-
ent Doppler shift of the signals. { ko'hir-ant
\int-e'gra-shan }

coherent Interrupted waves [COMMUN] Inter-
rupted continuous wavesoccurring in wave trains
in which the phase of the waves is maintained
through successive wave trains { kd'hiront
in-to'rap-tad 'wavz }

coherent light communications |comMUN]
Communications using the optical band as a
transmission medium by modulating a laser in
amplitude or pulse frequency _{ ké'hir-ant ‘lit
ka,myi-na'ka-shonz}

coherent moving-target Indicator |ENG| A radar
system in which the Doppler frequency of the
target echo is compared to a local reference
frequency generated by a coherent oscillator
{ka'hiront |miv-in {tar-got in-da,kad-ar}

coherentnolse [ENG] Noise that affects.all tracks
“atfoss a magnetic tape equally and simultane-
ously | ka'hir-ont 'ndiz.|

coherent oscillator {fLecie| An oscillator locked
In phase to the transmitted signal as used in
coherent radar to provide a reference by which
changes in the phase of successively received
pulses may be tecognized, Abbreyiated coho.
Uk6'hirant ‘asa,lad-ar|

coherent Processing interval |cLecre| That pe-
Hod of time over which tadar return Signals are
coherently integrated, permitting a resolution
In Doppler shift being sensed as great as the
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coil

reciprocal oftheinterval. (k6'hir-ant 'prds-as-in
‘in-tor-val }

coherent-pulse radar (ELEcTR| A radar in which
the radio-frequency oscillations of recurrent
pulses bear a constant phase relation to those
of a continuous oscillation. { kd'hir-ant ,pals
‘radar }

coherent pulses [eLectR| Characterizing pulses
in which the phase of the radio-frequency
waves is maintained through successive pulses.
{ ko'hir-ont 'pal-saz}

coherent radar [ELECTR] A radar capable of com-
paring the phase of received signals with the
phaseof the transmitted signal, generally with
the object of sensing pulse-to-pulse phase
changes, indicative of radial motion, and hence
the Doppler shift, of the target, { kO'hir-ant 'ra
idar}

coherent reference |ELEcTR] A referencesignal,
usually of stable frequency, to which other
signals are phase-locked to establish coherence
throughout a system. { kd'hir-ant 'ref-rans }

coherent side-lobe canceler [ELECTR] A radar
feature in which interfering signals in the side
lobes of the radar antenna are cancelled by
adaptively adjusting the phase and amplitude
of signals received in a number of auxiliary
antennas and subtracting those from the signal
in the main antenna. { k@'hir-ant 'sid ,lob
'kan-sal-ar]

coherent signal (ELECTR! In coherent radar, a
signal having a known phase, often constant, as
that produced by the coherent oscillator to be
mixed in the coherent detector with the echo
signal to detect pulse-to-pulse phase changes
indicative of target radial motion. { kd'hir-ent
'sig-nal }

coherent system |NAV| A navigation system in
which the signal output is obtained by demod-
ulating the received signal after mixing with a
local signal having a fixed phaserelation to that
of the transmitted signal, to permit use of the
information carrier by the phase of the received
signal. { kd'hir-ant 'sis-tam }

coherent transponder [ELEcTR] A transponderin
which a fixed relation between frequency and
phaseof input and output signals is maintained.
{ ko'hir-ont tranz'pand-ar}

coherent video [ELEcTR| The video signal pro-
duced in a coherent radar by combining in a
coherent detector a radar echo signal with the
output of the continuous wave coherent oscil-
lator Also called bipolar video, { k6'hir-ant
'vid-8-6 }

coherer |ELEc| A cell containing a granular con-
ductor between two electrodes; the cell becomes
highly conducting whenit is subjected to an elec-
tric field, and conduction can then be stopped
only by jarring the granules, { kG'hir-ar }

coho Seecoherent oscillator {'k6,hd}
coll [cont sys] Any discrete and logical result

that can be transmitted as output by a pro-
grammable controller, [ELECTROMAG] A num-
ber of turns of wire used to introduce inductance
into an electric circuit, to produce magnetic flux,
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coil antenna

or to react mechanically to a changing magnetic
flux; in high-frequencycircuits a coil may be only
a fraction of a turn, Also knownaselectric coil;
inductance coil; inductor —{ koil }

collantenna [ELECTROMAG] An antennathat con-
sists of one or more complete turns of wire
{ 'koil an'ten-a }

coll loading [COMMUN | Loading in which induc-
tors, commonly called loadingcoils, are inserted
inaline atintervals. { 'koil ,1Gd-in }

coil neutralization See inductive neutralization
(‘koil nii-tra-la'za-shon }

coll serving See serving. { 'koil ,sarv-in }
colncidence amplifler [ELecTR| An electronic

circuit that amplifies only that portion of a signal
present when an enabling or controlling sig-
nal is simultaneously applied. { ké'in-sa-dens
,am-plo,fi-er }

colneldence circult [ELEcTR] A circuit that pro-
duces a specified output pulse only when a
specified number or combination of two or more
input terminals receives pulses within an as-
signed time interval. Also known as coincidence
counter; coincidence gate { kd'in-sa-dons
ssor-kat}

colncldence counter See coincidence circuit
{ kd'in-sa-dans ,katint-or}

colncildence gate See coincidence circuit
{ ké'in-so-dans ,gat }

colncident-current selectlon§{ELECTR| The se-
tection of a particular magnetic cell, for reading or
writing in computer storage, by simultaneously
applying two or more currents. { kdjin-sa-dent
‘karontsi'lek-shan }

cold [ELEC] Pertaining to electrical circuits that
are disconnected from voltage supplies and at
ground potential; opposed to hot, pertaining to
carrying an electrical charge { kdld }

cold boot [comPuT scl| To turn the power on and
boot acomputer _{ {kdld 'biit }

cold cathode [ELECTR] A cathode whose opera-
tion does not depend onits temperature being
above the ambient temperature, { 'kdld ‘kath
sod }

cold-cathode counter tube [ELECTR] A counter
tube having one anode and threesets of 10 cath-
odes; two sets of cathodes serve as guides that
direct the flow discharge to each of the 10 out-
put cathodesin correct sequence in response to
driving pulses. { 'kGld 'kath,Gd 'kaUnt-ar ,tiib}

cold-cathode discharge See glow discharge
{ 'kld 'kath,6d 'dis,charj }

cold-cathode ionization gage See Philips ioniza-
tion gage. { 'kdld 'kath,6d ,T-an-a'zé-shan ,gaj }

cold-cathode rectlfler [ELEcTR| A cold-cathode
gas tube in which the electrodes differ greatly
in size so electron flow is much greater in one
direction than in the other, Also known as gas-
filled rectifier  { 'kGld 'kath,6d 'rek-ta,ff-ar}

cold-cathode tube [ELECTR] An electron tube
containing a cold cathode, such as a cold-

cathode rectifier, mercury-pool rectifier, neon
tube, phototube, or voltage regulator. { 'kdld
‘kath Gd ,ttib }

cold emlssion See field emission _{ 'kld i'mish-
an}

cold jJunctlon |ELEcTR| The reference junction
of thermocouple wires leading to the measur-
ing instrument; normally at room temperature
('kdld ‘jank-shan}

colditnk [comput scl] A linking of informationin
two documents in which updating the link re-
quires recopying the information from the source
document to the target decument. ( ‘kolid
‘link }

cold start (COMPUT Sci] To start running a com-
puter program from the very beginning, without
being able to continue the processing that
was occurring previously when the system was
interrupted. { 'kdld ‘start }

Cole-Cole plot {ELEC Fora substance displaying
orientation polarization, a graph of the imaginary
part versus the real part of the complex relative
permittivity that is a circular arc, with its center
below the abscissa. ('k6l ‘kd! ,plat }

Cole-Davidson plot [ELEC] For a substancedis-
playing orientation polarization, a graph of the
real part versus the imaginary part of the complex
relative permittivity that is a skewed arc whichap-
proximatesastraight line at the high-frequency
end and a circulararc at the low-frequency end
{ 'kdl 'da-vad-san ,plat }

collate |cOMPUT sci] To combine two or more
similarly ordered sets of values into one set that
may or may not have the same order as the
original sets, {'ka,lat }

collating sequence —|comPurT sci] The ordering of
aset of items suchthatsets in that assigned order
can be collated. { 'ka,lad-in ,s@-kwans}

collector [ELECTR] 1. A semiconductive region
through which a primary flow of charge carriers
leaves the base of a transistor; the electrode
or terminal connected to this region is also
calledthecollector, 2.Anelectrode thatcollects
electrons or ions which have completed their
functions within an electron tube; a collector
receives electrons after they have done useful
work, whereas an anodereceives electrons whose
useful work is to be done outside the tube, Also
known as electron collector { ka'lek-tar }

collector capacitance |ELEcTR| The depletion-
layer capacitance associated with the collector
junction of a transistor. { ke'lek-ter ka'pas-od-
ans }

collectorcurrent [ELECTR] The direct current that
passes through the collector of a transistor
{ ka'lek-tor kar-ant }

collector cutoff (ELECTR| The reverse satura-
tion current of the collector-base junction
{ ka'lek-tar 'kad of }

collector junctlon [ELECTR] A semiconductor
junction located between the base and
collector electrodes of a transistor. { ka'lek-ter
sjagk-shan }

collector modulation |ELEcTR] Amplitude mod-
ulation in which the modulator varies the
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collimation error |ENG| 1, Angular error in mag-
nitude and direction between two nominally
parallel lines of sight. 2, Specifically. the angle
by whicti the line of sight of a fadar differs from
what itshouldbe. | kiba'ma-shan rar)

collimation tower [NG] Tower on which a visual
and a radio target are mounted to check the
alectrical axis of an antenna—{ | kail-a'md-shan
jtall-ar

collinear array Sev linear array (ka'lin@ara'ra }
colllnear heterodyning [ELECTR] An optical pro-

cessiruy system in which the correlation function
is developed from an ultrasonic light modulator;
the output signal is derived from a reference
beam in such a way that the two beams are
collinear until they enter the detection aperture;
variations in optical path length then modulate
the phase of both signal and reference beams
simultaneously, and phase differences cancel
out in the heterodyning process, { ka'lin-é-ar
"hed-o-ro,din-in )

colllsion-avoldance radar [ENG] Radar equip-
ment utilized in a collision-avoidance system
{ ka‘lizh-on o'void-ons ,ra,dar }

collision-avoidance system |ENG| Electronic
devices and equipment used by a pilot to
perform the functions of conflict detection and
avoidance —_{ ka‘lizh-an a'voidans ,sis-tam |

collision detection [comput sct| A procedure in
which a computer network senses a situation
where two computer devices attempt to access
the network at the same time and blocks the mes-
sages, requiring each device to resubmit its mes-
sage at a randomly selected time —_{ ka'lizh-an
ditek-shon }

color aberration See chromatic aberration
{ 'kol-or ab-a'ra-shan }

color balance [ELECTR] Adjustment of the cir-
cuits feeding the three electron guns of a
television color picture tube to compensate for
differences in light-emitting efficiencies of the
three color phosphors on the screen of the tube
{'kol-or ,bal-ons}

color phase

color-bar generator |ELEcTR| A signal generator
that delivers to the input of a video system the
signal needed to produce a color-bar test pattern
on a device or system. {[ ‘kal-or ,bar ‘jen-o
iad-ar}

color-bar test pattern) |cOMMUN}] A test pattern
ofdifferent colors of vertical bars, used to check
the performance ofavideosystem. {'kalar ,bar
‘test ,pad-arn }

color breakup |commun| A transient or dynamic
distortion of the color in an analog color tele-
vision picture that can originate in videotape
equipment, a television camera, or a receiver
{ 'kal-or ,brak,ap }

color burst |ELEcTR| The portion of an analog
composite color television signal consisting of
a few cycles of a sine wave of chrominance sub-
carrier frequency. Also known as burst; reference
burst.{'kol-ar ,borst }

color carrier See chrominance subcarrier,
{'kal-or ,kar-@-<ar }

color-carrier reference See chrominance-carrier
reference. { 'kol-ar |kar-6-or ,ref-rans }

color code [ELEC] A system of colors used to
indicate the electrical value of a componentor
to identify terminals and leads. { 'kal-or ,kGd }

color coder Sve matrix, {'kol-or ,kGd-or |
color contamination {ELECTR} An error in the

color rendition of an analog color television
picture that results from incomplete separation
of the paths that carry different color components
ofapicture { 'kal-ar kon,tam-a'na-shon}

color control See chroma control, { 'kal-ar kan
‘tral }

color decoder Sce matrix. { 'kal-or dé'kGd-ar}
color-difference signal |ELECTR| A signal that is

added to the monochromesignal in an analog
color television receiver to obtain a signal repre-
sentative of one of the three tristimulus values
needed by the color picture tube. { jkal-ar
idif-rans ,sig-nal }

color encoder Sve matrix, { 'kal-ar en'k6d-ar}
color facsimile [COMMUN] A facsimile system for

transmission of color photographs, in which
three separate facsimile transmissions are made
from the original color print, using color-
separation filters in the optical system of the
facsimile transmitter. { 'kol-or fak'sim-a-Jé }

color fringing [(ELEcTR| Spurious chromaticity at
boundaries of objects in a television picture
{'kal-or 'frinj-in }

color killer circult [ELECTR] The circuit in an
analog color television receiver that biases
chrominance amplifier tubes to cutoff during
reception of monochromeprograms Also known
as killer stage. { 'kal-ar ,kil-ar ,sar-kat |

colorkinescope See color picture tube. { jkal-ar
'kin-a-skOp}

color oscillator Sere chromaoscillator. { 'kal-ar
\as-0,lad-or}

color phase |commuN| The difference in phase
between components(t or Q) of a chrominance
signal and the chrominance-carrier reference in
an analog color television receiver { 'kol-ar
faz }
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color-phasealternation

color-phase alternation=[|commuN| The periodic
changingof the color phase of one or more com-
ponents of the chrominance subcarrier between
two sets ofassigned values after every field in an
analog color television system. Abbreviated CPA
( ‘kol-or faz ol-tor'na-shon }

color-phase detector [ELECTR] The analog color
television receiver circuit that compares the
frequency and phaseof the incomingburst signal
with those of the locally generated 3.579545-
megahertz chroma oscillator and delivers a
correction voltage to ensure that the color
portions of the picture will be in exact register
with the black-and-white portions on the screen
{ 'kal-or faz di'tek-tor ]

color picture signal |COMMUN| Theelectric sig-
nal that represents complete color picture in-
formation, excluding all synchronizing signals
( ‘kakar ,pik-char ,sig-nol)

color picture tube |ELEcTR| A cathode-ray tube
having three different colors of phosphors, so
that when these are appropriately scanned and
excited, a color picture is obtained, Also known
as color kinescope; color television picture tube;
tricolor picture tube —_{ ‘kal-or ,pik-char ,tiib }

color purity [ELECTR] Absence of undesired col-
ors in the spot produced on the screen by
each beam of a color picture tube. { 'kal-ar
ipylirod-é }

color-saturation control See chroma control
( ‘kal-ar sach-o'ra-shon kan'tral }

color signal [COMMUN] Any signal that controls
the chromaticity values of a color picture in a
video system, _{ 'kal-ar ,sig-nal}

color subcarrier See chrominance subcarrier
{ 'kol-or sab'kar-é-ar]

color-subcarrler oscillator See chroma oscillator
{ 'kol-or sab'kar-@-ar 'd-so,lad-ar}

color-subcarrier reference See chrominance-
carrier reference.[‘kal-ar sab'kar-@-or 'ref-rons}

color syne signal {comMMUN] A signal that is
transmitted with each line of an analog color
television broadcast to ensure that the color
relationships in the transmitted signal are estab-
lished and maintained in the receiver _{ 'kal-or
‘sink ,sig-nal }

color television (COMMUN) A television system
that reproduces an image approximately in its
original colors, { {kal-or jtel-o,vizh-an J

color television picture tube See color picture
tube={ tkal-or jtel-a,vizh-an ‘pik-chor,tiib }

color transmission §={COMMUN| In television, the
transmission of a signal waveform that rep-
resents both the brightness values and the
chromaticity values in the picture { ‘kaleor
tranz'mish-on}

Colpitts oscillator |ELECTR| An oscillator in
which a parallel-tuned tank circuit has two
voltage-dividing capacitors in series, with their
common connection going to the cathodein the
electron-tube version and the emitter circuit in
the transistor version —{ 'kGl, its ,&s-a,lad-or}

column [comput sci| A vertical arrangement of
characters or other expressions, usually referring
toaspecific print position ona printer. {'kal-om }

column order
trix a(n) as a(1,1), a(2,1),
{'ka bom ,oredar }

column printer {comput sci| A small line printer
used with some calculators to provide hard-
copy printout of input and output data, typically
consists of 20 columns of numerals and a
limited numberof alphabetic or other identifying
characters {'kaél-om ,print-or J

COM Secomputer output on microfilm
coma [ELECTR} A cathode-ray tube image defect

that makes the spot on the screen appear comet-
shaped when away from the center of the screen
{'kG-mo |

coma lobe [ELECTROMAG| Side lobe that occurs
in the radiation pattern of a microwave antenna
when the reflector alone is tilted back and forth to
sweep the beam through space becausethe feed
is no longer always at the centerof the reflector;
used to eliminate the need for a rotary joint in
the feed waveguide, [{‘'kG«ma ,ldb )

comb antenna {ELECTROMAG] A broad-band an-
tenna for vertically polarized signals, in which
half of a fishbone antenna is erected vertically
and fed against ground by a coaxial line. {'kGm
an,ten-o }

combfilter |ELECTR] A wave filter whose fre-
quency spectrum consists of a numberof equis-
paced elements resembling the teeth of a comb
{'kom,fil-tor ]

combinational circult| [ELEcTR| A—switching
circuit whose outputs are determined only by the
concurrent inputs [ ,kaém-be'nad-shon-al 'sor-
kat }

combination cable [ELEc} A cable having con-
ductors grouped in both quads and pairs
{ .kaém-ba'na-shon |ka-bol }

combination distributing frame [ELEC| Frame
which combinesthe functions ofa main distribut-
ing frame and an intermediatedistributing frame
{ ,kam-ba'nd-shon dis'trib-yad-in ,fram }

combined head Sve read/write head. { kom'bind
‘hed ]

combinercircuit [ELECTR| The circuit that com-
bines the luminance and chrominance signals
with the synchronizing signals in a color televi-
sion camera chain. { kam'bin-or ,sor-kat }

combining network |compuT sci| A switching
system for accessing memory modules in a
multiprocessor, in which each switch remembers
the memory addressesit has used, and can then
satisfy several requests with a single memory
access, {kom'bin-in 'net,wark ]

comfort control |ENG| Control of temperature,
humidity, flow, and composition of air by using
heating and air-conditioning systems, ventila-
tors, or other systems to increase the comfort
of people in an enclosure. { 'kom-fart kan'trdl }

COMIT  |compuT scl] A user-oriented, general-
purpose, symbol-manipulation programming
language for computers. _[ ‘kd, mit J

command [comput sci] A signal that initiates a
predetermined type of computer operation that
is defined by an instruction |CONT sys| An
independentsignal in a feedback control system,

{COMPUT SCI| The storage of a ma-
amt), a(1,2),
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command-driven program [comMPUT Sel] A com-
co! ter program that accepts command words and

Eetements typed fn by the user { kajmandwean (pro-eram

ccttimand’ interpreter [compur sci] A program
that processes commands ane other input and
gutput from an active terminal Ina time-sharing
system, | ka'mand In'tar-pra-tar }

command language=|compur scl| The language al
an operating system, through which the users ot
a data-processing syatem describe the require-
ments of their tasks to that system Also known
as job control language—| ka'mand jlan-gwi| }

command level |comPur sci] The ability to con-
trol a computer's operating system through the
use of commands, normally available only to
computer operators. { ka'mand,lev-al }

command line |compuT sci] On a display screen,
the space following a prompt(such as $) where a
text instruction to a computer ordevice is typed
{ ka'mand lin }

commandlist SceCLIST.  { ka'mand|list }
command mode [comput sci] The status of a

terminal in a time-sharing environment enabling
the programmer to use the command control
program  { ko'mand ,méd}

command processor [COMPUT sci} A computer
program that converts a limited numberof user
commands into the machine commands that
direct the operating system. Also known as
commandshell. | kaimand 'prd,ses-or}

command pulses [ELECTR] The electrical repre-
sentations of bit values of | or 0 which control
input/output devices. { ka'tmand ,pal-sas }

command set |COMMUN] A radlo set used to
receive or give commands, as between one
aircraft and another or between an aircraft and
the ground. { ka'mand set }

command shell See command processor
{ ka'mand ,shel}

comment (comput scl] An expression identifying
or explaining one or more steps in a routine,
which has no effect on execution of the routine.
['kamyent }

comment code (compuT sci] One or more char-
acters Identifying a comment. { ‘kam,ent ,kod }

commentout |compuTscl| To rendera statement
In a computer program inactive by making it a
comment. {'ka,ment ‘aut)

commonarea=|compPusci] Anareaof storage which
{wo ormore routines share. { {ktim-an Jer-é-o )
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 common language

common-base connectlon See grounded-base
connection, | jkim-an 'bas ka'nek-shon |

common-base feedback oscillator [eLecre| A
bipolar transistor amplifier with a common-
base connection and a positive feedback network
between the collector (output) and the emitter
(input), { {k&im-on 'bas 'féd, bak ,as-a,lad-or }

common battery |CcoMMUN| System of current
supply where all direct curtent energy fora unit of
atelephone system is supplied by one source Ina
central office orexchange —[ {kim-an 'bad-a-ré

common branch |[eLec|A branch of an elwe-
trical network which is common to two or
more meshes. Also known as mutual branch
{'kaém-on 'branch |

common business-oriented language Sev COBOL.
(kam-an {biz-nas {arent-ad ,lan-gwij }

common carriage See transmission access
('kam-on ‘kar-ij }

common-channel interofflce signaling {com-
MUN] A methodofsignaling in a telecommunica-
tions switching system in which a network of sep-
arate data communication paths separate from
the communications transmission is used for
transmitting all signaling information between
offices. Abbreviated CCIS. { }kdm-an !chan-ol
sin-tar,o-fos ‘sig-nal-in }

common-collector connection
collector connection.
‘nekshan }

commoncontrol unlit [comput sci] Control unit
that is shared by more than one machine
{ikém-on kan'trdl ,yii-nat)

common declaration statement [comput scl] A
nonexecutable statement in FORTRAN which
allows specified arrays or variables to be stored in
an area available to other programs. { 'kim-on
idek-lo'rd-shon ,stét-mant }

common-drain amplifier [eLectr| An amplifier
using a field-effect transistor so that the input
signal is injected between gate and drain, while
the output is taken between the source and
drain. Also known as source-follower amplifier
{ kém-an 'drdn 'am-plo,fi-ar|

common-emitter connection See grounded-emit-
terconnection, —{{kém-an i'mid-ar ka'nek-shon}

common-gate amplifier |eLecte| An amplifier
using a field-effect transistor in which the gate is
commonto both the inputcircuit and the output
circuit | jkam-an ‘gat 'am»pla,fi-ar |

common gatewayInterface {comput sci] A pro-
tocol that allows the secure data transfer to and
from a server and a network user by meansof a
program which resides on the server and handles
the transaction, For example, if an intranet user
sent a request with a Web browser for database
information, a CG! program would execute on
the server, retrieve the information from the
database, format it in HTML, and sendit back
tothe user Abbreviated CGI { ,kadm-on ,gt,wa

See grounded-
ikam-on ko'lekstar ka

‘in-tor,fas }
common language [comput sci] A machine-

readable language that is common to a
group of computers and associated equipment
{ikeim-an jlan-ewij }
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common mode

common mode=[ELECTR] Having signals that are
identical in amplitude and phase at both in-
puts, as in a differential operational amplifier.
{ ikdm-an ,méd }

common-modeerror [ELECTR| The error voltage
that exists at the output terminals of an op-
erational amplifier due to the common-mode
voltage at the input. { |kdm-on ,méd'er-ar}

common-modegalin [ELECTR] The ratio of the out-
put voltage ofa differential amplifierto the common-
modeinput voltage. { {kam-an ,mdd ‘gan }

common-modeInput capacitance=[ELEcTR| The
equivalent capacitance of both inverting and
noninverting inputs of an operational amplifier
with respect to ground, { |kém-an ,mdd 'in,put
ko'pas-ad-ans}

common-mode Input Impedance [ELECTR] The
open-loop input impedanceofboth inverting and
noninverting inputs of an operational amplifier
with respect to ground. {{kém-en ,mdd'in ,put
im'ped-ans)

common-mode Input resistance [ELECTR] The
equivalent resistance of both inverting and
noninverting inputs of an operational amplifier
with respect to ground orreference. { |kdm-on
imdd ‘in, putri'zis-tans }

common-moderejection=[ELECTR] Theability of
an amplifier to cancel a common-modesignal!
while responding to an out-of-phasesignal. Also
known as in-phase rejection. { {kdm-an ,mdd
ri'jek-shan }

common-moderejection ratlo [ELECTR] The ra-
tio of the gain of an amplifier for difference sig-
nals between the input terminals,to the gain for
the average or common-mode signal component.
Abbreviated CMRR. {'kam-on ,mdd ri'jek-shon
'ra-shé }

common-modesignal [ELECTR] A signal applied
equally to both ungroundedinputs of a balanced
amplifier stage or other differential device. Also
known as in-phase signal. { ikdém-on ,mdd
'sig-nal}

common-modevoltage [ELECTR] A voltage that
appears in commonat both input terminals of
a device with respect to the output reference
(usually ground). { |kAm-an ,méd'vdl-tif }

common object request broker {COMPUT Sci]
A system that provides interoperability among
objects in a heterogeneous,distributed, object-
oriented environmentin a way thatis transparent
to the programmer; its design is based on
the OMG object model. Abbreviated CORBA.
{ |kAm-an jab-jekt ri'kwest ,brd-kar}

common return [ELECTR] A return conductor
that serves two or more circuits. { jkdém-an
ri'tarn }

common-sourceamplifler [ELECTR] Anamplifier
stage using a field-effect transistor in which the
input signal is applied between gate and source
and the outputsignal is taken between drain and
source. {{kAm-an ,sdrs 'am-pla,fi-ar }

common storage (comPuT sci]A section of
memory in certain computers reserved for tem-
porary storage of program outputs to be used as
input for other programs. { tkam-on 'stdr-ij }

common-user channel (COMMUN] Any of th
communications channels which are available.
to all authorized agencies for transmission c
command, administrative, and logistic traffi,{ ikdm-an ,yii-zor ,chan-el}

common-user clrcult [ELEC] A circuit desi,
nated to furnish a communications service tog
number ofusers | (kém-an vyirzor sarkat|

communicating word processor=|compury Sc
A word processor that can be linked 4
other word processors to exchange information
{ ka'myi-na,kad-in ‘word \prajses-ar|

communication [commun | The transmission of
intelligence between two or more points Over
wires orby radio; the terms telecom UNcAaticn,
and communication are often used interchange.
ably, but telecommunication is usually the pre.
ferred term when long distances are inveilyed
( ka,myii-ne'ka-shon }

communication band [comMuUN| The band of
frequencieseffectively occupied by a radio trans.
mitter for the type of transmission andthe speed
of signaling used. { ko,myit-no'ka-shan j|band

communication bus [COMMUN] A device that
transfers control, timing, and data signals he.
tween switching processor subsystems: designed
to provide physical and electrical isolation, to
provide for simple addition of units on an |p-
service basis, and to provide pluggable connec.
tion forefficient factory testing, installation, and
maintenance. | ka,myii-no'kd-shon bas }

communication cable=|comMun| Aimetallic wire
or fiber-optic fnaterial used in the telephone
industry to connect customers to their |o-
cal switching centers and to interconnect |o-
cal and long-distance switching centers. { ka
imyii-ne'ka-shon ,ka-bal}

communication channel [COMMUN] The wire or
radio channel that serves to convey iritell|-
gence between two or more terminals. | ka
imyii-ne'ka-shan ,chan-ol}

communication countermeasure=|COMMUN| Any
electronic countermeasure agdinst commil-
nications, such as jamming. { kajmyii-na'kih
shan 'kaunt-ar,mezh-ar}

communication engineering [COMMUN| The d-
sign, construction, and operation ofall types
of equipment used for radio, wire, or other
types of communication. { ka,myii-na'ki-shan’
en-ja'nir-in }

communication link See data link.
na'ka-shen link }

communication protocol (comPUT sci| Proce-
dures that enable devices within a computer
network to exchangeinformation. Also known as
protocol. { ka,myii-na'ka-shon 'prdd-9,kél }

communication recelver [ELECTR] A receiver (le-
signed especially for reception of voice or code
messages transmitted by radio communication
systems. { ko,myti-no'ka-shenri'sé-var}

communications |ENG| The science and tech:
nology by which information is collected from
an originating source, transformed into #lec
tric currents or fields, transmitted over elec
trical networks or space to another point,

( kaymyil:
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and reconverted into a form suitable for inter.
retation bya recelver | ka,mnyl-na'ka-shanz |

mmunications control unit [COMMUN| A de-
vice thal handles data transmission between
egmponents of a communications network, and
performs relatec| unetions such as multiplexing,
message switching, and code conversion Ab-
previated CCU | kamyi-no'ka-shanz kan'trol
yon

communications intelligence [COMMUN | lech-
\| and intelligence information derived [ram

communications by other than the intended
recipients | kamyii-na'ka-shanz in'tel-ajans |

communications language=|ComMMUN| Alanguage
struchure complete will conventions, Syntax, and
character sel. used primarilyfor conveying knowl!-
eda of processes between Iwo participants:
jkomyliena'kishanz lap-awil |

communications network [COMMUN | Onganiza-
tion of stations capable of intercommunications
but not necessarily on the same channel, [ ka
smytina’ka-shane inet wark }

gommunications package [comput sei| A soft-
ware product that specifies communications pro-
tocols for data transmission within a computer
network or between a computerandits peripheral
equipment. { ka,tyti-na'ka-shanz ,pak-ij }

communication speed (CcOMMUN| The rate at
which information is transmitted over a com-
munications channel, adjusted for redundancies
{ ko,myi-no'ka-shon ,spéd }

communicatlons program [comput sciJA
computer program that transmits data to and
receives data from local and remote terminals
and other computers. { ka,myii-na'kaé-shanz
iprd-gram J

communications relay statlon§|comMuN] Facil-
ity for rapidly passing message traffic from
one tributary to another by automatic, semi-
automatic, or manual means,orbyelectrically
connecting circuits (circuit switching) between
two tributaries for direct transmission. { ka
smyli-no'ka-shanz 'ré,la ,sta-shan }

communicationssatelllte=|ENG] An orbiting, ar-
tificial earth satellite that relays radio, television,
and other signals between ground terminal
stations thousands of miles apart. Also known
as radio relay satellite; relay satellite. ( ka
imyi-na'ka-shanz 'sad-a,lit }

communications traffle |commMUN] All trans-
mitted and received messages. _{ ko,myii-no'ka-
shanz,traf-ik }

communication system |comMuN| A telephone.
tadio, television, data transmission, or other
system Ih which infermation-bearing signals
Originated at one place are reproduced at a
distant point. | ka,myisna'k’-shan sis-tam}

nice

communications zone indicator |eecrr| Device
to Indicate whether or not long-distance high-
Irequency broadcasts are successfully reaching
their destinations
‘in-da,kachar )

| ka.myO-na'ka-shonz zGn
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 compact-disk recordable

communication theory |COMMUN| The mathe-
matical theory of the communication of in-
formation from one point to another { ka
imyli-no'ka-shan ,thé-a-ré }

community antennatelevision See cabletelevi-
sion. { ka'myti-na-dé an'ten-9 'tel-a,vizh-an }

community dial office |commuUN| Small dial of-
fice with no employees located in the building
serving an exchange area. { ka'myii-no-dé 'dil
\Of-s }

commutating capacitor |ELEcTR| A capacitor
used in gas-tube rectifier circuits to prevent the
anode from going highly negative immediately
after extinction { 'kam-ya,tad-in ka'pas-ad-ar}

commutating reactance [ELECTR] An inductive
reactance placed in the cathode lead of a three-
phase mercury-arc rectifier to ensure that tube
current holds overduring transfer of conduction
from one anode to the next, {( 'kém-ya,tad-in
ré'ak-tons}

commutating reactor (ELEC| A reactor found pri-
marily in silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) con-
verters where it is connected in series with a
commutation capacitor to form a highly efficient
resonantcircuit used to cause a current oscilla-
tion which turnsoff (commutates) the conducting
SCR. {'kdm-ya,tad-in ré'ak-tar}

commutation (cOMMUN| The sampling of various
quantities in a repetitive manner for trans-
mission over a single channel in telemetering
{ .kaém-ya'ta-shan}

commutator head |ELEc| The butt end of a com-
mutator { 'kam-ya,tad-ar ,hed }

commutator motor [ELEc] An électric motor hav-
ingacommutator  { 'kam-ya,tad-ar ,;mdd-ar}

commutator pulse [compuTsci} One ofa series of
pulses indicating the beginning or end of a signal
representing a single binary digit in a computer
word. Also known as position pulse; P pulse
{ 'kam-ya,tad-ar ,pals }

commutator switch [ELEC] A switch that per-
forms a set of switching operations in repeated
sequential order, such as is required for teleme-
tering many quantities. Also known as sam-
pling switch; scanning switch. { 'kam-ya,tad-ar
iswich }

compact disk [COMMUN] A nonmagnetic (opti-
cal) disk, usually 4%4 inches (12 centimeters) in
diameter, used for audio or video recording or
for data storage: information is recorded using
a laser beam to burn microscopicpits into the
surface and is accessed by means of a lower-
powerlaser to sense the presence or absence of
pits. Abbreviated CD—_{ 'kim,pak 'disk}

compact-disk erasable See CD-RW [( |kam,pak
idisk i'ras-a-bal}

compact-disk read-only memory |{comPuUTsci] A
compact disk used for the permanent storage
of up to approximately 500 megabytes of data,
Abbreviated CD-ROM. { ‘kém,pakt ‘disk !réd
16n-1é 'mem-ré }

compact-disk recordable See CD-R
disk ri'kord-a-bal }

{ kam pak
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compact-disk rewritable

compact-disk rewrltable See CD-RW. _{ ikdm,pak
idisk ,ré'rid-9-bal}

compact-disk wrlte-once See CD-R. _{ |kim,pak
disk jrit 'wans }

compacting garbage collectlon [(comPuT sci]
The physical rearrangementofdata cells so that
those cells whose contents are no longer useful
(garbage) are compressed into a contiguous
array. { ,kaém'pak-tin 'gar-bij ka'lek-shan }

compaction (comput scl] A technique for reduc-
ing the space required for data storage without
losing any information content. Also known as
squishing. {kem'pak-shon}

compandedsIngle-sldeband system=[COMMUN |
A long-haul microwave telecommunications sys-
tem that employs repeaters and single-sideband
amplitude modulation and achieves subjective
noise improvement by companding to reduce
circuit noise between syllables and during
pauses in speech. Abbreviated CSSB system
({ kam'pan-dad jsip-gal |sid,band ,sis-tam }

companding |ELEcTR] A process in which com-
pression is followed by expansion; often used
for noise reduction in equipment, in which
case compression is applied before noise exp-
osure and expansion after exposure, { kam
‘pand-in }

compandor |ELEcTR| A system for improving the
signal-to-noise ratio by compressing the volume
range of the signal at a transmitter or recorder by
Means of a compressorand restoring the normal
range at the receiving or reproducing apparatus
with an expander, { kam'pand-ar}

comparator [(compur sci] A device that compares
two transcriptions of the same information to
verify the accuracy of transcription, storage,
arithmetical operation, or some other process
in a computer, and delivers an output signal of
some form to indicate whether or not the two
sources are equal or in agreement. [CONT SYS|
A device which detects the value of the quantity
to be controlled by a feedback control system and
comparesit continuously with the desired value
of that quantity. { kam'par-ad-ar|

comparator clrcult (ELECTR| An electronic circuit
that produces an output voltage or current
whenevertwo input levels simultaneouslysatisfy
predetermined amplitude requirements; may be
linear (continuous)or digital (discrete), {kam
'par-od-ar ,sar-kat}

comparator probe=[comput sci] A componentof
a hardware monitor that is used to sense the
numberof bits that appear in parallel, as in an
address register. (kam'par-ad-ar ,prdb }

comparing unlit |ELECTR| An electromechanical
device which compares two groups of timed
pulses and signals to establish eitheridentity or
nonidentity {kam'per-ip ,yii-nat}

comparison [compuT sci] A computer operation
in which two numbers are compared as to
identity, relative magnitude, orsign. {kam'par-
a-san }

compertson bridge {ELEcTR| A bridge circuit in
which any change in the output voltage with
respect to a reference voltage creates a cor-

responding error signal, which, by means of
negative feedback, is used to correct the output
voltage and thereby restore bridge balance,
{ kam'par-a-san ,brij }

comparison Indicators [COMPUT Sci] Registers,
one of which is activated during the comparison
of two quantities to indicate whetherthe first
quantity is lower than, equal to, or greater than
the second quantity. ( kem'par-a-san ,in-dg
ikad-arz }

compatibility [comput sci| The ability of one
device to accept data handled by anotherdevice
without conversion of the data or modification
of the code. (sys ENG] The ability of a new
system to serve users of an old system. { kam
ypad-a'bil-a-dé }

compatibillty mode=|compPuTsci] A feature of a
computeror operating system that enablesit to
Tun programs written foranothersystem. {kam
;pad-a'bil-ad-@ »mdd }

compatible colortelevision system |COMMUN|
A color television system that permits substan-
tially normal monochromereceptionofthe trans-
mitted color picture signal onatypical unaltered
monochrome receiver. { kamipad:-a-bel 'kal-ar
'tel-a,vizh-an ,sis-tem }

compatible discrete four-channel sound=|ENG
acous} A sound system in which a separate
channel is maintained from eachofthe four sets
of microphonesat the recording studio or other
input location to the four sets of loudspeakers
that serve as the output of the system. Abbrevi-
ated CD-4 sound. { kam'pad-a-baldis'krét |for
ichan-al 'sauind }

compatible monollthlc Integrated clreult [ELECTR|
Device in which passive components are
deposited by thin-film techniques on top of
a basic silicon-substrate circuit containing the
active components and some passive parts
{ kam'pad-a-bal ,man-a'lith-ik 'in-ta,grad-ad ‘sar.
kat }

compatible single-sldeband system [COMMUN]
Asingle-sideband system that can be received by
an ordinary amplitude-modulation radio receiver
without distortion. { kam'pad-a-bal ,sin-gal'sid
iband,sis-tam }

compensated amplifler |ELeEcTR}A—broad-
band amplifier in which the frequency range
is extended by choice of circuit constants.
{ 'kam-pan,sad-ad 'am-ploa,fi-ar}

compensated-loop dlrectlon finder [ELECTR| A
direction finder employing a loop antenna
and a second antenna system to compensate
for polarization error { 'kdm-pan,sad-ed ,lip
da'rek-shan,find-ar}

compensated semiconductor |ELECTR| Semi-
conductor in which one type of impurity or
imperfection (for example, donor) partially
cancels theelectrical effects on the other type of
impurity or imperfection (for example, acceptor}.
{ 'kam-pan,sad-ad 'sem-i-kan'dak-tar}

compensated volume control See loudness con-
trol. (‘kém-pan,sad-ad 'val-yom ken'trél}

compensating capacitor See balancing capacitor
('kém-pon,sad-in ka'pas-ad-ar}
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= eee! Othiny ee andachleve stability Also known as filter
eensae AnmM | A component that offsets an errar or
dha-bal dis'krat 4 Geer undesired effect. { 'kim-pan,sad-ar}

meee STE HHO ‘compile {coMpur scil To prepare a machine-
Segnace program automat ically from a program

written in ahigher programming language, usu-
“ally generating more than one machine instruc-

infor each symbolic statement. { kam pil}
le-and-go |compuT sci] A continuous se-

‘quence of steps that combine compilation,
foading, and execution of a computer program

‘{kam'pil on ‘gd }
compller [comput sci] A program to translate
a higher programming language into machine

language. Also known as compiling routine.
[kam'pil-ar |

compller-level language [comput sct| A high-
erlevel language normally supplied by the
computer manufacturer { kam'pil-ar ,lev-al
lan-gwij }

compllerlistIng §|compur sci] A reportthat is pro-
duced by a compiler and contains an annotated
printout of the source program together with
other useful information. | kam'pr-lar list-in |

compllersystem=|compursci| The set consisting
Oba higher-level language, such as FORTRAN,
and its compiler which translates the program
written In that language into machine-readable
Instructions. | kam'pil-ar sis-tam }

compiler toggle jcomeur sci| A piece of infor-
Mation transmitted to a compiler to activate
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complex frequency

complementary [ELECTR] Having pup ancl npn or
p- and n-channel semiconductor elements on or
within the same integrated-circuit substrate or
workingtogetherin the samefunctional amplifier
state. { ,kém-pla'men-tré }

complementary constant-current logle |ELEcTR|
A type of large-scale integration used in digital
integrated circuits and characterized by high
density and very fast switching times, Abbrevi-
ated CCCL, CL. { ,kam-plaimen-tré {kin-stant
tka-rant 'laj-ik }

complementarylogic switch [ELECTR] Acomple-
mentary transistor pair which has a common
input and interconnections such that one tran-
sistor is on whentheotheris off, and vice versa.
{ kém-pla'men-tré 'laj-ik swich }

complementary metal oxide semiconductor
device See CMOS device. { ,kim-plolmen-tré
imed-al |4k,sid 'sem-i-kan,dak-tarcli'vis }

complementary symmetry [ELECTR] A circuit us-
ing both pup and npn transistors in a symmetrical
arrangement that permits push-pull operation
without an input transformer or other form of
phase inverter { ,kam-pla'men-tré'sim-a-tré }

complementary transistors [ELECtR| Two tran-
sistors of oppasite conductivity (pnp and npn)
inthe same functional unit. { ,kam-pla'men-tré
tran'zis-tars }

complement number system (compu sci] Sys-
tem of number handling in which the comple-
ment of the actual number ls operated upon:
used in same compuiters to facilitate arithmetic
Operations. {‘kanv-ple-mant'nam-bar sis-tam }

complete carry§|coOMPUT scl} In parallel addition,
an arrangement in which the carries that result
from the addition of carry digits are allowed
to propagate from place to place { kam'plat
‘kar-é }

complete operation§{compuT sci] An operation
which includes obtaining all operands from
storage, performing the operation, returning
resulting operands to storage, and obtaining the
next instruction. ( kam'pl&t ap-a'ra-shan )

complete routine§=[Comput scl] A routine, gener-
ally supplied by a computer manufacturer, which
does not have to be modified by the user before
being applied. { kam'plét rii'tan }

complex data type |compuT sci] A scalar data
type which contains two real fields representing
the real and imaginary components of a complex
riuinber.—[{ ‘kam, pleks ‘dad-a tip |

complex declaration statement [comput sci] A
nonexecutable statement in FORTRAN used to
specify that the type of identifier appearing in
the program is of the form a + 6i, where i is the
square root of —I|. {'kém,pleks ,dek-lo'ra-shon
istat-mont}

complex frequency [ENG] A complex number
used to characterize exponential and damped
sinusoidal motion in the same way that an

Ahaces on jome special feature or otherwise control the way ordinary frequency characterizes simple har-
1 kon'trol i which the compiler operates, | kam'pilar monic motion; designated by the constant s
acing capacit itageal | ; catresponding to a motion whose amplitudeis

§ Capacitor. Complling routine See compiler ( kam'pil-in rit given by Ae, where A is a constant and t is time.
ten} {'kém ,pleks'fré-kwon-sé }
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complex impedance

complex Impedance _—Seeelectrical impedance
(‘kam pleks im'pad-ans|

complexinstruction set computer=[Compu sci|
A computer in which relatively high-level or
complex hardware incorporating micreode Is
used to implement a relatively large number
of instructions. Abbreviated CISC.  { |kam,pleks
in'strak-shan ,set kam,pyiid-or}

complexity |compurr sc!) The numberof elemen-
tary operations used by a program or algo-
rithm to accomplish a given task. ( kem'plek-
sad-é }

complex permittivity [ELEC] A property of a di-
electric, equal to €9(C/Cp), where C is the camplex
capacitance of a capacttor [n which the dielectric
is the insulating material when the capacitor is
tonnected to a sinusaldal voltage source, and
Co is the vacuum capacitance of the capacitor
{ 'kam,pleks ,par-me'tiv-od-é }

complex reflector [ENG] A structure or group
of structures having many radar-teflecting sur-
faces facing in different directions. {'kam,pleks
ri'flek-tar }

complex relative attenuation [ELECTR] The ratio
of the peak output voltage, in complex notation,
of an electric filter to the output voltage at
the frequency being considered. { 'kaém,pleks
‘rel-aciv ater-ya'wa-shan |

complex target |ENG| A radar target composed
of a number of reflecting surfaces that, in the
augregate, are straller in all dimensions than
the resolution capabilities of the radar. ("kam
ipleks 'tirgat |

compliant substrate [ELECTR] A semiconductor
substrate inte which an artificially formed inter-
face is introduced near the surface which makes
the substrate more readily deformable and allows
it to support a defect-free semiconductorfilm of
essentially any lattice constant, with dislocations
forming In the substrate instead of In the film.
Also known as sacrificial compliant substrate.
{ kamipli-ant 'sab,strat|

component [ELEC] Anyelectric device, such as
a coil, resistor, capacitor, generator, line, or
electron tube, having distinct electrical charac-
teristics and having terminals at which it may
be connected to other components to form a
circuit. Also known ascircuit element; element
{ kam'p6-nont}

component-failure-Impact analysis [sys ENG| A
study that attempts to predict the consequences
of failures of the major componentsof a system.
Abbreviated CFIA. ( kam'pé-nant ;fal-yer 'im
spakt o,nal-a-sas |

component name See metavariable
nant ,nam }

component symbol [ELEc| A graphical design
used to represent a componentin a circuit
diagram. {kam'pd-nant ,sim-bal}

composite [ENG Acous] A re-recording consist-
ing of at least two elements. { kam'paz-at}

{ kam'ps-

composite balance |[ELEc| An electric balance
mace by modifying the Kelvin balance to
measure amperage, voltage, or wattage
{ kom'paz-ot 'bal-ons }
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composite cable [ELEC] Cable in which conduc.
tors of different gages or types are combined
under one sheath. { kam'paz-ot 'ka-bal }

composite clrcult |ELEcTR| A circuit used simul-
taneously for voice communication and téleg-
raphy, with frequency-discriminating nelworks
serving to separate the two types of signals.
| kam! pliz-at 'sar-kat }

composite color signal [commun The analog
color television picture signal plus all blanking
ahd synchronizing signals. Also knownas compo-
site pleturesignal, | kam'paz-at 'kal-arjsig-nal|

composite color syne |commun| The signal
comprising all the synchronization signals nec.
essary for proper operation of an analog color
television receiver [ karn'piiz-at ‘kal-ar ,sink |

composite filter |ELEcTR| A filter constructed
by linking filters of different kinds in series,
{ kam'paz-at 'fil-tor|

composite picture signal Ser composite color
signal. [ kom'piz-at 'pikechar,sig-nal|

composite pulse=/f£Lecrr| A pulse composed of
a series of overlapping pulses received from
the same source over several paths in a pulse
navigation system. { kem'paz:at ‘pals }

composite set |ELECTR| Assembly of apparatus
designed to provide one end of a composite
circuit, [ kam'paz-ot 'set |

composite video signal=|comMUN| The vider-
only portion of the analog color television signal
isedinthe United States, inwhich red, green, and
blue signals are encoded={ kam'paz-at'vid-€-
isigenal }

composite wave filter [ELECTR| A combination
of tbvo or more low-pass, high-pass, band-pass,
or band-elimination filters. { kem'paz-at ‘way
ifil-tar }

composition resistor See carbon resistor
{| kam-pa'zish-on ri'zis-tar|

compound cryosar [ELECTR] A eryasar consist-
ing of two normal cryasars with different electri-
cal characteristicsinserles  ('kamypaund 'kri-6
sar | .

compound document [comput s¢}] A document
that contains two or more different data struc-
tures, such as text, graphics, andsound, (,kém
ipatind ‘clak-ya-mant }

compoundfield winding=[rLec| A winding com-
posed of shunt and series coils that act either
together or against each other | ‘kim,paund
"Feld ,wind-in }

compound generator [pec] A direct-current
generator which has both a series field winding
and a shunt field winding, both on the main
poles with the shuntfield winding on the outside.
{ 'kém,patind ‘jen-a'rad-ar}

compound magnet [ELEC] A permanent magnet
that is constructed from a nutnber of thin
magnets having the same shape. { 'kam,patind
‘mag-nat }

compound modulation See multiple modulation
{'k&m,patind ,maj-a'la-shon}

compound motor |£LEc| A direct-current motor
with two separate field windings, one Connected
in parallel with the armature circuit, the other
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ules TECEH Ver fray .in “Tl Frith Paral van ka-bal |
wral paths Ia ules iamrest ratio JeLecre| The ratio of the gain
Pek pals) - Co device at a low power level to the gain at
ie Of Appararyy eehigher level, usually expressed in decibels
"nO Of a compe Xi a known as.compression, { kem'presh-an
OMMUN| The vide.) resho| ‘ ' sind,’3 oe ive Intercept receiver (FLEcTR| An
Hor television Signa Beromsgnetic surveitance receiver thathich red, free i i sly analyzes and sorts all signals

harm paz-at ‘yi instantaneously analy B
withina broad radio-frequency spectrum by using
pulse compression. techniques which parform
a complete analysis up to 10,000 times faster
than a superheterodyne receiver of spectrum
analyzer { kam'pres-iv 'in-tar,sept ri's@-vor}

compressor [COMPUTSci] A routine or program
that reduces the numberofbinary digits needed
to represent data or information, [ELECTR| The
part of a compandorthat is used to compress the
intensity range of signals at the transmitting or
recording end of a circuit. { kam'pres-ar}

compromise network {ELEC| 1. Network em-
ployed in conjunction with a hybrid coil to
balance a subscriber's loop; adjusted for an
average loop length or an average subscriber's

| set, or both, to secure compromise (not pre-
cision) isolation between the two directional
pathsofthe hybrid. 2. Hybrid balancing network
which is designed to balance the average of
the impedances that may be connected to the
switchboard side of a hybrid arrangement of a
fepeater (‘kam-pra,miz 'netywark|

compromising emanations [commun Uninten-
tional data-related or intelligence-bearing sig-
nals which, if intercepted and analyzed by any
technique. could disclose the classified informa-
lon transmitted, received, handled, or otherwise
Processed by equipments, { ‘kam-pra,miz-in
vem-a'na-shonz}

Computational numerical
puter numerical control.
ni'mera-kol kan'tral}
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computer analyst

computed go to (compur sct| A control prace-
dure in FORTRAN which allows the transfer of
control to the ith label of a set of n labels
used as statement numbers in the program
{ kam'pyiid-ad 'g6 ,tii }

computed path control [cont s¥s| A control
system designed to follow a path calculated to
be the optimal one to achieve a desired result
{ kam'pyiid-od {path kan'tral)

compute mode [compusci] The operation of
an analog computer in which input signals are
used by the computing units to calculate a
solution, in contrast to hold mode and reset
mode. { kom'pyiit ,méd }

computer [comput sci] A device that receives,
processes, and presents data; the two types are
analog and digital. Also known as computing
machine. { kam'pyiid-ar }

computer-alded design |conT sys| The use of
computers in converting the initial idea for a
productinto a detalled engineering design. Cam-
puter models and. graphics replace the sketches
and engineering drawings traditionally \sed
to visuallze products and communicate design
information, Abbreviated CAD. | kam'pylid-ar
jad-ad da'zin }

computer-alded design and drafting |couput
sci] The carrying out of computer-aided design
with a system that has additional features for the
drafting function, such as dimensioning and text
entry Abbreviated CADD. —{ kom'pyiid-or ,ad-od
di'zin on ‘draft-in |

computer-alded engineering |ENG| The use of
computer-based tools to assist in solution of
engineering problems, { kom'pytid-or ,dd-ad
yereja'nir-in }

computer-aided Instruction See computer-
assisted! instruction. { kom'pyiid-or jad-ad
in'strak-shan ]

computer-alded managementof Instruction
Ser computer-managed instruction. | kam'pyld-
ar ad-od 'mar-ij-mant ayin'strak-shan |

computer-aided manufacturing [cowr sys} The
use of computers in converting englneering
designs into finished products Computers assist
managers. manufacturing engineers, and pro-
duction workers by automating many produc-
tion tasks, such as developing process plans,
ordering and tracking materials, and manitoring
production schedules, as wellas controlling the
machines, industrial robots, test equipment, and
systems that move and store materials in the
factory Abbreviated CAM. (kam'pyiid-ar ,ad-ad
iman-o'fak-cha-rin }

computer-aided software engineering [comput
scl] The use of software packages to assist in
all phases of the developmentof an information
system, including analysis, design. and program-
ming, Abbreviated CASE. [ kam'pyiid-or ,ad-od
softweren-ja'nir-in }

computer algebra system See symbolic system
{ kamipytid-ar 'al-ja-bra ,sis-tom }

computer analyst [compur sci] A person who
defines a problem, determines exactly what
is required in the solution, and defines the
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computer animation

outlines of the machine solution; generally, an
expert inautomaticdata processing applications.
{ kam'pytid-ar ‘arvalist |

computer animation§|CoMPuT sci] The use of
a computer to present, elther continuously or
in rapid succession, pictures on a cathode-ray
tube or other device, graphically representing
a time developing system at successive times.
| kom'pylid-or an-a'ma-shan|

computerarchiteclure=|COMPUT SCI] The art and
selence of assembling logical elements to
form a computing device | kom'pytid-ar 'ar-ko
itekechar|

computer-assisted instruction=[COMPUT sci] The
use of computers to present drills. practice
exercises, and tutorial sequences Lo the student,
and sometimes to engage the student in a
dialog about the substance of the instruction.
Abbreviated CAL Also known as computer-
aided instruction, computer-assisted leaming.
{ kam'pylid-ora'sis-tad in ‘strak-shan |

computer-assisted learning See computer-
assisted instruction, [ kam'pylid-ar a'sis:tad
‘lorrietay |

computer-assisted retrieval [comput sci| The
use af a computer to locate documents or
records stored outside of the computer, on paper
or microfilm, Abbreviated CAR. { karn'pylidl-or
a'sis-tad ri'tré-val }

computer center See electranic data-processing
center, | kam'pytid-ar sean-tar }

computer code jecomputsci| The code represent-
ing the operations built into the hardware of a
particular computer. | kam'pytid-ar kGd|

computer conferencing See computer networking.
| karn'pyld-ar‘kain-frans-1p }

computer control {CONT Svs] Process control in
which the process variables are fed into a
computer and the outputof the computer Is used
to control the process. | kom'pylid-ar kan'tral }

computer control counter=|COMPUT Sc!| Counter
which stores the next required address; any
counter which furnishes. information to the
contro! unit, | kam'pylid-ar kon'tral kauntar|

computer-controlled system=|CONT sys| A feed:
back control system in which a computer oper-
ates on both the input signal and the feedback
signal to effect control, [ kam'pyiid-ar kon'trald
isis-tom |

computer control register Ser program register
( kam'pyiid-ar kan'tral rej-a-star |

computerefficiency |compur scl) 1. The ratio of
actual operating time to scheduled operating
timeofacomputer 2. 1n time-sharing, the ratio
of user time to the sum of user time plus system
time. | kam'pylic-ar \'fish-on-sé }

computer graphics=|compur sci| The process of
pictorial communication between humans and
computers, in which the computer input anc
output have the form of charts, drawings, or
appropriate pictorial representation: such de-
vices as cathode-ray tubes, mechanical plot-
ting boards, curve tracers, coordinate digitizers,
and light pens are employed.—| kam'pyld-ar
‘graf-iks }
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computer graphics interface=[COMPUT Sci| 4
standard format lor writing graphics drivers,
Abbreviated CGI, ( kamipyud-ar jgral-iks ‘instay
las }

computer graphics metafile (COMPUT Scl| 4
standard device-independent graphics formar
that is used to transfer graphics images between
compuLer programs and storage devices. Abbre.
yiated CGM.—| kamipyiic-ar{graf-iks ‘mecl-o,fil |

computer inpul from microfilm=|cOMPUT Sci)
The technique of reading images on microfilm
and transforming them into @ form which ig
understandable to a computer, Abbreviated CIM
( kam'pylid-or "input fram ‘mni-kra,Film |

computer-integrated manufacturing |ENo|
A computer-aulomated system in which
individual engineering, production, marketing,
and support [unctions of a manufacturing
enterprise are organized; functional areas such
as design, analysis, planning, purchasing. cost
accounting, Inventory control, and distribution
are linked through the computer with factory
floor functions such as materials handling
and management, providing direct control
and monitoring of all process operations,
Abbreviated CIM. ( kam'pyiid-ar jinta,ardad-ad
man-a'lakechar-in |

computerized branch exchange COMMUN| A
computer-contratled telephone switching sys-
tem that supports such services as conference
calling, least-cost routing, direct inward dialing,
and automatic reringing of a busy line Abbrevi-
ated CBX. | kam'pylicha,rizd ‘branch iks'chan)|

computer-limited [comput scl] Pertaining to a
situation in which the time ‘required for com-
putation exceeds the time required to reat
inputs and write outpuls,—| kar’ pylichar. lim:
ad-ad |

computerliteracy=|CoMPLT scl) Knowledge and
understanding of computers and computersys-
tems and how to apply them tothe solution of
problems, | kam'pyiid-ar ‘Hitra-sé |

computer-managed instruction |cOMPUT Scl|
‘he use of computer assistance in testing, clag-
nosing, prescribing. grading, and recard keeping.
Abbreviated CML Also known as computer-aided
management of instruction.—| karn'pydd-ar
'man-ijd in'strok-shon}

computer memory See memory { kom'pyiid:
or 'mem:Té |

computer modeling=[comput s¢i| The use ‘of a
computer to develop a mathematical model of
a complex system or process and to provide
conditions for testing it. ( kam'pylid-ar ‘mad:
al-in |

computer network=[COMPLIT scl] Asystern of two
or more computers that ate interconnected by
communication channels, Also known as net
work, | kam'pyid-ar ‘net wark|

computer networking [COMMUN | The use of a
network of computers and computerterminals by
individuals at various locations to interact with
each other by entering data into the computer
system. Also known as computer conferencing.
{ kam'pylid-ar ‘net,workin )
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umerical control [CONT Sy5| A con
eet in which numerical values corre-

% desired tool or control positions
ponaine by a computer Abbreviated, CNC

1S computational numerical control;
ymerical control, stored-program

( kam'pylic-ar ni'mentkal
Also known c
gattewired f “I
pumerical contra
kontrolmputer

eercion a tation
jive a desired «computa

apaoti language |coMPUT sail A
compu | programming language cleveloped

low-level on a pafticular computer or line of
io Tats produced by @ specific manufacturer
Beeacwe as machine-oriented language

“Also ' tic-ar joréent-ad Tan-ewil |
| aglioutput on microfilm=|conmpur sci] The

BOPation of microfilm which displays informa-
develjoped bya computer Abbreviated COM
| komnipylid-ar ‘aut put on mickra,{itim 1 _—

computer part programming|[Con Sy| The use
if computers fo program: numerical control

systems. | kam'pyliclar ‘part "program|
‘computer performance evaluation |coMPur sei|

The measurement and evaluation of the per-
formance of & computer system, almed at
ensuring that a minimum amount of effort,
expense, and waste Is incurredin the production
of data-processing services, and encompassing
such tools a3 canned programs, source pro-
gram optimizers, software monitors, hardware

monitors. simulation, and bench-mark problems.
Abbreviated CPE—| kam'pyiid-ar par'for-mans|
wal-ya'wa-shan|

computer programming
(kom'pydd-ar‘pra,gram-in }

computer science [comput sci] The study of
computers and computing, including computer
hardware, software, programming, networking,
database systems, information technology, in-
teractive systems, and security. { kom'pyiid-or
‘sj-ans}

computer security [comput sci] Measures taken
to protect computers and their contents
from unauthorized use —_{ kam'pytid-ar sa'kyur-
ad-é}

computer storage device
{ kam'pyiid-or 'stor-ij di'vTs}

computer system=|compursci| 1.Aset of related
but unconnected components (hardware) of a
computer or data-processing system, 2.Aset of
hardware parts that are related and connected,

ae thus form a computer {| kom'pyiid-orwilstam|

computer systems architecture compu sci|
The discipline that defines the conceptual struc-
ture and functional behavior of a computer

‘system, determining the overall organization, the
attributes of the component parts, and how these

eae fombines | kam'pyiid-ar tsis:tamz“head “CHOSE

Computer theory [cosy sci] A discipline cov-
fling the study of circuitry, logic, micro-

ration |comrur sci] The electronic
is required in a computer to

{ kam'pytld-ar

Ser programming.

See storage device

conceptual schema

programming, compilers, programming lan-
guages, file structures, and system architectures
{ kom'pyiid-ar ,thé-a-ré }

computerutility [comput sci] A computer that
provides service on a time-sharing basis, gen-
erally over telephone lines, to subscribers
who have appropriate terminals. { kom'pyiid-ar
yui'til-ad-é }

computer vislon [comput Sci] The use of digital
computer techniques to extract, characterize,
and interpret information in visual images of a
three-dimensional world. Also known as machine
vision. { kam'pyiid-ar 'vizh-an }

computer word See word, {kem'pyiid-or ,ward }
computing machine See computer. { kam

‘pylid-in ma'shén }
computing power [compuT sct| The number of

operations that a computer can carry out in |
second. (kam'pyiid-in ,pau-ar}

computing unlt {comput sci| The section of a
computerthat carries out arithmetic, logical, and
decision-making operations, { kam'pyiid-in ,yi-
nat }

concatenate |COMmPUTSCI| To unite ina sequence,
linktogether, orlinktoachain. (kan'kat-an,at}

concatenation [comput sci| 1. An operation in
which a number of conceptually related com-
ponents are linked together to form a larger,
organizationally similar entity 2. In string pro-
cessing, the synthesis of longer characterstrings
from shorter ones, [ELEC| A method of speed
control of induction motors in which the rotors
of two wound-rotor motors are mechanically
coupled together and the stator of the second
motor is supplied with power from therotorslip
tings ofthe first motor [ENGAcous] The linking
together of phonemes to produce meaningful
sounds. { kon,kat-an'a-shon}

concentrator |ELECTR} Buffer switch (analog or
digital) which reduces the number of trunks
required, { 'kan-san,trad-ar}

concentric cable See coaxial cable. { kan'sen-
trik 'ka-bal }

concentric IIne See coaxial cable, { kan'sen-
trik 'ITn }

concentric silp ring |ELEc}A large—slip-
ting assembly consisting of concentrically
arranged insulators and conducting materials
{ kan'sen-trik ‘slip ,rin }

concentric transmission Ine See coaxial cable
{ kan'sen-trik tranz'mish-an ,ITn }

concentric windings [ELEc| Transformer wind-
ings in which the low-voltage winding is in the
form of a cylinder next to the core, and the
high-voltage winding, also cylindrical, surrounds
the low-voltage winding. { kan'senstrik 'wind-
inz)

conceptual modeling §|compursci] Writing a pro-
gram by meansof which a given result will be
obtained, although the result is incapable of
proof Also known as heuristic programming.
{ kan'sep:cha-wal 'mad-lig }

conceptual schema [comput sci| The logical
structure of an entire data base. { kan'sep-cha:
wal 'ské-mo}
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concurrency

concurrency {COMPUT SCl| Referring to two or
more tasks of a computer system which are in
progress almultaneously, | kan’karan-sé |

concurrent input/output [coMPuT sci| The  si-
multaneous feading from and writing on different
media bya computer { kan'kar-ant [input faut
put )

concurrent operations control |compur sei] The
supervisory capability required by a computer
to handle more than one program at a time
| kan'kar-ont Sp-a'rashonz kan'tral }

concurrent processing §|compuT scl| The con-
ceptually simultaneous execution of more
than one sequential program on a com-
puter or network of computers.  [ kan'kar-ont
‘pras,as-in }

concurrent real-time processing [COMPUT SCI]
The capability of a computer to process Si-
multaneously several programs, each of whieh
requires responses within a time spanrelated to
its particulartime frame, [ kan'kar-ant 'rél tirn
spras,as-l )

condensation [ELEC] An increase of electric
charge on a capacitor conductor { ikan-dan
‘sa-shon }

condenser
condenser antenna

{ kan'den-ser an'ten-a }
condenser box Sev capacitor box. { kon'den-sor

condenser bushing |@Lec| An insulation made
up of alternate layers of Insulating material
and meatal foil placed between the conductor
and outer casing in terminals of transform-
ers and other high-voltage equipment such as
switchgears. | kan'den-sor |bush-in }

condenser microphone Seve capacitor micro-
phone,  ( kon'den-sar 'mi-kra,fon}

condenser transducer Sve electrostatic trans-
ducer { kan'den-sar jtrane'dil-sar|

condensingelectrometer Secapacitive eiectram-
eter | kanidens:in a lek'triim-ad-ar |

conditional jcompuy sci| Subject to the result
of a comparison made during computation in
a computer, or subject to human intervention
{ kon'dish-an-al}

conditional assembly [comput sci| A feature
of some assemblers which suppresses certain
sections of code if stated program conditions
are not met at assembly time. { kan'dish-on-al
a'sem-ble }

conditional branch See conditional jump
{ kan'elish-on-al ‘branch |

conditional breakpoint |compur sci] A: condi-
tional |ump that, if a specified switch is set, will
cause a compuler to stop, the routine may then
be continued as cotled ora jump maybe forced
| kan'eish-ar-al 'brak, point |

conditional expression §=|compuTsci] A COBOL
language expression which is either true or
false, depending uponthe status of the vari-
ables within the expression. { kan'dish-an-al
Ik'sprestvan ]

conditional Jump [comput sci] A computer in-
struction that will cause the proper one of two

See capacitor { kan'den-sar }
See capacitor antenna
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or mare addresses to be used in obtaining the
next instruction, depending on some propertyoy
a pumerical expression that may be the resuly
of some previous instruction. Also known ge
conditional branch, conditional transfer; deg;
sion instruction; discrimination; IF statement
{ kan'dish-on-al 'jamp}

conditionally stable circuit [ELECTR] A Cireyip
which is stable for certain values of inpup
signal and gain, and unstable for other values
{ kan'dish-an-al- |st@-bol sor-kat| a

conditional replenishment=[commun | A form of
differential pulse-code modulation in which
the only information transmitted consists of
addresses specifying the locations of picture
samples in the moving area, and informatign
by which the intensities of moving area picture
samples can be reconstructed at the receiver
{ kon'dish-an-olri'plen-ish-mant }

conditional statement [comput sci| A statement
ina cotmputer program thatis executed only when
acertain condition is satisfied. { kan'dish-on-a|
‘stGt-mont}

conditional transfer See conditional jump
{ kan'dish-on-al 'tranz-far }

condition code (compPuT Sci| Portion of a pro-
gram Status word indicating the outcome of the
most recently executed arithmetic or boolean
operation. { kan'dish-on ,kGd }

conditioned line {comput sci] A communica-
tions channel, usually a telephone line, that
has been adapted for data transmission
(| kon'dish-and ‘lin )

conditioned stop instruction |compur sci] A
computer instruction which causes the execution
of 4 program to stop if some given condition
exists, such as the specific setting of a switch
on a computer console. | kon'dish-ond 'stap
in'strek-shan )

condition entries [comput sci| The upper-right-
hand portion of a decision table, indicating, for
each of the conditions, whether the condition
satisfies various criteria listed in the condition
stub, or the values of various parameterslisted
inthe condition stub. { kan'dishan ,en,tréz }

conditioning (ELECTR) Equipment modifications
oradjustments necessary to match transmission
levels and impedancesorta provide equalization
between facilities, { kan'dish-an-in }

condition partlon=(compuT scl| The upper por-
tion of a decision table, comprising the condition
stub and condition entires. { kan'dish-an por:
shan |

condition stub |compyrsei| The upper-lelt-hand
portion of a decision table, consisting of @
single column listing various criteria or param-
eters which are used to specify the conditions
{ kan'dish-an ,stab }

conductance |ELEC| The real part of the admit-
tance of a circuit; when the impedance contains
no reactance, as in a direct-current circuit, it
is the reciprocal of resistance, and is thus a
measure of the ability of the circuit to conduct
electricity. Also knownaselectrical conductance
Designated GG _{ kan'dak-tons}
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riation method [ELEC] A tech-

ce-val ing low admittances: measure-
for messi|resonance circuit with the

; pare iculted, with the unknown ad-
a ated and then with the unknown

: COplaced by a known conductanceSp “(nite
gamit ade. from them the unknownpana5, { kon'dak-tons venéla-shon
‘pan be Gale
mettiad | interference |CoMMUN| Interfering,

c ing bydirest coupling such as on
sli anteations and power lines. | kan'dok-
raddctortT2| The passage of electric

juction or occut by avarletyof processes,
“oe ne passage of electrons or ionized
“ill a known as electrical conduction
Tianldokshon | se aac remaaa :[hens cooling {fecra| Cooling of elec

\ on nis. by ae, heal from catr shea thermally conducting materia
Baece of metal with cooling fins.
i: kisi

i FSating. tect Electric connection
“DS alectric circuits by their sharing the same
Stor ( kan'dak-tiv haja-lity )

conductivegasket IRB | Aflexible metallie gas-
yet used to recuce radio-frequency leakage at
joints in shielding | kan'dak-tiv'gas-kot|

onductive interference||FLECTR | Interference to
electronie equipment that orginates in power
lines supplying the equipment, and is conducted
tothe equipment and coupled through thepower
supply translormer (kan'dak-tiv ,in-tor'fir-ans|

conduetivity [eLec| The ratio: ofthe electric cur-
rent density to the electric fleld in a material
Also known as electrical conductivity, specific
conductance { kanjdok'thead-é |

conductivity bridge |riec| A modified Kelvin
“bridge for measuring very low resistances.

{ Minjclak'tiv-od-@ ,brij )
conductivity cell [{ELec| A glass vessel with two

electrodes at a definite distance apart and filled
with a solution whose conductivity is to be
Measured. { ,kan,dok'tiv-ad-é ,sel )

conductivity ellipsoid [ELEC] For an anisotropic
material, an ellipsoid whose axes are the eigen-
vectors of the conductivity tensor ( ,kan,dok
itiv-ad-é i'lip,soid }

conducilvity modulation [ELECTR] Of a semicon-
ductor, the variation of the conductivity of a semi-
conductor through variation of the charge carrier
density ( kindak'tiv-ad-& (maj-a'la-shan|

transistor |electr|
Transistor in which the active properties are

‘derived from minority carrer moculation af the
bulk resistivity of the semiconductor (kan
idok 'tivad-2 miij-a'ta-shon tran'zis-tar |
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tronic compone’

Conductivity tensor jrec| A tensor which, when
Multiplied by the electric field vector according
fo the rules of matrix multiplication, gives
the current density vector | ,kin,dak'tiv-ad-é

uhen-sar|
Conductor [ELEc| A wire, cable, or other body

or medium that is suitable for carrying elec-
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congruential generator

tric current. Also known aselectric conductor
{ kon'dok-tor}

conductor skin effect
‘dak-tor ,skin i'fekt }

condult [ELEC] Solid or flexible metal or other
tubing through which insulated electric wires are
run. {'kan-da-wat]

cone |ENGACOus] The cone-shaped paperor fiber
diaphragm of a loudspeaker. { k6n }

cone antenna See conical antenna
an'ten-a }

cone loudspeaker {ENG Acous| A loudspeaker
employing a magnetic driving unit that is me-
chanically coupled to a paperor fiber cone Also
known as cone speaker, { 'k6n ‘latid ,spék-or}

cone speaker See cone loudspeaker { 'k6n
ispék-ar}

conference communications {commuN] Com-
munications facilities whereby direct speech
conversation may be conducted between three
or more locations simultaneously —_{ 'kan-frans
ka,myii-no'ka-shonz}

configuration |compur sci| For a computer sys-
tem, the relationship of hardware elements to
each other, and the manner in which they are
electronically connected, |SYS ENG| A group of
machines interconnected and programmed to
operate asasystem. | kan,fig-yo'ra-shoan }

confirmatlon message [comput sci] A message
that appears on a computer screen asking
the user to confirm an action that could
have destructive effects, such as loss of data
{ .kén-far'ma-shon ,mes.ij )

conformable optical mask |ELEcTR] An optical
mask made onaflexible glass substrate so thatit
can be pulled down under vacuum into intimate
contact with the substrate for accurate circuit
fabrication. { kon'for-ma:bal |ap-to-kal 'mask}

conformal array |ELEcTR} An array-type antenna
in which the radiating elements are mounted
on a surface shaped for other purposes, such
as aerodynamics, or on a surface more con-
venient of beneficial than a plane. Circular or
cylindrical arrays provide an antenna-pattern
consistency particularly valuable in TACAN, IFF,

See skin effect. { kon

( ‘kon

and secondary tadarapplications, { kon'for-mal
a'ra |

confusion jamming  [ELEcTR| Anelectroniccoun-
termeasure technique in which the signal from an
enemy tracking radar is amplified and retransmit-
ted with distortion to create a false echo that
affects accuracy of target range, azimuth, and
velocity data{kan‘fyii-zhan ,jam-in }

confusion matrix [comput sci] In pattern recog-
nition, a matrix used to represent errors in
assigning classes to observed patterns in which
the ijth element represents the numberof sam-
ples from class i which were classified as classj
{ kan'fyii-zhon ,ma-triks |

congruential generator |comput sci] A method
of generating a sequence of random numbersXo,
<1, X2,..., in which each memberis generated
from the previous one by the formula x4) =
ax, + 6 modulus m, where a, 6, and m are
constants, { {kdn,grtijen-chol 'jen-o,rad-or}
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conical antenna

conical antenna=|ELecrRromac] A wide-banc an-
tenna in which the driven element is conical in
shape. Alsoknownasconeantenna.—('kan-a-kalVe nw i]

conicaleam [ELECTR] The radar beam produced
by conical scanning methods. { ‘kin-a-kal
‘bem}

conical-horn antenna=[ELECTROMAG| A horn an-
tenna having acireular cross section and straight
sides, | 'Ritea-kal horn -an'ten-a |

conical monopole antenna |ELECTROMAG] A
variation of a biconical antenna in which the
lower cone is replaced by a ground plane and
the upper coneis usually bent inward at the top.
{ 'kan-a-kal 'man-a,pdl an'ten:a }

conical scanning [ELECTR] Scanning in radar in
which the direction of maximum radiation gen-
erates a cone, the vertex angle of which is of the
order of the beam width; may be either rotating
or nutating, according to whether the direction
of polarization rotates or remains unchanged
Done to effect accurate angle measurement in
precision tracking radars, { 'kdn-a-kal 'skan-in }

conjugate branches {ELEC} Any two branches
of an electrical network such that a change in
the electromotive force in either does not result
in a change in current in the other Also known
as conjugate conductors, { 'kan-ja-gat ‘bran-
chez }

conjugate bridge ([ELEcTR] A bridge in which
the detector circuit and the supply circuits are
interchanged, as compared with a normal bridge
of the given type. { 'kan-ja-gat 'brij )

conjugate conductors See conjugate branches
{ 'kan-ja-gat kan'dak-tarz }

conjugate Impedances=[ELEc| Impedances hav-
ing resistance components that are equal,
and reactance components that are equal in
magnitude but opposite in sign { ‘kan-ja-gat
im'péd-an-saz }

conjunctlve search |comput sci] A search to
identify items having all of a certain set of
characteristics, { kan'jenk-tiv 'sarch }

connected load [ELEC] The sum ofthe continu-
ous powerratingsofall load-consuming appara-
tus connected to an electric powerdistribution
system or any part thereof. { ka’nek-tad 'ldd }

connect function=[compuTsci| A signal sent over
a data line to a selected peripheral device to
connect it with the central processing unit
{ ka'nekt ,fagk-shan }

connecting clrcult [ELEcTR| A functional switch-
ing circuit which directly couples other functional
circuit units to each other to exchange informa-
tion as dictated by the momentary needs of the
switching system. { ka'nekt-in ,sar-kat}

connectiloniess transmission |comMMUN] Data
transmission by packets that include addresses
of the source and destination, so that a direct
connection between these nodesis unnecessary
( ka nek-shan-los tranz'mish-oan}

connectlon-orlented transmission |COMMUN]
Data transmission in which a physical path
between the source and destination must be
established and maintained for the duration of

  

the transmission. { kajnek-shen ,or-é,ent-aq
tranz'mish-an }

connector (comput sci|In database manage.
ment, a pointer or link between two data
structures. [ELECTR| A switch, or relay grou
system in old electromechanical central offices,
which found the telephone line being called as
a result of digits being dialed; it also causeg
interrupted ringing voltage to be placed on
the called line or returned a busy tone to the
calling party if the line were busy [ENG] 1.4
detachable device for connecting electrical con-
ductors. 2. A symbol on a flowchart indicating
that the flow jumps toa different location on the
chart. { ka'nek-tor }

connector block [ELECTR] A device for connect-
ing two cables without using plugs, similar to
a barrier strip but larger, in which wires from
one cable are attached to lugs of screws on one
side, and wires from the othercable are fastened
to corresponding points on the opposite side
{ ka'nek-tor ,blak }

connecttime [compuTsci] The time that a user at
aterminal is signed ontoacomputer —_{ ka'nekt
itim }

conode See tie line. {'kd,ndd }
consequencefinding program |COMPUT Sci| A

computer program that attempts to deduce
mathematical consequencesfromaset of axioms
and to select those consequences that will be
significant. { 'kan-sa-kwens jfind-ip ,pré-gram }

conservation of charge [ELEC] A law which
states that the total chargeof an isolated system
is constant; no violation of this law has been
discovered Also known as charge conservation
{ .kén-sar'va-shan av 'charj }

consistency routine [compuT sci] A debugging
routine which is used to determine whetherthe
program being checked gives consistent results
at specified check points; for example, consistent
between runs or with values calculated by other
means { kan'sis-tan-sé rii'tén }

console |compPuT sci] 1. The section of a com-
puter that is used to control the machine
manually, correct errors, manually revise the
contentsof storage, and provide communication
in other ways between the operator or service
engineer and the central processing unit. Also
known as master console 2. A display terminal
together with its keyboard. (ENG] 1. A main
control desk for electronic equipment, as at
a radar station, radio or television station, or
airport control tower. Also knownascontrol desk
2. Alarge cabinetfora radio or television receiver,
standing on the floor rather than on a table
3. A groupingof controls, indicators, and similar
items contained in a specially designed model
cabinet for floor mounting; constitutes an ope-
rator’s permanentworking position. { 'kan,s6l}

console display (comput sci] The visible rep-
resentation of information, whether in words,
numbers, or drawings, on a console screen
connected toacomputer _{ 'kén,s6l di'spla }

console flle adapter [comput sci} A special in-
put/output device which allows the operator to
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joaclable control storage from the system

| ‘kan.s6] "il ee | |r JELECTR| A television or radia
consolefm"oeoe { ‘kin sd) ri'séyar'y
eeeawitchh [comput sci] A switeh on a com-

console onsole whose setting can be sensedby a
puter Ser: sq that an instructionIn the program
cone sci the computer to use this setting to
one awhich of various alternative courses of
deterinould be followed, { 'kén,sdl swich }
atl Ser persistence ['kdn-stan-sé |

consttamplitude recording |ENG AcoUs| A
aSerrecordl ng methodIn which all frequencies

Raine the same intensity are recorded at the
sane amplitude | {kan-stant 'am-pla,ttid ri

aniPs [CoMPUT Sci] A partof storage used
forconstants. | 'Kin-stant tera)

constant bit rate JcoOMMUN | A mode of operation
ina digital system where the bit rate Is constant
from start to finish of the compressedbit stream
(‘kan-stant ‘bit rat |

constant-conductance network Sw constant-
resistance network, | {kin-stant kan'dak-tans
incl, wark }

constant-currentcharacteristic |ELECTR| The re-
lation between the voltages of two electrodes
in an electron tube when the current to one
of them is maintained constant and all other
electrode voltages are constant { jkdn-stont
'kar-ant ,kar-ik-to'ris-tik }

constant-current dc potentiometer [ELEC] A po-
tentiometer in which the unknownelectromotive
force is balanced by a constant current times
the resistance of a calibrated resistor or slide-
wire. Also known as Poggendorff's first method.
{ {kan-stont 'kor-ont (déisé pa,ten-ché'am-ad-ar]

constant-currentfilter |ELEcTR| A filter network
intended to be connected to a source whose
internal impedanceis so high it can be assumed
as infinite { [kdn-stont 'koront {fil-tar }

constant-current generator |ELEcTR} A vacuum-
tube circuit, generally containing a pentode, in
which the alternating-current anode resistance
isso high that anode current remains essentially
constant despite variations in load resistance
{ {kiinestont ‘karant 'jen-a,rad-ar}

constant-current modulation [commun|Sys-
tem of amplitude modulation in which output
circuits of the signal amplifier and the carrier-
wave gencrator or amplifier are connected via a
common coil to a constant-current source. Also
known as Heising modulation { ikan-stont
‘kor-ant ,maj-a'la-shan ]

constant-current source [ELECTR] A circuit
which produces a specified current, independent
of the load resistance or applied voltage.
[ikin-stant 'kar-ont sors }

Constant-current supply [Elec] ‘The power sup-
ply for tepestered submarine telephone cables;
the voltage is varied automatically to maintain
a constant current through the use of variable-
voltage rectifiers and constant-current regulatars
at each shore station. { {kin-stant 'kor-antsa'pli |

load re
con sole.

constant-voltage generator

constant-current transformer |&LEC] A trans-
former that automatically maintains a cons-
tant current in its secondary circuit under
varying loads, when supplied from a constant-
voltage source. { {kan-stont 'kor-ont tranz'for-
mar}

constant-distance sphere [ENG acous| The rela-
tive response of a sonar projector to variations
in acoustic intensity, or intensity per unit band,
over the surface of a sphere concentric with its
center { |kan-stant 'dis-tans ,sfir |

constant-false-alarm rate |eLectr| Radar sys-
tem devices used to prevent receiver saturation
and overload so as to present clean video
information to the display, and to present a
constant noise level to an automatic detector
(ikan-stant ,fols o'larm ,rat }

constant-false-alarm-rate  detectlon [ELECTR |
Radar detection in which the sensitivity
threshold is adjusted to adapt to a changing and
uncertain background ofclutter or interference
{'kén-stont fols o'larm rat di,tek-shon }

constant Instruction |computr sci] A nonexe-
cutable instruction, [ 'kdn-stont inistrok.shon }

constant-k filter [{cLectr] A filter in which the
productof the series and shunt impedancesis
a constant that is independent of frequency
( kan-stant[ka 'fil-tor }

constant-k network |ELEcTR| A ladder network
in which the product of the series and shunt
impedances is Independent of frequency within
the operating frequency range. { 'kén-stont {ka
‘net wark|

constant-luminance transmission§|cOMMUN|
Type of transmission in which the transmission
primaries are a luminance primary and two
chrominance primaries. [( {kan-stont !li-mo-
nons tranz'mish-an }

constant radio code |cOMMUN| Code in which
all characters are represented by combinations
havinga fixed ratioofonestozeros.  {‘kan-stont
'rad-@-6 ,kGd }

constant-resistance dc potentiometer [ELEC] A
potentiometer in which the ratio of an unknown
and a knownpotential are set equal to the ratio
of two known constant resistances. Also known
as Poggendorff's second method. [ ‘kan-stant
ri'zisstons }d@s@ pa,ten:ché'am-od-ar}

constant-resistance network |ELECTR| A net-
workhaving at least one driving-point impedance
that is a positive constant Also known as
constant-conductance network. [ {kan-stont
ri'zis-tons 'net,work }

constant-velocity recording [—ENG acous| A
sound-recording method in which, for input
signals of a given amplitude, the resulting
recorded amplitude fs inversely proportional ta
the frequency; the velocity of the cutting stylus
is then constant forall input frequencies having
that given amplitude. | !ktin-stant va'lds-adhé ri
ikord-in }

constant-voltage generator [ELEC] An axle gen-
erator that is equipped with a regulator which
keeps voltageconstant.  { {kan-stont 'vOl-tij jen
o,rad-ar}
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constant-voltage transformer

constant-voltage transformer |ELEC| A power
transformer which will supply a constant voltage
toanunvarying load, even with changes in the pri-
mary voltage—[{kan-stant'vol-tij tranz'for-mar}

constraint matrix [comput sci] The set of equa-
tions and inequalities defining the set of
admissible solutions in linear programming,
| kon'strant ,ma-triks |

constraint programming language=|CoMrl!y sil
A programming language in which constraints
(relationships that must hold among a number
of variables) are directly usable as programming
constructs. { kanistrant ‘projeram-in lan-ewil|

construction operator |compi/y sc} The part of
a data structure which is used ta construct cam-
posite objects from atoms. {kan'strak-shon‘Ap-
ayrad-or|

contact [ELEC] Ser electric contact {ENG| A
report of a target of interest in a radars data
processing, a detection Also known as plot
{'kantakt }

contact arc {ELEC| A spark that occurs immedi-
ately aller the breaking of am electric contact
camylngacurrent. (‘kan takt ark |

contact block={LEC] A block of conducting ma-
terial such as carbon, usedinarelay—{‘kiin,takt
iblak |

contact bounce [ELEC] The uncontrolled making
and breaking of contact one or mofe times, but
not continuously, when relay contacts are moved
to the closed position. { 'kan,takt ,balins |

contact chatter See chatter. { 'Kéin,takt ,chad-or}
contact clip [ELec| The clip which the blade of a

knife switch is clampeeto in the closed condition.
{'kan,takt (klip J

contact drop [ELEC] The voltage drop acrass the
terminals of an electric contact { 'kintakt
icltap}

contactelectrielty {£LEc| An electric charge at
the surface of contact of two different materials
{‘kantake [lekitris-ad-é }

contactelectromotive force See contact potential
difference. { 'kan,takt ijlek-tra'm6d-iv 'fors}

contact follow [ELEC| The distance two contacts
travel togetherafter just touching. Also known as
contact overtravel. {'kan,takt ,fal-6 }

contact force ELEC] The force exerted by the
moving contact of a switch or relay ona stationary
contact | 'karitakt ,fors |

contacthead=[Conpursci| Aread/write headthat
remains in contact with the recording surface of a
hard disk, rather than hovering above it. { ‘kan
itakt ,hed }

contact-making meter See instrument-type relay
{‘kin,takt makin omécar|

contact-mask read-only memory See |ast-mask
read-only memory—_[{ ‘kéinytakt ;mask 'réd ,6n-lé
‘merberé |

contact microphone=enc acous| Amicrophone
designed to pick up mechanical vibrations di-
rectly anc convert them Into. corresponding
electric currents orvoltages, | ‘kein takt 'mi-kra
ifn }

contact modulation |ELECc| The use of a fast-
acting relay. whose contacts make and break
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at a certain threshold current, to gener.
ate square waves from a sine-wave, rectified
sine-wave or direct-current source. { ‘Kal, takt
smal-a'la-shan|

contactor [ELEC] A heavy-dutyrelayused to con.
trol electric powercircuits, Also known as Electric
contactor | 'kan,tak-tor |

contactor control system={conTsys| A feedback
control system in which the control signal is g
discontinuous function of the sensed error and
maytherefore assume one of a limited numbetof
discrete values. | 'kéin,tak-tar kan'trSl ,sis-tary )

contact overtravel Sercontact follow. (‘kan take
'G-var ,trav-al |

contact piston [ELEcTROMAG] A waveguide pis-
ton that makes contact with the walls of the
waveguide Also known as contact plunger,
('kan,takt ,pis-tan J

contact plunger See contact piston ‘kan,takt
iplan-jar |

contact point=elec] In the ignition system ol an
Internal combustion engine. any ol the stationary
and movable electrically conducting metal points
that open and close to complete or break an
electric circuit. {'kan,takt point }

contactpotential See contact potential difference
| ‘kan, takt pa'ten-chal}

contact potential difference [ELEc| The poten.
tial difference that exists across the space be-
tween twoelectrically connected materials. Also
known as contact electromotive force; contact
potential; Volta effect. { 'kan,takt pa'ten-chal
‘dif-rans }

contactpressure |ELEC| The amount of pressure
holding a set of contacts together—(‘han takt
preshvar|

contact protection=[fiec) Any method for sup-
pressing the surge which redults when an
inductive circuit is suddenly interrupted, the
break would otherwise produce arcing at the
contacts, leading to their deterioration. —_{ 'kén
itakt pra'tek-shan}

contact rectifier See metallic rectifier {'kan,takt
‘rek-to ,ff-ar }

contact resistance |ELEC| The resistance in
ohms between the contacts ofa relay, switch, or
other device when the contacts are touching each
ether | ‘kan takt ri‘zis-tans ]

contact sparking elec] The formation of a spark
or are at the contact points when a circuit is
openedwhileit Is carrying a current. {'Kdin,takt
sparkly |

contamination |comeursc)| Placement ofcataat
incorrect locations in storage, where it generally
overlaysvalid Information ora program code and
produces bizarre results. [ kan, tamea'na-shan |

content analysis |comput sci| A methodof alle
tomatically assigning words that identify the:
content of Information items or search requests
in an information retrieval system _{ 'kan,tent
a'nal-a-sas |

content indicator [{compur sci] Display unit that
indicates the content in a computer, and the
program or mode being used, { 'kan,tent jin-diy
ikad-ar }
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continuousstationery

sisting of short (dov) and long (dash) symbols,
but not the various-leneth spaces used in the
orginal Morse code. Also knownas international
Morse code={ {kaint-anjental ‘kad}

contingency interrupt)=|compursci| Aprocessing
interruption due to an operator's action’or due
to'anabnermal result from the system or from a
program—[ kan'tin-janesé ‘insta,rapt}

continue statement [comPuT sci] A nonexe-
cutable statement in FORTRAN used principally
as a target for transfers, particularly as the
last statement in the range of a do statement
( kon'tin-yii »stat:mant |

continuity |eLec| Continuous effective contactof
all components of an electric circuit to give it
high ¢onductance by providing low resistance
(ikantan'tiead-é |

continuity test) |@Lec| An electrical test used te
determine the presence andlocation of a, broken
connection. {| kant-an'i-ad-6 test |

continuous carrier jComMMuUN| A carrier sienal
that Is transmitted at all times during: main-
lenance of a communications link, whether or
holdataare being transmitted—( kanittinyaswas
‘haréar |

continuous clamp Se vollage-amplitude-
controlled clamp—| kanitin-ya-was 'klamp|

continuous comparator Svlinear comparator
( Sanitinyawas kam'parad-ar |

continuous control [consy¥s| Automatic con-
trol in.which the controlled quantity Is measured
continuously ane corrections are a ecortinu-
ous function ol the deviation | kanttn-yaewas
Kan'trob |

continuous-duty rating |[biec| The rating that
defines the Jond whieh can be carried for an in-
definite time without exceeding a specifled tem-
perature rise | konjtin-yaewas ,dlic-@ 'rad-in }

continuous film seanner |eLecrp|A television
film scanner in whieh the motion picture
film moves continuously while being scanned
by a flying-spot device | konltineyaswas ‘film
skarbar |

continuous forms [COMPUT Sei] 1. In character
fecognition, any batch of source information
that exists in reel form, such as tally rolls or
cash-register receipts 2. Prepririted forms that
repeat on each page, with the bottom of one
Page joined to the topofthe next by 4 perforated
attachment, se that they can be fed through a
printer—| kan}tin-yaewas form}

continuous leading=|Fiec) Loading in which the
added inductance is distributed uniformly along
a line by wrapping magnetic material around
each conductor—( kanitin-eyaewas 'IGd-in |

continuously adjustable transformer—Sey vari-
eble transformer, { kanttin-yoowas-l2 a'jassta.
bal tranz'for-mar |

continuous stationery [Compt sci| A continu.
ous ribbon of paper consisting of several hundred
or more sheets separated by perforations and
foldedto form a pack, used to leed a computer
printerand generally having sprocket holes along
the margin for this purpose {| kanitineyaawas
'st&-shaytiené |
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continuous stationery reader

continuous statlonery reader |comeluy scilA
type of character reader which processes only
continuous forms of predefined dimensians.
{ kanitin-ya-was 'sta-sha,ner-é 'réd-or}

continuaus system=|cONT sys] A system whose
inputs and oiitputs are capable of changing at any
instant of time, Also knawn as continuous-time
signal system —_{ konjtin-ya-was 'sis-tom }

continuous-time signal system See continuous
system. { kanitinsyaewas jtIm 'sig-nal ,sis-tam }

continuous-tone squelch |[ELecrr| Squelch’ in
which a continuous subaudible tone, generally
below 200 hertz, is transmitted by frequency-
modulation equipment along with a desired
voice signal. { kanitin-yaewas {ton 'skwelch }

continuous varlable9[compursci] A variable that
can take on any of a range of values. { kon
‘tin-yaowas 'ver-é-a:bal }

continuous wave —|ELECTROMAG| A radio or radar
wave whose successive sinuscidal oscillations
are identical under steady-state conditions, Ab-
breviated CW. Also known as type Awave. {kan
‘tineyoowas ‘wav }

continuous-wave Doppler radar See continuous-
wave radar [ konttin-ya-wos jwav ‘dip-ler ra
dir |

continuous-wave jammer |ELECTR| An electronic
jammer that emits-a single frequency contin-
uously, giving the appearance of a picket or
rail fence on an elementary radar display Also
known as rail-fence jammer {_ kanitin-ya-was
wav ‘jalrear }

continuous-wave modulation |comMuUN] Modu-
lation of a continuous wave by modification of
its amplitude, frequency, or phase, in contrast
to pulse modulation { kanitin-ye-was wav
maj-a'laishan}

continuous-wave radar [ENG] A radar system in
which a transmitter sends out a continuous
flow of tadio enerey; the target reradiates a
small fraction of this energy to a separate
recelving antenna. Also known as continuous-
wave Doppler radar. { kanitin-ya-was jwav 'Ta
idar }

continuous-wave tracking system [ELECTR]
Tracking system which operates by keeping
a continuous radio beam on a target and
determining its behavior from changes in the
antenna necessary to keep the beam on the
target. | kanitineyawas |widv'trak-ig sis-tam |

contour analysis=|campurT sci In optical charac-
ter recognition,a reading lechnique that employs
a roving spot of light which searches out the
character's outline by bouncing aroundits outer
edees (‘kuntir a'nal-a-sas}

contouring control jconpur sei] The guidance
by a computer of a machine tool along a
programmed path by interpolating manyinter-
mediate points between selected points.—['kan
iturin kon'trol

contourmodel=|compuTsci| A mode! for describ-
ing the run-time execution of ptograms written
in block-structured lariguages, consisting of a
programcomponent, the data component, and
the control component.  ('kan,tur ,mad-ol}

 

 

contourograph=|eLectr| Device usinga cathode-
ray oscilloscope to produce imagery that has
a three-dimensional appearance. [ |kan'tur-a
graf }

contracted code sonde See code-sending ra-
diosonde. { kan'trak-tad {kod ,sdnd }

contrast |commun| The degree of difference in
tone between the lightest and darkest areas in a
video or facsimile picture [COMPUT SCI] In Op-
tical character recognition, the difference in
color, reflectance, or shading between two areas
of a surface, for example, a character and its
background, | 'kanytrast }

contrast control=[rLecte| A manual control that
adjusts the range of brightness between high-
lights and shadows on the reproduced image of
adisplay device [‘kan,trast kan'tral|

contrastratio§[e.ecte| Theratiool the maximum
to the minimum luminance values in a video
image. _{ ‘kali trast ,ra-shd}

control |comptit’ sci] 1. The section of a digital
computer that carries out instructions In proper
sequence, interprets each codedinstruction, and
applies the proper signals to the arithmetle
unit and other parts in accordance with this
interpretation, 2. A mathematical check usec
with some computer operations. [CONT sys|
A means or device to direct and regulate a
process ar sequence of events, [RLECTRI An
input element ofa cryotron, | kan'tral |

control accuracy [CONT sya| The degree ol cor-
tespondence between the ultimately controlled
variable ane the ideal value ina feedback control
system. { kan'tr6l ,ak-ya-ra-sé }

control and read-only memory [COMPUT SCI] A
read-only memory that also provides storage,
sequencing, execution, and translation logic for
various microinstructions. Abbreviated CROM:
{ kon'trdl an jréd ,on-1é 'mem-ré }

control bit {comput sci] A bit which markseither
the beginning or the end of a character transmit:
ted itasynchronouscommunication.  { kan'tral
bit}

control block=[|compuT sci] A storage area con-
taining (in condensed, formalized form) the
information required for the control of a task,
function, operation, or quantity of information
{ kan'trdt ,blak }

control board [ELEC] A panel at which one can
make circuit changes, as in lighting a theater.
JENG| A panel in which meters and other indi-
cating instruments display the condition of a
system, and dials, switches, and other devices
are used to modilycircuits to control the system
Also known as control panel; panel board
(kan'tral bord }

control break [compuT sci| 1. A key change
which takes place in a control data field, es-
pecially in the execution of a report program
2, A suspension of computer operation that
ig accomplished by simultaneously depressing
the control key and the break key. [ kan'trol
ibrak ]

controlcharacter {comput sci] A character whose
occurrence in a particular context initiates,
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or stops a contral eperation in a
or associated equipment. [ kan'tralmodifies.

computer
skareik bor} ristic [ELECTR] 1. The relation,

gonialCn by a graph, between critical
uevoltage and anode voltage of a gas tube
oie relation between control ampere-turns
vd oulput current of a magnetic amplifier
i hon'tral Karik-tatrisetlk| =
ntrol circuit. [COMPUT Sci] One of the circuits

or responds to the instructionsin the program
ie a digital computer [ELRC| A cireuit that
controls some function of a machine, device, or

jece of equipment, [ELBcTR] The cireuit that
foeds thecantrol winding of a magneticamplifier
j kan'trol sar-kat | a

control code |comPuysci] A special code that
jg entered by 4 user fo carry out a particular
function, such as the moving or deleting of text
ina word-processing program, —{ kan'tral kd |

control computer (COMPUT Scl| Acomputer which
uses Inputs from sensor devices ancl outputs
connected to control mechanisms to cantral

hysical processes. { kan'trol kam'pylid-ar}
contralcounter |ComeuTsal| Acounterproviding

data usedfo control the execution of a computer
program { kon'trol ,kauin-tar }

control data |COMPUT Sci| Data usedforidentify-
ing, selecting, executing, or modifying another
set of data, a routine, a record, or the like
( kon'trdl ,dad-s}

control desk Seeconsole, { kan'trdl ,desk}
control diagram See flow chart —_{ kan'trol ,di-a

sgram }
control electrode [ELECTR] An electrode used to

initiate or vary the current between two or more
electrodes in an electron tube { kon'trdl i'lek
itrdd J

contro! element |CONT sys] The portion of a feed-
back control system that acts on the process
or machine being controlled { kon'trdl ,el-o-
mont}

control flow graph=|compur sci} A graph describ-
ing the logic structure of a software module,
in which the nodes represent computational
statements or expressions, the edges represefit
transfer of control between nodes, and each
possible execution path of the module has a
corresponding path from the entry to the exit
node of the graph. —_{ kanitrGl 'fl6 ,graf}

contral grid |eLectr| A grid, ordinarily placed
between the cathode and an anode, that serves
to control the anode currentof an electron tube
{kon'trdl ,grid }

control-grid bias=|ELECTR| Averagedirect-current
voltage between the control grid and cathorle of
avacuum tube, | kan'tral ierid (bias |

control-grid plate transconductance |riecre|
Ratio of the amplification factor of a vacuum
tubetoits plate resistance, combining the effects
of both into one term ( kan'tral lerid {plat
itrane-kan'dak-tans |

Control handie Sehandle. { kan'trél ,hand-al }
control head gap |computT sci] The distance

Maintained between the reaclwrite head of a
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controlled parameter

disk drive and the disk surface
Zap }

control hierarchy
{ kan'trd] 'hi-ar,ar-ké }

control Inductor See contro! winding
in'dak-tar}

controlInstructions {comput sci] Those instruc-
tions ina computer program which ensure proper
sequencing of instructions sothat a programmed
task can be performed correctly ( kan'trél
in'strakeshariz |

control key=[compusei] A special key on a cam-
puter keyboard which, when depressed together
with another key, generates a different signal than
would be produced by the second key alone
[ kan'trdl ke |

controllability |conrsys) Property ofa system lor
which, given anyinitial state and any desiree
state, there exists a time interval and an Input
signal which brings the system from the initial
state to the desired state during the time interval
{ kan,trdl-a'bil-ad-é )

control lead |compuT sci] A character or se-
quence of characters indicating that the infor-
mation following is a control code and not data
{ kon'trdl léd }

controlled avalanche device [c1kcTr| A semi-
concluctor device that has rigidly specified max-
imum and minimum avalanche voltage char-
acteristics and is able to operate and absorb
momentary powersurges in this avalanche region
indefinitely without damage. { kan!trdld 'av-o
ianchdi'vis }

controlled avalancherectifler [ELECTR] A silicon
rectifier in which carefully controlled, nonde-
structive internal avalanche breakdown across
the entire junction area protects the junction
surface, thereby ellminating local heating that
would impair or destroy the reverse blocking
ability of the rectifier  ( kanitrald 'ay-ajlanch
‘rek-ta,(Tar )

controlled avalanche transit-time triode |ELECTR|
A solid-state microwave device that uses a
combination of IMPATT diode and npn bipo-
lar transistor technologies; avalanche and drift
zones are located betweenthe baseand collector
regions. Abbreviated CATT { kanitrdld 'av-a
dlanch jtranz-at ,tim 'tri,dd }

controlled carrier modulation {commun| Sys-
tem of modulation wherein the carrier is
amplitude-modulated by the signal frequen-
cies and, in addition, the carrier is amplitude-
modulated according to the envelope of the
signal so that the modulation factor remains
constant regardless of the amplitude of the
signal. Also known as floating carrier modula-
tion; variable carrier modulation { ken!trdld
‘kar-€-or ,»maj-o'la-shan }

controlled mercury-arc  rectifler (ELECTR] A
Mercury-arc rectifier in which one or more
electrodes control the start of the discharge in
each cycle and thereby control output current.
{ kanjtrold |morkya-ré fark 'rek-ta,ff-or}

controlled parameter=|ENG] Inthe formulation of
an optimization problem, one of the parameters

{ kan'trél {hed

See hierarchical control,

{ kan'trol
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controlled rectifier

whose values determine the value of the criterion
parameter—| kan|trald pa'ram-aclar |

controlled rectifier |ri.ecte| A rectifier that has
provisions for regulating output current, such as
with thyratrons, ignitrons, or silicon controlled
rectifiers. [| kanjtréld ‘rek-ta,fhaor|

controlled variable [cont sys|In process
automatic-control work, that quantity or canddi-
tion of a controlled system that is directly mea-
sured orcontralled. { kanjtrdld 'ver-8-a-bal}

controller Sex automatic controller. { kan'trél-ar}
controller-structure interaction {Con—syvs|

Feedback of an active control algerithrn in the
process of model reduction, this occurs through
observation spillover and control spillover
( kan'trol-or ,strak-char in-tar'ak-shan)

controflimits  jeLec| In radar evaluation, upper
and lower contral limits are established at those
performance figures within which it Is expected
that 95%of quality-control samples will fall when
the radar is performing normally—| kan'tral
ilim-ats|

control logic |compur sci] The sequence of
steps required to perlorm a specific function.
(kant trot baj-ik f

control mark See tape mark. { kan'trol ymark|
control-message display |coMpur sci] A device,

sich as a console typewriter, on which control
information, such as information onthe progress
af a running computer program, is displayed in
ordinary language—| kan'tral_ ymes-l] di!spla }

control module=|coMruT Sci] The set of registers
and. circuitry required to carry out a specilic
function, { kan'trdl ,ma-jul }

control operation=|comPuT sci] Any action that
affects data processing but is not directly in-
cluded, such as managing inputfautput opera-
tions or determining job sequence. { kan'trdl
\ap-a,ra-shon}

contra! panel [(compuT sci] An array of jacks or
sockets in which wires (or other elements) may
be plugued to control the action of an electrome-
chanical device in a data-processing system such
as a printer. Also known as plugboard; wiring
board. [ELEC] See control board; panel board,
{ kan'tral pan-al )

control point [compuT sci] 1. ‘The numerical
value of the controlled variable (speed, tempera-
ture, and soon) which, under anyfixed set of
operating conditions. an automatic controller
operates to maintain. 2. One of the hardware
Jocations at which the output of the instruction
decoder of the processor activates the input to
and output from specific registers as well as
operational resources of the system. { kan'trdl
\point|

control program=|comeur sci] A program which
carries on input/output operations, loading of
programs, detection, of errors, communication
with the operator, and so forth, | kan‘trol
ipra-grom }

control record |compuT sci] A special record
added to the endofa file to provide information
about the file and the records in it. { kan’trdl
irek-ord }
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contro! register (comer sci] Any one of the

registers in a computer used to control the
execution of a computer program. { kon'tral
reja-star |

control room=Jcommun| A room from which en.
gineers andproduction peopie control and direct
avideo or audio program ora recording session
( kon'trdl rim }

control section [comput sci| 1. The smallest
integral subsection of a program, that is, the
gtallest unit of code that can be separately
relocated duringloading. 2.The part of a central
processing unit that controls other sections of
the unit. (kan'tral jsekeshan }

control sequence [coMPpuT Stil The order in
whicha setof executions are cattled to perform
aspecific function. | kan'tral s@-hwans |

control signal (COMPUT Sci) A set of pulses used
to identify the channels to be followed by
transferred data. can? sys| The signal applied
to the device that makes corrective changes in
a controlled process or machine. { kan'trd|
signal| .

control spillover {con sys| The excitationbyan
actlve control system af modes of motion that
have been emitted fromthe coritrol algorithmin
the process of model reduction { kon'tral 'spil
{G-var

controlstate  |canpu'rscl| The operating mode of
a system which permits it to override its normal
sequence of aperations, | kan'tral stat}

control statement [compurT Sci] A statement in
a computer program that contrals program exe-
ctition, such as a GOTO statement, conditional
jump, oraloop. (kan'tral stat-mant }

control supervisor=[comeuy sci] The computer
software which controls the processing of the
system—| kan'trdl (sU-paryyrzar ]

control switching point=|coMmun]| A telephone
office which is an important switching center
in the routing of long-distance calls in the
direct distance dialing system. Abbreviated CSP.
{kan'tral ‘swich-ip point }

control symbol [comput sci] A symbol which,
coded inte:the machine memory, controls certain
steps in the mechanical translation process;
since control symbols are not contextual sym
bols, they appear neither in the input nor in the
output. { kan'tral ;sim-bal }

control synchro See control transformer
(| kan'tral jsin-kre.}

control system=|£NG| A systemin whichoneor
more outputs are forced to change Ina desired
miannerastime progresses, | kan'tral ,sis-tam |

control-system feedback |conT sys| A signal
obtained by comparing the output of a control!
system with the input, whichis used to diminish
thedifference between them.—[ kan'tral ,sis-tom
"fad bak |

control systems equipment=|compur sc] com-
puters which are an integral part of a total
facility or larger complex of equipment and have
the primary purpose of controlling, moritaring:
analyzing, or measuring a process of athet
equipment—| kan'trol sis-tamz Pkwipemant |
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J {comeursel] The sumof the num
specified record field of a batch of re-

ed repetitiously during computer
essing sO that any discrepancy from the

sare indicates an error, ( kan'tral ,tad-al|
om } track jewG acous]A supplementary

con i track, usually containing tone signals that
peste the reproduction of the sound. track,
on as by changing feed levels to loudspeakers
in a theater to achieve stereophonic effects.
pkan'tral ,Lrak | / /

control transformer |rLec| A synchro in which
he electrical output of the rotor is dependent
a both the shalt position and the electric input
to the stator Also known as control synchro.
{ kan'tral tranz'foremar }

control unit [compu sci] An electronic device
containing data bullers and logical circuitry,
situated between the computer channel and
the inputfoutput device, and controlling datia
transfers and such operations as tape rewind
{ kan'tral yi-nat }

contro! unit terminal emulation [comput sci] A
technique that enables a personal computer to
imitate a terminal of a main frame. Abbreviated
CUT emulation { kan'trél ,yi-nat jter-ma-nal
vem-ya'la-shan|

control variable |CcONT sys] One of the input
variables al a control system, such as motor
torque or the opening of a valve, which can
be varied directly by the operatar to maximize
some measure of performance of the system
{ kon'trdl ,ver-&-a-bal}

control winding [ELECTR] A winding used on a
magnetic amplifier or saturable reactor to apply
control] magnetomotive forces to the core, Also
known as control inductor { kon'tr6l »wind-in }

control word (compPuTsci] Acomputer word spec-
ifying a certain action to be taken{kan'trl
word }

convection current |ELECTR| The time rate at
which the electric charges of an electron
stream are transported through a given surface,
{ kon'vek-shon ,kar-ont }

convective current
{ kan'vek-div ,kar-ant }

convective discharge [ELECTR| The movementof
a visible or invisible stream of charged particles
away from a body that has been charged to a
sufficiently high voltage Also knownaselectric
wind; static breeze. _{ kan'vek-div 'dis,charj }

convenlence receptacle See outlet { kan'vén-
yans ri'sep-ta-kal}

conventional algorithm [commuUN| A crypto:
uraphic algorithm in which the enciphering and
deciphering keys are easily derivable fram each
other, or are identical, and both must be kept
secret. | kan'ven-chan-al ‘al-gayrith-am )

conventional current |Ei.ec| The concept of cur-
tont as the transfer of positive charge, sothatits
direction of flow is appasite to that of electrons
which are negativelycharged—| kan'ven:chan-al
‘karont |

conventional definition television {COMMUN|
The analog NTSC (National Television Stan-

control tola
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See convection current,
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conversion

dards Committee) television system. Abbre-
viated CDTV. { kan'ven-chan-al 'def-a,nish-an
‘tel-o,vizh-an }

conventional programming [comput sci] The
use of standard programming languages, as
opposed to application development languages,
financial planning languages, query languages,
and report programs. { kon'ven-chan-al 'prd
igram-ig }

convergence |ELECTR] A condition in which the
electron beams of a multibeam cathode-ray tube
intersect at a specified point, such as at an
opening in the shadow mask of a three-gun
color television picture tube; both static con-
vergence and dynamic convergenceare required
{ kan'var-jans }

convergence clrcult [E1kCrROMAG] An auxiliary
deflection system in a color television receiver
which maintains convergence, having separate
convergence coils for electromagnetic controls
of the positions of the three beams in a con-
vergence yoke around the neckof the kinescope
( kan'var-jans ,sar-kat }

convergence coll [ELEcTR| One of the coils
used to obtain convergence of electron beams
in a three-gun color television picture tube
{ kan'var-jans ,koil }

convergence control [ELECTR] A control used in
a color display device to adjust certain parame-
ters of the three-gun colorpicture tube to achieve
convergence, { ken'var-jons kan'trél}

convergence electrode (ELEcTR| An electrode
whose electric field converges two or more
electron beams. { kan'var-jansi'lek,trdd }

convergence magnet [ELECTR] A magnet assem-
bly whose magnetic field converges two or
more electron beams; used in three-gun color
picture tubes. Also known as beam magnet
{ kan'var-jans ,mag-nat}

Conversational Algebraic Language See CAL
{ kén-varjsé-shan-al al-jo/bra-ik ‘lan-gwij }

conversational compiler |compuT sci] A com-
piler which immediately checks the validity
of each source language statement entered
to the computer and informs the user if the
next statement can be entered orif a mistake
must be corrected. Also known as interpreter
{ kan-var'sa-shon-al kam'pil-or}

conversational mode |CcOoMMUN| A computer
Operating mode that permits queries and
Tesponses between the computer and
human operators at keyboard terminals
{ kan-var'sa-shon-al ,ymdd }

conversational processing {compuTsci] The op-
erating mode of a computer system which
enables a user to have each statement he
keys into the system processed immediately
{ kan-var'sd-shon-al 'pras-as-in }

conversatlonal time-sharing [comput sci] The
simultaneous utilization of a computer system
by multiple users, each user being equipped with
a remote terminal with which he communicates
with the computer in conversational mode
( kdn-var'sd-shan-al 'tim ,sher-in }

conversion Seedataconversion _{ kon'var-zhan}
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conversion gain

conversion galn |ELEcTR| 1. Ratio of the
intermediate-frequency output voltage to the
input signal voltage of the first detector of
a superheterodyne receiver. 2. Ratio of the
available intermediate-frequency power output
of a converter or mixer to the available radio-
frequency power input, { kan'var-zhon ,gan }

conversion program [compuT sci] A set of in-
structions which allows a program written for
one system to be run on a different system
( kan'vor-zhon ,pr6-gram }

conversion rate [COMPUT sci] The number of
complete conversions an analog-to-digital con-
verter can perform per unit time, usually spec-
ified in cycles (or conversions) per second
{ kan'var-zhon ,rat }

conversion routine=(compuTscl] A flexible, self-
contained, and generalized program used for
data conversion, which only requires specifica-
tions aboutvery few facts in order to be used by
aprogrammer. { kan'var-zhon rii'tén }

conversion time —|compuT Sci] The time required
to read in data from one codeinto another code
{ kan'var-zhon ,tim }

convert [COMPUT scl] To transform the represen-
tation of data. { kan'vart }

converter [comPuT sci| A computer unit that
changes numerical information from one form
to another, as from decimal to binary or vice
versa, from fixed-point to floating-point repre-
sentation, from magnetic tape to disk storage,
or from digital to analog signals and vice versa
Also known as data converter=[ELECTR| 1. The
section of a superheterodyne radio receiver that
converts the desired incoming radio-frequency
signal to an intermediate-frequency value; the
converter section includes the oscillator and
the mixer-first detector Also known as het-
erodyne conversion transducer; oscillator-mixer-
first-detector 2. An auxiliary unit used with a
television or radio receiver to permit reception
of channels or frequencies for which the receiver
was not originally designed. 3. In facsimile,
a device that changes the type of modulation
delivered by the scanner 4. Unit of a radar
system in which the mixer of a superheterodyne
receiver and usually two stagesof intermediate-
frequency amplification are located; performs a
preamplifying operation. { kan'vard-or}

converter substatlon [ELEC] An electric power
substation whose main function is the conver-
sion of power from ac to de, and vice versa
{ kan'vard-ar 'sab,sta-shan }

converter tube [E£LECTR| An electron tube that
combines the mixer and local-oscillator func-
tions of a heterodyne conversion transducer
{ kan'vard-ar ,tuib ]

convolutional code [COMMUN] An©error-
correcting code that processses incoming
bits serially rather than in large blocks
{ .kan-vali-shan-al 'kéd }

convolver |ELECTR} A surface acoustic-wave de-
vice in which signal processing is performed
by a nonlinear interaction between two waves  

traveling in opposite directions. Also known as
acoustic convolver { kan'val-var }

cookbook [comput sci] A document that de-
scribes howto install and use a software product
or carry out other complex tasks in step-by-step
fashion. { 'kuk, buk }

cookle [(cOMPUT scl] A data file written to a hard
drive by some Websites, contains information
the site can use to track such things as passwords,
login, registration or identification, user prefer-
ences, online shopping cart information, and lists
of pages visited, { 'kuk-é}

cooled infrared detector [ELEcTR| An infrared
detector that must be operated at cryogenic
temperatures, such as at the temperature of
liquid nitrogen, to obtain the desired infrared
sensitivity. {‘kild ,in-fra'red di'tek-tor}

cooperative multitasking [comPuT scifA
method of running more than one program
on a computer at a time in which the program
currently in control of the processor retains the
control until it yields the control to another
program voluntarily, which it can do only at
certain points in the program. Also known as
nonpreemptive multitasking. { k6,ap-rod-iv
'mol-ta,task-ip }

coordinate addressing [comput sci} The use of
cartesian coordinatesto specify a location, such
as the position of a character in an electronic
display. { kd'ord-an-at 'ad,res-in }

coordinate data recelver |ELECTR] A receiver
specifically designed to accept the signal of
a coordinate data transmitter and reconvert
this signal into a form suitable for input to
associated equipment suchas a plotting board,
computer, or radar set. { kd'drd-an-at 'dad-o ri
:s@-var}

coordinate data transmitter |ELEcTR| A trans-
mitter that accepts two or more coordinates, such
as those representing a target position, and con-
verts them into a form suitable for transmission
{ kd'ord-an-at 'dad-a tranz,mid-ar}

coordinated-axls control [CONT sys| Robotic
contro! in which the robot axes reach their end
points simultaneously, thus giving the robot's
motion a smooth appearance { k6'drd-on
\ad-ad jak-sos kon,tral}

coordinated geometry See COCO. { kd'drd-an
\ad-ad jé’dm-a-tré |

coordinated transpositions=|ELEC| Transpositions
which are installed in either electric supply
or communications circuits or in both, for the
purpose of reducing inductive coupling, and
which are located effectively with respect to
the discontinuities in both the electric sup-
ply and communications circuits. { kd'ord-on
(ad-ad tranz-pa'zish-onz}

coordinate indexing (comput sci| An indexing
schemein which equal-rank descriptors are used
to describe a document, for information retrieval
by a computer or other means. { k6'ord-on-at
‘in,deks-in }

coordinate storage See matrix storage —_{ ké'ord-
on-at 'stor-ij }
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20 { series-connected

jon [eLec| Design of s
coordinal bers whereby breakers with lower

circuit a trip belore those with higher
current | [ ka,ord-an'a-shan|
Tating® ectrodes [ELECTR] Electrodes mounted

hsbeaei plane { kO'plan-ar HHek, trode )
in the cable [ELEC] A mechanically assembled

copper af copper wires, used In place of asingle,
rewite for increased flexibility ( 'kdp-ar
canes | ELEC] Pawerloss ina winding dueto
current flow through the resistance of the copper
conductors. Also knawn as 17R loss. | ‘hap-ar
G84) oxide photovoltaic cell JeLecrr| A pho-
tovoltale cell in which light acting on the surface
of contact between layers of copper and cuprous
oxide causes a voltage tobe produced, | 'kap-or
‘ak sid fadié-vOltik ‘sel |

+ oxide rectifier [eLecTR| A metallic recti-
fier in whieh the rectifying barrier is the junction
between metallic capper and cuprous oxide.
[kap-ar'aksid 'rek-ta,flar jp

copper pair Swtwisted pair | kdp-ar yper |
copper sulfide rectifier ELEcTR| A semiconduc-

tor rectifier in which the rectifying barrier is the
junction between magnesiumand coppersulfide
| ‘kapar'sal,fid 'rek-ta,fi-ar | /

coprocessor |COMPUT Sci) A processing unit that
works together with a primarycentral processing
unit to speed a computer's execution of time-
consuming operations. { kG'pra,ses-ar}

copy [COMMUN ] To transcribe Morse code signalsinto written form. [COMPUT SCI] A String proce-
dure in Algol by meansof which a new bytestring
can be generated from an existing byte string
{ kap-é }

copying program [COMPUTSCI| Asystem program
which copies a data or program file from one
peripheral device onto another { ‘kap-éin
iprd-grom }

copy protection Seesoftware protection
pra,tek-shon }

CORBA=See common object request broker
{'kor-bo }

corbinotron§[(ENG| The combination of a corbino
disk, made of high-mobility semiconductor ma-
terial, and a coil arranged to produce a mag-
netic field perpendicular to the disk. { kor'bé-
na,trdn }

cord ELEC] Asmall, very flexible insulated cable
{ kord }

cord circult [ELEC] Connecting circuit terminat-
ing in a plug at one or both ends and used at
switchboardpositionsin establishing telephone
connections {'kord ,sar-kat }

cordless telephone [commun|A telephone
whese headset and base are equipped with
small antennas and are Iinkecl by low-power
radio instead of awite | 'kord-las 'tel-a,fon}

cordwood module=|cl.ecre| High-density circult
module in which discrete components are
mounted between and perpendicular to two
small, parallel printed circuit boards to which

 

{'kap-8

cornerreflector

their terminals are attached { ‘kdrd,wid
ima-jiil }

core See magneticcore, (kor}
core array [ELECTR] A rectangular grid arrange-

ment of magnetic cores. { ‘kor a'rd }
core bank [ELECTR] A stack of core arrays and

associated electronics, the stack containing a
specific numberof core arrays. { 'kor ,bank }

core-dump=[COMPUTSc!| To copy the contents of
all or part of core storage, usually into an external
storage device. {'kor ,domp }

core hitch [ELEC] Attachmentto a cable core to
permit pulling it into a duct without damaging
thesheath. (‘kor hich}

core Image |COMPUTsci} 1. A computer program
whosestorage addresses have been assigned so
that it can be loaded directly into main storage
for processing. 2. A visual representation of a
computer's main storage. { ‘kor ,im-ij }

core-Image Ilbrary [Comput sci] A collection of
computer programs residing on mass-storage
device in ready-to-run form. ( ‘kor fim-ij (IT
ibrer-é ]

coreless-type Inductlon heater [ENG] A device
in which a chargeis heated directly by induction,
with no magnetic core material linking the
charge Also known as coreless-type induction
furnace _{ 'kor-las ,tip in'dak-shon ,héd-ar}

core logic [ELECTR| Logic performed in ferrite
cores that serve as inputs to diode and transistor
circuits.  { ‘kor ,laj-ik }

core memory See magnetic core storage
imem-ré }

core memory resident (comput sci} A control
program which is in the main memory of a
computeratall times to supervise the processing
ofthe computer. { 'kor ymem-ré ,rez-o-dant}

core rope storage |CcOMPUT Sc! Direct-access
storage consisting of a large number of
doughnut-shaped ferrite cores arranged on a
commonaxis, with sense, inhibit, and set wires
threaded through or aroundindividualcores ina
predetermined mannerto providefixed storage
of digital data; each core rope stores one or more
complete words, rather than just a single bit
{ 'kor ,r6p ,stor-ij }

coresident |compuT sci| A computer program
or program module that is stored in a com-
puter memory along with other programs
( kd'rez-a-dant}

core stack [ELECTR] Anumberof corearrays, next
to one another and treated as a unit, [ ‘kor
sstak }

core storage

{ ‘kor

[COMPUT sci| The main memory of a
computer { 'kor ,stor-ij }

corner effect |ELECcTR| The departure of the
frequency-response curve of a band-passfilter
from a perfect rectangular shape, so that the
cornersof the rectangle are rounded. _{ 'kor-nar
i'fekt }

corner frequency See break frequency { 'kor-nar
ifré-kwan-sé }

corner reflector |ELECTROMAG] An antenna con-
sisting of two conducting surfaces intersecting
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Pp

corona

at an angle that is usually 90°, with a dipole
or other antenna located on the bisector of the
angle. { ‘kor-narri'flek-tar }

corona  Seecorona discharge. { ka'r6-na}
corona current [ELEC| The currentofelectricity

equivalentto the rate of charge transferred to the
air from an object experiencing corona discharge
( ka'r6-na tkar-ant }

corona discharge [ELEC] A dischargeofelectric-
ity appearing as a bluish-purple glow on the
surface of and adjacent to a conductor when
the voltage gradient exceeds a certain critical
value; due to ionization of the surrounding air by
the high voltage Also known as aurora; corona;
electric corona, { ka'r6-na 'dis,charj }

corona fallure [ELEC] High-voltage failure ini-
tiated by corona discharge at areas of high-
voltage stress such as metal inserts or terminals
{ ka'rG-na (fal-yar}

corona resistance [ELEC] Ability of a conductor
to resist destruction when a high-voltage elec-
trostatic field ionizes within insulation voids
{ ka'r6-no ri'zis-tans }

corona shield |ELEc| A shield placed about a
point of high potential to redistribute electro-
static lines of force. _{ ka'r-na ,shéld }

corona stablllzatlon [ELEC] The increase in the
breakdown voltage of a gas separating two
electrodes, where the electric field is very high
at one pointed electrode and low at the other,
due to the reduction of electric field around
the pointed electrode by corona discharge
( ka'rd-na ,sta-ba-la'za-shan}

corona start voltage [ELEC] The voltage differ-
ence at which corona dischargeis initiated in a
given system. { ka'rd-na ‘start ,vol-tij }

corona tube |ELEC| A gas-discharge voltage-
reference tube employing a corona discharge
( ka'rGena ,tiib }

corona voltmeter (ELEc| A voltmeter in which
the crest value of a voltage is indicated by the
inception of corona at a knownelectrode spacing
{ ko'r6-na 'volt,méd-ar}

coroutine §[compPuT sci| A program module for
which the lifetime of a particular activation record
is independent of the time when control enters
or leaves the module, and in which the activation
record maintains a local instruction counter
so that, whenever control enters the module,
execution begins at the point where it stopped
whencontrollast left that particular instance of
execution { 'k6-rii,tén }

correction time [CONT sys| The time required for
the controlled variable to reach and stay within
a predetermined band about the control point
following any change of the independent variable
or operating condition in a control system Also
knownas settling time —_{ ka'rek-shan ,tim }

correctlve actlon [cont sys| The act of varying
the manipulated process variable by the control-
ling means in order to modify overall process
Operating conditions —_{ ka'rek-tiv ‘ak-shan}

corrective maintenance=|compPuTsci] The main-
tenance performed as required, on an un-
scheduled basis, by the contractor following
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 equipment failure. Also known as remedial
maintenance. [ENG] A procedure of repairing
components or equipmentas necessary eitherby
on-site repair or by replacing individual elements
in order to keep the system in proper operating
condition { ka'rek-tiv mant-an-ans}

corrective network (ELEc} An electric network
inserted in a circuit to improve its transmission
properties, impedance properties, or both. Also
known as shaping circuit; shaping network
{ ka'rek-tiv 'net,wark }

correed relay |ELEC] Hermetically sealed reed
capsule surrounded by a coil winding, used as
a switching device with telephone equipment
( 'k6,réd 'ré,14 }

correlated orientation tracking and range See cotar
{ 'kar-9,lad-ad ,or-é-an'té-shan 'trak-ig an 'ranj }

correlatlon detectlon (ENG! A method of de-
tection of aircraft or space vehicles in which
a signal is compared, point to point, with
an internally generated reference. Also known
as cross-correlation detection _[{_,kar-a'la-shen
di'tek-shan }

correlation direction finder [ENG] Satellite sta-
tion separated from a radar to receive jamming
signals; by correlating the signals received from
several such stations, range and azimuth of many
jammers may be obtained { ,kar-a'la-shon
da'rek-shon find-ar}

correlation distance=|COMMUN| In tropospheric
scatter propagation, the minimum spatial sep-
aration between antennas which will give rise
to independent fading of the received signals
{ kar-a'la-shan ,dis-tans}

correlation tracking andtriangulation See cotat
{ .kér-o'la-shon 'trak-ip on tri,an-gya'la-shan}

correlation tracking system [ENG] A trajectory-
measuring system utilizing correlation tech-
niques where signals derived from the same
source are correlated to derive the phase dif-
ference between the signals. ( ,kar-a'la-shon
'trak-in ,sis-tam }

correlatlon-type recelver See correlator { ,kar-
a'la-shan ,tip ri'sé-var}

correlator |[ELecTR] A device that detects weak
signals in noise by performing an electronic
operation approximating the computation of a
correlation function. Also knownascorrelation-
type receiver _{ 'kdr-a,lad-ar}

correspondence See relation { ,kdr-a'spdn-
dons}

correspondenceprinter See letter-quality printer
( .kér-a'span-dans,print-ar}

corrugated conlcal-horn antenna=|ELECTROMAG|
A horn antenna that has a circular cross section
andaseries of equally spaced ridges protruding
from otherwise straight sides. { 'kdr-o,gad-od
skan-o-kal ,hdrn an'ten:e }

corrupt [COMPUTsci] To destroyoralter informa-
tion so that it is no longer reliable. { ka'rapt }

cosecant antenna |ELECTROMAG| An antenna
that gives a beam whose amplitudevaries as the
cosecant of the angle of depression below the
horizontal, used in navigation radar { kd'sé
ikant an'ten-a }  
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red antenna [BLECTROMAG| An
has a cosecant-squared patterneosecant-squa

anrenria that
ag@, kant iskwerd an'ten-a | SLECTROMAG| At-squared pattern [ELECTRO

aaa radar-antenna fadiation pattern that
eds less power to nearby objects than to
eee farther awayin the same sector; the field{

en yaries as the square of the cosecant
of the elevation angle [ k6'sékant |skwerd
Igadbart | .
sine winding jeLecre| A winding used in the

omreflect ton yoke of a cathode-ray tube to prevent
changesin focusas the beam is deflected over the
entire area ofthe screen, | ‘kaysin wind-ty |
smic noise jcomMuUN| Radio statle caused by

am nhenamenon outside the earth's atmosphere,
ae qs sunspots.—( "kaizemik ‘noiz |

cost function [sis ENG| In decision theory, a
logs function which does not depend upon the
decision rule | ‘hast fank-shan |

cotar JENGL A passive system used for tracking
a vehicle in space by determining the line of
direction between a remote ground-based recely-
Ing antenna and a telemetering transmitter in
the missile, using phase-comparison techniques.
perived [ram correlated orientation tracking and
range. { ‘ko, tar|

cotat |ENG| A trajuctory-measuring system. using
several antenna base |ines, each separated by
large distances, to measure directian cosines
to an object, then the object’s space position
is computed by triangulation. Derived from cor-
relation tracking and triangulation. _{ 'k6,tat }

Cotton balance |ENG| A device which employs
a current-carrying conductor of special shape
to determine the strength of a magnetic field
{ 'kat-on 'bal-ans|

coul See coulomb
coulomb [ELEc} A unit of electric charge, defined

as the amountofelectric charge that crosses a
surface in | second when a steady current of |
absolute ampere is flowing across the surface;
this is the absolute coulomb and has been the
legal standard of quantity of electricity since
1950; the previous standard wasthe international
coulomb, equal to 0.999835 absolute coulomb.
Abbreviated coul Symbolized C,  { 'kii,lam }

Coulomb attraction [ELEc| The electrostatic
force of attraction exerted by one charged
particle on another charged particle of opposite
sign Also known as electrostatic attraction
(‘kd lam o'trak:shan }

Coulomb field |ELEc] The electric field created by
a stationary charged particle. _{ 'kii,!Am ,féld }

Coulomb force |ELECc| The electrostatic force
of attraction or repulsion exerted by one
charged particle on another, in aceortlance with
Coulomb's law {'kii, Jam ,fors }

Coulomb Interactions {ELEc| Interactions of
charged particles associated with the Coulomb
forces they exert on one another. Also known

counter-free machine

as electrostatic interactions.
‘ak-shanz}

coulombmeter [ENG] An instrument that mea-
sures quantity of electricity in coulombs by
integrating a stored chargein a circuit which has
very high input impedance, { 'kii, 4m,mé@d-ar}

Coulomb potentlal (ELEc| Ascalar point function
equal to the work perunit charge done against the
Coulomb force in transferring a particle bearing
an infinitesimal positive charge from infinity to a
point in the field of a specific charge distribution
{ kii'lam pe'ten-chal}

Coulomb repulsion |ELEC| The—electrostatic
force of repulsion exerted by one charged
particle on another charged particle of the same
sign. Also known as electrostatic repulsion
{ ki'lém ri'pal-shan}

Coulomb’s law [ELEC] The Jaw that the attraction
or repulsion between two electric charges acts
along the line between them, is proportional to
the productof their magnitudes, andis inversely
Proportional to the square of the distance
between them. Also known as law ofelectrostatic
attraction { 'kii'ldmz ld }

Coulomb's theorem [ELEc| The proposition that
the intensity of an electric field near the surface
of a conductor is equal to the surface charge
density on the nearby conductorsurface divided
by the absolute permittivity of the surrounding
medium.={ ‘ki,mz ,thir-am }

countcycle |compuTsci] An increase or decrease
of the cycle index by unity or by an arbitrary
integer { 'kaunt ,sT-kal}

countdown [COMMUN| Theratio of the numberof
interrogation pulses not answered by a transpon-

{ 'ki,ldm in-ter

der to the total number received. { ‘kauint
idaun }

counter |CcomPuT sci] 1. A register or storage
location used to represent the numberof occur-
rences of anevent. 2. See accumulator;scaler
{ 'kaunt-ar}

countercircult See counting circuit
isor-kat }

counter coupling [comput Sci] The technique of
combining two or more countersinto one counter
of larger capacity in electromechanical devices

{ 'kadnt-ar

by means of control panel wiring. { 'kalint-ar
ikap-lin }

counter decade See decade scaler { 'kalint-or
idek,ad }

counterelectromotive cell [ELEc| Cell of practi-
cally no ampere-hour capacity, used to oppose
the line voltage { |kaunt-ar-i,lek-tr6'mGd-iv ‘sel }

counter-free machine |cOMmPUTSci] A sequential
machine that cannot count modulo any integer
greaterthan 1, {'kaunt-ar ,fré ma'shén }
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counter/frequency meter

counter/frequency meter {ENG} An instrument
that contains a frequency standard and can be
used to measure the numberof events or the
number of cycles of a periodic quantity that
occurs in a specified time, or the time between
twoevents { 'kalint-or 'fré-kwan-sé ,méd-ar}

countermeasures set [ELECTR| A complete elec-
tronic set specifically designed to provide fa-
cilities for intercepting and analyzing electro-
magnetic energy propagated by transmitter and
to provide a source of radio-frequency signals
which deprive the enemy of effective use of
his electronic equipment _{ 'kaUint-ar,mezh-arz
sel}

counterpolse [ELEC] A system of wires or other
canductors thatis elevated above and insulated
from the ground to form a lower system of con-
ductors for an antenna. Also known as antenna
counterpoise—{ 'kaunt-ar,pdiz }

counter tube {ELECTR| An electron tube having
one signal-input electrode and 10 or more
autput electrodes, with each input pulse serv-
ing to Wansfer conduction sequentially to the
next output electrode; beam-switching tubes
and cold-cathode counter tubes are examples
{'kaunt-ar ,tiib}

counter voltage |[ELEC| The reverse voltage that
appears across an inductor when current through
the incluctoris shut off. { 'kaunt-ar ,vGl-tij }

counting clreuit, jeuecre| A circuit that counts
pulses by frequency-dividing techniques, by
charging. a capacitor in such 4 wayas to produce
a voltage proportional to the pulse count, or
by other means. Also knownas countercircuit.
{'kalint-in ,sar-kat }

counting-down circult See frequency divider
{‘katint-ly alin sar-kat |

counting rate-voltage characteristic See plateau
characteristic. | ‘kadnt-in. rat 'vOl-tij kar-ik-
ta'ris-tik }

couple [ELEC] To connecttwo circuits so signals
are transferred from one to the other. | ELECTR|
Two metals placed in contact, as in a thermocou-
ple. { 'kep-al }

coupled antenna
electromagnietically
{ ‘kap-ald an'ten-o }

coupled circults [ELEC] Two or more electric
circuits so arranged that energy can transfer
electrically or magnetically from one to another
{ 'kop-ald 'sar-kats}

coupled systems [ComPuUT scl| Computer sys-
tems that share equipment and can exchange
information _{ 'kap-ald 'sis-tomz)

coupled translstors [ELECTR] Transistors con-
nected in series by transformers or resistance-
capacitance networks, in much the same manner
as electron tubes, { ‘kap-ald tran'zis-terz }

coupler |ELEC) Acomponent usedto transfer en-
ergy from one circuit to another. [ELECTROMAG|
1. A passage which joins two cavities or wave-

antenna
another.

[ELECTROMAG] AN
coupled to

guides, allowing them to exchange energy 2.4
passage which [oins the ends of two waveguides,
whose cross section changes continuously from
that of one to that of the other —_{ 'kap-lar }

coupling |&Lec| 1. A mutual relation between
two citculls thatpermits energy transfer from one
to another, through awire, resistor, transformer,
capacitor, or other device. 2. A hardware device
usec to make a temporary connection between
two wires. {'kap-lin }

coupling aperture=|e!ECTROMAG] An aperture in
the wall of a waveguide or cavity resonator,
designed to transfer energy Lo or from an externa}
circuit. Also knawn as coupling hole; coupling
slot. {'kap-lip ,ap-e-cher }

coupling capacitor=|LtcrR| A capacitor used to
block the flow of direct current while allowing
alternating or signal current to pass; widely
used for joining two circuits or stages. Also
knownas blocking capacitor; stopping capacitor
{ 'kap:liy ka'pas-ad-ar }

coupling coefficient=[ELECTR| The ratio of the
maximum change in energy of an electron
traversing an interaction space to the product
of the peak alternating gap voltage and the
electronic charge. ['kap-lin .kO-i'fish-ant )

coupling hole Sr coupling aperture. [ 'kap-lipshal|
coupling loop [EL.ceTROMAG) A conducting loop

projecting into a waveguide or cavity resonator,
designed to transfer energy to or from an external
circuit. [‘kap-lig \ltip |

coupling probe |BLECTROMAG| A probe project-
ing into a waveguide or cavity resonator, de-
signed to transfer energy to or from an external
clreuit. {‘kap-lip ,prdb }

coupling slot See coupling aperture
slit }

course programmer=[cont sys] An item which
initiates and processes signals in a manner to
establish a vehicle in whichit is installed along

( 'kap-lin

one or more projected courses. { 'kérs 'prd
igrairear |

courseware [COMPUT SCI] Computerprograms de-
signed to be used in computer-aided instruction
orcomputer-managed instruction—["kors,wer}

coverage=|ELecrromaa] A spatial account of the
regions of useful sensitivity in a radar’s sur-
rouncings that can be affected, for example, by
multipath propagation or by obscuring terrain
[ 'hav-rij }

COZI |commuN] An jonospheric sounding sys-
tem for determining propagation characteristics
of the ionosphere at variousangles al.any instant.
used to determine howwell long-distance, high-
frequency broadcastsare reaching their intended
destinations. Derived from communications zone
indicator —{ {k6{zT J

CPA See color-phasealternation
CPE See computer performanceevaluation.
CPM Sevcritical path method
C power supply |Fl.ecrr| A device connected in

the circuit between the cathode and grid of a
vacuum tube to apply grid bias. { isé ‘paur s2
iplt}
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 ocesaine Unit
cpu Bee JcomeuT Sci] A computer
cPpu-boun hae invelves a large amount of

program "and internal fearrangement of
caleulation yat the speed of execution de-
data, ee the speed of the central process-
pends it(CPU) and memory Also known as
ing a yune pregram, process-bound program,
Cei ibauinel ,pee-gramn |
(oe (coMrut sci] A fan mountecl directly

cpu fhe integrated-cireult, chip containing a
oraputer’s central processing unit to prevent
coe ieating, {seipenyd ‘fan |
ikeaate cl 4. i breakdown, hardware
vo ‘or software problem that renders a

Eepate system inoperative. 2. See abend
Leaie beacon |[COMMUN| An automatic

dio Keqcancarrled in aircraft to guide searching
ee intheeventofacrash. {'krash '1d,kad-ar

 
 

‘kan

eetul JeLecre| A glow-discharge tube used
6 as a point source of light whose brightness is

proportianal 1 the signal current sent through
the tube, used for photographic recording of
facsimile signals, ( ‘krad-ar amy)

CRC Secyclic redundaney check
creation operator |CoMPpurT scl] The part of a

data structure which allows components to be
created [ kré'd-shan ,4p-a,rdd-ar}

credence |ELECTROMAG|In radar, a measure
of confidence in a target detection, gener-
ally proportional to target return amplitude
{'kréd-ons| / a

creep [ELECTR] A slow change in a characteristic
with time or usage. [ krép }

creepage |ELEC| The conduction of electricity
acrossthe surface of a dielectric. { 'kré-pij }

crest value Sve peak value _{ 'krest ,val-yii J
crest voltmeter |ELEC| A voltmeter reading the

peak value of the voltage applied to its terminals.
{ 'krest ‘vOlt,méd-or}

crimp contact [ELEC] A contact whose back por-
tion is a hollow cylinder that will accept a wire;
after a bared wire is inserted, a swaging toolis
applied to crimp the contact metal firmly against
the wire Also known as solderless contact.
(‘krimp ,kan,takt }

crippled leap-frog test [comPuTscl] A variation
of the leap-frog test, modified so the computer
tests afe repeated from a single set of storage
locations tather (han a changing set of locations
(thtip-ald lap frag test }

crippled mode=[coMmpur sci] The operation of a
computer at reduced capacity when certain parts
are nol working,—('krip-ald mad |

critical anode voltage=|eLecrr| The anode valt-
age at which breakdown occurs in a gas tube
U'krid-o-kal 'ayndel vOl-tij |

critical area=Sepicture element,ereg |
Critical coupling jrLec| The degree of coupling

that provides masimumtransfer af signal energy
from one radio-frequency resonant circult to
another when both are tuhed to the same

{ 'Krid-a-kal

cross antenna

frequency. Also known as optimum coupling
{ 'krid-a-kal 'kap-lin }

critical fleld |ELEcTR] The smallest theoretical
value of steady magnetic flux density that would
prevent an electron emitted from the cathode of
a magnetron at zero velocity [rom reaching the
anode. Also known as cutoff field. —{ ‘krid-o-kal
‘fald }

critlcal frequency |ELECTR| See cutoff fre-
quency. [ELECTROMAG| The limiting frequency
below which.a radio wave will be reflected by an
ionospheric layer al vertical incidence at a given
time. ‘krid-a-kal 'fre-kwan-sé |

critlcal grid current (ELecTR! Instantaneous
value of grid current when the anode current
starts to flow in a gas-filled vacuum tube,
{ 'krid-o-kal ‘grid ,kar-ant }

critical grid voltage=|eLecri:| The grid voltage at
which anode current starts to flow ina gas tube
Also knownas firlng point. { ‘krichaskal 'gricl
val-ti] |

critical path method=[sys ENG] A systematic pro-
cedure for detailed project planning and control.
Abbreviated CPM,—{'krid-a-kal 'path ,meth-ad }

critical potential=(ELEC| A potential whichresults
in sudden change in magnitude of the current.
{ 'krid-a-kal pa'ten-chal}

critical voltage [ELECTR] The highest theoretical
value of steady anode voltage, at a given steady
magnetic flux density, at which electrons emitted
from the cathode of a magnetronatzee velocity
would fail to reach the anode. Also known as
cutoff voltage. { 'krid-a-kal 'val-tij }

critical wavelength |coMMUN| The free-space
wavelength corresponding to the critical fre-
quency.{‘krid-a-kal 'wav,lenkth }

CR law [evec| A law which states that when a
constant electromotive force is applied to a
circuit consisting of a resistor and capacitor
connectedin serles, the time takenfor the poten-
tial on the plates of the capacitor to rise to any
given Traction ofits final value depends only on
the product of capacitance and resistance. [sérat \lo|

CRO See cathode-ray oscilloscope
crocodile ELEC} A unit of potential difference

or electromotive force, equal to 10° volts; used
informally at some nuclear physics laboratories
( 'krak-a,dil }

crocodile clip
iKlip }

CROM See control and read-only memory.{‘sé
ram }

Crookes dark space
(ikriiks ‘dark spas }

Crookes tube [ELEcTR| An early form of low-
pressure discharge tube whose cathode wasa flat
aluminum diskat one end of the tube, and whose
anode wasa wire at one sideof the tube, outside
the electron stream; used to study cathode rays
{ 'kraks \ttib }

cross antenna=[ELeCTROMAG] An array of two or
more horizontal antennas connected to a single
feed line and arrangedin the pattern of a cross.
{ 'kros an,ten-o }

See alligator clip. { 'krak-a,dil

See cathode dark space
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cross assembler

cross assembler [computsci] An assembly pro-
gram that allows a computer pragtam written on
one type of computer to be used! on anothertype.
{ 'kras a,gem-bler}

crossbar switch [ELEC] A switch having a three-
dimensional arrangement of contacts and a
fhagnet system that selects Individual contacts
according to their coordinates in the matrix.
{ ‘krés, bar swich ]

crossbar system)=|COMMUN] Automatic tele-
phone swilchitig system which is generally
characterivedby the following features: selecting
mechanisms are crossbar switches, common
circuits select and test the switching paths
and control the operation of the selecting
mechanisms, and method of operations is one
in which the switching information is received
and stored by controlling mechanisms that
determine the operations necessary in establi-
shing a telephone connection: largly replaced
by electronic switching systems using digital
switching techniques. { 'kros,bar ,sis-tam }

cross-color [ELECTR] In analog color television,
the interference in the receiver chrominance
channel causedbycross talk from monochrome
signals. {'kros ,kal-ar )

cross compiler (comput sci] A compiler that
allows a computer program written on one type
of computer to be used on anothertype={ 'krds
kam,pi-lar}

cross-correlation detectlon See correlation detec-
tion. {'kras kar-a'la-shon di'tek-shan }

cross-correlation functlon [COMMUN] A func-
tion, @ys(t), where t is a time-delay parameter,
equal to the limit, as T approaches infinity, of
the reciprocal of 27 times the integral over |
from —T to T of fi ttlflt — 1), where fy and f) are
functionsof time, such as the input and outputof
a communication system. _{ 'kros kar-a'la-shan
fagkeshan }

cross-correlator [ELECTR] A correlator in which
a locally generated reference signal is multiplied
by the incoming signal and the result is smoothed
in a low-passfilter to give an approximate com-
putation of the cross-correlation function. Also
known as synchronous detector { tkros'kar-a
jlac-ar |

cross-coupling [commun | A measure of the un-
desired power translerrec| from one channel to
another in a transmission medium, | ikros
‘kap-lin }

crossed-fleld amplifier [ELECTR] A  forward-
wave, beam-type microwave amplifier that uses
crossed-field interaction to achieve good phase
stability, high efficiency, high gain, and wide
bandwidth for most of the microwave spectrum
{ ‘krost ,féld 'am-pla,ff-or}

crossed-field backward-wave oscillator |ELECTR|
Oneof several types of backward-waveoscillators
that utilize a crossed field, such as the amplitron
and carcinotron { 'krdst ,féld 'bak,ward ,wav
‘as-0,lad-ar}

crossed-fleld device [ELECTR] Any instrument
which uses the motion ofelectrons in perpen-
dicular electric and magnetic fields to generate

microwave radiation, either as an amplifier or
oscillator { 'krast ,féld di'vis }

crossed-fleld multipiler phototube [ELECTR] A
multiplier phototube in which repeated sec.
ondary emissionis obtained from a single active
electrode by the combined effects of a strong
radio-frequencyelectric field and a perpendicu-
lar direct-current magnetic field. ( 'krost ,féld
imal-to,pli-ar 'fod-d,tub }

crossed-field tubes [ELECTR] Vacuum tubes of.
ten used in radar transmitters, either as oscil-
lators or as amplifiers, in which the electrons
leaving the cathode surface travel in a plasma
to the anode in paths determined by the crossed
electric and magnetic bias fields applied to the
tube, so that the density of the plasma can
be easily affected by the electromagnetic signal
with which the electronsare interacting {'krdst
ifald ,tiibz }

cross-fade [ENG Acous] In dubbing,the overlap-
ping of two soundtracks, wherein the outgoing
track fades out while the incoming track fadesin.
{ 'kros fad }

cross fire [COMMUN] Interfering current in one
telegraph or signaling channel resulting from
telegraph or signaling currents in anotherchan-
nel. ('kros,fir}

crossfoot [COMPUT sci} To add numbersin sev-
eral different ways in a computer, for checking
purposes, { 'kros,fut }

crosshatch generator [ELECTR] A signal gener-
ator that generates a crosshatch pattern for
adjusting a video display device. { 'kros,hach
sjen-a,rad-ar}

cross modulation |comMMUN] A typeof interfer-
ence in which the carrier of a desired signal
becomes modulated by the program of an
undesired signal on a different carrier frequency;
the program of the undesired station is then
heardin the background ofthe desired program.
{ ikrés ,maj-e'la-shan}

cross-neutrallzatlon [ELECTR] Method of neu-
tralization used in push-pull amplifiers, whereby
a portion of the plate-cathode alternating-
current voltage of each vacuum tubeis applied
to the grid-cathodecircuit of the other vacuum
tube through a neutralizing capacitor { {kros
inii-tra-la'za-shan}

cross office switching tlme [COMMUN] Timere-
quired to connect any input through the switch-
ing center to any selected output—_{'kros ,of-as
'swich-in tim }

crossover |ELEC| A point at which two conduc-
tors cross, with appropriate insulation between
them to prevent contact. [ELECTR] The plane at
which the cross section of a beam ofelectronsin
anelectron gunisaminimum  { ‘krés,6-var}

crossoverdistortion [ELECTR] Amplitude distor-
tion in a class B transistor power amplifier which
occurs at low values of current, when input
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» becomes appreciable compared withm sours ( krds,0 var dis'torshan|
driver impers [ENG Acous| 1. The fre-over frequency [iNc .> at which a dividing network delivers
on ower to the upper and lower frequency

Ca Me when both are terminated in specified
edb. 2. See transition frequency, ('krds,G-var
aienetwork JENG ACOUS] A selective net-

grosses| to divide the audio-frequency outputwork "aniplifier into’ two or more bands of
af sencies. Also. known as dividing network
ITtepeskar dividing network, ('krds,G-var net
wwark } os hodasrayetrossover voltage |ELECTR| Inacat ode-ray stor-on av tube, the voltage of a secondary writing
pica with respect tocathode voltage, en which
the secondary emission is unity [ 'krés,d-var

DialPree computing JcOMPuT Sci] The use
of very similar user interfaces for versions of
programs running on different operating systems
and computer architectures, | jkras iplat, form
kom'pylid-tn |

cross-referencing program=[compur sci] A com-
puter program usedin debugging that produces
indexedlists of both the variable names and
the statement numbers of the source program
({hras ‘tef-ranis-ig .pra-gram |

crosstalk |commun| 4. The sound heard in a
receiver along with a desired program because
of crass (nodulation or other undesired coupling
to another communication channel: it is also
observed between adjacent pairs in a telephone
cable, 2. Interaction of audio and video sig-
nals In an analog television system, causing
video modulation of the audio carrier or audio
modulation of the video signal at some point,
3, Interaction of the chrominance and luminance
signals in an analog color teleWision receiver
[ELECTR] See magnetic Printing. ["kros\tak |

crosstalk coupling |comMUN| The crass cou.
pling between speech comm unications channels
ortheircomponent parts, Also known as crosstalk
loss. [ "kros,tak ikap-liq |

crosstalk level |coMMUN]| Volume of crosstalk
energy. Measured in decibels, referred to a
reference level | 'krds tuk lev-al |

crosstalk loss Sie crosstalk couplinglas}

crosstalk unit [commun | A measure of the cou.
pling. between two circuits: the number of
ctosstalk units is 1 million times the ratio of the
curtent or voltage at the observing point to the
current or voltage at the origin of the disturbing
Sianal, the impedances at these points being
equal, Abbreviated cu. [ kres,tok yl-nat |

Growbar |iLec| A device or action that in effeet
places a high overload on the actuating element
Of a circult breaker or other protective device,
thus tregering it. ["kra,bar |

 

[‘kros,tok

crowbar valtage protector |ECEC| A separate cir-
cuit Which monitors the output of a regulated
Powersupply and instantaneously throws a short
Grcult (or crowbar) across the Output terminals
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cryptochannel

of the power supply whenever 4 preset voltage
limit Is exceeded, —{ ‘kra,bar 'VOL-ti) pra'tek-tar|

crown cell [FLeC) The generic name for alkaline
zine-manganese dioxide dry-cell battery, man-
ganese dioxide-graphite cathode mix is pressed
into @ steel can onto which a steel capIs spat-
welded to contain the amalgamated powdered-
aincanode—('kratin sel |

CAT Sie cathode-ray tube
cruciform core friec| A transiormer core jf

which all windings areon one center leg, and four
additional legs attanged in the form of a cross
serve as return paths for magnetic flux (‘krib-saform ker |

Cryoelectronics  |isiecre| A branch af electronics
concerned with the study and application of su-
perconductivity and other low-lemperature phe-
nomena to electronic devices and systems. Also:
known as cryolectronics [ik-6-tlek 'tréin-iks |

cryogenic engineering [ENG| A branch of engi-
neering specializing In technical operations at
very low temperatures (abou! 200 to 400°R. or
100 to 50°C). | krPatien-ik en-[a'nir-ig |

cryogenic film  jcompur SCI| A storage clement
USINg superconducting thin films of lead at
liquid-helium temperature | kel-a‘jen-ik film |

cryogenic transformer |eiecrp | A. transformer
designed to operate In digital cryogenic cir-
clits, such asa controlled-coupling translormer
(.kria'jen-ik tranz!for-tnar }

cryolectronics Svcrydelectron les
"tran-iks |

cryoresistive transmission line JELEC] An elec-
tric power transmissionline whose conducting
cables are cooled to the temperature of liquid
nitrogen, 77 K [-196°C), resulting in a reduction
of the resistance of the conducterbya factor of
approximately 10, leading toincreased transmis-

{ hri-G-l lek

SION capacity, [ tket-Gcritzistly trane'mishvanfin |
'

eryosar ELECTR| A cryogenic. two-terminal,
negative-resistance semiconductor device,
consisting essentially of two contacts on a
germanium waler operating in liquid hetium['hri-Gysr

eryosistor jELecre| A cryogemte semlconductor
device in which a reverse-biased pa junction is
used to control the ionization between two ahmic
contacts, { tkrhalzis-tar |

eryotron (LectA switch that Operates at very
low temperatures at which its components are
superconducting; when currant is sent through
4 control element to produce a magnetic fel,
a gate element changes froma superconductive
zéro-resistance state to its normal resistive state
['kri-a,tran |

cryotronics§[iecre| The branch. of electronics
that deals with the désipn, construction, and use
of cryogenic devices, {ikKrPottrainsikes |

cryptanalysis [COMMUN| Steps and operations
performed in converting encrypted messages
inte plain text without previous knowledgeof the
keyemployed. | Krip-ta'nal-a-sas|

cryptochannel [COMMUN| A complete system
of communication that uses electronic
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cryptogram

encryption and decryption equipment and has
two or more radio or wire terminals { ikrip-
td'chan-al}

cryptogram |COMMUN] Information written in
code orcipher  {'krip-ta,gram }

cryptographic algorithm |cOMMUN] An un-
changing set of rules or steps for enciphering
and deciphering messages in a cipher system
| {krip-totgrafik ‘al-gajrith:om |

cryptographic bitstream=|commuN| An unend-
Ing sequence of digits which is combined with
ciphertext to produceplaintext or with plaintext
to recover ciphertext in a stream cipher system.
{ {krip-taigraf-ik ‘bitstrém }

cryptographic key [(comMMUN| A sequence of
numbers or characters selected by the user of a
ciphersystem to implement a cryptographicalgo-
rithm for enciphering and deciphering messages
Also known as key. _{ tkrip-taygraf-ik 'ké }

cryptography |comMUN] The science of prepar-
ing messages in a form which cannot be read
by those not privy to the secrets of the form
{ krip'tag-ra-fé }

cryptolagy=|comMun| The science of preparing
messages in forms which are intended to be
unintelligible to those not privy to the secrets
of the form, and of deciphering such messages
{ krip'tal-o-jé }

cryptopart {coMMUN] One of several portions of
a cryptatext; each cryptopart bears a dilferent
message indicator { 'krip-t6,part }

cryptotext {comMuN] In cryptology,a textofvisi-
ble writing which conveysnointelligible meaning
in any language, or which apparently conveys an
intelligible meaning that is not the real meaning
(‘krip-td,tekst }

crystal [ELECTR] A natural or synthetic piezoelec-
tric or semiconductor material whose atoms
are arranged with some degree of geometric
regularity. { ‘krist-ol }

crystal activity [ELECTR] A measure of the am-
plitude of vibration of a piezoelectric crystal
plate under specified conditions. { 'krist-al ak
'tiv-ad-é ]

crystal-audio recelver [ELECTR] Similar to the
crystal-video receiver, except for the path detec-
tion bandwidth whichis audio rather than video
{ tkrist-al }od-é-6 ri'sé-var}

crystal blank [ELECTR] The result of the final
cutting operation on a piezoelectric or semicon-
ductor crystal{'krist-al ,blagk)

crystal callbrator [ELECTR] A crystal-controlled
oscillator used as a reference standard to check
frequencies. _{ krist-al 'kal-a,brad-ar)

crystal cartridge |ENG Acous] A piezoelectric
unit used with a stylus in a phonograph pickup
to convert disk recordings into audio-frequency
signals, or used with a diaphragm in a crystal
microphone to convert sound waves into af
signals. { {krist-al 'kar,trij }

crystal control [ELECTR] Controlof the frequency
of an oscillator by meansof a quartz crystal unit
{ ‘krist-al kan'trdl}

crystal-controlled oscillator {ELECTR| An oscil-
lator whose frequencyof operation is controlled

by a crystal unit tkrist-al kanitrdld 'ds-o
\ldd-ar}

crystal-controlled transmitter=[ELEcTR] A trans-
mitter whose carrier frequency is directly con-
trolled by the electromechanical characteristics
ofa quartzcrystal unit, _{ {krist-ol kanitrold ‘tranz
smid-ar}

crystal current [ELECTR| The actual alternating
current flowing through a crystal unit. ( ‘krist-al
ikar-ant}

crystal cutter [ENG AcGUS|A cutter in which
the mechanical displacements of the recording
stylus are derived from the deformationsofa crys-
tal having piezoelectric properties. { 'krist-al
ikad-or}

crystal detector |ELECiR| 1.Acrystal usedto rec-
tify a modulated radio-frequency signal to obtain
the audio or video signal directly. 2. A crystal
diode used in a microwave receiver to combine
an incoming radio-frequency signal with a local
oscillator signal to produce an intermediate-
frequency signal. { 'krist-ol di'tek-tar |

crystal dlode Sersemiconductordiade—{{krist-al
'di,dd }

crystal filter [ELECTR] A highly selective tuned
circuit employing one or more quartz crystals;
sometimes used in intermediate-frequency am-
plifiers of communication receivers to improve
the selectivity. { {krist-al 'fil-tar }

crystal harmonic generator [ELECTR] A type of
erystalcantralled oscillator which produces: an
outputrich in harmonics (overtonesor multiples)
of its fundamental frequency. { ‘krist-ol har
'man-ik ‘jen-a,rad-ar}

crystal headphones [ENG Acous| Headphones
using Rochelle salt or other crystal elements
to convert audio-frequency signals into sound
waves. Also known as ceramic earphones.
{ 'krist-al hed, fonz }

crystal-lattlce filter |ELecTR| A crystal filter that
uses two matched pairs of series crystals and a
higher-frequency matched pair of shuntorlattice
erystals. { {krist-al 'lad-as ,fil-tor }

crystal loudspeaker |ENG Acous] A loudspeaker
in which movements of the diaphragm are
produced by a piezoelectric crystal unit that
twists or bends under the influence of the
applied audio-frequency signal voltage. Also
known as piezoelectric loudspeaker._{jkrist-al
‘laud spék-ar}

crystal mlerophone=|ENG ACoUs| A microphone
in which deformation of a piezoelectric bar by the
action of sound waves or mechanical vibrations
generates the outputvoltage betweenthe facesof
the bar, Also knownaspiezoelectric microphone.
( {krist-ol 'mi-kra, fon |

crystal mixer |ELEcTR| A mixer that uses the
nonlinear characteristic of a crystal diode to mix
two frequencies; widely used in radar receivers
to convert the received radar signal to a lower
intermediate-frequencyvalue by mixing it witha
local oscillator signal. _{ {krist-al 'mik-ser}

crystal operation |ELECTR| Operation using
erystal-controlled oscillators. { 'krist-al 'ap-?
ira-shon }
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oscillator |eLecte| An oscillator in which

uency of the allemating-cu rer output
ec by the mechanical properties of a

lectric crystal, Also known as prezoelectric
[ tkrist-al es) saadELECTR] A precisely cut slab o

crystal inceaitgeied has Ba lapped to final
quartz © ie etched! to: improve stability and
icoated with metal on its major
Seei connecting purposes, Also knownas
are plate. {'kristal plat |
ae ee Se semiconductor diode:crystal rectifier 2
| ikrist-al ‘rak-taifi-ae | ni liponclelly cus pests:

crystal resonator [ELECTR| fe 5c a oe °electric crystal whose natura requencyof vibra
tion is used to control orstabilize the frequency
of an oscillator Also known as piezoelectric
resonator { {krist-al ‘rez-on,ad-ar }

crystal set [ELECTR] A radio receiver having a
crystal detector stage for demodulation of
the received signals, but no amplifier stages,
{ 'krist-ol se

crystal-stabllized transmitter [ELECTR] A trans-
mitter employing automatic frequency control, in
which the reference frequencyis that of a crystal
oscillator.|tkrist-al fsta-ba, [Tel 'tranz,midl-ar |

crystal transducer [ELECTR] A transducer in
whichapiezoelectric crystal serves as the sensing
element—[ 'krist-al tranz'dii-sar}

crystal unit [ELECTR] A complete assembly of
one or more quartz plates in a crystal holder
{ {krist-ol tyd-nat }

crystal video receiver |eLEcTR) A broad-tuning
radar or other microwave receiver consisting
only of a erystal detector and a video or auco
amplifier—{ {krist-al |vid-@6 r's@-yar }

crystal video rectifier [eLecrR| A crystal rectifier
translorming a high-frequency signal directly
intod video-frequencysignal,—{ tkrist-al [vid3‘rek-ta\f-ar |

C-scan Se (display ['se iskan')
C-scope See C-display. ['sa iskdp}
CSMAICD  |compur sal] A method of cantralling

multiaecess computer networks In which each
station on the network senses traffie and waits
for it to clear belore sending a message, and
two devices that try tosend concurrent messages
must both step back andtry again Abbreviation
for carrler-sense multiple access with collisiondetection

CSP Swcontrol switching point
CSSB system Sw companded single-sideband

system, | ls@es,esibé ,sis-tam }
CSW Sechannel status word
CT Se center tap; computerized tomography
Cu Secrosstalk unit

cublcal antenna [ELECTROMAG| An antenna array,
the elements of which are positioned to form a
Cube{‘kyii-bo-kal an'ten-a |

crystal
the fred
jg determin
plezoe
oscillator

 

 

current-carrying capacity

cubicle |eNc) An enclosure for high-voltage
equipment. | 'kyii-ba-kal}

Cuccia coupler Sve electron coupler { 'kii-ché-o‘kap lar |
cue circuit |eLecre| A one-way communication

circuit used to convey Program control informa-
tion, ('kyd \sar-kat }

cumulative compound generator ELEc| Acom-
pound generator in which the series field is
connected to aid the shunt field Magnetomo-
tive force. ‘kylimyaslad-iy iki, patind 'jen-aWac-ar |

cumulative ionization Sev avalanche { 'kydi-mya:
lad-iv tan-alza.-shan|

cupelectrometer |rNa} An electrometer that has
a metal cup attached to its plate so that a
charged bady touching the inside of the cup gives
up its entire charge to the instrument. | ‘hapilek'tram-ackar|

Curle balance [ENG] An Instrument for deter-
mining the susceptibility of weakly magnetic
materials, in which the deflection produced by a
strong permanent magnet on a suspended tube
Cantaining the specimenIs meastred. (hyde
ibal-ans|

current (fLEc| The net transfer of electric charge
perunit time: a specialization of the physics definition
Also known as electric current. {‘karant |

current amplification [eLercre| The ratio of
output-signal current to inputl-signal current
for an electron tube, transistor, or magnetic
amplifier, the multiplier section af a multiplier
phototube, er any other amplifying device;
often expressed in decibels by multiplying the
common logarithmof the ratie by 20. {‘karant
am-plata'ka-shan)

current amplifier |ececre| An amplifier capable
of delivering considerably more signal current
than Istedin.  [‘karont jam-pla,fiar }

current antinode={&Lec| A point at which current
isa maximum alonga transmission line, antenna,
or other circuit element having standing waves.
Also known as currant foop. [ ‘karant 'an-taGd |

current attenuation ELECTR) The ratio of Input-
signal current fora transducer to the current
in a specified load impedance connected to
the transducer; often expressed in decibels.
[‘kar-ant alen-yo'washan )

current awareness system=[compu Sci] A sys-
temfor notifying users on a periodic basis of
the acquisition, by a central file or library, of
Information (usually literature) which should be
of interest to the user | ‘kar-ant a'wer-nas:isis-tam }

current balance=|rLec| An apparatus with which
force is measured between current-carrying con-
ductors, with the purpose of assigning the yalue
of the ampere. Also known as ampere balance
[ 'kar-ant ,bal-ans }

current-carrying capacity |[e.ec| The maximum
current that can be continuously carried without
causing permanent deterioration of electrical or
mechanical properties of a device or conductor
| ‘kar-ant karin ka'pas-ad-é |
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current cell

{ .kar-ant'sel}
('kor-ant

current cell See active cell
current collector See charge collector

kajlek-tor |
current comparator |£LEc| An instrument for

determining the ratio of two direct or allernating
currents, based on Ampére’s laws, in which the
two currents are passed through a toroid by
two windings of known numbers of turns and
the ampere-turn unbalance is measured by a
detection winding. { 'ka-rant kom,par-od-ar}

current-controlled switch [ELECTR] A semicon-
ductor device in which the controlling bias sets
the resistance at either a very high or very low
value, corresponding to the “off” and “on” con-
ditions of a switch. { ‘kar-ant kan,trdld 'swich }

current denslty [ELEC] The current per unit
cross-sectional area of a conductor, a special-
ization of the physics definition. Also known as
electric current density. { 'kar-ant ,den-sod-é }

current divider {E£LEC| A device used to deliver
a desired fraction of a total current to a circuit
(‘kor-ont di,vid-ar }

current drain [ELEC| The current taken from a
voltage source by a load. Also known as drain
{ 'kar-ant ,dran }

current-equallzing reactor |£LEc| A reactor that
is used to achieve a desired division of current
between several circuits operating in parallel
{ 'kor-ont ,é-kwailTz-ip ré'ak-tor}

current feed [ELECTR] Feed to a point where
current is a maximum, as at the center ofa half-
wave antenna.{'kar-ont ,féd }

current feedback ELECTR] Feedback introduced
in series with the input circuit of an amplifier
{ 'kar-ant ,féd,bak }

current feedback clreult |ELEcTR] A circuit used
to eliminate effects of amplifier gain instability in
an indirect-acting recording instrument, in which
the voltage input (error signal) to an amplifier
is the difference between the measured quantity
andthe voltage drop acrossaresistor {'kar-ant
iféd,bak ,sar-kat}

current galn [ELECTR] The fraction of the current
flowing into the emitter of a transistor which
flows through the base region and out the
collector { 'kar-ant ,gan }

current generator [ELECTR] A two-terminal cir-
cuit element whose terminal current is inde-
pendent of the voltage between its terminals
( 'ker-ant ,jen-9,rad-ar}

current hogging [ELEcTR] A condition in which
the largest fraction of a current passes through
one ofseveral parallel logic circuits because it has
a lower resistance than the others. { ‘kar-ant
ihag-in }

current-Instruction register See instruction regis-
ter ('kar-ant in'strak-shan ,rej-a-stor}

current Intensity |ELEC| The magnitude of an
electric current, Also knownas current strength
('kar-ont in'ten- sad-é }

current interrupter [ELEC] Mechanism con-
nected into a current-carrying line to periodically
interrupt current flow to allow no-current tests
of system components { 'kar-ant in-te'rap-ter }

current Ilmlter [ELECTR] A device that restricts
the flow of current toacertain amount,regardless
of applied voltage. Also known as demand
limiter. { ‘kor-ant ,lim-ad-ar }

current-limlting reactor See series reactor. { ‘kar.
ant ,lim-ad-in ré’ak-tar }

current-IImIiting resistor (ELEC| A resistor in-
serted in an electric circuit to limit the flow
of current to some predetermined value; used
chiefly to protect tubes and other components
during warm-up. _{ ‘kar-ont ,lim-ed-ig ri'zis-tar j

current location reference [COMPUT scl] A sym-
bolic expression, such as a star, which indicates
the current location reached by the program; a
transfer to * + 2 would bring control to the
second statement after the current statement
{‘kar-ant l6'ka-shon ,ref-rans}

current loop See current antinode. {'kar-ont ,ltip }
current margin [cOoMMUN] Difference between

the steady-state currents flowing through a
telegraph receiving instrument corresponding
respectively to the two positions of the telegraph
transmitter { ‘kar-ant ,mar-jan }

current measurement {ELEC| The measurement
of the flow of electric current. { ‘'karant jmezh.
ar-mant}

current meter See ammeter; velocity-type flow-
meter, { ‘kar-ant ,méd-ar}

current mirror [ELECTR] An electronic circuit that
generates, at a high-impedance output node, an
inflowing or outflowing current that is a scaled
replica of an input currentflowing into or out of a
low-impedance input node. {'kar-ant ,mir-ar}

current-mode filter [ELECTR] An integrated-
circuit filter in which the signals are represented
by current levels rather than voltage levels
{ 'ker-ant,méd,fil-tar }

current-mode logic [ELECTR| Integrated-circuit
logic in which transistors are paralleled so as
to eliminate current hogging. Abbreviated CML
{ 'kar-ant ,mdd 'laj-ik }

current node |ELEC| A point at which current
is zero along a transmission line, antenna, or
other circuit element having standing waves.
('kar-ant néd }

current nolse=[ELECTR| Electrical noise of uncer-
tain origin which is observed in certain resis-
tances when a direct current is present, and
which increases with the square of this current
{'kar-ant ,noiz }

current phasor |ELEC]A line referenced to a
point, whase length and angle represent the
magnitude and phase of a current. { 'kar-ant
ifa-zar}

current regulator {eLEcTR] A device that main-
tains the output current of a voltage source
at a predetermined, essentially constant value
despite changes in load impedance { 'kar-ont
ifeg-ya,lad-ar}

current relay {ELEc| A relay that operates at a
specified current value rather than at a specified
voltage value. { 'kar-ant ,ré,la }

current saturation See anode saturation
{ 'kor-ant sach-a'ra-shan}
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rLE actroniccircultthat
@ evectr| Anelectroniccircu

current soure eonstant direct current into or out
genetghelmpedance output node. { ‘karantof a

vecurrentintensity.  ('karantrs :

gurrent strength
siren gee multiplelampholder, plug adapter

holder. | ‘kareant tap] .
pre ransformer {ELEC) An instrument trans-

or intended Lo have Its primary winding
fem ted in series with @ circuit carrying the
ee to be measured oF controlled, the cur-e

oa ls measuredacross the secondary winding.
Pberiont tranz'forimat| -

t-transformer phase angle |ELEc| Angle
TEen the primary current vector and the

Seondaty curtent Vector reversed, it is conve-
niently considered as positive when the reversed
cacondary current vector leads the primary cur-
ie vector { ‘kerant tranz'formar ‘fiz jan

cirent-voltage dual JeLec| A circuit. which is
equivalent to a specitied circuit when one re-
places quantities with dual quantities; current
and voltage impedance and admittance. and
meshes and nodes are examples of dual quan-
tities, | {karant jvol-tip iil |

cursor [COMPUT SCI) A movable spot of light
that appears on the screen of a visual display
terminal and can be positioned horizontally and
vertically through keyboard controls to instruct
the computer at what paint a change is to be
made, | ‘kar-sar ]

cursor arrows |cOMplT scl] Arrows marked on
keys ol a computer keyboard that control the
movementof the cursor—{ 'kor-sar ar-6z )

curtaln array |ELECTROMAG] An antenna array
consisting of vertical wire elements stretched
between two suspension cables. {'kart-ana'ra}

curtain rhombic antenna |ELECTROMAG] A
multiple-wire rhombic antenna having a
constant input impedance overa wide frequency
Tange; two or more conductors join at the feed
and terminating ends but are spaced apart
vertically from | to 5 feet (30 to 150 centimeters)
at the side poles { 'kort-an 'ram-bik an'ten-a}

curvature effect [ELECTR| Generally, the condi-
tion in which the dielectric strength of a liquid
or vacuum separating two electrodes is higher
for electrodes of smaller radius of curvature
{ 'kor-va-char i'fekt }

curve follower |compuT sci| A device in which
a photoelectric, capacitive or inductive pick-off
guided by a servomechanism reads data in the
form of a graph, such as a curve drawn on paper
with suitable ink. Also known as graph follower
{kar,fal-o-war }

Curve tracer |eNG| An instrument that can pro-
duce a display of one voltage or current as a
function of another yoltage or curfent, with a
third voltage or current as a parameter.  { 'karvilfa-Sar ]

custom-designed device [ELECTR] An inte-
Rraled logic circuit element that is generated

cutoff limiting

by a series of steps resembling photographic
development from highly complicated artwork
patterns, { jkas-tam de'zind di'vis |

customer substatlon [ELEC] A distribution sub-
station located on the premises of a larger
customer, such as a shopping center, commercial
building, or industrial plant. { 'kas-ta-mar 'sab
ista-shan }

cutand paste |compuTsci| An editing function of
a word processing system in which a portion of
text is marked with a particular characterat the
beginning and at the end andis then copied to
another location within the text. Also known as
block move _{ {kot on 'past}

cut constralnt [sys ENG] A condition sometimes
imposed in an integer programming problem
which excludes parts of the feasible solution
space without excluding any integer points
{ 'kat kan'strant }

CUT emulation See control unit terminal emula-
tion. { ‘kat ,em-ya,la-shan }

cut form [COMPUT scl| In optical character recog-
nition, any document form, receipt, or such, of
standard dimensions which must be issued a
separate read command in order to be recog-
nized. { ;kat {form }

cut-in |coNT sys| A value of temperature or pres-
sure at which a control circuit closes, [ELEC]
An electrical device that allows current to flow
through an electric circuit. (‘kat ,in }

cut-in angle [ELECTR] The phase angle at which
a semiconductor diode begins to conduct; it
is slightly greater than 0° because the diode
requires some forward bias to conduct. { ‘ket
iin ,ag-gal }

Cutler feed=[ELECTROMAG| A resonant cavity that
transfers radio-frequency energy from the end of
a waveguideto the reflector of a radar spinner
assembly. { 'kat-lor ,féd }

cut methods (Sys ENG] Methodsof solving in-
teger programming problems that employ cut
constraints derived from the original problem
{'kat ,meth-a,}

cutoff (ELECTR] 1. The minimum value of bias
voltage, for a given combination of supply
voltages, that just stops output current in an
electron tube, transistor, or other active device
2. Sce cutoff frequency. { ‘kat,of }

cutoff bias [ELEcTR| The direct-current biasvolt-
age that must be applied to the grid of an electron
tube to stop the flow of anode current, { 'kat,of
ibI-as }

cutoff fleid See critical field. ( ‘kat,of ,féld }
cutoff frequency |ELEcTR| A frequency at which

the attenuation of a device begins to increase
sharply, such as the limiting frequency below
which a traveling wave in a given mode cannot
be maintained in a waveguide, or the frequency
above which an electron tube loses efficiency
rapidly. Also knownascritical frequency; cutoff
{ 'kat,of ,fré-kwan-sé }

cutoff limiting§|[ELEcTR] Limiting the maximum
output voltage of a vacuum tubecircuit by driving
the grid beyond cutoff. { 'kat,of ,lim-ad-ig }
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cutoff voltage

cutoff voltage ELECTR! 1. The electrode voltage
value that reduces the dependentvariable of an
electron-tube characteristic to a specified low
value, 2. Seecritical voltage. { ‘kat, of ,vol-tij}

cutoff wavelength [ELECTROMAG| 1. The ratio of
the velocity of electromagnetic waves in free
space to the cutoff frequency in a uniconduc-
tor waveguide, 2. The wavelength correspond-
ing to the cutoff frequency { 'kot,of 'wav
ilegkth }

cut-out (CONT sys|A value of temperature or
pressure at which a control circuit opens, { ‘kat
salut }

cutout {ELEC| 1. Pairs brought out of a cable
and terminated at some place other than at the
end of the cable. 2. An electrical device that
is used to interrupt the flow of current through
any particular apparatus or instrument, either
automatically or manually Also knownaselectric
cutout, { 'kat,aut }

cutout angle=[ELEcTR| The phase angle at which
a semiconductor diode ceases to conduct; it
is slightly less than 180° because the diode
requires some forward bias to conduct. { ‘kat
saut ,ay-gal }

cutout box (ELEC| A fireproof cabinet or box with
one or more hinged doors that contains fuses
and switches for various leads in an electrical
wiring system. Also known as fuse box. { ‘kat
jaut ,baks }

cut-set [ELEC] Aset of branches of anetworksuch
that the cutting of all the branches of the set
increases the numberof separate parts of the
network, but the cutting ofall the branches except
one does not _{ ‘kat ,set }

cut-sheet printer [comput scijA printer de-
signed to print on separate sheets of paper
{ 'kat shét {print-or }

cut-signal-branch operation [ELECTR] In sys-
tems where radio reception continues without
cutting off the carrier, the cut-signal-branch
operation technique disables a signal branchin
one direction when it is enabled in the other
to preclude unwantedsignal reflections —_{ {kat
isig-nal jbranch ,4p-a,ra-shan }

cutter [ENG ACOUS] An electromagnetic or piezo-
electric device that converts an electric input toa
mechanical output, used to drive the stylus that
cuts a wavy groove in the highly polished wax
surface of a recording disk. Also knownas cutting
head; head; phonograph cutter; recording head
{'kad-ar }

cutting head See cutter, { 'kad-in ,hed }
cuttIng stylus [ENG AcoUs| A recording stylus

with a sharpened tip that removes material to
produce a groove in the recording medium
{ 'kod-in ,sti-las }

CW See continuous wave
cyberspace [COMPUTSci] The digital realms, in-

cluding Web sites and virtual worlds. { 'st-bar
ispas }

cycle-bound program See CPU-bound program
{ 'sT-kal [batind 'pré-gram }

cycle count {COMPUTScl| The operation of keep-
ing track of the number of cycles a computer

system goes through during processing time
{'sT-kal ,kaunt }

cycle criterion (comput sci| Total number of
times a cycle in a computer program is to be
repeated, {'si-kal kri'tir-é-an }

cycle Index |comPuT sci] 1. The numberoftimes
a cycle has been carried out by a computer
2. The difference, or its negative, between the
numberof executionsof a cycle whichare desireq
and the numberwhich have actually been carried
out. {'si-kal ,in,deks }

cycle index counter |comput sci] A device that
counts the number of times a given cycle of
instructions in a computer program has been
carried out.{'sT-kal ,in,deks ,kauint-or}

cycle-matching loran See low-frequency loran
('si-kal ymach-in ,lo'ran }

cycle reset |coMpPuTScl| The resetting of a cycle
index to its initial or other specified value
{ 'si-kal 'ré,set }

cycle skip See skip logging _{ 'sT-kal ,skip }
cycle stealing (comput sci| A technique for

memory sharing whereby a memory mayserve
two autonomous masters, commonly a central
processing unit and an input-output channel or
device controller, and in effect provide serviceto
each simultaneously. { 'si-kal ,stél-in }

cycle time [comput sci] The shortest time
elapsed between onestore (or fetch) and the next
store (or fetch) in the same memory unit, Also
known as memory cycle _{ ‘si-kal ,tim )

cycle timer [ELEcTR| Atimer that opensorcloses
circuits according to a predetermined schedule
{ 'sT-kal ,ttm-or}

cycle timing diagram [comput scij A diagram
showing the activity that occurs in each clock
cycle of a computer during the execution of a
machine-language instruction _{ 'si-kal \tim-in
idl-a,gram }

cycllc code |compurscl] Acode, such asa binary
code, that changes only in one digit when going
from one number to the number immediately
following, and in that digit by only one unit
{ 'sik-lik 'k6d }

cyclic currents
tkar-ants }

cyctle feeding {comput sci| In character recog-
nition, a system employed by character readers
in which each input documentis issued to the
document transport in a predetermined and
constant period of time. _{ 'sik-lik 'féd-in }

cyclic redundancy check [comput scl] A block
check character in which each bit is calculated
by adding the first bit of a specified byte to
the second bit of the next byte, and so forth,
spiraling through the block; used to verify the
correctnessof data, Abbreviated CRC._{'stk-lik
ri'don-dan-sé ,chek }

cyclicshitt |compuTsc!| Acomputershift in which
the digits dropped off at one end of a word are
returned at the otherend of the word. Also known
as circuit shift; circular shift; end-around shift;
nonarithmetic shift; ring shift. { 'stk-lik 'shift }

cyclic storage |COMmPUT sci} A computer storage
device, such as a magnetic drum, whose storage

See mesh currents { 'sik-lik
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cycling {cont sys] A periodic change of the
cantrotled vatiable from one value to another if
- ylomatic control system. | 'stk-liy }
a onvertor JeLec| A device that produces

eyclon inating current of constant or precisely
a trollable frequency froma yariable-frequency
cternating-current input, with the output fre-
auency usually one-third or less of the input
frequency. | {stklo-kan'vard-ar|
clomatic complexity [compuT sci] A measure

‘of the complexity of a software module, equal
o¢— a+ 2 where eis the number of edges

in the control How graph and nis the number
of nodes in this graph (that, is, thecyclomatic
numberof the graph plus one),—| jst-klaymad-ik
kom'plebesacké | / _

cyclophon Ser beam-switching tube. | 'si-kloint

cyolotron-requency magnetron [ELECTR| A mag-
netron whose frequency of operation depends
on synchronism between the alternating-current
electric field and the electrons oscillating in
a direction parallel to this field{'sT-kla,tran
'fré-kwan-sé 'mag-na,tran |

cyclotron-resonance maser See gyrotron['sI-
kla,tran ‘rez-an-ans 'ma-zar}
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cylindrical winding

cylinder |comPuTsci] 1. The virtual cylinder rep-
resented by the tracks of equal radius of a set
of disks on a disk drive 2. See seek area
{ 'sil-on-dor }

cylindrical antenna |ELECTROMAG| An antenna in
which hollow cytinders serve as radiating ele-
ments, {so'lin-dra-kal an'ten-a }

cylindrical array |ELEcTR] An antenna, generally
using electronic scanning, in which columns
of radiating elements are arranged inacircle;
used in some secondary radars. _{ so'lin-dra-kal
a'ra }

cylindrical capacitor (ELEC] A capacitor made
of two concentric metal cylinders of the same
length, with dielectric filling the space between
the cylinders: Also known as coaxial capacitor.
(sa'lin-dra-kal ka'pas-acl-ar }

cylindrical-coordinate robot {Cont sys] A robot
in which the degrees of freedom of the ma-
nipulator arm are defined chiefly bycylindrical
coordinates. { sa'lin-dra-kal kG!Gre-an-at ‘tS
ibat}

cylindrical-fllm storage [ELECTR] A computer
storage in which each storage element consists
of a short length of glass tubing having a thin
film of nickel-iron alloy on its outer surface.
( sa'lin-dra-kal film ,stor-ij }

cylindrical pinch Seepincheffect. {sa'lin-dra-kal
‘pinch }

cylindrical winding |eLec| The current-carrying
element ol a core-type transformer, consisting
of a single cail of one or more layers wound
cancentrically withthe ironcore —{so'lin-dra-kal
'wind-in }
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| audio broadcasting,

| dubz or l@,a,bées|
ag See digita

a “ewdligital-to-analog converter.
ger digital-to-analog converter /

Teamon [cOMPUTSE!| In Unix, a programthat runsagen background, such asaserver  {'d@-man|
ea algorithm [con sys] A digital control

veh thin inwhich the requirement of minimum
wee nse time used in the deacdbeat algorithm Is
fered to reduce ringing in the system) response
[ iddi-lone al-goritheam | |

daily keying element [ComMUN| Part of aspecific
cipher key that changes at predetermined Inter-
vals, usually dally [{da-le |ke-in iel-a-mant |

daisy chain, |compur sci] A means of connecting
devices {readersprinters, and so on). toa central
processor byparty-Ine input/output buses which
join these devices by male and female connec-
tors, the last female connector being shorted by
asuitable line termination ('daz-é ,chan }

dalsy wheelprinter [coMmpur sci] A serial printer
in which the printing elerment is a plastic hub
that has a large number offlexible radial spokes,
each spoke having one or moredifferent raised
printing characters; the wheel is rotated asit is
movedhorizontally step by step under computer
control, and stops when a desired characteris in
a desired print position so a hammercan drive
that character against an inked ribbon. { 'daz-é
iwél ,print-or }

damaged pack [compuT sci] A disk drive whose
use is impaired by physical damage such as a
scratch on the recording surface or by a serious
software error that renders control information
onthe disk unreadable. | 'damsijd pak }

damper |eLecth| A diode used in the horizontal
deflection cireult of a CRT display device to
make the sawtooth deflection current decrease
smoothly to zero Instead of aseillating at zero:
the diode conducts each time the polarity
iene by a current swing below zeroaM: par

damper winding [ELbc| A winding consisting of
several conducting bars on the fleld poles of
4 synichronatis machine, short-clreuited by con-
ducting rings or plates at theirends, and used
10 prevent pulsatingvariationsaf the position or
Magnitude of the magnetic fleld linking the poles,
Niso knownas amortisseur winding, (‘dam parWinding |
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damping coefficient See resistance. ( 'dam-pin
iKG-ifish-ant }

damping constant See resistance { ‘dam-pin
ikan-stont }

damping resistor |ELEC| 1. A resistor that is
placed across a parallel resonant circuit or in
series with a series resonantcircuit to decrease
the Q factar and thereby eliminate ringing.
2. A nonincuctive resistar placed across an
analog meter to increase damping. { ‘dam-pinTi,2zis-tor }

dance-hall machine [comput sci] A multi-
processor in which the memoryis spread over
several modules, and a switch is used to make
connections between memory modules and
processors, so that several processors can use
the memory simultaneously. { ‘dans ,hol mo
ishén }

dangling ELSE {comput sci A situation in which
it is not clear to which part of a compound con-
ditlonal statement an ELSE instruction belongs
{idan-glin ‘els |

daraf [ELEC| The unit of elastance, equal to the
reciprocal of | farad. { 'da,raf

dark conductlon [ELEcTR| Residual conduction
in a photosensitive substance thatis notillumi-
nated. { {dark kanidak-shan}

dark current See electrode dark current
ikareanit |

dark-current pulse [ELECTR] A phototube dark-
currefit excursion that can be resolved by the sys-
tem employing the photottibe. { ‘dirk ,kar-ant
ipals|

dark discharge |ELEcTR| An invisible electrical
discharge inagas. { {dark 'dis,charj ]

dark resistance [ELECTR] The resistance of a se-
lenium cell or other photoelectric device in total
darkness. _{ ‘dark ri,zis-tans}

dark space [ELECTR] Aregion ina glow discharge
that produceslittle or no light. (‘dark ispas |

dark spot [ELECTR] Aspot ona television receiver
tube that results rom a spurious signal gerer-
ated in the television carnera tube during rescatt,
generally from the redistribution of secondary
electrons over the mosaic in the tube. | ‘dirkispat}

dark-trace tube [ELECTR] Acathode-raytube with
a bright face that does not necessarily luminesce,
on which signals are displayed as darktraces or
dark blips where the potassium chloride screenis

{ ‘dark
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Darlington amplifier

hit by the electron beam. Also knownasskiatron
{ 'déirk ,tras ,ttib }

Darlington amplifier=|eLecTR] A current ampli-
fier consisting essentially of two separate tran-
sistors and often mounted in a single transistor
housing. {'dar-linston ,ameplo,ft-ar }

DARS Sve direct audio radio service={ {dé@ajdr'es
or diirz }

d'Arsonval current |ELEC}] A current consisting
of isolated trains of heavily damped high-
frequencyoscillations of high voltage and rela-
tively low current, usedindiathermy.—('dars:an
vol ,kar-ant }

d’Arsonval galvanometer=[ENG| Agalvanometer
in which a light coil of wire, suspended from
thin copperor gold ribbons, rotates in the field
of a permanent magnet when current is carried
to it through the ribbons, the position of the
coil is indicated by a mirror carried on it, which
reflects a light beam onto a fixed scale, Also
known as light-beam galvanometer —{ 'dars-an
vol gal-va'nam-od-or]

DASDSve direct-accessstoragedevice. {'daz,dé}
DAT Svedigital audio tape
data |COMPUT Scl| 1. General term for numbers,

letters, symbols, and analog quantities that serve
as input for computer processing, 2. Any rep-
resentations of characters or analog quantities
to which meaning, if not information, may be
assigned _{ 'dad:a, 'dad-a, or'dad-o }

data acquisition [COMMUN| The phase of data
handling that begins with the sensing of varia-
bles and ends with a magnetic recording or
other record of raw data, may include a com-
plete radio telemetering link, { ‘dad-o ,ak-wo
izish-on }

data acquisitlon computer [COMPUT sci| A com-
puter that is used to acquire and analyze
data generated by instruments. [ ‘dada ,akewa
izish-on kom'pyiid-or}

data aggregate |compuT sci| The set of data
items within a record {'dad-a ,ag-ro-got }

data analysis [comput sci| The evaluation of
digital data. { 'dad:a a,nal-a-sas}

data attribute=|compuT sci] A characteristic of a
block of data, such as the type of representation
used or the length in characters. { 'dadso ja
tro'byiit }

data automation [comput sci] The use of elec-
tronic, electromechanical, or mechanical equip-
ment and associated techniques to automatically
record, communicate, and process data and to
present the resultant information. { }dad+o od
o'ma:shan }

data bank |compuT sci] A complete collection
of information such as contained in automated
files, a library, or a set of computer disks
{'dad-a ,bank }

database |coMpuT sci] A nonredundant collec-
tion of interrelated data items that can be
shared and usedbyseveral different subsystems
('dad-o, bas}

database/data communication=|compuT scl| An
advanced software product that combines a
database management system with data com-
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munications procedures, Abbreviated DB/Dc
( 'dad-o,bas 'dad-o ka,myii-na'ka-shonJ

database machine=|computsci| Acomputer that
handles the storage and retrieval of data into ang
outofadatabase. {| ‘dac-a,bas mashén}

database management system=|COMPUT Sci] 4
special data processing system, or part of a data
processing system, which aids in the storage
manipulation, reporting, management, and con,
trol of data Abbreviated DBMS. { ‘dad-a,bas
'man-ij-mont ,sis-tom }

database server (COMPUT ScI] An independently
functioning computer ina local-area networkthat
holds and manages the database. { 'dad-o,bas
sSar-vor }

data break [comput sci] A facility which permits
input/output transfers to occur without disturb.
ing program execution ina computer, ('dad.g
ibrak}

data buffering (comput sci] The temporary col-
lection and storage of data awaiting further
processing in physical storage devices, allowing
a computer and its peripheral devices to operate
at different speeds. { 'dad-o ,bof-o-rin }

data bus [ELEcTR] An internal channel that car-
ties data between a computer's central pro-
cessing unit and its random-access memory
{ 'dad-o ,bas }

data capture
data to be entered into a computer
ikap-chor}

data carrler [comput sci] A medium on which
data can be recorded, and whichis usually easily
transportable, such as disks or tape, { 'dad-a
ikar-€-or }

data carrier storage [COMPUT sci] Any type of
storage in which the storage medium is outside
the computer, such asdisks and tape, in contrast
to inherent storage. { 'dad:o ,kar-@-ar ,stor-ij |

datacartridge |compursci] Atape cartridge used
for nonvolatile and removable data storage in
small digital systems { 'dad-o ,kar-trij }

data cell drive (comput sci] A large-capacity
storage device consisting of strips of magnetic
tape which can be individually transferred to the
read-write head. { 'dad-a ,sel driv }

data center [comput scl] An organization estab-
lished primarily to acquire, analyze, process,
store, retrieve, and disseminate one or more
types of data. {'dad-o ,sen-tor}

data chain$=[comput sci| Any combination of two
or more data elements, data items, data codes.
and data abbreviations in a prescribed sequence
to yield meaningful information, for example,
“date” consists of data elements year, month,
andday.={ 'dad:a ,chan }

data chaining=[compuT sci} A technique usedin
scatter reading or scatter writing in which new
storage areas are defined for use as soon as
the current data transfer is completed. { 'dad-a
ichaén-in }

data channel [comput sci A bidirectional data
path between input/output devices and the main
memory of a digital computer permitting one
or more input/output operations to proceed

{compuT sci| The acquisition of
{ ‘dad:
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Jocattor munication network [COMPUT ScI| Aset

Fr yodes consisting of computers, terminals, or
“Ae vn pf communication control units in
Sok ¢ Jocations, connected bylinks consisting
eee inication channels providing a catamu ti-naka

ofbetween thenades. | 'dad-akamyi-na,ka-‘net, wark
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data co s location to another of information that
OM Oeoris recorded in alphabetic, numeric,
originates Or 1S an al khat te:ictorial form, or as a signal t al Tepresents a
Orr -urement, Includes telemetering and facsim-
Webi nat voice or television. Also known as data
Vrenamission (‘dada ka,myi-na'ka-shanz )

dala communications processor jcomPUT sci]
‘A small computer used to control the flow
of data between machines and terminals over
communications channels. | 'dad-o ka,myiti-na
ha-shange ‘ords,e5-ar |

data compression [COMPUT Sc] Reduction inthe
number of bits used to represent an item of
data. Also known as compression,  ['dacd-o kam
ipreshean |

data concentrator [ELECTR] A device, such a5 4
microprocessor, that takes data from several
differant telelypewriter or other slow-speedlines
and feeds them to a single higher-speed line
{ 'dad-a kan-son,tracl-ar}

data conversion |CcOmpuT sci| The changing of
the representation of data from one form to
another. as from binary to decimal, or from one
physical recording medium to another (as from
tape to disk), or from one file format to another, or
from one programming language to another. Also
known as conversion _{ 'dad-o kon,var-zhan }

data conversion line (comput sci} The channel,
electronic or manual, through which data el-
ements are transferred between data banks
(‘dada kan,var-zhan lin J

data converter See converter
ward-or]

data definition |compuT sci] The statements in
a computer program that specify the physical
attributes of the data to be processed, such
as location and quantity of data. { 'dad-a
idef-o'nish-an }

dala dependence graph [comput sci] A chart
that represents a program in a data flow lan-
guage, in which each nodeis a function and each
arc carries avalue —_{ ‘dad-o di,pen-dans ,graf }

data description language [comput sci] A pro-
gramming language used to specify the arrange-
ment of data items within a database. { 'dad-o
ditskrip-shon lan-ewij }

{ 'dad-a kan

data flow

data descriptor
the memory location of a data item.
di'skrip-tor}

data dictlonary {comput sci} A catalog which
contains the names and structures of all data
types. {'dad-a ,dik-sha,ner-é }

data display (computsci| Visual presentation of
processed data by specially designed electronic
or electromechanical devices, such as video
monitors, through interconnection (either on- or
off-line) with digital computers or component
equipments, { 'dad-a di,spla }

data distribution [comput sci] Data transmission
to one or morelocations from a central point
{ ‘dad-a ,dis-tra,byii-shon }

data divislon §|compuT sci| The section of a pro-
gram {written in the COBOL language) which
describes each data item used for input, output,
and storage { 'dad-a di,vizh-an }

data-driven execution [comput sci| A mode of
carrying out a program in a data flow system, in
which an instruction is carried out wheneverall
its input values are present. { 'dad-a ,driv-an
.ek-sa'kyti-shan }

data element [comput sci] A set of data items
pertaining to information of one kind, such as
months ofa year. |COMMUN| An item of data as
represented before encoding and after decoding.
('dad-o ,el-a-mont }

data encryption standard |comMMUN| A crypto-
graphic algorithm of validated strength which is
in the public domain and is accepted as a stan-
dard, Abbreviated DES. { 'dad-a en,krip-shon
‘stan-dord}

data entry=|compurT sci] The procedures for plac-
ingdatainacomputersystem, {'dad-a,en-tré |

data entry program={comput sci| An application
program that receives data from a keyboard or
other input device and stores it in a computer
system. Also known as input program. ( ‘dad-a
ien-tré ,prd-gram }

data entry terminal=|comput Sci] A portable key-
board and small numeric display designed for
interactive communication with a computer
{'dad-a jen-tré ,tar-man:al}

data error |[comPurSci} A deviation from correct-
ness in data, usually an error, which occurred
Prior to processing the data. { 'dad-o ,er-or }

data exchange system [compuT sci| A combi-
nation of hardware and software designed to
accept data from various sources, sort the data
accordingto its destination and priority, carry out
any necessary code conversions, and transmit the
data to its destination. { 'dad-o iksichanj sis:
tom }

dataexpansion [CcomPuTscl] The reproduction in
its original form of information that has under-
gone datacompression. ['dad:a ik,span-chan }

data fleld |[comeuT sci] An area in the main
memory of the computer in which a data record
is contained. { 'dad-o ,féld }

data flow [COMMUN] The route followed by a data
message fromits origination to its destination,
including all the nodes through which it trav-
els, [COMPUT Sci] The transfer of data from an

|COMPUT scl] A pointer indicating
( 'dad-o
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data flow analysis

external storage device, through the processing
unit and memory, and outto an external storage
device. { 'dad-a ,fld }

data flow analysis} (compuT sci| The develop-
ment of models for the movementofinformation
within an organization, indicating the sources
and destinations of information and where and
how information is transmitted, processed, and
stored. {'dad-o {flo a,nal-a-sas }

data flow dlagram [compuT sci] A chart that
traces the movementof data in a computersys-
tem and showshow thedatais to be processed,
using circles to represent data. Also known as
bubble chart; system flowchart. { 'dad-o {flé
idi-o,gram }

data flow language
language used in a data flow system
if16 ,lap-gwij }

data flow system [compPuT Sci] An alternative
to conventional programming languages and
architectures which is able to achieve a high
degree of paralle] computation, in which values
rather than value containers are dealt with, and
in which all processing is achieved by applying
functions to values to produce new values.
('dad-a jfl6 ,sis-tam }

data flow technique |compuT sci| A method of
computer system design in which diagrams and
charts that show how data is to be handled
by the system are used to prepare detailed
specifications from which actual programs can
be written. { 'dad-o {flo tek,nék }

dataformattIng |compuTscl] Structuring the pre-
sentation of data as numerical or alphabetic
and specifying the size and type of each datum
{ 'dad-a for'mad-in }

data fuslon§[ELEcTR| The combining of data as
from several radars or other sensors with com-
mon fields of view, in order to improve the
accuracy of the estimations being made about
features of interest. [{ '‘dad-a ,fyii-zhan }

data generator (COMPUT sci] A specialized word
generatorin which the programmingis designed
to test a particular class of device, the pulse pa-
rameters and timing are adjustable, and selected
words may be repeated, reinserted later in the

{COMPUT Scl] A programming
{ 'dad-o

sequence, omitted, and so forth. { 'dad-a ,jen-o
iad-or }

datagram [comput sci] A unit of information in
the Internet Protocol (IP) containing both data
and address information. In TCP/IP networks,
datagramsare referred to as packets { 'dad-o
gram }

data-handling system [COMPUT scl] Automati-
cally operated equipmentused to interpret data
gathered by instrumentinstallations. Also known
as data reduction system. { 'dad-o ,hand-Jig
isis-tom }

data independence {comput scl] Separation of
data from processing, either so that changes in
the size or format of the data elements require
no change in the computer programs processing
them or so that these changes can be made auto-
matically by the database management system
( 'dad-a in-da'pen-dons}

data-initlated control |compuT sci] The lity,
matic handling of a program dependent ont
upon the value of input data fed into thy
computer, { 'dad-a i,nish-€,dd-od kan'trd]|

data-Intense applicatlon [comPuT sci| A Pho.
gram or computer system that handles jay an
quantities of data and extremely repetitive tasks.
{ 'dad-o injtens ,ap-lo'ka-shon } 1

data Interchange=|compuT sci] Switching of data
in and out of storage units. { 'dad-o ‘iD-tarchan|

dataitem |[compursci| Asingle member of a tlaty
element, Also knownas datum, ['dad-a (Tclany)

data level§[compur sci| The rank of a data ela,
ment in a-source language with respect to other
elements inthe same record, [ ‘dado jlevea|data library=[compu sci| Acenter forthe storap,
of data not in current use by the computyy
{ 'dacl-a li,brer-é | ]

data line=[conimun) An indiviclual circuit that
transmits data within a communications o,
computer channel, {'dad-a lin}

data line monitor [comMUN| A test instrument
that analyzes the signals transmitted overa com.
munications line and provides a visual displayof
stores the results for further analysis, or both,
{ idad-a lin ‘man-adsar}

data link =|comMmuN| The physical equipmentfor
automatic transmission and reception of in-
formation. Also known as communicationlink:
informationlink; tie line; tie-link. {'dad-o link}

data lagging=[comput sci| Conversion of electri-
cal impulses from process instruments into dig.
ital data to be recordeel, stored, and periodically
tabulated { 'dael-a ,lag-in | i

data management |compurT sci| The collection
of functions of a control program that provide
access to data sets, enforce data storage con-
ventions, and regulate the use of input/output
devices, {'dad-a ,man-ij-mant}

data management program [COMPUT scI|A
computer program that keeps track of what is
in a computer system and whereit is located,
and of the various means to store and access
the data efficiently. { ‘dad-9 ,man-ij-mant ,pré-
grom }

data manipulatlon [comput sci] The standard
operationsof sorting, merging, input/output, and
report generation, {'dad-9 ma,nip-ya,la-shan }

data manipulation language [comPuT scl| The
interface between a data base and an applica:
tions program, which is embeddedin the lan-
guageof the applications program and provides
the programmer with procedures for accessing
data in the data base { 'dad-o mo,nip-yaila-
shan ,lap-gwij }

data mining [comput sci] 1. The identification
or extraction of relationships and patterns from
data using computational algorithms to reduce,
model, understand, or analyze data 2, The
automated process of turning raw data into
useful information by which intelligent computer
systemssift and sort through data, withlittle or
no help from humans, to look for patterns or to
predict trends. { 'dad-a ,min-in } .
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ig or disk drive
comput sei] A sealed :

ream ses mechanical and electronicunit theane handling data stored on the disk.nent
Pe maiyal |

dade fruction jcomMPUT scl] An instruc-
os Iemputet program to transfer data

3 memory jecations and registers or
ween the central processor and peripheral

jem { 'dad-o wmv in'strakshan }
eo jcomPur scl| Asymbalic name used tof iter of data ina source program, in

Tepesadress of the data Item. [‘dad-aPp a M
nam } compuT sci] Any one of the

data organza conventions for physieal and
data arrangement of the physical records of a
iicet Also known as dala set organization

idadea organaca-shan |
data origination [COMPUT Sci] The process of

iitting data Ina form that can be read by a
Pachine. (‘dadaa,rij-o'na-shan}
mee ne! [commun | Aplugboard used to

data patch pa  atignelthesecd brearrange communications Ines and madems by
connecting them with double-ended cables, or
to attach monitoring clevices to analyze circuit
signals. | 'dad-a ‘pach jpan-al |

data plotter |comeuT scil A device which plots
digital information In a continuous fashion
| dad-a plid-ar}

data processing [COMPUT Sci Any operationor
combination ol operations an data, including
everything that happens te data from the time
they are observed or collected to the time
they are destroyed. Also known as information
processing. | ‘dac-a'pras,es:in }

dataprocessing center=|CompuTsci| Acomputer
installation providing data processing service for
others, sometimes called customers, on a re-
imbursable or nonreimbursable basis. { 'dad-a
\prds,es-in sent-ar}

data processing Inventory [(comPuTscl| An iden-
tification of all major data processing areas in an
agency for the purposeof selecting and focusing
upon those in which the use of automatic
data processing (ADP) techniques appears to be
potentially advantageous, establishing relative
priorities and schedules for embarking on ADP
studies, and identifying significant relationships
amongareas to pinpoint possibilities for the in-
tegrationofsystems. {'dad-a/pras,es-in ,in-van
store }

data processor (COMPUT sci] 1. Any device ca-
pable of performing operations on data, for
instance, a desk calculator, an analog computer,
or a digital computer 2. Person engaged in
processing data. ( 'dad-a'pris,es-ar }

data protection=|compurscl| The safeguarding of
data against unauthorized access or accidental
or deliberate loss or damage. { ‘dad-a pra,tek:
shon}

data purification [comput sci| The process of
removing as manyinaccurate or incorrect items
as possible from a mass of data before automatic
data processing is begun. ( 'dad-a pyur-a-
fa'ka-shan )

 

data sink

data rate |COMMUN| The numberofdigital bits
per second that are recorded or retrieved from a
data storage device during the transfer of a large
data block. { 'dad-a ,rat

data record [comput sci] A collection of data
items related in some fashion and usually
contiguous in location. { 'dad-a ,rek-ard }

data recorder [comput sci] A keyboard device
for entering data onto magnetic tape. { 'dad-o
Ti,kor-dor}

data reductlon [comput sci] The transformation
of raw data into a more useful form. { 'dad-ari
idak-shan }

data reduction system Sec data-handling system
{ ,dad-a ri,dak-shan ,sis-tam }

data redundancy [comput sci] The occurrence of
values for data elements more than once within
a file or database. { 'dad-a ri,dan-dan-sé }

data register (comput sci] A register used in
microcomputers to temporarily store data being
transmitted to or from a peripheral device
{ 'dad-a ,rej-a-star}

datarepresentatlon§(compurtsci] 1.The way that
the physical properties of a medium are used
to represent data, 2. The manner in which data
is expressed symbolically by binary digits in a
computer, { 'dad:a ,rep-ri-zen'ta-shan }

data retrieval (comPuT sct| The searching, select-
ing, and retrieving of actual data from a personnel
file, data bank, or other file. { ‘dad-a ri'tré
val }

data rules§[comput sci] Conditions which must
be met by data to be processed by a computer
program. { ‘dad-a ,riilz }

data scope [ELEcTR| An electronic display that
shows the content of the information being
transmitted over a communications channel
{'dad-a skp }

data security §|comPuTsci| The protection of data
against the deliberate or accidental access of
unauthorized persons. Also knownasfile secu-
tity. {'dad-a sa,kyur-od-é }

data set [comput sci] 1. A named collection of
similar and related data records recorded upon
some computer-readable medium. 2.Adatafile
in IBM 360 terminology [ 'dad-a ,set }

data set coupler [comput sci| The interface be-
tweena paralle! computer input/output bus and
the serial input/output of a modem. { 'dad-a
sset ,kap-lar}

data set label [comput sct| A data element that
describes a data set, and usually includes the
nameofthe dataset, its boundaries in physical
storage, and certain characteristics of data items
within the set. ( 'dad-a ,set ,la-bal }

data set mlgratlon§[comput sci] The process. of
moving inactive data sets from on-line storage to
back up storage in a time-sharing environment
{ ‘dad-a ,set mi,gra:shan }

data set organization See data organization
( 'dad-a ,set ,or-ga-na,za-shon } .

data sink [comput sci] A memory or recording
device capable of accepting data signals from
a data transmission device and storing data for
future use. { 'dad-o, sink }
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board |compur sci| A small printed
“eyit board that Is attached to another printed
ee board—['doc-ar ,bord|
ae n-Calbick formula [eLecTe| A formula

seat Hstates that the focal length of a simple
a ostati¢ lens consisting of a circular hole
lect snducting plate is equal to four times the
5 a jal of the plate divided by the difference
in the potential gradients an either side of the

| \dava-san ‘kal-bik, [Ormya-la |

daughter

e :
on |compur sciPAn internal binary

OYtee with a resolution usually of acounter,
icrasecond and a cycle measured in years,

Pouldtig an accurate measure of elapsed time
dependent of system activity (‘da blak 1

light controls [ENG| Special devices which
automatically control the electric power to a
lamp, causing the light lo operate during hours of
darkness and fa be extinguished during daylight
hours (‘da lit kan'trdls |

daylight lamp [ELEC] An incandescentor fluorescent
Jamp thatemits light whose spectral distribution is
approximately that of daylight. { 'da,lTt lamp }

dBa Sce adjusted decibel ;
DB/DC Sve database/data communication
dBt Sev decibels above | femtowatt,
dBk Sve decibels above | kilowatt
dBm See decibels above ! milliwatt
DBMS Sere database management system
dBp See decibels above | picowatt.
dBrn See decibels above reference noise
DBRT diode Sev double-barrier resonant tunnel-

ing diode —_{ \dé|bélarjté 'd7,4d }
DB server |comrur sci| The database portion of

a Webserver, which serves asa repository of data
and content—| !d@jbé ,sar-var }

DBS system See direct broadcasting satellite
system.{[idébé 'es \sis-tarn }

dBV See decibels above | volt,
dBW See decibels above | watt

ABx See decibels above reference couplingde See direct current

Deable [eLec| Two-conductor cable, each eon-
ductor having the shape of the letter D, with
insulation between the conduetors and between
the conductors and the sheath. | ‘dé ,ka-bal }

DCFL Swdirect-coupled FET logic
DCT Ser discrete cosine transform
DCTL See direct-coupled transistor logle:
de-to-ae converter Sw: inverter (idé,sé ti jajs8

kan'varel-ar|
de-to-ac inverter

in'vard-ar}
de-to-de converter |rLec| An electronic eireuit

which converts one direct-current valtage into
another, consisting of an inverter followed by a
step-up or step-down transformer and rectifier
[148,52 ti {d8,5@ kan'vard-ar }

dew Srdirect-current working volts,
DDA Sidigital differential analyzer
Ddisplay [eLecte| A radar display format in

whieh the coordinates ate the same as in the

See inverter [ !d@,sé tii !a,se
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deadmanswitch

C-display, with target spots extended vertically
to indicate range Also known as D-indicatar;
D-sean; D-seope, ( 'dé displa}

DDR Sve double data rate.
DDS See digital data service
deaccentuator |ELecte) A circuit used in a

frequency-modulation recelver to offset the pre-
emphasisof higher auelio frequencies introduced
at the transmitter, [ \d@-ak'sen-cho,wad-ar }

dead [ELEC] Free from any electric connection to
a source of potential difference fram electric
charge; not having a potential different from that
of earth, the term is used only with relerence to
current-carrying parts which are sametimes alive
orcharged. (ded

deadband [ruec| The portion ofa potentiometer
element that is shortened by 4 tap; wher) the
wiper traverses this area, there Is no change
if oulput [ENG] The range of values of the
measured variable to which an instrument will
not effectively respond, Also known as dead zone;
neutral zone. [ ‘ded ,band |

deadbeat algorithm=[cont Sv] A digital control
algorithm which attempts to follow set-point
changes in minimum time, assuming that the
controlled process can be modeled approxi-
mately as a first-order plus dead-time system
| ded, bét‘al-gajrith-am }

dead-center position [ELEC] Position In which a
brush would be placed on the commutator ofa
direct-current motor or generator if the field flux
were rot distorted by armature reaction (ided
'sen-tar pa'zish-an |

dead code [compusci] Statements in a com:
puter program that are not executed, usually as
the result of modification of a large prograrn.
{ ‘ded "kad }

dead earth [ELec| A connection between a line
conductor and earth by means of a path of low
resistance.{|ded ‘arth }

dead end |r.Ec| The portion of a tapped cail
through which no current is flowing ata particular
switch position —{ ‘ded jend )

dead-end effect |riec| Absorption of energy by
unused portions of a tapped coll, { ‘ded end'fekt |

dead-end switch {ELEc| A switch used to short-
circuit unused portionsofa tapped coil to prevent
dead-end effects. | 'ded ,end ,swich J

dead ground [ELEC] A low-resistance connection
between the ground and an electric cireuit.
( ided 'gradind |

dead halt See drop-dead halt. {ided "halt.
deadletter box commun] A file for storing un-

deliverable messages ina data communications
System, particularly a message switching system
[ ded ‘led-ar bake|

deadlock=|[compursei| A situation in which a task
ina multiprogramming SYSLEM cannot proceed
because it is waiting for ar) event that will never
occur, Also known as deadly embrace: interlock;
knot, ['ded,lak |

deadman switch uec| An electrical switeh that
activates some function if itis turned off, | ‘delman \swich |
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dead short

dead short {eLec| A short-circuit path that has
extremely lowresislance:—| ‘ded'shart |

dead spot jcomMMUN| A geographic location in
which signals from a radio or television trans-
mitter are recelved poorly or not at all, | ‘ded
spat }

dead time=jconT sys] The time interval between
a charge in the input signal to. a process control
system and the response to the signal, [ENG]
The time interval, after a response to one signal
or event, during which a system is unable to
respond to another. Also known as insensitive
time |'ded ,tim ]

dead-time compensation=|CON'T sys} The mod-
ification of a controller to allow for time de-
lays between the input to a control system
and the response to the signal. | ‘ded. tim
kiim-pan'sd-shan|

dead zone Swdead band. (‘ded ,z6n }
deadzoneunit=jcompyrsci| An analog computer

device that maintains an output signal at a
constant value over a certain range al values of
the input signal | ‘ded Gn yuenat )

deallocation§|compur sci] The release of @ por-
tlon of computer storage oF a peripheral unit
from control by a computer program when It is
no longer needed, ( c@,al-a'ka-shan J

debatable time jcomelT sci] In the keeping of
computer usage statistics, time that cannot be
attributed, with certainty to any one of vari-
ous catepories of computer use | di'bad-a-bal
‘tim }

deblocking [comput sci] Breaking up a block of
records into individual records [| d@'blaik-in )

debug |compur sil To test for, locate, and re-
mave mistakes from a program OF malfunetions
from a computer |eLectR| To detect and: re-
mave secretly instailed listening devices popu-
larly known as bugs ENG] To eliminate from
a newly designed system the components and
circuits that cause earlyfailures. [ dé'bag|

debugging routine=|compuT sci] A routine to.aid
programmers in the debugging of their routl-
ness; some typical roulines are storage print-
aut, tape printout, and drumprintout routines
| dé'bag-in riiten}

debugging statement [COMPUT scl| Temporary
instructions inserted into a program being tested
so as to pinpoint problem areas. | dé'bagin
stat-meant |

debug on-line |comPuT sci] 1. To detect and
correct errors In a computer program by using
only certain parts of the hardware of a com-
puter, while other routines are being processed
simultaneouly. 2. Todetectand correcterrors in
a program from a cansole distant from a cam-
puter ina multiaceess system | dé'bag-in on
in)

debunching [eLecte| A tendency for electrons
in a beam to spread out both longitudinally
and transversely due to mutual repulsion, the
effect isa drawback in velocity modulation tubes:
| dé'banch-in |

debye |ecec| A unit of electric dipole moment,
equal to 107" Franklin centimeter, ( da'bi}

 

  
 
 
  
 
   
   
 
 
 
  

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
  
 
  
 
  
  
 
  
 
   

 
 
  
 
  
  

 
 
  

 
 
 
  
 

 
 

  

  
 

Debye theory [eLec| The classical theoryof the
arientation polarization of polar molecules jy
which the molecules have a single relaxation
time, and the plot of the imaginary part of the
complex relative permittivity against the real part
isasemicircle, ( da'bi the-a-ré }

decade |[fLEc] A group or assembly of 10 units,
for example, a decade counter counts 10 tr
one column, and a decade box inserts resis.
tance quantities in multiples of powers of 19
| de'kad | :

decade box |eLec| An assembly of precision
resistors, coils, or capacitors whase Individual
yalues vary in submultiples and multiples of |¢.
by appropriately setting a \0-position selecto,
switch foreach section, the decade box can be sey
to any desired value within its range.—| de'kag
ibaks |

decade bridge=|@LECTR| Electronic apparatusfor
measurement of unknown values of resistances
or capacitances by comparison with knowp
values (bridge); one secondary section of the
oscillator-driven transformer (5 tapped in decade
steps, the other in 10 uniform steps. | de'kad
ibrij }

decade counter Sec decade scaler
jkauntar |

decade scaler |eLecre| A scaler that produces
ene output pulse for every 10 input pulses. Also
known as counter decade; decade counter; scale-
of-ten circuit. (de'kad ,skal-ar)

decelerating electrade=[ELECTR] Of an electron.
beamtube, an electrode to which a potential is
applied to decrease the velocity of the electrons
inthe beam. | da'sel-a,rad-in thek,trad |

deceleration time |compur Scl| For a storage
medium, such as magnetic tape that must be
physically moved in order for reading or writing to
take place, the minimum time that must elapse
between the completion of a reading or writing
operation and the moment that motion ceases
Also known as stop time. [| dé,sela'ra-shan
stim |

decentralized data processing=|CoMPuT Sci] An
arrangement comprising a data-processing cen-
ter for each division or location of a single orga
nization, { dé'sen-tralizd ‘dada ‘pras.es-n |

deception=|ELECTR| The deliberate radiation,
reradiation, alteration, absorption, or reflection
of electromagnetic energy ina manner intended
to mislead an enemy in the interpretation of
information received by his electronic systems.
(di'sep-shon}

decibel adjusted See adjusted decibel, { 'des-a
ibel a'jas-tad }

decibel loss [COMMUN] Signal attenuation over
a transmission path or a conductor expressed in
decibels, ('des-a,bel 10s|

decibel meter (ENG) An instrament calibrated
in logarithmic steps and labeled with decibel
units anc used for measuring power levels in
communication circults, {‘des-abel »méd-ar)

decibels above 1 femtowatt=|ELEc| Apower level
equal to 10 times the common logarithm af the
ratio of the given power in watts to | femrowalt

{ de'kad
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ofl ans decibels below |catae—2 Tuam, Means

at Pereviated dam  { 'des-a-balz e{bav
pimilsiwat| A measure of, Icowatt [ELEC|ere times the commonlogarithm

i given power to | picowatt Ab-
{ 'des-o-balz aibav jwan 'pé-kd

ELEC] A measure ofvolt-
E a,vor ieae logarithm of

etal _ iven voltage to | volt. Abbreviated
Byres.obolz aibav |wan ‘volt }
Set watt [ELEC] A measureof power

to 10 times the common logarithm of the
pola given powerto| Abbreviated dBW

| desiorbalez albav jwan 'wareference coupling [ELEC] A
\ Reine coupling between twocircuits,

sed in relation to a reference value of
upling that gives a specified reading on a
eci{leel noise-measuring setwhen atest tone of
Ba Is impressed on one circuit Abbreviated

{ 'des-a-balz ojbav'ref-rans ,kap-lin } /
lg above reference noise [ELEC| Units
to show the relationship between the
ering effect of a noise frequency, or band of# frequencies, and a fixed amountof noise
commonly called reference noise; a 1000-
fone having a powerlevel of —90 dBm was
éd as the reference noise power; super-

dq] by the adjusted decibel unit. Abbreviated
{ ‘des-o-balz ajbav'ref-rans ,ndiz }

al attenuator [ELECTR] System of attenua-
fora arranged so thata voltageorcurrent can be
@uuiced decimally—{ 'des-mal a'ten-ya,wad-ar}

decimal-binary switch ELEC} A switch that con-
‘fects a single input lead to appropriate combi-
nations of four output leads (representing 1, 2, 4,
int! 8) for each of the decimal-numbered settings

“of its control knob; thus, for position 7, output
‘lead1, 2. and 4 would be connected to the input

_,|dessmal Ibin-o-ré 'swich }
decimalcode [compur sci] A code in which each
allowable position has one of 10 possible states;
_the conventional decimal number system is a

“Hlecimal code. { ides. mal kad }
“Seclmal-coded digit {comput sci] One of 10 ar-

Ditrarily selected patterns of | and 0 used to
Tebresert the decimal digits, Also known as

qunted decimal { des.mal !kod-od 'dij-at |decimal Processor |copur sci| A digital com-
ii
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decision table

written in the scale of 10 into the same number
written in the scale of 2. { ides-mal ta !bin-a-re
kan'var-zhan }

decision (comput sci) The computer operation
of determining if a certain relationship exists
between words in storage or registers, and taking
alternative courses of action; this is effected
by conditional jumps or equivalent techniques
{ di'sizh-an}

decision box |conpur scil A flow-chart sym-
bol indicating a decision. instruction: usually
diamond-shaped | di'sizh.an ,baks |

decision calculus jsvs ENG] A puirle to the pro-
cess of decision-making, often outlined in the
following steps: analysis of the decision area
to discover applicable elements: location or
creation of criteria for evaluation; appraisalof the
known Information pertinent to the applicable
elements and correction lor bias: isolation of
the unknownfactors: weighting of the pertinent
elements, known and unknown, as ta telative im-
portance, and projection of the relative Impacts
on the objective, and synthesis into a course of
action | dl'sizhan 'kal-kya-las

decision element [eiecte) A circuit that per-
forms a logical operation such as “and,” “or,”
“NAL” OF “except” on one or more binary digits
of input information representing "yes" or "no"
and that expresses the result in its output.
Also known as decision gate { di'sizhan jela-mant|

decision gate |rLecrs| See decision elament
[NAV] Inan instrument landing, that point along
the path at which the pilot must decide to
land ortoexecute a missed-approach procedure( di'sizh-an pat }

decision instruction Sv conditional jump,
| di'sizhvan in'strak-shan J

[COMPUT sti] In character
recognition, that componentpart of a character
reader which accepts the linalized! version of the
input character and makes an assessment as to
its most probable identity { di'sizh-an mek-ainlzam|

decision rule [sys eNa| In decision theory, the
mathematical representation of a physical sys-
tem which operates upen the observed data to
produce a decision, | di'sizh-an rid |

[COMPUT SCI| The process of
filtering, optimizing, ancl organizing mined infor-
mation to Support decision making | di'sizh-onsaport |

decision support system [compur sei]
computer-based system that—enables
Management to interrogate the computer
system on an adhoe basis for various kinds of
information on the organization and to preclet
the effect of potential decisions beforehand
Abbreviated DSS. { di'sizh-an sa'port ,sis-tom|

|cCompur sei| 1. A table of contin-
sencies to be considered in, the definition bf a
problem, together with the actions to be taken,
sometimes used In place of a flow chart for
program documentation. 2. See DETAB { cli!
sigh-an La-bol |
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 decision theory

decision theory [sys ENG|A broad spectrum
of concepts and techniques which have been
developed ta both describe andrationalize the
process of decision making, that is, making
a choice among several possible alternatives
{di'sizh-an ,the,aré }

deck |ENG| A Mmagnetic-tape transport mecha-
nism, {dek}

deck switch See gang switch. {'dek ,swich }
declaratlon See declarative statement. { ,dek-

la'ra-shan }
declarative language [(compPuT sci] A nonproce-

dural programming language that allows the
programmerto state the task to be accomplished
without specifying the procedures needed to
carryitout { di,klar-ad-iv 'lap-gwij }

decilaratlve macrolnstructlon {comput sci| An
instruction in an assembly language which di-
rects the compiler to take some action or take
note of some condition and which does not
generate any instruction in the object program
( dilklar-ad-iv {mak-rd-injstrak-shan }

declarative markup language |CcOMPUT sci] A
system of codesfor identifying the subdivisions
of a text-processing document, without carrying
out the actual formatting. { di,klar-ad-iv 'mar-
kap lap-ewij }

declarative statement |CcOMPUTSCI] Any program
statement describing the data whichwill be used
or identifying the memory locations which will
be required. Also known as declaration { di
iklar-ad-iv 'stat-mant}

decode [COMMUN] 1. To translate coded charac-
ters into a more understandable form 2. See
demodulate, { dé'kéd }

decoded stream [COMMUN|The decoded re-
construction of a compressed bit stream
( dé'k6d-ad 'strém }

decoder [ELECTR] 1. A matrix of logic elements
that selects one or more output channels,
depending on the combination of input signals
present. 2. See decoder circuit; matrix; tree
( dé'kdd-ar}

decodercircult [ELECTR] A circuit that responds
to a particular coded signal while rejecting
others Alsoknownasdecoder  { dé'kGd-ar ,sar-
kat ]

decoding gate [comput sci] The use of com-
binatorial logic in circuitry to select a device
identified by a binary address code. Also known
as recognition gate. (dé'kdd-in gat }

decollator §|computsci| Adevice which separates
the sheets of continuousstationery that form the
output of acomputerprinter into separate stacks
{ dé'k6,lad-ar}

decometer |ELEcTR] An adding-type phasemeter
which rotates continuously and adds up the
total numberof degrees of phase shift between
two signals, such as those received from two
transmitters in the Decca navigation system
{ do'kam-ad-ar}

decommutatlon [ELECTR] The process of recov-
ering a signal from the composite signal previ-
ously created by a commutation process. {dé
ikim-ya'ta-shon }

decommutator [ELECTR] The section ofateleme.
tering system that extracts analog data from
a time-serial train of samples fepresenting g
multiplicity of data sources transmitted yey
a single radio-frequency link | dé kAmeya,tag,
ar}

decoupling |ELEC| Preventing transfer or feeg.
back of energy from one circuit to another
{ dé'kap-lin }

decouplingfilter |ELecTR] One of a number of
low-pass filters placed between each of severa]
amplifier stages and a common power supply
( dé'kap-lin ,fll-tar }

decoupling network=ELEC] Any combination of
resistors, coils, and capacitors placed in power
supply leads or other leads that are common
to two or more circuits, to prevent unwanteq
interstage coupling. { dé'kap-lin »net,wark}

decoy transponder [ELECTR] A transponder thay
returns a strong signal when triggered directly by
a radar pulse, to produce large and misleading
target signals on enemy radarscreens=['d@,hij
tran,span-dar}

decrement [comput sci] 1. A specific part of an
instruction word in some binary computers, thus
a set of digits. 2. For a counter, to subtract|
or some other number from the current value
('dek-ra-mont }

decrement fleld [comput sci] That part of an
instruction word which is used to modify the
contents of a storage location or register,
{'dek-ra-mant ,féld }

decrypt [ELECTR] To convert a crypotogram or
series of electronic pulses into plain text by
electronic means. { dé'kript }

dedicated flle server (COMPUT ScI| A computer
that operates solely to provide services to other
computers in a particular local-area network and
to manage the network operating system. Also
knownas dedicated server { ,ded-o,kad-ad ‘fil
\Sar-var }

dedicated IIne [comput scij A permanent com-
munications link that is used solely to transmit
information between a computer and a data-
processing system. { 'ded-o,kad-ad ‘lin }

dedicated server See dedicated file server.
{ ed-9,kad-ad ,sar-var}

dedicated terminal [comput sci] Acomputerter-
minal that is permanently connected to a data-
processing system by a communicationslink that
is used only to transmit information between the
two. { 'ded-a,kad-ad 'tarm-an-al}

deemphasis {ENG Acous| A processfor reducing
the relative strength of higher audio frequencies
before reproduction, to complementand thereby
offset the preemphasis that was introduced
to help override noise or reduce distortion.
Also known as postemphasis; postequalization.
( dé'em-fa-sas }

deemphasis network [ENG Acous| An RC filter
inserted in a system to restore preemphasized
signals to their original form  { dé@'em-fa-sas
inet,wark}

deenergize (ELEC| Todisconnectfrom the source
of power { dé'en-ar,jiz }
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‘deflection defocusing

[ELECTROMAG] A dipole an-ntenna
geerhorn2°e ends are sweptback to reduce wind

Sharan when mounted onanalrplane, (‘diryess a Trend | Brass,
HOM afandard |COMMUT SCI}A set of criteria

hardware, or communications pro-
that is wilely accepted because of the

CoE ce of a particular technologyover others
domint nthe action of a recognized standards

; { dé fak-té 'stan-dord |
[COMPUT scl| A value atltomatically used

n action automaticallycarried out unless
: “tf ris specified. [ di'feste }

anol inter |comeur'scl] Theprinter that is auto-
foal used bya program unless another print-

ne ecifically designated. | di'falt ,print-ar |
ieee duction [SOLID STATE| Electric condue-

soleware.

default

ion ira semiconductor by holes in the valence
and { 'dé.fekt katdak-shan }

doce track |coMPuT sei] Anycircular path on
the surface of a magnetic disk which is detected
by the system as unable to accept one or more
fits of data. { di'felctiv 'trak J

deferred addressing [compur sci] A type of in-
direct addressing in which the address partof
an instruction specifies a location containing
an address, the latter in turn specifies another
(cation containing an address, and so forth, the
numberol iterations being controlled by a preset
counter [ di‘farda'dres:in |

deferred data item [comput sci) A quantity or
‘attribute that is assigned a value only at the time
itisactually processed, —( di'fard dad-a sid-am |

deferred entry [cour sei| The passing of con-
trolof the central processing unit toa subroutine
or to an entry point as the result of an asyn-
chronous event _{ di'fard ‘en-tré }

deferred mount |compuT scij Postponementof
the placementof a tape on a tape drive until it is
actually needed, rather than when the program
startstorun ( di'ferd 'maunt}

deferred processing (COMPUT Sci] The making
of computer runs which are postponed until
nonpeak periods, { di'fard 'prds,es-in }

definite network §=|comPuT sci] A sequential net-
work in which no feedback loops exist,
(idef-a-nat 'net,wark }

definition |coMMUN| The fidelity with which an
imaging system conveys and reproduces an
image. [ELECTR] The extent to which the fine-
line detalls of a printed circuit correspond ta the
masterdrawing. | \def-a'nish-an |

deflection [compur sei Encouraging a potential
attacker of a computer system to direct the
ittackelsewhere—[eLecte) Thedisplacement al
an electron beam from its straight-line path

(dick stones or electromagnetic field,eR-shan

deflection circuit ELECTR} Acircuit which con-
trols the detlection of an electron beam in a
sthode-ray tube—[di'flekshan sarkat |

Selection coil lELECTR[.One of the coils In a
deflection yoke [ di'flek-shon ,kail)

JELEcTR] Defocusing that
Mes greater as deflection is increased in

defruit

a cathode-ray tube, because the beam hits the
scfeen at a greater slant and the beam, spot
becomes more elliptical as it approaches the
edges of the screen { di'flek-shan de,fd-kas-
in }

deflection electrode |ELEcTR] An electrode
whose potential provides an electric field that
deflects an electron beam Also known as
deflection plate { di'flek-shan i,lek,trad }

deflectlon factor [(&LEcTR| The reciprocal of the
deflection sensitivity in a cathode-ray tube
(di'flek-shan ,fak-tor}

deflectlon-modulated Indicator
modulated indicator
ad 'in-da,kad-or]

deflection plate
( di'flek-shan ,plat]

deflection polarity |ELectR| Relationship bet-
ween the direction of a displacement of the
cathode beam and the polarity of the applied
signal wave. { di'flek-shan po'lar-od-é}

deflection sensltivity |ELEcTR| The displacement
of the electron beam at the target or screen of
a cathode-ray tube perunit of changein the de-
flection field; usually expressed in inches per volt
applied between deflection electrodes or inches
per ampere in a deflection coil. { di'flek-shon
sen-sa'tiv-od-é }

deflection voltage |ELEcTR] The voltage applied
betweena pair of deflection electrodes to pro-
duce an electric field. { di'flek-shan ,vdl-tij }

deflectlon yoke [ELEcTR| An assembly of one or
more electromagnets that is placed around the
neck of an electron-beam tube to produce a
magnetic field for deflection of one or more
electron beams. Also known as scanning yoke;
yoke. { di'flek-shan ,ySk }

defocus-dash mode |ELEcTR}A mode of
cathode-ray tube storage of binary digits in
which the writing beam is initially defocused so
as to excite a small circular area on the screen;
for one kind of binary digit it remains defocused,
and for the otherkindit is suddenly focused toa
concentric dot and drawn out intoadash. (dé
{f6-kas {dash ,méd }

defocus-focus mode [ELEcTR] A variation of the
defocus-dash modein which the focused dotis
drawnoutintoadash { d@!f-kos}fG-kos ,»méd )

defragmentation (comput sci| A procedure in
which portions of files on a computer disk
are moved until all parts of each file occupy
continuous sectors, resulting in a substan-
tial improvement in disk access times. { ,dé
ifrag-mon'ta-shan }

defragmenter (comput sci| A program that ana-
lyzes storage locationsoffiles on a computer disk

See amplitude-
{ di'flek-shon |maj-9,lad-

See deflection electrode.

and then carries out defragmentation { ,dé
ifrag'men-tor}

defruit [ELECTR] To remove random asyn-
chronous repilies from the video input of a
display unit in a secondary (beacon) radar
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degas

system by such means as comparing the video
signals on successive sweeps. { dé'friit }

degas [ELECTR] To drive out and exhaust the
gases occluded in the internal partsofan electron
tube or other gastight apparatus, generally by
heating during evacuation. { dé'gas }

degauss [ELECTR] To remove, erase, or clear
information from a magnetic tape, disk, drum,
orcore, |ELECTROMAG| To neutralize (demagne-
tize) a magneticfield of, for example, television
tube,

degaussing coll |ELECTROMAG] A plastic-encased
coil, about 1 foot (0.3 meter) in diameter, that can
be plugged into a 120-volt alternating-current
wall outlet and moved slowly toward and away
from a colortelevision picture tube to demagne-
tize adjacent parts. { dé'gats-in ,kdil }

degenerate amplifler§jeLecte| Parametric am-
pliller with a pump frequency exactly twice the
signal frequency, producing an idler frequency
equal to that of the signal input; it is consid-
ered as a single-frequency device. { di'jen-a-rat
‘am-pla,fi-or }

degeneratlon [ELECTR] The loss or gain in anam-
plifier through unintentional negative feedback.
{ dijen-o'rd-shan }

deglltcher |ELEcTR| A nonlinear filter or other
special circuit used to limit the duration
of switching transients in digital converters.
{ dé'glich-or}

degradation |computsci] Condition under which
a computer operates when some area of memory
or someunits of peripheral equipment are not
available to the user. { ,deg-ra'da-shan }

degradation fallure (ENG| Failure of a device
because of a shift in a parameterorcharacteristic
which exceeds somepreviously specified limit.
{ deg-ra'da-shan ,fal-yor }

degree of current rectification [ELECTR] Ratio
between the average unldirectional current out-
put and the root mean square value of the
alternating current input from which it was
derived. { di'gré ov 'kar-ant ,rek-ta-fa'ka-shan)

degree of voltage rectification |ELECTR| Ratio
between the average unidirectional voltage and
the root mean square value of the alternating
voltage from which it was derived. { di'gré av
'vOl-tif rek-to-fa'ka-shan }

delonclircult breaker [ELEC] Circuit breaker built
so that the arc that forms when the circuit is
broken is magnetically blown into a stack of
insulated copper plates, giving the effect of a
large number of short arcs in series; each arc
becomes almost instantly deionized when the
current dropsto zero in the alternating current
cycle, and the arc cannot reform. { dé'T,an
'sar-kat ,brak-ar}

detonization [ELECTR| The return of an ionized
gas to its neutral state after all sources of
ionization have been removed, involving diffu-
sion of ions to the container walls and volume
recombination of negative and positive ions.
{ dé,1-an-a'za-shan }

delonization potentlal [ELecTR] The potentialat
which ionization of the gas in a gas-filled
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tube ceases and conduction stops.
a'za-shon pe'ten-chal}

delonization time=|z.ecR| The time requirgg fj
a gas tube to regain its preconductlon chara
teristics alter interruption of anode curren, 2
that the grid regains control Also called reconty adtime. (dé,1-an-a'z-shan tim } Toh

de la Rue and Miller's law |bLecre) The lsat
that ina field between two parallel plates tha
sparking potential of a gas is 4 function of the
product of sas pressure and sparking dicta.)
only.  ( del-ajrii an 'mil-arz ,16 }

delay §[cOMMUN] 1. Time requiredfora signa)...
pass through a device or a conducting mediy,
2. Time which elapses between the instant
whichany designated point of a transinitted wa
passes any two designated points of a transi.
sion circuit; such delay is primarily deterrniqay
by the constants of the circuit. { di'ld} ;

delay circuit See time-delay circuit. { di'la capkat } ’
delay counter [COMPUT sci] A counter whley

inserts a time delay in a sequence of evans( di'la ,kaunt-ar} 1
delay distortion [ELECTR] Phase distortign |,

whichthe rate of change of phase shift with jr,
quencyofa circuit or system is not constant g
the frequency range required for transmissig
Also called envelope delay distortion, {ddi'stér,shon| 7

delayed automatic gain control |fiecin| Anal
tomatic gain control. system that does p
operate until the signal exceeds a predane
mined magnitude; weaker signals thus
maximum amplification. Also known as b
automatic gain control, delayed automatic yg
ume control; quiet automatic volume contr
{ di'lad ,od-a}mad-ik ‘gan kon,trdl } iy

delayed automatic volume control See tlels
automatic gain control, { di'ldd ,od-atmadil
'val-yam kan,trél }

delayed plan position Indicator [ELEcTR| A
position indicator in which initiation of 1M
time base is delayed a fixed time alter
transmitted pulse, to give expansionof theta
scale for distant targets so that they show
clearly on the screen _{ di'lad ‘plan patzlsl
sin-da,kad-ar}

delayed sweep |ELECTR| A sweep whose
ning is delayed fora definite timeafterth
that initiates thesweep —_{ di'lad 'swép |,

delay equallzer [ELECTR] A corrective ne
used fo make the phase delay or envelope de
of acircult or system substantially constant
a desired frequency range. {| di' la‘kwa(lis

delayflip-flop See D flip-flop. { di'la ‘flip
delay/frequencydistortion [commun] Thal

of distortion which occurs when the dela
circuit or system is not constant over
quency range required for transmissions
(la {fré-kwan-sé di'stor-shan| ‘

delay line |Elecra} 1. A transmission Mi
dissipationless as possible), eran ¢
work approximation of IL, which, if term
its characteristic impedance, will reprod

{ DBinp
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‘m that does not
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yr [ELECTR] A plan
1 initiation of the
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vansion ofthe range
yat they show more
lad 'plan pa'zish-an

weep whose begin-
time after the pulse
ji'lad 'swép }
corrective network
y or envelope delay
itially constant over
( di'la '@-kwa,ITz-or}

( di'ld ‘flip, flap }
COMMUN J That form
when the delay of a
istant over the fre:ansmissions. { di

nsmission line (a5
or an electric net

ich, if terminated in
will reproduceat its

 
{ ed

 
waveform applied to its Input terminals

distortion, but at a time delayed by
dependent uponthe electrical length

so known as artificial delay line

a
output!
with jictle
an amount .
of the line. Als 

‘I component, analoe or digital, ina
2 nD bywhich pulses may be delayed
ragalable amount: used typically for pulse
2 coe isonsas in-cancelercircuits {di'la, fin}
comtine memory Se’ circulating memory
rt jlin mem-ré |
delay-line storagev= ‘etre

a Miibratar |ELEcTR| A monostable mul-
aeattr {hat generates an output pulse a

eciatermined time alter it is triggered by an
input pulse. | di'la ,mal-ta vi,brad-ar |
in relay jhlec| A relay having predetermined

By between energization and closing of con-
tacts or between deenergization and dropout.
pdida'reMa} /

delay time [CONT si6| The amount af time by
which the arrival of a signal is retarded after
fransnlgsion through physical equipment or
systems. JELECTE| The time taken for collector
current to start flowing ina transistor thatis being

 

See circulating memery

tumed an from the cutoff condition. [ di'la
stim } . a

delay unit See transport delay unit, { di'la ,yii-
nat }

deleted representation |compur sci] In paper
tape codes, the superposition of a pattern of
holes upen anotherpattern of holes representing
acharacter,to effectively remove or obliterate the
latter { di'l@d-od ,rep-ra,zen'ta-shan J

deletion operator |compuT sci] The part of a
data structure which allows components to be
deleted { di'lé-shan ,ap-a,rad-or}

deletion record §{comPUT sci| A record which re-
moves and replaces an existing record whenit is
added toafile { di'lé-shan ,rek-ard }

delimlter |coMpuT sci] A characterthat separates
items of data. { do'lim-ad-ar}

Dellinger fadeout [COMMUN] Type of fadeout
that occurs during shortwave reception, believed
to be caused by rapid shifting of ionosphere
layers during solar eruptions. { 'del-an.jar 'fad
vat )

delta {cLecTR| The dilference between a partial-
select output of a magnetic cell in a one state
and a partial-select output of the same cell in a
zero state={ 'del-to }

delta connection [ELEC] A combination of three
components connected in series to form a
triangle like the Greek letter delta. Also known
asmesh connection,  ('del-ta kalnek-shan }

delta current [Lec] Electricity going through a
eltaconnectlan —['del-ta jkarant |

delta-gun tube [ELEcTR| A color television: pie-
ture tube In which three electron puns, arranged
Ia triangle, provide electron beams that fall on
phosphor dots on the screen. causing them to
emit light in three primary colors: a shadow mask
locatedjust behind the screen ensures that each
beamexcites only dots of one color | 'del-taiBan fli|

demand meter

delta matching transformer [rLec| Impedance
device used to match the impedance of an open-
wire transmission line to an antenna: the two
ends of the transmission line are fanned out
so that the impedance of the line gradually
increases; the ends of the transmission line
are attached to the antenna at points of equal
impedance, symmetrically located with respect
tothe center ofthe antenna—{ ‘delta ,mach-intranz,formoar|

delta modulation [ELECTR] A pulse-modulation
technique in which a continuoussignal is con-
verted into a binary pulse pattern, for trans-
misston through low-quality channels. { 'del-ta
imaj-a'la-shon }

delta network |ELEC] A set of three branches
connected in series to form a mesh, {| ‘del-ta
inet,wark}

delta pulse code modulation={ELEcTR] A modu-
lation system that converts audio signals into
corresponding trains of digital pulses to give
greater freedam from interference during trans-
mission over wire or radio channels _{ 'del-to
ipals ,kGd ,maj,a'la-shan }

delta-sigma converter See sigma-delta converter
{ idel-to jsig-ma kon'vard-ar}

delta-sigma modulator Sce sigma-delta modula-
tor. { {del-toisig-ma 'ma-jo,lad-ar}

delta transformer [ELEC] A three-phase electrical
transformer in which the ends of the three
windings are connected to form a triangle
{ 'del-to tranz'for-mar}

delta-Y transformation Sve Y-delta transforma-
ton. { ‘del-to ,wi ,tranz-far'maeshan|

deltic method [ececrk| A method of sampling
incoming tadar, sonar, selsmic. speech, or other
waveforms along with reference signals, com-
pressing the samples in time, and comparing
them by autocorrelation | 'del-tik ;meth-ad|

demagnetizer j£Lectr| Adeyice for removing un-
desired magnetism, as from the playback head
of a tape recorder or fram a recorded reel of
magnetictapethatistobeerased. {dé'mag-no
.C1-zor)

demand Seedemandfactor (da'mand }
demand assignment multiple access=|comMuN|

The allocation of bandwidth in acommunications
system among multiple users based on demand,
such as by multiplexing. Abbreviated DAMA.
| diimand a,sin-mant |mal-ta-pal 'ak,ses |

demand-driven execution [compur sci] A made
of carrying outa program ina data flow system in
which no calculation is carried out untilits results
are demanded as input to another calculation
Also known as lazy evaluation. { da'mand
idriv-on ,ek-sa'kyli-shan }

demand factor [ELEC] The ratio of the maximum
demand of a building for electric power to the
total connected toad. Also known as demand.
( do'mand ,fak-tor}

demand IIlmiter See current limiter
lim-ad-ar }

demand meter [ENG] Any of several types of
instruments used to determine a customer's
maximum demand for electric power over an

{ da'mand
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demand paging

appreciable time Interval; generally used for
billing industrial users. | da'mand jmed-ar }

demand paging |comrvir sci) The characteristic
of a virtual memory system which retrieves only
that part of a user's program which Is required
during execution { do'mand ,pa:jin }

demand processing=|Ccompur Sci] The process-
ing ol data by a computer system as soonasIt is
recelvecl, sothat it is not necessary lo store large
amountsof raw data. Also known as immediate
processing ( do'mahd,prds,es-in }

demand rate [Lec] The maximum amount of
electric power that must be kept available to a
custorner | da‘imand rat }

demandreading§|comeursci] Amethodof carry-
ing out input operations in which blocks of data
are transmitted to the central processing unitas
needed for processing  { da'mand ,réd-iny |

demand staging§|ComeuT sc!| Moving blocks of
data [rom one storage device to another when
programs request them—{ da'mand sté-jiy }

demand writing=Jcompur scl] A method of car-
ring out output eperations in whichblocks of
data are transmittwd from the central processing
unit as they are needed by the user. { do'mand
dein}

Dember effect [ELEcTR| Creation of a voltage in
a conductor or semiconductorby illumination of
one surface Also known as photodiffusion effect
| dam-ba i'fekt }

demodifier |compur sci] Adata element used to
restore part af an instruction which has been
modiliedto its originalvalue. | d@'mad-a,fr-ar |

demodulate [commun| To recover the modulat-
ing wave from a modulated carrier Also known
as decode; detect ( dé'majra,!at }

demodulatlon |COMMUN| The recovery, from a
modulated carrier, of a signal having substan-
tially the same characteristics as the original
signal. { d@,maj-o'ld-shon|

demodulator Sve detector { dé@'maj-a,lad-ar}
demount [comput sci| To take out a magnetic

storage medium froma devicethat readsor writes
omit {démaunt }

demountable pack=[comput sci| A disk pack that
can be taken out and replaced by another
( d@'matint-o-bal 'pak}

demountable tube [ELECTR| High-power radio
tube having a metal envelope with porcelain
insulation; can be taken apart for inspection
and for renewal ofelectrades.  { dé'matint-a-bal
'tib }

DEMSSve Digital Electronic Message Service
demultiplexer |eLecTR] A device used to sepa:

rate two or more signals that were previously
combined by a compatible multiplexer and
transmitted over a single channel! { dé,mal-to
yplek-sar |

demultiplexing {commun| The separation al two
er more channels previously multiplexed
| dé'mal-ta,pleks-in |

demultiplexing circuit [eLecre| A circuit used to
separate the signals that were combined for
transmission by multiplex [dé'mol-taplek-sig
ssor-kat }

 

dense binary code=|compuT sci] A codein which
all possible states of the binary pattern are used
(‘dens |bi-na-ré ‘kad|

denselist [comput sci} Alist inwhich all the cells
contain records of the file. (dens jlist }

density modulation |ELecTR] Modulation of an
electron beam by making the density of the elec.
trons in the beam vary with time _{ 'den-sad.a
imaj-a'la-shan}

density packing §|comeuTsci] In computers, the
number ofbinary digit magnetic pulses stored on
tape or drumper linear inch on asingle trackby
asingle head—| ‘den-sad-é ,pak-in |

density step tablet |commun| Facsimile test
chart consisting of a series of areas; density
of the areas increases from a low value to a
maximum value in steps Also known as step
tablet {'den-sad-é'step ,tab-lot }

dependency |commut scij The necessity for a
computer ta complete work on some job be-
fore execution ol another can begin.  { di'pen.
dan-sé |

dependent segment [COMPUTscl] In a database
management system, a block of data that de-
pends on data at a higher level for its full
meaning. {di'pen-dont 'seg-mont }

deperm Serdegauss.  { dé'porm }
depletion jELecTR| Reduction ol the cliarge.

carrier density in a semiconductor below {he
normal value fora given temperature and doping
level. [ da'plé-shan)

depletion layer [FLecTe} An electric double layer
formed at the surface of contact between a
metal and a semiconductorhaving different work
functions, because the mobile carrier charge den-
sity is insufficient to neutralize the fixed charge
density of donors dnd acceptors, Also knownas
barrier layer (deprecated), blocking layer (depre-
cated), space-chargelayer | da'plé-shan la-ar|

depletion-layer capacitance Se barrier capact-
tance | di'plé-shan. ,la-ar ka'pas-ad-ans|

depletion-layer rectification |i-Lectr| Rectifica-
tion at the junction between dissimilar materials,
such as a pi junction ora junetion between
a metal and a semiconductor Also known as
barrier-layer rectification. ( de'pléshon ,la-or
itek-ta-fa'ka-shan }

depletion-layer transistor [ELECTR] A transistor
that relies directly on matian of carriers
through depletion layers, such as spacistor
( da'pléshani ,!a-or tran'zis-tor }

depletion mode=|eLecrR] Operation of a field-
effect transistor In which current flows when the
gate-saurce voltage is zero, and is increased or
decreased by altering the gate-source voltage.
| da'plé-shan »mad)

depletion-mode HEMT=[eLectr| A high-electron
mobility transistor (HEMT) in which application
of negative bias to the gate electrode cuts off the
current between source and drain. Abbreviated
D-HEMT.  (da'pl@-shan mad ,ach.@.em'té|

depletion region |rectR| The portion of the
channel in a metal oxide field-effect transis-
tor in which there are no charge carriers
{ da'plé-shan ,ré-jan }
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nm [FEC] The removal or preventionaIn # substance (for example,
of P 4h the use af a depolarizer In-an electric
ensue of polarization arising from the field
ell)? the charges induced on the surface of a
diieetric when an external field is applied (déa. (anvneshan
Pecactor [ELEC] The ratio of the in-

eral elvctri¢ field Induced by the charges on
he surface of a dielectric when anexternal fieldft applied to the polarization ef the dielectric
dé po-lara'za-shan jfak-tar|

deposit {compusei] Te preserve the contents of
portion of a computer Memory by copying it in

abacking storage. | da'pdz-at|
deposited carbon resistor |eLecre| A resistor in

which the resistive element is a carban film
pyrolytically deposited on a ceramic substrate
| dalpdead-ad 'hir-bon ri'zis-tar }

derating eLecre| The reduction of the rating of
a device to improve reliability or to permit
operation at high ambient temperatures. | de
‘racing | , /derivative action [CONT SyS| Control action in
which the speed at which a correction is made
depends on howlast the system erroris increas-
ing. Also known as derivative compensation, tate
action | da'rivad-lv jak-shan |

derivative compensation «Sev derivative action
(da'rivadsiv .kim-pan'sa-shan|

derivative network |coNT sys} A compensating
network whose output is proportional tothe sym
ofthe input signal ancits derivative Also known
aslead network, { da'riv-ad-v'netywark |

derived sound system [ENG scous| A four
channel sound. system that is artificially syn-
thesized from conventional two-channel stereo
sound by an adapter, to provide leeds to four
loudspeakers for approximating quadraphanic
sound,  ( da'rivd ‘satind jsisdtam }

DES Swdataeticryption standard
DeSauty's bridge [rtec| A four-arm bridge used

to Compare two capacitances; two adjacent arms
contain Capacitors in series with resistors, while
the other twa arms contain resistors anly Also
known as Wien-DeSauty bridge. [( da'sGd-ézbri] |

descending sort |compuy sci| The arranging of
data recerds from high to low Sequence (9 to 0,
andZtoA)  [di'send-in ‘sért |

describing function [coy sys} A function used
forepresenta nonlinear transfer function by an
approximately equivalent. linear transfer func-
thon, it is the ratio of the phaser fepresenting
the fundamental component of the output of
the nonlinearity, determined by Fourier analysis,
to the phasor representing a sinusoidal input
signal, | di'skrib-in fonk-shan f

descriptor [compuT sel] A word ar phrase used
to Identify a document ina computer-
based information storage and retrieval system
( di'skrip-tar|

desensitization [COMMUN | Reductlor jn receiver
Sensitivity due tothe presence af a high-level off-
channel signal overloading the fadlo-frequency
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destructive read

amplifier of mixer stages, or causing automatic
eaincontrol action, | dé,sen-sa-ta'za-shan |

deserialize |commun| To convert a cata stream
from a serial streamof bits te parallel streams of
‘bits. [ dé'sir-é-a,ITz }

designation [COMPUTSe!| Anitem efdata forming
part of a. computer record that indicates the type
of record and thus determines how it js to be
processed. | ,dlez-ap'nd-shan |

design-oriented system |compur scijA com
puter system developed primarily to maximize
performance of hardware and soltware, tather
than easeofuse.  [ di'zin |r-8,ent-adl ials-tam |

desk calculator [coppur sci| A device that is
used to perform arithmetic operations ard is
small enough to be conveniently placed on a
desk. (idlesk 'kal-kya,lad-ar |

desk check Sve dry run ("desk chek }
desktop=|comPuTse)| In agraphical user interface,

a4 screen on which frequently used software re-
solitces are represented by icons. | ‘desk tap |

desktop accessory software [COMPUT Sel] A set
of computer Programs providing functions that
simulate the office accessories normally founel
ona desktop, such as-a notepad, appalntment
calendar, and calculator. Also known as desktop
application; desktop organizer ( Idesk,tap tk
ises-a-ré 'sOfwer|

desktop application Set desktop accessory
software, | jdesk,tép jap-la'ka-shan |

desktop organizer Se desktop accessary salt-
ware. { \desk,tap 'Orga,niz-ar }

desktop publishing |compur scl] The use of a
personal computer to produce printed output of
high quality that js camera-ready for a printing
facility. | {desktp ‘pab-lish-in |

despooler |compur sci| Software that feads
computer outpul information from a buffer and
routes It toa printer | dé'spiil-ar]

despun antenna [ELECTROMAG| Satellite direc-
ional antenna pointed continuously at earth
by electrically or mechanically despinning the
antenna at the same rate that the satellite [s
spinning forstabilization, | dé'span an'ten-a |

destination Jcomeur sei| The location (recard,
file, document, program, device, or disk} to
which information is moved or copied. | ides.to'nd-stian |

destination address |compursci| The location to
whith a jump instruction Passes control in a
program, | ,des-ta'nii-shan a'dres |}

destination time—jconmpuy scl] The time involved
ina memory access plus the time required for
indirect addressing { des-ta'na-shan tim |

destination warning mark Se tapemark. [ides
ta'na-shian worndin mark |

destructive breakdown {ELECTR| Breakdown of
the barrier between the gate and channel of
a field-effect transistor, Causing failure of the
transistor. | di'strak-tly ‘brak,datin J

destructive memory—See destructive readout
memory ( difstrak-tly ‘mem-ra |

destructive read [comput sei) Reading that par-
lially or completelyerases the stared Information
asitisbeingread. | di'strakethy 'réd-}
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destructive readout memory

destructive readout memory [COMPUT scl| A
memory type in which reading the contents of
a storage location destroys the contents of that
tocation Also known as destructive memory
{ di'strok-tiv 'réd,aut »mem-ré }

destructive testing ENG] 1. Intentional opera-
tion of equipment until it fails, to reveal design
weaknesses, 2. A methodof testing a material
that degrades the sample under investigation
{ di'strok-tiv 'test-in }

DETAB {comput sci| A programming language
based on COBOL in which problems can be
specified in the form of decision tables. Acronym
fordecision table { 'dé,tab ]

detachable plugboard§|compuT sci] A control
panel that can be removed from the computeror
other system and exchangedfor another without
altering the positions of the plugs and cords. Also
known as removable plugboard. _{ di'tach-a-bal
‘plog, bord }

detall chart {comput sci] A flow chart represent-
ing every single step of a program { 'dé,tal
ichart}

detail file=[comput sci A file containing current
or transient data used to update a master file or
processed with the master file to obtain a specific
result. Also knownas transaction file { 'dé,tal
Tl

detailing See screening, {'dé,tal-in }
detect Seedemodulate { di'tekt )
detection [COMMUN] The recovery of information

from an electrical or electromagnetic signal
{ di'tek-shon }

detectIvity §|ELECcTR| The normalized radiation
power required to give a signal from a pho-
toconductor that is equal to the noise [| dé
stek'tiveadsé }

detector |ELEcTR] The stage ina receiver at which
demodulation takes place; in a superheterodyne
receiver this is called the second detector
Also known as demodulator; envelope detector
{ di'tek-tor }

detector balanced blas=[ELECTR] Controlling cir-
cuit used in radar systems for anticlutter pur-
poses, { di'tek-tar jbal-onst 'bi-os }

determinant [CONT sys| The product of the par-
tial return differences associated with the nodes
ofa signal-flow graph. { da‘tar-mo-nont}

deterministic algorithm Scr static algorithm
( do,tor-ma'nis-tik 'al-go,rith-om }

deterrence (comput sci| Making an attack on
a computer sufficiently difficult to discourage
potential attackers { di'tar-ans }

detune [ELECTR] To change the inductance or
capacitance of a tuned circuit so its resonant
frequency is different from the incoming signal
frequency, {dé'tiin}

detuning stub=[ELECTROMAG| Quarter-wave stub
used to match a coaxial line to a sleeve-stub
antenna, the stub detunes the outside of the
coaxial feed line while tuning the antenna itself
( d@'tlin-in 'stab }

deuterium discharge tube=|ELECTR| A tube sim-
ilar to a hydrogen discharge lamp, but with deu-
terium replacing the hydrogen, source of high- 

 
 
 
 intensity ultraviolet radiation for spectroscopic

microanalysis.  { dii’tire@-om 'dis,charj ,ttib }
developer's toolkit {comput sci| A collection of

program subroutinesthat are used to help write
an application program in a particular program-
ming language or with a particular operating
system —_[ dijvel-op-arz ‘ttl, kit }

development system |compur sci] The com-
puter and software that are used to create a
computer program —_{ di'vel-ap-mant ,sis:-tom }

development tool [comput sci| A piece of hard-
ware or software that is used to help de-
sign a computer or write a computer program
{ di'vel-op-mont til }

deviation [ENG] The difference between the ac-
ual value of a controlled variable and the

desired value corresponding to the set point
dév-@'a-shan }

deviation absorption=|COMMUN| Distortion in a
requency-modulated receiver due to inadequate

bandwidth, inadequate amplitude-modulation
rejection, or inadequate discriminator linearity

\dév-é'a-shon ob,sorp-shon}
deviation ratlo [COMMUN|Ratio of the maximum

requency deviation to the maximum modulat-
ing frequency of a frequency-modulated sys-
em under specified conditions, { ,d@v-é'a-shon

iTa-sho }
device {comput scijA general-purpose term

used, often indiscriminately, to refer to a
computer component or the computer itself

ELECTR| An electronic element that cannot be
divided without destroying its stated function,
commonly applied to active elements such as
ransistors and transducers —_{ di'vis }

device address=[COMPUT sci] The binary code which
correspondsto a unique device, referred to when
selecting this specific device { di'vis o'dres}

device assignment |compuT sci| The use of a
logical device number used in conjunction with
an input/output instruction, and made torefer to
aspecific device. { di'vts o'sIn-mant }

device cluster [comput sci] A collection of pe-
ripheral devices (usually terminals) that have a
common control unit { di'vis ,klos-tor }

device control character [(compuT Sci] A special
character used to direct a peripheral or commu-
nications device to perform a specific function
{ di'vis kon'trl ,kar-ik-tor }

device dependence |compuT sci| Property of a
computer program that will operate only with
specified hardware —_{ di 'vis de,pen-dans}

device driver |compuT sci] A subroutine which
handles a complete input/output operation
( di'vis ,drivear}

device-end conditlon [comput sci] The comple-
tion of an input/output operation, such as the
transfer of a complete data block, recognized by
the hardware in the absence of a byte count
( di'vis end kan'dish-on}

device end pending {comput sci] A hardware
error in which a peripheral device does not re-
spond when addressed by the central processing
unit, usually because the device has become
inoperative ( di'vis ‘end ,pend.in }
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device flag JcompuT sel] Aflip-flop output which
indicates the teady status of an input/output
device | di'vis flag |

ice independence=|comptr sci| Property of a
computer program whose successful execution
(without recompilation) does not depend onthe
type of physical unit associated with a given
jogical. unit employed by the program. | di'vis
jnda'pen-dans|

device-independent colors |compur sci] Colors
produced by printers, monitors, andother output
devices that have been modified to conform with
standard method of colordescription. | dilvis
nda,pendant ‘kabarz |

device-name assignment jcompeur sciThe
designationof a peripheral device by a symbolic
name rather than an address. | di'vis jnam a
\sinemant |

device number=|compurTsct) The physical orlogi-
calnumberwhich refers to.a specific input/output
device. (di'vis nam-bar|

device selector |cOMPUT sci] A cireult’ which
gales data-transfer or command pulses to a
specific input/output device { di'vis si'lek-tar }

Dilip-flop [ecectr| A flip-flop whose output Is a
function of the input which appeared one pulse
earlier Also known as delayflip-flop. { |dé ‘flip
flipe)

D-frame [COMMUN] A frame coded according to
an MPEG-! modethat uses dc (direct-current or
zero-frequency) coefficients only. { 'dé ,fram }

DG synchro amplifler [ELECTR| Synchro differen-
tial generator driven by servosystem. { |da@jé
'sin-kro 'am-plo,fT-ar }

D-HEMT  Sce depletion-mode HEMT
diac Sce trigger diode. { 'di,ak}
diactor [ELEC] Direct-acting automatic regulator

for control of shunt generator voltage output.
{ di'ak-tor}

diagnosis [comput sci] The process of locat-
ing and explaining detectable errors in a
computer routine or hardware component
( ,d?-og'n-sas}

diagnostic check See diagnostic routine.
ag'nds-tik 'chek }

diagnostic message |CcOMPUT Sci| A statement
produced automatically during some computer
processing activity, such as program compila-
tion, that provides information on the status of
the computeror its software, particularly errors
or potential problems. { idi-agin&s-tik 'mes:ij }

diagnostic routine [comput sci| A routine de-
signed to locate a computer malfunction or a
mistake in coding. Also known as diagnostic
check; diagnostic subroutine; diagnostic test;
error detection routine—[ ,dhag'nis-tik rl'tén |

diagnostics enc} Information on what tests a
device hasfailed and how they werefailed, used
toaid in troubleshooting. | ,di-ag'nds-tiks |

diagnostic subroutine Sve diagnostic routine.
| Giap'nastik‘sab-rtiron |

diagnostic test Sav diagnostic routine
agindstik ‘test |

diagnotor |cowpur sci| A combination diagnos-
tlc and edit routine which questions: un-

{ di.

[ di
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dialog box

usual situations and notes the implied results
{ ,di-ag'ndd-ar}

dlagonal horn antenna=|ELEcTROMAG| Horn an-
tenna in whichall cross sections are square and
the electric vector is parallel to one of the diag-
onals; the radiation pattern in the far field has
almost perfect circular symmetry. { di'ag-an-al
‘horn an'ten-a }

diagram [comput sci] A schematic representa-
tion of a sequence of subroutines designed to
solve a problem: it is a coarser and less symbolic
representation than a flow chart, frequently
including descriptions in English words. {'di-a
gram J

dial (COMMUN | In automatic telephoneswitching,
either a type ofcalling device that, when wound
up and released, generates pulses required for
establishing connections or a pushbutton array
that, with associated electronics, generates dual-
tone multifrequency (DTMF) signals. [ENG] A
separate scale or other device for indicating the
value to which a control is set. { dil}

dial backup=|[comMMuUN| A dial telephone line that
can be used in case a point-to-pointline fails, so
that data transmission can continue.{‘dtl 'bak
9p }

dial central offlce |COMMUN| Telephoneortele-
typewriter office where necessary automatic
equipment is located for connecting two or
more users together by wires for communications
purposes. { ;dil tsen-tral 'df-as }

dialect |compPuTsci] A version of a programming
language that differs from other versions in some
respects but generally resembles them, [ 'di-a
slekt }

dial exchange |cOMMUN| A telephone exchange
area in which all subscribers originate their calls
by dialing—{ ‘dil iks,chnj }

dialing key (COMMUN | Method ofdialing in which a
set of numerical keys is used to originate dial pulses
instead of a dial; generally used in connection with
voice-frequency dialing. {'di-lin |ké }

dlal Jacks [ELEC] Strip of jacks associated with
and bridged to a regular out-going trunk jack
circuit to provide a connection between the dial
cords and the outgoing trunks, { ‘dil ,jaks }

dlal key=[ELEC| Key unit of the subscriber's cord
circuit used to connect the dial into the line
{ ‘dil ke}

dial lamp
a dial

[ELEC] A small lamp used to illuminate
{'dil ,lamp }

dialleg [ELEC] Conductor inacircuit brought out
for direct-current dial signaling. { ‘dil ,leg }

dial offlce=|comMuN| Central office operating on
dial signals, (‘dil ,of-as }

dlatog {comput sci] A form of data processing
involving an interaction between a computer
system and a terminal operator who uses a
keyboard and electronic display to enter data
which the computer edits and may respond to
{ 'di-a,lag }

dlalog box [comput sci] On a computer screen,
a small window that is used to emphasize the
importance of some action or to request an

{ 'di-a,lag ,baks }answerto a question
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dial pulse interpreter

dial pulse interpreter [ELECTR] A device that
converts the signaling pulses of a dial telephone
to a form suitable for data entry to a computer
{ ‘dil ,pals in'tor-prad-or}

dial pulsing See loop pulsing. (‘dil ,pals-in }
dial telephone system=|commuN] A telephone

system in which telephone connections be-
tween customers are ordinarily established by
electronic and mechanical apparatus, controlled
by manipulations of dials operated by calling
parties, { ‘dil 'tel-o,fan ,sist-om }

dial tone §=|commuN] A tone employed in a dial
telephonesystemto indicate that the equipment
is ready for dialing operation —_{ ‘dil ton}

dial-up =|COMMUN] 1. The service whereby a dial
telephone can be used to initiate and effect
station-to-station telephone calls. 2. In com-
puter networks, pertaining to terminals which
must dial up to receive service, as contrasted with
those hand-wired or permanently connected into
the network, { ‘dil ,ap)

dial-up telephone system [COMMUN | The switched
telephone networkthat is regulated by national
governments; operated in the United States by
various carriers.{jdil ,ap 'tel-a,fon ,sis:tam }

diamagnetle=|ELECTROMAG| Having a magnetic
permeability less than 1, materials with this
property are repelled by a magnet and tend to
position themselvesat right angles to magnetic
lines of force. ( |diamag'ned-ik]

dlamond antenna See rhombic antenna. { 'di
ymand an'ten-a }

diamond circuit |ELeEcTR} A gate circuit that
provides isolation between input and autput
terminals in its off state, by operating transistors
in their cutoff region; in the on state the output
voltage follows the input voltage as required for
gating both analog and digital signals, while the
transistors provide current gain to supply output
currenton demand,  ['dismand ,sar-kat }

diaphragm=|eLecTRomMAG| Seviris. [enc acous|
Athin, Hexible sheet that.can be moved by sound
waves, as in a microphone, or can produce sound
waves when moved, as ina loudspeaker {'d1-o
ifram )

diaphragm horn [ENG acows| A horn that pro-
duces sound by means of a diaphragm vibrated
by compressed air. steam, orelectricity,  { ‘di-a
dram hear |

diathermyInterference [comMMUN| Television in-
lerference caused by diathermy equipment, pro-
duces a herringbone pattern in a dark hori-
zontal band across the picture —_{ 'di-a,thar-mé
wn-tor'fir-ans }

diathermy machine=[eLects| A radio-frequency
oscillator, sometimes followed by rf amplifier
stages, used to generate high-frequency currents
that produce heat within same part of the body
for therapeutic purpeses. | 'di-a,thar-me@ ma
ishén }

diblt=|comput sci} A pair of binary digits, used to
specify one of four values. —{ 'di,bit )

di-cap storage —|ELECTR| Device capable of hold-
ing data in the form of an array of charged capaci-

 
tors and using diodesfor controlling information
flow. { ‘di,kap 'stor-ij }

DICE Seedigital intercontinental conversion equip-ment

dichotomizing search=[comput sci| A procedure
for searching an item in a set, in which, at
each step,the setis divided into two parts, one
part being then discarded if it can be logically
shown that the item could not be in that part,
( dikid-o,mizdg sarch |

dichotomy [comput sct| A division into two sub-
ordinate classes; for example, all white and
all nonwhite, or all zero and all nonzero
{ di'kad-a-mé }

dicing |eLectrR| Sawing or otherwise machining
a semiconductor wafer into small squares, or
dice, from which transistors and diodes can be
fabricated.{'dis-in |

Dicke radiometer=[ELECcTR| Aradiometer-type re-
ceiver that detects weak signals in noise by
modulating or switching the incoming signal
before it is processed by conventional receiver
circuits, { ‘dik-a ,rad-@'&m-od-or}

dictionary (computscil A table establishing the
correspondence between specific words and their
code representations —_{ 'dik-sha,ner-é }

dictlonary code [comput sci} An alphabetical
arrangement of English words and terms, associ-
ated with their code representations. { 'dik-sho
iner-é@ ,kGd }

dictionary encoding [comput sci] A method of
data compression in which each word is replaced
by a numberwhichis the position of that word in
adictionary { 'dik-sha,ner-é in'kGd-in }

dictlonary sort |compurT sci] A sort algorithm
that ignores capitalization, punctuation, and
spaces, and treats numbersasif they were spelled
out alphabetically—{ 'dik-sho,ner-é ,sort }

dle |electr| The tiny, sawed or otherwise
machined piece of semiconductor material
used in the construction of a transistor, diode,
or other semiconductor device: plural is dice
{dI}

dielectric Sev dieletric material ,di-a'lék-trik )
dielectric absorption=[EL&c| The persistence of

electric polarization in certain dielectrics after
removal of the electric field ( ,di-o'lek-trik
ab'sorp-shan}

dielectric amplifier |ELectr] Anamplifier usinga
ferroelectric capacitor whose capacitance varies
with applied voltage so as to give signal amplifi-
cation { ,di-a'lek-trik 'am-pla,ff-or}

dielectric antenna=(ELECTROMAG| An antennain
which a didlectrie is the major component
used to produce a desired radiation pattern
{ di-o'lek-trik an‘ter-o }

dielectric breakdown=|ELEcTR| Breakdown which
occursin an alkali halide crystal at field strengths
on the order of 10° volts per centimeter
{ .di-o'lek-trik 'brak,daun }

dlelectric circuit [ELEC] Any electriccircuit which
has capacitors { ,dt-a'lek-trik 'sarckat }

dielectric constant [ELEC] 1. For an isotropic
medium, the ratio of the capacitance of a
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dielectric c
electrically

aicectrle current [£Lec| The current flowing at
any instant through a surface of a dielectric
that is located Ina changing electric field
| dbalek-trlk ‘karan| ™ s

dielectric displacement See electric displace-
‘enti _| dia'lek-trik di'splas‘mant|

dielectric ellipsold JeLEe| For an anisotrapic
medium in which the dielectric constant is a
rensor quantity K, the locus of points r satisfying
eke =! [dba'lektrik o'lip,sdid |

djelectric fatigue [eLecTRE The property of some
dielectrics in which resistance to breakdown
(lecreases alter a voltage has been applied for
aconsiderabletime. | ci-a'lek-trik fa'teg |

dielectric field [ELEC] ‘The average total electric
field acting upon a molecule or group of
molecules Inside a dielectric. Also known as
internal dielectric field. (\di-a'lek-trik 'f@ld |

dielectric film) jeLec| A film possessing dielectric
properties, used as the central layer of a capaci-
tor | di-allek-trik ‘film J

dielectric flux density See electric displace-
ment { ,di-o'lek-trik 'flaks ,den-sad-é }

dielectric gas |ELECc| A gas having a high di-
electric constant, such as sulfur hexafluoride
{ di-a'lek-trik ‘gas }

dielectric heating |ELEC| Heating of a nominally
electrical insulating material due to its own
electrical (dielectric) losses, when the material
is placed in a varying electrostatic field { ,di-
a'lek-trik 'hed-in }

dielectric hysteresls=See ferroelectric hystere-
sis { ,di-a'lek-trik hi-sta'ré-sas}

dielectric leakage [ELEC] A very small steady
current that flows through a dielectric subject to
a steady electric field. ( ,dT-a'lek-trik 'l@k-ij }

dlelectric lens=[ELECTROMAG| A lens madeofdi-
electric material so that it refracts radio waves
in the same mannerthat an optical lens refracts
light waves, used with microwave antennas.
{ di-o'lek-trik 'lenz }

dlelectric-lens antenna |ELECTROMAG| An aper-
ture antenna in which the beam width is de-
termined by the dimensionsofa dielectric lens
through which the beam passes, { ,di-ajlek-trik
tlenz an'ten-a}

dielectric loss (ELECTROMAG| The electric energy
that is converted into heat in a dielectric sub-
jected to a varying electric field. Also known as
dielectric absorption. { ,di-o'lek-trik lds }

or li

rystal jeLec| A crystal which Is
nonconducting [idi-a'lek-trik 'krist-

difference channel

dielectric toss angle [ELEc| difference between
90° and the dielectric phase angle. { ,di-a'lek-
trik 'los ,an-gal }

dielectric loss factor (ELEC| Product of the dielec-
tric constant of a material and the tangentofits
dielectriclossangle _{ ,dT-ajlek-trikjlos ,fak-tar}

dlelectric matching plate §[ELECTROMAG| In wave-
guide technique, a dielectric plate used as an
impedance transformer for matching purposes
{ di-a'lek-trik 'mach-in ,plat

dielectric materlal [MATER| Also known as di-
electric. 1. A material which is an electrical
insulator or in which an electric field can be
sustained with a minimum dissipation of power
2. In a more general sense, any material other
than a condensed state of a metal. { ,di-a'lek
trik ma,tir-é-al }

dielectric phase angle=|ELEc| Angular difference
in phase between the sinusoidal alternating
potential difference applied to a dielectric and
the component of the resulting alternating cur-
rent having the same period as the potential
difference. { ,di-o'lek-trik ‘faz ,an-gl }

dielectric polarizatlon See polarization. { ,dT-
a'lek-trik ,pd-la-ra'za-shan ]

dielectric power factor {ELEC| Cosine of the di-
electric phase angle (orsine of the dielectric loss
angle}, ( ,di-a'lek-trik '‘paur ,fak-tar}

dielectric-rod antenna [ELECTROMAG| A surface-
wave antenna in which an end-fire radiation
pattern is produced by propagation of a surface
wave on a tapered dielectricrod, { ,di-ajlek-trik
irad an'ten-o }

dielectric shielding (ELEc] The reduction of an
electric field in some region by interposing a
dielectric substance, such as polystyrene, glass,
ormica. { ,dia'iek-trik 'shéld-in }

dielectric strength |(ELEC] The maximum elec-
trical potential gradient that a material can
withstand without rupture; usually specified in
volts per millimeter of thickness. Also known as
electric strength  { ,dr-a'lek-trik 'strenkth }

dielectric susceptibility See electric susceptibility
{ .dT-a'lek-trik sa,sep-ta'bil-ad-é }

dielectric test {ELEc| A test involving application
of a voltage higher than the rated value for
a specified time, to determine the margin of
safety againstlaterfailure of insulating materials,
{ ,d7-a'lek-trik 'test }

dielectric waveguide |ELEc| A waveguide con-
sisting of a dielectric cylinder surroundedbyair
{ .di-a'lek-trik 'wav,eid }

dielectric wedge=|[ELECTROMAG| A wedge-shaped
piece of dielectric used in a waveguide to match
its impedance to that of another waveguide
{ di-a'lek-trik 'wej }

dielectric wire [{ELECTROMAG] A dielectric wave-
guide used to transmit ultra-high-frequency raio
waves short distances between parts ofa circuit
{ dt-a'lek-trik ‘wir }

difference ampllfier See differential amplifier
{ 'dif-rans ,am-plo,fi-ar }

difference channel |ENG acous] An audio chan-
nel that handles the difference between the
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difference detector

signals in the left and right channels of a stereo-
phonic sound system. _{ ‘dif-rons ,chan-alJ

difference detector [ELEcTR] Adetectorcircuit in
which the output is a function of the difference
between the amplitudes of the two input wave-
forms. {'dif-rans di,tek-tor }

difference encoding (comput sci] A method of
data compression that takes advantage of a
sequence of data that differs little from one
value to the next by encoding each value as the
difference from the previous value{'dif-rans
in, kGd-in }

difference equation [MATH] An equation ex-
pressing a functional relationship of one or
more independent variables, one or more func-
tions dependent on these variables, and succes-
sive differences of these functions | ‘dif-rans
i'kwa-zhon ]

difference in depth modulation |commuN| In
directive systems employing overlapping lobes
with modulated signals, a ratio obtained by
subtracting from the percentage of modulation
of the larger signal the percentage of modulation
of the smaller signal and dividing by 100
{ 'dif-rons ‘in depth ,maj-a'la-shon }

difference mapping |commuN| A method of cod-
ing information in which a sample value is pre-
sented as an error term formed by the difference
between the sample and the previous sample
{ ‘dif-rons ,mapvin }

differential |conT sys| The difference between
levels for turn-on and turn-off operation in a
control system —_{ ,dif-a'ren-chal }

differential amplifier [ELecTR| An amplifier
whose output is proportional to the difference
between the voltages applied to its two inputs
Also called difference amplifier { ,dif-a'ren-
chal 'am-pla,fi-or }

differential analyzer=(COMPUT sci] A mechanical
or electromechanical device designed primarily
to solve differential equations, [ ,dif-a'ren-chal
‘an-o,lTz-ar }

differentlal backup={comput sci] Backup of only
files that have been changed or added since the
last backup. { ,dif-a,ren-chal 'bak,ap }

differential capacitance=|ELEcTR| The derivative
with respect to voltage of a charge characteristic,
such as an alternating charge characteristic
or a mean charge characteristic, at a given
point on the characteristic, { ,dif-a'ren-chol
ko'pas:ad-ans}

differential capacitor [ELEC] A two-section vari-
able capacitor having one rotor and twostators
so arranged that as capacitance is reduced
in one section it is increased in the other
( ,dif-o'ren-chal ko'pas-od-ar }

differential comparator [ELECTR] A comparator
having at least two high-gain differential-
amplifier stages, followed by level-shifting and
buffering stages, as required for converting
a differential input to single-ended output
for digital logic applications [ ,dif-o'ren-chal
kom'par-od-ar]

differential compound motor [ELEC] A direct-
current motor whose speed may be made nearly 

 
 
 

constant or may be adjusted to increase with
increasing load ( dif-o'ren-chol 'kam,paund
imédvar}

Gdifferentlal delay |COMMUN| The difference be-
tween the maximum and minimum frequency
delays occurring across aband. _{ ,dif-a'ren:chol
di'la }

differential discriminator=|ELEcTR| Adiscrimina-
tor that passes only pulses whose amplitudes
are between two predetermined values, neither
of which is zero, { ,dif-o'ren-chol di’skrim-a
inad-ar}

differential duplex system [ELECTR] System in
which the sent currents divide through two mutu-
ally inductive sections of a receiving apparatus,
connected respectively to the line and to a
balancing artificial line in opposite directions,
so that there is substantially no net effect on
the receiving apparatus; the received currents
pass mainly through onesection, or through the
two sections in the same direction, and op-
erate the apparatus. { ,dif-a'ren-chal 'dii,pleks
isis-tom }

differential electromagnet [ELEC] An electro-
magnet having part of its winding opposed to
the other part, so that the force exerted by
the magnet can be adjusted. { ,dif-a'ren-chalj
ilek-trd'mag-nat}

differential encoding |coMMUN| A method of
compressing television signals by transmitting
only differences between pixels in neighboring
tines and successive frames. { ,dif-o,ren-chol
in'kGd-in }

differential frequency circult [ELEC] A circuit
that provides a continuous output frequency
equal to the absolute difference between two
continuous input frequencies, { ,dif-a'ren-chol
ifré-kwan-sé jsar-kat}

differential frequency meter [ENG] Acircuit that
converts the absolute frequency difference be-
tween two input signals toa linearly proportional
direct-current output voltage that can be used
to drive a meter,recorder, oscilloscope, or other
device. {| ,dif-o'ren«chal 'fré:kwon-sé ,méd-or|

differential gain control={ELEcTR| Device for al-
tering the gain of a radio receiver according
to expected change ofsignal level, to reduce
the amplitude differential between the signals
at the output of the receiver. Also known as
gain sensitivity control. { ,difa'ren-chol ,gan
kan, tral }

differential galvanometer [ELEC] A galvanome-
ter having a magnetic needle which is free to
rotate in the magnetic field produced by currents
flowing in opposite directions through two sepa-
rate identical coils, so that there is no deflection
when the currents are equal {_,difta'ren-chal
igal-va'ndm-ad-arJ

differentlal game [CONT sys| A two-sided opti-
mal control problem. { ,dif-o'ren-chal 'gam |

differentlal gap controller |CONT sys] A two-
position (on-off) controller that actuates when
the manipulated variable reaches the high
or low value of its range (differential gap)
{ ,dif-o'ren-chal 'gap kan,trdl-ar}
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or [ELEC] A: generator whose
differential Ce wdealings are opposed to

shuntet “to limit the maximum current
wattfen-chal ‘jena,nad-ar | /
‘ential Input [e-ectr| Amplifier input cireuit

differen ects voltages that are the same at
that ree terminals and amplifies the vollage
both inp between the twe input terminals.
ooren echal ‘in,puit }
rentia-inpul capacitance=|ELectit| The ca-miffer e between the inverting and noninvert-
SOet terminals of a differential amplifier

gitaren: {input ka'pas-ad-ans }
gifferential-input impedance eel The imped-

ance between the inverting an PeoCeinput terminalsofa differential amplifier | dif
atren-chol tInput im'ped-ans |

differential-Inpul measurement [lLecre| A mea-
surement in which the two Inputs toa differential
amplifier are connected fo two points in a
circull under test and the amplifier displays the
difference voltage between the points, ( ,dihe
Hren-chal tinput 'mezh-ar-mant|

differential-input resislance=|eecrr| Theresis-
tance between the inverting and noninverting itt
pul terminals of a differential amplifier (.difa
trarehal {in,pit ri'zis-tans } ;differential-input voltage=|ELEcTR| The maximum
voltage that can be applied across the input ter-
minals of adifferential amplifier without causing
damagetotheamplifier—{ dif-alren-chalfin, pital,tij |

differential instrument (ENG) Galvanometer or
other measuring instrument having two eifcuits
orcoils, usually identical, through which currents
flow in oppasite directions, the difference or
differential effect of these currents actuate
the indicating pointer, ( ,difa'renschol inestra:mont}

differential keying (£.ecTR| Method for obtain.
ing chirp-lree break-in keying of continuous wave
transmitters by using circuitry that arranges to
havethe oscillator turn on fast before the keyed
amplifier stage can pass any signal, and turn off
fast after the keyed amplifier stage has cut off
( dil-a'ren-chal "ket |

differentially coherent phase-shitt keying Seedif-
ferential phase-shift keying. { idif-a'ran-chala
ko'hirant az shift ke&ig |

differential microphone—See double-buttan tml-
craphone—(dita'ren-chal ‘miskrajfan J

differential-mode gain [ELECTR] The ratio of the
Sutpul voltage of a differential amplifier to
the differential-mode input voltage (| (dife
irerechal {mGd gary |

differential-mode input ELECTR] The voltageclif-
ference betwee the two inputs of a differential
amplifier | dif-alren-chal ‘mad input )

differential-mode signal ELECTR! Asignal thatis
applied between the two ungrounded terminals
of a balanced three-terminal system | idifa
irenschaltmdiel isig-hal

differential modulation [COMMUN | Medulation
In which the choice of the significant condition
for any signal vlement is dependent on

differential stage

the choice for the Previous signal element
{ dif-a'ren-chal mdj-a'la-shan J

differential motor jiiec| A direct-current motor
whose shunt and series field windings op-
pose each other to produce a constant speed
(difa'ren-chal 'méchar )

differential operational amplifier {evecre| An
amplifier that has two inputterminals, usecl with
additional ¢ireuit elements to perform mathe-
matical functions on the difference in voltage
between the twoinput signals { \dif-a'renschol
apa'ra-shan-al 'am-pla,fi-ar |

differential output voltage [ELECTR] The differ-
ence between the values of two ae voltages, 140°
oul of phase, presentat the outputterminals of
an amplifier when a differential Inpul voltage is
applied to the input terminals of the amplifier
{.dif-a'ren-chal ‘adit put jval-tij |

differential phase=|eLecre| Difference in output
phaseofa small high-frequencysine-wave signal
at two stated levels of a low-frequency signal on
which itis superimposedina video transmission
systam.—| ,dif-a'ren.chal 'faz |

differential phase-shift keying |comMun| Form
of phase-shift keying in which the reference
phase fora given keying interval is the phase of
the signal during the preceding keying Interval
Also known as differentially coherent phase-shift
keying. | difa'ren-chal faz shift hE}

differential-pressure pickup [ELEe} An jnstru-
ment that measures the difference in pressure
between two pressure sources and translates
this difference into a change in inductance,
resistance, voltage. or some other electrical
quality. | idifajrer-chal {presh:ar splkap|

differential pulse-code modulation JCOMMUN | A
type of pulse-code medulation in which an ana-
log signal is sampled and the difference between
its actual value and its predicted value, based
On a previous sample or samples, is quantized:
for example, in. television transmission, only
the differences between the continuous pieture
élements on the scanning lines are transmitted,
enabling the bandwidth of the Signal to be
reduced, Abbreviated DPCM | difa'ren-chal
‘pals ,kGd ,maj-a'la-shan|

differential relay [ELEC] A two-winding relay that
Operates when the difference between the cur-
rents In the two windings reaches a predeter-
mined value, | \dif-a'ren.chal "r8,la |

differential selsyn expel Selsyn in which both
rotor and stator have similar windings that ate
spread 120° apart, position of the rotor carte-
sponds to the algebraic sum of the fields pro-
duced by the stator and rotor { ,dif-a'ren-chal
‘sel-san}

differential signal jevecre| in a circuit, a sipnal
that is the voltage difference between two
nodes, neither of whieh is at ground potential.
Also known as floating signal. [ idif-a'ren-chal"sig-nal|

differential stage |eLecte| A symmetrical ampli-
fier stage with two Inputs balanced against each
otherso that with ne input signal or equal input
signals, no output signal exists, while a signal
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differential synchro

to elther input, or an input signal unbalance,
produces an output signal proportional to the
difference. { ,dif-a'ren-chal 'staj }

differential synchro See synchro differen-
tial receiver; synchro differential transmitter.
{ ,dif-a'ren-chal 'sin-kré }

differential transducer |ELEc] A transducerthat
simultaneously senses two separate sources and
provides an output proportional to the difference
between them. { ,dif-o'ren-chal tranz'dii-sar}

differential transformer [ELEC] A transformer
used to join two or more sources of signals to
a common transmission line. { ,dif-a'ren-chal
tranz'for-mar}

differential-transformer transducer [ELEC] A
transducer in which movement of the iron
core of a transformer varies the output voltage
across two series-opposing secondary windings.
{ .dif-alren-chol tranzifor-mor tranz'dil-ser}

differential voltage gain [ELECTR] Ratio of the
change in output signal voltage at either termi-
nal, or In a differential device, to the change in
signal voltage applied to either input terminal, all
voltages being measured to commonreference.
{ .dif-ajren-chal 'vdl-tij gan }

differential voltmeter |ELEC] A voltmeter
that measures only the difference between
a known voltage and an unknown voltage.
{ ,dif-a'ren-chal 'v6lt, méd-ar}

differentlal winding [ELEC] A winding whose
magneticfield opposes that of a nearby winding.
{ .dif-a'ren-chal 'wind-in }

differential wound fleld=[ELEC] Type of motor or
generator field having both series and shunt
coils that are connected to oppose each other.
{ .dif-atren-chal |waund'féld }

differentiating circult [ELEC] Acircuit whose out-
put voltage is proportional to the rate of change
of the [Input voltage. Also knownasdifferentiating
network. { ,dif-ajren-ché,ad-In jsor-kat }

differentiating network See differentiating circuit.
( dif-alren-ché,4d-in 'net,wark }

differentiator [ELECTR] A device whose output
function is proportional to the derivative, or rate
of change,of the input function with respect to
one or more variables. ( ,dif-o'ren-ché,dd-ar}

diffractlonal pulse-helght discriminator See
pulse-heightselector. {di'frak-shan-al'pals ,hit
di'skrim-a,nad-ar}

diffused-alloy transistor [ELECTR] Atransistorin
which the semiconductor wafer is subjected to
gaseousdiffusion to produce a nonuniform base
region, after which alloy junctions are formed
in the same manner as for an alloy-junction
transistor; it may also have an intrinsic region,
to give a pnip unit. Also knownasdrift transistor.
{ dajfytizd ‘al,di tran'zis-tar}

diffused-base transistor [ELECTR] Atransistorin
which a nonuniform base region is produced
by gaseousdiffusion; the collector-base junction
is also formed by gaseous diffusion, while the
emitter-base junction is a conventional alloy
junction. { dajfytizd {bas tran'zis-tar}

diffused emltter-collector transistor [ELECTR] A
transistor in which both the emitter and collector

are produced by diffusion. { dejfyiizd i'mid.g,ke'lek-tar tran'zis-tar }
diffused junction [eiecre| A semicondlucts,

junction that has been formed by the dilfusig,
of an impurity within a semiconductor crysta)
( dalfytizd 'jank-shion |

diffused-junction rectifler |eLecTR| A: sappy.
conductor diode in. which the pm junction, |.
produced by diffusion, ( dailyiizd jjank-shapy,
‘reketajli-ar |

diffused-junction transistor=|eLECTr| A transis.
tor in which the emitter and collector electrodes
have been formed by diffusion by an impurity
metal into the semiconductor wafer withayr
heating, | dolfytizd jiapk-shan tran'zis-tar|

diffused mesa transistor [eLecte| A diffused.
junction transistor in which an n-type impurity js
diffused into one side of a p-type wafer; a secong
pn junction, required for the emitter, Is produceg
by alloying or diffusing a p-type impurity inte
the newly formed a-type surface; alter contacts
have been applied, undesired diffused areas are
etched away to create a flat-topped peak called g
mesa—| dojfyiizel (masa tran‘zis-tar }

diffused resistor {iLectR| An integrated-circulr
resistor produced by a diffusion process In a
semiconductor substrate. { da'lyed ri'zis-tar|

diffusion=|ELEcTR| Amethodof producinga junc.
tion by difusing an impurity metal into a semicon-
ductor at a high temperature. { de'fyii-zhan|

diffusion capacitance |puecre| The mle of
change of stored minority-carrier charge with
the voltage across a semiconductor junction,
{ da'fyd-zhan ka'pas-ad-ans|

diffusion theory=jecec| The theory that in sem}.
conductars, where there is a variation of car
rier concentration, a motion of the carriers (5
produced by diffusion in addition to the drift
determined by the mobility and theelectric field,
{ do'fyii-zhan ,thé-o-ré }

diffusion transistor (ELEcTR| A transistor In
which current flow is a result of diffusion of
carriers, donors, or acceptors, as in a junction
transistor. { dalfyii-zhon tran,zis-tar }

digicom [(comMuUN] A wire communication sys-
tem that transmits speech signals in the form
of corresponding trains of pulses ane transmits
digital Information directly from camputers,
radar, tape readers, teleprinters, and telemeter-
ing equipment. ( 'dij-o,k&ém }

digicon  [ELEcTR| An image tube in which the
image produced byelectrons from the phioatocath-
ode is focused directly on a silicon diode array.
and each incoming photoelectron produces an
electrical pulse that Is amplified and recorded
{'dij-a,kan }

digit (computsci In a decimal digital computer,
the space reserved for storage of one digit of
information. { 'dij-at }

digit absorbing selector |ELECTR| Dial switch
arranged to set up and thenfall back an the first
one of two digits dialed, it then operates on the
nextdigit dialed. | ‘dij-at abjsarb-ig si'lek-tar|

digital |comeursci| Pertaining todata inthe form
of digits. [ ‘dij-ad-al )
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digital intercontinental conversion equipment

broadeasting§[commun | The tadiodigitalig of audio signals encoded in digi-
Piform Abbreviated DAB, | {dij-ad-al fod-a-c
‘prod kast-i0 | seampeee

ital audio fape [COMPUT Sci] A magnetic tapedig’ which sound is recorded and played back
indigital form. Abbreviated DAT | !dijad-albea tap

oeere [ELECTR A television camerathat
Breaks up a picture into a fixed numberofpixels

hi deanverts the light intensity (orthe intensities
at each of the primary colors) in each pixel to
one of a finite set of numbers. ( 'dijad-al
‘ham| co.

digital channel [COMMUN| A transmission path
that carties only digital signals. { ‘dij-ad-al' -ol

gealarcu [ELECTR| A circuit designed to te
spond at input voltages at one of a finite
number of levels and, similarly, to produce
gutput voltagesal one ofa finite number oflevels
{ ‘dij-acal 'sor-kat |

digital circuit multiplication equipment [COMMUN|
Equipment that uses digital compression tech-
niques to increase the capacity of digital satel-
lite and) cable links carrying voice, facsimile,
and voice-frequency modemtraffic. _{ ,dij-ad-al
jsar-kat ,mal-ta-plo'ka-shan i,kwip-mant}

digital communications§jcomMMun| System of
telecommun|cations employing a nominallydis-
continuous signal that changes In frequency,
amplitude, time, orpolarity, | 'dij-ac-al ka myti-na'ka-shanz|

digital comparator [ELECTR] Acomparator circuit
operating on input signals at discrete levels,
Also known as discrete comparator, _{ 'dij-ad-al
kam'par-ad-ar}

digital computer=|CoMPuT sci] A compititer oper-
ating on discrete data by performing arithmetic
and logic processes on these data _{ 'dij-ad-al
kam'pytid-ar}

digital control (coNT sys| The use of digital
or discrete technology to maintain conditions
in operating systems as close as possible to
desired values despite changes in the operating
environtnent. | 'dij-ad-al kan'tral }

digital converter |iLeere| A device that con-
verts voltages to. digital form, examples in-
clude analog-to-digital converters, pulse-code
modulaters, encoders, and quantizing encoders
(‘dij-ad-al kan'vard-ar|

digital counter jeLecte| A discrote-state device
fone with only a finite number af Output con-
ditions) that responds by advancing to its next
output condition—| 'dij-ad-al kauint-ar }

digital data [compur sci] Data that are electro-
Magnetically stored in the form of discrete digits.
| 'dipadsal ‘dad-a |}

digital data modulation system [COMMUN] A
digital communications: system in which the
Information source consists of 4 finite number
Ol discrete messages which ate caded into a
Sequence of waveforms or symbols, each one'se-
lected from a specified andfinite set | ‘dij-aclal
‘dad-9 \maj-a'la-shan jsis-tam |

digital data recorder=jcompurr Scl| Electronic de-
vice that converts continuous electrical analog
signals inte number(digital) values and records
these values onto a data log via a high-speed
typewriter,—| 'clij-ac-al [dad-a ri,kord-ar )

digital data service=|cowmun | A telephone com-
munication system developed specifically for
digital data, using existing local digital linescom-
bined with data-under-voice microwave trans-
missionfacilities. Abbreviated DDS. _{ ‘dij-ad-al
'darl-a sarvas

digital delayer jewc acous| A device for intro-
ducing delay in the audio signal in a sound-
reproducing system, which converts the audio
signal todigital format andstoresit in a digital
shift register before converting it back to analog
form. | ‘dij-ad-al di'la-ar }

digital delay generator {giecrr| A high-
precision adjustable time-delay generator in
which delays may be selected in increments
such as |, 10, or 100 nanoseconds by means
of panel switches and sometimes by remote
programming. { 'dil-acl-al dilld jen-a'rad-ar|

digital differential analyzer jCoMPpuT scil A dif-
ferential analyzer which uses numbers to rep-
resent analog quantities. Abbreviated PDA
['dif-ad-al dif-a,ren-chal ‘ana liz-ar }

digital display [compur sei] A display in which
the result [s indicated jn directly readable nu-
merals. | ‘dij-ad-al di'spla |

Digital Electronic Message Service |commun|
A communication system whose purpose is to
provide efficient means for twaoway high-speed
data communications, transfer of graphic im-
ages (fascimile), and teleconferencing between
citles and within a city environment, Abbrevi-
ated DEMS. | 'dij-adeal |,lek'train-ik 'mes-ij Sarvas }

digitalfilter [execre| An electrical filter that re-
sponds to an input which has been quantified,
usuallyas pulses. | 'dij-acl-al "fil-tar |

digital format [compur scj| Use of discrete inte-
gral numbers in'a given base to represent all the
quantities that occurina problem orcalculation,
( ‘dij-ad-al ‘format)

digital frequency meter [ELECTR] A [requeney
meter in which the value of the frequency belng
measured is indicated on a digital display
| ‘dijad-al ‘fre-kwan-sé jméd-ar |

digital Incremental plotter |compurse:| A device
for converting digital signals in the output of
a computer into graphical form, in which the
digital signals control the motion of a plotting
pen and ofa drum that carries the paperon.which
the graph is drawn { ‘dij-adeal il-kra,ment-al
‘plad-ar |

digital integrator=|compur sci] A device for cor-
puling definite integrals in which increments
in the input, variables and output varable are
represented by digital signals.—[ ‘dij-ad-al ‘in-ta
erad-ar|

digital intercontinental conversion equipment
[ELECTR] Equipmentwhich uses pulse-code mad-
ulation te convert a 525-line, 60-frame-per-
second television signal used in the United
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digital loop carrier

States into a 625-line, 50-frame-per-second
phase-alternation line signal used in Eurape;
the 525-line signal is sampled and quantized
into a pulse-code modulation signal which is
stored in shift registers from which the phase-
alternation line signal is read out. Abbreviated
DICE. { 'dij-od-al ,in-tar,kant-on'ent-al kan'var-
zhon i,kwip-mont}

digital loop carrler |coMMUN] A technology for
providing 24 or more telephonecircuits on many
fewerpairs of wires, in which analog inputsignals
are first sampled and digitized, and the binary
digital signals from each user is then time-
multiplexed into a single bitstream. —{ 'dij-ad-ol
‘lp ,kar-€-or}

digital message entry system {ELECTR] A system
that encodes formatted messagesin digital form;
it enters the encoded digital information into a
voice communications transceiver by frequency
shift techniques { {dij-od-al jmes-ij ‘en-tré
isis-tom }

digital microwave radio |cOMMUN] Transmis-
sion ofvoice and data signals in digital form on
microwavelinks, as in the 2-gigahertz common-
carrier bands; pulse-code modulation is used
{ tdij-ad-al {mi-krd,wav 'rad-é-6 }

digital modulatlon=|commun| A methodof plac-
ing digital traffic on a microwave system without
use of modems,by transmitting the information
in the form of discrete phase or frequency states
determined by the digital signal. { ‘dij-ad-al
imaj-a'la-shan }

digital monitor |[ELecTR| A display unit that ac-
cepts digital signals and converts them to analog
signals internally in order to illuminate the
screen. { ‘dij-ad-al 'man-ad:ar}

Digital Multiplexed Interface |compuT sci] A
cost-effective, high-speed interconnection be-
tween terminals and host computers in a pri-
vate branch exchange environment. _{ 'dij-ad-ol
'mol-ta,plekst 'in-tar,fas }

digital multipller§|ELEcTR] A multiplier that ac-
cepts two numbers in digital form and gives
their product in the same digital form, usually
by making repeated additions; the multiplying
processis simpler if the numbers are in binary
form wherein digits are represented by a 0 or |
{ 'dij-ad-al 'mol-ta,plt-or}

digital objectidentlfler=|computsci] Asystem for
identifying and exchanging intellectual proper-
ties (including, for example, physical objects as
well as digital files) in the digital environment
{ idij-ad-al jab, jekt T'den-ta,fi-ar }

digital output=[ELECTR] An output signal consist-
ing of a sequence of discrete quantities coded
in an appropriate mannerfor driving a printer or
digital display. { ‘dij-od-al 'aut,put J

digital phase shifter [ELECTR| Device which pro-
vides a signal phase shift by the application of a
control pulse; a reversal or phase shift requires
a control pulse of oppositepolarity. { 'dij-od-al
‘faz ,shif-tor}

digital plotter (ELECTR A recorderthat produces
permanenthard copyin the form of a graph from
digital input data. { ''dij-od-al 'plad-or}
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digital printer |compurT sci| A printer that pro.
vides a permanent readable record of binary-
coded decimal or other coded data in a digita|
form that may include some orall alphanu-
meric characters and special symbols along
with numerals. Also known as digital recorder,
{ 'dij-ed-al 'print-or}

digital private automatic branch exchange
[COMMUN] A central communications switching
system for a local-area network, which emplays
existing telephonewires ina building for the con.
nection of telephones and computer terminals
and systems, { ‘dij-od-ol {priv-at jod-ajmad.ik
‘branch iks,chanj }

digitalradlo=(|cOMMUN | The microwave transmis-
sion of digital signals through space or the
atmosphere _{ {dij-al-ol 'rad-8-5 }

digital recorder See digital printer.
ri'kord-ar}

digital recording=|ELEcTR| Magnetic recordingin
which the information is first coded in a digital
form, generally with a binary code that uses
two discrete valuesof residual flux. { 'dij-od-al
ri'kord-in }

digital representation §(compurT sci] The use of
discrete impulses or quantities arranged in coded
patterns to represent variables or other data in
the form of numbers or characters._{'dij-ad-al
iTep-ra,zen'ta-shan}

digital resolutlon [comput sci| The ability of a
digital computer to approach a truly correct
answer, generally established by the numberof
places expressed, and the value ofthe leastsig-
nificant digit in a digitally coded representation
{ ‘dij-ad-al ,rez-a'lii-shan }

digital set-top box |commuNn] A device that is
attached to a television receiver and can collect,
store, and outputdigitally compressed television
signals, { ,dij-ad-ol 'set,tap ,baks |

digital signal analyzer (ELECTR| Asignal analyzer
in which one or more analog inputs are sampled
at regular intervals, converted to digital form,
and fed toa memory. { ‘dij-ad-ol ‘sig-nal ,an-a
iliz-or }

digital signal processing See signal processing
{ .dij-od-al ,sig-nal 'pra-sas-in )

digital signal processing chip [comput sci}A
digital device for executing algorithms for the
transformation or extraction of information from
signals originally in analog form, such as audio
or images. Abbreviated DSP chip. Also knewr
as digital signal precessor. { ,dij-od-al ,sig-nal
‘pra-sas-in ,chip }

digital signal processor See digital signal pro-
cessing chip. { dij-ad-al 'sig-nol ,pra,ses-ar}

digital signature [commun] A set of alphabetic
or numeric characters used to authenticate a
cryptographic message by ensuring that the
sender cannotlater disavow the message, there-
celyer cannot forge the message or signature, and
the receiver can proveto othersthat the contents
of the messageare genuine andoriginated with
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digital simulation=|compuT sci| The representa- chalsac-al
tion of a system in a form acceptable to a digital
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iat. pro- cOMmpuLer as Gppesed to an analog computer,
binary- { ‘dij-ad-al sim-ya'la-shan|

: digital digital speech communications [COMMUN|
Iphanu- Transmissionof voice in digitized or binary form
3 along yia landline or radia, | 'dij-adal 'spéch ka
ecorder mylinakashane|

digital speech Interpolation [conan | (n digital
‘change gpeech communications, the Use of Periods of
witching inactivity or constant signal levelto increase theemploys transmissionefficiency by insertion of additional
the con- signals. Abbreviated DSI.{,dij-ad-al 'sp&@ch ,in-
arminals tor-pa,la-shan}
ojmad-ik digital subscriberline [comMuN| A system that

provides subscribers with continuous, uninter-
ransmis- rupted connections to the Internet over existing
» or the telephone lines, offering a choice of speeds
. ranging from 32 kilobits per second to more
'dij-ad-al than 50 megabits per second. Abbreviated DSL.

| jdij-ac-al sab'skrib-ar lin |
ording in digital synchronometer |eLectr| A time com-
a digital parator that provides a direct-reading digital
hat uses display of time with high precision by making ac-
'dij-ad-al curate comparisons between its owndigital clock

and high-accuracy time transmissions from radio
e use of station WWV or a loran C station. { 'dij-ad-ol
lin coded sip-kra'ndm-od-ar}
or data in digital system [comput sci| Any of the levels
‘dij-ad-al of operation for a digital computer, including

the wires and mechanical parts, the logical
sility of a elements, and the functional linits for reading,
y correct writing, storing, and manipulating information.
umber of { 'dij-od-al 'sis-tam }
least sig- digitaltelemetering [compuTsct| Conversion ofa
sentation continuous electrical analog signal into a digital

(number system) code pariar to transmitting the
te that is signal toareceiver—{'dij-ad-al jtel-oiméd-ar-in }
an collect, digital television=|comMun| Television in which
television picture information is encoded into digital sig-

nals on the transmitter, and decoded at the
al analyzer receiver Abbreviated DTV { ‘dij-od-al 'tel-a
2 sampled wWizh-on }
‘ital form, digital television converter=|ELECrR| A converter
snot ,an-o used to convert television programs from one
7 system to another, such as for converting 525-
rocessing line 60-field United States broadcasts to 625-line

50-lield European PAL (phase-alternation line)
put sci A or SECAM(sequential couleur 4 memoire) stan-
ns for the dards; the videosignal is digitized before conver-
ation from ston. | 'dij-ad-al ftel-a,vizh-an kan'vardear|
has audio digital-te-analog converter=jELEcte| A converter
Iso known in which digital Input signals are changed ta
‘ol ,sig-nal essentially proportional analog sianals. Abbrevi-

ated DAC. | 'dij-ad-al til fan-a,lag kan'vard-ar |
signal pro- digital-to-synchro converter [ELECTR] A con
i,ses-ar} verter that changes binary-coded decimal or
alphabetic other digital inpul data toa three-wire synchro
venticate a utput signal representing  correspondine
: that the angulardata, (idij-ad-al ti [sin-kré kan'vard-ar
age, the Te- digital transducer |evecrr| A transducer that
nature, and Measures physical quantities and transmits the
ae contents Information as coded! digital signals rather than
inated with a© continuously varying currents or voltages.

('dij-ad-a| tranzleti-sar J
representa- digital versatile disk Ser DVD. | {dij-ad-al ‘var
to a digital Sad-al disk )
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diheptal base

digital video disk See DVD
idisk }

digital voltmeter |execrr| A voltmeter in which
the unknown voltage is comparedwith an inter-
nally generated analog voltage, the result being
Indicated in digital form rather than bya pointer
moving avera meter scale  [ ‘dij-adeal ‘volt
iméchar |

digital watermark=|compur sci] Invisible or In-
alidible data (a random pattern of bits or noise)
permanently embedded ina graphic, video, orau-
diofile for protecting copyright or authenticati ne
data. [ ,dij-ochal 'wad-ar,mark }

digit-coded voice=|compursci| Alimited, spoken:
vocabulary, each word of which corresponds
to a code jind which, upon keyed inquiry, can
be strung jn meaningful sequence and can be
outputted as audio response to the inquiry
{ 'dij-ot ,kGd-od 'vois}

digit compression jcompur sci| Any process
which increases the number of digits stored at
agivenlocation—| ‘dij-at kam'presh-an |

digit delay element |eLecte| A logic element
that introduces a delay af one digit period in
a series of sighals or pulses. § ‘dij-at dia
jeba-mant |

digitlze [comput sci} To convert an analog mea-
surement of a quantity into a numerical value.
('dij-a,tiz }

digitizer (comput sci] A large drawing table con
nected to a computervideo display and equipped
with a penlike or pucklike instrument whose
motions are reproduced on the screen. Also
knowras digitizer tablet. { ‘dij-o,tiz-ar }

digitizer tablet Sve digitizer { ‘dij-a,ttz-ar tab:
lat |

digit period [ELECTR] The time interval between
successive pulses, usually representing binary
digits, ina computer or in pulse modulation,
determined by the pulse-repetitian frequency
Also known as digit time. ( 'ellj-at jpir-é-ad)

digit plane=[comput sci] In 4 Computer memory
consisting of magnetic cores arranged ina three-
dimensional array, a plane containing elements
tor a particular digit pasition in various words
{ ‘dij-at plan }

digit pulse [ELEcTRI An electrical pulse which
induces a magnetizing force in a number of
Magnetic cores in a computer storage, all cor-
fesponding toa particular digit position in a
number of different words—['dij-at pals }

digit rearrangement [compuy sci] A method of
hashing which consists of selecting ane shilt-
ing digits of the original key | 'dijat (re
a'ranj-mant|

digit time Sce digit period. { 'dij-ot ,tim }
digram encoding=(comput sci] A method ofdata

compression that relies on the fact that there
are unused characters in the alphabet and uses
these characters to represent common pairs of
characters. ['dijgram in, kOel-in }

diheptal base [rLecte| A tube base having Id
pins.or 14 possible pin positions: used chiefly
on television cathode-ray tubes, | dihept-al‘bas|

{ tdij-od-ol 'vid-€-6
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dimension

dimension [comput scl] A declarative statement
that specifies the width and height of an array of
data items, {da'men-chan }

dimension declaration statement [COMPUT sci]
A FORTRAN statement identifying arrays and
specifying the number and boundsof the sub-
scripts. ( da‘'men-chon-ol dek-lo'ra-shon ,stat»
mont}

diminution [comput sci] Limiting the negative
effect of an attack on a computer system
{ dim-a'nu-shon }

DIMM [compuT scif A small circuit board that
holds semiconductor memory chips with two
independent rowsof input/output contacts. De-
rived from dual in-line memory module

dimmer=[ELECc| An electrical or electronic control
for varying the intensity of a lamp or other light
source. {'dim-ar }

dina |ELecTR] An airborne radar-jamming trans-
mitter operating in the band from 92 to 210
megahertz with an output of 30 watts, radiating
noise in one side band for spot or barrage
jamming; the carrier and the other side band are
suppressed {'di-na}

D-indicator Sce D-display —_[ ‘dé ,in-da,kad-or}
diode=(ELECTR| 1. A two-electrode electron tube

containing an anode andacathode 2. Seesemi-
conductor diode, _{ 'd1,6d }

dlode alternating-current switch Sec trigger diode
{'di,Gd jdl-tor,nad-in tkdr-ont ,swich }

diode amplifier [ELECTR] A microwave amplifier
using an IMPATT, TRAPATT, or transferred-
electron diode in a cavity, with a microwave
circulator providing the input/output isolation
required for amplification, center frequencies are
in the gigahertz range, from about | to 100
gigahertz, and poweroutputs are up to 20 watts
continuous-wave or more than 200 watts pulsed,
depending on the diode used. { 'd1,6d'am-pla
ifi-ar }

diode bridge [ELEcTR| A series-parallel config-
uration of four diodes, whose output polarity
remains unchanged whatever the input polarity
{ ‘di,d ,brij }

diode-capacitor transIstor logic [ELEcTR| A cir-
cuit that uses diodes, capacitors, and transistors
to provide logic functions. { id1,6d kojpas-ad-ar
tran'zis-tor ,laj-ik }

diode characteristic {ELECcTR| The composite
electrode characteristic of an electron tube when
all electrodes except the cathode are connected
together { 'di,Gd ,kar-ik-ta-'risetik }

diode clamp Sev diode clamping circuit. ('d1,éd
iklamp }

diode clamping circuit (LECTR| A clamping cir-
cuit in which a diode provides a very low
resistance whenever the potential at a certain
point rises above a certain value in somecircuits
or falls below a certain value in others. Also
known as diode clamp. —( \d1,6d 'klamp-in sar
kat)

diode clipping circuit {ELECTR} Aclipping circuit
in which a diode is used as a switch to perform
the clipping action { d1,0d ‘klip-in sor-kot }  

 
 

diode-connected transistor [ELECTR] A bipolar
transistor in which two terminals are shorted to
give diode action. { 'di,Gd kojnek-tad tran'zis.
tor }

dlode demodulator={ELectR| A demodulatorus.
ing one or more diodes to provide a rectified
output whose average value is proportional to
the original modulation. Also known as diode
detector {'di,Gd dé'mdj-a,lad-ar}

diode detector Sve diode demodulator { 'di,ad
di'tek-tar}

diode drop See diode forward voltage. ( 'di,6d
idrap|

diode forward voltage [ELECTR] The voltage
across a semitanductor diode that is carrying
current in the forward direction; it is usually ap-
proximately constant over the range of currents
commonly used. Also knownas diode drop; diode
voltage; forward voltage drop.{'d7,6d jfor-word
'VOl-tij

diode function generator |ELECTR| A function
generator that uses the transfer characteristics
of resistive networks containing biased diodes;
the desired function is approximated by linear
segments. { 'd1,dd 'fenk-shan ,jen-o,rad-or}

diode gate |ELEcTR| An AND gate that uses
diodes as switching elements, {'d1,6d ,gat|

diode laser See semiconductor laser, { 'di,6d
\ldz-or }

diode limiter=|ELEcTR| Apeak-limiting circuit em-
ploying a diode that becomes conductive when
signal peaks exceed a predetermined value
{ ,dT,6d 'lim-ad-ar }

diode logle [ELECTR] An electronic circuit using
current-steering diodes, such that the relations
between input and output voltages correspond
to AND or OR logic functions. { 'di,Gd ,lj-ik }

diode matrix {ELEcTR| A two-dimensional array
of diodes used for a variety of purposes such
as decoding and read-only memory. { 'd1,ad
ima-triks }

diode mixer [ELEcTR| A mixer that uses a crystal
or electron tube diode; it is generally small
enough to fit directly into a radio-frequency
transmission line. { 'di,Gd ,mik-sar}

diode modulator |ELEcTR| A modulator using
one or more diodes to combine a modulating
signal with a carrier signal, used chiefly for
low-level signaling because of inherently poor
efficiency. { 'di,6d 'majr-a,lad:or}

diode pack=[ELECTR}| Combination of two or more
diodes integrated into one solid block. { di,6d
ipak }

dlode peak detector ELECTR] Diode used in a
circuit to indicate when peaks exceed a prede-
termined value. {'di,Gd 'pék di,tek-tor}

diode-pentode [ELECTR] Vacuum tube having a
diode andapentodeinthesameenvelope. {jdi
,Gd jpen,tad }

diode rectifler [ELECTR] A half-wave rectifier of
two elements between which current flowsin only
one direction. { 'd1,Gd 'rek-to,flvar}

diode rectifler-amplifler meter (ELEcTR| The
most widely used vacuum tube voltmeter for
measurement of alternating-current voltage.
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diode - 3 switch by the successive application
a sitive und negative biasing voltages lo
of Feat (relative to the cathode), thereby
owing or preventing, respectively, the passage
of ether applied waveforms within certain limits
af voltage { 'dj,Gd sswich | ee

diode theory (eLec) The theory that Inasemleon-
ductor, when t he barrler thickness is comparable
to oF ermaller than the mean [ree path cat
the carriers, then {he carriers cross the barrier
without being scattered,much as ina vacuuin
tube diode—| 'i,Gel jthé-o-re | ;

diode transistor logic [ELECTR] A circuit that
uses diodes, transistors, and resistors to pro-
vide logic funetions. Abbreviated DTL. | jdi,Gd
tran’zis-tar 14]-Ik | ;

diode-triode ELECTR) Vacuum tube having a
diode and 4 triode inthe same envelope—{ {dT
od'trt,od } :

diode voltage See diode forward voltage{''di
ad abu] }

diode voltage regulator {ELECTR] A'valtage regu-
Igror with a Zener diode, making use ofits almost
constant voltage over a range of currents. Also
known as Zener diode voltage regulator. { dT
4d 'vOlitij reg-ya,lad-ar}

DIP Sev dual in-line package {dip}
diphase generator [ELEC] A generator that pro-

duces two alternating currents in quadrature.
{ 'di,faz 'jen-,rad-or}

diplexer [ELECTR] A coupling system that allows
two different transmitters to operate simultane-
ously orseparatelyfromthesameantenna, {'di
iplek-sar}

diplex operation [COMMUN | Simultaneous trans-
mission or reception of two signals using a
specified common element, such as a single
antenna ora single carrier, _{ 'di,pleks ,ap-a,ra-
shan }

diplex radio transmission=|commuN| The simul-
taneous transmission of two signals by using a
commoncarrier wave _—_{ |d1,pleks 'rad-8-6 tranz
imish-an }

diplex reception |ELEC| Simultaneous reception
of two signals which have some features in
common, such as a single receiving antenna
ora single carrier frequency —_{ 'di,pleksri'sep-
shan }

dipole antenna [ELEcTROMAG| An antenna ap-
proxitriately one-half wavelength long, split at its
electrical center for cornection to a transmission
line whose radiation pattern has a maximum
at right angles to the antenna Also known as
doublet antenna; half-wave dipole { 'di,pal
an'ten-a}

dipole disk feed |eckereo.tAc] Antenna, consist-
ing of a dipole near a disk, used toreflect eneray
tothe disk | 'di,pdl ‘disk fed}

dipole moment Svvelectricdipole moment. {'di
(Pol mG-ment | 
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dipole polarization See orientation polarization
{ 'di,p6l ,p6-la-ra'za-shan}

dipole relaxation |ELEC| The process, occupying
a certain period of time after a change in the
applied electric field, in which the orientation
polarization of a substance reaches equilibrium
{'di,p6l ,ré,lak'sa-shan}

DIP switch [compurT sci] A unit with several small
Tocker-type switches that plugs into a dual in-line
package (DIP) on a printed circuit board, { 'dip
iswich |

dipulse |CcOMMUN] Transmissionof a binary code
in which the presence of one cycle of a sine-wave
tone represents a binary “!” and the absence of
one cycle represents a binary "0." { ‘di,pals }

direct access See random access. { da'rekt ‘ak:
ses }

direct-accesslibrary (compuT sci| A disk-stored
set of programs, eachof whichis directly accessi-
ble without sequential search. { dalrekt !ak-ses
‘It, brer-é }

direct-access memory See random-access mem-
ory. { dofrekt jak-ses 'mem-ré }

direct-access method [computsci} A technique
for directly determining the location of data
on a disk (track and sector address) from an
identifying key in the record, { dalrekt 'ak,ses
imeth-ad }

direct-access storage See random-access mem-
ory. { doirekt |ak-ses 'stdr-ij }

direct-access storage device (comPUT sct] Any
peripheral storage device, such as a disk or drum,
that can be directly addressed by a computer
Abbreviated DASD —_{ datrekt {ak,ses 'stor-ij di
iVis }

direct-acting recorder [ENG] A recorder in which
the marking device is mechanically connected
to or directly operated by the primary detector
{ dajrekt jakt-ip ri'kord-ar}

direct address [comput sci| Any address speci-
fying the location of an operand. { dalrekt 'a
idres }

direct-address processing [comput sci| Any
computer operation during which data are
accessed by means of addresses rather than
contents. { dajrekt ja,dres 'prds,es-in }

direct allocation {comput sci] A system in which
the storage locations and peripheral units to
be assigned to use by a computer program are
specified when the program is written, in con-
trast to dynamic allocation { datrekt ,al-a,ka-
shan}

direct-aperture antenna [ELECTROMAG| An an-
tenna whose conductorordielectric is a surface
orsolid,suchasahorn, mirror,orlens.  {dalrekt
iap-a-charan'ten-a }

direct audio radlo service (cOMMUN| Radio
broadcasting from satellites directly to receivers
on the ground, Abbreviated DARS. { da,rekt
10d-€-6 'Tad-€-6 , sar-vas }

direct broadcasting satellite system=|COMMUN]
A television broadcasting system in which
program signals are transmitted from ground
stations to satellite repeater stations in geo-
stationary orbit, and from there directly to
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home consumer terminals. Abbreviated DBS
( do'rekt 'brod,kast-in 'sad-al,Tt ,sis-tam J

direct broadcast radlo satetlite |COMMUN|A
satellite in geosynchronousorbit that broadcasts
radio programming directly to inexpensive home,
car-mounted, and portable radio receivers, [di
'rekt {brod,kast ‘rad-6-6 ,sad-ol, Tt }

directcode=[compuTsci| Acodein which instruc-
tions are written in the basic machine language
( doirekt 'kGd }

direct connect modem=|coMMUN| A device that
transforms binary signals into electronic pulses
(as opposed to sound modulations) that can
be carried over a communications channel
{ da'rekt kajnekt 'm6,dem ]

direct control (comput sci] The control of one
machine in a data-processing system by another,
without humanintervention —{ dajrekt kan'tral }

direct control function See regulatory control
function { dairekt kan'tral ,fonk-shan}

direct-coupled amplifier {ELeEcTR| A direct-
current amplifier in which a resistor or a direct
connection provides the coupling between
stages, so small changes in direct currents can
be amplified —{ dajrekt |kap-ald 'am-plo,fi-ar|

direct-coupled FET logic [ELECTR] A logic gate
configuration used with gallium arsenide field-
effect transistors operating in the enhancement
mode, whose low power consumption and circuit
simplicity lead to high packing density and po-
tential use in very large-scale integrated circuits.
Abbreviated DCFL  { da'rekt {kop-ald jefieité
Wapeik }

direct-coupled transistor logic [ELECTR|
Integrated-circuit logic using only resistors and
transistors, with direct conductive coupling
between the transistors; speed can be up to |
megahertz. Abbreviated DCTL { dajrekt jkop-
ald tranjzis-tar 'laj-ik }

direct coupling [ELEC] Coupling of two circuits
by means of a non-frequency-sensitive device,
such as a wire, resistor, or battery, so both direct
and alternating current can flow through the
coupling path. ( dajrekt 'kap-lin )

directcurrent [ELECc| Electric current which flows
in one direction only, as opposed to alternating
current Abbreviated de. { dajrekt 'ka-ront }

direct-current amplifier [cLEcTR| An amplifier
that is capable of amplifying de voltages
and slowly varying voltages, { dairekt jka-rant
‘am-plo,fi-or)

direct-current circuit=|ELEC] Any combination of
de voltage or current sources, such as generators
and batteries, in conjunction with transmission
lines, resistors, and power converters such as
motors —_{ dairekt ika-ront 'sar-kat]

direct-current circuit theory |ELEC| An analysis
of relationships within a de circuit ( dajrekt
iko-ront ‘sorkat th@-a-ré }

direct-current component [COMMUN] The aver-
age value of a signal, in television, it represents
the average lumininance of the picture being
transmitted, in radar, the level from which the
transmitted and received pulses rise. ( dajrekt
tka-ront kom'pG-noant} 

 
 
 
 
 
 

direct-current continulty [ELEC] Property of g
circuit in which there is an established path.
way for conduction of current from a direct-
current source { dajrekt jka-ront ,kdnt-on'y.
ad-é }

direct-current coupling [ELECTR] That type of
coupling in which the zero-frequency term of the
Fourier series representing the input signal is
transmitted, { dajrekt jko-ront ‘kap-lin }

dlirect-current discharge [ELECTR] The passage
of a direct current through a gas. { dairckt
tko-ront 'dis,charj }

direct-current dump {ELECTR| Removal of all
direct-current power from a computer system or
component intentionally, accidentally, or condi-
tionally; in some types of storage, this results
in loss of stored information —{ dayrekt {ko-ront
‘damp}

direct-current erase [ELECTR] Use of direct cur-
rent to energize an erasing head of a tape
recorder { dajrekt jka-ront a'ras }

direct-current generator [ELEC] A rotating elec-
tric machine that converts mechanical power into
de power. { datrekt {ka-rant 'jen-o,rad-ar|

direct-current inserter [ELECTR] An analogtele-
vision transmitter stage that adds to the video
signal a dc component known as the pedestal
level.  { dajrekt |ko-ront in'sord-or}

direct-current motor |ELEc] An electric rotating
machine energized by direct current and used
to convert electric energy to mechanical energy
{ dajrekt |ko-rant 'mGd-or}

direct-current motor control See electronic motor
control. { dajrekt {ko-rant 'mdd-or kon, trol}

direct-current offset [ELECTR] A  direct-current
level that may be added to the input signal of
an amplifier or other circuit. | dajrekt {ka-ront
‘ofiset }

direct-current picture transmission |COMMuUN|
Television transmission in which the signal
contains a dc component that represents the
average illumination of the entire scene, Also
known asdirect-current transmission.—{ dajrekt
iko-rant 'pik-char tranz,mish-an }

direct-current plate resistance |ELECTR| Valuc
or characteristic used in vacuum-tube computa-
tions: it is equal to the direct-current plate volt-
age divided by the direct-current plate current
{ dairekt |ko-rant 'plat ri,zis-tons }

direct-current power [ELEC| The power delivered
by a dc power system, equal to the line volt-
age times the load current. { dajrekt jka-rant
‘pau-or}

direct-current power supply |ELEC| A power
supply that provides one or more de output
voltages, such as a de generator, rectifier-type
power supply, converter, or dynamotor, { da
irekt jka-ront ‘pad-or sa,plt }

direct-current quadruplex system |CcOMMUN]
Direct-current telegraph system which affords
simultaneous transmission of two messages in
each direction over the same line, achieved
by superimposing neutral telegraph upon polar
telegraph. { dajrekt jka-rant 'kwa-dra,pleks ,sis-
tam }
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direct-current recelver |ELECTR| A radio receiver

designed to operate directly frama I 15-valt de
ower line—{ dajrekt {ka-rant ri sévar| ;

direct-current reinsertion See clamping. | dafrekt
arent fein'sarshan | .

direct-current restoration See clamping, ( datrekt
ikaranit ressta ra-shan| :

direct-current restorer |ELECTR| A clamp circuit
used to establish a de reference level in a signal
without modifying to any Important degree the
waveform of the signal, Itself Also known as
clampen reinserter— ( dajrekt |ka-rantrl'storar}

direct-current signaling [ELEC] A transmission
method that uses direct current {| dalrekt
{ho-rant ‘signaling |

direct-current SQUID |ELecre| A type of su-
perconducting quantum interference device
|SQUID) which contains two Josephson junctions
inasuperconcucting loop; its state is determined
from direct-current measurements. {[ dolrekt
'ko-rant ‘skwid }

direct-current tachometer=[ULeec| Ade generator
operating with negligible load current and with
constant field lux provided by a permanent
tagnel, soits de output voltage Is proportional
taspeed. | dajrekt jka-rant ta'kdm-ad-ar |

direct-current telegraphy {COMMUN| Telearaphy
in which direct current controlled by the trans-
mitting apparatus is supplied to the line to
form the transmitted signal { dalrekt !ko-rant
to'leg-ra-fé |

direct-current transducer=[ELeerr| A transducer
that, requires de excitation and provides a de
output that varies with the parameter being
sensed, | dajrekt tka-rant tranz'eiis-ar J

direct-current transmission=Sev direct-currerit
picture transmission. { dajrekt {ka-rant tranz’
mish-on }

direct-current vacuum-tube voltmeter [rLecra|
The amplilying and Indicating portions of the
diode reetilier-amplifier meter, whichare Usually
designed so that the diode rectifier can be
disconnected for de measurements { dafrekt
jka-rant jvak-yam {tib ‘valt,méd-ar }

direct-current voltage Sev cliract voltage, [da
Heke jhasrant ‘vGleti} |

direct-current working volts {ELEc] The maxi-
mumcontinuously applied de valtage forwhich a
capacitor js fated Abbreviated dewV | dalrekt
ika-tant ‘wark-in watts J

direct digital control jconT sys| The use of a
digital computer generally on a time-sharing
or multiplexing basis, for process. control in
petroleum, chemical, and other industries (da
irekt jdij-ad-al Kan'tral i

direct distance dialing jcommiun| A telephone
excharize service that allows a telephone user
to-dial subscribers outside the local area using
astandard routing pattern framthe local or end
office: | datrekt tdls-tans ‘dil-in }

direct-drive arm {copy S¥5| A robot arm whese
joints are directly coupled to high-torque Motors
I do'rekt {driv rm )

direct electromotive force [ELEC] Unidirectional
electromotive force in which the changes in
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values are either zero or so small that they may
be neglected. | da‘rekt i,lek-tra'mad-iv 'fors |

direct-entry terminal [compur sci] A device from
which data are receiverl inte a computer im-
mediately, and which edits data at the time of
receipt, allowing computer flles to be accessed
to validate the infarmation entered, andallowing
the terminal operator to be notified Immediately
ofanyerrors. | dalrekt feri-tré 'term-ansal |

direct expert control system) |conr sys| An ex-
pert control system that contains rules that
directly associate controller output values with
different values of the controller measurements
and set points Also known as rule-based contral
system.—[ dajrekt ,eks-part kon'tral ,sis-tam |

direct-feedback system coy sys] A system in
which electrical feedback is used directly, as ina
tachometer. [ dalrekt fad, bak ,sis-tam I

direct grid bias Sv grid bias. { dairekt {gridjbT-as }
direct hierarchy control |coypursci] A method

of manipulating data in a computer storage
hierarchy in which data transfer [s campletely
under the control of built-in algorithms and
the user or programmer is not concerned with
the various storage subsystems, [ dajrekt hi-ar
ake kan tral|

direct inputoutput [compusei] The transfer of
data to and from a computer's main storage by
passing it through the central processing unit.
(da‘rekt'in, pat ‘autre |

direct-insert subroutine {compu sci) A body af
coding or a group ofinstructions inserted directly
into the legic of a program, often in multiple
coples, whenever required. | datrekt \in-sart
'sab-riltén |

direct instruction jcompur sa!).An Instruction
containing the address of the operand on which
the operation specifiedin the Instructionfs to be
performed. | da'rekt in'strak-shan |

direct interelectrode capacitance Sveinterelec-
trode capacitance, {| da'rekt vinetarek,trod
ka'pas-acd-ans}

direct inward dialing jcommun| The capability
for dialing individual telephone extensions In a
large organization directly from outside, without
acing through a central switchboard [ da'rekt
dneward 'clil-ly |

directional antenna [ELECTROMAG| An. antenna
that radiates or receives radio waves more
effectively in some directions than others.
( da'rek-shan-al an‘tensa }

directional beam |ELECTROMAG| A radio or radar
wavethat is conceritrated in a elven direction.
[ da'tek-shan-al ‘bem |

directional coupler |eécre| A device that cou-
ples a secondary system on ly to.4 wave traveling
in a particular direction in a primary transmis-
sion system, while completely ignoring a wave
traveling in the opposite eirection, Also known
as ditective feed. { dalreksshon-al 'kap-lar |

directional filter jevecre| A low-pass, band-pass,
or high-pass filter that separates the bandy of
frequencies used for transmission in opposite
directlons in a cartier system, Also known as
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directional gain

directional separation filter { do'rek-shon-al
‘fil-tar }

directional gain See directivity index, ( da'rek:
shan-al 'gan }

directional microphone [ENG Acous| A micro-
phone whose responsevaries significantly with
the direction of sound incidence, { do'rek:
shon-ol 'mi-kro,fon}

directional pattern See radiation pattern. { do'rek:
shon-ol 'pad-arn }

directional phase shifter (ELEc| Passive phase
shifter in which the phase change for trans-
mission in one direction differs from that
for transmission in the opposite direction
{ da'rek-shon-ol ‘faz ,shif-tar }

directional relay |ELEc| Relay which functions
in conformance with the direction of power,
voltage, current, pulse, rotation, and so on
{ da'rek-shon:ol 'ré,1a |

directional response pattern Sce directivity pat-
tern. { do'rek-shon-al ri'spans ,pad-orn}

directional separationfilter Sve directional filter
{ do'rek-shon-al sep-o'ra-shon ,fil-tar }

direction finder See radio direction finder
{ da'rek-shon ,find-ar}

direction-independent radar |ENG| Doppler radar
usedinsentry applications, { dajrek-shan ,in-do
ipen-dant 'ra,dar }

direction rectifier (ELECTR| A rectifier that sup-
plies a direct-current voltage whose magnitude
and polarity vary with the magnitude andrelative
polarity of an alternating-current synchro error
voltage. { do'rek-shon 'rek:ta,fl-ar}

directive {comput scl] An instruction in a source
program that guides the compiler in making the
translation to machine language, and is usually
not translated into instructions in the object
program. { da'rek-tiv |

directive feed Sve directional coupler. { da'rek-
tiv ,féd }

directive gain=|ELECTROMAG] Of an antennaina
given direction, 47 times the ratio of the radia-
tion intensity in that direction to the total power
radiated by the antenna { da'rek-tiv ,gdn }

directivity [ELECTR| The ability of a logic circuit
to ensure that the input signal is not affected by
the output signal [ELECTROMAG] 1.The value of
the directive gain of an antennain the direction
of its maximum value. 2. The ratio of the
power measured at the forward-wave sampling
terminals of a directional coupler, with only a
forward wave present in the transmission line.
to the power measured at the same terminals
when the direction of the forward wave in the
line is reversed; the ratio is usually expressed in
decibels, { da,rek'tiv-ad-é }

directivity factor [ENG AcouUS] 1. The ratio of
radiated sound intensity at a remote point on
the principal axis of a loudspeaker or other
transducer, to the average intensity of the sound
transmitted through a sphere passing through
the remote point and concentric with the trans-
ducer; the frequency must be stated, 2. The
ratio of the square of the voltage produced by
sound waves arriving parallel to the principal

 

 
 

axis of a microphone or other receiving trans-
ducer, to the mean square of the voltage that
would be produced if sound waves having the
same frequency and mean-square pressure were
arriving simultaneously from all directions with
random phase; the frequency must be stated,
{ da,rek'tiv-od-o ,fak-tar }

directivity index —|ENG Acous} The directivity fac-
tor expressed in decibels; it is [0 times the
logarithm to the base 10 of the directivity factor
Also known asdirectional gain. (da,rek'tiv-odig
sin,deks]

directivity pattern (ENG Acous} A eraphical or
otherdescription of the responseof a transducer
used for sound emission or reception as a
function of the direction of the transmitted or
incident sound wavesina specified plane andata
specified frequency Also known as beam pattern:
directional response pattern. ( dayrek'tiv-ad-9
ipad-orn }

direct keying device=|comput sct| A computer
input device which enables direct entry of infor-
mation by means of a keyboard. { da'rekt 'ké-in
di,vis }

directly heated cathode Svefilament —{ dotrect.
1é [héd-ad 'ka,thdd }

direct-map cache —|COMPuT sci] A cache meinory
that is organized by linking it to locatians in
random-access memory. { da,rekt ,map 'kash}

direct memory access [comput sci| The use of
special hardware for direct transfer of data to
or from memory to minimize the interruptions
caused by program-controlled data transfers
Abbreviated dma, _{ dajrekt ;mem-ré 'ak,ses}

direct numerical control=|comPuT sci] The use of
acomputer to program, service, and log a process
such as a machine-tool cutting operation, {do
irekt niiimer-i-kal kan'tral }

director {ELECTR} Telephone switch which trans-
lates the digits dialed into the directing digits
actually used to switch the call |ELECTROMAG|
A parasitic element placed a fraction of a
wavelength ahead of a dipole receiving antenna
to increase the gain of the array in the direction
of the major lobe. { do'rek-tor }

direct organization=(comput sci] A type of pro-
cessing in which records within data sets stored
on direct-access devices may be fetcheddirectly
if their physical locations are known. {| do'rekt
Orga-na'zashan }

directory [comput sci] The listing and descrip-
tion of all the fields of the records making up
afile  { da'rek-tré }

directory service [comput sci| 1. A directory
of the names and addresses of all the mail
recipients on a particular network, which pro-
vides electronic mail addresses. 2. A provider
of online directories of Web sites and search
engines { da'rek-tré ,sar-vas}

directory tree {compuT sci] A graphic represen-
tation of the hierarchical branching structuse in
which files are organized in a hard disk or other
storage device _{ da'rek-tré ,tré J

direct outward dialing [COMMUN] A private au-
tomatic branch telephone exchangethat permits
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«to dial outside numbers, Abbre-
all focal atatlor rel labtward 'clilin |
vial jectricity [SOLID STaTE| Namesome-

a en to the pigzoelectric effect in which an
gies give? is developed on a crystal by theic charge =

: jeer Wr mechanical stress. ( dle'rekt péeatici Mie

B01eeeatr (ELecTR| Telegraph re-
di which the receiving relay controlled

; giqnals received over a line repeatspy. tre ding signals directly into another line
Cotesithout the interposition of any other
Pe ani or ransmitting apparatus. | dojrekt
resin fipedar) a

m wer generator |ENG| Any device which
eeirectee thermal or chemical energy intoelectric

Ba.iy metheds more direct than the con-
Feonal thermaleycle, | dalrekt |pat-ar'jen-a

justradiator speaker iG Acous| A leu:
speaker in which the radiating elemen acts
directly on the air without a horn | datrekt
irad-@,dd-ar spek-ar |

direct read after write|(ComPuT sci) The reading
af data immediately alter the data have bean
written in order to check for erfors in the
recodiny process. Abbreviated DRAW.—| dajrekt
'réd ab-tar ‘rit ) oo ,

direct realizatlon |ELECTR] An active filter config-
uration that is derived by systematically replacing
the elements of a passive RLC prototypefilter (a
filter that consists entirely of resistors, inductors,
and capacitors) according to some rule { di
\rekt ré-a-lo'za-shon ]

direct resistance-coupled ampilfler [ELECTR]
Amplifier in which the collector, drain, or plate
of one stage is connected either directly or
through a resistor to the base, gate, or control
grid of the next stage; used to amplify smail
changes in direct current. { dajrekt rilzis-tans
ikap-ald 'am-pla,fi-arJ

direct route (ELEC] In wire communications, the
trunks that connect a pair of switching centers,
regardless of the geographical direction the
actual trunk facilities may follow. { dofrekt
‘rit }

direct sequence system=|COMMUN| A system for
generating spread spectrum transmissions by
phase-modulating a sine wave pseudorandomly
by an unending string of pseudonoise code
symbols, each of duration much smaller than a
bit. { do'rekt 'sé-kwans ,sis-tam ]

direct stroke ELEC] A lightning stroke that actu-
ally strikes some part of a power or communica-
tion system, { dajrekt ‘strdk }

direct symbol recognition {comput scl| Recog-
nition by sensing the unique geometrical prop-
erties of symbols. [ dajrekt 'sim-bal ,rek-ig
iish-on }

direct-view storage tube [eLecrs| A cathode-ray
tube in which secondary emission of electtons
fromastorage grid Is used to provide an intensely
bright displayforlong and controllable periads of
lime Also known as display storage tube; viewing
storage tube—[ calrekt Ivy ‘stordj tiib |
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direct voltage [ELEC] A voltage that forces elec-
trons to move through a circuit in the samedi-
rection continuously, thereby producing a direct
current. Also known as direct-current voltage
{ dairekt 'vGL-tij }

direct wave=|comMuN] A radio wavethat is prop-
agated directly through space from transmitter
to receiver without being refracted by the iono-
sphere. { dajrekt 'wav }

direct-wlire circult {ELEC| Supervised protective
signaling circuit usually consisting of one metal-
lic conductor and a ground return and having
signal-receiving equipment responsive to either
an increase or a decrease in current. { dolrekt
iwir 'sar-kot }

direct-writing galvanometer [ENG] A direct-
writing recorder in which the stylus or pen is
attached to a movingcoil positionedin thefield
of the permanent magnet of a galvanometer
{ dojrekt jwrid-in ,gal-va'ndm-ad-ar |

direct-writIng recorder |ENG|]A recorder in
which the permanent record ofvarying electrical
quantities or signals is made on paper,directly
by a pen attached to the moving coil of a
galvanometer or indirectly by a pen moved
by some form of motor under control of the
galvanometer, Also known as mechanical
oscillograph —[ dajrekt |wrid-in ri'kGrd-or}

disabllity glare Sve glare,{dis-o'bil-od-é ,glar }
disable (comput sci| 1. To prevent some action

from being carried out. 2. To turn offa computer
system or a piece of equipment. { dis'a-bal}

disappearing filament pyrometer See optical-
pyrometer. { ‘dis-a,pirin  ,fil-a-mont pi'ram:
ad-or}

disassemble |compur sct| To translate a pro-
gram from machine language to assembly lan-
guage to aid in its understanding. { ,dis-o
'sem:bol }

disassembler |compursci| A program that trans-
lates machine language into assembly language
{ ,dis-a'sem-blar }

disaster dump=|computsci] A listing of the con-
tents of acomputer's central processing unit that
is created when the computer detects an error
that it cannot handlein the course of processing
{ di'zas-tor ,damp}

disc Sveedisk. { disk]
discharge [ELEC] To remove a charge from a

battery, capacitor, or other electric-energy stor-
age device [ELEcTR| The passageofelectricity
through a gas, usually accompanied by a glow,
arc, spark, or corona Also knownas electric
discharge | 'dis,chéirj ]

discharge key |ELEC| Device for switching a ca-
pacitor suddenly from a charging circuit to a load
through which it can discharge. { 'dis,charj ,ké}

discharge lamp (ELEcTR| A lamp in which light
is produced by an electric discharge between
electrodes in a gas (or vapor) at low or high
pressure. Also knownas electric-discharge lamp;
gas-discharge lamp; vapor lamp. { 'dis,charj
lamp }

discharger |ELec| A silver-impregnated cotton
wick encased inaflexible plastic tube with an
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discharge tube

aluminum mounting lug, used on aircraft to
reduce precipitation static. { 'dis,charj-or }

dischargetube [ELECTR] An evacuated enclosure
containing a gas at tow pressure, through which
current can flow when sufficient voltage is
applied between metal electrodes in the tube
Also known as electric-discharge tube { ‘dis
ichiirj ,tiib }

discomfort glare Sve glare. { dis'kom-fort ,gler }
discone antenna={ELECTROMAG| A biconical an-

tenna in which one of the conesis spread out to
180° to form a disk, the center conductorof the
coaxial line terminates at the center of the disk,
and the cable shield terminates at the vertex of
the cone={ 'dis,kGn an'ten:o }

disconnect [ELEC| To openacircuit by removing
wires or connections, as distinguished from
opening a switch to stop current flow. |ENG| To
sever aconnection. { ,dis-ko'nekt }

disconnectfitting [ELEC] An electrical connec-
tion that can be disconnected without tools
{ idis:ko'nekt ,fid-in }

disconnecting switch |ELEc| A switch that iso-
lates a circuit or piece of electrical apparatus
after interruption of the current, Also known as
disconnector { ,dis-ko'nek-tin ,swich }

disconnector See disconnecting switch
{ .dis-ko'nek-tar}

disconnector release (ELEC| Device which dis-
engages the apparatus used in a telephone
connection to restoreit to its original condition
when not inuse. { ,dis-ka'nek-tar ri'lés }

discontinuous amplifier (ELECTR) Amplifier in
which the input waveform is reproduced on some
type of averaging basis { ,dis-kan'tin-yawas
‘am-plo,fl-ar}

discrete address beacon system See Mode S,
{ diskrét 'ad-res 'bé-kan ,sis-torn }

discrete comparator Sev digital comparator
{ di'skrét kom'par-od-or}

discrete cosine transform {comMMUN| A mathe-
matical transform, used in bit rate reduction
applications, in which the reconstructed bit
stream is identical to the bit stream input to
the system, in this regard, the transform is
a mathematical process that can be perfectly
undone. Abbreviated DCT { di'skrét 'kd,sin
‘tranz,form }

discrete sampling [ELECTR] Sampling in which
the individual samples are of such long duration
that the frequency responseof the channel is not
deteriorated bythe sampling process. { di'skrét
‘'sam:plin }

discrete sound system [ENG Acous| A quadra-
phonic sound system in which the four input
channels are preserved as four discrete channels
during recording and playback processes; some-
times referred to as a 4-4-4 system,{di'skrét
‘saund ,sis-tam }

discrete system [CONT sys] A control system in
which signals at one or more points may change
only at discrete values of time Also known as
discrete-time system —_[ di'skrét 'sis-tom }

discrete-time system See discrete system
{ di'skrét ,tim 'sis-tom }

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

discrete transfer function See pulsed transferfunction. ( dijskrét 'tranz-for fank-shan }
discrete-word intelligibility||ComMUN| The ppp.

cent of intelligibility obtalned when the SPeech
units under consideration are words, usualy
presented so as to minimize the contexts)
relation between them. [ diiskr@t jward in
tel-afa'bil-ad-a|

discrimination |jcommuN| 4. In frequency.
modulated systems, the detection cr dem,
dulation af the impased variations in the
frequency of the carriers. 2 Ina tuned clrewit
the degree of rejection of unwanted signal.
3. Of anysystem or transducer, the difference
betweenthe losses at specified frequencies wit},
the system or transducer terminated in specified
impedances. [comPuT sci] See condition,
jump. | dijskrim-a'na-shan |

discriminator=[ELEcTR] A circuit in which magpj.
tude and polarity of the output voltage depeng
on how an input signal differs from a standered oy
from another signal —_{ di'skrim-o,n@d-ar}

discriminator transformer [ELECTR| A trans.
former designed to be used in a stage where
frequency-modulated signals are converted
directly to audio-frequencysignals or in a stage
where frequency changes are converted to
corresponding voltage changes { di'skrim.y
inad-or tranz'for-‘mar}

disengage |ENG| To break the contact between
two objects. { ,dis-an'gaj }

dish See parabolic reflector {dish }
disintegratlon voltage [ELEcTR| The lowest an-

ode voltage at which destructive positive-ion
bombardment of the cathode occurs in a hot-
cathode gas tube, { dis,in-to'gra-shon val.
tif)

disjunctive search [comput sci| A searchto find
items that have at least one of a given set of
characteristics { dis'jank:tiv 'sarch }

disk=[compuT sci] A rotating circular plate having
a surface on which information may be stored
as a pattern of magnetically polarized spots (on
a magnetic disk) or holes (on an optical disk)
on concentric recording tracks. Also known as
magnetic disk, Also spelled disc. { disk }

disk armature |ELEC| The armature in a motor
that has a disk winding or is made up of a metal
disk. {'disk ,ar-ma-chor }

disk cache [comput sci] A portion of random-
access memory that contains the data most
recently read from or written to thedisk, allowing
rapid access by the central-processing unit
{'disk ,kash }

disk capacitor [ELEC] A small, flat, circular ca-
pacitor that usually has a ceramic dielectric
{'disk ka,pas-ad-or|

disk cartridge |computsci] Aremovable module
that contains a single magnetic disk platter which
remains attached to the housing when placed
into the disk drive—[ ‘disk ,kar-trij }

disk crash Sve head crash —_{ ‘disk ,krash }
disk drive [compuT sci] The physical unit that

holds, spins, reads, and writes the magnetic
disks. Also known as disk unit. { ‘disk ,driv } 
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drive controller {compuy set] A device that
hlesamicrocomputer to control thefunction-

ee fadiskdrive. ("disk (driv kon'trs-lar )
eo safloppy disk. [ di'sket|

diske jcomeur sei| An organized collection of
diolids held ona magnetiodisk. ‘disk fil]

Teegs work station [COMPUT sci] A computer
adlekles®work that has rio disk storage of Its own
‘ yiek-las twark sla-shan J

ie memory Ssediskstorage. | ‘disk mem:ré)
ae operating system [COMPUT sci] An oper-disk system which uses magnetic disks as
tenat? on-line storage. Abbreviated DOS.
Haisk ap-3tacht sis-tam |

k pack jcompuT scl] A set of magnetic disks
Oe ean be removed from a disk drive as a unit

| disk pak| ; ss hedisk recording [PNG ACOUS| 1. T @ process
of inscribinig suitably transformed acoustical
or electrical signals on a phonograph record
2 Si phonagraph record, [fdisk ri’kGrd-in |

disk-seal tube JeLecte| An electron tube hav-
ing disk-shaped electrodes arranged in closely
spaced parallel layers, to give low interelectrode
capacitancealong with high power output, up to
4500 megahertz. Also known as lighthouse tube;
megatron— ‘disk sé@l tb|

disk storage [ELECTR] Arexternal computer stor-
age device consisting of one or more disks
spaced on. a common shaft, and magnetic heads
mounted onarms that reach between the diaks to
readand record information on them, Alsoknown
ae disk memory: magnetic disk storage, | idisk
tstr-l} } ier

disk striplng [COMPUT sci] The distribution of a
tinit of data overtwo or morehard disks, enabling
the data to be read more quickly. Also known as
data striping. { ‘disk ,strip-in }

disk thermistor (ELECTR| A thermistor which is
produced by pressing and sintering an oxide
binder mixture into a disk,0.2-0.6 inch (5-15
millimeters) in diameter and 0.04—-0.5 inch (1.0—
13 millimeters} thick, coating the major surfaces
with conducting material, and attaching leads
{ {disk thar'mis-tor}

disk unit See disk drive. (‘disk ,yii-nat}
dispatching |compuTsci| The controlof priorities

in a queue of requests in a multiprogramming or
multitasking environment. { dis'pach-in }

dispatching priority |comPuT sci] in a multi-
programming or multitasking environment, the
priority assigned to an active (non-real time,
nonforeground) task. { dis'pach-in pri,ar-ad-é }

dispenser cathode {ELEcTR}| An electron tube
cathode having provisions for contiriuausly te-
placing evaporated electran-emitting material
[da'spen-sar kalh,dd }

disperse [COMPUT Sei| A data-processing opera-
tion in which grouped input items are distributed

ide a latger number of groupsin the outputspars|

dispersion Jooymun| The entropy of the qutput
of a communications channel when the input js
NOWN, |ELECTROMAG| Scattering of microwave
radiation by anebstruction. | da'spar-zhan }

disk

 

display primary

displacement [comput sct| The numberof char-
acter positions or memory locations from
some pointof reference to a specified character
or data item. Also knownasoffset. [ELEC] See
electric displacement, [{ dis'plas-mant}

displacement angle [ELEC| The change in the
phase of an alternator’s terminal voltage when
aloadis applied. { dis'plas-mant ,ap-gal}

display [ELECTR] 1. A visible representation of
information, in words, numbers, or drawings, as
on the cathode-ray tube screen of a radar set,
navigation system, or computer console. 2. The
device on which the information is projected
Also knownasdisplay device. 3, The image of
the information. { di'spla }

display adapter See video display board
{ di'spl4 a,dap-tor}

dispiay console §|computsct| A cathode-ray tube
or other display unit on which data being
processed or stored in a computer can be pre-
sented in graphical or character form; sometimes
equipped with a light pen with which the user can
alter the information displayed, { di'spla ,kan
iSO] }

display control (compuTsci| A unitinacomputer
system consisting of channels and associated
control circuitry that connect a numberof visual
display units with acentral processor. { di'spla
kan, tral }

display cycle (comput sci| In computer graphics,
the sequenceofoperationscarried outto display
animage. { di,spla ,st-kal }

display device Seedisplay. { di'spla di,vis }
display element |compuTsci] In computer graph-

ics, a basic componentof a display, such as a
circle, line, ordot, { di'spla ,el-a-mant}

display entity §|computsci| In computergraphics,
a group of display elements that can be manipu-
lated as aunit. { di'spla ,en-tad-é }

display formats Sve radar display formats. { di
ispla ,for-matz }

display frame [{compurTscl] In computergraphics,
one of a sequence of frames making up a
computer-generated animation { di'spla ,fram }

display Information processor |COMPUT SCl]
Computer used to generate situation displays
in a combat operations center { di'spla in-for
'ma-shon ,prds,es-or}

display list {compuT sct| In computer graphics,a
set of vectors that form an imagestored in vectors
graphics format. { di'spla list }

display packing {computsci] An efficient means
of transmitting the x and y coordinatesof a point
packedin a single word to halve the time required
to freshen the spot ona cathode-ray tube display
{ di'spla ,pak-in }

display power managementsignalling=|comPUT
sci] Signaling whereby a video adapter can in-
struct a monitor to reduce its power level to
conserve electricity, Abbreviated DPMS. { di
ispla 'pau-or ,zman-ij-mant sig-nol-in }

display primary |COMMUN] One of the primary
colors produced in a video system that, when
mixed in proper proportions, serve to produce
the other desired colors, { di'sp!a 'pri,mer-é }
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display processor

display processor§|compuT sci] A section al a
computer which handles the routines required
to display an output on a cathode-ray tube
{ di'spla ,prds,es-or}

display screen See video monitor. { di'spla
iskrén }

display storage tube See direct-view storage tube
{ di'spla 'stor-ij til )

display system |compursci] The total system,
combining hardware and software, needed to
achieve a visible representation of informationin
a data-processing system. { di'spla ,sis-tom }

display terminal=|jcomeur sci] A computer oul-
put device In which characters and sometimes
graphic information appear on the screen of
a cathode-ray tube; now largely replaced by
monitors using bit-mapped displays. Also known
as display unit; video display terminal (VDT)
{ di'spla ,tar-man-al |}

display tube ELECTR] A cathode-ray tube used
to provide a v|sual display, Also knownas visual
display unit. (di'spla tab}

display unlt See display terminal, { di'spla ,yii-
tat }

display window |comMuN] Width of the por-
tlon of the frequency spectrum presented on
panoramic presentation, expressed in frequency
units, usually megahertz, { di'spla ,win,d6 }

disposition [compusci] The status ofa file after
it has been closed by a computer program, for
example. retained ordeleted.  { ,dis-pa'zish-an|

disruptive discharge=JeLec| A sudden and large
increase in current through an insulating medium
due to complete failure of the medium under
electrostatic stress. { disirap-tiv ‘dis,charj}

dissector tube [ELECTR] Camera tube having a
continuous photo cathode on whichis formed a
photoelectric emission pattern which is scanned
by moving its electron-optical image aver an
aperture. [ da'sek-tar ,tiib }

dissipation factor |eLec| The inverse of Q, the
storage factor [ ,dis-a'pa-shan jfak-tar ]

dissipation line |ELECTROMAG| A length of stain-
less steel or Nichrome wire used as a nonin-
ductive terminating impedance for a rhombic
transmitting antenna when several kilowatts of
powermustbedissipated, | ,dis-o'pa-shan,Jin|

dissipation loss |ELec| A measure of the power
loss of a transducer in transmitting signals,
expressed as the ratio of its input powerto its
output power. | dis-a'pa-shan los|

dissymmetrical network Ser dissymmetrical trans-
ducer, { dissa'me-tra-kal ‘network |

dissymmetrical transducer |ELecTR| A trans-
ducer whose inputand output image impedances
are not equal. Also known as dissymmetrical
network. { ,dis-o'me-tra-kal tranz'dii-sar}

distance mark [ELECTR| A movable point pro-
cluced on a radar display by a special signal
generator, so that when the mark is moved to
a target position on the screen the range to
the target can be read on the calibrated dial of
the signal generator; usually used for gun laying
where highly accurate distance is important
{ 'dis-tans ,mark }

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

distance marker [ENG] One of a series of cor
centric circles, painted or otherwise [xed on the
screen af a plan position indicator, frony Which
the distance af a target from the radar antenn
can be read directly; used for survelllance and
navigation where the relative distances betwee,
a number of targets are required simultaneously
Also known as radar range marker: range Marker.
{ 'dis-tans ,mark-ar |

distance protection [ELec| Effect of a device
operative within a predetermined electrical dis
tance on the protected circuit to cause ang
maintain an interruption of power In a faultycircuit. [ ‘dls-tans pra,tek-shan’]

distance reception [commun | Reception—of
messages from, or communication with, distant
radio stations Abbreviated DX. | ‘dis-tang
ti'sep-shan }

distancerelay |ELEc| Protective relay, the opera.
tion of whichis a function ofthe distance between
the relay and the point offault. { ‘dis:tans ra
la }

distance resolution (ENG| The minimum radia}
distance by which targets must be separated
to be separately distinguishable by a particular
radar. Also known as range discrimination; range
resolution. {‘dis-tans ,rez-a,lii-shan }

distance/velocity fag [CONT sys|The delay
caused by the amount of time required to
transport material or propagate a signal or
condition from one point to another. Also known
as transportation lag; transport lag. { \dis-tans
va'las-ad-é lag }

distant fleld=[ELECTROMAG| The electromagnetic
field at a distance of five wavelengths or more
from a transmitter, where the radial electricfield
becomesnegligible { idis-tant(féld }

distortion [ELECTR] Any undesired change in the
waveform of an electric signal passing through
a circuit or other transmission medium. | ENG]
In general, the extent to which a system fails
to accurately reproduce the characteristics of
an input signalat its output. [ENG ACOUS] Any
undesired change in the waveform of a sound
wave, {di'storshan }

distortion factor |COMMUN| Ratio of the effective
value of the residue of a wave after elimination
of the fundamental to the effective value of the
orlginal wave. { di'stor-shan jfak-ter }

distortion meter {£NG] An instrument that pro-
vides a visual indication of the harmonic con-
tent of an audio-frequency wave, [ di'stor-shan
imeéd-ar |

distress frequency=|cammun| A frequencyallot-
ted te distress calls, generally by international
agreement; for ships at sea and aircraft over
the sea, it is 500 kilohertz. { da’stres ,fra-kwan-
sé}

distributed amplifier JeLecte| A wide-band am-
plifier In which tubes are distributed along
artificial delay lines made up-of coils acting with
the Input and outpul capacitances of the tubes.
{ di'strib-yad-ed ‘am-pla,fi-er |

distributed bulletin board=|compur sci| A col-
lection of newsgroups on a wide-area network.
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distributed capacitance=|rLec| Capacitance that
exists between the turns In a coil or choke,
or between adjacent conductors or circuits, as
distinguished from the capacitance concentrated
inacapacitor | di'strib-yad-ad ka'pas-ad-ans|

distributed circuit [Lecter A film circuit whose
effective components cannot be easily recag-
nized as discrete, | di'strib-yad-ad 'sar-kat |

distributed communications (commun) infor-
malion transfer beyond the local level that
may Invalve the originating source to transmit
information to all communications centers
on any one network, and may also cause an
interchange of communications among several
whole networks. {di'strib-yad-ad ka'myti-na'ka.shanz }

distributed computing=|coypyy Sct] The use of
multiple network-connected computers for solv-
ing 4 problem or for Information processing
(distrib-yac-ad kar'pyiidsin

distributed control system=[Cowr SYS] A collec
tion af modules. each with its awn specific
function, interconnected tightly te carry out an
integrated data acquisition and control applica-
tion [ di'strib-yad-ad kan'tral sis+tam }

distributed database |cowmpur sci} A database
maintained in physically separated locations and
supported by a computer network so that it {s
possible to accessall parts of the database [rom
various points in the network | di'strib-yad-ad‘dacha \bas|

distributed-emission Photodiode jeLecre|
A broad-band photediode Proposed for
detection of modulated laser beams at
millimeter wavelengths: incident light falls on
4 photocathode strip that generates a traveling
wave of photocurrent having the same wave
velocity as the transmission’ ling which the
photodiode feeds. | di'strib-yad-ad a'mish-an6d-4,di,ae |

distributed free Space |cOMPUT sei Empty
spaces in a data layout to allow new data to be
inserted at a future time. ( di'strib-yad-ad tfreSpas }

distributed intelligence=|compur Scl| The exis-
tence of processing capability in terminals and
other peripheral. devices of a computer system
Also known as distributed logic. [ di'strib-yad-
ad in'tel-a-jang }

distributed logic—See distributed intelligence,
[ difstrib-yad-ad ‘la)-ik )

distributed logic cluster word processor
[coOmMPUT Sci]. system of word processors each
of which can operate independently, althaugh
printers are generally shared by a number of
terminals. { di'strib-yad-ad ‘lapikklos-tor "wardiPras\esrar |

distributed network [COMMUN | A  communica-
tions network in which there exist alternative
routings between the various nodes [Compur
Sci A computer netwerk in which at least some
Ol the processing is done at individual work
Stations and Information is shared by and often

CCFESS

distribution center

stored at the wark stations. | di'stribsyad-ad'netwark}

numerical control [cont Svs] The
use of central computers to distribute part-
classification data to machine tools which
themselves are controlled by computers or
fumerical control tapes. ( di'strib-yad-ad
ni'mera-kal kan'tral |

distributed-parameter system=Sw distributed
system ( d'strib-yad-od pa'tam-ad-ar,sis:tam }

distributed paramp  |cLectr| Paramaanetic am-
plifier that consists essentially of a transmission
line shunted by uniformly spaced, identical
varactors; the applied Pumping wave excites
the varactors in sequence to give the desired
traveling-wave effect. [ di'strib-yad-ad !paramp }

distributed Processing system=|campur sci}
An Information processing system consisting
of two or more programmable devices, con-
nected so thal information can be exchaiged
( dl'strib-yad-ael 'prus,es-in isis-tam }

distributed system [COMPUT SeI| Acomputersys-
tem consisting af a collection of autonomous
computers linked by a network and equipped
with software that enables the computers te
coordinate their activities and to share the
resources of system hardware, soltware, and
data, so that users perceive a single, integrated
computing facility. jean 5y8| A collection of
modules, each with its own specific function,
interconnected to Carry out integrated data
acquisition and control ina critical environment,
[SYS ENG] A system whose behavior is governed
by partial clifferential equations, and not merely
ordinary differential equations, Also known as
distributed-parameter system (di'strib-yad-ad‘sis-tam }

distributing frame [ELECTR] Structure for termi-
naling permanent wires ofa central office, private
branch exchange, or private exchange, and for
permitting the easy change of connections be-
tween ther by mearis of crass-cannecting wires
| di'stribyad-in fram |

distributing terminal assembly {ELECT Frame
situated between each pair of selector bays
to provide terminal facilities for the selector
bank wiring andfacilities for ctoss-connection
to trunks running to succeeding switches.
| di'strib-yad-in 'term-an-al asem-blé |

on amplifier |eLecray A radio-frequency
power amplifier used to fead television or radia
signals to a number of teceivers, as in an
apattment house or a hotel [ENG aACcoUS| An
alidio-frequency power amplifier used to feed a
speech or music distribution system and having
sufficiently low output impedance so changes in
load do not appreciably affect the ourput voltage,
{ dis-tra'byd-shan ‘am-pla,fi-ar }

distribution cable [ELEC] Cable extending from
a feeder cable into a Specific area for the
purpose of providing service to that area
| dis-tra'byil-shan ,ka-bal ]

distribution center [ELEC] In an alternating-
current power system, the point at which
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distribution control

control and routing equipment is installed.
{ ,dis-tra'byl-shon ,sen-tor }

distribution control See linearity control
{ ,dis-tra'byii-shon kan'tral}

distributlon frame {coMMUN] A place where a
number of cables converge and signals are
redistributed among them. { ,dis-tra'byii-shon
ifram }

distribution substation | ELEc} An electric power
substation associated with the distribution sys-
tem and the primary feeders for supply to
residential, commercial, and industrial loads
{ dis-tra'byii-shon 'sab,sta-shan}

distribution switchboard |[ELEC| Power switch-
board used for the distribution of electrical en-
ergy at the voltage commonfor each distribution
within a building, ( ,dis-tra'byii-shan 'swich
ibord }

distribution system [ELEC| Circuitry involving
high-voltage switchgear, step-down transform-
ers, voltage dividers, and related equipment
used to receive high-voltage electricity from
a primary source and redistribute it at lower
voltages. Also known as electric distribution
system. { ,dis-tro'byii-shon ,sis-tom }

distribution transformer |ELEc] An element of
an electric distribution system located near
consumers which changes primary distribu-
tion voltage to secondary distribution voltage
{ ,dis-tro'byii-shon tranz'for-mar}

distributor {ELEc| 1. Any device which allocates
a telegraph line to each of a numberof channels,
or to each row of holes on a punched tape,
in succession. 2. A rotary switch that directs
the high-voltage ignition current in the proper
firing sequence to the various cylinders of an
internal combustion engine, |ELECTR] The elec-
tronic circuitry which acts as an intermediate
link between the accumulator and drum storage
{ do'strib-yad-or}

distributor points |ELEC| Cam-operated con-
tacts, the opening of which triggers the ignition
pulse in an internal combustion engine,
{ da'strib-yad-ar ,poins}

disturbance [COMMUN] An undesired interfer-
ence or noise signal affecting radio, television,
or data reception. { da'stor-bons }

disturbed-one output [ELECTR| One output of a
magnetic cell to which partial-read pulses have
been applied since that cell was last selected for
writing. ( dajstorbd |wan ‘aut,put }

dither |COMMUN|A technique for representing
the entire gray scale of a picture by picture
elements with only one of two levels (“white
and “black"}, in which a multilevel input image
signal is compared with a position-dependent
set of thresholds, and picture elements are
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set to “white” only where the image inpiy
signal exceeds the threshold. [CONT svg 4
force having a controlled amplitude and fra,
quency, applied continuously to a device driven
by a servomotor so that the device is con.
stantly in small-amplitude motion and cannot
stick at its null position. Also known as buzz
( 'dith-ar}

dither matrix |COMMUN| A square matrix of
threshold values that is repeated as a regula;
array to provide a threshold pattern for an
entire image in the dither method of image
representation. { 'dith-or ,ma-triks }

divergence [ELECTR| The spreading of a cathode.
ray stream due to repulsion of like charges
{electrons}. { da'vor-jans}

diversity (commuN| Methodofsignal extraction
by which an optimum resultantsignal is deriveg
from acombinationof, or selection from, a plural-
ity of transmission paths, channels, techniques,
or physical arrangements; the system may em-
ploy space diversity, polarization diversity, fre-
quency diversity, or any other arrangement by
which a choice can be made between signals
{ da'vor-sad-é }

diversity factor |ELEC| Ratio of the sum ofthe
individual maximum demandsto total maximum
demand, as applied to an electrical distribution
system _{ da'var-sad-é ,fak-tar|

diversity galn) |cOMMUN| Gain in reception as
a result of the use of two or more receiving
antennas, { do'vor-sad-é ,gan }

diversity radar [ENG] A radar that uses two or
more transmitters and receivers, each pair oper-
ating at a slightly different frequency but sharing
a commonantenna andvideodisplay. to obtain
greater effective range and reduce susceptibility
tojamming, | da'var-sad-é 'ra,dar}

diversity recelver [ELECTR] A radio receiver de-
signed for spaceorfrequency diversity reception
{ do'var-sod-é ri'sé-var}

diversity reception |cOoMMUN] Radio reception
in which the effects of fading are minimized by
combining two or more sourcesofsignal energy
carrying the same modulation —_[ da'var-sad-é
ri'sep-shan }

diverter |ELEC| A low resistance which is con-
nected in paralle] with the series or commutating
pole winding of a direct-current machine and
diverts current from it, causing the magneto-
motive force produced by the winding to vary
{ do'vard-ar}

diverter-pote generator [ELEC] Compound wound
direct-current generator with the series winding
of the diverter pole opposing the flux generated
by the shunt wound main pole: provides a
close voltage regulation —{ da'vard-ar ,pdl 'jen-9
wad-or}

divide check [comput scij An error signal indi-
cating that an illegal division (such as dividing
by zero) was attempted. { do'vid ,chek}
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ed slit scan [COMPUT Scl| In optical charac-
a deviceoe of a narrowoelectric cells which scans an in-

column oP given intervals for the purposeof
ur-charac’ = jorizontal and vertical copeaining Its harlzonta and vertical components
{dalvidead ‘slit skan.] jive

dividing network Seecrossover network { da'vid-
in inet work = : :compur sci] One of four required parts

division || sram, labeled identificatiofa COBOL program, labeled identi cation, en-
vironment, data, and procedure, each with a set
of rules governing the contents. [da vizh-an |

division subroutine [COMPUT sci] A built-in pro-
gram which achieves division by methods such as
repetitive subtraction (da'vizh-an 'sab-rii,tén }

dma direct memory access,
DNS Se domain name system,
Dobrowolsky generator [ELEC] Three-wire, direct-

current generator with a balance coil connected
across the armature; the coil's midpaint pro-
duces the midpoint voltage for the system

ido-bra'vill ské jen-arad-ar|
docking station |comPur Sci] A device that con-

nects a portable computer with peripherals such
as an external monitor, keyboard, and so on,
allowing a portable computer to function as a
desktop computer. ( 'dak-in sté-shan }

document [COMPUT sci] 1. Any record, printed
or otherwise, that can be read by a human or
a machine 2. To prepare a written text and
charts describing the purpose, nature, usage, and
operation of a program or a system of programs.
{ 'dak-ya-mont}

documentallgnment |comPuT scl] The phase of
the reading process in which a transverse force
is applied to a document to line up its ref-
erence edge with that of the reading station
{ 'dak-ya-mant a,lin-ment}

documentation (comput scij The collection, or-
ganized andstored, of records that describe the
purpose,use, structure, details, and operational
requirements of a program, for the purpose of
making this information easily accessible to the
user { ,dak-ya-man'ta-shan }

document comparison uttlity (comput sci] A
program that compares two documents cre-
ated by word-processing programs and provides
a display of the differences between them
{ ,dak-ya-mont kam'par-o-san yii,til-ad-é }

documentflow [comput sci| The path taken by
documents as they are processed through a
record handling system, { 'dak-ya-mant ,f16 }

document handling |comput sci] In character
recognition, the process of loading, feeding,
transporting, and unloading a cut-form docu-
ment that has been submitted for character
fecognition { 'dak-ya-mant ,hand:lin }

document Image processing |compur sci] The
scanning of paper documents followed by the
storage, retrieval, display, and management of
the resulting electronic images. Also known as
document imaging. [ {daék-ya-mant ‘irnl| pra
ises-ig }

document Imaging See document image process-
ing. { 'diikeya-mant ,im-ij-ig }

divid
ter recognition,

domain

documentleading edge=[comput sci] In charac-
ter recognition, that edge which is the foremost
one encountered during the reading process and
whoserelative position defines the document's
direction of travel, { 'dak-ya-mant ,léd-in ‘ej }

document misreglstratlon §[compur sct| In char-
acter recognition, the improperstate of appear-
ance of a document,on site in a characterreader,
with respect to real or imaginary horizontal
baselines. { 'dik-ya-mant ,mis-rej-a'stra-shan }

document number [comput sci] The number
given to a document by its originators to be
used as a means forretrieval; it will follow any
one of various systems, such as chronologi-
cal, subject area, or accession. { 'ddk-ya-mont
inom-bar}

document processing [comput scl] The cre-
ation, handling, labeling, and modification of text
documents, such as in word processing and in
the indexing of documentsfor retrieval based on
their content. { jdak-ya-mont 'prd,ses-in }

documentreader [compursci| An optical charac-
ter reader which readsa limited amountofinfor-
mation (one to five lines) and generally operates
from a predetermined format. { 'd&k-ya-mant
iTéd-ar}

documentreference edge=|CcoMPUT sci] In char-
acter recognition, that edge of a source document
which provides the basis of all subsequent
reading processes, insofar as it indicates the
relative position of registration marks, and the
impending text, { 'dak-ya-mont 'ref-rans ,ej )

Document Type Definitlon |compuT sci} In Stan-
dard Generalized Markup Language, a file that
specifies the tags in a particular document and
the relationships among the fields that they
represent. Abbreviated DTD, {'dak-ya-mont ,tip
\def-a,nish-an }

docuterm [COMPUT Sci] A word or phrase descrip-
tive of the subject matter or concept of an item
of information and considered important for later
tetrieval of information, { 'dak-ya,torm }

DOD See direct outward dialing.
dog |compuTt sct} A name for the hexadecimal

digit whose decimal equivalent is 13. { dog}
doghouse [eELecTR| Small enclosure placed at

the base ofa transmitting antenna tower to house
antenna tuning equipment. { 'dog,haus }

Doherty amplifler {ELecTR}A linear radio-
frequency power amplifier that is divided into
two sections whose inputs and outputs are
connected by quarter-wave networks: for all
values of input signal voltage up to one-half
maximum amplitude, section no. | delivers all
the power to the load; above this level, section
no. 2comes into operation ('d6-ord-é ,am-plo
if-ar }

do loop [comput sci] A FORTRAN iterative tech-
nique which enables any number ofinstructions
to be executed repeatedly {'dii Jip)

domaln [comput sci] 1. The set of all possible
values contained in a particular field for every
record of a file, 2. The protected resources that
are surrounded by the security perimeter of a
distributed computer system. Also known as
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domain name

enclave; pratected subnetwork. 3. The final two
or three letters of an Internet address, which
specifies the highest subdivision, in the United
States this |s the type of organization, such as
commercial, educational, or governmental, while
outside the United Statesit is usually a country.
{ dd'man }

domain name [comput sci] An alphanumeric
string which identifies a particular computeror
a network on the Internet. { d6'man nam }

domain name system=|compurT sci| Abbreviated
DNS. 1. A system used on the Internet to map
the easily remembered names of host computers
(domain names} to their respective Internet
Protocol (IP) numbers, 2. A software database
program that converts domain namesto Internet
Protecal addresses, and vice versa. { dG,man
‘nam ,sis-tem }

domain tip memory§|compur sci] A computer
memory in which the presence or absence of a
magnetic domain in a localized region of a thin
magnetic film designates a | or 0. Abbreviated
DOT memory. Also known as magnetic domain
memory ({ dé'main tip 'mem-ré }

domestic Induction heater [ENG] A cooking
utensil heated by current (usually of commercial
powerline frequency) induced in it by a primary
inductor. {da'mes-tik in'dak-shen ,héd-ar }

domestic public-frequency bands=|commun|
Radio-frequency bands reserved for public ser-
vice within the United States { da'mes-tik
ipab-lik 'fré-kwan-sé ,banz }

domestic satellite [ENG] A satellite in stationary
orbit 22,300 miles (35,680 kilometers) above
the equater for handling 12 or more separate
color television programs, thousands of private-
line telephone calls, or an equivalent number
of channels for other communication services
within the United States Abbreviated DOMSAT.
{ da'mes-tik 'sad-al,Tt }

dominant mode See fundamental mode {'dém-
a-nent 'mad}

DOMSATSee domestic satellite. { 'dam,sat}
dongle [compuscl] A hardware device that plugs

into a computer or printer port and serves as a
capy-protection device for certain software, which
must verily its presence in order to run properly
Also known as hardware key. | 'dan-gal )

donor |SoLip STATE] An impurity that is added! to
a pure semiconductor material to increase the
number of free electrons,Alsa known as donor
impurity; electron donor. ('dG-nar}

donorimpurity Serdonor,  ('d@-narim,pyuradé}
do-nathing instruction See NOOP=(‘dil path-in

Invstrakeshan |
doorknob capaeltorjek] A high-voltage, plastic-

encased capacitor resembling a doorknobin size
and shape { 'dor,ndb ko,pas-ad-ar}

dopant Ser dopingagent, {‘dd-pant}
dope Se dopingagent (dap|
doped junction |ELecte| A junction produced by

adding an impurity to the melt during growing of
a semiconductorcrystal. ( {ddpt ‘fank-shan }

doping [ELECTR] The addition of Impurities to
a semiconductor to achieve a desired charac-
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teristic, as in producing an n-type OF p-type
material. Also known as semiconductor doping
| 'dap-in | ,

doping agent [ELECTR] An impurity element
added ta-‘semiconductor materials usedin crysta|
diodes andtransistors. Also known as dopant.
dope, ( ‘dap-in ,d-jont | ‘

doping compensation [£LecrR] The addition of
donor impurities to a p-type semiconductoror of
acceptor impurities to an n-type semiconductor
('ddp-in kam-pon'sa-shan|

Doppler filtering jevecre| A form of coherent
signal processing ina Doppler radar involving,
ina pulsed radar, multiple pulses in a coherent
processing interval so that one Doppler shift,
indicative of the target radial velocity, may be
distinguished from another; similar Doppler-
sensitive processing in a continuous-waveradar,
('dap-lar filtar-in }

Doppler radar [ENG] Coherent radar, either con-
tinuous wave or pulsed, capable of sensing the
radial motion of targets by sensing the Doppler
shift of the echoes, { 'dap-lor 'ra,dar}

Doppler sonar [ENG] Sonar based on Boppler
shift measurement technique. Abbreviated Ds.
{ 'dap-lar's8,nir |

Doppler tracking [ENG] Tracking of a target by
using Doppler tadar, {‘d4p-lar trakelp |

Doppler VOR [NAV] A ground-based naviga-
tional ald operating at very high frequency and
using a wide-aperture radiation system to reduce
azimuth errors caused by reflection from terrain
and other obstacles; makes use of the Doppler
principle to solve the problem of ambiguity
that arises from the use of a radiation system
with apertures that exceed one-half wavelength
{ ‘diip-lar |véd'ar}

DOS Svv disk operating system. [das }
dot Seebutton {dat}
dot-addressable [comput sci] The ability of an

electronic display or a dot-matrix printer to
specify the individual dots that form imagesof
characters. { \dat o'dres-a-bal}

dot character printer See dot matrix printer
| dat 'kar-Ik-tar yprint-ar |

dot cycle |COMMUN| In Leletypewriter systems,
an on-bffor mark-space cycle in which both.mark
and space have the samelength as the unit pulse.
{ dat ,si-kal }

dot generator |ELEcTR| A signal generator that
produces a dot pattern on the screen of a
color display device for use in convergence
adjustments. { ‘dat jen-a,radéar|

dot matrix (compusci| Anarray of dots that forms
acharacteror graphicsymbol. | idat ‘ma-triks |

dot matrix printer [compu sci] A type of printer
that forms each character as a group of small
dots, usinga group of wires located in the printing
element. Also known as dot character printer
( ‘dat lma-triks 'prin-tar)

dot-sequential color television jevecre| An
analog color television system in which the red,
blue, and green primary-coler dots are formed
in rapid succession along each scanning line.
{ \dat salkwen-chal 'kal-ar 'tel-a,vizh-an }
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dot system {ELECTR] Manufacturing technique

for producing microelectronic circuitry. { ‘dat
wsis-tam }

double-amplitude-modulatlon multiptier [ELECTR]
A multiplier in which one variable is amplitude-
modulated by a carrier, and the modulated
signal is again amplitude-modulated by the other
variable; the resulting double-modulated signal
is applied to a balanced demodulator to obtain
the product of the two variables { tdob-ol
jam-pla,tiid jmaj-a,!a-shan 'mal-to,plt-or }

double armature [ELEC] An armature with two

separate windings on a single core, { 'dob-al
'ar-ma-chor}

double-barrier resonant tunneling diode [ELECTR]
A variant of the tunnel diode with thin layers of
aluminum gallium arsenide and gallium arsenide
that have sharp interfaces and have widths
comparable to the Schrédinger wavelengths of
the electrons, permitting resonant behavior
Abbreviated DBRT diode. { |dab-al ,bar-é-or
trez-on-ont ,ton-ol-ig ‘dT,Gd }

double-base diode=Sve _unijunction transistor
{ idob-al |bas 'd1,Gd }

double-base junction diode See unijunction
transistor { |dab-al jbas 'jonk-shen 'di,Gd }

double-base junction transistor [ELECTR] A
tetrode transistor that is essentially a junction
triode transistor having two base connections
on opposite sides of the central region of the
transistor Also known as tetrode junction
transistor | idab-al jbas ‘Yank-shan. tran'sis-
tor]

double-bheam cathode-ray tube JELECTR] A
cathode-ray tube having two beams and capable
of producing two independent traces that may
overlap, the beams may be produced bysplitting
the beam of one eur or by using two guns.
{idab-al (bemjkath.éd ‘ra jtib }

double-bounce calibration [ELECTR] Method of
radar calibration which is used to determine
the zero set error by using round-trip echoes:
the correct range is the differance between
the fitst and second echoes ( 1deb-ol jbatins
kal-albra-shon}

double-break switch [ELEC] Switch which opens
the connected circuit at two points. ( jdab-ol
(brak 'swich|

double bridge Sw Kelyin bridge. { ;dab-al 'brij |
double-buffered data transfer=|compur sel] The

transmission of data inte the buffer register
and from there inte the device register proper
{{dobval jbat-ard!dad-a jWans:-far }
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double-diodelimiter

double bus-double breaker JELEC] A substa-
Hon. switching arrangement having two com-
mon buses and two breakers per connection.
[ {dab-al ‘bos Idab-al |brak-ar }

double bus-single breaker [ELEC| A substation
switching artangement that Involves two com-
monbuses and only one breaker per connection
(ldob-al 'bas |sinegal ,brak-ar|

double-button microphone JENG ACOUS| A car
bon microphone having two carbon-filled but-
tonlike containers, one on each side of the
diaphragm, to give twice the resistance change
obtainable with a single button. Also known
as differential microphone. ( \dab-al fbat-an
'mi-kra,fan}

double-channel duplex [COMMUN] A method
that provides for simultaneous communication
between two. stations th fough use of twa
radio-frequency channels, one In each direction,
| |dab-al [chan-al ‘di, pleks|

double-channel simplex [Commun] A> method
that provides for nonsimultaneous commulnica-
lion between two. stations through use of two
radio-frequency channels, one in each direction
({dab-al {chan-al ‘sim, pleks}

double-click=|compur sei) To depress andrelease
a mouse button twice in quick succession, often
used toinitiate an action such as Openingafile,
and to extend actions that result from a single
click. ( {dab-al ‘klik }

double-current cable code |COMMUN| A cable
code in which characters ate determined by
bipolarcharacters of equallength,  (\dalval tka
rant 'ka-bal keel |

double-current generator [ELEC] Machine which
supplies bath direct and alternating current from
the same armature winding.  [ {dabsal {ka-rant
‘jen-a,racar}

double-current signaling |commun) A systemof
telegraph signaling that uses both positive and
negative currents. | |dab-al tka-rant 'sig-naldn |

double data rate |compur sci] 4 clocking tech-
nique that increases the transfer speeds of
synchronous memories by using both the leading
and trailing edges of the clock Signal to transfer
data, effectively doubling the transfer rare or
bandwidth—( |dabral ‘daca at |

double density jcompur Sci) Property of a com-
puter storage medium that holds twice as much
data per unit of storage space as the standard,
applied particularly to floppy disks, ( ‘dab-al
‘den-sad-é |

double-diffused transistor [ELECTR| A transistor
in which two pn junctions are farmed in the
semiconductor waler by gaseous diffusion of
both p-type and n-type Impurities; an intrinsic
region can also be formed, | {dab-al datfylizd
tran'zis-tar |

double-diode {Imiter [ELECTR] Type of limiter
which is used ta removeall positive signals from
a combination of positive and negative pulses,
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double-dopedtransistor

or to remove all the negative signals from such
a combination of positive and negative pulses.
(idob-ol idi,Gd 'lim-od-ar}

double-doped transistor [ELECTR| The original
grown-junction transistor, formed by succes-
sively adding p-type and n-type impurities to the
melt during growing of the crystal, { !dab-al
,\dépt tran'zis-tar}

double-doublet antenna=|ELECTROMAG| Two
half-wave doublet antennas criss-crossed at
their center, one being shorter than the other
to give broader frequency coverage. { !dab-al
idab-lat an'ten-a }

double frequency shift keying [commun] Mul-
tiplex system in which two telegraph signals
are combined and transmitted simultaneously
by a methodoffrequency shifting between four
tadio frequencies. { idab-al ‘fré-kwan-sé !shift
‘kein }

double Image=|ELEcTR| A television picture con-
sisting of two overlapping images due to re-
ception of the analog signal over two paths of
different length so that signals arrive at slightly
different times. { |deb-al 'im-ij }

double-length number=|compu7 sci] A number
having twice as many digits as are ordinarily
used ina given computer Also known as double-
precision number.{idab-al jlenkth 'nam-bar}

double Ilmiter See cascade limiter. { ‘dab-al
‘lim-ad-ar}

double-list sorting [comput sci] A method of
internal sorting in which the entire unsortedlist
is first placed in one portion of main memory
and sorting action then takes place, creating a
sorted list, generally in another area of memory
{{dob-ol ,list 'sord-in }

double moding={ELEcTR| Undesirable shifting of
a magnetron from one frequency to another at
irregular intervals —_{ {dab-ol 'mGd-in }

double modulatlon (comMUN| A method of
modulation in which a subcarrier is first mod-
ulated with the desired intelligence, and the
modulated subcarrier is then used to modulate
a second carrier having a higher frequency
(idob-al ,maj-a'la-shan}

double-polarity pulse-amplitude modulation
[COMMUN] Pulse-amplitude modulation emp-
loying pulses of positive and negative polarity,
the average value being equal to zero. Also
known as__ bidirectional—pulse-amplitude
modulation. { {dab-al pa'lar-ad-é 'pals jam-plo
jtUitl ;maj-a'la-shan }

double-pole double-throw switch |ELEC} A six-
terminal switch or relay contactarrangement that
simultaneously connects one pair of terminals to
either of two otherpairs of terminals. Abbreviated
dpdt switch —_{ {dab-al {pal !dab-al !thrd 'swich }

double-pole single-throw switch [ELEC] A four-
terminal switch or relay contact arrangement that
simultaneously opens or closes two separate
circuits or both sides of the same circuit. Abbre-
viated dpst switch. { jdab-al !pdl {sin-gal ithra
'swich }

double-pole switch {ELEc| A switch that oper-
ates simultaneously in two separate electric
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circuits or in both lines of a single circuit
{ ideb-al {pal 'swich }

double précision (comput sci] The use of two
computer words to represent a double-length
number. { jdab-al pra'sizh-an }

double-precision hardware |CoMPUT scl] Spe-
cial arithmetic units in a computer designec|
to handle double-length numbers, employed in
operations in which greater accuracy than normal
is desired. { |dob-al praisizh-an ‘hard,wer}

double-precision number See double-length num-
ber. { jdab-al pralsizh-an 'nom-bar}

double-pulse recording |compuT sci] A tech-
nique for recording binary digits in magneticcells
in which each cell consists of two regions that
can be magnetized in opposite directions and
the value of each bit (0 or 1) is determined by
the order in which the regions occur. { idab-o]
Ipals ri'kord-in }

doubler See frequency doubler { 'dab-lar }
double refraction See birefringence { !dab-o|

ri'frak-shoan}
double screen [ELECTR] Three-layer cathode-ray

tube screen consisting of a two-layer screen with
the addition of a second long-persistence coating
having a different color anddifferent persistence
from the first. { idab-al 'skrén }

double-shleld enclosure [ELEC] Type of
shielded enclosure or room in which the inner
wall is partially isolated electrically from the
outer wall. { jdab-al shéld in'kl6-zhar}

double-sideband modulation §=|commun| Ampli-
tuda modulation in which the modulated waveis
composed ofa carrier, an upper sideband whose
frequency is the sum of the carrier and modu-
lation frequencies, and a lower sideband whose
frequencyis the difference between the carrier
and modulation frequencies. Abbreviated DSB
Also known as double-sideband transmitted-
carrier modulation (DSB-TC modulation; DSTC
modulation). { jdab-el |sidjband ,maj-a'la
shen }

double-sideband reduced-carrler modulation
[COMMUN] A form of amplitude modulation in
which both the upper and lower sidebands
are transmitted but the power contained in
the unmodulated carrier is reduced to a fixed
level below that provided to the modulator
Abbreviated DSB-RC modulation, { ,dab-al jsid
ibandri,diist |kar-€-ar ,ma-ja,la-shan }

double-sideband suppressed-carrler modulation
|COMMUN| A form of amplitude modulation in
which both the upper and lower sidebands
are transmitted but the power contained in
the unmodulated carrier is reduced to a fixed
level below that provided to the modulator
Abbreviated DSB-SC modulation, { ,dab-al !sid
sband so,prest {kar-é-ar ,maj-a,ld-shon}

double-sideband transmission§|commuN| The
transmission of a modulated carrier wave
accompanied by both of the sidebands
resulting from modulation; the upper sideband
corresponds to the sum of the carrier and
modulation frequencies, whereas the lower
sideband correspondsto the difference between
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the carrier and modulation frequencies—| |dab-
aisi, band tranz'mish-an |

double-sideband transmitted-carrier modulation
gy double-sideband modulation I idab-al {std
band tfane|mid-ad {kar-é-ar méj-a'la-shan|

double-sided board |evecrr| A: printed wiring
board that contains circuitry on both external
jayars.  ( dab-al sid-od ‘bord|

double-sided disk |compur soi] A diskette that
can bewritten on both ofitssides. ({dabsal !sid.
ad ‘disk } <

double-stream amplifier |ELecre| Microwave
traveling-wave amplifier in which amplification
occurs through interaction of two. electron
beams having different average velocities

\dakval stem ‘am-pla,ft-ar}
double-stub=tuner [ELECTROMAG| Impedance-

matching device, consisting of two stubs, usually
fixed three-eighths of a wavelength apart, in
parallel with the main transmission lines.
(idab-al stob 'tin-ar }

double-superheterodyne reception |CcoMMUN|
Method of reception in which two frequency
converters are employed before final detection
Also known as triple detection { Sdob-ol
sleporlhet-ro,din ri'sep-shon}

doublet antenna See dipole antenna { 'dab-lat
an'ten-a }

double-throw circult breaker [ELEC] Circuit
breaker by means of which a changein the circuit
connections can be obtained by closing either
of two sets of contacts. { {dab-ol ,thrd 'sar-kat
ibrak-orJ

double-throw switch |ELEC| A switch that con-
nects one set of two or more terminals to either
of two other similar sets of terminals, [ {dab-al
ithrd 'swich }

double-track tape recorder [ENG Acous| A tape
recorder with a recording head that covers half
the tape width, so two parallel tracks can be
recorded on one tape Also known as dual-track
tape recorder; half-tracktape recorder _{ !dab-al
itrak 'tap ri,kord-ar }

double triode |ELEcTR} An electron tube having
two triodes in the same envelope, Also known as
duotriode. { {dab-al 'tri,ad }

doublet trigger [ELEcTR| A trigger signal con-
sisting of two pulses spaced a predetermined
amount for cading purposes. {'dab-lat ,trig-ar}

double-tuned amplifier [ELEctR| Amplifier of one
or more stages in which each stage uses coupled
circuits having two frequencies of resonance, to
obtain wider bands than those obtainable with
Single tuning.—{ {dab-al,tiinel 'am-plo,fi-ar)

double-tuned circuit |ELEcre| A circuit that is
resonant to two adjacent frequencies, so that
there are two approximately equal values of peak
response, with a dip between. { !dob-al ,tiind
"sar-kot }

double-tuned detector |cLectR}A type of
frequency-modulation discriminator in which
the limiter output transformer has two
secondaries, one tuned above the resting
lrequency ancl the other tuned an equal amount
below—| {dobeal tind di'tek-tar|

drain

double-winding synchronous generator |ELEC|
Synchronous generator which has two similar
windings, in phase with one another, mounted on
the same magnetic structure but not connected
electrically, designed to supply powerto twoin-
dependentexternal circuits. { |dob-ol |wind-in
isip-kro-nas ‘jen-o,rad-ar}

double word §=|compursci| A unit containing twice
as many bits as a word. { |dab-al ‘ward }

double-word addressing [comput sci] An ad-
dressing mode in computers with short words
(less than 16 bits) in which the second of
two consecutive instruction words contains
the address of a location, { \dab-al ,ward 'a
idres-in }

doubly linked ring§[comput sci] A cycle arrange-
ment of data elements in which searches are
possible in both directions. { {dab-lé tlinkt 'rin }

do-untll structure (computsci] A set of program
statements that is executed once, and may
then be executed repeatedly, depending on the
results of a test specified in the first statement
{'dii on'til ,strak-char}

do-while structure |compursci| Aset of program
statementsthat is executed repeatedly, as longas
some condition, specified in the first statement,
remains tn effect.  { 'dii 'wil ,strak-chor}

down-lead See lead-in. { 'daun léd}
downtink=|coMMUN| The radio or optical trans-

mission path downward from a communications
satellite to the earth or an aircraft, or from an
aircraft tothe earth { 'daun, link }

download=|compur sci} To transfer a program or
data file from a central computer to a remote
computer or to the memory of an intelligent
terminal, { ‘daun,tdd }

downward compatibllity||compuT sci] The ability
of an older or smaller computer to accept
programs from a newer orlarger one. Also known
as backward compatibility { ‘datin-word kom
ipad-a'bil-ad-é }

Dowoscillator See electron-coupled oscillator
{ dau ‘ds-a,lad-ar|

DPCM See differential pulse-code modulation
dpdt switch See double-pole double-throw switch

{ }d@ipéidé'té ,swich }
DPMS See display power management signaling,
dpst switch Sve double-pole single-throw switch

{ 1d&péjes'té ,swich }
drag [coMPUT sci] To move an object across a

screen by moving a pointing device while holding
down the control button. { drag }

drag and drop |compuT sci] A feature whereby
Operations are performed on objects, such as
icons or blocks of text, by dragging them across
thescreentoaparticularspot. { {dragon 'drdp)}

drag-cup motor [ELEc| An induction motor hav-
ing a cup-shaped rotor or conducting material,
inside of which is a stationary magnetic core
{'drag ,.kap 'méd-or}

drain {eLec| See current drain. |ELECTR] The
region into which majority carriers flow in a
field-effect transistor; it is comparable to the
collector of a bipolar transistor and the anode
ofanelectrontube {dran}
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drain wire

drain wire jeLec| Metallic conductor frequently
used in contact with foil-type signal-cable
shielding to provide a low-resistance ground
return at any point along the shield, | 'dran
Wir}

DRAM See dynamic random-access memory
{'d@,ram }

DRAW See direct read after write. {dro}
drawing program=|comeutT sci] A graphics pro-

gram that maintains Images In vector graphics
format, allowingthe user to design andillustrate
objects on the display screen, Also known as
illustration program,=[“drd-in ,pro-gram )

dress |e.ectr| The arrangement of connecting
wires ina circuit to prevent undesirable coupling
and feedback

drift [ENG] A gradual deviation from a set adjust-
ment, such as frequency or balance current, or
froma direction.—[ drift)

drift-corrected amplifier [eLecrr| A type of am-
plifler that includes circuits designedto reduce
gradual charges In output, used in analog
computers. | {drift kajrek-tad ‘am-pla,fi-ar}

drifterror |compeursci| An errorarising in the use
ofan analog computer due to gradual changes in
the output of circuits (such as amplifiers) in the
computer | ‘drift jer-ar |

driftspace |ELECTR| A space in an electron tube
which is substantially free of externally applied
alternating fields and in which repositioning of
electrons takes place. { ‘drift spas }

drift speed [ELEC| Average speed at which elec-
trons or ions progress through a medium.
{ ‘drift spéd }

drift transistor ELECTR] 1. A transistor having
two plane parallel junctions, with a resistivity
gradient in the base region betweenthe junctions
to improve the high-lrequency response. 2, Soe
diffused-alloy transistor—{ ‘drift tran zis-tor }

drill circuit [commun | A telegraph circuit used
only to practice sending and receiving. | 'dril
jSar-kat |

drill down=[comput sci] In data mining, viewing
data at a greater level of detail, for example,
viewing individual sales as opposed Lo viewing
total sales. [ {dri} ‘dawn }

driilup |compursei| Indata mining, viewing data
in less detail; for example, viewing total sales as
opposed to individual sales. { ldril ‘ap }

drive ELECTR] Sevexcitation [ENG] The means
by which a machineis given motion or power or
by which power is transferred from one part ofa
machine to another { driv}

drive array |comPuT sci] A collection of hard
disks organized to increase speed and improve
reliability, often with the help of data stripping
| ‘driv ara |

drivebay |compursci| Aspace inthe cabinet ofa
personal computer where disk drives, tape drives,
and CD-ROM drives can be installed Also known
asbay. (‘driv ,ba }

drive control Sr horizontal drive control. { ‘driv
kan, tral ]

driveless work station=|compPuT sci] A computer
or terminal in a local area network that does not
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have its own disk drives and relies on a central
mass storage facility for information storage
| 'driv-las 'wark staeshan }

drive light [comput sci] A lamp on the front of a
disk drive that lights to indicate whentheunit is
reading or writing data. { ‘driv lit}

driven array |BLECTROMAG| An antenna array
consisting of a number of driven elements,
usually half-wave dipoles, fed in phase or out of
phase from acommon source, | |driv-an a'ra |

driven blocking oscillator Sev monostable block-
ingoscillator. | {driv.an {blak-in ‘as-a,lad-ar|

driven element |ELECTROMAG| An antenna ele-
ment thatis directly connected to the transmis-
sion line Lidrivean‘el-a-tnant }

drive pattern |CoMMUN| In a facsimile system,
undesired pattern of density variations caused
by petiadic errors in the position of the recording
spot. [ ‘driv .pad-arn |

drive pulse={iLecrr| An electrical pulse which
induces @ magnetizing lorce in an eloment of a
magnetic core storage, reversing the polarity of
the care. [| ‘driv ,pals }

driver |compur sci] A sequence of program in-
structions that controls an input/output device
such as a tape drive or disk drive, |ELECTR]
The amplifier stage preceding the output stage
in a receiver or transmitter. [ENG AcaUS| The
portion of a hom loudspeaker that converts
electrical energy into acoustical energy and feeds
the acoustical energy ta the small end of the horn
{'dri-var }

driver element [ELECTROMAG] Antenna array el-
ement that receives power directly from the
transmitter ('dri-var jel-a-riant |

driver sweep. |ELECTR| Sweep triggered only by
an incoming signal or trigger. [‘dri-var swep}

driver transformer [el.rers| A transformer in the
input circuit of an amplifier, especially in the
transmitter. | 'drivar tranz'[ér-mar)

drive winding [eLects| A coil of wire that is
inductively coupled to. an element of a magnetic
memory. Also known as drive wire. [ ‘driv
win-dig }

drive wire See drive winding (‘driv ,wir}
driving clock [ENG] A mechanismfor driving an

instrument at a required rate. { 'driv-in |klak }
driving-point functlon§|cONT sys| A special type

of transfer function in which the input and output
variables are voltages or currents measured be-
tween the same pair of terminals in an electrical
network (‘drivin point, fagk-shan |

driving-point impedance —|eLecte| The comples
ratio of applied alternating voltage to the re-
sulting alternating current in an electron tube,
tetwork, or other transducer ( ‘drivin spoint
im'péd-ans |

driving signal {ELecTR| Television signal that
times the scanning at the pickup point.
(‘drivin jsig-nal |

dropbar |e.ec| Protective device usedta ground
a high-voltage capacitor when opening a door.
{‘drap ,bar |

drop bracket transposition |ELEC| Reversal of
the relative positions of two parallel wire
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vonductars while depressing one, so that the
crossover 1s ina vertical plane=[{ 'drdp jbrak-ot
rranzpa'zish-on} ; /

drop-dead halt |comPursci] A machine halt from
which there is No recovery: such a halt may-occur
throughs logical error in programming: examples
inwhichadrop-dead halt could ocqurare division
by. zero and transfer to'a nonexistent Instruction
word. Also known as dead halt. | {dip ded‘ho

ioe jcomPurscl] The accidental appearance
of an unwanted bit, digit, or character on a
magnetic recording surface or during reading
from or writing to a magnetic storage device.
| 'drip vin} : /

dropout [COMPUT scl] The accidental disappear-
ance of a valid bit, digit, or character from
a storage medium or during reading from or
writing to a storage device. [ELEC] Of a relay,
the maximum current, voltage, power, or such, at
whichit will release from its energized position,
jeLecTk| Areduction in-cutput signal level during
reproductian of recorded data, sufficient tocause
aprocessingerror, ( 'draip,atit |

dropout current |ELEC| The maximum current at
which a relay or other magnetically operated
device will release to its deenergized position
{'drip,aut ,ko-ront}

dropout error |ELECTR] Loss of a recordedbit or
any other error occurring in recorded magnetic
tape duc to foreign particles on orin the magnetic
coating orto defects inthe backing —{ ‘drdp,aut
yerar}

dropout fuse |ELEC| A fuse used on utility line
potes which springs open when the fuse metal
melts to provide rapid are extinction, and which
drops lo an open-circuit position readily distin-
guishable from the ground. Also knownas flip-
open cutout fuse. { ‘drap,aut ,fyiiz }

dropout voltage |ELEC| The maximum voltage at
which a relay or other magnetically operated
device will release to its deenergized position
{'dréip,adt ,vdl-tij }

dropping resistor |ELEc| A resistor used in series
with a load to decrease the voltage applied to the
load, {'drap-in ri,zis-tar }

drop relay jeiec| Relay activated by incoming
Tinging current to call an operator's attention to
a subscriber's line, ( tdrdp 'ré,|a )

drop repeater [ELEcTR| Microwave repeater that
is provided with the necessary equipment for lo-
cal termination of one or morecircuits. { ‘drdp
ci pacar }

drop wire [ELEC] Wire suitable for extending an
open wire or cable pair from a pole or cable
terminal toa building. ('dtap wir}

drum {Electr} A computer storage device con-
sisting of a rapidly rotating cylinder with a
magnetizable external surface on which data can
be read or written by many read/write heads
floating a few millionths of an inch off the surface:
once used as a primary storage device but now
used as an auxiliary device Also known as drum
Memory; drum storage; magneticdrum; magnetic
drum storage. { dram }

dry circuit

drum armature [ELEC] An armature that has a
drum winding. [{ ‘dram ,arm-9-char}

drum controller |ELec| An electric device that
has a drum switchfor its main switching element;
used to govern the way electric power is clellvered
toamotor, {'dram kan,tré-lar )

drum disk rectlfler [ELEC] A mechanical rectifier
using synchronous contacts and a copper oxide
dry disk. { ‘dram disk‘rek-to,ff-ar}

drum mark [compusci] A character indicating
the termination of a record on a magnetic drum
(‘dram ,mark }

drum memory Seedrum. { |drom'mem-ré }
drum meter See liquid-sealed meter { 'drom

iméd-ar }
drum parity error (comput sci] Parity error occur-

ring during transfer of information onto or from
drums.{idrem 'par-ad-é ,er-or}

drum plotter [ENG] Agraphics output device that
draws lines with a continuously moving pen ona
sheet of paper rotled arounda rotating drut that
moves the paper in a direction perpendicular to
the motion of the pen, { 'drom ,plid-ar J

drum printer [compt/t sci] An impact printer in
which a complete set of characters for each print
Position on a line is on a continuously rotating
drum behind an inked ribbon, with paper in front
of the ribbon, identical characters are printed
simultaneously at all required positions on a
line, on the fly, by signal-controlled hammers
{'drom ,print-or|

drum recorder {&LEcTR| A facsimile recorder in
which the record sheet is mounted ona rotating
drum orcylinder —{ 'drom ri,kiird-ar

drum storage Seedrum—{ 'drom ,stor-ij }
drum switeh=|ELEc} A switch in which the elec-

trical contacts are made on pins, segments, or
surfaces on the periphery of a rotating cylinder
or sector, or by the operation of a rotating cam
{ ‘dram ,swich }

drum transmitter [ELectR| A facsimile transmit-
ter in which the subject copy is mounted on a
totating drum or cylinder. [ 'dram tranz'mid:
ar }

drum winding [ELEC] Atype of windingin electric
machines in which coils are housed in long,
narrow gaps either in the outer surface of a
cylindrical core or in the inner surface of a core
with a cylindrical bore. ('drom ,wind-in }

drunk mouse [compuT sci|A mouse whose
pointer jumps irrationally, usually as a result of
ditt of grease on the rollers. | {drank 'mads }

dry battery [&Lec] A battery made upof a series,
paraltel, or series-parallel arrangement of dry
cells in a single housing to provide desired
voltage and current values, { {dri 'bad-a-ré |

dry cell |ELEc| A voltage-generating cell having
an immobilized electrolyte. { 'dri sel }

dry-charged battery |eLec| A storage battery in
which the electrolyte is drained from the battery
for storage, and which Is filled with electrolyte
ard charged fora few minutes to prepare for use
{dri .charjd backa-ré |

dry circuit |ELec] A relay circuit in which open-
circuit voltages are very low and closed-circuit
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dry contact

currents extremely small, so there is no arcing to
rouphen the contacts: {dri |sar-kat|

dry contact elec) A contact that does not break
ormake current. | {dri 'kdn take }

dry-disk rectlfler See metallicrectifier { {drt disk
'rek-ta,fi-ar }

dry electrolytic capacitor=[E.Ec| An electrolytle
capacitur in whichthe electrolyte is a paste rather
than a liquid) the dielectric isa thin film of gas
formed on one ofthe plates by chemical action
(idei ilek-trajlid-ik. ko'pas-od-ar }

dry flashover voltage=[ELECTR] Voltage at which
the air surrounding a clean dryinsulatoror shell
completely breaks down between electrodes
{ (dr? ‘flash,6-var ,vol-tij }

dry plasmaetching Sce plasma etching { \drt
‘plaz-ma}

dry-plate rectifier See metallic rectifier { ‘drt
iplat ‘rekta,fi-ar |

dryreedrelay  |ri-nc| Reed-type relay which does
nok use mereuryat the relay contacts. (idr7 rec
‘rela }

dry reed switch§|ELEC| A switch having contacts
mounted on magnetic reeds in a vacuum en-
closure, designed for reliable operation in dry
circuits | {dri rd 'swich|

dry run) [compur sei] A check of the logle and
coding of a computer program in which the
program's operations are followed from a flow
chart and written Instructions,and the results of
each step are written down, before the program
is run or.acomputer. Also knownas desk check
JENG] Any practice test orsession  { ‘drT'ron }

Drysdale ac polar potentiometer [ENG] A po-
tentiometer for measuring alternating-current
voltages in which the voltage is applied across
a slide-wire supplied with current by a phase-
shilting transformer, this current is fne@asured

y an ammeter and brought into phase with
the unknown voltage by adjustment of the
transformer rotor, and the unknown voltage is
measured by observationofthe slide-wire setting
fora null indication of a vibration galvanometer
| 'driz,dal jaisé [pd-lar pa,ten-ché'dm-ad-ar}

dry-tape fuel cell je.ec| A fuel cell in which the
fuel is in the form of a dry tape. coated with fuel,
oxidant, and electrolyte, whichis fed into the cell
at a rate corresponding to the demandforelectric
energy { ‘dri ,tap 'fyiil sel }

DS See Doppler sonar
DSB Sve double-sideband modulation
DSB-RC modulation See double-sideband re-

duced-carrier modulation { {d@les'bé jdr'sé
(maj-oldé-shan }

DSB-SC modulation See double-sideband sup-
pressed-carrier modulation. { 'dé,es,bé jes'sé
\maj-o,la-shon }

DSB-TC modulation Sve double-sideband modu-
lation _{ |deles!bé {t@'s@ ,m4j-o,la-shon}

D-sean See D-display { 'd@ ,skan }
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D-scope See D-display. (‘dé :skop }
DSECT Sve dummysection. { {dé'sekt}
D-shell connector [comput sci| The connectorat

the end of the cable betweena video adapter and
a monitorthat is plugged into the video adapter
{ 'd@,shel ko,nek-tar}

DSI Sce digital speech interpolation
DSLSee digital subscriber line
DSPchip Svedigital signal processing chip. {ide

‘es'pé ,chip }
DSS See decision support system
DSTC modulatlon Sve double-sideband modula-

tion { |d@esité's@ ,maj-o,la-shon }
DTD Sev DocumentType Definition
DTL See diodetransistor logic
DTMFSee dual-tone mulitfrequency
DTMF diallng Sce push-button dialing {id

tem'ef ,d7-lin |
DTV See digital television
D/U  [coMMUN| Ratio of desired to undesired

signals, usually expressed in decibels,
dual-actuator harddisk=|compurtsci] A hard disk

that is equipped with two read/write heads,
{ jdiil 'ak-cha,wad-ar {hard disk }

dual-channel amplifier {enc Acous| An audio-
frequency amplifier having two separate ampli-
fiers for the two channels of a stereophonic sound
system, usually operating from a common power
supply mounted on the same chassis. | Idii-o]
‘chan-al 'am-pla,fi-or}

dual control {cont sys] An optimal control law
for a stochastic adaptive control system that
gives a balance between keeping the control
errors and the estimaticn errors small. { {dii-al
kan'trol }

dual diversity recelver [ELECTR| A diversity radio
receiver in which the two antennasfeed separate
radio-frequency systems, with mixing occurring
after the converter { {dital do'var-sod-é ri
iS@-var }

dual-emitter transistor |ELECTR| A passivated
pup silicon planar epitaxial transistor having two
emitters, for use in low-level choppers._{idii-al
i'mid-or tran,zis-tor }

dual-gun cathode-ray tube [ELECTR] A dual-
trace oscilloscope in which beams from twoelec-
tron guns are controlled by separate balanced
vertical-deflection plates and also have separate
brightness and focus controls ‘diol Igon
skathyGd ‘ra tub |

dualin-line package=[FLEcTR| Micracircuit pack-
age with two rows of seven vertical leads that
are easily Inserted into an etched circuit board
Abbreviated DIP {dil-al fin lin 'paksi] |

duality principle Also known-asprinciple of cual-
ity jeLee| ‘Theprinciple that forany theoremin
electrical circuit analysis there ls. a dual theorem
in which one replaces quantities with dual
quantities, current and voltage, impedance anc
aclmittance, and meshes and nodes are examples
of dual quantities [ELECTR] The principle that

ate
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analogies may be drawn between a transistor
circuit and the corresponding vacuum tube ¢ir-
cult jececrromac] The principle that one can
qbtain new solutions of Maxwell's equations
foi known solutions by replacing E with H,
Heowith —E, € with yo ancl yo with © [are] A
principle that if a theorem: is true, it remains
true if each object and operation ts replaced
by ils dual; important in projective geome.
tryand Boolean algebra. [ di'al-ad-@ ,prin-sa.

adarmat {ENG| Meter constructed so that two
aspects of an electric circuit may be read simul-
taneously { ‘dial |m@d-ar}

dual-mode control |conT srs] A type of control
law which consists of two distinct types of
operation, in linearsystems, these modes usually
consist of a linear feedback mode and a bang-
bang-type mede —{'di-al mad kan'tral}

dual modulation §=|comMuN| The process of mod-
ulating a common carrier wave or subcarrier
with two different types of modulation, each
conveying separate information.{'dii-al ,maj-a'la-shan }

dual network [ELEC] A network which has the
same number of terminal pairs as a given net-
work, and whose open-circuit impedance network
isthe sameas the short-circuit admittance matrix
ofthe given network, andviceversa_{'dii-al ‘net
wark |

dual-scanned liquid-crystal display [ELECTR] A
passive matrix liquid-crystal display that is im-
proved by being refreshed twice as frequently
as standard displays of this type. { ‘dlil sskand
likwwad 'krist-al di,spla ]

dual-stripe magnetoresistive head [comput sc|
A type of read/write head for hard disks that has
separate areas for reading and writing, reduced
vulnerability to outside interference, and the
ability to packdata densely on disks—{ ‘diil strip
magned-6-ri,zis-div hed }

dual-tone multifrequency (commun | Signaling
method employing set combinations of two
specific frequencies used by subscribers and
telephone private branch exchange attendants,
if their switchboard positions are so equipped,
to indicate telephone address digits, precedence
ranks, and end of signaling. Abbreviated DTMF
| ‘di-al tn jmal-té'fré-kwan-sé |

dual-tone multifrequency dialing Ser pushbutton
dialing [{ ‘dial tan. jrnal-té'fr&kwan-se ‘di.
lin |

dual-trace amplifier |eLecre| An oscilloscope
ampliller that switches electronically between
(wo signals under observation in the interval
between sweeps, so that wavelorms of both
signals are displayed on the screen. { ‘dial
ittas ‘am-pla,fi-ar|

dual-trace Oscilloscope [ELEcTe| An oseil-
loscope which can compare two waveforms on
the face of a single cathode-ray tube, using any
one of several methods, | ‘dii-al tras d'sil-a
skap|

dual-track tape recorder Sve double-track tape
recorder—{ 'di-ol |trak 'tap ri,kord-ar }
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dummy message

dual-use line=|commuN| Communications link
normally used for more than one mode of
transmission, such as voice and data{'dii-al
iylis lin ]

dual-use radar jena] Radardesigned to perform
both as survelllance radar and weather radar,
Of particular value in air traffic management
where both the monitoring of aircraft and estima-
tion of the weather environment are important
{ 'dil-a) yiis "ra,cur }

dub ENG Acous| 1. 'To transfer recorded material
from one recording to anather, with or without
the addition af new sounds, backzraund music,
or sound effects, 2. To combine two or more
sources of sound into one record. 3. To add
a new sound track or new sounds to a motion
picture film, or to a recorded radio or television
production. {dab}

duct [comMmuN| An enclosed runway for cables
{ dokt}

dull emitter |eLecre| An electron tube whose
cathodeis a filament that dees not glow brightly.
{ |dal a'mid-or |

dumb terminal jcomeur sei) A computer [n-
put/output device that lacks the capability to
process or format data, and is thus entirely
dependent on the main computer for these
activities. (ldam 'term-an-al \

dummy [COMMUN] Telegraphy network simulat-
ing a customer's loop for adjusting a telegraph
repeater. the dummy side of the repeateris that
toward the customer—|eompur sci} An artificial
address, instruction, or other unit of Information
inserted in a digital computer solely to fulfill
prescribed conditions (such as word length
or block length) without affecting operations.
('damé j

dummy antenna JeLecre| A device that has the
impedance characteristic and power-handling
capacity of an antenna but does not radiate
of teceive fadio waves; usedchiefly for testing
a transmitter Also knownasartificial antenna,
(idam-é an'tensa }

dummy argument (compur sci] The variable ap-
pearing in the definition of a macro of function
which will be replaced by an address at call time.
{ idam-é ‘aregya:mant|

dummyfile jcompuTsci| A nonexistent file which
is treated by a computer program as if it were
receiving its output data, when in fact the data
are being ignored, used to suppress the cre-
ation of files that are needed only occasionally,
{'dam-e ‘fl }

dummyinstruction [comput sci} An artificial in-
struction or address inserted in a list to serve
@ purpose other than the execution as an
instruction, | {dam-é in'strakshon |

dummy load {iLectr| A dissipative device usecl
at the encl of a transmission line ar waveguide
to convert transmitted energy into heat, so
that essentially no energy is radiated out-
ward or reflected back to its source. | ‘damedd |

dummy message |commun| A message sent for
some purpose other than its content, which
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dummy parameter

may consist of dummy groups or may have a
meaningless text. { |dam:é 'mesiij ]

dummy parameter |ComPUT scij A parameter
whose value has no significance but which
is included in an instruction or command to
satisfy the requirements ofthesystem (‘dom-é@
palram-od-ar|

dummy record=[camputsci] Meaningless infor-
mationthat is stored for some purpiase such as
fulfillment of a length requirement. { 'dom-é
‘rek-ard |

dummy section |compur sci] The part of an
assembly language program in which) the ar-
taneement ol the data in memary is specified.
Abbreviated) DSECT=| 'damvé 'sek-shan)

dump=[computsci] To copy the contents abalher
part of a storage, usuallyfrornart Internal storage
device intean external storage device {ELECTR|
To withdraw all power from a system or compo-
nent accidentally or intentionally (damp)

dump check jcomput sail A computer cheek
that usually consists of adding all the digits
during dumping. ane) verifying the sum when
retranslerring.  { ‘damp chek |

dump power |ELEc| Electric power, generated by
any souree, which is in excess of the needs of the
electric system and which cannot be stored or
conserved (‘damp ,pau-or]

dumproutine {coMpuT sci| A program within a
computer's operating system that handles the
processing of dumps —_{ ‘damp rii,tén }

duediode §|ELectrR| An clectron tube having two
diodes in the same envelope, with either a
common cathode or separate cathodes. Also
known as double diode —_{ ,dii-3'di,od J

duodiode-pentode [flectrR| An electron tube
having two diades and a pentode In the same
envelope. generally with) a commen cathode
{ ,dii-d'di, ad 'pen,tod J

duodiode-triode |ELEcTR| An electron tube hav-
ing two diodes and a triode in the same envelape,
generally with a common cathode { di-d'di
,Od 'tr7,Gd }

duoplasmatron=|ELEcTR| An ion-beam source in
which electrons from a hotfilament are acceler-
ated sufficiently to ionize a gas by impact, the
resulting positive ions are drawn out by high-
voltage electrons and focused into a beam by
electrostatic lens action —_{ ,dii-6'plaz-mo,tran }

duotriode Sev double triode (_,dii-6'tri,6d }
duplex artificial line jetnc| A-balancing network,

simulating the impedance of the real line and
distant terminal apparatus. which is employed
in a duplex circuit for the purpose of making the
receiving device unresponsiveto outgoingsignal
currents { ‘di, pleks ard-o,fish-al ‘lin }

duplex cable [fLEC| Two insulated stranded
conductors twisted together, they may have

 

 

 

a common insulating covering { |di,pleks
'ka-bal}

duplex channel |comMMUN| A communication
channe} providing simultaneous transmission in
both directions. ( {dG,pleks 'chanyol }

duplex computer [comput sci] Two identical
computers, either one of which can ensure

 continuous operation of the system when the
other |s shut clown. (idi,pleks kom'pyticd-ar }

duplexed system) [ENG| A system with twodis.
tinct and separate sets of facilities, tach of
which is capable of assuming the system function
while the other assumes a standby status
Also known as redundant system. [ 'diplekst
isis-tam }

duplexer [ELECTR] A switching device used jp
radat to permit alternate use of the same
antenna for both transmitting and receiving,
other forms of duplexers serve for two-wayradig
communication using a single antenna at lower
frequencies. Also known as duplexing assembly
| ‘di, plek-sar}

duplexing commun] See duplex operation
[comput stl) The provision of redundant hared-
ware or excess capacity which can pick up the
work load in the eventof failure of one part of a
computersystem. { 'di,pleks-in }

duplexing assembly Sec duplexer. (‘di pleks.in
o,sem-blé |

duplex operation (comMuN| The operation of
associaled transmitting and receiving appara-
tus concurrently, as in ordinary telephones,
without manual switching between talking and
listening periods. Also known as duplexing,
duplex transmission. [ENG] In radar, operation
in which two identical and interchangeable
equipmentsare provided, generally to enhance
system reliability, one in an active state and
the other immediately available for operation
{ idii,pleks ap-o'ra-shan }

duplex transmission See duplex operation
{ \clii,pkeks tranz'mish-on }

duplex tube} [ELECTR| Combination of two vac-
uum tubes in one-evelope { tdiipleks 'tiib }

duplicate record |(comPuT sci} An unwanted
record that has the samekey as another record
inthe samefile { 'diip-la-kot 'rek-ord }

duplicationcheck=|comeursci] Acheck basedon
the identity in results of two independent per-
formances of the same task, { ,diip-lo'ka-shon
schek}

duration control |[ELecTR] Control for adjusting
the time duration of reduced gain in a sensitivity-
time control circuit. { da'ra-shon kan, tral}

Dushman equation See Richardson-Dushman
equation. { 'dush-man i,kwa-zhan}

dust core Sev ferrite core. ('‘dast ,kor }
duty classification of a relay=|eLec| Expression

of the frequency with which the relay may be
required to. operate without exceeding prescribed
limitations. | 'die-é ,klas-a-fa\ka-shan ov a 're
Ja}

duty cycle [ENG] 1. The time intervals devoted
to starting, running, stopping, andidling when a
deviceis used for intermittent duty. 2. The ratio
of working time to total time for an intermittently
operating device, usually expressedas a percent
Also known as duty factor. { 'diid-@ ,si-kal}

duty factor |COMMUN| 1. In a pulse radar of
similar systeni, the ratle of average to pulse
power, basically. the product of the pulse width
jlor square pulses) and the pulse repetition
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duty ratio Seduty factor | ‘diic-@ ,ra-aho |
puv See data under voice.
pvD [commun | An qptical disk that has formats

for audio, video, and computer starage applica
tions, and that uses the same basic structure as
the compact disk (CD) to store data, bul achieves
a greater storage capability by using a track pitch
jess than half that of the CD, pits and lands as
little as half a5 long as the shortest on a Cb, and
two substrates, bonded together Derived from
digital versatile disk; digital video disk

DVD-audio jcommun| A DVD larmat ter digital
storage of audio information Also known as
Book. | \délveldé 'ad-&-6 }

DVD-RAM See DVD-rewritable.  (idévéidé 'ram }
DvD-read-only=|CcOMMUN] A DVD format in which

data written on the disk at the time of its
manufacture are permanent, and the disk cannot
be written or erased after that. Also known as
Book A; DVD-ROM. —_{ id@véidé ,réd '6n-1é }

DVD-rewrltable [COMMUN] A DVD format that al-
lows audio or other digital data to be written,
read, erased, and rewritten Also known as
Book E; DVD-RAM. { |déjvéldé ré'rid-o-bal}

DVD-ROM See DVD-read-only.  { jdéjvéidé ‘ram }
DVD-video (COMMUN| A DVD format for digital

storage of video information Also known as
Book B. | ;déiveidé 'vid-é-G }

DVD-write once [COMMUN] A DVD format that
allows users to record audio or otherdigital data
insuchawaythat the recording is permanent and
may be read indefinitely but cannot be erased
Also known as Book D. [ id@ivéidé ,rit 'wans |

dwell [ELEc| The number of degrees through
which the distributor cam rotates from the time
that the contactpoints close to the time that they
open again Also known asdwellangle ( dwel }

dwellangle Seedwell { ‘dwel ,an-ga!}
dwelltime |ELEcTR] The length of time a radar ex-

aminesasingle target in makingasingle estimate
about it, it is limited by the antenna rotation rate
and beam width in simple radars, while in more
flexible radars it is established by the computer-
generated scheduling of operations. Also known
aslooktime { 'dwel ,tIm }

DX Sve distance reception
dyadic processor |compuT Sci] A type of multi-

processor that includes two processors which
operate under control of the same copy of the
operating system __{ di'ad-ik 'pras,es-or }

dye polymer recording [comput sci] An optical
recording technique in which dyed plastic lay-
ers are used as the recording medium. | {di
‘pal-a-morri'kOrd-in J

dynamic acceleration Sve dynamic resolution
{ dtinam:ik ik,sel-o'rd-shan|

dynamic address translator |compuT sci| A
hardware device used in a virtual memory system
fo automatically identify a virtual address inquiry
in terms of segment number, page number within
the se@ment, and position of the record with
felerence to the beginning of the page. { dT
iflam-ik ‘adres ,tranz,lad-or)
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dynamicizer

dynamle algorithm |compuT sci] An algorithm
whose operation is, to some extent, unpre-
dictable in advance, generally becauseit contains
logical decisions that are made on the basis of
quantities computed during the course of the
algorithm Also known as heuristic algorithm
{ diinam-.ik ‘al-ga,rith-am }

dynamic beam forming |ELECTR| A cathode-ray-
tube design that ensuresthat the electron beam
will impact a perfectly circular area of the display
screen regardless of the location on the screen
to which it is directed { dijnam-ik 'bém
iform.in }

dynamic behavior |ENG| A description of how
a system or an individual unit functions with
respect totime. { dijnam-ik bo'hav-yor}

dynamlc characteristic See load characteristic
{ dtinam-ik kar-ik-ta'ris-tik }

dynamic check (ENG| Check used to ascertain
the correct performance of someorall compo-
nents of equipmentor a system under dynamic
or operating conditions, { diinam:ik 'chek }

dynamic clrcuit |ELECTR| A metal oxide semicon-
ductor circuit designed to make use ofits high
input impedance to store charge temporarily at
certain nodesof the circuit and thereby increase
the speed of the circuit. { dijnam-ik 'sar-kat }

dynamic condenserelectrometer {ELEC] A sen-
sitive voltage-measuring instrument in which
an object carrying charge resulting from the
voltage is moved back and forth in an electro-
static field and the resulting alternating-current
signal is observed, ( dijnam-ik kaniden-sari
ilek'trém-ad-ar}

dynamic convergence |ELECTR| The process
whereby the locus of the point of convergence
of electron beams in a multibeam cathode-ray
tube is madetofall on a specified surface during
scanning. { diinam-ik kan'vor-jons}

dynamic debugging routine [comput sci| A de-
bugging routine which operates in conjunction
with the program being checked and interacts
with it while the programisrunning. [dijnam-ik
dé'bag-in rii,tén }

dynamic dump=[comput sci| A dump performed
during the execution of a program. { dijnam-ik
‘damp}

dynamic error |ELEctR} Error in a time-varying
signal resulting from inadequate dynamic re-
sponse of atransducer. { dijnam-ik 'er-ar}

dynamic focusing |{ELEcTR| The processof vary-
ing the focusing electrode voltage for a color
picture tube automatically so the electron-beam
spots remain in focus as they sweep overthe flat
surface of the screen —_{ ditnam-ik 'fo-kas-in }

dynamic impedance [ELEc| The impedanceof a
circuit having an inductance and a capacitancein
parallel at the frequencyat which this impedance
has a maximum value Also known as rejector
impedance. { diinam-ik im'ped:ans}

dynamicizer [comput sci] A device that converts
a collection of data represented by a spatial
arrangement of bits in a computer storage
device into a series of signals occurring in time
{ dI'nam:a,siz-or }
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dynamic link

dynamic link {comput sci] A linking of data in
two different programs, whereby modification in
either program causes a similar change of the
data inthe other { dtinam-ik ‘link }

dynamic loudspeaker [ENG acous}|A_ loud-
speaker in which the moving diaphragm is
attached to a current-carrying voice coil that
interacts with a constant magnetic field to give
the in-and-out motion required for the produc-
tion of sound waves, Also known as dynamic
speaker; moving-coil loudspeaker { dijnam-ik
‘laud ,spék-ar}

dynamic memory See dynamic storage { di
inam-ik 'mem-ré }

dynamic memoryallocatlon Sev dynamic storage
allocation. { dijnamsik 'mem-ré al-a,ka-shan}

dynamic microphone |ENG Acous| A moving-
conductor microphone in which the flexible
diaphragm is attached to a coil positioned in the
fixed magnetic field of a permanent magnet. Also
known as moving-coil microphone —_{ diinam-ik
‘mi-kra,fon }

dynamic noise suppressor [ENG AcoUS] An
audio-frequencyfilter circuit that automatically
adjusts its band-pass limits according to signal
level, generally by means of reactance tubes,
at low signal levels, when noise becomes
more noticeable, the circuit reduces the low-
frequency response and sometimesalso reduces
the high-frequency response —_{ dilnam-ik 'ndiz
sa,pres-ar }

dynamic pickup={ELEcTR| A pickup in which the
electric output is due to motion of a coil
or conductor in a constant magnetic field
Also known as dynamic reproducer; moving-coil
pickup. ( diinam-ik 'pik,ap }

dynamic plate impedance |ELEcTR| Internal re-
sistance to the flow of alternating current be-
tween the cathode and plate of a tube { di
inam-ik 'plat im,péd-ons}

dynamic plate resistance |ELECTR| Opposition
that the plate circuit of a vacuum tube offers
to a small increment of plate voltage; it is the
ratio of a small change in plate voltage to the
resulting changein the plate current, other tube
voltages remaining constant —{ dijnam-ik 'plat
ri,zis-tans }

dynamic printout={computsci| A printout of data
which occurs during the machine run as one
of the sequential operations. [ dijnam-ik ‘print
yaut )

dynamic problem check |comput sci| Any dy-
namic check used to ascertain that the computer
solution satisfies the given system of equiatlans
in an analog computer operation { di‘nam-ik
‘prab-lam ,chek}

dynamic programming [MATH] A|mathemati-
cal technique, more sophisticated than linear
Programming, for solving a multidimensional
optimization problem, which transforms the
problem into a sequence of single-stage prob-
lerns having only one variable each. { ditnam-
ik'pra-gra-min )

dynamic program relocation §|compuT sci} The
act of moving a partially executed program to
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another location in main memory, without hin-
dering its ability to finish processing normally
{ diinam-ik 'pr6-gram ,r@-16,ka-shon}

dynamic random-access memory=|comPuT sc |
A read-write raricem-access memory whose
storage cells are based on transistor-capacitor
combinations, in which the digital information
is represented by charges that are stored on the
capacitors and must be repeatedly replenished
in order to retain the information Abbreviated
DRAM. { dijnam-ik jran-dom ‘ak-ses ;mem-ré }

dynamic range=|ELEcTR| The ratio of the speci-
fied maximum signal level capability of a sys-
tem or component to its nalse level; usually
expressed in decibels. { dijnam-ik 'rdnj }

dynamic regulator=|ELFcTR| Transmission regu-
lator in whichthe adjusting mechanismisin self-
equilibrium at only one or a few settings and
requires control power to maintain it at any other
setting. { dijnam-ik 'reg-ya,lad-or}

dynamic relocation {comput sci] The ability to
move computer programsor data from auxiliary
memory into main memury at any convenient
location. { dijnam-ik ,ré-l6'ka-shan}

dynamic reproducer See dynamic pickup { di
inam-ik ré-pra'dii-sar}

dynamic resIstance |ELEC| A device's electrical
resistance whenit is in operation, { diinam-ik
ri'zis-tons}

dynamic resolution |compur sci| A feature of
some mice whereby the pointer moves a larger
distance in proportion to the mouse’s actual
displacement when the mouse is moved quickly
and a smaller distance whenitis moved slowly
Also known as automatic acceleration: ballistic
tracking; dynamic acceleration; variable acceler-
ation { diinam-ik ,rez-o'lii-shan }

dynamic sequential control [comput sci} Method
of operation of a digital computer through which
it can alter instructions as the computation
proceeds, or the sequence in which instructions
are executed, or both. { diinam-ik soikwen-chol
kan'tral }

dynamic shift register=|comput sci] A shift reg-
ister that stores information by using temporary
charge storage techniques. { diinam-ik 'shift
iTej-;a-star }

dynamlc speaker See dynamic loudspeaker { di
inam-ik 'sp@k-or}

dynamic stop={compuTsci| A loop in a computer
program whichis created by a branchinstruction
in the presence of an error condition, and which
signifies the existence of this condition { di
inam-ik 'stap }

dynamic storage=|compuTsci| 1.Computer stor-
age in which information at a certain position is
notalwaysavailable instantly becauseit is mov-
ing, as inan acoustic delay line or magnetic drum
Also known as dynamic memory, 2. Computer
storage consisting of capacitively charged circuit
elements which must be continually refreshed
or recharged at regular intervals. { dijnam-ik
'storij |

dynamicstorage allocation=[computsci| Acom-
puter system in which memory capacity is made
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ic subroutine [comput Sci] Subroutine
yalves parameters, such as decimal point

sition or item size, from which a. relatively
Peed subroutine Is detived by the computer
fell | dinamik ‘sab-ril,tén|
fe mic time warping [ENG AcGUS| In speech

Syeeenition the operation of compressing of
seretching the temporal pattern of speech
signals totake speaker variations into account
fdinamik ‘tim worm]

dynamo Sw generator. [‘di-na,md |
dynamoelectric amplifier generator |euEc| A

generator that serves as a power ampl ifter al low
frequencies or direct current, the input signal is
appliedto the stationary fleld to change the exci-
tation. and the amplified output is taken from the
rotatingarmature—[{di-na,mO:/"lek-trik 'am-pla
frar jen-afac-ar| :

dynamometer [ENG] 1. An instrument in which
current, voltage. or power is measured -by the
force between a fixed coil and a moving coil.
2, A spectal type of electric rotating machine
used to measure the output torque or driving
torque of ratating machinery by the elastic
deformation produced. { ici-na'm4m-ad-er)

dynamometer multipiler [ELEC] A multiplier in
which a fixed and a moving coil are arranged
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dynamostatic

dynamotor

dynatron

dynatron oscillator

dynode
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dynode

so that the deflection of the moving coil is
proportional to the product of the currents
flowing in the colls. { di-no'!mdm-ad-ar 'mal-ta
iplt-ar}

{ELEc| PertaIning to a machine
that usesdirect or alternating current to produce
statlc electricity. { idi-na,md'stad-ik }

[ELEC] A rotating electric machine
having two or more windings on a single arma-
ture containing a commutatorfor direct-current
operation and slip rings for alternating-current
operation; when one type of powerIs fed in for
motor operation, the other type is delivered by
generatoraction. Also knownasrotary converter;
synchronousinverter. { 'di-na,m6-dar}

[ELECTR] A screen-grid tube in which
secondary emission ofelectrons from the anode
causes the anode current to decrease as anode
voltage increases, resulting in a negative resis-
tance characteristic. Also known as negatron.
{'di-na,tran }

[ELECTR] An oscillator in
which secondary emission of electrons from the
anode of a screen-grid tube causes the anode
current to decrease as anode voltage is in-
creased, giving the negative resistance character-
istic required for oscillation. { 'di-na,trdn ,ds-o
)lad-ar}

[ELEcTR] An electrode whose primary
function is secondary emissionof electrons; used
in multiplier phototubes and some types of
television camera tubes. Also knownas electron
mirror. ('di,ndd }  
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E. See electric-field vector.
FA See electronic attack.

DI See electronic attitude directional indicator,
E and M lead signaling §=|commMuN| Communica-

tions between a trunkcircuit and a separate
signaling unit over two leads: an M lead that
transmits battery or ground signals to the sig-
naling equipment, and anElead which receives
open or groundsignals from the signaling unit
{\@an fem ‘ld ,sig-nal-ip |

early binding |comrur sci] The assignment of
data types [suchas integer or string) to variables
during the compilation of a computer program
rather than atrun time—| ‘arlé {bind-in |

early effect /ELECTR| A change in the base width
ef a bipolar transistor as a function af base-
collectar bias voltage.—{ ‘ar-1é |,fekt }

Earnshaw's theorem=|ELec| The theorem that a
charge cannot be held in stable equilibrium by
an electrostatic field. | ‘arnjshoz ,thir-am |

EAROM Se electrically alterable read-only
memory, ‘rim )

earphone |ENG Acous| 1. An electroacoustical
transducer, such as a telephone receiver or a
headphone, actuated by an electrical system and
supplying energy to.an acoustical system af the
ear, the waveform in the acoustical system being
substantially thesameasin the electrical system
2. A small, lightweight electroacoustic trans-
ducer that fits inside the ear, used chiefly with
hearing aicls, | ‘ir,lan.}

garth=Se ground. { arth |
earth current: jeELec| Return. fault, leakage, or

stfay current passing through the earth frorn
electrical equipment. Also known as ground
current. [arth |kaerant }

earth detector Serleakage indicator | ‘arth di'tek-tar]

oesystem See grounded system, {'artht ,sls-tan

ornpectrode See ground electrode. { ‘arth I,lektrod |

earthing reactor See round ng reactor
rejak-tar|

earth station [COMMUN | A facility with a land-
based antenna used to transmit and receive
Information to and from @ communications
satellite. (‘arth \sta-shan |

Easter-egging JiLecre) An undirected procedure

[arth-ig

lor checking electronic equipment, which derives 

its name Irom the children’s activity of searching
for hidden eggs at Eastertime. ('@stor veg-lty |

easy |COMPUT scl] A name for the hexadecimal
digit whose decimal equivalent is 14 { '@-2@)

EBCDIC=Sw extended binary-coded decimal
interchange code. | 'ebssa,dik |

E bend |rLectnomaa| A smooth change in the
direction of the axis of a waveguide, th rolghout
which the axis remains in a plane patallel to the
direction of polarization. Also known as E-plane
bend | ‘bend }

EBIS Seelectron-beam lon source. | ‘e,bis |
EBIT Se electron-beam ion trap, | '8,bit or ibebites

ifte |

e-business See electronic commerce. { '& ,blz-nes }
ECB See block encryption
Eccles-Jordancircuit See bistable multivibrator.

(lek-alz"|ord-an jsar-kat|
Eccles-Jordan multivibrator Sve bistable multi-

vibrator, { lek-alz ‘jord-an imabti'vi,brad-ar|
ECDIS See electronic chart display andinformation

system, | ‘ek, dis or |@séidéifes |
E cell [cvec| A timing device that converts the

current-time integral of an electrical function
into an equivalent mass integral (or the converse
operation) up toa maximum of several thousand
microampere-hours [| '@ sel |

echo |&LEcTR] 1. The signal reflected. or
backscattered, by a radar target, or that scattered
in the receiver's direction in a bistatic radar:
also, the indication of this signal on the radar
display Also known as echo pulse; radar echo:
fetum. 2. Se ghostsignal | 'ekd|

echo amplitude |ececre| in radar, an empirical
measure of the strength of a target signal as
determined from the appearance of the echo:
the amplitude of the echo wavefarm ustially is
measured by the deflection of the electron beam
from the base line of an amplitude-modulated
indicator—[ }"ek-d'am-pla,tid |

echo area [ELECTROMAG| In radar, the area of
a fictitious perfect reflector of electromagnetic
waves that would reflect the same amount of
energy back to the radar as the actual target. Also
known as target crass section. { 'ek,G. ,eré-o |

echo attenuation [eLecre| The power tranmsmmit-
ted at an output terminal of a transmission line,
divided! by the powerreflected back to the same
output terminal. { 'ek,6 9,ten-ya'wa-shen}
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echo box

echo box [fLEcTR] A calibrated highresonant
cavity that stores part of the transmitted radar
pulse power and gradually feeds this energy into
the receiving system after completion of the
pulse transmission; used to provide an artificial
targetsignal for test and tuning purposes; being
teplace in design by other formsofbuilt-in test
equipment (BITE) { 'ek,6 ,baks}

echo check |compuT sci] A method of ascer-
taining the accuracy of transmission of data in
which the transmitted data are returned to the
sending end for comparison with original data
Also known as loopback check; loop check; read-
back check, [ 'ek-6 ,chek ]

echo contour |ELEcTR| A trace of equal signal
intensity of the radar echo displayed on a
range height indicator or plan position indicator
{1ek-6 'kan,tur }

echo frequency={ELECTR| The numberoffluctua-
tions, per unit time, in the power oramplitude ofa
radar target signal, often in reference to a moving
target's echo going throughcycles of constructive
and destructive interference with coincident
stationary clutterecho, { 'ek-6 ,fré-kwon-sé }

echo Intensity [ELECTR] The brightness or bril-
liance of a radar echo as displayed on an
intensity-modulated indicator; echointensityis,
within certain limits, proportional to the voltage
of the target signal or to the square rootofits
power { jek-G in'ten-sad-é }

echo matching [ENG] Rotating an antenna to a
position in which the pulse indications of an
echo-splittingradarareequal (‘ek-G,mach-in)}

echoplex technique [compuT sci] A technique
for detecting errors in a data communication
system with full duplex lines, in which the
signal generated when a character is typed on
a keyboard is transmitted to a receiver and
retransmitted to a display terminal, enabling the
Operator to check if the character displayed is
the same as the character typed. { 'ek-6,pleks
tek,nék }

echo power |ELECTR| The electrical strength, or
power, of a radar target signal, normally mea-
sured in watts or dBm (decibels referred to

I milltwatt) (‘ek6 ,pau-ar }
echo pulse Seeecho _{ 'ek-G ,pols }
echo recognition§|ENG| Identification of a sonar

teflection from a target, as distinct from energy
returned by other reflectors { 'ek-6 ,rek-ig
snish-an )

echo repeater |ENG AcoUS} In sonar calibration
and training, an artificial target that returns
a synthetic echo by receiving a signa! and
retransmitting it { 'ek»@ ripéd-ar}

echo signal See target signal _{ 'ek-6 ,sig-nal }
echo-splitting radar [ENG] Radar in which the

echois split by special circuits associated with
the antenna lobe-switching mechanism, to give
two echo indications on the radarscope screen;
when the two echo indications are equal in
height, the target bearing is read from a cali-
brated scale. _{ jek-6 ,splid-in 'ra,dar|

echo suppressor |ELECTR| 1. A circuit that de-
sensitizes radar navigation equipmentfora fixed

period after the reception of one pulse, for the
purposeof rejecting delayed pulses arriving from
longer, indirect reflection paths, 2. A relay or
other device used on a transmission line to
prevent a reflected wave from returning to the
sending end ofthe line { 'ek-6 sa,pres-ar}

echo talker [comput sci] The interference cre-
ated by the retransmission of a message back to
its source while the sourceis still transmitting
{'ek-3 ,tok-ar}

ECL See emitter-coupled logic.
ECM See embrittlement control message
eco See electron-coupled oscillator
e-commerceSeeelectroniccommerce {'é kam.

ars }
economy [comput sci| The ratio of the number

of characters to be coded to the maximum
number available with the code; for example,
binary-coded decimal using 4 bits provides 16
possible characters but uses only 10 of them
( &'kdn-a-mé}

ECRIS See electron cyclotron resonance source
ECR source See electron cyclotron resonance

source. {({@s@r ‘sors }
ECSW See extended channel status word
ED See electronic dummy
eddy-current heating See induction heating

{'ed-é ,ka-rant ,héd-in }
eddy-current sensor [ENG] A proximity sensor

which usesan alternating magnetic field to create
eddy currents in nearby objects, and then the
currents are used to detect the presence of the
objects. {'ed-é ,ka-rant 'sen-sar}

eddy-current tachometer |ENG|A type of
tachometer in which a rotating permanent
magnet induces currents in a spring-mounted
metal cylinder; the resulting torque rotates
the cylinder and movesits attached pointer in
proportion to the speed of the rotating shaft
Also known as drag-type tachometer { 'ed-é
ika-rant te'kam-ad-ar}

EDEL room |ENG acous] A control room in a
sound-recording studio in which reflective ordif-
fusive surfaces are placed near the loudspeaker
and above the mixing console, while the rear wall
behind the mixer is made absorptive. Derived
from LEDE room (by reverse spelling). { 'ed-al
iriim or |@dé/é'el ,riim }

EDFA See erbium-doped fiber amplifier { 'ed,fa
or |edélef'a }

edgeboard connector See card-edge connector
( ‘ej, bord ka,nek-tar}

edge connector |ELEcTR] A row of etched lines
on the edge of a printed circuit board that is
inserted into a slot to establish a connection with
anotherprinted circuit board. _{ 'ej ka,nek-tor }

edge effect [ELEC] An outward-curving distor-
tion of lines of force near the edges of two parallel
metal plates that forma capacitor _{ ‘ej i,fekt }

Edison battery [ELEC] A storage battery com-
posed of cells having nickel and iron in an alkaline
solution Also known as nickel-iron battery
(jed-a-san {bad-a-ré }

Edison distribution system |ELEc| Three-wire
direct-current distribution system, usually 120
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to 240 volts, for combined light and power
service from a single set of mains, { led-a-san
dis-tro'byi-shan ,sis:tom }

Edison effect See thermionic emission, { 'ed-o-
son i,fekt }

E-display [ELECTR] A radar display format in
which the horizontal coordinate indicates range,
the vertical indicates elevation, and the intensity
of the target spot is proportional to signal
strength. Also known as E-indicator; E-scan; E-
scope. {'édi,spla }

edit [COMPUT SCI] 1. To modify the form or format
of an output or input by inserting or deleting
characters such as page numbers or decimal
points. 2.A computerinstruction directing that
this step be performed, { 'ed-at )

editcapablllty §[|compuTscl| The degree of sophis-
tication available to the programmer to modify
his or her statements while in the time-sharing
mode, {'ed-at ,kap-o,bil-ad-é }

edit check [COMPUT scI| A program instruction or
subroutine thattests the validity of inputinadata
entry program. Also knownasedit test. { 'ed-at
ichek}

edit mask [compuT scif The receiving word
through which a source wordis filtered, allowing
for the suppression of leading zeroes, the inser-
tion of floating dollar signs and decimal points,
and other such formatting _{ 'ed-at ,mask}

edit mode [comput sci] A software mode of op-
eration in which previously entered text or data
can be modified or replaced. { 'ed-at ymGd }

editor program=|COMPUT sci] A special program
by meansof which a user can easily perform cor-
rections, insertions, modifications, or deletions
in an existing program ordata file { 'ed-a-tar
iprd-gram }

edit test See edit check. { 'ed-ot ,test }
EDO RAM See extended data out random-access

memory { ,4-d6'ram or /€ldaia |
EDP See electronic data processing
EOP center See electronic data-processing center

{ !@idé’pé ,sen-tar}
edulcorate |COMPUT scl! To eliminate irrelevant

data from a data file. { @'dal-ka,rat }
EDVAC |compuT sci] The first stored program

computer, built in 1952, Derived from elec-
tron discrete variable automatic compiler
{'ed,vak]

EEPROM Seeelectrically erasable programmable
read-only memory. { {@'@,pram }

EER See equal error rate
effectlve address (computSci] The addressthat

is obtained by applying any specified indexing
or indirect addressing rules to the specified
address; the effective address is then used
to identify the current operand [ offek-tiv
‘adres}

effective ampere [ELEC] The amountofalternat-
ing current flowing through a resistance that
Produces heat at the same average rate as |
ampere of direct current flowing in the same
resistance —_{ alfek-tiv'am,pir )
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effectively grounded

effectlve bandwidth |ELEcTR] The bandwidth of
an assumed rectangular band-pass having the
same transfer ratio at a reference frequency
as a given actual band-passfilter, and passing
the same mean-square value of a hypotheti-
cal current having even distribution of energy
throughout that bandwidth. { atfek-tiv ‘band
iwidth }

effectlve capacitance [ELEC] Total capacitance
existing between any two given points of an
electric circuit. { alfek-tiv ka'pas-ad-ans }

effective center [ENG AcouS| In a sonar projec-
tor, the point where lines coincident with the
direction of propagation, as observedatdifferent
points some distance from the projector, appar-
ently intersect. Also known as apparent source
{ olfek-tiv 'sen-tar }

effective confusion area |ENG] Amountof chaff
whose radar cross-sectional area equals the radar
cross-sectional area of the particular aircraft at
a particular frequency. | alfek-tiv kan'fyii-zhan
era }

effective current [ELEC] The value of alternating
current that will give the same heating effect as
the corresponding value of direct current, Also
known as root-mean-square current, { olfek-tiv
‘ka-ront}

effective earth radius §|COMMUN| A radius value
used in place of the geometric radius to correct
for atmospheric refraction in estimating ranges
of antennas when the indexof refraction in the
atmosphere changeslinearly with height; under
conditions of standard refraction it is % the
geometric radius, Also known as effective radius
ofthe earth { alfek-tiv'arth ,rad-é-as}

effective facslmile band |commuN] Frequency
band of a facsimile signal wave equal in width
to that between zero frequency and maxi-
mum keying frequency { olfek-tiv fak'sim-a-lé
iband }

effective horizon |commMuN| A horizon whose
distance at a given height above sea level is
the distance to the horizonofa fictitious earth,
having a radius % times the earth's true radius;
used to estimate ranges of antennas, taking
atmospheric refraction into account. _{ alfek-tiv
ha'riz-on }

effective instructlon |comput sci] The computer
instruction that results from changing a ba-
sic instruction during program modification.
Also known as actual instruction, { alfek-tiv
in'strak-shan }

effective isotropic radlated power |commuN] A
measure of the strength of the signal leaving
a satellite antenna in a particular direction,
equal to the product of the power supplied to
the satellite transmit antenna andits gain in
that direction Abbreviated eirp —_( i,fek-tiv ,7-sa
itrap-ik ,rad-€,ad-ad 'pati-ar}

effectively grounded (ELEC) Grounded through
a connection of sufficiently low impedances
(inherent or intentionally added) so that fault
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effectiveness level

grounds which may occur cannat build up
yoltages dangerous to connected personnel or
other equipment. | alfeh-tiv-lé ‘graund-ad |

effectiveness level [comput sci] A measure of
the elfectiveness ol data-processing equipment,
equal to the ratio af the operational use time
to the total performance peried, expressed asa
percentage. Also known as average effectiveness
level.  [a'fek-tiv-nas ilev-al }

effective percentage modulation |ComMuN| For
a single sinusoidal input component, the rate
af the peak value of the fundamental component
of the envelope to the average amplitude ol the
modulated wave expressed In percent { alfek:
tiy pansentsl] mapala-shan |

effective radiated power JeLecrromas] The
product of antenna input power and antenna
power gain, expre din kilowatts Abbreviated
ERP [ allek-tly ad@,ad-ad ‘pal-ar)

effective radius of the earth Ser effective earth
radius. | ajleletly 'ricl-G-as ay Whe ‘arth:

effective resistance Sir high-frequency resistance
[alfek-tiv ri'zis-tans }

effective speed=|ComPur scl| The actual speed
that a computer systemcan sustain overa period
oftime when the time devoted to various control,
errordetection, and other overhead activities is
taken intoaccount | aifek-tiv ‘sped|

effective thermal resistance=|-Lt rr| Of asemi-
conductor device, the effective amperature rise
par unit power dissipation of a designated junc
tion above the temperature of astated external
reference paint under conditions of thermal
equilibrium. Also known as thermal resistance
(allek-tiv jyharimal fi'zis-tans|

effective time |compur Sci] The time during
which computer equipment js in actual use and
produces useful results. { afek-tiv ‘tim }

effective value Se root-mean-square value
(alfeketiv val-yd|

effector [cont Sys] A motor. solenoid, or hy-
draullc piston that turns commands to a tele-
operator [nto specific manipulatory) actlons.
{a'tek-tar |

EFL Ser error frequencylimit
e format [comput sci] A decimal, normalized

forof a floating point number in FORTRAN
in which a number such as 18.756 appears as
IS756E + 02, which stands lor 18756 * Tt

('@ format |
EGNOS SevEuropean Geostationary Navigation

Overlay System, { ‘egnas}
E-HEMT Sec enhancement-mode high-electron-

mobility transistor
EHF Swextremely high frequency
EHSI Se electronic horizontal-situation Incivater
E-HTjunction |FLectromasy In microwave wave-

suldes, a combination of E- and H-plane T
junctions forming 4 junction al a.cammoan point

 

 

 

of intersection with the main waveguide [12
tach 't@ jank-shan|

E-H tuner [fLecTROMAG] Tunable E-H T junc-
tion having two arms terminated in adjustable
plungers used) for impedance transformation.
(\@lach 'tin-er |
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elght-level

E-indicator Spe E-cisplay
Einthoven galvanometer See

Einzel lens

eject

E-JFET Sev enhancement-made

elaboration

assesses

code |comMMUN|A teletypewriter
code that uses eight impulses, in additian to the
start and stop itnpulses, to define a character
( (at flev-al ‘eed| ['2 ineda kai-ar|

string galvanometer

galva'nam-ad-ar|
jeLeere| An electrostatic lens that

consists of three cylindrical tubes through which
charged particles pass sequentially, the middle
one of which is at a higher potential than, the
othertwo. [‘int-sal lenz]

[compuTSci] To mave the printing mecha-
nism to the top of the following page: skipping
the remainder of the current page. | @jekt |

junction fleld+

(‘inthévan

effect tranalstor
jcompur seh technique. used

chiefly in the Ada programming language, of
setting up a hierarchy of calculated! constants
so that the values of one or more of them
determine others further downin the hierarchy
{ ilab-a'ra-shan}

elastance |ELEC| The reciprocal of capacitance
elastoresistance

elbow

| Ulas-tons|
je.ec| The change ina mate-

rial's electrical resistance a5 It undergoesa stress
within its elastic limit | Hlag-téui'zis-tans}

[ELECTROMAG| IN a waveguide, a bend. ot
comparatively short radius, normally 90°, and
sometimes for acute angles downto 15°. (‘el
bo |

electret |eLec| A soliddielectric possessing per-

electret headphone

electret microphone

electret transducer

electric=[fi.ec| Containing. product

electrical

electrical angle

188

sistent electric polarization, by virtue of a long
time constant for decay of a charge instability
(Jlek tret |

tena acous| A headphone
consisting of an electret transducer, usually in
the form of a push-pull trinsducer—{ Tlek,tret
‘hed [Gn |

jencacaus| A microphone
consisting of an electret transducer in which
the foil electret diaphragm 's placed next to
a perforated, ridged, metal or metal-coated
backplate, and output voltage, taken between
diaphragm and backplate, Is proportional to
the displacementof the diaphragm. | Hek,tret
‘ri-krafn |

[ELECTR] An electroacoustic
or electromechanical transducer in which afoil
electret, stretched out to form a diaphragm, |s
placed next to a metal or metal-coated plate.
and motion of the diaphragm is converted to
voltage between diaphragm and plate, or vice
versa. | ektret tranz'dii-sar| ng, arising

from, or actuated by electricity; often used
interchangeably with electrical { iHek-trik }

jeLec| Related to er associatedl with
electricity, but not containing it or having Its
properties or characteristics: often used inter
changeably with electric. [ allek-tra-kal|

jeLec} An angle that specifies
a particular instant in an alternating-current 
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cycle of expresses the phasedifference betwean
twoalternating quantities, usually expressed in
electrical degrees, { a'lek-tra-kal ‘an-eal )

electrical breakdown=Sev breakdown. { allek.
tro-kal ‘brak,dauin |

electrical center jeLic) Point approximately
midway between. the ends of an Induetor or
resistor that divides. the inductor or resistor
Into two equal electrical values.  { a'lek-tra-kal‘serlar|

electrical circuit theory Sw citcult theory
| alek-tra-kal 'sarkat \thé-a-ré |

electrical code=|fec| A systematic bodyaf rules
governing the practical application and installa-
tion of electrically operated equipment and de-
vices and electric wiring systems. ( a'lek-tra-kal‘kad |

electrical conductance See conductance. { a'lek-
tra:kal kan'dak-tons }

electrical canductlon See conduction { a'lek-
tra-kal kan'dak-shon }

electrical conductivity See conductivity. { a'lek-
tro-kal ,kan,dak'tiy-ad-é }

electrical conductivity analyzer (ELec|
Alternating-current, resistanee-bridge device
used fo measure the electrical conductivity of
solutions, slutties, or wet solids. | a4lek-tra-kal
kandaktivad-é 'ansa,tiz-ar |

electrical degree |i:,6¢] A unit equal to Yeoeyele
olan alternating quantity [Ulek-tro-kal da'gré }

electrical drainage (cLec| Diversion of electric
currents from subterranean pipes to prevent
electrolytic corrosion. | ektra-kal ‘dran-ij |

electrical engineer jena} An engineer whose
training includes a degree in electrical engineer-
ing from an accredited college or unlversity (or
who has comparable knowledge and experience,
to prepare him or her for dealing with the gen-
eration, transmission, and utilization of electric
energy. [ I'lek-tra-kal jen-jo'nir |

electrical engineering JENG| Engineering that
deals with practical applications involving cur-
rent flow through conductors, as in motors and
generators. [ l'lek-tra-kal ,en-ja'nindy |

electrical equipment {ELEc| Apparatus, appli-
ances, dévices, wiring, fixtures, fittings, ane
material used as a part of or in connection
with an electrical installation—{ Niek-trackal
wipamarit |

electrical fault See fault. | (ek-trackal elt |
electrical impedance Also knownas impedance

lELEc| 1, The total Opposition. that a ‘clreuit
Presents to an alternating current, equal to the
complex tatia of the voltage to the current
in complex notation. Also known as complex
impedance 2. ‘The ratio of the maximurn walt-
age in an alternating-current circuit te the
Maximum current, equal to the Magnitude of
the quantityin the first definition { 'lek-tra-kal
im'péd-ans|

electrical impedance meter {&LEc! An instru.
Ment Which measures the complex ratio of
voltage to current in a given circuit at a given
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electricgy resistivity

frequency. Also known ae
| lek-tro-kal Im'péd-ang mednr edahice meter

electrical instability lELEC| A :r.
tion of unwanted self-oscillationte condi-plifier or other electric cireuit Nan am-
iin-sta'bil-adse } "OT Mek-traskal

electrical Insulator Spy insulator‘in-sa,lael-ar j
electrical Interference S,:

traskal jin-tar'firans |
electrical length jiLectiopaac: | The

conductor expressed in Wavelenort}y:
degrees | "lek-tra-kal Tenkth |

electrical loading Svloading. [Pektraskal ts,din | Sd:

electrically alterable read-only Memory
COMPUT SCl] A read-only Memory that can be
reprogrammed electrically In the Held a limiter
number of tires, after the entire Memory Is
erased by applying an appropriate electric fleld
Abbreviated EAROM ( Ulek-tra-kle ‘ab-tra-ba|
‘rad [Gndé ‘mem-ra }

electrically connected [i160] Connected by
means of a conducting path, or through 4
Capacitor, as distinguished from connections
merely [hrough electromagnetic Indliction
| Mek-tra-klé ka'nek-tad }

electrically erasable programmable read-only
memory |compur  sci[ An Integrated-cireuit
memory chip that has an internal switch to
permit a user to erase the contents of the
chip anct write new contents into it by means
of electrical signals. Abbreviated EEPROM
| Mek-traklé i'ras-a-bal pro'gram-a-bal "rad lan-le
‘meme |

electrical measurement [ELEC] The=measure-
ment of any one of the Many quantities by
which electricityis characterized. | lek-tra-kal
‘mezh-ar-mant}

electrical model jeLec| A model in the form
of a mathematical description or an electrical
equivalent circuit that represents the behavior
of an electrical device or system. | i'lek-tra-kal'mad-al |]

electrical noise {ktec| Noise generated by elec-
trical devices, for example. motors, engine ig-
hitlon, power lines, and so on, and propagated
to the receiving antenna direct from the poise
source. { i'lek-tra-kal 'neiz |

electrical potential energy [ruc Energy pos-
sessed by electric charges by virtue of their
position in an electrostatic field, | Mlek-traskal
pa'ten-chal'en-ar-jé |

electrical pressure transducer See pressure trans-
ducer, | i'lek-traskat ‘presh-ar tranzdiissar |

electrical properties JELEC| Properties of a sub-
stance which determine its tesponse to an
electric field, such as its dielectric constant or
conductivity -{ |'lek-trackal 'prap-ard-éz |

electrical resistance Ser resistance [ Mlek-tras
kal ri'zis-tans |

electrical resistivity {ELEc| The electrical rasis-
tanceoffered by a material to the flowof current,
times the cross-sectional area of current flowand
per unit length of current path: the reciprocal of

[ilek-tra kal

Mterferences [ Mek.

length of a
*. fadians. or
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electrical resistor

the conductivity. Also knownasresistivity; spe-
cificresistance.{i'lek-tra-kal ,ré-zis'tiv-od-é |

electrical resistor See resistor { i'lek-tra-kalri
'zis-tor }

electrical resonator See tank circuit. { i'lek-tra-
kal 'rez-on,ad-ar }

electrical symbol [ELEC] A simple geometrical
symbol used to represent a component of a
circuit in a schematic circuit diagram, { i'lek-
tra-kal 'sim-bal }

electrical system |ELEC| System of wiring,
switches, relays, and other equipment asso-
ciated with receiving and distributing electricity
{ i‘lek-tra-kal ,sis-tom }

electrical transcription See transcription.
tro-kal tranz'krip-shan }

electrical unit [ELEC| A standard in terms of
which some electrical quantity is evaluated
( Plek-tra-kal 'yii-nat }

electrical zero |ELEC| A standard reference posi-
tion from which rotor angles are measured in syn-
chros and other rotating devices, { i'lek-tro-kal
‘zir-d }

electric are (ELEC|A discharge of electricity
through a gas, normally characterized by a
voltage drop approximately equal to the ioniza-
tion potential of the gas. Also known as arc

{ i'lek:

{ ilek-trik 'ark }
electric-arc lamp See arc lamp. { i‘lek-trik ,ark

‘lamp }
electriccell [ELEC] 1.Asingle unit of a primary or

secondary battery that converts chemical energy
into electric energy 2. A single unit of a device
that converts radiant energy into electric energy,
such as a nuclear, solar, or photovoltaic cell
{ itlek-trik ‘sel }

electric charge See charge_{ijlek-trik 'charj }
electric clrcult [ELEc| Alsoknownascircuit, 1.A

path or groupof interconnected paths capable of
carrying electric currents. 2. An arrangement of
one or more complete, closed pathsfor electron
flow—{ itlek-trik 'sar-kat }

electric clrcult theory See circuit theory { ijlek-
trik 'sarekot thé-o-ré }

electric coll See coil { ijlek-trik 'koil }
electric comparator [ELEC| A comparator in

which movement results in a change in some
electrical quantity, which is then amplified by
electrical means,_{i}lek-trik kom'par-ad-or}

electric condenser See capacitor { ijlek-trik
kon'den-sar}

electric conductor See conductor { ilek-trik
kon'dok-tar}

electric connection {ELEC| A direct wire path for
current between two points ina circuit. { ijlek-
trik ka'nek-shon}

electric connector |ELEC| A device that joins
electric conductors mechanically and electrically
to other conductors and to the terminals of ap-
paratus and equipment_[ijlek-trik ka'nek-tor }

electric constant [ELEC] The permittivity of
empty space, equal to | in centimeter-gram-
second electrostatic units and to 10’/d4zc? farads
per meteror, numerically, to 8,854 x 107!? farad
per meter in International System units, where
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c is the speed of light in meters per second
Symbolized €9, { ijlek-trik ‘kan-stont}

electric contact [ELEC] A physical contact that
permits current flow between conducting parts.
Also known as contact.{ijlek-trik 'kan,takt }

electric contactor See contactor. { illek-trik 'kan
itak-tar }

electric control [ELEC] The control of a machine
or device by switches, relays, or rheostats, as
contrasted with electronic control by electron
tubes or by devices that do the work of electron
tubes. { ijlek-trik kon'trdl }

electric controller [ELEC] A device that gov-
erns in some predetermined mannerthe elec-
tric power delivered to apparatus. { ijlek-trik
kan'trol-or }

electric converter See synchronous converter
{ ilek-trik kon'vard-ar}

electric corona See corona discharge
ka'rG-na }

electric current See current. { ijlek-trik ‘ko-rant }
electric current density See current density

( illek-trik [ka-rant ,den-sad-é }
electric current meter See ammeter

'ko-ront ,méd-ar}
electric cutout See cutout_{i/lek-trik 'kad,aut }
electric delay Ine (ELEcTR| A delay line using

properties of lumped or distributed capacitive
and inductive elements; can be used for sig-
nal storage byrecirculating information-carrying
wave patterns. _{ ijlek-trik di’la ,!In }

electric dlpote |ELEC| A localized distribution of
positive and negative electricity, without net
charge, whose mean positions of positive and
negative charges do not coincide._{ijlek-trik ‘di
1pdl}

electric dipole moment [ELEC] A quantity char-
acteristic of a charge distribution, equal to the
vector sum over the electric charges of the
productof the charge and the position vector of
the charge—_{ijlek-trik 'dI,pal ,m6-mant}

electric discharge See discharge _{ ijlek-trik ‘dis
ycharj }

electric-discharge lamp
{ 'lek-trik ‘dis,charj lamp }

electric-discharge tube
{ Hlek-trik 'dis,charj ,tib }

electric displacement [ELEC] The electric field
intensity multiplied by the permittivity. Symbol-
ized D. Also knownasdielectric displacement,
dielectric flux density; displacement; electric dis-
placementdensity; electric flux density; electric
induction { i'lek-trik dis'plas-mant}

electric displacement density See electric displace-
ment. { i'lek-trik dis'plas-mont ,den-sad-é }

electric distributlon system See distribution
system _{ i'lek-trik ,dis-tra'byii-shan ,sis-tam }

electric energy measurement [ELEC] The mea-
surement of the integral, with respect to time,
of the power in an electric circuit { ijlek-trik
‘en-ar-j@ ymezh-or-mont|

electric energy meter

{ ilek-trik

{ ijlek-trik

See discharge lamp

See discharge tube

{ELEc| A device which
measurestheintegral, with respect to time, of the

( ijlek-trik jenor-jépowerin an electric circuit
iméd-ar}
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eye Se photocell, phototube. | iilek-eect?erie

electric fiel
fields in

id [evec| 1. One of the fundamental
nature, causing a chargect body to

tracted te or repelled by other charged
bodies: associated with an electromagnetic wave

changing magnetic field 2. Specifically, the
creettlc force per unit test charge ( IHek-trik

be at

foals

enetiold Intensity See electrle-fieldl vector
: { iHleketrik {feld in'ten-sad-€| ;
electric-field strength See electric-fleld vector

j (ilekeurtk Yeld ‘stregkth |
electric-field vector éLec| The force on a sta-
“tionarypositive charge per unit charge at a palnt

in art electric fielel Designated E. Also known
as electric-field intensily: electric-field strength,
electric vector Whek-trik jféld 'vek-tar |

electric filter [ELECTR 1. A network that trans-
mits alternating currents of desired frequencies
whilesubstantiallyattenuatingall other frequen-
cies. Also known as frequency-selective device
a, Seefilter—{ illek-trik "fil-tar |

electric flowmeter &Lec] Pluid-flow measure-
ment device relying on an inductance or
impedance bridge or on. electrical-resistance
rod elements to sense flow-rate variations,
{ iekerrik 'WG,méd-ar| :

electric flux [Elec| 1. The integral over a surface
of the canmiponent of the electric displacement
perpendicular to the surface; equal to the number
of wlectric lines of force crossing the surface
2. The electric lines of force in a region.
{ Nlek-trik 'flaks }

electric flux densIty See electric displacement.
{ illek-trik 'flaks ,den-sad-é }

electric flux line See electric line of force. { iflek
trik 'floks ,lTn }

electricforming [ELECTR] The processofapplying
. electric energy to a semiconductor or other
" device to modify permanentlyits electrical char-

acteristics. { ijlek-trik 'f6r-min }
electric fuse Seefuse.{ijlek-trik ‘fyiiz}
electric heating [ENG] Any methodofconverting

electric energy to heat energy by resisting the free
- flow of electric current. { ijlek-trik 'héd-in }

electric hysteresis See ferroelectric hysteresis.
{ ijlek-trik ,his-ta'ré-sas }

electrician [ENG]Askilled worker who installs,
repairs, maintains, or operates electric equip-
ment. {i,lek'trish-an }

electric image ELEC} A fictitious charge used in
finding the electric fleld set up byfixed electric
charges in the neighborhood of a conductor;
the conductor, with its distribution of induced
sufface charges, is replaced by ane ar more of
these fictitious charges, Also known as Image.
(Hleketeik iil} |

electric Induction—See electric displacement
[illektrik In'dak-shan |

électricinstrument jeno| An electricity measur-
Ing device that indicates, such as an ammeter
or voltmeter, in contrast to an electric meter
that totalizes or records. [ illek-trik ‘in-stra-Mant| 
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electric powerstation

electric lamp [ELEc| A lamp in which light is
produced by electricity, as the incandescent
lamp,arc lamp, glow lamp, mercury-vapor lamp,
and fluorescent lamp._{iilek-trik ‘lamp }

electric IIne of force=|ELEC] An imaginary IIne drawn
so that each segment of the line is parallel to
the direction of the electric field orof the electric
displacementatthat point, and the density of the
set of lines is proportionalto the electric field or
electrical displacement. Also known aselectric
flux line. { ijlek-trik {lin av ‘fors )

electric main See power transmission line
{ iilek-trik 'man}

electric meter [ENG] An electricity-measuring
device that totalizes with time, such as a watthour
meter or ampere-hour meter, in contrast to an
electric instrument. _{ i/lek-trik 'm&d-or}

electric moment |ELEc| One of a series of quanti-
ties characterizing an electric charge distribution;
an [th moment is given by integrating the
Product of the charge density, the [-th power
of the distance from the origin, and a spherical
harmonic Y*j, over the charge distribution.
{ ilek-trik 'm6-mant}

electric monopole=[ELEC] A distribution of elec-
tric charge which is concentrated at a point oris
spherically symmetric._{ijlek-trik 'm&n-a,pdl}

electric motor See motor.{ijlek-trik ‘m&d-er)
electric network See network.{ijlek-trik ‘net

iwark }
electric octupole moment |ELEC| A quantity

characterizing an electric charge distribution;
obtained byintegrating the productof the charge
density, the third power of the distance from
the origin, and a spherical harmonic Y*3» over
the charge distribution. { ijlek-trik '&k-ta,pdl
'm6-mant}

electric outlet See outlet.{ijlek-trik 'auit,let }
electric polarizability |ELEC| Induced dipole mo-

ment of an atom or molecule in a unit electric
field. { ilek-trik ,p6-le,riza'bil-ed-& }

electric polarization See polarization. _{ iflek-trik
\p6-la-ra'za-shan)

electric potential (ELEC) The work which must be
doneagainstelectric forces to bring a unit charge
from a reference point to the polnt in question;
the reference point is located at an infinite
distance,or, for practical purposes,at the surface
of the earth or some other large conductor.
Also knownaselectrostatic potential; potential.
Abbreviated V._(illek-trik pa'ten-chal}

electric power |ELEc| The rate at which electric
energy is converted to other forms of energy,
equal to the product of the current and the
voltage drop._{iflek-trik 'pau-er}

electric power Ilne See powerline. [ iflek-trik
‘pau-ar lin }

electric power meter [ENG] A device that mea-
sures electric power consumed, either at an
instant, as in a wattmeter, or averaged over a
time interval, as in a demand meter. Also known
as power meter._{ijlek-trik 'pad-ar ym&d-or}

electric power station [ELEC] A generating sta-
tion or an electric power substation _{ ilJek-trik
‘pau-er ,sta-shoen}
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